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For increasing the added value and competitiveness of
product, recently, design studies and their applications have
been paid closer attention than ever. Good design has always
been considered as the perfect combination of creativity
and experience of the designer. In contrast to engineering,
design problems had been thought as unsolvable by scientific
methods. Now, due to the advances of design studies, many
new design methods have been proposed. These methods
reduce the time consumption of design by introducing
some technical procedures and rules. Particularly, the popularization of computer and the release of many powerful
CAD tools have greatly shortened the design cycle. With
simulation software, designers reduce the time and cost of
prototyping. The advancement of machine learning, data
mining, and other techniques provides excellent tools for
information collecting, data analyzing, behavior forecast,
and decision-making. Therefore, the design complexity of
consumer behavior, social and cultural preferences, environmental impacts, and economic factors can be taken into
account properly.
Design studies include not only the study of design
itself but also marketing, service, and strategy of design. In
addition, qualitative and quantitative thinking of its influence
and the study of design education are all involved. The
researches of design have been improved enormously by
introducing the quantitative methodologies of engineering
and social science.
This special issue selects papers about the topics of (1) various computational topics of methodologies and procedures

of design, (2) mathematical techniques to reduce time and
cost of design, (3) mathematical tools or methods that assist
in the marketing or decision-making of design, (4) computational issues to promote design education, (5) computational
topics about design services or cultural, environmental,
social, and economic aspects of design, and (6) mathematical
modeling and computation about design procedure, strategy,
and management. This special issue enables interdisciplinary
collaboration between design and engineering technologists
in the academic and industrial fields.
Teen-Hang Meen
Stephen D. Prior
Kuei-Shu Hsu
Artde Donald Kin-Tak Lam
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Cold forging has played a critical role in fasteners and has been applied to the automobile industry, construction industry, aerospace
industry, and living products so that cold forging presents the opportunities for manufacturing more products. By using computer
simulation, this study attempts to analyze the process of creating machine parts, such as hexagonal nuts. The DEFORM-3D forming
software is applied to analyze the process at various stages in the computer simulation, and the compression test is also used for
the flow stress equation in order to compare the differences between the experimental results and the equation that is built into
the computer simulation software. At the same time, the metallography and hardness of experiments are utilized to understand the
cold forging characteristics of hexagonal nuts. The research results would benefit machinery businesses to realize the forging load
and forming conditions at various stages before the fastener formation. In addition to planning proper die design and production,
the quality of the produced hexagonal nuts would be more stable to promote industrial competitiveness.

1. Introduction
Screws, also called fasteners, are broadly applied and are
essential parts. Advanced countries with higher industrialization have higher demand for large quantities of screw
fasteners. Fasteners are essential in our daily lives. With the
global recession the fastener industry in Taiwan has suffered
from major impacts of the emerging countries of Mainland
China, Southeast Asia, and India as well as antidumping.
More challenges are expected. The forging process in the
fastener industry is an important technology. Forging is a
processing craft changing the shapes of metal materials with
pressure so that the materials become forged with certain
mechanical properties, shapes, and sizes. In other words, the
metal materials are compressed or extruded between dies
in order to increase partial or entire height and width or
to change into required shapes. In this case, the quality of
forging dies would affect the quality, cost, and efficiency of
products. It therefore becomes critical to rapidly design a die
and verify the reliability of the die to enhance the industrial
value.

Most manufacturers who require mass production of
screws would choose cold forging. Cold forging is an ordinary
but important metal processing process, mainly utilizing a die
to fix the lower part of a metal rod to the required shape with
punch. The final products are mainly used for the connection
of various construction parts. Since heating is not necessary,
the surface precision and smoothness are optimum. At the
same time, expensive forging die is preserved for a longer
service life. This could reduce the forging cost and the metal
strength could also be enhanced. Falk et al. [1] applied the
finite element software, DEFORM, in 2001 to propose the
forging volume correlated method, which could simply and
accurately estimate the cold forging die life but was also
verified with experiments. With the ANSYS finite element
software, Landre et al. [2] utilized the finite element software
for simulating the cylindrical compression process of 1040
carbon steel, discussed the effects of three preforming shapes
on the forming limit, and predicted the strain location of
blank fracture on the workpiece. Besides, the fracture ratio
was used for comparing the process applicability among
various criteria. Lee et al. [3] used DEFORM for analyzing
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the mold stress for cold forging in 2002 and divided it into
two procedures. In procedure 1, the mold was assumed to
be a rigid body, the load was added on the mold after the
blank was being formed, and then the stress analysis was
preceded. In procedure 2, the mold was assumed to be an
elastic body in the process of blank forming for mold stress
analysis. The mold stress with such two procedures was
compared with it in the experiment. The result showed that
the strain of the mold assumed to be an elastic body was
close to the experiment. Hence, the precision of DEFORM
is convincible in this study. Tamura et al. [4] examined
the dimensional precision and uniformity of forged round
billets. In the research, a three-dimensional rigid-plastic finite
element method was used and the validity of the analysis was
examined by laboratory experiments using lead billets. At the
same time, the independent influence of each chosen major
operational parameter, that is, the rotational angle and the
feed, has been clarified and specified. As a result, the optimum
combination of rotational angle and feed had been suggested
taking account of not only dimensional precision but also
productivity. Joun et al. [5] presented an application-oriented
finite-element approach to forging die structural analysis. In
their works, the loading condition was extracted automatically from a forging simulator, based on the rigid-viscoplastic
finite element method, and preload due to the clamping
force was also considered in the same manner. Sofuoglu and
Gedikli [6] used physical modeling and ANSYS software for
analyzing the internal mesh changes of workpiece and the
extrusion load with distinct punch displacement, when the
various extrusions rate and die semiextrusion angle were used
in the 3D extrusion process. MacCormack and Monaghan [7]
acquired Latham’s criterion coefficient, analyzed the forming
process of hexagonal bolts and the shear load of molds, and
improved the forming process to determine the parameters
in the forming process in 2001. Furthermore, MacCormack
and Monaghan used DEFORM for analyzing the effects of
the mold parameters for forming hexagonal bolts on the
mold stress. The analysis results showed that the mold stress
would be reduced and the service life would be prolonged
when the geometric shape of the mold allowed the material
to easily flow in the forming process. Kim [8] applied
multistage continuous cold forging to form the terminal
pin, in 2007, when the extrusion and upsetting replaced
the traditional welding, utilized CAMPform-3D and cold
forging for the verification, and successfully produced the
products, which avoided the 10% defects caused by welding.
Wang and Chen [9] solved the problems in the thin-wall
parts processing and, with the example of typical axial thinwall parts, preceded an overall analysis of the processing
method in order to find out the feasible processing method
for the reference of similar thin-wall parts processing. In
order to solve blank defects, waste of raw materials and
energy, long processing procedure, and low production efficiency in the production of track end coupling, Ma et al.
[10] used the DEFORM-3D software and field small-batch
production for proving the advantages of extrusion forming,
including high size precision, reduction of production cost,
and good formability, to satisfy the demands for mass
production.
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Incremental forging techniques offer the opportunity to
produce accurate ring-type components with smaller loads
than pressing operations. Guangchun and Guoqun [11] used
a finite element method in analyzing a rotary forging process.
A three-dimensional rigid-plastic finite element analysis code
was developed in FORTRAN language and used to analyze
the rotary forging process of a ring workpiece. The results
showed that the mechanical model found in this paper agreed
well with the practical rotary forging process. Microforging
is an area of great potential, especially in electronic and
medical devices; for example, Hsia et al. [12, 13] used the
finite element software, DERORM-3D, for simulating the 3C
micro pin forward extrusion and forging process in 2013 and
2014. The research simulated the forward microextrusion of
blanks and discussed the differences between the simulated
stage process and the experimental process. Their research
also evaluated the effective stress-strain and material flow
properties after the extrusion and the punch head reaction
when the predicted material was being formed for the
evaluation standard for designing the punch head and the
strength of die structure.
The publication of a much wider range of industrial
forging applications would greatly encourage the use of
computational simulation. Aiming at the formation process
of hexagonal nuts, this study attempts to precede software
analysis and simulation to discuss the distribution of stress,
strain, velocity field, and load at each stage so as to assist
the businesses in predicting possible problems in the forming
process when designing the dies. Furthermore, the development cost for dies could be reduced to make the fastener
production more efficient.

2. Research Methodology and
Experimental Framework
In the fastener industry, vast experience with the product
is crucial. The lack of powerful support of theories and
known science could result in developmental bottlenecks. For
instance, products that are constantly tested on the platform
could delay the product delivery. The increasing costs would
affect the fastener industry. Utilizing the computer aided
analysis software, FEM(DEFORM-3D), for metal forging
has been important in the past years and has become the
developmental trend. Introducing computer aided design and
analysis into the design and production of fastener dies could
effectively shorten the development time of products further
reducing the number of die testing times and avoiding the
formation of failures. In addition to ensuring the quality of
forgings and enhancing the service life of dies, it could reduce
the costs for material usage and die modification.
2.1. Cold Forging Theory. Since metal forming is a complicated deforming behavior, the assumption of boundary
conditions and material characteristics in finite element
analysis being accurate and reasonable would largely affect
the analysis results. In this case, suitable assumptions were
required for the simulation when analyzing or simulating
the plastic processing so as to reasonably simplify the plastic
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processing complexity and reduce the algorithm time. The
assumptions for the simulation are listed as below.
2.1.1. Yield Criterion. Generally, von Mises yielding criterion
is adopted as material plastic rule. It provides the relationship
between the material yield condition and 3D stress states. All
three axial principal stresses 𝜎1 , 𝜎2 , and 𝜎3 can be expressed
as the effective stress 𝜎 shown in
𝜎=

1
2
2
2 1/2
[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2 ) + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3 ) + (𝜎3 − 𝜎1 ) ]
√2

(1)

von Mises pointed out while the effective stress reaches the
material’s yield strength value 𝑌, then the plastic deformation
will begin in this material. Equation (1) is expressed as
𝜎=

Figure 1: Finished products of the hexagonal nuts.

1
2
2
2 1/2
[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2 ) + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3 ) + (𝜎3 − 𝜎1 ) ] = 𝑌. (2)
√2

2.1.2. Constant Temperature Mode. The forming temperature
was kept at the room temperature and the temperature
resulting from the plastic deformation of forged workpiece
metal in the cold forging process was small that the effects of
the local temperature were ignored.
2.1.3. Friction Model. The cold forging processing of fasteners
revealed high contact pressure that the constant frictional
model was utilized for the interface friction; the constant
frictional factor was regarded as the interface frictional
coefficient and the interface friction between the mold and
the work remained constant in the process.
2.2. Experimental Steps. The computer simulation analysis
software, SolidWorks, is applied to establish the 3D geometric
model of dies and workpieces in this study. Figure 1 shows
the 5-stage product of the analyzed hexagonal nut; Figure 2
displays the operation of die, punch pins, and forging workpiece, with 1/6 of the original shape. The first stage is the
preformation of hexagonal nut, the second stage is to change
the external shape of hexagonal nut, the third stage and
the fourth stage reveal large changes on punch pin, which
appear to show larger loads because of the hole preformation
of hexagonal nut, and the fifth stage follows the processes
of the previous two stages and continues the cold forging
deformation till the final product size. For the analysis, the
figures are first transformed into STL files and then imported
into DEFORM-3D forming software for simulation. The
analysis flow chart is shown in Figure 3, where the research
direction is first determined and then the true materials
are acquired for the compression test in order to acquire
the flow stress for verification. The simulation analysis at
various stages could be preceded when the experimental
result is correct. The final results are compared with the
field processing in order to verify the feasibility of the entire
computer simulation.
2.3. Compression Test. The workpieces proceeded in the compression experiment with a universal testing machine in
order to acquire the data of cold forging load and compressing

Top punch pin

Workpiece

Die

Bottom punch pin

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the die construction.

steps, with which the true stress and true strain are calculated,
the flow stress line graph is drawn with the Grapher software,
and the equation is acquired with statistical regression.
In the experiment, the material AISI 1010 is first cut the
same as the hexagonal nut for the test cylindrical sample, the
external diameter and length ratio is set to be 1 : 1.5, and the
actual external diameter of the completed cylindrical sample
is 6 mm and the height 9 mm. A universal testing machine
with 100 ton pressure is used for the compression test; the
cylindrical sample is coated with the lubricant (manganese
dioxide) before the compression so that the material could
be tested by being closer to the actual production line. After
the compression to these reduction from 30%, 60%, 75%,
and 90%, Figure 4, the computer would automatically record
the cold forging load, compressing step, and deformation
time in the experimental process. Such data are further
calculated and organized with Excel. The cold forging load,
compressing deformation process, and geometric shape of
the cylindrical sample are transferred into engineering stress
and engineering strain with (3) and (4) and are further
transformed into true stress and strain with (5) and (6).
Engineering stress:
𝜎𝑁 =

𝑃
.
𝐴𝑖

(3)

4
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800

Determine research direction

True stress (MPa)

600

Analysis of cold forging fasteners
and establishment of 3D model

Compressive tests
Flow stress curve

Forming design at various passes

AISI 1010
hi = 9 mm, di = 6 mm
𝜎 = 633.63𝜀0.13

400

200

Design of forming die for each
stage

0

Using DEFORM-3D to simulate the
forming process

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

True strain (mm/mm)
Experiment
Curve fitting

Determine the feasibility of forming
design

Figure 5: True stress and true strain curve for AISI 1010.
Finish

Table 1: Parameter of setting in software.
Figure 3: Study of the flowchart.

Figure 4: Compressed cylindrical samples at 30%, 60%, 75%, and
90% reductions.

Engineering strain:
𝜀𝑁 =

ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑓
ℎ𝑓

.

(4)

True stress:
𝜎𝑡 = 𝜎𝑁 (1 − 𝑟) .

AISI 1010
𝜎 = 633.63𝜀0.13
𝑚 = 0.12
1/6
30000
420
0.02
Rigidity plastic/rigidity

is widely used to obtain flow stress data for metal forming
applications. Having acquired the flow stress, the equation
is further substituted in DEFORM-3D for the simulation,
which is compared with the analysis result with the equation
built in the software database in order to understand the
difference in the computer simulation result between the
actual compression test and the software at various stages for
future reference.

(5)

True strain:
𝜀𝑡 = − ln (1 − 𝑟) ,

Workpiece
Flow stress
Friction factor
Axially symmetric structure
Mesh number
Punch speed (mm/sec)
Forward volume of one step (mm)
Workpiece/die

(6)

where 𝑃 is compressing load, 𝐴 𝑖 and ℎ𝑖 are initial crosssection area and height, ℎ𝑓 is height at the deformation, and
𝑟 = (ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑓 )/ℎ𝑖 is reduction. In the compression test, the
engineering strain and the reduction are equal; that is, 𝜀𝑁 = 𝑟.
Having acquired the true stress and true strain with the
above equations, they are added in the Excel software and
calculated the flow stress curve with Power Law, Figure 5, and
the flow stress equation 𝜎 = 633.63𝜀0.13 , where the constant
633.63 is the strength coefficient and 0.13 is the hardening
index. In this compressing test, the initial height ℎ𝑖 of the
cylindrical sample is 9 mm and the diameter 𝑑𝑖 is 6 mm.
The maximum reduction 90% shown in Figure 4 means true
strain 2.3 mm/mm, but only up to the amount of 1.5 mm/mm

2.4. Selection of Simulation Parameter. The die, deformation
materials, and simulation parameters for settings in the
analysis process are shown in Table 1. In the preforming
operations, a friction factor of 0.12 is applied to model the
cold forging conditions because of the lubricated conditions
between the forging die and workpiece. Inputting the above
parameters to the computer simulation software, DEFORM3D, could proceed the analysis at various stages. Since the
load on materials would directly affect the material life, the
load acquired from the experiment and the flow stress curve
simulation built in the analysis software are compared and
discussed.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Cold Forging Loads from Database and Compression Test.
The 5-stage process of hexagonal nuts with the database built
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Table 2: Cold forging loads for database and compression experiment.
Stage 1
1.24

Stage 2
3.24

Stage 3
5.3

Stage 4
7.16

Stage 5
9.46

12.92
13.36
+0.436
+3%

31.01
29.68
−1.333
−4%

40.99
36.34
−4.652
−11%

40.39
39.61
−0.778
−2%

19.26
19.55
+0.289
+2%

3.2. Simulation Analysis of Hexagonal Nuts Process. The simulation result at 5 stages with the computer simulation
software, DEFORM-3D, the effective stress, effective strain,
and velocity field at each stage could be recorded. Figures 7–11
show the analysis results from the first stage to the fifth stage.
Since stress would affect the material life and the forming
process and result, higher stress presents a higher hardening
index that the material might not be easily processed. Besides,
stress would focus on corners in general processing that
the die should be designed to be rounded for the smooth
flow of materials. Strain could assist in understanding the
deformation location in the formation, and velocity field

250

0.8

200
0.4

150

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

100

0

50
0

Difference load (%)

in the computer simulation and the flow stress curve acquired
with actual compression test proceeded with simulation and
analysis, Table 2. The basis of reference of cold forging load
is acquired from the database in the computer simulation
software, and plus-minus signs are used for presenting
the difference from the simulation result with the actual
compression experiment. A plus sign stands for the result
larger than the database, while a minus sign presents the
negative. The load in Table 2 is the final compressing step at
each stage; and, 1/6 symmetric hexagonal nuts are meshed
for the simulation analysis that the real cold forging load
is the final load multiplied by 6. With the comparison, the
larger difference 11% appears at the third stage, while the
error at other stages is revealed to be between 2% and 3%.
In the 5-stage simulation result, Figure 6, the red line is
the simulation result based on the flow stress curve in the
database, the black line is the simulation result of the flow
stress curve in the compressing experiment, and the blue one
is the difference between the two. In the comparison, the
largest difference appears on the beginning of compression
at each stage, where the largest 80% among the 5 stages
appears on the compressing step 0.04 mm at the third stage.
In this case, the largest difference would appear in the interval
when the material starts to flow, that is, the first few steps
after the beginning of the compression, in regard to flow
equations for the simulation analysis with the DEFORM-3D
forming software either with the compression experiment or
the database built in the software. The simulation analysis
then follows the true stress and true strain relationship in
the flow equation 𝜎 = 633.63𝜀0.13 . Figure 6 also presents the
cold forging load 80.16 kN (10%) at the first stage, 178.08 kN
(21%) at the second stage, 218.04 kN (26%) at the third stage,
237.66 kN (about 29%) at the fourth stage, and 117.3 kN (14%)
at the fifth stage, with the total load 831.24 kN.

Compression force (kN)

1/6 Axially symmetric
Stroke (mm)
Load (kN)
Database
Experiment
Difference between database and experiment
Percentage of difference (%)

−0.4

0

2

4
6
Stroke (mm)

8

10

Database
Experiment
Difference%

Figure 6: Relationship of load-stroke in five stages.

helps us understand the flow of materials in the cavity in the
compression process.
Figure 7 shows the preformation at the first stage, where
the maximal effective stress 686 MPa and the maximal effective strain 1.84 mm/mm appear on the internal bend angle of
the die and the fastest velocity of the velocity field 472 mm/sec
appears on the head. Figure 8 shows the maximal stress
750 MPa and the maximal strain 3.66 mm/mm at the second
stage on the external bend angles of the upper and lower
parts and the maximal velocity 894 mm/sec. As the figure of
the top punch pin reveals obvious changes at the third stage,
Figure 9, the stress focuses on the pin extrusion surface on the
top surface and the bottom surface, and the maximal stress
761 Ma, the maximal strain 4.10 mm/mm, and the velocity
field 1750 mm/sec appear on the periphery of the material
top surface. Figure 10 shows the maximal stress 814 MPa
and the maximal strain 6.85 mm/mm at the fourth stage,
where the bottom formation presents larger changes, and
also the maximal velocity field 1920 mm/sec on the periphery
of the top surface. Figure 11 shows the fifth forming stage,
where the maximal stress 922 MPa and the maximal strain
17.9 mm/mm appear at the material inside hole, the overall
stress and strain distribution reveals even more than the first
four stages, the maximal velocity field reveals 1190 mm/sec,
and the flow appears on the bottom surface and the top
surface. Figure 12 displays the analysis results at the extra
stage, where the maximal effective stress 839 MPa occurs at
step 165, concentrating on the area where the remainder is cut;
the maximal effective strain 8.65 appears on the same position
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Step 62

Step 62
571
456
341
341 min
686 max

1.84
Stress-effective (MPa)

686

1.23
0.615
0.00380
0.00380 min
1.84 max
(b) Effective strain

Step 62
472
315
157
0.000
0.000 min
472 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

(a) Effective stress

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

6

(c) Velocity

647
544
441
441 min
750 max

Step 162

3.66
2.46
1.26
0.0611
0.0611 min
3.66 max

(a) Effective stress

(b) Effective strain

Step 162

894
596
298
0.000
0.000 min
894 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

750

Stress-effective (MPa)

Step 162

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

Figure 7: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of first stage in 3D.

(c) Velocity

Figure 8: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of second stage in 3D.

as the maximal effective stress; and the maximal velocity field
431 mm/sec appears on the bottom area after cutting the hole
flat. From the above simulation results, the hexagonal nut
shape shows the greatest change at the fifth stage that the
maximal effective stress and effective strain occur at the stage,
and the maximal velocity field appears on the fourth stage.
Table 3 indicated the comparison of the simulative and
experimental dimensions on the different stages of the cold
forging hexagonal nut. Only the sizes of the diagonal and
thickness are discussed in this study. Because 1/6 symmetric
mesh is set in the simulation, the dimensions of 𝑦-axis
indicate diagonal and 𝑧-axis mean thickness. The simulative
results are obtained from the analysis of DEFORM-3D, and
experimental dimensions of the different forging sequences

from a workpiece metal to the finishing stage are measured
as shown in Figure 1. From Table 3, the percentages of error
are no more than 6.6%, for example, the maximum on the
diagonal dimension of the first stage.
3.3. Cold Forging Characteristics of Actual Forging Parts. To
understand the correctness of the previous simulation of
cold forging hexagonal nuts, the analysis results are preceded
by the die design and then the cold forged hexagonal nuts
tested the hardness and metallography in order to confirm
the effects of stress, strain, and velocity field on the formed
hexagonal nuts for future modification. In this study, the
effects on the most important mechanical property, hardness,
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Table 3: Comparison of the dimension between the simulation and actual forging parts.

761
535
310
84.0
84.0 min
761 max

Step 256

4.10

Stress-effective (MPa)

2.79
1.48
0.165
0.165 min
4.10 max

(a) Effective stress

(b) Effective strain

Step 256

1750
1160
582
0.000
0.000 min
1750 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

Step 256

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

Stage
First stage
Second stage
Third stage
Fourth stage
Fifth stage
Dimension
Diagonal Thickness Diagonal Thickness Diagonal Thickness Diagonal Thickness Diagonal Thickness
Specification
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
14.38 Min. 6.14/6.50
Simulation (mm)
12.89
6.69
13.90
6.42
14.33
6.41
14.33
6.41
14.79
6.67
Experiment (mm) 13.80
6.58
13.68
6.06
14.15
6.09
14.40
6.28
14.62
6.38
Error (%)
−6.6
1.7
1.6
5.9
1.3
5.3
−0.5
2.1
1.2
4.5

(c) Velocity

554
294
34.8
34.8 min
814 max

Step 358

6.85
4.64
2.44
0.230
0.230 min
6.85 max

(a) Effective stress

(b) Effective strain

Step 358

1920
1280
641
0.000
0.000 min
1920 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

814

Stress-effective (MPa)

Step 358

(c) Velocity

Figure 10: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of fourth stage in 3D.

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

Figure 9: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of third stage in 3D.
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Step 473
922
681
441
201
201 min
922 max

17.9

Stress-effective (MPa)

12.0
6.23
0.418
0.418 min
17.9 max

(a) Effective stress

(b) Effective strain

Step 473
1190
792
396
0.000
0.000 min
1190 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

Step 473

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

8

(c) Velocity

559
280
0.000
0.000 min
839 max

Step 165

8.65
5.91
3.16
0.424
0.424 min
8.65 max

(a) Effective stress

(b) Effective strain

Step 165

431
288
144
0.00000334
0.00000334 min
431 max

Velocity-total vel (mm/s)

839

Stress-effective (MPa)

Step 165

Strain-effective (mm/mm)

Figure 11: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of fifth stage in 3D.

(c) Velocity

Figure 12: Effective stress, effective strain, and velocity of sixth stage in 3D.

at various stages in the cold forging process could be acquired
with Vickers hardness test, where the pressing load is 100 g.
Figure 13 shows 9 measuring points taken from the hexagonal
nut section; Figure 14 displays the curve diagram of the
hardness measured in Vickers hardness test. The order of the
test points in Figure 13 starts from the upper inner side of the
hexagonal nut and then moves along the outer side for the
measurement; the last 2 measuring points are located on the
center. From Figure 14, the hexagonal nut inner side, going
through multipass processing for the via hole formation,
would appear to have a higher hardness than the outer side;
for example, points 1, 7, and 8 present the highest hardness.

The hexagonal nut outer side deforms merely because of
the upper punch cold forging extrusion at first stage that
the hardness is lower than it of the inner side; for example,
points 3, 4, 5, and 6 reveal lower hardness. Generally speaking, the larger deformation requires more processing times
that the hardness is relatively higher. Figure 15 displays the
distribution of the maximum principal stresses in the third,
fourth, and fifth stages of the cold forging sequence. Due to
the large deformation occurring in the workpiece, the FEM
mesh degenerates severely during simulation. Consequently,
remesh procedure is carried out frequently to complete the
simulation. Figure 15 also indicates the maximum principal
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Table 4: Samples of microstructure of deformed hexagonal nut.
Scale factor

50x

100x

On the top left corner

On the top right corner

On the bottom left corner

On the bottom right corner

32 1
49 8
56 7

Figure 13: Half workpieces of simulation and experiment.

300

Hardness (Hv)

280
260
240
220
200
1

2

3

4
5
6
Measurement position

7

8

Figure 14: Distributions of hardness in the hexagonal nut.

9

stresses shown on the inner sides to be in the range 330–
1,670 MPa. They are larger than the outer sides of the three
stages. Hence, it is clear that high stresses caused by large
deformation are concentrated in the inner sides. This cold
forging process would induce the hardening phenomena in
this region shown in Figure 14.
One of the most important pieces of information in
forged product is the metal flow lines. In forging process
design, design failures do sometimes occur due to defectiveness in internal metal flow lines even though the outward
appearance is successfully shaped. This study also verifies the
flow behavior of the hexagonal nuts using the experimental
method and numerical simulation. The analyzed hexagonal
nuts are small in size that mounting for the metallography
is first preceded for the required test chip and then rough
and fine grinding and polishing. During rough grinding and
fine grinding, the force and the angle have to be stable, and
the test chip continues the grinding after being rotated 90∘ C
every certain time. Such actions are cycled till the surface
scratches disappear. Aluminum oxide, with the size 0.3 𝜇m
and about 3-4 drops, is the grinding material used in the
test process and it should be immediately dried and corroded
after the polishing in order to avoid the oxidation on the
test chip surface influencing the quality of metallographic
observation. Table 4 shows the metallographic location of
hexagonal nuts with via hole and the flow line distribution.
In Table 4, the microstructure of the left right corner is about
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Stress-max principal (MPa)
Step 256

(a) Third stage

A = −3000
B = −2330
C = −1670
D = −1000
E = −333
F = 333
G = 1000

Stress-max principal (MPa)
Step 358

A = −3000
B = −2330
C = −1670
D = −1000
E = −333
F = 333
G = 1000

(b) Fourth stage

Stress-max principal (MPa)
Step 473

A = −3000
B = −2330
C = −1670
D = −1000
E = −333
F = 333
G = 1000

(c) Fifth stage

Figure 15: Maximum principal stresses of the third, fourth, and fifth stages in the hexagonal nuts.

formed in the previous 3 stages, as the little deformation
has the metallography not appear obvious direction; the
microstructure of the top right corner is the inner wall of the
via hole, with obvious downward flow line; the flow line at the
bottom left corner could be referred to as the velocity fields at
the first and the second stages, presenting counterclockwise
flow; and, the flow line at the bottom right corner could be
referred to as the velocity field of the fifth stage, revealing
clockwise flow. According to Table 4 and Figures 7–11, the
velocity fields of hexagonal nuts simulated at various stages
could be used for explaining the material flow caused in
the forming process. Such information could be the specific
reference for die design and modification.

4. Conclusion
The analysis with the computer simulation software,
DEFORM-3D, allows for understanding of the forming
process of hexagonal nuts, which could be the reference of
future product design or improvement. The research findings
are summarized below.
(1) The maximal load 237.66 kN appears at the fourth
stage, about 29% of the entire cold forging process,
and followed by 218.04 kN at the third stage, about
26%, in the 5-stage hexagonal nut processing. Hence,
the changes of top punch pin and the increase of
formation quantity would result in the rapid increase
of load.
(2) The major stress in the 5-stage forming focuses on the
contact between the die bend angle and the pin, and
an evener distribution of stress does not appear till the
fifth stage.
(3) According to the metallographic test results, the flow
line simulated with software is consistent with the one
in the experiment.
(4) In regard to the hardness distribution of hexagonal
nuts, the maximal hardness is related to multipass
cold forging processing, which mainly focuses on the
inner side of a formed hexagonal nut. In this case,
the strength required for the upper punch and the

impaired service life caused by wearing should be
concerned when designing a die.
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The goal of image fusion is to obtain a fused image that contains most significant information in all input images which were
captured by different sensors from the same scene. In particular, the fusion process should improve the contrast and keep the
integrity of significant features from input images. In this paper, we propose a region-based image fusion method to fuse spatially
registered visible and infrared images while improving the contrast and preserving the significant features of input images. At first,
the proposed method decomposes input images into base layers and detail layers using a bilateral filter. Then the base layers of
the input images are segmented into regions. Third, a region-based decision map is proposed to represent the importance of every
region. The decision map is obtained by calculating the weights of regions according to the gray-level difference between each
region and its neighboring regions in the base layers. At last, the detail layers and the base layers are separately fused by different
fusion rules based on the same decision map to generate a final fused image. Experimental results qualitatively and quantitatively
demonstrate that the proposed method can improve the contrast of fused images and preserve more features of input images than
several previous image fusion methods.

1. Introduction
Image fusion is a technology that has been widely used in
many areas such as defense surveillance, remote sensing,
medical imaging, and structure assessment. The goal of image
fusion is to obtain a fused image which contains most significant information in all input images captured by different
sensors from the same scene [1]. A typical fusion process
is to fuse spatially registered visible and infrared images.
Compared with infrared image, the visible image usually
captures abundant object details and should be considered
as the main information resource. However, the interested
objects are not easy to be observed in visible images when
they are under dark circumstance or with the same color
of the background. In such cases, an infrared image can
be used for providing extra information which cannot be
easily observed in the visible images. The fused image should
provide more information for human or machine perception as compared to a single input image; in other words,

a good fused image should interpret the real scene with more
reliability.
The image fusion methods can be categorized into pixellevel, feature-level, and symbolic-level fusion methods [1, 2].
In pixel-level fusion methods, a fused image is generated
by combining individual pixel or small regular regions of
pixels from multiple input images based on fusion decision
algorithms [3–5]. In feature-level fusion methods, multiple
input images are initially segmented into regions which are
then fused according to various properties of all related
regions [6–8]. In symbolic-level fusion methods, abstractions
are extracted from all input images followed by combining
these abstractions to a fused image [2]. Feature-level fusion
methods are also named region-based methods. Compared
with pixel-level fusion methods, region-based fusion methods have a number of perceived advantages including reducing sensitivity to noise, decreasing artifacts or inconsistencies
in the fused images, preserving significant features of the
input images, and increasing flexibility in choosing intelligent
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The inconsistency problem of maximum entropy method. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) Inconsistent result.

fusion rules [9]; thus we focus on region-based fusion
methods in this study.
Multiscale analysis plays a basic role for image fusion
using different fusion rules to integrate an image with different scales. Multiscale analysis can be classified into multiscale
transform and multiscale geometrical analysis methods [10].
Multiscale transform methods such as Laplacian pyramid
transform, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [3], and dualtree complex wavelet transform (DT-DWT) [9] can effectively extract important information of images, such as edges
and details; thus multiscale transform methods have been
widely used for image fusion. However, multiscale transform
methods are usually accompanied with complex computations, which will make these methods become inefficient.
Multiscale geometrical analysis methods such as curvelet
filter [11], contourlet filter [12], weighted least squares [13],
guided filter [14], and bilateral filter [15, 16] have been
successfully applied on several image fusion methods for
their ability of capturing intrinsic geometrical structure of
images [10, 14, 17]. Moreover, the bilateral filter is a spatialdomain filter which can preserve significant edges while
smoothing images. In this study, we use the bilateral filter to
decompose input images into base and detail layers for fusion.
Many region-based fusion methods have been proposed
by using multiscale analysis to decompose an input image
into one or several detail layers and a base layer in intensity
[9, 18, 19]. Then the detail layers and base layers of input
images are separately processed to construct a fused detail

layer and a base layer. At last, the fused base and detail
layers are composed to obtain a fused image. In conventional
methods, the construction of the fused detail layer is achieved
by selecting maximum coefficients or calculating weighted
averages in a region-based manner by comparing regional
properties such as normalized Shannon entropy [9] or alphastable modeling [19]. The construction of the fused base
layer is usually achieved by averaging the gray levels in a
pixel-based manner. However, fusing base layers by averaging
the gray levels may weaken significant contrast of the fused
image. Saeedi and Faez [20] proposed a region-based method
using particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm
to find the optimal weights for fusing the base layer with
maximum entropy. Most region-based fusion methods suffer
from oversegmentation problem. Oversegmentation may
result in inconsistency problems. The inconsistency problem
usually occurs on the oversegmented regions with low gray
levels in a visible image and high gray levels in an infrared
image. As one example shown in Figure 1, the fused image
(sky) in Figure 1(c) is composed of regions of highly different
gray levels and becomes unnatural. In this study, we proposed
a method to alleviate the inconsistency problem. The goal of
the proposed method is to improve the contrast of the fused
image and preserve the significant features of input images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the principle of bilateral filters. Section 3
explains the proposed region-based fusion method in detail.
The experiments and their results are presented and discussed
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3
bilateral filter consists of a spatial filter in spatial domain
and a range filter in intensity domain. When applying on
image decomposition, the bilateral filter is an edge-preserving
smoothing technique which can effectively maintain the
sharpness of edges while smoothing images [16]. The entries
of a bilateral-filter mask completely follow the Gaussian
functions of these two filters. The bilateral filter is defined by

Image decomposition
Image A

Image B

Image
decomposition

Image
decomposition

Detail
layer A

Detail
layer A

Detail
layer B

Detail
layer B

Decision map construction
Base
layer A

Image
segmentation
Region map B

Region map A
Map union

Integrated region map
Assign an initial weight
for each region

The procedure diagram of the proposed method is shown
in Figure 2. The proposed method consists of three essential
stages: image decomposition, decision map construction, and
image fusion.

Decision
map
Image fusion

Fusion rules
for
detail layer

Detail
layer B

Decision
map

Fuse
detail layer

where (i, j) is the coordinates of pixel 𝑝𝑖𝑗 , 𝐼𝑖𝑗 is the gray level of
𝑝𝑖𝑗 , ‖(𝑠, 𝑡) − (𝑖, 𝑗)‖ is the Euclidean distance between pixels 𝑝𝑠𝑡
and 𝑝𝑖𝑗 , Ω is a window centered at (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝐺 is a Gaussian spatial
kernel for smoothing differences in location and defined as
2
𝐺(‖x‖) = 𝑒−(1/2)(‖x‖/𝜎𝑠 ) , 𝜎𝑠 is the standard deviation of 𝐺,
𝐹𝑟 is a Gaussian range kernel for smoothing differences in
2
intensities and defined as 𝐹𝑟 (|𝑥|) = 𝑒−(1/2)(|𝑥|/𝜎𝑟 ) , and 𝜎𝑟 is
the standard deviation of 𝐹𝑟 .

3. The Proposed Fusion Method

Sigmoid function

Detail
layer A

1




∑(𝑠,𝑡)∈Ω 𝐺 ((𝑠, 𝑡) − (𝑖, 𝑗)) 𝐹𝑟 (𝐼𝑠𝑡 − 𝐼𝑖𝑗 )
(1)




× ∑ 𝐺 ((𝑠, 𝑡) − (𝑖, 𝑗)) 𝐹𝑟 (𝐼𝑠𝑡 − 𝐼𝑖𝑗 ) 𝐼𝑠𝑡 ,
(𝑠,𝑡)∈Ω

Base
layer B

Image
segmentation

bf (𝑝𝑖𝑗 ) =

Base
layer A

Fuse
base layer

Base
layer B

Fusion rules
for
base layer

Image
composition
Fused image

Figure 2: Procedure diagram of the proposed image fusion method
consists of image decomposition, decision map construction, and
image fusion stages.

in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks and future works
are given in Section 5.

2. Bilateral Filters
A bilateral filter is a nonlinear filter; it extends the concept of
Gaussian smoothing filter by weighting the mask coefficients
according to their corresponding pixel relative intensities. A

(1) In the image decomposition stage, input images are
decomposed into detail layers and base layers using a
bilateral filter.
(2) In the decision map construction stage, the base layers
of visible image and infrared image are segmented
into regions to produce individual region maps. These
two region maps are unionized into a single region
map, named as integrated region map. Based on the
integrated region map, the initial weights of regions
in the input images are calculated as difference of
neighboring regions (DNRs) in the base layers. At last,
the contrast of DNRs is enhanced by using a sigmoid
function to produce a decision map for recording the
final weights of all regions.
(3) In the image fusion stage, a set of fusion rules are first
defined; then according to the rules, the base layers
and the detail layers of all input images are fused based
on the same decision map. At last, the fused base and
detail layers are composed to obtain a fused image.
3.1. Image Decomposition. The bilateral filter is used to
decompose an image into a base layer and a detail layer [21].
At first, the base layer 𝐼base is obtained by applying the bilateral
filter to the input image 𝐼:
𝐼base = bf (𝐼) ,

(2)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Image segmentation. (a) The base layer of input image. (b) The result of canny edge detection. (c) After edge linking. (d) The result
of segmentation after region merging.

where bf(⋅) represents the bilateral function as described in
(1). The detail layer 𝐼detail is obtained by substituting the base
layer from the original image:
𝐼detail = 𝐼 − 𝐼base .

(3)

3.2. Image Segmentation. The proposed segmentation
method classifies the neighboring pixels with similar gray
levels into a region. There are three main stages in the image
segmentation process: edge detection, edge linking, and
region merge. An example is illustrated in Figure 3. In the
edge detection stage, we use the canny edge detector [22] to
extract edges as shown in Figure 3(b), where the edges with
length less than 10 pixels are eliminated. In general, the edges
extracted by an edge detector are not completely connected;
the edges should be linked to form regions. The edge linking
stage is achieved by extending the existing edges along their
end directions to the other existed edges, as one example
shown in Figure 3(c).
An edge pixel extracted in the previous step is assigned
to the region of its neighboring pixel with the closest gray
level. Thus all pixels of an image are classified into regions.
The edge linking may generate oversegmented results; thus
we need to merge neighboring regions with similar gray
levels. In the region merge stage, two adjacent regions will be
merged if the difference of their gray-level averages is smaller
than a predefined threshold 𝑇𝑚 , as one example shown in
Figure 3(d).

3.3. Integrated Region Map. For an image 𝐼 segmented into a
set of regions, its region map is defined as 𝑅 = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑟𝑛 },
visible
infrared
and 𝐼base
where 𝑟𝑖 represents the 𝑖th region of 𝐼. Let 𝐼base
denote the base layers of input visible and infrared images,
visible
infrared
and 𝐼base
is assigned to
respectively. Each pixel in 𝐼base
a region according to their region maps 𝑅visible and 𝑅infrared
respectively, where 𝑅visible = {𝑟1visible , 𝑟2visible , . . . , 𝑟𝑝visible } and
𝑅infrared = {𝑟1infrared , 𝑟2infrared , . . . , 𝑟𝑞infrared }. These two region
maps are unionized to form an integrated region map
𝑅 = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑟𝑛 }, where 𝑟𝑘 denotes the kth region. Pixels
belonging to the same regions in both region maps will be
assigned to the same region in the integrated region map. The
idea of the integrated region map is illustrated in Figure 4. In
Figure 4, pixels 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , and 𝑝3 belong to the same region in
the visible image, 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 belong to the same region, but
𝑝3 belongs to the other region in the infrared image. Thus 𝑝1
and 𝑝2 are assigned to the same region and 𝑝3 is assigned to
another region in the integrated region map.

3.4. Decision Map. A decision map is a map of weights to
indicate the importance of all regions in the input images.
Let 𝑏(𝑖, 𝑗) denote the gray level of boundary pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) in
𝐼base , where a boundary pixel is defined as a pixel whose
eight neighboring pixels belong to more than one regions. The
average gray-level difference 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) of a boundary pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) is
calculated by averaging the difference between the boundary
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the integrated region map. (a) The region map 𝑅visible . (b) The region map 𝑅infrared . (c) Integrated region
map 𝑅.

pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) and pixels of other regions in its 8 neighbors.
Consider the following:
𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗) =

1


∑ 𝑏 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑏 (𝑖 + 𝑠, 𝑗 + 𝑠) ,
NP (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑠=−1,0,1 

(4)

where NP(𝑖, 𝑗) is the number of the 8-neighboring pixels
which belong to other regions. A difference of neighboring
region (DNR) value is used to represent the gray-level difference of a region and its neighboring regions. The DNR(𝑟𝑘 ) is
calculated by averaging all 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) in region 𝑟𝑘 of the integrated
region map,
DNR (𝑟𝑘 ) =

1
NR𝑘

𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗) ,
∑
(𝑖,𝑗)∈boundary pixels of 𝑟𝑘

(5)

where NR𝑘 is the number of boundary pixels in region 𝑟𝑘 . An
example of calculating DNR is illustrated in Figure 5, where

four regions are separated by bold lines. Take 𝑝(3, 3) = 43 as
an example, 𝑑(3, 3) = (|17| + |19| + |21| + |22| + |21|)/5 = 20,
and DNR(𝑟3 ) = (18 + 18.6 + 20 + 21.6 + 23.6 + 24)/6 = 21.
A modified sigmoid function sig(𝑥) is used to enhance
the contrast of DNR. Consider
sig (𝑥) =

1
,
1 + 𝑒−(𝑥−𝛼)/𝛽

(6)

where 𝑥 is an input value, 𝛼 is the center of the function
curve, and 𝛽 is the width of the curve. The DNR should be
normalized to [0, 1] before applying to the modified sigmoid
function. At last, sig(DNR(𝑟𝑘 )) should be uniformly normalized to [0, 1], which is denoted by SDNR(𝑟𝑘 ). SDNR(𝑟𝑘 ) is
calculated by
SDNR (𝑟𝑘 ) =

sig (1) − sig (DNR (𝑟𝑘 ))
.
sig (1) − sig (0)

(7)
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Figure 5: The idea of calculating DNR. (a) An input image. (b) 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗). (c) DNR(𝑟𝑘 ).

Several curves of the normalized sigmoid function with
different values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are illustrated in Figure 6. Different
values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 can control the degree of contrast enhancement.
A decision map consists of weights of regions to indicate
the importance of all regions in the input images. Let 𝑤(𝑟𝑘 )
visible
; 𝑤(𝑟𝑘 ) is calculated
be the weight of region 𝑟𝑘 for image 𝐼base
by

SDNRvisible (𝑟𝑘 ) + SDNRinfrared (𝑟𝑘 )

visible
if SDNRvisible (𝑟𝑘 ) ≥ 𝑇base
infrared
and SDNRinfrared (𝑟𝑘 ) < 𝑇base
,

then 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) = 1;

then 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) = 0;
otherwise
visible
if 𝐼base
is desired, then 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) = 1,

(8)

infrared
and SDNRinfrared (𝑟𝑘 ) < 𝑇base
,

SDNRvisible (𝑟𝑘 )

visible
and SDNRvisible (𝑟𝑘 ) < 𝑇base
,

infrared
is desired, then 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) = 0,
if 𝐼base

visible
if SDNRvisible (𝑟𝑘 ) < 𝑇base

then 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) =

infrared
if SDNRinfrared (𝑟𝑘 ) ≥ 𝑇base

visible
infrared
and 𝑇base
are predefined threshold values.
where 𝑇base

;

3.5. Fusion Rules. The fusion rules are applied on the input
images region by region. We define different fusion rules for
fusing the base layers and detail layers of the input images,
both based on the same decision map.
3.5.1. The Fusion Rules for the Base Layers. Let 𝐼base (𝑟𝑘 )
represent the kth regions of the base layer. Based on the
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Table 1: The setting of parameters for image fusion.
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decision map. The fusion rules for the detail layer are defined
as follows:

0.1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6
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1
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Figure 6: The curves of sigmoid functions, when 𝛼
=
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 (from left to right); 𝛽 = 0.05
(solid line), 0.25 (dotted line), and 0.45 (dashed line).

visible
infrared
(𝑟𝑘 )) > E (𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 )) and 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) > 0.5,
if E (𝐼detail
fused
visible
(𝑟𝑘 ) = 𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 ) ;
𝐼detail
visible
infrared
(𝑟𝑘 )) < E (𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 )) and 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) < 0.5,
if E (𝐼detail
fused
infrared
(𝑟𝑘 ) = 𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 ) ;
𝐼detail

decision map 𝑤(𝑟𝑘 ), the fusion rules for the base layers are
defined as

fused
visible
infrared
(𝑟𝑘 ) = 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) 𝐼base
(𝑟𝑘 ) + (1 − 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 )) 𝐼base
(𝑟𝑘 ) .
𝐼base
(9)

otherwise,
fused
visible
infrared
𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 ) = 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 ) 𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 ) + (1 − 𝑤 (𝑟𝑘 )) 𝐼detail
(𝑟𝑘 ) ,
(10)

where
𝐿−1

E (𝐼) = − ∑ 𝑝 (𝑖) log 𝑝 (𝑖) ,

(11)

𝑖=0

The purpose of this rule is to preserve the gray-level
difference between a region and its neighboring regions.
An example of illustrating the advantage of this strategy is
given in Figure 7. The base layers of image 𝐼visible and image
𝐼infrared are, respectively, shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The
fused results by using the equal-weighted average and the
proposed weighting are separately shown in Figures 7(c) and
7(d). In Figure 7(d), the regions of the solid contours keep
significant appearance coming from 𝐼visible , and the region of
the dashed contour keeps significant contrast coming from
𝐼infrared ; the objects in Figure 7(d) are much clearer than that
in Figure 7(c).

and 𝐿 is the number of gray levels. 𝑝(𝑖) is the probability
of gray level 𝑖 in image 𝐼. The proposed detail layer fusing
method is consistent with the region importance of the base
layer while preserving the features of detail layers.
3.6. Image Construction. The fused image 𝐼fused is obtained
fused
by composing the fused base layer 𝐼detail
and the fused detail
fused
layer 𝐼base
:
fused
fused
+ 𝐼base
.
𝐼fused = 𝐼detail

(12)

4. Experiments
3.5.2. The Fusion Rules for the Detail Layers. Let 𝐼detail (𝑟𝑘 )
represent the kth regions of the detail layer. In conventional
region-based fusion methods, the fusion method is achieved
by selecting maximum coefficients or calculating weighted
averages in the detail layers. The detail layer contains smallscale details in an image; the entropy of a region can reflect
the quantity of information in it. A common way is to set
the entropy of each region as its weight for fusion. We think
that a region with higher weight in the decision map contains
more useful information. Therefore, a region with higher
weight in the decision map should be considered in the fused
image even if it has smaller entropy in the detail layer; thus,
we fuse the detail layers by referring the entropy and the

The proposed method was compared with three previously
published methods: discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [3],
multiscale directional bilateral filter (MDBF) [10], and visual
weight map extraction (VWM) [23]. All test images were
downloaded from http://www.imagefusion.org/ site. The setting of parameters for fusion image is shown in Table 1.
The visible and infrared images of “UN Camp” and
the fused results are shown in Figure 8. The challenge of
fusing “UN Camp” image is to keep the fence appeared in
the visible image (the solid contour in Figure 8(a)) and the
person appeared in the infrared image (the dashed contour
in Figure 8(b)) remaining in the fused image. These two
objects are not clear enough in the fused images by the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: An example of fused base layer. (a) The base layer of a visible image 𝐼visible . (b) The base layer of the corresponding infrared image
𝐼infrared . (c) The fused result by taking equal-weighted average. (d) The fused result of the proposed method.

weighted averaging methods (DWT and MDBF) and the
VWM method. The DWT and MDBF methods keep the
detail as much as possible, but they enhance noise in the fused
image, too. The meaningful detail and saliency of the subject
have better transferred into the fused image in the proposed
method than in the other three methods.
The visible and infrared images of the low-contrast “dune”
image and the fused results are shown in Figure 9. The fused
image of the proposed method preserves the hill in the visible
image (the solid contour in Figure 9(a)) and a pedestrian in
the infrared image (the dashed contour in Figure 9(b)). The
VWM methodobtains a better result than DWT and MDBF
methods, but the pedestrian obtained by the VWM method
is less clear than that by the proposed method. The proposed
method preserves the most saliency of the two objects in the
fused image.
The visible and infrared images of “trees” and the fused
results are shown in Figure 10. In the visible image, a pedestrian is not clear due to the low contrast to the background
(the dashed contour in Figure 10(a)). In the infrared image,
the pedestrian is clear (the dashed contour in Figure 10(b)),
but the background is less separable than that of the visible
image. The challenge of fusing these two images is to
preserve the clear pedestrian and the detail background in
the fused image. The other three methods preserve less detail

background in their fused images. The proposed method
can simultaneously highlight the pedestrian and preserve the
detail background in the fused image.
The visible and infrared images of “OCTEC” and the
fused results are shown in Figure 11. The challenge of the
fusion is to highlight the pedestrian appearing in the infrared
image (the dashed contour in Figure 11(b)) while keeping
the detail background appearing in the visible image. The
pedestrian is not highlighted enough in the fused images
of averaging methods (DWT and MDBF) as shown in
Figures 11(c) and 11(d). The detail of the background in the
visible image is not kept enough in the fused images of
the other three methods. Conversely, the proposed method
preserves the most saliency on both pedestrian and background.
Not only the above qualitative evaluation, but also the
two objective indices, entropy [24] and weighted fusion
quality index [25], were used to quantitatively evaluate the
performance of the mentioned fusion methods.
The entropy measures the quantity of information in an
image. Entropy is defined as in (11). The weighted fusion
quality index 𝑄𝑤 is calculated between the fused image and
the input images to measure how well the input images are
fused. The index 𝑄𝑤 reflects how much salient information
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(f)

Figure 8: The fused results of different fusion methods on “UN Camp” images. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) DWT method. (d)
MDBF method. (e) VWM method. (f) The proposed method.

in the input images is transferred into the fused image. 𝑄𝑤 is
defined as
𝐴

𝐵

𝐹

𝜆(𝑤) indicates the relative importance of image 𝐼𝐴 compared
to image 𝐼𝐵 . 𝜆(𝑤) is defined as
𝜆 (𝑤) =

𝑄𝑤 (𝐼 , 𝐼 | 𝐼 )
= ∑ 𝑚 (𝑤) (𝜆 (𝑤) 𝑄0 (𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐹 | 𝑤)

𝑠 (𝐼𝐴 | 𝑤)
𝑠 (𝐼𝐴 | 𝑤) + 𝑠 (𝐼𝐵 | 𝑤)

.

(14)

𝑄0 is a local quality index which is calculated by

𝑤∈𝑊

+ (1 − 𝜆 (𝑤)) 𝑄0 (𝐼𝐵 , 𝐼𝐹 | 𝑤)) ,
(13)
where 𝑚(𝑤) = max(𝑠(𝐼𝐴 | 𝑤), 𝑠(𝐼𝐵 | 𝑤)); 𝑠(𝐼 | 𝑤) reflects the
local entropy of image 𝐼 within window 𝑤. The local weight

𝑄0 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

4𝜎𝑥𝑦 𝑥𝑦
2

(𝑥 + 𝑦2 ) (𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2 )

,

(15)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 denote the means of two real-valued sequences
x = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ) and y = (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , . . . , 𝑦𝑛 ), respectively. In
this study, values 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are gray levels. 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 , and 𝜎𝑥𝑦
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9: The fused results of different fusion methods on “dune” images. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) DWT method. (d) MDBF
method. (e) VWM method. (f) The proposed method.

are variance of x, variance of y, and covariance of x and y,
respectively.
The larger entropy value which reflects more information
is contained in an image. A larger 𝑄𝑤 value reflects more
salient information contained in each of the input images
having been transferred into the fused image. The experimental results of entropy and 𝑄𝑤 values of the proposed
method and the other three methods for the four test
images are shown in Table 2. The proposed method gets
the highest entropy and 𝑄𝑤 values for all test images. The
experimental results reveal that the proposed method not
only contains the most quantitative information, but also
preserves the most saliency of the input images in the fused
image.

5. Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a region-based method for
fusing spatially registered visible and infrared images. The
advantages of the proposed method are improving the
contrast of the fused images and keeping the saliency of
objects in the fused images. The contributions are described
as follows:
(1) segmenting the base layers of the input images
instead of the original images such that the oversegmentation problem is then reduced,
(2) using the decision map to indicate the importance of
every region according to the gray-level differences
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: The fused results of different fusion methods on “Trees” images. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) DWT method. (d) MDBF
method. (e) VWM method. (f) The proposed method.

Table 2: The performance of four methods on the four famous images.
Input images
UN Camp
Dune
Trees
OCTEC

Evaluation measurement
Entropy
𝑄𝑤
Entropy
𝑄𝑤
Entropy
𝑄𝑤
Entropy
𝑄𝑤

DWT
6.3410
0.6218
5.7882
0.6783
5.9692
0.6662
6.3901
0.7523

MDBF
6.4597
0.6717
5.8246
0.6954
5.9984
0.6943
6.4649
0.8489

VWM
6.4015
0.6667
5.9515
0.5119
6.1500
0.6746
6.5500
0.8370

The proposed
6.6652
0.7045
5.9816
0.7437
6.1740
0.7636
6.5824
0.8999
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11: The fused results of different fusion methods on “OCTEC” images. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) DWT method. (d)
MDBF method. (e) VWM method. (f) The proposed method.

between a region and its neighboring regions such
that the contrast of regions is remained in the final
fused images,
(3) accompanying with the decision map, the proposed
fusing rules preserve the significant features and
saliency properties of input images in the fused image.
Experimental results show that the proposed method
achieves superior results over the other three fusion methods
in improving contrast of the fused images and preserving
saliency of objects in the fused images.
There is still a drawback in the proposed fusion method.
In the proposed method, an object may be segmented into
several regions. If an object has partial small gray levels
in one input image and partial high gray levels in another

input image, the object will be segmented into several regions
and the regions may be fused by different fusion rules.
Consequentially, the fused image may show an unnatural
appearance. As one example shown in Figure 12, the sky
is composed of several different light regions in the visible
image and is composed of several uneven dark regions in
the infrared image. The sky was first segmented into several
regions due to the uneven gray regions in the infrared image.
Then, the sky shows unnatural appearance in the fused
image as shown in the dashed block. In conclusion, if an
object is oversegmented, the object may show an unnatural
appearance in the fused image, named as the inconsistency
problem. The proposed approach can only alleviate this
phenomenon; it cannot completely eliminate the problem.
In the future, we will design more robust fusion rules and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: The fused result of the proposed method on “OCTEC” images. (a) Visible image. (b) Infrared image. (c) Fused image.

better image segmentation method to decrease the unnatural
artifact in the fused images.
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We present a novel scheme of an excellent flat-top 25 GHz optical interleaver based on two ring configurations. And the Advanced
Systems Analysis Program (ASAP) optical modeling software has been utilized for the interleaver design. The optical path difference
for interference and the phase shift are provided by the interferometer with two birefringent crystals and dual-ring arrangement.
The proposed structure exhibits the passband utilization of more than 90% and the channel isolation greater than 95 dB within
the C-band. Furthermore, we improve the dispersion performance by employing 𝜆/6 wave plates as birefringent compensators for
interleavers. The research results illustrate that our proposed scheme with compensator can improve the dispersion of more than
85.8%. Comparing the performance with the previous studies of optical interleavers with birefringent crystal and ring structure,
the proposed system can achieve an excellent 25 GHz multichannel filter for dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
transmission systems.

1. Introduction
Due to the growing demand for network communications
capacity, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
[1, 2] has emerged as vital component for optical fiber networks. Several techniques for flexibility in all-optics dynamic
networks have been engaged in DWDM systems [3, 4]. And
how to increase the number of channels is an important
issue [5]. A spectral interleaver is capable of separating a
set of channels into two sets twice the channel spacing. An
optical interleaver has been verified as an effective technique
in increasing channel counts by doubling or quadrupling the
number of optical channels when the channel spacing is in
the range of 0.2 nm [6–8].
Conventional interleavers are based on interferometers
that employ Gires-Tournois etalons (GTEs) as a phasedispersion element [9, 10]. These interferometers employ a
polarization beam splitter (PBS) to split the input signal into
two beams and then recombine them at the beam splitter
by using two GTEs to provide the redirection path; these
interferometers can be Michelson interferometers or MachZehnder interferometers. When a path length difference

exists between the two interfering beams, these conventional
interleavers provide a square-like spectrum transmission
function. However, in conventional etalons involving thin
film coatings, the performance is often optimized in a small
spectral region within the C-band. They cannot carry on the
entire C-band.
To provide a uniform performance over the entire Cband, the partial reflecting mirrors of the optical resonator
must maintain constant reflectivity over the entire C-band.
Such requirements are difficult to achieve by using conventional thin-film coating technology. In this research, the
Advanced Systems Analysis Program (ASAP) [11] optical
modeling software has been utilized for the interleaver
design. The ASAP model is configured based on the actual
component parameters that compared with the actual size is
1 : 1. The greatest shortcoming of conventional interleavers is
an inferior dispersion. In this study, we propose a new scheme
of birefringent optical interleaver employing dual-ring structures including the quarter-wave (𝜆/4) plates, trapezoid
prisms, and the 𝜆/6 wave plates to improve the dispersion.
The next section presents the design procedures of a high
performance interleaver using quarter-wave (𝜆/4) plates and
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polarization optics. Then the design of an improved structure
of interleaver is illustrated. We can get a very good dispersion
improvement to employ this proposed configuration. The
simulation result is performed to evaluate the performance
of this design method in Section 3. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 4.

2. The Proposed Interleaver Based on
Two Ring Configurations
Figure 1 shows the schematic configuration (noncompensation) of the dual-ring structure based birefringent optical
interleaver consisting of two birefringent crystals (the length
of YVO4 is 30 mm), two trapezoid prisms (transmission
rate is 91.4% and refraction index is 1.6), a polarization
beam splitter (PBS), two 𝜆/4 wave plates, and four highly
reflective mirrors (reflectivity is 99.8%). A beam of unpolarized light is transmitting through the PBS, and then the
beams are directed toward the YVO4 birefringent crystal and
the quarter-wave plate (𝜆/4 @ 45∘ ). The YVO4 birefringent
crystal is used for appropriate retardance of interference.
The quarter-wave plate is employed to rotate the polarization
states of these two beams by 45 degrees. As a result, the
beams inside the birefringent crystals consist of both ordinary
and extraordinary waves, but with equal amplitudes. While
the beams propagate inside the birefringent crystals, a phase
retardation exists between these two waves at the end of the
crystals. These beams, consisting of both ordinary and extraordinary waves, are then directed toward the ring structure,
as shown in Figure 1.
In both birefringent crystals (see Figure 1), the ordinary
wave corresponds to the s-wave while the extraordinary one
corresponds to the p-wave. The trapezoid prism interface of
the ring structure exhibits different Fresnel reflectivities for
these two polarization components (s- and p-) of the beam.
As a result of these different reflectivities, the two polarization
components experience further phase retardation by the
quarter-wave plate (𝜆/4 @ 45∘ ) after the birefringent crystal
and different phase shifts upon transmitting (or reflecting)
through the ring arrangement. Before both components of
the beam are mixed and recombined by the PBS, a phase
retardation by the birefringent crystal reoccurs again. The
birefringent crystal (YVO4 ) acts as an interferometer, and the
ring structure is configured by a prism and two mirrors (with
air in the resonator). The ring configuration, acting as a GiresTounois Etalon, is formed by the mirrors M1 , M2 and M3 , M4
and the prism-air interface which are aligned perpendicularwise to the light beams.
The prism is cut in a trapezoid-shape to provide the
appropriate angle of incidence so that the desired Fresnel
reflectivities, 𝑅𝑜 and 𝑅𝑒 , are obtained and 𝑅𝑒 and 𝑅𝑜 are the
reflectivity of the air-prism interface for the 𝑒-component
(extraordinary beam) and 𝑜-component (ordinary beam).
The normalized intensity of one of the output ports can be
expressed as follows [13–15]:
𝐼1 =

𝐼0
4𝜋
[1 + cos ( Δ𝑛𝐿 + (𝜙𝑒 − 𝜙0 ))] ,
2
𝜆

(1)

where 𝐼0 is the intensity of the unpolarized incident beam
and 𝐿 is the length of the two birefringent crystals, 𝜙𝑒 and
𝜙𝑜 are the phase shifts of the beam upon reflection from
the ring structure, and (Δ𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒 − 𝑛𝑜 ) is the refractive
index difference of 𝑛𝑒 and 𝑛𝑜 . The channel isolation of the
interleaver with the dual-ring structure is near 95 dB, and the
calculated results of the stopband and channel isolation of a
25 GHz channel spacing application, odd channels and even
channels of partial C-band, are shown in Figures 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. In Figure 2, the 25 dB stopband was found
to be 0.173 nm (21.625 GHz) and a 0.5 dB wide passband
of 0.156 nm (19.5 GHz); hence, we can reach the passband
utilization of 90.17% (=0.156 nm/0.173 nm × 100%). And the
channel isolation of the interleaver is greater than 95 dB. The
higher passband utilization means that the output was closer
to square wave results. The more close to a square wave output, the better the performance of interleaver. These results
clearly indicate that an interleaver with a ring structure can
provide a wide 0.5 dB passband and a good 25 dB stopband.

3. Optimal Design of Improved Dispersion
Interleaver by Compensators
Chromatic dispersion compensation is the most deserving
progress in this study. This interleaver with improved dispersion compensation is shown in Figure 3. The polarization
azimuth angle of the birefringent crystal [16–19] is obtained
by employing 𝜆/4 wave plates (𝜆/4 @ 45∘ ) and 𝜆/6 wave plates
(𝜆/6 @ 30∘ ). The phase shifts of 𝜆/4 wave plates and 𝜆/6 wave
plates can be expressed as (2) and (3), respectively:
  

𝑤1  = 𝑅 (−𝜓) 𝑤0 𝑅 (𝜓)

 1 1 −1 𝑒−𝑖𝜋/4 0
1
1 1 
= 
)
(
)(
(
)
𝑖𝜋/4
0 𝑒
√2 −1 1 
 √2 1 1

(2)

= 1.414,

  
𝑤2  = 𝑅 (−𝜓) 𝑤0 𝑅 (𝜓)


1 √3 1 
 1 √3 −1
𝑒−𝑖𝜋/6 0
 = 1.75,
)(
)
)
(
=  (
0 𝑒𝑖𝜋/6 2 −1 √3 
 2 1 √3
(3)
where 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 are the round-trip phase shift inside the ring
structure of 𝜆/4 wave plates and 𝜆/6 wave plates, respectively.
𝑅(𝜓) is the coordinate rotation matrix and 𝑤0 is the Jones
matrix depending on the retarder plates.
The output group delay after compensation can be viewed
as the average group delay from two modes, 𝜏(𝜔) = [𝜏𝑒 (𝜔) +
𝜏0 (𝜔)]/2, where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑐/𝜆 is the optical angular frequency
and can be demonstrated as
𝜏 (𝜔) =

(1 − 𝑅0 )
𝑇{
2 { 1 + 𝑅0 − 2√𝑅0 cos [(4𝜋/𝜆) 𝐿 𝑅 ]
{
+ (1 − [

(𝑤12

𝑅𝑒
])
+ 𝑤23 )
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Figure 1: A schematic drawing of a 25 GHz channel spacing interleaver based on two ring configurations.
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Figure 2: The transmission of a 25 GHz interleaver, passband utilization of 95.49%: (a) output port 1 (partial odd channels) and (b) output
port 2 (partial even channels) of C-band.
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Figure 3: The ASAP layout of improved dispersion configuration.
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1/2

−1

}
4𝜋
cos [( ) 𝐿 𝑅 ]) } .
𝜆
}
(4)

In (4), 𝐿 𝑅 is the round-trip optical path of the ring structure,
𝑇 = 𝐿 𝑅 /𝑐 is the round-trip time, and 𝜆 = 𝑐/]. Both 𝑤1 and
𝑤2 are the transmission matrixes of 𝜆/4 wave plates and 𝜆/6
wave plates, respectively. After the dispersion is compensated,
the configuration as shown in Figure 3, the group velocity
dispersion (GVD) is given by 𝐷(𝜆) = 𝑑𝜏/𝑑𝜆 [ps/nm] and can
be expressed as follows:
𝐷 (𝜆) =

4𝜋𝐿 𝑅 𝑇 sin ((4𝜋/𝜆) 𝐿 𝑅 )
𝜆2
{
{
(𝑅0 ) (1 − 𝑅0 )
×{
2
{
1/2
[1 + 𝑅0 − 2(𝑅0 ) cos ((4𝜋/𝜆) 𝐿 𝑅 )]
{
1/2

+ ([

(𝑅𝑒 )
]
2
(𝑤1 + 𝑤23 )

1/2

[1 − (

(𝑤12

𝑅𝑒
)])
+ 𝑤23 )

−1

× cos ((

2
}
}
4𝜋
) 𝐿 𝑅 )] ) } .
}
𝜆
}

(5)
Figure 4 shows the path of the ring cavity which is configured by a trapezoid prism and two mirrors. The incident
light hits trapezoid prism at a perpendicular angle and total
reflects by the second surface, and finally transmits through
the first surface of prism perpendicular again. In Figure 4,
𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the incident and transmitted angles at third
surface, and 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the reflective indices of prism and
air, respectively. At the prism-air surface, the different Fresnel
reflectivities for ordinary wave and extraordinary wave (sand p-polarization components) can be presented by [6]
 𝑛 cos 𝜃 − 𝑛 cos 𝜃 2

1
2
2 
𝑅0 =  1
,
 𝑛1 cos 𝜃1 + 𝑛2 cos 𝜃2 
 𝑛 cos 𝜃 − 𝑛 cos 𝜃 2

1
1
2 
𝑅𝑒 =  2
.
 𝑛2 cos 𝜃1 + 𝑛1 cos 𝜃2 

(6)

According to (1) and (5), calculated by the simulation
software ASAP, we can get normalized intensity of the output
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Figure 4: Optical path between the prism and air schematic chart.
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Figure 6: The chromatic dispersion comparison between withcompensation and without-compensation of a 25 GHz channel
spacing of partial C-band.
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Figure 5: The simulation result of the flat-top ripple in a 25 GHz
channel spacing.

channels and their chromatic dispersion. In this study, the
optimum incident angle 𝜃1 is about 34.5∘ . At this angle
of incidence, the reflectivities of the flat-top bandwidth
interleaver are about 𝑅𝑜 = 17.01% and 𝑅𝑒 = 8.39%.
And the ripple of output power intensity of the 25 GHz
channel spacing is 0.227397 × 10−9 dB (see Figure 5). Figure 6
shows that the dispersion comparison of a 25 GHz channel
spacing of partial C-band with- and without-compensation.
The research results illustrate that our modified scheme
can improve the dispersion of more than 85.8% (=(1524.3–
215.93)/1524.3). The effect of improved dispersion of a 25 GHz
interleaver can be observed, as shown in Figure 7. The optical
intensities of without-compensating and with-compensating
schemes are 0.546 a.u. and 0.936 a.u., respectively. The eye
diagrams for 10 Gb/s application of with-compensation and
without-compensation by pseudorandom binary sequence
(PRBS) (231 -1) have been measured, as shown in Figure 8. The
research results are compared with other related issues such
as a ring-cavity architecture system [6, 12] and using GiresTournois etalons as phase dispersive mirrors in a Michelson
interferometer system [9] (see Table 1).

4. Conclusions
We have analyzed a flat-top 25 GHz optical interleaver based
on a dual-ring architecture with fewer components. Compared to previous studies, our interleaver exhibited a 0.5 dB

1.0
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1552.78

0.7
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×10−3
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Figure 7: The optical intensity comparisons of a 25 GHz channel spacing: the calculated intensities are 0.936 a.u. of withcompensation and 0.546 a.u. of without-compensation.

passband larger than 0.156 nm (19.5 GHz), a 25 dB stopband greater than 0.173 nm (21.625 GHz), a channel isolation
greater than 95 dB, and an excellent flat-top ripple, which is
smaller than 0.227 × 10−9 dB. The benefit of this interleaver
is that it utilizes the Fresnel principle to achieve precise
reflectivity. Unlike dielectric mirrors with thin-film coatings,
the reflectivities of the Fresnel reflection are insensitive to
wavelength variations in the transmission band. Uniform
reflectivities are essential to ensure the same performance
over the entire C-band. In particular, the novel interleaver
can simultaneously produce an excellent performance of
chromatic dispersion which can achieve an improvement of
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Figure 8: The eye diagrams by PRBS 231 -1 for 10 Gb/s application (a) with-compensation and (b) without-compensation.
Table 1: The characteristics comparison of interleaver systems.
Characteristics
Filter channel spacing
Structure technique
Channel isolation (dB)
0.5 dB passband (nm)
25 dB stopband (nm)
Flat-top ripple (dB)

Lee et al. [6]
25 GHz
Sagnac interferometer and ring cavity
45
0.182
0.155
<10−3

85.8% when we modify the interleavers structure by 𝜆/6 wave
plates. This unique interleaver is suitable for capacity upgrade
in DWDM and FTTx applications.
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This research focuses on developing a psychology-based evaluation procedure for innovative design. The divergent thinking part
of the main innovative design procedure which discussed in this paper is the extensive QFD developed by the author (Wu). The
major performance of QFD is to identify the customers’ requirements and their priorities. Then, the proposed extensive QFD
helps transform the high priority requirements into appropriate technical characteristics. According to the priorities of product
characteristics, the prior engineering parameters will be identified to be the key performances to redesign. For identifying the
requirements and achieving the attractive design, we introduce the Kano model to construct the evaluation model. The proposed
Kano-based evaluation procedure is mainly used in two stages of the innovative design. First, the evaluation process was used in
QFD stage to help identify attractive customers’ requirements, and the other was used in the extension stage to help assess concepts.
The flowchart of proposed innovative design procedure with psychology-based evaluation has also been developed. A case study,
exercise equipment design, is adopted to explain and verify feasibility of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Customer satisfaction, the major concern to many leading
companies, has gradually become the most important factor during the design process. For identifying the design
improvement ratio, satisfaction ratings have been widely used
as the indicator of the performance of services or products
in many companies. Hanan and Karp [1] state the following:
“Customer satisfaction is the ultimate objective of every
business: not to supply, not to sell, not to service, but to
satisfy the needs that drive customers to do business.” For the
leading companies throughout the world, customer satisfaction strategies have become more and more important with
increasing competition. They noticed that a higher degree
of customer loyalty is often resulted from higher customer
satisfaction. The purpose of marketing and design strategic
is to create a high level of customer satisfaction and loyalty
so as to win the sustainable development and competitive
advantages. Therefore, in product design, identifying the

key design attribute to gain customer satisfaction is very
important.
Matzler et al. [2] indicate that customer satisfaction
versus product quality has mostly been deemed as onedimensional relationship. As customers perceive the higher
quality, the higher level their satisfaction increasing and
vice versa. However, they noticed that even though highly
fulfilling individual customer expectations does not represent
a high level of customer satisfaction, the definitions of two
types of customers’ expectations, product quality perception
and customer satisfaction, are different. Kano developed
the model of customer satisfaction which identified the
characteristics what impact the attributes of products and
services on customer satisfaction.
The two-dimensional model developed by Kano et al. is
used to classify the attributes of a product or service based
on to what extend they can satisfy customer requirements
[3]. Based on relationships between customer satisfaction
and performance of a product or service, Berger et al. [4]

2
defined three types of product requirements which influence
customer satisfaction in different ways. These three different
types of qualities are as follows: (1) the must-be or basic
quality; (2) one-dimensional or performance quality; (3)
the attractive or excitement quality. By using the Kano
model, the relationship between performance criteria and
customer satisfaction can be well understood so that the key
performance of product design will also be identified.
For design decision making, listening to the voice of the
customer (VOC) can gain the relevant information about
matters which should be improved to increase customer
satisfaction [5]. Zhang and Von Dran [6] developed a Web site
quality model by applying the Kano quality model to a single
type of Web site. The expectation and preference ranking of
Web sites’ quality factors are discussed. The Kano’s model of
quality was used in an exploratory investigation of customer
quality expectations for a specific type of site (CNN.com).
They find that users of a Web site distinguish three types of
quality factors corresponding to their quality expectations;
the quality nature of the factors may change over time and
the same factor may have different quality identifications in
different domains. Lai et al. [7] proposed a robust design
method to improve quality perception by reducing the gap
between the actual customer feeling and what they desired.
Moreover, ambiguity has also been reduced by highly individualized characteristics of customers. The robust design
approach focuses on bringing the mean closer to the desired
target and simultaneously reducing quality variation. Sireli et
al. [8] provide a step-by-step methodology, fine-tuned QFD,
by combining Kano’s model and QFD robustly, from the
perspective of simultaneous multiple product design. Delice
and Güngör [9] indicated that the values of DRs are often
discrete instead of continuous in real world applications.
They combined MILP model and Kano model to acquire the
optimized solution from a limited number of alternative DRs
(discrete values). Garibay et al. [5] proposed a tool which
utilized a combination of the Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) and Kano model to evaluate service quality. By
applying the extension method, Wu et al. [10] developed the
innovative procedure based on extensive QFD.
For the purposes of achieving higher customer satisfaction and the effectively optimal design decision-making,
this study investigates how to integrate the Kano model and
extensive QFD design approach. In this research, a mainly
contribution is that a psychology-based evaluation procedure
has been developed based on the Kano model. We proposed
explicit and feasible intelligent innovation processes and
evaluation method progressively. The feasibility will also be
verified through design cases.

2. Extensive QFD Innovative Design Procedure
For systematically analyzing concrete or intangible products,
Cai [11] proposed and developed a powerful tool, matterelement, and extension method. The extension method was
derived from the extension theory that involves the matterelement theory and extension mathematics. Incompatible
problem in the real world is the major research subject of
extension theory. The applications of extension method have
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already extended to many field such as engineering, business,
economics, sociology, management, and strategy [12, 13]. The
results of concept design research based on extension theory
are described as follows:
(1) The extensible expression method of concept design
knowledge.
(2) Construction of the rhombus thinking model of the
conceptual design.
(3) Evaluation and redesign of concept design.
In this paper, the extensive QFD developed by Wu et al.
[10] has been adopted for the innovative design procedure. In
addition, the Kano-based evaluation method is developed to
assist decision-making.
2.1. Extensive QFD. QFD is a structured design tool and is
defined as follows: “A consumers’ needs oriented tool which
establishes the relationship between customer attributes and
design parameters to be quantified through the HoQ (House
of Quality), QFD helps recognize the customers’ cognitions
and discover the key design factors of products. Therefore,
the direction of product development and market positioning
can be determined.” The goal of product planning phase is
to translate customer requirements (CRs) into engineering
characteristics (ECs) and determine the importance priorities. CRs should be acquired from market surveys or
customer questionnaires. The acquired information can be
used to calculate the relative and final importance of CRs and
also identify the ECs. The final importance of ECs will be
calculated and the relationship matrix also will be established,
simultaneously.
Customer requirements-orientation is the main spirit of
QFD. The most important creativity thinking process is to
convert the functional qualities to the engineering design
parameters for the customer requirements-oriented innovation design. The major procedure of QFD is to identify the
customers’ requirements and their priorities for the product
based on the market surveys or customer questionnaires.
Then, the designer should convert the requirements into
appropriate technical measures to meet the needs. The priorities of product characteristics can be determined by translating important technical measures. The prior engineering
parameters and the key requirements for redesign will be
identified according to their characteristics. The extensive
creativity activities can be expanded as follows:
(1) Extension method can assist the designer to translate
customers’ needs into product design attributes (technical measures).
(2) By extending the customers’ voices, the corresponding product defects or the parameters needed to be
improved will be identified.
During the two processes, extensibility of matter-element
and extension method provide effective assistance to the
designer in the translation processes of product design
attributes and the establishments of engineering properties.
The application of extension method can provide conceiving
new products comprehensively and deeply.
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Matter-element, event-element, and their definitions with
multicharacteristics are as follows:
Matter-element and event-element
𝑅 (𝑡) = (𝑁 (𝑡) , 𝑐, V (𝑡)) ;
𝐼 (𝑡) = (𝑑 (𝑡) , 𝑏, 𝑢 (𝑡)) .

(1)

Matter-element with multicharacteristics
𝑅 (𝑡) = (𝑁 (𝑡) , 𝐶, 𝑉 (𝑡)) ;
𝐼 (𝑡) = (𝑑 (𝑡) , 𝐵, 𝑈 (𝑇)) .

(2)

Extending tree, the front end rhombus thinking, is a
method for matter to outward expansion to offer organizational, structural, and multiorientated thinking.
The corresponding matter-elements and event-elements
can be used to describe these relationships and interactions.
Relationship-element, a 𝑛-dimensional matrix, is formed
by relationship name 𝑠(𝑡), characteristics 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , . . . , 𝑎𝑛 , and
corresponding measured values
𝑤1 (𝑡) , 𝑤2 (𝑡) , . . . , 𝑤𝑛 (𝑡) ;
𝑄 (𝑡) = (𝑠 (𝑡) , 𝐴, 𝑊 (𝑡)) .

(3)

(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) .

𝑛

𝑛

𝑚

𝑇𝑅 = ∏ (𝑇𝑖 𝑅𝑖 ) = ∏∏ (𝑇𝑖𝑗 𝑅𝑖𝑗 ) .

Divergence, expansibility, relevance, and implication are
the extensible properties of matter-element, event-element,
and relationship-element. By interactive application of the
extensive properties, the solution will not be limited by
standard solutions [12, 14, 15]. Followings are two major procedures of proposed extensive QFD: “Procedure for Improve
Product Design Attributes” and “Engineering Design Parameters Transfer Procedure.”
(1) For “Improve Product Design Attributes,” throughout
the procedure of QFD, the extensibility of matter-element
and extension method can be introduced into the course
of improving product design attributes (technical measures)
based on product defects found from customers’ voice. The
key step is “Transformation on the sub-matter-elements
𝑅𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) corresponding to functional defects and
rearrange.”
The transformation methods, such as replacement, addition/deletion, and expansion/contraction can be treated to
the iso-matter-element but the addition/deletion and expansion/contraction should be treated to the distinct matterelement, that is, either separately or integrated transform submatter-elements for each shortcoming 𝑅𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚)
𝑇𝑖 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖∗

step is “Interactive using conjugate properties and transformation methods of the elements’ certain characteristics to
solve the design problems.”
Analysis and understanding the matter from the material,
systemic, dynamic, and oppositional properties, the structure
of matter can be described comprehensively and the nature
of development and change of matters can be revealed
deeper. Real/imaginary, soft/hard, potential/significant, and
positive/negative, the corresponding four pairs of opposing concepts, can be used to describe the composition
of matters and assist the transformation and extension of
matter-elements. For example, if we try to use the potential/significant properties to assist the redesign, we have to
discover the latent required functions through customers’
interview and then perform the transformation of matters
to modify the ideas comprehensively. Thus, the new product
𝑁 possesses the required potential function that will be
designed. Besides, the negative direction (negative values of
function) part of product 𝑁, negative part of 𝑁 “𝑛𝑔(𝑐)𝑁”,
should be considered. The concepts will be modified by
transformation operation to reduce adverse effects.
Finally, designers will get a variety of new product ideas
by using basic transformations of matter-element as the
following operations:

(4)

The revised sub-matter-elements can be obtained by
transforming the matter-element with shortcomings to a
better one. Corresponding to the elements of 𝑅, a sequence
of new products will occur.
(2) For the “Engineering Design Parameters Transfer Procedure,” the main function is to translate product functional
requirements into engineering design parameters. The key

𝑖=1

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

(5)

2.2. Kano-Based Evaluation Procedure. Many concept design
solutions can be obtained by processing the extensive innovation procedure. Rhombus thinking has two procedures, first
stage is divergent thinking process which performs creative
thinking and second stage is convergence stage, which is
design evaluation stage. These possible solutions obtained in
the divergent thinking stage should be evaluated to determine
the optimal solutions. The convergent part of Rhombus
thinking model is the procedure of evaluation for decision
making.
In this paper, an evaluation method has been developed
based on Kano model. The Kano model, developed by
Noriaki Kano, is a theory of product development and
customer satisfaction. As shown in Figure 1, Kano model
classifies customer preferences into five categories, that is,
attractive, one-dimensional, must-be, indifferent, and reverse
quality. Attractive quality defined as the attributes of product,
not normally expected, provides satisfaction while being
achieved fully but does not cause dissatisfaction while
not fulfilled. These attributes, which are classified as onedimensional quality, result in satisfaction while fulfilled and
dissatisfaction while not fulfilled. The attributes, which are
taken for granted while fulfilled but result in dissatisfaction
while not fulfilled, are categorized as must-be quality. Indifferent quality means that these attributes refer to aspects
that are neither good nor bad, and they do not result
in either customer satisfaction or customer dissatisfaction.
These attributes for reverse quality refer to a high degree of
achievement resulting in dissatisfaction for some customer
groups. Quality engineering which focuses on the physical
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Customer
delighted

One-dimensional
requirement:
Performance
- Stated
- Specified
- Measurable
- Technical

Attractive
requirement:
Surprises
- Not expressed
- Customer tailored
- Transcendent

Customer’s
expectations
not fulfilled

Must-be
requirement:
Basic
requirement
- Implied
- Self-evident
- Not mentioned
- Taken for granted

Customer’s
expectations
exceeded

Customer
extremely
dissatisfied

Figure 1: Kano’s model of customer satisfaction [4].

level has prevailed so far. However, the aspect of quality
proposed by Kano focuses on psychology.
In this research, the proposed Kano-based evaluation
procedure was mainly used in two stages of the innovative
design. First, the evaluation process was used in QFD stage
to help identify attractive customers’ needs, and the other was
used in the extension stage to help assess concepts.
The application of QFD stage is to define and identify
customers’ requirements and then assign priorities to them.
The Kano model can assist the QFD stage to provide an
effective method to resolve the nature of customers’ requirements and then assign the priorities [16]. Tan and Pawitra
[17] suggested that the designer should pay more attention to
attractive attributes first and then the one-dimensional and
finally the must-be attributes. Garibay et al. [5] indicated that
the integration of QFD and the Kano model is a suitable
methodology for better listening and resolving customer
requirements. The key step while applying QFD is to define
customers’ requirements and then to assign their priorities.
It is necessary to discover the real and sufficient information
about matters which satisfies customers so as to establish the
priorities in a proper way based on the sufficient analysis.
How to reprioritize customer requirements in QFD by using
Kano model is the important issue in this approach. For
the psychology-based evaluation procedure developed in this
research, the Kano model is applicable not only to identify
the customers’ priorities but also to identify the attractive
innovative conceptual design. It is very exciting for designers
while the attractive factors are identified.
Noriaki Kano was the first person to develop a method
to identify user requirement and expectation through a
preference classification technique [3]. Kano Model can be
used to determine users’ requirements and exceed their

expectations. Three categories of requirements influence user
satisfaction in different ways (see [2]):
(i) Must-be user expects the basic qualities and will be
dissatisfied if they are not fulfilled.
(ii) One-dimensional user will be satisfied if the qualities
are fulfilled and dissatisfied if they are not fulfilled.
(iii) Attractive qualities exceed users’ expectations, user
might be excited if they are fulfilled but if they are not
met, user will not be dissatisfied.
In the extensive innovation stage, that is, the concepts
expansion stage, an evaluation characteristic will be defined
in (2) and (3); that is, 𝑐𝑒 , 𝑏𝑒 , 𝑎𝑒 refers to 𝑅(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡), and
𝑄(𝑡), separately. The corresponding values of evaluation
characteristics will be obtained based on the Kano model.
Attractive, one-dimensional, and must-be requirements as
well as product requirements towards which the customer
is indifferent or reverse can be classified by means of a
questionnaire. For each product feature a pair of questions
is formulated to which the customer can answer in one of five
different ways [18]. The first question concerns the reaction of
the customer if the product has that feature (functional form
of the question) and the second concerns his reaction if the
product does not have that feature (dysfunctional form of the
question) (Tables 1 and 2) [16]. The questionnaire is evaluated
as follows:
(1) After having combined the answers to the functional
and dysfunctional question in the evaluation table,
the results of the individual product criteria are
listed in the table of results which shows the overall
distribution of the requirement categories.
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Table 1: A pair of questions for psychological level evaluation [4].

Functional form of the
question

Dysfunctional form of the
question

◻ I like it that way
◻ It must be that way
◻ I am Neutral
◻ I can live with it that way
◻ I dislike that way
◻ I like it that way
◻ It must be that way
◻ I am Neutral
◻ I can live with it that way
◻ I dislike that way

Better indicates how much customer satisfaction is increased
by us providing a feature (i.e., “If we’re better” [than the
competition], increase our score by this positive number);
and Worse indicates how much customer satisfaction is
decreased by us not providing the feature (i.e., “If we’re worse”
[than the competition], decrease our score by this number).
These formulas can be described as follows:
Customers satisfaction, CS (better)
=

(𝐴 + 𝑂)
,
(𝐴 + 𝑂 + 𝑀 + 𝐼)

Customers dissatisfaction, CD (worse)
Table 2: Kano evaluation table [4].
Customer
requirements
Functional (positive)
question
Like
Must-be
Neutral
Live with
Dislike

Dysfunctional (negative) question
Like Must-be Neutral Live with Dislike

𝑄
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅

𝐴
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
𝑅

𝐴
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
𝑅

𝐴
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
𝑅

𝑂
𝑀
𝑀
𝑀
𝑄

𝐴: attractive; 𝑂: one-dimensional; 𝑀: must-be; 𝐼: indifferent; 𝑅: reverse; 𝑄:
questionable.

=−

(𝑂 + 𝑀)
.
(𝐴 + 𝑂 + 𝑀 + 𝐼)

Wang and Ji [19] indicated that the average impacts of
each quality to customers’ satisfaction can be reflected by
formulas (6). Therefore, designers can identify the qualities
whether they will fulfill user satisfaction or prevent the
user from dissatisfaction. According to the extended options
proposed by Chaudha et al. [20], the Kano category (𝑘) can
be determined and the value is defined as 0, 0.5, 1, and
1.5 for indifferent (𝐼), must-be (𝑀), one-dimensional (𝑂),
and attractive (𝐴) respectively. Tontini [21] proposed the
adjustment factor which is determined by Kano model and
can be used directly in the QFD matrix. Consider
Adjustment factor = Max ([CS] , [CD]) .

(2) According to the frequency of responses to the
questionnaires, the expectation levels of customers’
requirements can be evaluated and interpreted.
Berger et al. [4] wanted to calculate an average of some
sort while also preserving some idea of the spread over
attractive, one-dimensional, and must-be features. They proposed the idea, customer satisfaction coefficient, to identify
the degree of customers’ satisfaction under the influence of
“quality sufficient/insufficient” by reducing the data to two
numbers: a positive number that is the relative value of
meeting this customer requirement (versus the competition)
and a negative number that is the relative cost of not meeting
this customer requirement. These two numbers were labeled
as “If we’re better. . .” and “If we’re worse. . .”, abbreviated
Better and Worse. To calculate the Better value, we added
the attractive and one-dimensional columns and divided by
the total number of attractive, one-dimensional, must-be, and
indifferent responses. (Reverse and questionable responses
were ignored.) For Worse, we added the must-be and onedimensional columns, divided by the same normalizing
factor, and put a minus sign in front of the result to get the
number.
The positive Better numbers are indicative that customer
satisfaction will be increased by providing these (attractive
and one-dimensional) elements and the negative Worse
numbers are indicative that customer satisfaction will be
decreased if these (one-dimensional and must-be) elements
are not included. From a slightly different point of view,

(6)

(7)

Garibay et al. [5] proposed the adjustment important 𝑗
which was obtained by multiplying the adjusted improvement
ratio to user importance, 𝑢, the mean value calculated for
each quality from the importance survey. Chaudha et al. [20]
recommended the adjusted improvement ratio, 𝑅1 :
𝑘 𝑡
𝑅1 = (1 + 𝑓) ⋅ ,
𝑢

(8)

where 𝑓 = adjustment factor, 𝑘 = Kano category, and 𝑡 = user
satisfaction target.
For clear understanding the priority of quality, we proposed the value, priority index, 𝑃𝑖 . 𝑃𝑖 is defined as
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑘 ⋅ ln (1 + 𝑓) .

(9)

The proposed Kano-based evaluation procedure was
mainly used in two stages of the innovative design. First, the
evaluation process was used in QFD stage to help identify
attractive customers’ needs, and the other was used in the
extension stage to help assess concepts. As shown in Figure 2,
the flowchart of proposed innovative design procedure with
psychology-based evaluation has also been developed.

3. Illustrative Design Case
The proposed invention procedure is used to expand a design
case “Stationary Bike,” the most favorite exercise equipment.
The proposed approach, extensive QFD, has been adopted
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Table 3: Requirements of stationary bike amateurs and trainers.

Prioritized customer requirements
in QFD by Kano model

Overall riding comfortable
Easy folded and stored
Easy to operate
Flexibility to adjust
Entertaining

Construct matter-element
model for evaluation

Determine evaluation
indices of extension
based on HOQ of QFD

Safety
Attractive appearance
Additional functions
Sturdy and durable
Interactivity

Table 4: Product design attributes.
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
Design for assembly
Weight
Significant safety instructions
Maintenance
Emergency break performance
Structural strength
Diversified sport mode
Interactivity with cellphone
Interactive multiplayer
Entertaining

Specifications
Kano evaluation
attractive index?

No
Eliminate

Yes

Basic
function

Safety

Determine R = (N, c, )

Exercise
function
Determine required
conditions or criteria

Heat dissipation
Suspension performance
Comfortable operation
Attractive appearance
Adjustable speed or loading
Easy to operation
Easy to fold
Learnability of HCI
Flexible adjustment

Comfort
Determine feasible or
optimal solution

Ergonomic

Figure 2: Flowchart of comprehensive evaluation.
Usability

to investigate the users’ requirements and relative functional
or ergonomic requirements. In the creative process, the
extension method will be used to improve product design
attributes and to determine the associated engineering design
parameters. By applying the Kano evaluation model, the
creative solution programs based on customers’ satisfaction
will thus be achieved.
3.1. Identify and Prioritize Customers’ Requirements. First
part of this stage is to identify the requirements of “Stationary Bike” by interviewing the users and translate the
requirements to product design attributes. For the second
part, proceeding the questionnaire checks for the users to
gain the important requirements.
In this study, the cycling exercise amateurs are selected
as the survey candidates. In order to avoid some important
problems that are ignored, the gym trainers are also comprised. Gathering respondents’ views, users’ requirements
are sorted out as Table 3. By interview with the experts,
gym trainers and designers, we can translate the customers’
requirements into design attributes more detailed and widely
as shown in Table 4.
3.2. Kano-Based Evaluation. A total of 52 valid questionnaire
data had been received. Taking the “Exercise Function” for
example, the Kano-based evaluation results are shown in
Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5: Evaluation table of result.
Product
requirement
Diversified sport
mode
Interactivity with
cellphone
Interactive
multiplayer
Entertaining

𝐴

𝑂

𝑀

𝐼

𝑅

Category

30.8% 34.6% 19.2% 15.4% 0%

𝑂

48.1% 28.8% 9.6% 11.5% 1.9%

𝐴

50%

𝐴

9.6% 23.1% 9.6% 7.7%

28.8% 38.5% 15.4% 17.3%

0%

𝑂

Table 6: Evaluation table of result.
Product
New design

𝐴
75%

𝑂
15.4%

𝑀
5.8%

𝐼
3.8%

𝑅
0%

Category
𝐴

The evaluation results indicate that the design attributes
“Interactivity with Cellphone” and “Interactive Multiplayer”
are attractive quality, but “Diversified Sport Mode” and
“Entertaining” are classified as one-dimensional quality. The
attractive qualities, “Interactivity with Cellphone” and “Interactive Multiplayer,” are what we desired.
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3.3. Extensive Procedures of Innovation Design. Based on the
Kano evaluation model, the attractive qualities of “Exercise
Function” are “Interactivity with Cellphone” and “Interactive
Multiplayer”. The top priority of attractive qualities is “Interactive Multiplayer.” The extension of matter-element can be
expressed as
𝑅1 = (𝑁, 𝑐1 , V𝑛 )
= (Interactive Multiplayer, type, scene)
= (Interactive Multiplayer, type, virtual reality)

(10)

. . . etc.
From the extension of matter-element, there are two types
of Interactive Multiplayer, that is, “distanced virtual interactivity” and “face to face interaction.” Then, we derive
and confirm the “hypostatic characteristics” from “functional characteristics” and then the corresponding “certain
characteristics” will also be derived and confirmed. Then,
we use the corresponding four pairs of opposing concepts
such as real/imaginary, soft/hard, potential/significant, and
positive/negative to describe the composition of matters and
assist the transformation and extension of matter-elements.
Thus, the event-element and relationship-element can be
expressed as follows:
The extension of event-element,
𝐼
Interactive Multiplayer

[
[
[
=[
[
[

type

scene
stationary bike]
] (11)
]
.
force source man power ]
]
]
..
..
.
.
]
devices

[

The extension of relationship-element
𝑄
Interactivity
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
=[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

Major device

Stationary bike

Relative device

Horse Riding

]
]
]
]
]
Drive method
Manpower
]
Transmission Gear Chain or Belt]
]
]
] (12)
Entertaining
Good
]
]
]
Advantages
Friendship
]
]
]
Evaluation
𝐴
]
]
..
..
.
.
]

= (𝑠, 𝐴, 𝑊) .

The new extension model can be devised by transformation
process. Then, the new concept can also be derived. The new
concept of exercise equipment is “A Stationary Bike integrated with Horse-riding Fitness Equipment.” Two exercisers
can use the device simultaneously. One exerciser rides the
“Stationary Bike” and the pedaling force provides the driving
force of “Horse-riding Fitness Equipment”.

3.4. Kano-Based Evaluation. Then, we will use Kano evaluation method to assess and identify what kind of quality is
this design. A total of 52 valid questionnaire data had been
received. The evaluation results indicate that the solution is
classified as “attractive” quality. An attractive quality is what
we desired.
Repeating the innovative procedure, optimal new concepts design will occur.

4. Conclusion
Based on the QFD, extension method, and Kano model, this
study proposes an approach to innovative design problems
with the aid of questionnaires. Customers’ needs and the
priorities of product characteristics can be identified by QFD
integrated with Kano model.
The proposed innovative design procedure combines
the QFD procedure and extension method to improve the
efficiency and extent of concept evolutions. Moreover, a
psychological-level characteristic and evaluation procedure
have also been developed. For achieving the attractive design,
we introduce the Kano model to construct the evaluation
model. The proposed Kano-based evaluation procedure was
mainly used in two stages of the innovative design. First, the
evaluation process was used in QFD stage to help identify
attractive customers’ needs, and the other was used in the
extension stage to help assess concepts.
In this study, we use the extensive QFD and extensibility
of matter-element to clarify and expand the customers’
requirements and design concept. The extension method
can help people resolve problems separately by decomposing
them, recombining the problems, and then searching for
the feasible solutions, assisting the designer to extend and
deduce concepts widely. Through the transformation rules of
extension theory, various innovative design plans developed
widely and deeply. The result includes the following:
(1) The major contribution is that a psychology-based
evaluation procedure has been developed based on
the Kano model.
(2) An explicit and feasible intelligent innovation procedure to transfer customers’ requirements to design
prototype under psychological-level evaluation was
developed.
(3) Customers’ requirements of “Stationary Bike” have
been discussed by interviewing the users and then
translated to product design attributes. Moreover, the
Kano-based questionnaires check for the users to find
the important requirements.
(4) The new design concept of exercise equipment: “A
new exercise equipment which integrated with Stationary Bike and Horse-riding Fitness Equipment” has
been successfully designed.
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Based on some sort of simplified fuzzy reasoning methods and PID parameters, many fuzzy-PID controller schemes are applied to
control the complicated systems, recently. Mathematical optimization calculations are making in encouraging EP with PSO yielding
a higher-quality solution. In this paper, a novel HEPSO algorithm as an improved variant of stochastic optimization strategy PSO,
which assigns optimization to fuzzy-PID control gains, is established. The benefit integration design of the HEPSO algorithm
structure is generating and updating the new parameters for the fuzzy-PID control schemes in the short setting and operation
time. The proposed controllers have demonstrated performance to MAV models.

1. Introduction
The production systems are difficult in representing their
actual behavior as well as in optimizing and planning their
performance. For this reason, simulation modeling methods
have been used extensively to mimic the behaviors and to
provide a flexible platform for optimal parameter design and
system improvement. Various optimization methods, based
on soft computing, for instance, evolutionary algorithm,
swarm intelligence, and ant colony optimization, have been
explored and applied to solve the problem in consideration
of criterion and attained the sensible results.
Introduced by Lawrence J. Fogel in the USA for the first
time, 1966 [1], evolutionary programming (EP), with continuing development by his son D. B. Fogel, is parallel to global
search techniques that share the concepts of natural genetics
and evolution theory. Similarly to genetic programming,
which allows evolving numerical parameters, however, the EP
program optimization structure is fixed. Its main variation
operator is mutation and selection strategy whereas neglect
the crossover operation.
Inspired by social behavior of bird flocks and fish
swarms, particle swarm optimization (PSO) was developed
by Kennedy and Eberhart [2] in 1995. PSO is a swarm

intelligence technique, founded on stochastic and population-based adaptive optimization. The primary PSO is
effortless with simply a few adjusted parameters; however,
when comparing with other methods such as neural network,
machine learning, and genetic computation, the better performances in computing speed, accuracy, and small memory
size are achieved.
Different hybrid PSOs have been proposed due to computing optimal objective function, recently. HGAPSO, which
is suggested by Juang [3], incorporates GA’s evolutionary
operations of elite strategy, where the elites are stored in
upper-half of the best-performing individuals in a population. For estimating parameters of nonlinear systems, an
effective hybrid optimization strategy by incorporating the
jumping property of simulated annealing (SA) into PSO,
namely, PSOSA, was presented by Li et al. [4]. A parallel
algorithm of PSO and differential evolution (DE) executed in
parallel to enhance the population with frequent information
sharing was demonstrated by Niu and Li [5]. The combination of PSO and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) was
introduced by Mirjalili and Hashim based on gravitation
force [6]. A novel hybrid binary particle swarm optimization
algorithm HBPSO by combination of the PSO’s concept and
GA was presented by Menhas et al. [7]. Cuckoo search (CS)

and particle swarm optimization (PSO), inspired by nature
metaheuristic algorithm for solving optimization problems,
were established by Ghodrati and Lotfi [8]. HPSOM, to
integrate the PSO with genetic algorithm mutation method,
was introduced by Esmin and Matwin [9].
Evolutionary programming (EP) algorithm, which only
has a mutation operator and an individual selection strategy,
neglects a crossover operator. All of the revealed methods
above can increase the convergence speed. This research
paper exploits the HEPSO optimization algorithm and implements it to MAV models.
Because of the simple control structure, low cost, and
ease to design, conventional PID controllers are applied to
many industrial fields. Moreover, due to regulated control
gains, a new hybrid control approach fuzzy-PID is applied
for an autonomous minihelicopter [10]. Since information
about the physical process is vague and data available is
scarce, fuzzy rule-based model is suitable. The fuzzy logic
controller (FLC) has been proved to be one of the most
efficient and systematic approaches to deal with such kinds
of problems in the fact that its control capability arises from
emulating human logic instead of accurate mathematical
model [11]. One drawback of designed fuzzy system is that the
extracted rules are independent of the membership functions,
especially for a complex system problem with a large number
of input variables. Therefore no guarantee that the fuzzy
system obtained will have sufficiently good performance.
In many cases, the system’s performance, however, can be
improved by further tuning the membership functions and
selecting suitable fuzzification and defuzzification methods
[10, 12–14].
This paper deals with the design of triangular membership functions of fuzzy-PID controller. The parameter gains
are then evaluated on the HEPSO by using fitness functions in association with the system’s performance indices—
integral of time multiplied by absolute error (ITAE) [15].
The controller’s designs assign a task to MAV models: rotor
speed, servo motor position, and altitude control to show the
benefits in enhancing performances.
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Figure 1: Inputs 𝑒 and 𝑑𝑒 and output 𝐶𝐼 of fuzzification interface.
Table 1: The fuzzy rule table.
𝐶𝐼(𝑡)

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)

NB
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PB

NB
ZE
PS
PM
PM
PB
PB
PB

NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PM
PB
PB

NS
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PM
PB

𝑒(𝑡)
ZE
NM
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PM

PS
NB
NM
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM

PM
NB
NB
NM
NM
NS
ZE
PS

PB
NB
NB
NB
NM
NM
NS
ZE

Since its combination yields the basic implementation
parameters of the fuzzy control algorithm, seven partitions
are decomposed: negative big (NB), negative medium (NM),
negative small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS), positive
medium (PM), and positive big (PB) partitions. The fuzzy
control rules are then designed as shown in Table 1.
Most physical empirical systems have inherently intractable characteristics such as high order and nonlinearity.
Thus, the satisfied performance requirement obtained by
the fuzzy-PID controllers has been tackled in many studies
[10, 12, 13, 17, 18]. In a fuzzy-PID structure, the endeavor
controller can be written as
𝑢 = 𝐶𝐼 + 𝑢PID = 𝐶𝐼 + 𝑘𝑃 × 𝑒 + 𝑘𝐼 ∫ 𝑒 + 𝑘𝐷 ×

𝑑𝑒
.
𝑑𝑡

(1)

2. Fuzzy-PID Controller Description

3. Hybrid Evolutionary PSO

PID controllers’ main functions are improving the dynamic
response and reducing or eliminating the steady-state errors.
In this paper, an improvement to such widely used fuzzy-PID
controllers by incorporating a fast learning PID controller
with parameters yielding a high-quality solution is proposed.
The tracking error 𝑒(𝑡) and the differential tracking error
𝑑𝑒(𝑡), as shown in Figure 1, are the inputs of the fuzzy
inference system [16]. The formal triangular membership
functions are used for the two inputs 𝑒(𝑡) and 𝑑𝑒(𝑡) and the
output 𝐶𝐼.
The dynamic behavior of fuzzy logic controllers (FLC)
is described by a set of linguistic rules, based on expert
knowledge. Mandani’s MIN-MAX inference engine type and
center of area method (COA) defuzzification are employed in
this paper. The sliding range of ZE limited the error range and
the optimal system condition regulated the PID controller.

The primary inspiration of fundamental PSO algorithm that
a great number of particles move around in a multidimensional space was the social behavior of animals, such as the
schooling of fish, the flocking of birds, and the swarm theory
[2]. The fundamental PSO algorithm can be verified by [2–
9, 11, 19, 20]
V𝑖𝐷 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝜔 × V𝑖𝐷 (𝑡) + 𝑐1 × rand1 (⋅) × (𝑝𝑖𝐷 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖𝐷 (𝑡))
+ 𝑐2 × rand2 (⋅) × (𝑝𝑔𝐷 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖𝐷 (𝑡))

𝑥𝑖𝐷 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖𝐷 (𝑡) + V𝑖𝐷 (𝑡 + 1) ,

(2)
(3)

where V𝑖𝐷 is the velocity of particle 𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖𝐷 is the position
of particle 𝑖 with objective value fitness and 𝑝𝑖𝐷 is the best
historical position of particle 𝑖 itself, while 𝑝𝑔𝐷 is the global
best position. The inertia weight 𝜔 is a user-defined that
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manages the previous values of particle velocities in relation
to the current value, along with 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 as learning rates. The
items rand1 (⋅) and rand2 (⋅) are uniformly distributed random
numbers between 0 and 1. The 𝑐1 × rand1 (⋅) × (𝑝𝑖𝐷(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖𝐷(𝑡))
term of (2) refers to the cognitive component, which reflects
the distance at which the best solution 𝑃𝑖 (𝑡) of a particle is
located. The distance of particle is verified on its own.
Although evolutionary programming is similar to genetic
programming, while its numerical parameters are allowed
to evolve, the program structure to be optimized is fixed.
The different point between EP and GA is that EP neglects
crossover operator while it keeps mutation operator and
selection strategy. The mutation is the main varying operator;
the population members are viewed as a part of specific
species rather than the same species members; therefore, each
parent generates a new offspring [1].
Mutate every 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) and generate 𝑋𝑗 (𝑡) = [𝑥𝑗1 (𝑡), 𝑥𝑗2 (𝑡),
. . . , 𝑥𝑗𝐷(𝑡)] by
𝑥𝑗𝐷 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑗𝐷 (𝑡) + 𝑁 (0, 1) ,

(4)

where 𝑥𝑗𝐷 is the 𝑗th individual error data and 𝑁(0, 1) is a
normal distribution, when a random variable 𝑥 is distributed
normally with mean of zero and one. The mutation rate is
noted as mr.
The new individual is selected by using the roulette wheel
technique for every particle 𝑗. Select 𝑥𝑗𝐷 from the set of all
𝑋𝑗 ; then, update V𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖 by (2) and (3).
In this paper, by combination of PSO and EP, the proposed algorithm creates an elite HEPSO. These results usually
achieve the better one than either the PSO or the existing
algorithms alone.
The optimization issue is to determine a group of
[𝑘𝑃 , 𝑘𝐼 , 𝑘𝐷, 𝑘𝑒 , 𝑘𝑑𝑒 ] ∈ 𝑓(𝐸); therefore, the performance index
of 𝑓(𝐸) is the minima. After determining the parameters of
𝑓(𝐸) for all particles, each new particle was said to represent
a group of solutions.
The progression can be assigned as illustrated in Figure 2.
The fitness function integral of time multiplied by absolute error (ITAE), in this research, integrated four items such
as the rise time, settling time, peak time, and maximum
overshoot:
𝑓 (𝐸) = 𝛼1 × Rise Time + 𝛼2 × Settling Time
+ 𝛼3 × Peak Time + 𝛼4 × (|𝑟 − Overshoot|) ,

(5)

where 𝛼𝑖 are the weighting factors. The rising time, settling
time, peak time, and maximum overshoot are estimated via
the output performance, and then its values are recorded.
Afterward, the particle groups which contain large error can
be eliminated. Thus, the convergence speed of the system also
accelerated. The fitness function is settled in range: 𝑓(𝐸) ∈
[0, 500].
The error behaviors of transient response and steady-state
error occur at the same time, which enables the designer to
offer the systematic optimization ideas and to differentiate the
control system quality. Due to evaluation of the performance
quality of the control system, some specific performance
indicators, which combine transient response and steadystate error in the control system, are usually designed to
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Figure 4: DC rotor speed control. (a) The fitness functions of the proposed controller design. (b) The convergence of ITAE error. (c) The
controllers of DC rotor speed control response.

determine error criterion. The ITAE performance index [15]
is mathematically given by
∞

ITAE = ∫ 𝑡 ⋅ |𝑒 (𝑡)| ⋅ 𝑑𝑡.
0

(6)

4. Miniature Aerial Vehicle Model
The MAV model is developed based on the Newton-Euler
formulation. The MAV model as shown in Figure 3, which
is derived from [16, 21–23], is depicted using right hand
generalized earth coordinate systems of axes and body frame.
The two front rotors (rotors 1 and 2) point towards positive 𝑥axis, toward right rotor 2 direct 𝑦-axis and positive directed
𝑧-axis is downwards. The right handed rotation of 𝑥-, 𝑦-, and
𝑧-axis sign arrow of three positive angle variables of roll (𝜑),
pitch (𝜃), and yaw (𝜓), respectively. The coordinate 𝑦-𝑧-axis
gauges the tilt angle 𝜇.

The tilting MAV has six degrees of freedom (DOF). It has
four inputs: three rotorcraft speeds and one tilt angle. The
angle position is driven by one servo motor. Since two front
rotors are maneuvered in different speed, the roll (𝜑) control
is created such as when speed of rotor 1 is down and rotor 2
is up and makes the MAV toward the left and vice versa. The
third tail rotor generates the pitch (𝜃) control when it changes
velocity. The tilting angle 𝜇 which created yaw (𝜓) control is
driven by the small servo motor.

5. Simulation Results
The HEPSO algorithm parameters given by the number
of population generations for speed control, servo angle
position control, and altitude control are set on 30, 20,
and 50 generations, respectively. The fitness weighting factor [𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 ] = [30, 25, 10, 5] and PID in range are
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Figure 5: Servo motor position control. (a) The fitness functions of the proposed controller design. (b) The convergence of ITAE error. (c) The
controllers of servo motor position control response.

𝑘PID ∈ [0, 100]. The mutation rate is mr = 0.1. The sampling
time in this simulation is 0.01.
We compared two different optimization methods which
have been applied to fuzzy-PID controller gains: PSO versus
HEPSO. The simulation results show that the convergence
of the parameters in hybrid algorithm is yielding a higherquality solution.
The transfer functions applied to controllers are as follows.
(i) Speed control (for three DC rotorcrafts): 11.4286/(𝑠 +
57.14)(𝑠 + 2.004) (Figure 4).
(ii) Servo motor position control (for the tilting angle
DC servo motor with attached on the third axis):
106.7/𝑠(𝑠 + 281.8)(𝑠 + 2.582) (Figure 5).
(iii) Altitude control (for 𝑍 motion of MAV): 1/(0.84𝑠2 +
0.4286 + 19.376) (Figure 6).

The results of two controller strategies in comparison are
examined: the first is PSO optimized fuzzy-PID controller
and the proposed controller is HEPSO optimized algorithm
aiding fuzzy-PID controller. The created generation of minimum HEPSO algorithm fitness function is faster with more
than 5 generations; thus, it can save the operation time. Both
of them have shown the effectiveness of the controllers design
scheme.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, two optimization methods have been applied
to MAV system models. The proposed HEPSO optimization
algorithm aiding fuzzy-PID controllers have been implemented to altitude control and the MAV devices: DC motor
speed control and DC servo motor position control. As
obviously shown in the results, in which two controller
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Figure 6: The altitude control. (a) The fitness functions of the proposed controller design. (b) The convergence of ITAE error. (c) The
controllers of altitude control response.

configurations were tested, the most powerful proposed
controllers display the best performance in terms of saving
the settling time, reliability, and stability, as well. Moreover, when comparing two different optimization methods,
PSO versus HEPSO, the convergence of the parameters in
hybrid algorithm is yielding a higher-quality solution. The
generation evolution of minimum HEPSO algorithm fitness
function is faster; thus, it can save the setting and operation
time. The effectiveness of the controllers design scheme for
MAV is achieved.
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Multitransform techniques have been widely used in modern video coding and have better compression efficiency than the single
transform technique that is used conventionally. However, every transform needs a corresponding hardware implementation, which
results in a high hardware cost for multiple transforms. A novel method that includes a five-step operation sharing synthesis and
architecture-unification techniques is proposed to systematically share the hardware and reduce the cost of multitransform coding.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, a unified architecture is designed using the method for all of the six
transforms involved in the H.264 video codec: 2D 4 × 4 forward and inverse integer transforms, 2D 4 × 4 and 2 × 2 Hadamard
transforms, and 1D 8 × 8 forward and inverse integer transforms. Firstly, the six H.264 transform architectures are designed at a low
cost using the proposed five-step operation sharing synthesis technique. Secondly, the proposed architecture-unification technique
further unifies these six transform architectures into a low cost hardware-unified architecture. The unified architecture requires only
28 adders, 16 subtractors, 40 shifters, and a proposed mux-based routing network, and the gate count is only 16308. The unified
architecture processes 8 pixels/clock-cycle, up to 275 MHz, which is equal to 707 Full-HD 1080 p frames/second.

1. Introduction
Video coding standards commonly use transform coding
techniques—discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) are widely
used in image and video compression standards, such as
JPEG [1], MPEG-1/2 [2, 3], and MPEG-4 [4]. Unlike the
DCTs used in previous standards, H.264 [5] uses integer
transform matrices for coding, so there is no mismatch
between the forward and inverse transforms [6, 7] and
the complexity is significantly less than that for a DCT.
H.264 also provides a specific transform for each prediction
mode, and blocks of size 16 × 16 down to 4 × 4 pixels can
be used for motion prediction. The prediction modes are
organized in a tree-structured manner, which allows flexible
combination of different motion compensation block sizes
inside a 16 × 16-pixel macroblock. Therefore, H.264 achieves

better compression, but it also requires an enormous number
of computations.
H.264 requires the computation of three transforms, 8 ×
8, 4 × 4 integer transforms, and 4 × 4 Hadamard transforms
used in the luma component, and two transforms, 4 × 4
integer transforms and 2 × 2 Hadamard transforms, for
the chroma components. Every transform of H.264 needs
a corresponding hardware implementation, which results in
a high hardware cost for all of the transforms involved.
In recent years, some transform architectures for H.264
encoder/decoder that reduce the hardware cost have been
proposed. In general, for low cost multiple transforms of
video codecs, hardware sharing is the most suitable technique
[8–26]. In [8–13], all of the 4 × 4 transforms are realized as a
shared architecture. In [14], 2D 4 × 4 and 2 × 2 transforms
are implemented in a FPGA and integrated in a multicore
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embedded system. In [15, 16], pipeline shared architectures
for the 8 × 8 forward/inverse integer transform are demonstrated. For decoder use only, [17, 18] demonstrate transform
processors for 8 × 8 and 4 × 4 inverse integer transforms
and a 4 × 4 Hadamard transform. A 2 × 2 Hadamard
transform has even been embedded into a shared architecture
in [19, 20]. In [21–23], inverse transforms for a multistandard
decoder are proposed. In [24], a cost-sharing architecture
for an 8 × 8 integer cosine transform is proposed, which
supports multiple video encoders. In [25], a unique kernel
for multistandard video encoder transforms is presented
and a configurable butterfly array (CBA) is also proposed,
which supports both the forward transform and the inverse
transform in the unified architecture of the multistandard
video encoder in [26].
Although these studies demonstrate combined architectures for multiple transforms, a single architecture has not
been designed for the whole set of forward and inverse transforms for H.264 encoder and decoder. Therefore, this study
designs a unified architecture for the complete transform
functionality of a H.264 codec, while still maintaining the
low cost and high speed characteristics. In addition, sharing
the hardware for the same operations reduces the hardware
cost, and these studies use a hardware sharing technique
to reduce hardware cost. However, no systematic hardware
sharing method has been proposed in the literatures. This
paper proposed a novel method that includes a five-step operation sharing synthesis (FOSS) and architecture-unification

techniques, to systematically share the hardware and reduce
the cost of multitransform coding.
In order to design the low cost unified architecture, a
hardware sharing method is proposed, as shown in Figure 1.
Firstly, six transform architectures are designed for low cost,
using the proposed five-step operation sharing synthesis
(FOSS) technique. Secondly, these low cost FOSS architectures are merged into a single architecture, using the
proposed architecture-unification technique. The details of
these techniques are described in the later sections. Section 2
describes the FOSS architecture design that reduces the
hardware cost for each H.264 transform. Section 3 demonstrates the unification of all the low cost transform FOSS
architectures into a single architecture, to eliminate the
redundant hardware. The complexity and performance of the
unified architecture are analyzed in Section 4, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. The Five-Step Operation Sharing
Synthesis Technique
This paper firstly describes a five-step operation sharing synthesis (FOSS) technique and demonstrates the effectiveness
of this technique by building low cost 1D 8 × 8 inverse
integer transform and 2D 4 × 4 transform architectures. The
procedure for the FOSS technique is as follows.
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Step 1. Put rows with the same coefficients into the same
group.
Step 2. Determine the same operations in each group.
Step 3. Determine the same operations between groups.

Therefore, a 2D transform can be calculated using two
steps. The first step is a 1D transform 𝑌 = 𝑋𝐸𝑖𝑇 and the second
step is the other 1D transform 𝑍 = 𝐸𝑖 𝑌. The first row of 𝑋,
𝑋0 ∼ 𝑋7 , multiplied by the inverse transform matrix equals
the first row of 𝑌, 𝑌0 ∼ 𝑌7 , as shown in the following:

Step 4. Replace multiplication by addition and shift.
Step 5. Map each shared item to an operation node.
The basic idea is to systematically synthesize an architecture that shares all of the same operations in a matrix
multiplication to reduce the cost of hardware.
2.1. FOSS Architecture for a 1D 8 × 8 Inverse Integer Transform.
Taking 1D 8 × 8 inverse transform as an example, a low
cost architecture, called FOSS architecture, is designed using
the proposed FOSS technique. The 1D 8 × 8 inverse integer
transform is defined as
𝑍 = 𝐸𝑖 𝑋𝐸𝑖𝑇 ,

(1)
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𝐸𝑖 is an 8 × 8 inverse integer transform matrix and 𝑋 is an
8 × 8 pixel block. 𝐸𝑖𝑇 is the transpose matrix of 𝐸𝑖 and 𝑍 is
an 8 × 8 matrix output of a 2D inverse integer transform.
Since the 2D transform is separable, by using the column-row
decomposition method, the computation can be converted to
1D row transform followed by a 1D column transform. These
operations can be represented as follows:
𝑍 = 𝐸𝑖 𝑋𝐸𝑖𝑇 ⇒ 𝑌 = 𝑋𝐸𝑖𝑇 ⇒ 𝑍 = 𝐸𝑖 𝑌.

(3)
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The matrix multiplication in (4) requires 64 multiplications and 56 additions. This paper proposes a novel operation
sharing synthesis technique to reduce the hardware cost,
and the effectiveness of this technique is demonstrated by
applying this technique to a 1D 8×8 inverse integer transform.
Step 1. Put rows with the same coefficients into the same
group, to determine the same operations in the next step more
easily:

𝑌0 = 𝑋0 + 1.5𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + 1.25𝑋3 + 𝑋4 + 0.75𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋6 + 0.375𝑋7
𝑌7 = 𝑋0 − 1.5𝑋1 + 𝑋2 − 1.25𝑋3 + 𝑋4 − 0.75𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋6 − 0.375𝑋7
𝑌3 = 𝑋0 + 0.375𝑋1 − 𝑋2 − 0.75𝑋3 + 𝑋4 + 1.25𝑋5 − 0.5𝑋6 − 1.5𝑋7
𝑌4 = 𝑋0 − 0.375𝑋1 − 𝑋2 − 0.75𝑋3 + 𝑋4 − 1.25𝑋5 − 0.5𝑋6 + 1.5𝑋7
𝑌1 = 𝑋0 + 1.25𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋2 − 0.375𝑋3 − 𝑋4 − 1.5𝑋5 − 𝑋6 − 0.75𝑋7
𝑌6 = 𝑋0 − 1.25𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋2 + 0.375𝑋3 − 𝑋4 + 1.5𝑋5 − 𝑋6 + 0.75𝑋7
𝑌2 = 𝑋0 + 0.75𝑋1 − 0.5𝑋2 − 1.5𝑋3 − 𝑋4 + 0.375𝑋5 + 𝑋6 + 1.25𝑋7
𝑌5 = 𝑋0 − 0.75𝑋1 − 0.5𝑋2 + 1.5𝑋3 − 𝑋4 − 0.375𝑋5 + 𝑋6 − 1.25𝑋7
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Step 2. Determine the same operations in each group
and mark the shared operations using “(),” as shown
in the following:
𝑌0 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋4 + 0.5𝑋6 ) + (1.5𝑋1 + 1.25𝑋3 + 0.75𝑋5 + 0.375𝑋7 )
𝑌7 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋4 + 0.5𝑋6 ) − (1.5𝑋1 + 1.25𝑋3 + 0.75𝑋5 + 0.375𝑋7 )
𝑌3 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋2 + 𝑋4 − 0.5𝑋6 ) + (0.375𝑋1 − 0.75𝑋3 + 1.25𝑋5 − 1.5𝑋7 )
𝑌4 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋2 + 𝑋4 − 0.5𝑋6 ) − (0.375𝑋1 − 0.75𝑋3 + 1.25𝑋5 − 1.5𝑋7 )
𝑌1 = (𝑋0 + 0.5𝑋2 − 𝑋4 − 𝑋6 ) + (1.25𝑋1 − 0.375𝑋3 − 1.5𝑋5 − 0.75𝑋7 )
𝑌6 = (𝑋0 + 0.5𝑋2 − 𝑋4 − 𝑋6 ) − (1.25𝑋1 − 0.375𝑋3 − 1.5𝑋5 − 0.75𝑋7 )
𝑌2 = (𝑋0 − 0.5𝑋2 − 𝑋4 + 𝑋6 ) + (0.75𝑋1 − 1.5𝑋3 + 0.375𝑋5 + 1.25𝑋7 )
𝑌5 = (𝑋0 − 0.5𝑋2 − 𝑋4 + 𝑋6 ) − (0.75𝑋1 − 1.5𝑋3 + 0.375𝑋5 + 1.25𝑋7 )

Step 3. Determine the same operations between groups and
mark the shared operations using “(),” as shown in the
following:
𝑌0 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) + (1.5𝑋1 + 0.375𝑋7 + 1.25𝑋3 + 0.75𝑋5 )
𝑌7 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) − (1.5𝑋1 + 0.375𝑋7 + 1.25𝑋3 + 0.75𝑋5 )
𝑌3 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) + (0.375𝑋1 − 1.5𝑋7 − 0.75𝑋3 + 1.25𝑋5 )
𝑌4 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) − (0.375𝑋1 − 1.5𝑋7 − 0.75𝑋3 + 1.25𝑋5 )
𝑌1 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) + (1.25𝑋1 − 0.75𝑋7 − 1.5𝑋5 − 0.375𝑋3 )
𝑌6 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) − (1.25𝑋1 − 0.75𝑋7 − 1.5𝑋5 − 0.375𝑋3 )
𝑌2 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) + (0.75𝑋1 + 1.25𝑋7 − 1.5𝑋3 + 0.375𝑋5 )
𝑌5 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) − (0.75𝑋1 + 1.25𝑋7 − 1.5𝑋3 + 0.375𝑋5 )

Step 4. Replace multiplication by addition and shift. If the
coefficient is a second power, shift replaces multiplication.

For the other coefficients, addition, subtraction, and
shift are all needed to replace multiplication. The shared
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5
operations are indicated using “(),” as shown in the
following:

𝑌0 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) + (𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋1 ) + (0.25 (𝑋7 + 0.5𝑋7 )) + (0.25𝑋3 + 𝑋3 ) + (𝑋5 − 0.25𝑋5 )
𝑌7 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) − [(𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋1 ) + (0.25 (𝑋7 + 0.5𝑋7 )) + (0.25𝑋3 + 𝑋3 ) + (𝑋5 − 0.25𝑋5 )]
𝑌3 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) + (0.25 (𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋1 )) − (𝑋7 + 0.5𝑋7 ) + (0.25𝑋3 − 𝑋3 ) + (𝑋5 + 0.25𝑋5 )
𝑌4 = (𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋2 + 0.5𝑋6 ) − [(0.25 (𝑋1 + 0.5𝑋1 )) − (𝑋7 + 0.5𝑋7 ) + (0.25𝑋3 − 𝑋3 ) + (𝑋5 + 0.25𝑋5 )]
𝑌1 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) + (𝑋1 + 0.25𝑋1 ) + (0.25𝑋7 − 𝑋7 ) − (𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋5 ) + (0.25 (𝑋3 + 0.5𝑋3 ))
𝑌6 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) − (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) − [(𝑋1 + 0.25𝑋1 ) + (0.25𝑋7 − 𝑋7 ) − (𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋5 ) + (0.25 (𝑋3 + 0.5𝑋3 ))]
𝑌2 = (𝑋 − 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) + (𝑋1 − 0.25𝑋1 ) + (0.25𝑋7 + 𝑋7 ) − (𝑋3 + 0.5𝑋3 ) − (0.25 (𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋5 ))
𝑌5 = (𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ) + (𝑋6 − 0.5𝑋2 ) − [(𝑋1 − 0.25𝑋1 ) + (0.25𝑋7 + 𝑋7 ) − (𝑋3 + 0.5𝑋3 ) − (0.25 (𝑋5 + 0.5𝑋5 ))]

The computation complexity for a 1D 8 × 8 inverse transform
is reduced from 64 multiplications and 56 additions in (4)
to 24 additions, 16 subtractions, and 18 shift operations in
(4), which can be directly mapped to a low cost hardware
architecture.
Step 5. Map each shared item to an operation node, where
𝑋0 ∼ 𝑋7 and 𝑌0 ∼ 𝑌7 are the inputs and outputs of the architecture, respectively, and 𝐴 0 ∼ 𝐴 6 , 𝐵0 ∼ 𝐵11 , and 𝐶0 ∼ 𝐶11
represent the shared nodes. Only four stages are required for
the architecture, from input to output. Nodes 𝐴 0 ∼ 𝐴 11 , 𝐵0 ∼
𝐵11 , 𝐶0 ∼ 𝐶7 , and 𝑌0 ∼ 𝑌7 are in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
stages, respectively. The operations for each stage of the 1D
8 × 8 inverse integer transform are summarized as follows.
Stage 1. Consider
𝐴 0 = 𝑋1 + (𝑋1 ≫ 1) ,

𝐴 1 = 𝑋7 + (𝑋7 ≫ 1) ,

𝐴 2 = 𝑋1 + (𝑋1 ≫ 2) ,

𝐴 3 = 𝑋1 − (𝑋1 ≫ 2) ,

𝐴 4 = (𝑋7 ≫ 2) − 𝑋7 ,

𝐴 5 = (𝑋7 ≫ 2) + 𝑋7 ,

𝐴 6 = (𝑋3 ≫ 2) + 𝑋3 ,

𝐴 7 = (𝑋3 ≫ 2) − 𝑋3 ,

𝐴 8 = 𝑋5 − (𝑋5 ≫ 2) ,

𝐴 9 = 𝑋5 + (𝑋5 ≫ 2) ,

𝐴 10 = 𝑋3 + (𝑋3 ≫ 1) ,

𝐴 11 = 𝑋5 + (𝑋5 ≫ 1) .

Stage 2. Consider
𝐵0 = 𝑋0 + 𝑋4 ,

𝐵1 = 𝑋2 + (𝑋6 ≫ 1) ,

𝐵2 = 𝑋0 − 𝑋4 ,

𝐵3 = 𝑋6 − (𝑋2 ≫ 1) ,

𝐵4 = 𝐴 0 + (𝐴 1 ≫ 2) ,

𝐵5 = (𝐴 0 ≫ 2) − 𝐴 1 ,

𝐵6 = 𝐴 2 + 𝐴 4 ,

𝐵7 = 𝐴 3 + 𝐴 5 ,

𝐵8 = 𝐴 6 + 𝐴 8 ,

𝐵9 = 𝐴 7 + 𝐴 9 ,

𝐵10 = 𝐴 11 + (𝐴 10 ≫ 2) ,

𝐵11 = 𝐴 10 − (𝐴 11 ≫ 2) .

(6)
Stage 3. Consider
𝐶0 = 𝐵0 + 𝐵1 ,

𝐶1 = 𝐵0 − 𝐵1 ,

𝐶2 = 𝐵2 − 𝐵3 ,

𝐶3 = 𝐵2 + 𝐵3 ,

𝐶4 = 𝐵4 + 𝐵8 ,

𝐶5 = 𝐵5 + 𝐵9 ,

𝐶6 = 𝐵6 − 𝐵10 ,

𝐶7 = 𝐵7 − 𝐵11 .

(7)

Stage 4. Consider

(5)

𝑌0 = 𝐶0 + 𝐶4 ,

𝑌1 = 𝐶2 + 𝐶6 ,

𝑌2 = 𝐶3 + 𝐶7 ,

𝑌3 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶5 ,

𝑌4 = 𝐶1 − 𝐶5 ,

𝑌5 = 𝐶3 − 𝐶7 ,

𝑌6 = 𝐶2 − 𝐶6 ,

𝑌7 = 𝐶0 − 𝐶4 .

(8)

Using these operations for the four stages, the FOSS architecture for a 1D 8 × 8 inverse integer transform is obtained
as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the “+” sign on the node
represents an addition and the node with the “−” sign
represents a subtraction. An arrow represents the data flow.
If an input coefficient or a coefficient of the arrows is a
second power, a shift operationis used. Note that the FOSS
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architecture for a 1D 8 × 8 inverse integer transform processes
8 input pixels and outputs 8 transformed data in parallel.

where
1 1
1 0.5
[1 0.5 −1 −1 ]
[
].
𝐶𝑖 = [
1 −0.5 −1 1 ]
[1 −1 1 −0.5]

2.2. The FOSS Architecture for a 2D 4 × 4 Inverse Integer
Transform. Take 2D inverse integer transform as the other
example to demonstrate more clearly the proposed FOSS
technique. The H.264 4 × 4 inverse integer transform is
defined as
𝑌 = 𝐶𝑖 𝑋𝐶𝑖 𝑇 ,
𝑌00
1
[𝑌01 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌02 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌03 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌10 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌11 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌12 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝑌13 ] [1
[𝑌 ] = [1
[ 20 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
[ 21 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
[ 22 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
[ 23 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
[ 30 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
[ 31 ] [
[𝑌 ] [1
32
[𝑌33 ] [1

1
0.5
−0.5
−1
1
0.5
−0.5
−1
1
0.5
−0.5
−1
1
0.5
−0.5
−1

1
−1
−1
1
1
−1
−1
1
1
−1
−1
1
1
−1
−1
1

0.5
−1
1
−0.5
0.5
−1
1
−0.5
0.5
−1
1
−0.5
0.5
−1
1
−0.5

1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
−0.5
−0.5
−0.5
−0.5
−1
−1
−1
−1

Although 2D transforms are separable, the column-row
decomposition method is not used in this study. Instead, a
direct 2D transform method is used to eliminate the use of a
transpose register array, in order to reduce the latency. Firstly,
𝐶𝑖 in (9) is replaced by (10), to produce the following 16 × 16
transform matrix:

(9)

1
0.5
−0.5
−1
0.5
0.25
−0.25
−0.5
−0.5
−0.25
0.25
0.5
−1
−0.5
0.5
1

1
−1
−1
1
0.5
−0.5
−0.5
0.5
−0.5
0.5
0.5
−0.5
−1
1
1
−1

0.5
−1
1
−0.5
0.25
−0.5
0.5
−0.25
−0.25
0.5
−0.5
0.25
−0.5
1
−1
0.5

Secondly, the FOSS technique is used for (11) to implement a
2D 4 × 4 inverse integer transform as shown in Figure 3.
The inputs for the FOSS architecture are 𝑋00 ∼ 𝑋33 . The
outputs are 𝑌00 ∼ 𝑌03 and 𝑌30 ∼ 𝑌33 as stage 1 performs additions, and the outputs are 𝑌10 ∼ 𝑌13 , 𝑌20 ∼ 𝑌23 when stage 1
performs subtractions.
Similarly, the FOSS architectures for a 2D 2×2 Hadamard
transform, a 2D 4×4 forward transform, a 2D 4×4 Hadamard
transform, and a 1D 8 × 8 forward transform are designed in
the same procedure.

3. Architecture-Unification Technique
When all six FOSS architectures of H.264 transforms have
been obtained, the proposed architecture-unification procedure described in the following is then used to construct a
shared architecture for the FOSS architectures.
3.1. Count Decisions of the Unified Architecture Stages and the
Shared Nodes. The unified architecture must have the largest
stage count of all of the FOSS architectures, because every
stage in each FOSS architecture must correspond to a stage
in the unified architecture (e.g., Figure 4). Figures 4(a) and
4(b) show FOSS architectures with four and three stages,
respectively. The stage count for a unified architecture must

(10)

1
1
1
1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
1
1
1
1

1
0.5
−0.5
−1
−1
−0.5
0.5
1
−1
−0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
−0.5
−1

1
−1
−1
1
−1
1
1
−1
−1
1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
1

0.5
−1
1
−0.5
−0.5
1
−1
0.5
−0.5
1
−1
0.5
0.5
−1
1
−0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
−1
−1
−1
−1
1
1
1
1
−0.5
−0.5
−0.5
−0.5

0.5
0.25
−0.25
−0.5
−1
−0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
−0.5
−1
−0.5
−0.25
0.25
0.5

0.5
−0.5
−0.5
0.5
−1
1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
1
−0.5
0.5
0.5
−0.5

0.25
𝑋00
−0.5 ] [𝑋01 ]
][ ]
0.5 ] [𝑋02 ]
][ ]
−0.25] [𝑋03 ]
][ ]
−0.5 ] [𝑋10 ]
][ ]
1 ] [𝑋11 ]
][ ]
−1 ] [𝑋12 ]
][ ]
0.5 ] [𝑋13 ]
[ ].
0.5 ]
] [𝑋20 ]
]
]
−1 ] [
[𝑋21 ]
]
[
1 ] [𝑋22 ]
]
[ ]
−0.5 ]
] [𝑋23 ]
[ ]
−0.25]
] [𝑋30 ]
[ ]
0.5 ]
] [𝑋31 ]
]
−0.5 [𝑋32 ]
0.25 ] [𝑋33 ]

(11)

be the largest stage count of the two FOSS architectures, if
the two FOSS architectures are to be unified. Figure 4(a) has
four stages and Figure 4(b) has three stages, so the unified
architecture must have four stages, as shown in Figure 4(c).
The stage counts for all FOSS architectures are not
identical. In order to unify FOSS architectures with different
stage counts, every FOSS architecture shares operation nodes
from stage one of the unified architecture. For example,
Figure 4(a) shows a four-stage FOSS architecture, where the
shared stages are from stage one to stage four and Figure 4(b)
is a three-stage FOSS architecture, where the shared stages are
from stage one to stage three, as shown in Figure 4(c).
In the unified architecture, the count for the shared nodes
in stage 𝑥 must be the maximum count for the operation
nodes of stage 𝑥 among all of the FOSS architectures, as
shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), stage one has four nodes
and stage two has three nodes, and in Figure 5(b), stage one
has three nodes and stage two has four nodes. Therefore,
both stage one and stage two have four nodes in the unified
architecture, as shown in Figure 5(c).
3.2. Node Sharing in the Unified Architecture for All of the FOSS
Architectures. If 𝑁 transforms are to be unified, one of the
two inputs of a node in the unified architecture can have up
to 𝑁 different input paths. In order to reduce the multiplexer
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Figure 2: A 1D 8 × 8 inverse integer transform.

overhead for input path switching, the number of input paths
must be minimized. In order to achieve this goal, the nodes of
the unified architecture are shared stage by stage, and every
node of a stage is compared for all architectures, using the
following procedure.
Step 1. If the nodes have two same input paths and the same
operation, go to Step 8.
Step 2. If the nodes have two same input paths but different
operations, go to Step 8.
Step 3. If the nodes have only one same input path and the
same operation, go to Step 8.
Step 4. If the nodes have only one same input path but
different operations, go to Step 8.
Step 5. If the nodes have one or two same input paths with
opposite position and their operations are both addition, go
to Step 8.
Step 6. If the nodes have not the same input path and have the
same operation, go to Step 8.
Step 7. If the nodes have two different input paths and
different operations, go to Step 8.
Step 8. The nodes share a node of the unified architecture.
Figure 6 shows an example of how a node is shared, for the
4 FOSS architectures. Figure 6(a) shows the input paths and
the operation nodes for a stage for the 4 FOSS architectures.
The transform, 𝑇1 , shown in Figure 6(a) is used to label each
node, from top to bottom (𝐴 0 ∼ 𝐴 3 ), as shown in Figure 6(b).
The nodes of the 4 FOSS architectures (𝑇1 ∼ 𝑇4 ) share a node,
using this procedure, and the nodes that share a node use the
same label, as shown in Figure 6(b), which is also the number
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−
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Figure 3: A 2D 4 × 4 inverse integer transform.

of the shared nodes in the unified architecture, as shown in
Figure 6(c). Note that if any one of the inputs of a node in
Figure 6(c) has multiple input paths for different transform
modes, a multiplexer is required, to select a corresponding
input path.
3.3. Operation and the Bit-Width Decisions for a Shared Node.
In order to perform the operations of the correspondent
nodes for all FOSS architectures, it is necessary to determine
the operation for each shared node in the unified architecture.
If the operations for the nodes of the FOSS architectures
that share a node are all additions or all subtractions, the
operation for this shared node of the unified architecture
is addition or subtraction, respectively. If some operations
for the nodes of the FOSS architectures that share a node
are additions and some operations are subtractions, the
operations for this shared node are both subtraction and
addition. As shown in Figure 7, 𝐶0 nodes are all adders in
all of the FOSS architectures, so a 𝐶0 node is an adder in
the unified architecture. Similarly, 𝐶2 is a subtractor. Because
the inputs for the correspondent operation nodes in different
FOSS architectures are seldom shifted with the same bits,
it is not efficient to share a shift operation in the unified
architecture.
In order to determine bit-width for a shared node of
the unified architecture, bit-widths of the nodes that share
a node must be determined first. In order to determine
the bit-width for a node of a FOSS architecture, both input
and output bit-widths for the FOSS architecture must be
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checked in the video standard specification, as shown in
Table 1. The input bit-width for a node in the current stage
is then determined according to the output dynamic range
that results from addition, subtraction, and the shift of the
nodes in the previous stage. Note that the dynamic range
accumulates stage by stage from input to output, for a FOSS
architecture. For the unified architecture, the bit-width of a
shared node is determined by the largest bit-width of all of
the nodes that share a node. As shown in Figure 8 the largest
bit-widths of input and output of the 𝐵0 nodes in all of the
FOSS architectures are both 16 bits, so the input and output
bit-widths of the 𝐵0 node in the unified architecture are both
16 bits.
3.4. The Design of a Low Cost Multiplexer Design for the MuxBased Routing Network. To share a node of the unified architecture for the operations of multiple transforms, additional
multiplexers are required to route a correspondent input path
for individual transform mode. If 𝑁 transforms share a node,
each input of a node has a maximum of 𝑁 different input
paths and two additional 𝑁-to-1 multiplexers are deployed

in front of each node. If an input path is 𝐵-bit wide, an input
requires a 𝐵-bit, 𝑁-to-1 multiplexer. As shown in Figure 9,
one input of the shared node is 8-bit wide, so an 8-bit 6-to1 multiplexer is required to route one of the 6 input paths
to the input of the shared node. If a 1-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer
requires a hardware unit, as shown in Figure 10(a), a 1-bit
6-to-1 multiplexer requires 5 hardware units as shown in
Figure 10(b). Because an 8-bit 6-to-1 multiplexer requires
eight 1-bit 6-to-1 multiplexers, an 8-bit 6-to-1 multiplexer
requires 40 (8 × 5) hardware units.
In order to reduce the hardware cost and to alleviate
routing congestion in a VLSI physical design for a mux-based
routing network for the unified architecture, the number
of input paths for a shared node must be minimized. The
multiplexer in Figure 9 is redesigned as a low cost and low
routing congestion multiplexer, as shown in Figure 11. In
Figure 9, there are two input paths, 𝑋00 and 𝑋01 , for one
input of a shared node, so an 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer is used
to select input path 𝑋00 or 𝑋01 . In addition, a 1-bit 6-to-1
multiplexer is used to select 0 or 1 for the selected line of
the 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer. Using an 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer
requires 8 hardware units and a 1-bit 6-to-1 multiplexer
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Table 1: The input and output bit-widths for each transform of H.264.

Row transform
Column transform

Row transform
Column transform

4 × 4 forward transform
In
Out

4 × 4 inverse transform
In
Out

8 × 8 forward transform
In
Out

8 × 8 inverse transform
In
Out

9
12
12
15
4 × 4 forward Hadamard
In
Out

16
16
16
16
4 × 4 inverse Hadamard
In
Out

9
12, 13
13
16
2 × 2 forward Hadamard
In
Out

16
16
16
16
2 × 2 inverse Hadamard
In
Out

16
16

16
16

16
16

16
16

16
16

16
16

16
16

16
16
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Figure 9: An 8-bit 6-to-1 multiplexer.

requires 5 hardware units, giving a total of 13 (8 + 5) hardware
units. The cost of the multiplexer in Figure 11 is 67.5% that of
the multiplexer in Figure 9.
The multiplexers required for a shared node result not
only in extra hardware cost, but also in routing congestion for
the unified architecture. The number of input paths for a 1-bit
6-to-1 multiplexer is 11, as shown in Figure 10(b), and that for
an 8-bit 6-to-1 multiplexer is 88, as shown in Figure 9, which
could cause clustering of the routing wires in particular areas.
The routing congestion can be mitigated using the proposed
multiplexer design, wherein the number of input paths is
only 33, as shown in Figure 11. In addition, a good floor plan
that uniformly distributes the multiplexers around the chip
can disperse the routing wires. Note that additional latency
is incurred by the multiplexers of the routing network that
serialize the operations for different transform modes.

3.5. The Architecture-Unification Technique for All the H.264
Transform FOSS Architectures. The architecture-unification
technique consists of count decisions for the unified architecture stages and the shared nodes, node sharing for the
unified architecture for all FOSS architectures, the operation
and the bit-width decisions for a shared node, and the design
of a low cost multiplexer for the mux-based routing network.
When this process is used for all of the H.264 transform
architectures designed using the FOSS technique, Figure 12
shows the unified architecture for 2D 2 × 2 Hadamard
transform, 2D 4 × 4 forward transform, 2D 4 × 4 inverse
transform, 1D 8 × 8 forward transform, and 1D 8 × 8 inverse
transform FOSS architectures.

4. Complexity and Performance Analysis
4.1. The Computational Complexity of the Original Transforms,
the FOSS Architectures, and the Unified Architecture. The
computational complexities of the original transforms, the
FOSS architectures, and the unified architecture are analyzed.
The computational complexities of the original transforms
and the FOSS architectures are compared in Tables 2 and 3. As
shown in Table 2, a total of 844 adders and 912 multipliers are
needed for all of the six original H.264 transforms. However,
only 24 sub/adders, 96 adders, 84 subtractors, and 60 shifters
are needed for all of the six FOSS architectures that reduce
the cost by sharing the same operations and by replacing
the multipliers by adders and shifters, as shown in Table 3.
The computational complexities of the FOSS architectures
and the unified architecture are compared in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 4 shows the computational complexity of the unified
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Table 3: The computational complexity of the FOSS architectures
for H.264 transforms.

0 0 0 0 0 1
Selection of six
transforms 3

X00
X01

1D 8 × 8 forward
1D 8 × 8 inverse
2D 4 × 4 forward
2D 4 × 4 inverse
2D 4 × 4 Hadamard
2D 2 × 2 Hadamard
Total

8
+
8

Figure 11: A low cost multiplexer design for the mux-based routing
network.
Table 2: The computational complexity of the original transforms
for H.264.
1D 8 × 8 forward
1D 8 × 8 inverse
2D 4 × 4 forward
2D 4 × 4 inverse
2D 4 × 4 Hadamard
2D 2 × 2 Hadamard
Total

Adder
56
56
240
240
240
12
844

Multiplier
64
64
256
256
256
16
912

architecture, which only requires 28 adders, 16 subtractors,
and 40 shifters and needs no sub/adders.
4.2. The Hardware Cost and Performance of the FOSS Architectures and the Unified Architecture. In order to implement
the unified architecture, a front-end cell-based design flow
is employed for logic design, simulation, and verification of
VLSI implementation. The proposed FOSS architectures and
the unified architecture are firstly realized using Verilog RTL

Sub/adder
0
0
8
8
8
0
24

Adder
20
24
16
16
16
4
96

Subtractor
16
16
16
16
16
4
84

Shifter
10
18
16
16
0
0
60

Table 4: The computational complexity of the unified architecture
for H.264 transforms.
Unified architecture

Adder
28

Subtractor
16

Shifter
40

code, and then a ModelSim EDA tool is used for the RTL
functional simulation. Synopsys Design Compiler is used
for logic synthesis and the standard cell library used is the
UMC 0.18 𝜇m Artisan cell library. The hardware cost and
the performance of the FOSS architectures and the unified
architecture are analyzed. The gate count is calculated using
Gate Count = Synthesized area/NAND gate area.

(12)

Because transform matrix multiplication uses different
hardware architectures, the gate counts for the original transforms are not known. Table 5 shows the gate counts for the
FOSS architectures and Table 6 shows those for the unified
architecture, which has the gate count that is 36% less than the
total gate count of all of the six FOSS architectures. Because
the six FOSS architectures share the unified architecture,
using the proposed architecture-unification technique, the
number of gates saved for an individual transform is not
known, but the total number of gates saved is the only way
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Table 5: A comparison of the gate count, frequency, latency, and
throughput for H.264 transform FOSS architectures.
Gate
count
1D 8 × 8 forward
2853
1D 8 × 8 inverse
5096
2D 4 × 4 forward
4299
2D 4 × 4 inverse
5821
2D 4 × 4 Hadamard 5437
2D 2 × 2 Hadamard 1032
Total
25438

Freq.
(MHz)

Latency

Throughput
(pixels/cycle)

313
292
306
285
302
385

1
1
1
1
1
1

8
8
8
8
8
4

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 6: The gate count, frequency, latency, and throughput for the
unified architecture.
Gate
count
Unified architecture 16308

Freq.
(MHz)
275

Latency Throughput
(pixels/cycle)
Listed in
1
Table 7

to measure the total reduction in hardware cost that results
from the unification technique.
Since there is no register in either the FOSS architectures
or the unified architecture, the critical path is the longest
path of all of the paths from the input to the output of the
architecture. The frequency is the reciprocal of the critical
path. Because of the delay due to the mux-based routing
network, the critical path for the unified architecture is
slightly longer than that for any FOSS architecture. In other
words, the frequency of the unified architecture is lower
than that of any FOSS architecture. The frequency range of

Table 7: The throughput for the unified architecture for H.264
transforms.
1D 8 × 8 forward
1D 8 × 8 inverse
2D 4 × 4 forward
2D 4 × 4 inverse
2D 4 × 4 Hadamard
2D 2 × 2 Hadamard

Freq.
275 MHz
275 MHz
275 MHz
275 MHz
275 MHz
275 MHz

Throughput (pixels/cycle)
8
8
8
8
8
4

the FOSS architectures is from 285 MHz to 385 MHz, while
the unified architecture still processes up to 275 MHz, as
shown in Tables 5 and 6. Since there is no register in either the
FOSS architectures or the unified architecture, the latencies
are all one clock cycle. The throughput for the 2D 2 × 2
Hadamard transform FOSS architecture is 4 pixels/cycle, but
those of the other transform FOSS architectures are all 8
pixels/cycle.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a systematic hardware sharing method that
allows a unified architecture for H.264 transforms is presented. A FOSS architecture design technique is presented
to reduce the hardware cost for each H.264 transform. The
basic idea is to systematically synthesize architecture, to
share all of the same operations in a matrix multiplication,
and to allow a reduction in hardware cost. In total 844
adders and 912 multipliers are required for all of the six
H.264 transform matrix multiplications. However, only 24
sub/adders, 96 adders, 84 subtractors, and 60 shifters are
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required for all of the six FOSS architectures, which reduces
the cost by sharing the same operations and by replacing all
of the multipliers by adders and shifters. When all of the six
FOSS architectures of the H.264 transforms are determined,
an architecture-unification design flow is then proposed that
unifies all of the low cost transform FOSS architectures into a
single architecture to eliminate the redundant hardware. The
unified architecture only requires 28 adders, 16 subtractors,
40 shifters, and the proposed mux-based routing network.
The gate count for the unified architecture is 16308, which
is 36% less than the total gate count for all of the six FOSS
architectures. The frequency range of the FOSS architectures
is from 285 MHz to 385 MHz, while the unified architecture
still processes up to 275 MHz. Since there is no register in
either the FOSS architectures or the unified architecture,
the latencies are all one clock cycle. Throughput for the
2D 2 × 2 Hadamard transform is 4 pixels/cycle, but those
of the other transforms are all 8 pixels/cycle. In addition,
the proposed hardware sharing method can also be used to
construct a unified architecture for multitransform coding
of other international video coding standards, such as VC1, MPEG-1/2/4, and even the next generation high efficiency
video coding (HEVC) that allows a reduction in hardware
cost.
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The optimal allocation problem for a stand-alone photovoltaic (SPV) generation can be achieved by good compromise between
system objective and constraint requirements. The Lagrange technique (LGT) is a traditional method to solve such constrained
optimization problem. To consider the nonlinear features of reliability constraints evolving from the consideration of different
scenarios, including variations of component cost, load profile and installation location, the implementation of SPV generation
planning is time-consuming and conventionally implemented by a probability method. Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been
successfully applied to many optimization problems. For the optimal allocation of photovoltaic and battery devices, the cost function
minimization is implemented by GA to attain global optimum with relative computation simplicity. Analytical comparisons
between the results from LGT and GA were investigated and the performance of simulation was discussed. Different planning
scenarios show that GA performs better than the Lagrange optimization technique.

1. Introduction
Recently, a vast number of population based search and
optimization algorithms have been applied successfully to
many power and energy applications [1, 2]. One of the
popular and excellent population based algorithms is the GA;
it has been developed to imitate the evolutionary principle
of natural genetics [3]. GA technique conceived by Holland
in the 1975 was based on a Darwinian survival-of-the-fittest
strategy with sexual reproduction. Stronger individuals in the
population have a higher chance of creating a better offspring.
GA can be implemented as a computerized optimization
searching among possible solutions as strings of ones and
zeros; each iteration of simulation begins with a randomly
selected population of chromosomes represented by strings.
The probabilistic process of crossover and mutation
ensures that GA can explore new features that may not be in
the present population. It searches the entire reachable space
despite the finite population size. GA is advantageous over
other search algorithms since it is less likely to be trapped by
local minimum and provides a better global optimal solution
[3, 4].

This paper studies the optimal capacity planning for
a SPV generation system. Solving this nonlinear constrained optimization problem requires computing effort
which increases with the size of the problem. A traditional
optimization technique demonstrates a number of difficulties
when faced with complex engineering problems. The major
issue arises when one popular algorithm is applied to solve a
number of different problems [2]. Each classical optimization
algorithm should be well designed to solve only particular
problems efficiently. For a system’s designer and planner,
the methods have the feasibility to solve different types
of problems with a global perspective, do not often get
converged to a locally optimal solution, and are welcome.
Many bio-inspired optimization techniques have been
employed to find an adequate solution to the complicated
engineering problems [1]. The aim of these techniques is
to find sufficient “good” solution efficiently with the characteristic of the problem, instead of the global optimum
solution, and thus it also provides attractive alternative for the
large scale applications. Among these methods, GA achieves
both local exploration and global exploitation to provide a
robust and efficient methodology in searching a near-optimal
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solution; it has been applied to a variety of optimization
applications. The potential of the GA technique applied to
design a renewable energy system has been recently reported
[5–9].
Several software tools are available for the design of a PV
system [5, 10]. However, most of these tools only identify and
simulate a single design option; a range of possible design
options are unavailable [10, 11]. Furthermore, the impacts
on the effects of nonlinearity and optimization in system
model and the variations of the significant design variables
are needed to investigate the effectiveness of these simulation
and optimization tools applied to specific applications [12, 13].
The objective of this paper is to compare the accuracy
and relative performance based on GA and Lagrangian
technique in the capacity planning. The best compromise
between the reliability and installed cost of SPV system is
investigated. Compared with the conventional Lagrangian
relaxation optimization, GA can find the global optimal
solutions more efficiently.

2. The Optimal Sizing Problems
The sizing of SPV systems is an important part of system
design and planning and remains an active area for research.
Sizing procedures consider the relationships between energy
deliveries to load and its reliability of supply which can be
tolerated by the user.
2.1. The Reliability Analysis of a SPV Generation. To access the
available solar generation of a PV system in candidate region
is one of the most important parameters before installation.
Because of the intermittent solar radiation characteristic,
power reliability analysis has been considered an important
step in any power system planning and design process.
Reliability index evaluated in the simulation is the total
loss of load hours (LOLH) over a specified time (usually one
year). LOLH is a feasible measure of the system performance
for assumed load profile. LOLH equal to 0 means that the load
will always be satisfied within the specific simulation time
period. Larger LOLH means that customer will suffer from
a higher probability of losing power. LOLH can be defined as
follows:
𝑛 24

LOLH = ∑ ∑ 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

2.2. The Constrained Optimization Problem
2.2.1. Objective Function. A constrained optimization problem should be considered to determine the optimal size
in a SPV system. The optimal solution can make the best
compromise between the two significant issues: the system
power reliability and system installed cost. The objective
function of the optimal capacity planning problem is to minimize the total installed cost while satisfying the reliability
requirements of the SPV system. The objective function can
be expressed as the installed cost of a SPV system:
𝐶 = 𝐶pv ⋅ PV + 𝐶𝑏 ⋅ BTY + 𝐶𝑖 ,

(2)

where 𝐶 is the total cost for installed a SPV system, 𝐶𝑖 is the
initial cost for system installation, PV/BTY is the capacity of
solar array and battery, and 𝐶pv and 𝐶𝑏 are the unit cost of PV
($/Wp ) and BTY ($/Wh).
2.2.2. Constrained Function. After implementing the LOLH
flowchart, the combinations of different PV and battery
size can be conducted by a nonlinear function. Constrained
function has been produced for eight different values of
LOLH, 0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 400 hours under
different reliability requirement, in terms of different load
profile. It is significant for a SPV planner to get options
under different requirement of system shortages. Different
constrained function with different LOLH values can be
derived by a polynomial regression technique. Saber proved
that if a polynomial equation is for more than six orders,
the regression coefficient matrix will be in a bad condition;
it means that small data variation causes relatively large
parameter estimation error [14].

3. Methodology of the Optimization Model

𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗)
0
{
{
{
𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑆min
{
{
{1 −
={
𝐿 (𝑖, 𝑗)
{
{
{
1
{
{
{

𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) is system shortage in the 𝑖th day-𝑗th hours, and 𝑆min
is minimum battery discharge capacity.
The amount of solar radiation implies the current output
of a PV generation. After considering load profile, the output
current of a PV generation can be conducted to evaluate the
charge/discharge current of BTY (𝐼𝑏 ). Two main directions
of 𝐼𝑏 lead to different operation mode of SPV: positive sign
shows the mode of PV generation greater than load, while
negative sign is induced by the shortage of a SPV generation.
The flowchart of evaluation LOLH is shown in Figure 1.

if (𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐿 (𝑖, 𝑗)) ≥ 𝑆min
if 𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) > 𝑆min , 𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) > 𝑆min
if (𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐿 (𝑖, 𝑗)) < 𝑆min
or 𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) < 𝑆min ,

3.1. Lagrangian Technique. The method of Lagrange multipliers is a popular and conventional technique for constrained
optimization. The capacity combination of PV/BTY under
specified system’s reliability requirement can be described by
the six-order polynomial constraint function H shown below:
H = f (PV, BTY)

(1)

where 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) is the capacity state of BTY in the 𝑖th day-𝑗th
hour, 𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) is the consumed load in the 𝑖th day-𝑗th hour,

= PV − (p1 BTY + p2 BTY2 + p3 BTY3 + p4 BTY4
+ p5 BTY5 + p6 BTY6 ) .

(3)
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the reliability analysis for a SPV system.

The constrained optimization problem can be formulated
from the Lagrange equation L after integrating the objective
cost function (C) and the constraint function (H) in terms of
an undetermined multiplier 𝜆:
L = C + 𝜆H.

(4)

The optimum point occurs at the partial derivative of L
with respect to each of the independent decision variables,
that is, PV, BTY, and 𝜆, equal to zero. Lagrange calculation
uses analytical derivatives; it may not be efficient in handling discrete variables but using approximate function to
get derivative. Much complicated iteration processes have
implemented to trade off different Lagrange multipliers by
the Lagrangian relaxation method in many engineering
applications. However, the constrained optimization problem

easily suffers to find critical points of the Lagrange multiplier
and traps into local optimum.
3.2. GA Technique. Renewable energy planning problem
includes economical objective, and it requires the assessment
of long-term system performance to reach the best compromise between system reliability and cost. The minimization of
the fitness or cost function is implemented by the GA method
to search the optimal size of photovoltaic and battery storage
devices.
Three important steps, including selection, crossover, and
mutation, are to imitate nature evolution processes with GA
technique. The optimal solution imposes on the selection
of crossover and mutation operation; it produces the next
generation when convergent criterion is satisfied. The ability
of directing the random search of a GA by selecting the fittest
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the optimal sizing simulation using GA.

chromosomes among the population is one of significant
aspects during computational simulation. The optimization
process of GA is iterated if any of the initial population
chromosomes violates the system constraints until another
new chromosome is selected.
In this study, the proposed GA technique was implemented by Matlab (trademark of the MathWorks); it
employed the operators of roulette-wheel random selection,
single-point crossover, and mutation, then elite replacement.
Only the result of best experiment instance is presented
hereafter. The GA model obtains the optimal size in terms
of various degrees of reliability. Binary coded GA was
introduced to solve the optimal capacity of PV and BTY. Input
data includes hourly data per year, solar radiation on the
horizontal surface, ambient air temperature, and load power
consumption. The flowchart of the GA process applied to

SPV sizing problem is illustrated in Figure 2. The following
parameters are used in the GA simulation:
(i) the population size: 100,
(ii) crossover rate: 0.95,
(iii) mutation rate: 0.05.

4. Analysis of Reliability
and Optimal Simulation
4.1. Reliability Simulation. The optimal sizes of a SPV system
at two selected sites (Tainan and Dawu) of weather station
in Taiwan were investigated and compared. Using the real
meteorological data of specific year at Dawu weather station,
the possible combination of PV/BTY capacity associated
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Figure 3: Demonstration of PV/BTY capacity with different LOLH requirements.
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Figure 4: PV/BTY capacity allocations for different LOLH requirements at two locations with actual load simulation.

with different values of LOLH can be depicted by a threedimensional (3D) curve shown in the left side of Figure 3.
Eight specified values of LOLH (0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200,
and 400 hours) are selected and depicted by two-dimensional
(2D) curves with different colors in the right side of Figures
3(b) and 4.

Each 2D curve indicates the trend of PV/BTY size
changing with a constant system shortage. The different combinations of PV/BTY capacity which meet the same reliability
degree of power supply can be clearly expressed by plotting
the 2D trade-off curve. Using the eight LOLH curves shown
in Figures 3(b) and 4, the influence of LOLH on the planning
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Table 1: Comparison between Genetic Algorithm and Lagrange technique.
(a) Tainan

LOLH
0
10
20
50
100
150
200
400

PV (Wp)
3487.68
3382.42
3252.19
3242.57
3240.58
3146.45
3120.14
3040.25

Genetic Algorithm
BTY (W)
Cost ($)
20774.59
18739.35
22053.13
18568.23
22932.70
18211.16
20085.64
17581.96
16129.99
16754.90
14698.85
16068.99
13807.39
15775.51
10242.27
14706.81

Time (s)

6.63

PV (Wp)
3195.1
3053.9
3000.6
3386.8
3201.9
3136.6
2936.5
3023.9

Lagrange technique
BTY (W)
Cost ($)
21702.7
17720.4
21063.3
17003.4
20136.9
16590.8
15807.1
17293.3
15354.2
16434.3
14913.6
16072.7
18437.3
15973.5
8696.6
14319.2

PV (Wp)
4153.9
3738.6
3628.9
3830.7
3907.0
3625.3
3654.9
3172.9

Lagrange technique
BTY (W)
Cost ($)
21103.6
21565.8
20531.5
19728.2
20207.4
19206.9
19266.4
19847.3
16408.4
19571.6
17632.9
18658.8
12983.0
17818.7
18352.8
16935.2

Time (s)

12.3

(b) Dawu

LOLH
0
10
20
50
100
150
200
400

PV (Wp)
4743.17
4692.96
4657.65
4259.91
3827.22
3643.09
3581.59
3362.52

Genetic Algorithm
BTY (W)
Cost ($)
20581.04
23897.02
18588.33
23276.66
17350.52
22874.25
18621.41
21490.67
19234.76
19826.29
17798.25
18766.64
16314.60
18204.94
14163.70
16852.74

Time (s)

6.67

of PV/BTY capacity of a SPV system can be identified. Considerable installed PV and BTY capacity reduces when LOLH
varies from 0 to 400 hours. Different location has different
solar radiation. In order to clarify the influence of locations,
the meteorological data from two different weather stations
in the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan were simulated.
4.2. Optimal Sizing Simulation. The optimal solution of a
SPV system planning occurs at the turning point of a LOLH
curve. Analysis of the relationship of PV/BTY capacity in
terms of LOLH can determine the optimal capacity allocation status. As the unit cost of a PV component is much
larger than that of BTY, the total installation cost of PV
significantly dominates the final optimal cost. The real solar
radiation/temperature data from the central weather Bureau
of Taiwan on specific year have been simulated. The actual
load is the power consumption of a laboratory located at the
building of the Southern Taiwan University of Science and
Technology. Comparisons with optimal PV/BTY allocation
corresponding to eight different LOLH at two sites are shown
in Table 1.
For the LGT, the shaded cells in Table 1 indicate that
the unreasonable installed cost solution is obtained. The
LGT often gets worse solutions than using GA because
the LGT tends to trap at a local optimal solution while
GA attains a global solution. From the results of Table 1,
the total installed cost of SPV system from LGT may be
smaller than GA. This results from a small capacity of the
testing system with an insufficient search space, while GA
may perform in a poor manner [15]. For the SPV planning,

Time (s)

12.3

larger size of system capacity and load profile entail wide
searching space of possible solution. The proposed GA model
can be achieved near-optimal solution under comprehensive
planning requirements.
From the results shown in Figure 5, LGT may be less
sensitive than GA method. Statistically, it can be proved that
the performance of GA approach is slightly superior for the
capacity planning of SPV system. This implied the searching
technique used in the GA can be explored globally more than
the LGT. According to the results, it is concluded that the local
heuristic plays an important role in GA process. High quality
heuristic solution can help the GA to improve its performance
by reducing the likelihood of its premature convergence.
GA is achieved efficiently by a shorter computational time
from the simulation result of Table 1. It can be recognized that
GA gains its advancement in the applications of complicated
optimization-constrained problem, for example, photovoltaic
allocation planning, where the searching of the global optimum is difficult task. Due to the probabilistic development
of solutions, GA is not restricted by local optimum; it
can find the global optimum system configuration with
relative computational simplicity compared to conventional
optimization methods such as LGT.

5. Conclusion
The Lagrange technique and GA applied to optimal capacity
planning of SPV system are investigated. Comparison of
performance was made on the minimum total installed cost
of a SPV system with specified demand load and system
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Figure 5: Comparisons between Genetic Algorithm and Lagrange algorithm.

reliability requirements. The simulation results show that
GA is slightly superior for finding the optimal capacity
planning of SPV system with effective solution searching
space. From the result of execution time, GA model shows
rather competitive as compared to the Lagrange technique.
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This paper proposes a portable system for hand motion identification (HMI) using the features from data glove with bend sensors
and multichannel surface electromyography (SEMG). SEMG could provide the information of muscle activities indirectly for HMI.
However it is difficult to discriminate the finger motion like extension of thumb and little finger just using SEMG; the data glove
with five bend sensors is designed to detect finger motions in the proposed system. Independent component analysis (ICA) and
grey relational analysis (GRA) are used to data reduction and the core of identification, respectively. Six features are extracted from
each SEMG channel, and three features are computed from five bend sensors in the data glove. To test the feasibility of the system,
this study quantitatively compares the classification accuracies of twenty hand motions collected from 10 subjects. Compared to
the performance with a back-propagation neural network and only using GRA method, the proposed method provides equivalent
accuracy (>85%) with three training sets and faster processing time (20 ms). The results also demonstrate that ICA can effectively
reduce the size of input features with GRA methods and, in turn, reduce the processing time with the low price of reduced
identification rates.

1. Introduction
Electromyography is a technique for evaluating and recording
the activation signal of muscles including human hand and
arm motions. The applications of hand motion identification
(HMI) have been widely used for prosthetic control, remote
control of home appliances, human computer interaction
(HCI), sign language recognition (SLR), and systems for
constructing virtual reality [1–5]. In engineering applications,
users can control robotic manipulators using an HMI system;
thus, manipulators with little strength could accomplish
heavy tasks and could be protected from direct contact with
dangerous objects or surroundings [6]. In medical applications, HMI system could be employed to help patients with
amputated hands due to accidents and diseases. Therefore,
applications of HMI contribute both to the engineering and
to clinical rehabilitation fields.

Many automatic schemes have been proposed for HMI
[7–11]. One method is image processing, in which motion
images are captured with a camera, and features extracted
during the process are identified. However, recognition accuracy can be adversely affected easily by a shaking head, insufficient light, the extraction angle, and the distance between
camera and hand [7]. Another method is surface electromyography (SEMG). Neural impulses from the spinal cord arrive
at the motor unit, causing muscle contractions and generating
an EMG signal [8]. Notably, SEMG is a noninvasive method
for detecting directly or indirectly muscle or nerve information such as neural activities and muscle force or fatigue;
SEMG has a wide range of applications such as in HMI
systems. However, SEMG is susceptible to noise effects and
detecting deep muscle activity is difficult, thereby limiting the
performance of an HMI system. Additionally, differentiating
SEMG signals from many similar or weak signals from deep
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or far muscles groups is difficult, such as identifying finger
movements by detecting arm signals. Therefore, there are
some studies tried to improve the accuracy by combining
other techniques like three-axis accelerometer (ACC) [9],
bend sensors [10], or multiple sensors [11].
Using a data glove which is a device with embedded
sensors for identifying finger movements is a reliable method.
When a finger or hand moves, the data glove detects the
relative signal change for HMI. Tidwell et al. (2013) developed
an HMI system with SVM model using data glove and
SEMG sensors to complete a verbal communication system
[10]. The accuracy of their system in 10 hand motions is
achieved as 93.33%. However, the potential drawback of using
multiple sensors is that it dramatically increases computation
load, especially when trying to identify more hand motions.
Therefore, in this study, we used five bend sensors mounted
on a data glove with bend sensors as signal sources for finger
motions identification. Also, the SEMGs were measured by a
multi-channel electrode scheme (MES) that has three active
electrodes and is placed around the forearm to acquire the
SEMG signals for identification of forearm motions. Because
SEMG could detect the information of muscle activities and
force directly [12, 13], force feedback was also considered in
proposed system.
Independent component analysis (ICA) has been demonstrated that could successfully isolates power-line components from SEMG signals and decomposing SEMG signals
for obtaining more information of the active motor units
from specific muscle groups. It could use to reduction of
required computation data for identification hand [12, 14, 15].
It could not only reduce the amount of required computation
data efficiently, but also lower effect of reduced identification rates. Additionally, many core methods are proposed
for signal identification in previous studies such as backpropagation neural network (BPNN), grey relational analysis
(GRA), support vector machine (SVM), and log-linearized
Gaussian mixture network (LLGMN) [8, 12, 15–17]. The time
consumption of signal identification in real-time systems is
also a concern. However, neural networks based methods
often require considerable training time, especially when
the program that reaches convergence is difficult. Therefore,
as a classifier in this study, GRA has often been used to
investigate problems with limited amounts of training data
[18]. It provides the applications of relational analysis and
prediction for a real-time decision system. For an adaptation
application, it has a flexible pattern mechanism and can
reduce training data without adjusting any parameters. In
order to achieve the larger amount of hand motions and
speed up the processing time, the goal of this study is
to establish a new method combining ICA and GRA in
portable system for HMI to recognize twenty various hand
motions and, at the same time, without sacrificing the
accuracy.

2. Proposed HMI System
Five channels of bend sensors in the data glove and three
channels of SEMG sensors in the MES are used to detect
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finger and forearm motions. The acquisition component of
the proposed HMI system is described below.
2.1. SEMG Signal Acquisition. The SEMG signals were measured with a MES composed of three active electrodes
(BioEngineering SenseTech Corp., Taipei, Taiwan). Each
electrode has two parallel conductive bars to detect the
SEMG along the muscle fibers. The specifications for the
active electrodes are as follows: gain, 520; common-mode
rejection ratio (CMRR), 96 dB; bandwidth, 4.7 Hz to 1 kHz;
quiescent current, 332 𝜇A; and DC input impedance, 6
Giga-ohms. The electrodes were placed on the skin surface of the brachioradialis, flexor carpi radialis, and pronator teres. The electrodes are held in place with a Velcro
strap.
2.2. Data Glove Signal Acquisition with Bend Sensors. The
data glove was developed to measure finger motion. The
sensors selected for attachment to the glove are bend sensors,
which are of low-cost and are highly sensitive (Images SI, Inc.,
NY, USA). These sensors are made with the same principle as
strain gauges; the bend sensor changes resistance when bent.
The resistance varies from about 10 k ohms to 40 k ohms over
0-degree to 90-degree bend angles. The sensors are inserted
into five appropriately sized pockets sewn onto each finger
of the glove. This design allows the sensors to be firmly and
easily attached to the glove and allows for subsequent removal
without damage. The analog signals from the MES and data
glove were input to a 16-bit A/D converter (NI DAQ Card6036E, Austin, TX, USA). The SEMG and data glove signals
were sampled at 2 kHz. A black box mounting on the A/D
card was utilized for transmitting signals and power (DC: 5 V)
to the active electrodes and flex sensors.

3. Data Analysis
After signal acquisition, motion intervals were detected from
the SEMG signals. Motion intervals define the time intervals
for subsequent analysis of both SEMG and data glove signals.
Then, preprocessing and feature extraction were applied
within the identified time intervals. The features from the
SEMG and data glove signals were combined in a single
feature pattern. Finally, the feature patterns were input to
a trained ICA and GRA-based classifier. Data analysis is
described in the following sections.
3.1. Motion Interval Detection. The SEMG signals are responsive to hand and finger motions, while the bend signals
respond only to finger motion. Therefore, SEMG signals
are used to define the motion intervals by the mechanism
for real-time detection of hand motion intervals. When the
subject moved, the operator used different muscle groups
for various hand motions. Thus, SEMG signals detected by
individual active electrodes varied in intensity. The energy
distribution of each channel was then calculated, minus
the mean value of 𝑑 channels, and summed to get 𝑆(𝑛) as
(1). When the 𝑆(𝑛) value exceeded a prespecified threshold
𝜃, signal capture was initiated. Conversely, signal capture
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Figure 1: Motion intervals of energy evaluation with acting five hand motions.

was stopped when the value fell below the threshold [12].
Consider
𝐷

2

𝑆 (𝑛) = ∑ (EMG𝑑 (𝑛) − EMGmean
) ,
𝑑

(1)

𝑑=1

where EMG𝑑 (𝑛) is SEMG channel 𝑑; 𝐷 is the number of
SEMG channels; 𝑁 is the number of samples in the input
is the mean value of the channel 𝑑,
record; and EMGmean
𝑑
measured over 𝑁 samples while the arm was relaxed. Figure 1
shows a set of signal data and the detection of motion
intervals from the energy distribution.

3.2. Feature Extraction. Feature processing is necessary during signal identification. Effective feature processing not only
reduces the amount of data, but also increases recognition
accuracy. In [8, 12, 16, 19], researchers often used timedomain and spectral estimation to extract the features from
SEMG signals. This study uses only time-domain methods
to extract all features. Features are computed from the
signals only over the times corresponding to the detected
motion intervals. Signal data obtained from the SEMG and
flex sensors can be represented as SEMG𝑑 = {EMG𝑑1 (𝑛)}
and DG𝑑 = {DG𝑑2 (𝑛)}, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑁, respectively.
For each channel of SEMG, six parameters were extracted
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by the integral of EMG (IEMG), waveform length (WL),
average total power (ATP), zero crossing (ZC), slope sign
change (SSC), and Willison amplitude (WAMP) [8, 12]. Three
parameters defined in this study were extracted from bend
sensors in the glove, including area, length change (LC), and
minimum value (MV). All the methods are defined as follows.
(i) Integral of EMG (IEMG). The IEMG can be treated as
a signal power estimator and can be defined as

values 𝜃ZC , 𝜃SSC , and 𝜃WAMP were used to reduce noise and
artifacts in SEMG signals.
The other three features, area, length change (LC), and
minimum value (MV), were extracted from the flex sensors.
(vii) Area. It is a parameter used to calculate the duration
of potential changes of a flexure sensor and can be defined
as
𝑁

Area = ∑ |DG (𝑛) − baseline| .

𝑁

IEMG = ∑ |EMG (𝑛)| .
𝑛=1

(ii) Waveform length (WL). The WL can estimate the
complexity of the SEMG waveform corresponding to the
duration of the detected motion interval and can be defined
as

(viii) Length change (LC). The LC is a parameter representing the number of flexure sensor windings and can be
defined as
𝑁

LC = ∑ |DG (𝑛 + 1) − DG (𝑛)| .

(9)

𝑛=1

𝑁−1

WL = ∑ |EMG (𝑛 + 1) − EMG (𝑛)| .

(3)

𝑛=1

(iii) Average total power (ATP). The ATP is utilized to
estimate the power density of the SEMG signal and can be
defined as
ATP =

(8)

𝑛=1

(2)

1 𝑁
∑ EMG (𝑛)2 .
𝑁 − 1 𝑛=1

(4)

(ix) Minimum value (MV). The MV is defined as
MV = min [DG (𝑛)] .

In (8)–(10), baseline is the starting potential of a flex
sensor and DG(𝑛) is the potential signal from a flex sensor.
For each motion detection interval, the features IEMG, WL,
ATP, SSC, ZC, WAMP, area, LC, and MV were extracted and
gathered into a feature pattern represented by

(iv) Zero crossing (ZC). The ZC is the number of times that
a signal passes the zero amplitude axes and can be defined as

Φ = [IEMG𝑑 , WL𝑑 , VAR𝑑 , ZC𝑑 , SSC𝑑 ,
WAMP𝑑 , Area𝑝 , LC𝑝 , MV𝑝 ] ,

𝑁

ZC = ∑ [sgn (−EMG (𝑛) × EMG (𝑛 + 1)) ,
𝑛=1

(5)

if 𝑋>0
where sgn(𝑋) = { 1,
0, otherwise , 𝑋 = −EMG(𝑛) × EMG(𝑛 + 1),
and threshold 𝜃ZC = 0.02.
(v) Slope sign change (SSC). The SSC represents rate
information; a suitable threshold 𝜃SCC is used to reject disturbance effects as follows:
𝑁−1

SSC = ∑ [𝑓 (EMG (𝑛) − EMG (𝑛 + 1))
𝑛=2

(6)

× ((EMG (𝑛) − EMG (𝑛 + 1))) ] ,
if𝑋≥𝜃SSC
, threshold 𝜃SSC = 0.02.
where 𝑓 (𝑥) = { 1,
0, otherwise
(vi) Willison amplitude (WAMP). The WAMP is used to
count the number of times that signal amplitude exceeds a
predefined threshold and is an indicator of muscle contraction:
𝑁−1

WAMP = ∑ 𝑓 (|EMG (𝑛) − EMG (𝑛 + 1)|) ,

(7)

𝑛=1
if 𝑋>𝜃WAMP
, 𝑋 = |EMG(𝑛) − EMG(𝑛 + 1)|,
where 𝑓(𝑋) = { 1,
0, otherwise
and threshold 𝜃WAMP = 0.3. In (2)–(7), predefined threshold

(11)

where
𝑑 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐷,

|EMG (𝑛) − EMG (𝑛 + 1)| ≥ 𝜃ZC ] ,

(10)

𝑝 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑃,

(12)

where Φ is an original feature pattern, 𝐷 is the number of
SEMG channels, and 𝑃 is the number of flex sensors. The
original feature pattern contains 33 parameters. The number
of parametric features is computed with 3 channels (𝐷 = 3)
multiplied by 6 parameters (IEMG, WL, VAR, SSC, ZC, and
WAMP) for SEMG signals and 5 channels (𝑃 = 5) multiplied
by 3 parameters (area, LC, and MV) for data glove signals.
In this study, twenty hand motions, that is, the general use in
applications of HCI and SLR, are assigned in number order
as shown in Figure 2 [1, 12].
3.3. Independent Component Analysis. ICA is a statistical
technique for solving the blind source separation (BSS)
problem and finding the linear transformation that can be
formulated as 𝑥 = 𝐴𝑠, where 𝐴 is a mixing matrix. By
inverting the system to 𝑠 = 𝑊𝑥, we can identify 𝑊 as the
demixing matrix that is calculated by some independence
measurement functions. For each set of experiments, the
EMG data was analyzed using fast ICA MATLAB package
which has been developed and proposed by the team at the
Helsinki University of Technology (FastICA 2005). FastICA
is a highly efficient method for performing ICA estimation.
The algorithm is based on a fixed-point iteration scheme
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Figure 2: Twenty hand motions are assigned in number order.

maximizing non-Gaussianity as a measure of statistical independence in SEMG analysis [8, 20, 21]. Because the features
are from two different types of signal, we used two ICA
processors for data glove and SEMG signal, respectively, and
the ICA feature pattern represented by
ΦICA = [SEMG𝑑2 , Glove𝑝2 ] = [𝜑1 , 𝜑2 , 𝜑3 , 𝜑4 , 𝜑5 , . . . , 𝜑𝑁 ] ,
(13)
where

ΦICA (0) = [𝜑1 (0), 𝜑2 (0), . . . , 𝜑𝑖 (0), . . . , 𝜑𝑁 (0)] as (14), 𝑖 =
1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑁 , and 𝐾 comparative sequences ΦICA (𝑘) =
[𝜑1 (𝑘), 𝜑2 (𝑘), . . . , 𝜑𝑖 (𝑘), . . . , 𝜑𝑁 (𝑘)], 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐾, and it
can be represented as

Φref = Φ (0) = [𝜑1 (0) 𝜑2 (0) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑖 (0) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑁' (0)] ,

Φ comp
𝑑2 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐷2 ,

𝑝2 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑃2 ,

(14)

where ΦICA is a ICA feature pattern, 𝐷2 and 𝑃2 are the
number of independent components from SEMG and data
glove features, respectively. We calculated how many independent components in the features from original SEMG and
data glove by principal component analysis (PCA) [22]. After
feature extraction, the feature pattern ΦICA was input to the
GRA-based classifier.
3.4. Pattern Discrimination Using GRA Classifier. This study
uses GRA as core method to identify different hand
motions. GRA is a method that determines the relationships between reference sequence data and other comparative sequence data. We assume that a reference sequence

Φ (1)
[ Φ (2) ]
[
]
[ .. ]
[ . ]
]
=[
[ Φ (𝑘) ]
[
]
[ .. ]
[ . ]
[Φ (𝐾)]

𝜑1 (1)
[ 𝜑1 (2)
[
[ ..
[ .
=[
[ 𝜑1 (𝑘)
[
[ ..
[ .
[𝜑1 (𝐾)

(15)

𝜑2 (1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑖 (1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑁 (1)
𝜑2 (2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑖 (2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑁 (2) ]
]
..
..
.. ]
.
d
.
d
. ]
].
𝜑2 (𝑘) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑖 (𝑘) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑁 (𝑘) ]
]
..
..
.. ]
.
d
.
d
. ]
𝜑2 (𝐾) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑖 (𝐾) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜑𝑁 (𝐾)]

The comparative sequences Φ comp are used as training data
and reference sequence Φref is testing data. The absolute error
of reference sequence Φref and each comparative sequence
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Φ(𝑘) is then calculated. The deviation matrix ΔΦ can be
represented as
Δ𝜑1 (1) Δ𝜑2 (1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑖 (1)
[ Δ𝜑1 (2) Δ𝜑2 (2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑖 (2)
[
..
..
[ ..
[ .
.
d
.
ΔΦ = [
[ Δ𝜑1 (𝑘) Δ𝜑2 (𝑘) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑘)
[
[ ..
..
..
[ .
.
d
.
[Δ𝜑1 (𝐾) Δ𝜑2 (𝐾) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝐾)

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑁' (1)
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑁' (2) ]
]
..
]
]
d
.
],
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑁' (𝑘) ]
]
]
..
]
d
.
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜑𝑁' (𝐾)]
(16)



where Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝜑𝑖 (0) − 𝜑𝑖 (𝑘). The grey relational grades
𝑟(𝑘) can be calculated as [18]
𝑟 (𝑘) = exp [−𝜉 (

2
ED (𝑘)
) ],
Δ𝜑max − Δ𝜑min
2

𝑁'

4. Experimental Setup
2

√∑𝑖=1 (Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑘))
[
]
) ],
= exp [−𝜉 (
Δ𝜑max − Δ𝜑min
[
]

𝜉 ∈ (0, ∞) ,
(17)

Δ𝜑min = min (Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑘)) ,
∀𝑖,𝑘

Δ𝜑max = max (Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑘)) .

(18)

∀𝑖,𝑘

The grey relational grades 𝛾 = [𝑟(1), 𝑟(2), 𝑟(3), . . . , 𝑟(𝑘),
. . . , 𝑟(𝐾)], 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐾, where ED(𝑘) is the Euclidean
distance (ED) between the reference sequence Φref and each
comparative sequence Φ(𝑘). In (17), Δ𝜑min and Δ𝜑max are the
minimum and maximum values of matrix ΔΦ, respectively.
The recognition coefficient 𝜉 is chosen to be between 5 and
10. The physical meaning of (17) is that if the ED between
the reference sequence Φref and comparative sequence Φ(𝑘)
is the minimum, the grey relational grade between them
is maximal. This guarantees that as the ED between two
patterns decreases, the grey rational pattern grade increases.
For example, if ED is approximately equal to Δ𝜑min , then 𝑟(𝑘)
is close to 1. Furthermore, similarity decreases as distance
increases; if ED is approximately Δ𝜑max , then 𝑟(𝑘) is close
to 0. One can increase contrast by adjusting the recognition
coefficient 𝜉.
The final grey relational pattern grades 𝑔𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
𝑚 as equation (19)
𝑔𝑗 =

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘𝑗 𝑟 (𝑘)
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑟 (𝑘)

,

In real-time application, subjects are asked to carry out
a set of 20 different gestures. After feature extraction, we
can obtain 𝐾 comparative sequences Φ(𝑘) for first 10 trials
(𝐾 = 200 in this study). These feature patterns are normalized
and then are input to GRA classifier for teaching. Those trials
use as reference patterns for testing. In this study, signal data
are obtained and transferred to laptop with a NI DAQ card
(National Instruments DAQ card, analog-to-digital (AD)
converter, 16 channels). Data acquisition function is designed
using LabVIEW graphical programming software (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Through the experimental
tests, the results will show the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Figure 3 shows all configurations of the proposed
HMI system.

1, 𝑘 ∈ Class 𝑗
.
𝑤𝑘𝑗 = {
0, 𝑘 ∉ Class 𝑗

(19)

The 𝑔𝑗 is defined the decision for classifying an pattern Φref .
If pattern Φref belongs to Class 𝑗, the weighting factor 𝑤𝑘𝑗
is equal to one and the rest of the factors are zero. The
dimension of grey relational vector 𝛾 could be reduced from
𝐾-dimension to 𝑚-dimension (𝐾 > 𝑚). The output vector 𝐺
could represent as [𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , . . . , 𝑔𝑘 , . . . , 𝑔20 ] (There are twenty
hand motions in this study). The maximum grade 𝑔max =
max{𝐺} indicates one gesture.

Ten subjects (average age 24 ± 3 years) were recruited to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Each subject performed a set of 20 different gestures while standing.
Figure 2 shows the 20 hand motions classified by the proposed method and these motions included wrist extension,
wrist flexion, ulnar flexion, radial flexion, supination, pronation, opening the hand, hand grasping, thumb extension,
thumb flexion with fingers extended, thumb interphalangeal
(IP) flexion with fingers proximal interphalangeal (PIP)
flexion, index finger extension, index and middle fingers
extended, index finger extension, middle finger extension,
and ring finger extension, thumb and index finger extended,
little finger extension, middle finger extension, thumb and little finger extension, thumb, index and little fingers extended,
and thumb and index finger in opposition. These motions
selected are strongly related to the manipulation of a robotic
arm and sign language.
To estimate the threshold values of 𝜃, 𝜃ZC , 𝜃SSC , and
𝜃WAMP , each subject was asked to open and close their hand
before the real-time learning stage. In this stage, we also
used PCA method to calculate the quantity of independent
components. Each subject was also asked to relax before the
next hand motion. For feature extraction, each subject repeats
20 different gestures randomly for 11 trials. These feature
patterns are normalized in the same scale and are divided
into two groups; 200 patterns are used as the comparative
patterns (10 times by 20 gestures, 𝐾 = 200) for training
patterns and the other 20 patterns are used as the reference
patterns for testing patterns. GRA classifier has a function
of feedforward mathematical operation, flexible mechanism
with add-in and delete-off training patterns (dataset update)
without adjusting parameters. For an adaptive application,
it was potential to be a real-time mechanism for pattern
recognition [23].

5. Experimental Results and Discussion
To assess the capability and accuracy of the proposed method
in discriminating between different hand motions, this study
used two indices, training times and accuracy, for different
training datasets to evaluate the performance of this HMI
system using BPNN, BPNN with ICA, GRA, and proposed
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Figure 3: Structure of the proposed HMI system with ICA and GRA methods.

100

5.1. Evaluation of Training Times in Different Training Sets.
We have also proposed the BPNN-based classifier with 𝑁𝐼
input nodes that is depending on the dimension after ICA
reduction (original dimension is 33) and 20 output nodes
(𝑁𝑂 = 20). The number of hidden nodes in hidden layer
is determined by formula 𝑁𝐻 = (𝑁𝐼 + 𝑁𝑂)/2 in backpropagation (BP) algorithm and used sigmoid function. The
convergence criterion <10−2 is set to terminate the BPNN.
Figure 4 shows the training times of the twenty hand motions
using BPNN, BPNN with ICA, GRA, and proposed methods,
respectively. Training times increased as the training set
(from 20 to 200 training patterns) increased with four
methods. However, average and standard deviation (SD) of
training times by GRA-based classifier were clearly lower and
more stable than those with all the BPNN, indicating that
training performance of GRA-based classifier was slightly
affected by the increase in the amount of training data.
The average training time of the proposed system combing
ICA/GRA methods for identifying each hand motion was
roughly 20 ms and its average SD was less than 5 ms, that was
about 30% less than only using GRA method. This performance reached the requirement for real-time processing.
5.2. Evaluation of Identification Rate in Different Training
Sets. Figure 5 shows the average accuracy of four methods
with different training sets generated by 10 subjects. For

CPU time in log scale (s)

methods, respectively. The details of these two indices are
expressed below.

10

0.1
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10

Training sets
GRA
GRA + ICA (proposed method)

BPNN
BPNN + ICA

Figure 4: Average training times (𝑁 = 10) versus the number of
training sets for GRA and BPNN with/without ICA.

each subject, the training data gradually increases from 1
training set (20 feature pattern) to 10 training sets (200 feature
patterns). Twenty testing patterns are used to examine the
proposed classifier using their own hand gestures. When
training data was above three sets, the accuracy of GRA
method was >85%, that was better than BPNN method.
The accuracy did not clearly differ. When fewer than three
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Table 1: The average accuracies of 10 subjects in number order of hand motions by proposed system.

Hand motion
number order

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Accuracy (%)
Hand motions
number order

95.24

96.83

91.27

92.06

85.13

89.68

89.68

92.86

95.24

90.48

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Accuracy (%)

95.24

96.83

91.27

92.06

85.33

89.68

89.68

92.86

95.24

90.48

100

N = 10

Average identification rate (%)

95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Training sets

GRA
GRA + ICA (proposed method)

7

8

9

10

BPNN
BPNN + ICA

Figure 5: Average accuracy (𝑁 = 10) versus the number of training
sets for GRA and BPNN with/without ICA. When the training sets
was above three, the accuracy of proposed method was >85% with
lower cpu time than other methods.

rate of proposed method is more stable. The results of this
study indicate that the ICA is a reliable preprocess to reduce
the amount of data and, in turn, reduce the processing time
about 30% in the GRA method, but the performance of
the system decreased significantly following ICA in BPNN
method. That may be caused by difficult convergence in
BPNN. The performance of the proposed HMI system using
bend sensors and multichannel SEMG was based on accuracy,
number of hand motions, and training times needed to meet
the requirement for real-time processing. The architecture of
the proposed system meets the requirement of portability,
but with the flexible mechanism, the proposed method
can be further developed for implementation in a field
programmable gate array (FPGA) or digital signal processor
(DSP). It has high potential to integrate as an assistive tool for
many HMI applications.
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The setup of interactive communication between arm strength training machine and the people will make exercise and
rehabilitation therapy become more friendly. The employment of electromyographic not only can help physical therapy but
also can achieve more effective rehabilitation. Both of the system hardware and software of the arm strength training machine
with EMG system are well designed and described. The fundamental design of electromyographic measurement system based
on a microcontroller is analyzed and discussed. The software programming is developed in MPLAB integrated development
environment from the Microchip Technology Inc. and the friendly user interface is created as well. Finally, an arm strength training
machine with electromyographic control system is realized and demonstrated. The experimental results show the feasibility and
fidelity of the complete designed system.

1. Introduction
An arm strength training machine (ASTM) based on an
embedded microcontroller system that utilizes a PMSM
motor drive to simulate the stack of iron weights has better
performance than that of the conventional exercise apparatus
presented in [1]. Several studies indicate that chronic stroke
patients who gained maximal functional benefits from the
biofeedback intervention initially had greater active range of
motion at all major upper extremity joints [2–4]. Another
study to investigate neuromuscular electrical stimulation initiated by a surface electromyographic biofeedback threshold
on knee extension active range of motion (AROM), function,
and torque in patients with postoperative arthroscopic knee
surgery has been addressed in [5]. It concludes that the usage
of surface EMG-triggered neuromuscular electrical stimulation can improve the extension AROM. Consequently, the
proper utilization of electromyographic biofeedback can lead
to substantial improvements among selected chronic stroke
patients and can be of considerable functional benefits to
others [6, 7]. Therefore, the usage of EMG not only can help

the physical therapy but also can achieve more effective rehabilitation [8, 9]. Conventional exercise apparatus typically
couple a stack of iron weights through a series of pulleys and
levels to hand grips [10]. The stack of iron weights are usually
mounted on guide rods for vertical reciprocal movement
from a rest position upwardly against gravity force to an
upper position. Lifting weights is accomplished by the user
who actuates a bar or another device operably connected to
the weights. To vary the force opposing the user, the user is
required to change the position of mechanical locking pin and
physically add or remove weights from the stack. This results
in time consumption and inconvenience when user changes
the exercise force level between lifts. These are drawbacks for
such an exercise apparatus [11, 12]. To solve this problem, a
closed-loop motor control system that can generate a user
opposition force and more particularly simulate a weight
stack is presented in [13]. Therefore, in order to obtain more
effective rehabilitation when manipulating the arm strength
training machine (ASTM), an EMG system incorporated
with the original functions is designed and implemented in
this paper.
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The EMG measurement mechanism consists of the EMG
electrodes: the EMG amplification circuits and the band-pass
filter [14, 15]. In order to obtain a “clean” signal that is without
DC offset and high frequency noise, the output signal from
the instrumentation amplifier is filtered by a band-pass filter
which is formed by a high-pass filter cascaded with a low-pass
filter. The clean signal is then rectified to DC value by using
the rectifier circuit. The rectified signal is fed into the microcontroller. Accordingly, the signal can be used to display
the contraction of muscle group when the user manipulates
the ASTM [16]. A PMSM (Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Motor) drive controlling system based on the microcontroller
is also developed in this paper to generate a torque to oppose
the user force [17, 18]. The hardware circuits of the PMSM
drive, such as AC/DC rectifier, DC link, DC/AC inverter,
EMG sensors, physiological amplifier, high-pass filter, lowpass filter, Hall-effect position sensors, and speed encoder,
are well designed, simulated, and implemented. The software
programs are written in C language and programmed based
on the MPLAB integrated development environment (IDE)
tool by Microchip technology Inc. The PMSM motor drive
is used to simulate the weight stack that is usually employed
to the conventional exercise machines. Thus, the principle of
EMG measurement system is firstly derived and described
in Section 2. Later, the system hardware and software are
designed and realized in subsequent Section 3. Section 4
will present the experimental results of ASTM and EMG
measurement system for system verification. Finally, an arm
strength training machine with electromyographic EMG
measurement system is realized and demonstrated in the
Conclusions. The Experimental Results show the feasibility
and fidelity of the complete designed system.

2. The EMG Measurement System of ASTM
The system hardware of an arm strength machine with EMG
measurement system based on PMSM motor drive is shown

in Figure 1. It consists of a dsPIC30F4011 microcontroller,
EMG measurement system, protection circuit, optical coupling isolation, inverter, current sensor, encoder, and communication interface. The PMSM motor drive is used to
simulate the weight stack that is usually employed to
the conventional exercise machines. The microcontroller
dsPIC30F4011 manufactured by Microchip technology Inc. is
the core controller of the ASTM. It is a 16-bit CPU with the
capability of digital signal processing. Moreover, it supports
many powerful modules such as built-in PWM module,
addressable encoder interface module, and input capture
module. This makes the design easily complete and thus it
shortens the development schedule. The independent power
source is employed to supply the gate of MOSFETs. The
photocoupler TLP250 is used for electrical isolation between
the microcontroller system and the high DC voltage bus
voltage as well as the independent power source [19, 20].
The motor currents are sensed through the current detection circuit. The magnet pole and rotor position are detected
by the Hall-effect sensor and the encoder. In such a way,
the speed and rotor position can be calculated and precisely
controlled, subsequently. The ACS 712-20 current sensor IC
which has the resolution of 100 mV per ampere is adopted
for stator phase current detection. Since the microcontroller
supports a 10-bit analog and digital converter (ADC), the full
scale of 5 V is corresponding to the 1024 bits. In other words,
one bit of the ADC represents the 48.83 mA.
The biosignal amplification system shown in Figure 2
is used to amplify the electrophysiological signal which is
generated from the physiological response inside the body,
usually in microvolts level. These signals after amplification
are processed for image processing and medical diagnosis. The EMG electrophysiological measurement is one of
most popular applications of the biosignal amplification.
The electrophysiological signals of muscle contraction and
relaxation sensed by EMG sensors are then amplified by the
physiological amplifier. From the acquisition of these after
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processing EMG signals, it can predict the strength of the
muscle contraction and the situation of muscle motor so
as to facilitate the rehabilitation or the exercise of patients.
The EMG measurement mechanism consists of the EMG
electrodes, the EMG physiological amplifier, high-pass filter,
low-pass filter, and a full-wave rectifier, as shown in Figure 2.
Two electrodes of EMG sensor are attached to the surface skin
of an arm. A third electrode is attached to the common point
for voltage reference. The potential difference is generated
when the muscle group contracts and then fed into the
instrumentation amplifier for amplification [14]. Since the
input resistance of an instrumentation amplifier is very high,
it is suitable to pick up the EMG signal with high input
resistance. In order to obtain a “clean” signal that is not
DC offset and high frequency noise, the output signal from
the instrumentation amplifier is filtered by a band-pass filter
which is formed by a high-pass filter cascaded with a low-pass
filter with the lower 3 dB frequency about 100 Hz and upper
3 dB frequency about 500 Hz. The clean signal is then rectified
to DC value by using the rectifier circuit. The rectified signal
is fed into the microcontroller. After proper processing, it
is transmitted to the human interface via communication
interface to display the contraction of muscle group when the
user manipulates the ASTM.
The input physiological signal to the EMG sensor is
usually in microvolt. In order to pick up this minute signal,
an instrumentation amplifier with high input resistance of
INA 2126 that is manufactured by Burr-Brown Corporation
is used in this paper. Figure 3 shows the inside of INA 2126
instrumentation amplifier. It is a precision instrumentation
amplifier for accurate, low noise differential signal acquisition. The transfer function between output and difference
input can be expressed by
V𝑜1
1
2
1
= 𝑅4 ( +
+ ),
− V𝑖−
𝑅1 𝑅3 𝑅𝑎

V𝑖+

Vo1

−

(1)

where 𝑅1 = 𝑅2 = 10 kΩ and 𝑅3 = 𝑅4 = 40 kΩ. The resistor 𝑅𝑎
is the most properly selected to adjust the voltage gain since
the other components need more than two resistances for
voltage gain adjustment. 𝑅𝑎 is equal to 842 Ω for the voltage
gain of 100 in this design.
Since the spectrum of EMG biosignal is usually between
50 Hz and 500 Hz. The cutoff frequency is designed to be
100 Hz in this paper. The second order high-pass filter
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−
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5

Figure 3: INA2126 instrumentation amplifier.
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Figure 4: The second order high-pass filter.

designed in this paper is shown in Figure 4. The transfer
function of high-pass filter can be expressed by
−𝑚𝑛𝜔2 𝑅12 𝐶12 (1 + 𝑅4 /𝑅3 )
V𝑜2 (𝑗𝜔)
,
=
V𝑖2 (𝑗𝜔) 1 + 𝑗𝐴𝜔𝑅1 𝐶1 − 𝑚𝑛𝜔2 𝑅12 𝐶12

(2)

where 𝐴 = 1 + 𝑛 + 𝑚𝑛 − 𝑚𝑛(1 + 𝑅4 /𝑅3 ), 𝐶2 = 𝑛𝐶1 , and
𝑅2 = 𝑚𝑅1 . The lower cutoff frequency is
𝑓𝐿,3 dB =

1
.
2𝜋𝑅1 𝐶1 √𝑚𝑛

(3)

The midband voltage gain is
V𝑜2
𝑅
= 1 + 4.
V𝑖2
𝑅3

(4)

Regarding the high-pass filter design, also 𝑚 = 0.16, 𝑛 = 1,
𝐶1 = 0.1 𝜇F, 𝑅1 = 39.3 kΩ, 𝑅3 = 2.8 kΩ, and 𝑅4 = 25 kΩ; the
voltage gain is about 10 and the cutoff frequency is around
100 Hz.
The output signal from the high-pass filter is then fed
to the second order low-pass filter as shown in Figure 5.
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+

L ab

L ca
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where 𝐵 = 1 + 𝑚 + 𝑚𝑛 − 𝑚𝑛(1 + 𝑅4 /𝑅3 ), 𝐶2 = 𝑛𝐶1 , and
𝑅2 = 𝑚𝑅1 . The upper 3 dB frequency is
(6)

and the midband voltage gain is
(7)

Considering the low-pass filter design, also 𝑚 = 1, 𝑛 = 1,
𝐶1 = 0.1 𝜇 F, 𝑅1 = 3.18 kΩ, 𝑅3 = 6.3 kΩ, and 𝑅4 = 3.18 kΩ;
the voltage gain is of 1.5 and the cutoff frequency is around
500 Hz. The voltage gain between the analog output signal
of EMG measurement system, V𝑜3 , and the differential input
signal of EMG sensor, (V𝑖+ − V𝑖− ), can be expressed as
V𝑜3 = 𝐴 V (V𝑖+ − V𝑖− ) ,

(8)

where 𝐴 V is the overall voltage gain of the instrumentation
amplifier, high-pass filter, and the low-pass filter. In this case,
𝐴 V is equal to 15000.
The equivalent circuit of a PMSM motor is shown in
Figure 6. The stator phase voltage equations (𝑉𝑎𝑛 , 𝑉𝑏𝑛 , 𝑉𝑐𝑛 )
related to the stator phase currents (𝑖𝑎 , 𝑖𝑏 , 𝑖𝑐 ) and back
electromotive force (𝑒𝑎 , 𝑒𝑏 , 𝑒𝑐 ) for a PMSM motor can be
expressed by the following:
𝑉𝑎𝑛 = 𝑅𝑎 𝑖𝑎 + 𝐿 𝑎𝑎

𝑑𝑖𝑎
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where 𝑅𝑎 , 𝑅𝑏 , and 𝑅𝑐 , represent the phase resistance for each
phase, 𝐿 𝑎𝑎 , 𝐿 𝑏𝑏 , and 𝐿 𝑐𝑐 represent the self-inductance for
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Figure 6: The equivalent circuit of a PMSM motor.

each phase, 𝐿 𝑎𝑏 , 𝐿 𝑏𝑐 , and 𝐿 𝑐𝑎 represent the mutual inductance
between either of the two phases, and 𝑒𝑎 , 𝑒𝑏 , and 𝑒𝑐 represent
the back EMF for each phase.
If a three-phase balanced system is considered, the stator
voltage in the following equation can be rearranged to
𝑉𝑎𝑛
𝑅𝑠 0 0
𝑖𝑎
𝑖𝑎
𝐿𝑠 0 0
[𝑉𝑏𝑛 ] = [ 0 𝑅𝑠 0 ] [𝑖𝑏 ] + 𝑑 [ 0 𝐿 𝑠 0 ] [𝑖𝑏 ]
𝑑𝑡 0 0 𝐿
𝑠 ] [ 𝑖𝑐 ]
[ 𝑉𝑐𝑛 ] [ 0 0 𝑅𝑠 ] [ 𝑖𝑐 ]
[
𝑒𝑎
+ [𝑒𝑏 ] .
[ 𝑒𝑐 ]

(10)

In steady state, the air gap power is expressed in terms of
the electromagnetic torque and speed as
𝑒𝑎 𝑖𝑎 + 𝑒𝑏 𝑖𝑏 + 𝑒𝑐 𝑖𝑐 = 𝑇𝑒 𝜔𝑚 .

(11)

Hence the electromagnetic torque can be represented as
𝑇𝑒 =

𝑒𝑎 𝑖𝑎 + 𝑒𝑏 𝑖𝑏 + 𝑒𝑐 𝑖𝑐
.
𝜔𝑚

(12)

Rearrange (12), the electromagnetic torque can be expressed by
𝐽

𝑑𝜔𝑚
+ 𝐵𝜔𝑚 + 𝑇𝐿 = 𝑇𝑒 .
𝑑𝑡

(13)

The load model can be expressed in terms of the motor
speed, 𝜔𝑚 , a moment of inertia, 𝐽, in kg-m2 /sec2 with
a viscous friction 𝐵, in N-m/rad/sec. The electromagnetic
torque, 𝑇𝑒 , in N-m then drives the load torque, 𝑇𝐿 , in N-m
as represented in (13) [20].
The actual force displayed in the human interface panel
is obtained from the motor torque. The relationship between
developed torque and the total current is in (12). Since the
current is captured by current sensors and converted to 10-bit
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digital signals, the ACS 712-20 current sensor which generates
100 mv for 1 A current flowing is used in this system. If 5 volts’
reference voltage is employed for ADC converter, the actual
force can be expressed by
𝑇actual force = 𝐼total × 𝐾𝑡 × 𝐾𝑟 ,

(14)

where 𝑇actual force is the digital value of actual force displayed
in the human interface panel, 𝐼total is the total motor current,
𝐾𝑡 is the torque constant of the PMSM motor and equal to
10.724 kgf-cm, and 𝐾𝑟 is the conversion factor, with 48.83 mA
per bit in this case and subject to change if different current
sensor is used.
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3. The System Software Development
The system software program is developed under MPLAB
IDE software platform and written in C language. Most
of the functions of electric bicycle are programmed in the
microcontroller firmware which includes the circuit protection mechanism, the ADC converter for EMG system,
PWM generation, motor currents calculation, rotor position
and speed calculation, and rotor pole position. The system
software structure for microcontroller firmware is shown in
Figure 7. The initializations for I/O configuration, Timer 1,
Timer 2, ADC, and PWM settings are firstly processed in the
main program.
Most of the ASTM functions are programmed in the
microcontroller firmware which includes the circuit protection mechanism, the analog to digital converter for EMG
system, PWM generation, motor currents calculation, rotor
position and speed calculation, rotor pole position and the
transmission and receiving of communication interface as
shown in Figure 7. The flowchart of the main program for
microcontroller firmware is shown in Figure 8. Since the
resolution of encoder is 2500 pulses per revolution. The value

Transmit the EMG signal,
current, and speed

Figure 8: The flowchart of main program.

of the counter in the microcontroller will be 5000 counts.
The motor speed is obtained from the difference between
current counter value and the last counter value in which both
are acquired from the Timer 2 in capture interrupt service
routine as shown in Figure 9. The EMG analog signal input to
the microcontroller is first converted to the digital signal via
the ADC module embedded in the microcontroller. Accordingly, the human interface can display the same converted
EMG signal as well. The human interface design related to the
peripheral device can be found in the paper [13]. The Capture
Counter in Figure 9 represents the distance when motor runs.
Consequently, the displacement of a user performing the arm
exercise can be obtained. The relationship between the actual
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Clockwise
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Save the data by Excel
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No

Stop processing?
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No
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Yes
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receiving with dsPIC

No
Clear the capture
interrupt flag

Figure 10: The programming flowchart for communication between
human interface and ASTM.

RETI

Figure 9: The ISR of capture interrupt.

speed shown in the human interface display and the motor
speed can be expressed as
𝜔actual speed =

2𝜋𝑟 × 𝜔𝑚
,
60

(15)

where 𝜔actual speed is the speed displayed in human interface
with the unit of cm/sec and 𝑟 is the radius of motor shaft with
the unit of cm.
The communication between the ASTM and human
interface is established by UART interface which is fulfilled
with the RS232 serial communication standard. The EIA-232
drives/receives of MAX 232 which includes a capacitive voltage generator provides EIA-232 voltages from a 5 V supply.
Hence, it can be used for proper voltage levels conversion
so that the communication of microcontroller can meet the
RS232 standard. The system software for human interface
including serial communication program is developed on
PC and written in C language. The firmware of ASTM is
programming basically on the MPLAB development tool by
Microchip technology Inc. as shown in Figure 7. The desired
force command and desired speed command are transmitted
to the ASTM via the UART communication interface. The
programming flowchart is shown in Figure 10. Both the
actual force and the actual speed, as well as the EMG signal,
are received by the UART controller through the UART
communication interface. The data of actual force, actual
speed, and the EMG signal are scaled to the corresponding
coordinate and saved in EXCEL data format.

The EMG signal is sampled every 1 ms. As discussed in
Section 2, the signals from EMG sensors firstly go through
the EMG amplification system and then feed to the microcontroller via the ADC converter. The real time EMG signals
are then converted to the digital values and stored in the ADC
buffer. In order to distinguish the real electric signal of the
muscle activity from other noise interferences, a threshold
voltage about 1 volt is adopted in EMG measurement system.
In other words, the digital value is zero if the analog output
EMG measurement system is less than 1 volt. This means
that the sampled EMG muscle signal is less than 1 volt and
is considered as the noise interference. In order to clearly
observe the phenomenon of muscle activity while the user
manipulates the ASTM, the 100 sampled EMG signals are
averaged and denoted as EMGavg . The EMGavg together with
real time current, speed are sent to PC human interface for
panel display via the RS-233 communication interface. The
detailed flowchart for the EMG process is shown in Figure 11.
In this paper, the main aim of using the EMG sensors in the
ASTM is to observe the muscle activity through the waveform
of human interface display panel while user exercises the
ASTM. Consequently, the user can increase more interest
to do the exercise and more motivation for rehabilitation if
physical therapy is required. Furthermore, the physician and
physical therapist can understand the therapy progress as well
as the practical conditioning of the patient’s rehabilitation
by observing the phenomenon of muscle activity from the
human interface display.
Therefore the envelope of the EMG waveform in the
human interface display can represent the strength of muscle
activity. The larger the envelope (amplitude) of the waveform
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10 cm/sec.
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Figure 11: The flowchart of EMG process.
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is, the more strength the user exerts. The relationship between
the analog output of EMG measurement system and the
amplitude of the envelope for the EMG signal can be
expressed by
𝑁EMG = (𝑉𝑜3 − 𝑉th ) 𝐾 + 𝑁bias ,
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(16)

where 𝑁EMG is the digital output of EMG signal shown in
human interface display, 𝑉𝑜3 is the analog output of EMG
measurement system, 𝑉th is the threshold voltage, 𝑁bias is the
digital output bias, and 𝐾 is the conversion ratio between the
digital output of EMG signal and the analog output signal
of EMG measurement system. The conversion ratio can be
adjusted according to the user’s needs. The amplitude of
EMG digital output increases as the 𝐾 becomes larger and
decreases vice versa. Since a 10-bit analog to digital converter
is employed in the system, both 𝑁EMG and 𝑁bias have 10-bit
data length. The digital output 𝑁bias is adjusted due to the
offset of EMG measurement system.

4. The Experimental Results
The prototype of arm strength training machine with EMG
measurement system is tested under different load conditions
in which they are fulfilled with the dynamometer. The
manipulation of ASTM with EMG measurement system is
operated via the designed human interface, as shown in
Figure 12. Both of the desired force command of 5 kg-cm and
desired speed of 10 cm/sec are displayed in the upper window
of Figure 12. In order to simulate the practical situation of
lifting weights, the actual torque of motor and actual speed

Figure 13: The developed motor torque for employing 5 kg-cm
force.

when the user exercises are measured and displayed in real
time as shown in the middle window of Figure 12 as well. The
experiment is cyclically completed by pulling the handle bar
of ASTM for 10 seconds and then releasing for next 5 seconds.
The experiment is repeated by the same cycle. Observing the
waveform of Figure 13, it can be seen that the motor develops
about 5 kg-cm of torque to counter the force exerted by user.
This verifies the system design feasibility. The data displayed
in Figures 12 and 13 are firstly saved in the memory and then
sketched by using the Microsoft EXCEL software.
The EMG measurement system is basically composed of
high-pass filter and low-pass filter. Two different frequencies
of input signal are applied to high-pass filter for frequency
response testing, one is 50 Hz in which it is in stop band
and the other is 100 Hz in pass band. The high-pass filter
has a voltage gain of 20 dB. The upper and lower traces
of Figure 14 represent the waveforms of input and output
signals, respectively. It can be seen that the output signal is
attenuated to 6.6 dB at 50 Hz. The input signal of frequency at
100 Hz is applied to the high-pass filter as shown in Figure 15.
Observing Figure 15, the amplitude of output signal is equal
to 0.707 of that of the input signal. In other words, there is
a 3 dB difference between the amplitude of input and output
signals. The Bode plot of magnitude response for the highpass filter is shown in Figure 16. The same testing method for
high-pass filter can be applied to low-pass filter. The designed
low-pass filter has voltage gain of 1.5. Figure 17 shows the
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filter.
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Figure 16: The magnitude response of Bode plot for high-pass filter.
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Figure 18: The input frequency of 1 kHz applied to the low-pass
filter.

waveforms of output and input signals at the frequency of
500 Hz. The different frequency of 1 kHz for input signals
is also tested. The results are shown in Figure 18. The Bode
plot of magnitude response of low-pass filter is shown in
Figure 19. From the observation of Bode plot in Figure 19,
it can be seen that the magnitude of the output signal for
the frequencies above the 500 Hz is reduced; on the contrary,
below the 500 Hz it stays flat. The cutoff frequency of 500 Hz
is the same as that designed in this paper.
In this preliminary test, the experimental results amplitude of EMG envelope which is obtained from the 𝑁EMG
in (16) are depicted in the bottom graph of Figure 12 for
𝑁bias = 450, 𝐾 = 43, and 𝑉th = 1 V. The experimental test
for this waveform is processing when the user manipulates
the ASTM with EMG electrodes attached in the bicep brachii
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Figure 22: The practical system of ASTM with EMG measurement
system.

Figure 20: The EMG signal when manipulating ASTM.

under the conditions of desired force = 5 kg and desired
speed = 10 cm/sec. The user cyclically pulls and releases
the handle bar of the ASTM. The motion of bicep muscle
is then captured by EMG sensors and displayed in the
human interface display. The corresponding real time EMG
waveform of oscilloscope for 𝑉𝑜3 is shown in Figure 20. Due
to the difficulty of synchronization between human interface
and the oscilloscope, the four envelopes of EMG signal in
oscilloscope are corresponding to the last four envelopes of
waveform in the graph of human interface display. The zoom
in EMG waveform within 100 ms is shown in Figure 21. The
peak amplitude of EMG signal is about 4 volts as seen from
Figure 20. It is about 580 for corresponding digital output
according to (16). The experimental results demonstrate and
verify the feasibility and integrity for both EMG measurement system and human interface display. Since EMG signal
represents the biophysical information of the muscle activity.
The average voltage of EMG sensor can be considered as
the contraction of the muscle group of bicep. The peak
amplitude of EMG signal is then the phenomenon of severe
motion of muscle activity. Consequently, all phenomena
of motion for muscle activity can be demonstrated in the
human interface display designed in this paper. Therefore,

the physician and physical therapist can understand the
therapy progress as well as the practical conditioning of
the patient’s rehabilitation by observing the phenomenon
of muscle activity from the human interface display. The
practical system configuration of designed ASTM with EMG
sensor is shown in Figure 22.

5. Conclusions
The establishment of EMG measurement system in ASTM
can make the exercise and rehabilitation therapy become
more friendly and effective. This paper designs an EMG
physiological amplifier system to monitor the muscle activity of the user when manipulating the ASTM. From the
experimental results, the system hardware including the
microcontroller, protection circuit, optical coupling isolation,
three-phase inverter, current sensor, EMG sensors, encoder,
and communication interface is well designed. Though only
the desired force of 5 kg and desired speed of 10 cm/sec is
tested in the experiment, the force up to 15 kg and down to
the 0.5 kg have been well-tested in practice for verification
of system integrity. The voltage gain of the instrumentation
amplifier is designed to be 100. Because the extremely small
signal is not easy to generate in the lab, the designed instrumentation amplifier is tested by using circuit simulation.
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However, the EMG physiological signal of biceps brachii
inputted to the instrumentation amplifier is amplified to
appropriate voltage level as the experimental result presented.
The relationship between the analog output of EMG measurement system and the amplitude of the envelope for the
EMG signal displayed in human interface can be expressed
by (16). However, these parameters in (16) are achieved from
the preliminary tests of the experimental prototype system
under the completion of few lab members. In order to obtain
more exact and precise parameters, statistical method will
be considered and employed to experimental tests, such
as the placement of EMG electrodes and different sex and
ages of testing samples, in future work. For testing of highpass filter and low-pass filter, though only two different
frequencies are applied to each filter in the experimental
results, several frequencies located in stop band and pass
band are also tested to complete the Bode plot. Further,
the fundamentals of EMG measurement system have been
derived, designed, and described in detail. The experimental
results have verified the feasibility of each design procedure.
Moreover, both of the microcontroller firmware and the
user interface are programed and described in detail. Finally,
an arm strength training machine with electromyographic
sensors for biofeedback is realized and demonstrated in
this paper. The experimental results show the feasibility and
fidelity of the complete designed system.
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In the field of music composition, creating polyphony is relatively one of the most difficult parts. Among them, the basis of
multivoice polyphonic composition is two-part counterpoint. The main purpose of this paper is, through the computer technology,
conducting a series of studies on “Two-Part Inventions” of Bach, a Baroque polyphony master. Based on digitalization, visualization
and mathematical methods, data mining algorithm has been applied to identify bipartite characteristics and rules of counterpoint
polyphony. We hope that the conclusions drawn from the article could be applied to the digital creation of polyphony.

1. Introduction
1.1. Patterns. In the process of composition, the composer
will always follow inspirations and then proceed according
to a certain mode. Various types of patterns and rules
are available in music works, the audience’s understandings
on music can be expressed in a formalized way through
a series of rules [1, 2]. These rules enables the audience
to generate hearing expectation, which exists in different
dimensions such as melody, rhythm, and harmony, and
produces different patterns and pieces on the basis of constant
changes in basic elements [1, 2]. Fractal geometry originated
in the nineteenth century. Fractal sets are the geometry of
chaos. It is an important branch in modern mathematics.
Some famous mathematicians discovered the existence of a
special structure and morphology with study on continuous
nondifferentiable curves.
1.2. Our Works. This paper applied the MATLAB tool to
visualize MIDI music data and observed and unveiled pattern
features of polyphonic music with intuitive techniques. We
emphasized our analysis on the No. 1 to No. 5, No. 6, No. 8,
No. 13, and No. 14 of Two-Part Inventions (Johann Sebastian
Bach). Experimental analyses were made in terms of the pitch
and the tone, and the application of these patterns and rules

in computerized digital music composition was discussed in
the end.

2. Experiments
2.1. Preparations. The pitch is a very important element
in the music; the audiences are very sensitive to changes
in the pitch, and they are capable of feeling only 0.5% of
change [1, 2]. Constant change in the pitch is reflected in the
process of music, and the interval of change between pitches
is very important in Western music system. We retrieved
information from a MIDI file [3] and only utilized partial
information in order to simplify the process. We defined a
matrix M as
M = {𝐷𝑖 𝑆𝑖 𝑃𝑖 𝑇𝑖 } ,

(1)

where 𝑆𝑖 is the start tempo, 𝐷𝑖 is continuing tempo, 𝑃𝑖 is the
pitch, and 𝑇𝑖 is the pitch interval; that is,
𝑇𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖+1 − 𝑃𝑖 .

(2)

2.2. Pitch Intervals and Statistics. This paper conducted
statistics and analysis on semitone spaces of adjacent pitches
in Bach’s works, and results were shown in Table 1. It is clearly
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Table 1: Statistics of semitone spaces of adjacent pitches in Bach’s inventions (intervals bigger than 12 ignored); unit: %.

No. 14
No. 13
No. 8
No. 6
No. 5
No. 4
No. 3
No. 2
No. 1

1
0.003
0.007
0.003
0.013
0.005
0.025
0.036
0.039
0.016

2
0.177
0.09
0.2
0.294
0.26
0.249
0.266
0.296
0.234

3
0.358
0.08
0.278
0.343
0.455
0.5
0.409
0.4
0.413

4
0.119
0.368
0.119
0.125
0.13
0.036
0.084
0.056
0.163

5
0.058
0.14
0.078
0.086
0.059
0.018
0.033
0.028
0.07

Intervals
6
7
0.07
0.034
0.067
0.054
0.034
0.027
0.043
0.013
0.026
0.005
0.025
0.007
0.055
0.026
0.09
0.01
0.028
0.004

seen that 1, 2, and 3 semitones represent the largest proportion of semitone spaces in the nine works of Bach under
study. Effects of melodic interval and harmonic interval are
similar, and they arouse different psychological feelings, like
harmonic interval does, and let people have expectations,
thus developing continuously from music thoughts. We can
define a simple rule for composition in accordance with the
statistics:
when a music event sequence 𝑁 is given, the
proportion of semitone space between 𝑁𝑖+1 and 𝑁𝑖
at 1, 2, and 3 should be greater than 70% (Rule I)
in the development of 𝑁 (Rule I).
2.3. Melody Intervals. In addition to overall statistics on this
type of interval spaces, we also want to understand specific
laws of changes in pitch interval during the marching process
of the melody. We defined a set S, each element of S is a data
pair ⟨𝐸𝑖 𝐸𝑗 ⟩, representing that the pitch interval 𝑇𝑖 between
MIDI note event 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 on a voice part 𝑃1 is equal to
pitch interval 𝑇𝑖 between 𝑃2 MIDI note event 𝑗 and 𝑗 + 1
on the other voice part; namely, 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖 . We mapped the
pitch interval with MATLAB drawing tool, and the results are
shown in Figure 1.
The following characteristics can be concluded by analyzing the above diagram: continuous circle lines occur in
the linear system (slope: 1), a small starting piece repeatedly
occurs at different positions in the second voice part. We
can see, according to transitive relation, that lots of repetitive
pieces occur on single parts, and by mapping the distribution
diagram we can also find out that such pieces are occurring
repeatedly in one voice part.
With further analysis of the music data, we know that
the piece in the slope of Figure 1 maps to the note event as
shown in Table 2. What is interesting is that the repeated piece
is imitated differently. Some are imitated partly, while some
fully. As shown in the original music staff in Figure 2, we can
see that a piece of different event notes follows the repeated
piece. They have different ostinato which gives the listener a
sense of change.
It can be found from Table 3 that repeated interval
pieces represent a very large proportion in Bach’s two-part
inventions, and most of them (except No. 4) are at least 50%.
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0.068
0.107
0.06
0.013
0.003
0.029
0.007
0.014
0.02

9
0.034
0.033
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10
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Figure 1: Equal pitch interval distribution diagram on two voice
parts of Bach’s inventions No. 1. Horizontal and vertical ordinates
represent the two voice parts’ MIDI note event sequence numbers;
the small circles in the coordinates mean that pitch intervals of two
voice parts are the same.
Table 2: Repeated piece sequence. Each line is, respectively, the start
note and end note event number of first voice part and the start note
and end note event number of the second.
First part start
note
1
1
1
1
1

First part end
note

Second part
start note

Second part end
note

6
6
7
8
9

10
33
1
64
52

15
38
7
71
60

During further analyses, we were aware that such repeated
pieces occurred at different starting points of the pitch, and
such repeat occurred at different tonalities. Therefore, we can
define a new rule:
when given a particular pitch interval sequence
𝑀 to form a complete repertoire of music event
sequence 𝑁, sequence 𝑃1 , . . . , 𝑃𝑘 can be used to
make the pitch interval sequence 𝑀 repeat 𝑘 times
in 𝑁, with 𝑃1 being the starting pitch every time
(Rule II).
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Table 3: Total proportion of note events in repeated piece in Bach’s Two-Part Inventions. First represents the first voice part, and Second
stands for the second voice part; unit: %.
Part
First
Second

No. 1
56.39
52.37

No. 2
83.38
78.77

No. 3
46.59
56.16

No. 4
28.10
28.22

No. 6
49.06
46.12

Major
Second

No. 8
59.73
61.10

No. 13
41.92
31.95

No. 14
52.36
51.36

Table 4: Rising and falling keys of various tonalities (Major).

Third

First

Works
No. 5
90.24
86.06

Fourth

Figure 2: The original music staff piece. The blue slope refers to the
music sentence, and the red refers to repeated music piece.

25

20

Key

15

10

Rising or Falling

Major C
Major F
Falling Major B
Falling Major E
Falling Major A

Falling B
Falling B, Falling E
Falling B, Falling E, and Falling A
Falling B, Falling E, Falling A, and Falling D
Falling B, Falling E, L Falling A, Falling D, and
Falling Major D
Falling G
Falling B, Falling E, Falling A, Falling D, Falling
Falling Major G
G, and Falling C
Rising F, Rising C, Rising G, Rising D, and
Major B
Rising A
Major E
Rising F, Rising C, Rising G, and Rising D
Major A
Rising F, Rising C, and Rising G
Major D
Rising F, Rising C
Major G
Rising F
Table 5: Rising and falling keys of various tonalities (Minor).

5

Relative minor Rising or Falling
0

0

100
200
Beats piece based on 1 beat

300

Figure 3: Tonality distribution diagram of Bach’s Two-Part Inventions No. 1 based on 1 beat per piece (when 𝑏 = 1). Vertical axis
represents the tonality; 1 to 12 correspond to majors extending from
Major B to Major C, and 13 to 24 correspond to minors extending
from Minor C to Minor B.

Minor A
Minor D
Minor G
Minor C
Minor F
Falling Minor B
Falling Minor E
Rising Minor G

2.4. Tonality. As regards researches on tonality, a great many
researchers have put forward plenty of models to describe
changes in the tonality. Krumhansl proposed an algorithm
to measure the music data and to determine perceivable
tonality [1, 2, 4] on the basis of relevance with the attribute
data of major and minor tonality measured by experience.
Krumhansl’s algorithm is called K-Finding algorithm which
is used to find out the main tonality of a piece of music.
The method has shown great accuracy in measuring classical
music such as Bach’s works. In our experiment, we apply
Krumhansl’s K-Finding algorithm to analyze the change law
of tonal characteristics of creative music in Bach’s inventions
which we are going to study.
M signifies the matrix of simplified music event;
minimum 𝑘 was calculated from the first note event
{𝑆1 𝐷1 𝑃1 𝑇1 } in sequence, making the total duration from

Rising Minor C
Rising Minor F
Minor B
Minor E

Rising G
Falling B, Rising C
Falling B, Falling E, and Rising F
Falling E, Falling A
Falling B, Falling A, and Falling D
Falling B, Falling E, Falling D, and Falling G
Falling B, Falling E, Falling A, Falling G, and
Falling C
Rising C, Rising G, Rising D, Rising A, and
Heavy Rising F
Rising F, Rising C, Rising G, Rising D, and
Rising B
Rising F, Rising C, Rising G, and Rising E
Rising F, Rising C, and Rising A
Rising F, Rising D

the first note event to the 𝑘th note event 𝐷 = 𝑑1 +𝑑2 +⋅ ⋅ ⋅+𝑑𝑘 ,
𝐷 > 𝑏 tempos (𝑏 is user defined value). Then we applied the
K-Finding algorithm to analyze the tonality key of M1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ M𝑘
in this piece and repeated the above-mentioned process with
the second note event in M as the first music note to get
the second piece, until all note events were measured; in this
way, we could obtain a set of music piece tonal change data.
We used a visual method to map out the data, as shown
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Figure 4: Summary of tonality distribution diagram for Bach’s Two-Part Inventions No. 1 (when 𝑏 = 1–8).
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Figure 5: Summary of tonality distribution diagram for Bach’s Two-Part Inventions No. 1 (when 𝑏 = 9–25).

in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6: data distribution of Bach’s Two-Part
Inventions No. 1.
It can be concluded that melodies converge on several
different tonalities when rhythm lengths of benchmark pieces
are different. According to the data collected, although Invention No. 1 is a Major C piece, its piece tonality is constantly
changing in relation to the tonality of the whole work.

In order to further analyze the change rule of the tonality,
we use Tables 4 and 5 to illustrate the relationship between
changing pieces and the tonality.
We used the piece tonality distribution diagram to analyze the characteristics of a music piece’s changes in tonality
under the Krumhansl model, and the results are shown in
Table 6.
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0
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0

0
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0
100
200
300
Beats piece based on 60 beats

0

0
100
200
300
Beats piece based on 65 beats

Figure 6: Summary of tonality distribution diagram for Bach’s Two-Part Inventions No. 1 (when 𝑏 = 30–65).

Table 6: Tonality changes in pieces of Bach’s Two-Part Inventions
(based on Krumhansl’s model). The spaces listed in the third column
are minimum interval spaces of the piece’s tonalities after the major
and relative minor formed loops in which the relative minor and
major connect together and the first column connects to last column
in Tables 4 and 5.
Works

Main tonalities

tonalities of 𝑘 music sequences should be no more
than 2 (Rule III).
This rule is of great significance, and in the case of
connecting repeated pieces, this method of tonality change
may be used to analyze possibly connected pieces.

Spaces

Number 1 Major C, Major G, Minor D, and Minor E
Minor G, Rising Major A, Minor c, and
Number 2
Major C
Number 3 Major A, Minor B, and Major D
Number 4 Minor D, Minor A, and Major C
Rising Major D, Minor F, and Rising
Number 5
Major G
Number 6 Major B, Major E
Number 8 Major F, Major C, Minor D, and Major A
Number 13 Minor E, Major C, and Minor A
Rising Major F, Rising Major A, and
Number 14
Major D

1

3. Discussion

2

In our experiment, we concluded the patterns and rules in
Bach’s Two-Part Inventions, which is typical of polyphony
works, and we discovered three characteristic rules (Rules
I–III) in Bach’s Two-Part Inventions. Nevertheless, it needs
pointing out that these three rules only cover the pitch and
the tonality, with no consideration for the rhythm, melody,
and harmony. Studies show that global context has an effect
on music perception [5]. William did a lot a lot of experiments
to study the effects on music perception of the integration
of pitch and rhythm. Results show that the integration of
the individual music parameter cannot be combined easily.
They have effects on each other after integration [6]. So, the
modeling of music is difficult; we need to study it further
rather than applying the three rules everywhere.

1
2
1
1
1
1
2

It can be concluded from Table 6 that whenever there are
tonality changes, normally a tonality with minimum rising
or falling values adjacent to the given main tonality will be
selected for change purpose. In line with the above analyses,
we can develop a new rule:
when composing a complete music event sequence
𝑁, 𝑁 may consist of 𝑘 music sequences, and when
the piece tonality under the Krumhansl model is
no more than 12 (𝑏 ⩾ 12), the space between

4. Conclusion
Computerized musical composition includes auxiliary composition, algorithm composition, and works’ compilation.
The three rules we put forward are applicable for basic rules of
polyphony works with styles similar to Bach’s; in computerized algorithm composition these three rules can be used for
assessing and selecting works with better polyphony styles,
and they can be used in auxiliary computer composition to

6
inspire the composer with musical pieces generated from
these rules so as to speed up the efficiency of composition.
In addition, these three rules can be used for identifying the
characteristics of existent works and for categorizing various
types of works.
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This study developed a dynamic model of electric vehicle system by using the MATLAB/Simulink tool. The vehicle model comprises
two system components: an electrical system and a suspension system. This study also designed various road conditions for
simulating the motion of vehicle traveling along a road. The results show that the electrical and suspension system parameters can
be adjusted immediately to enhance passenger comfort. The findings of this research have practical teaching applications. Students
can modify the vehicle model parameters byes using the MATLAB graphical user interface, allowing them to observe the motion
of vehicle under various road conditions.

1. Introduction
The automotive industry is well developed, and vehicle
manufacturers are interested in producing cars that enhance
passenger comfort. Therefore, various types of vehicle simulation model have been proposed, particularly those that
enhance existing vehicle suspension systems. Recent studies
have used MATLAB/Simulink to develop vehicle models for
simulating how modifying the stiffness and damping value
of a suspension system influences vehicle performance [1].
Another study used a frequency-adjusting method to control
the vehicle suspension system [2]. A previous study on
active suspension systems employed virtual instrumentation
to test the performance of vehicle suspension systems, where
PC-DAQ scheme was adopted to measure the absorptivity,
vibration frequency, phase difference, and corresponding
vibration waveform [3]. In addition, many recent studies have
applied fuzzy controllers in their suspension system design.
Previous studies have shown that vehicle suspension systems
involving fuzzy controllers yield improved vehicle body
stability during acceleration and displacement; compared
with the systems featuring nonintegrated controllers, fuzzy
controller-based systems yield a smaller overshoot curve.
Several studies have shown that compared with nonintegrated controller-based systems, the peak acceleration and

vehicle displacement can be reduced by at least 10% [4–
6]. In other studies, neural network- and genetic algorithmbased fuzzy controllers have yielded superior vehicle suspension performance in comparison to systems that use
conventional algorithm-based controllers [7]. In addition,
fuzzy proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers have
been applied widely in various types of vehicle control system.
Fuzzy PID controllers markedly reduce the root mean square
(RMS) pitch acceleration of the vehicle and RMS vertical
acceleration of the passenger seat. Although fuzzy PID
controllers produce simulation curves exhibiting relatively
slower response speeds, their performance is relative to the
performance of normal PID controllers that control the
transition process, thereby reducing the time and overshoot
considerably [8, 9]. The aforementioned studies have used
MATLAB to perform simulations. Several other studies have
combined MATLAB with ADAMS to produce vehicle motion
simulations that output motion data and produce animated
vehicle simulations [10, 11]. Moreover, most studies have
discussed various methods for improving the performance
of vehicle suspension systems to enhance passenger comfort.
However, given the current emphasis on energy conservation
and reducing the output of carbon emissions, the development of efficient electric vehicles is critical. Therefore, this
study reviewed extant literature on hybrid electric vehicles
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Figure 2: Control block diagram.
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The motor equation can be expressed as

l

𝜏𝑚 = 𝐾𝑚 𝑖.

Figure 1: Model of the electric vehicle.

(2)

The mechanical equation 𝑤̇ 𝑥̇ is expressed as
and vehicle simulations to design a simulation system for
electric vehicles [10–12]. Vehicle motion is influenced by
suspension system parameters, electrical system parameters,
and road surface conditions. With the system proposed, in
this study, the vehicle suspension system parameters can
be adjusted through the MATLAB graphical user interface
(GUI), and the corresponding effect on vehicle motion can
be observed immediately.

An electric vehicle moves from left to right at a constant
longitudinal velocity V. With the suspension in a steady state,
the front wheels encounter a constant slope input of 10%
grade at time 𝑡 = 0. The rear wheels are subject to the same
input as the front wheels with a time delay of 𝑙/V0 , where
𝑙 is the wheelbase of the vehicle. The vehicle body can be
assumed to be a rigid body with a mass of 𝑀 and moment-ofinertia 𝐽. The response of the vehicle body can be expressed in
terms of vertical position 𝑦𝑐 and counter clockwise rotation
𝜃 relative to the center of mass, which is located at a distance
of 𝑙1 from the front wheels and 𝑙2 from the rear wheels. The
front and rear suspensions can be modeled with identical
springs of stiffness 𝑘 and identical dampers with damping
coefficient 𝑏. First, we must obtain the vehicle model in
the longitudinal, vertical, and pitch directions. Subsequently,
various road conditions were designed to simulate the impact
of a moving vehicle. Figure 1 depicts the overall vehicle model,
and “Symbol Definition” section shows the electric vehicle
model parameters. This study constructed a dynamic model
of the vehicle shown in Figure 1 and detailed as follows.
2.1. Modeling of Dynamic Behavior in the Longitudinal Direction. In this section, we identify the relationship between the
horizontal velocity and the applied voltage. In the longitudinal direction, the dynamic system includes the electrical
and mechanical systems. Based on the model shown in
Figure 1, the dynamic equations for the electrical system can
be formulated as follows:

𝑒emf = 𝐾𝑏 𝑤𝑚 .

[𝐽1 + 𝐽2 (

(3)

𝑛1 2
𝑛 2
𝑛
) ] 𝑤̇ + [𝑏1 + 𝑏2 ( 1 ) ] 𝑤𝑚 = 𝜏𝑚 − ( 1 ) 𝜏. (4)
𝑛2
𝑛2
𝑛2

According to the theory of energy conservation, when a
vehicle is in motion, the kinetic and potential energy of the
vehicle can be derived as follows:
1
1
1
𝑇 = 𝑀V2 + ⋅ (4𝑚) ⋅ V2 + 4 ⋅ ( 𝐽𝑤2 )
2
2
2

2. Dynamic Model of the Vehicle

𝑒 − 𝑖𝑅 − 𝑒emf ,

𝑛1 𝑟1
𝑤
1
=
=
= ,
𝑛2 𝑟2 𝑤𝑚 𝑁

(1)

1
1
1 1
𝑥̇ 2
= 𝑀𝑥̇2 + (4𝑚) ⋅ 𝑥̇2 + 4 ⋅ ⋅ 𝑚𝑟2 ⋅ ( )
2
2
2 2
𝑟
=

(5)

1
(𝑀 + 6𝑚) 𝑥̇2 .
2

Subsequently, the energy method can be used to obtain the
following:
𝑑
(𝑇 + 𝑈) = 0 ⇒ (𝑀 + 6𝑚) 𝑥.̈
𝑑𝑡

(6)

First, to identify the relationship between the longitudinal
velocity and applied voltage, we must solve the transfer
function 𝐺(𝑠) = 𝑉(𝑠)/𝐸(𝑠). Second, (7) is obtained by taking
the Laplace transform from (1), (2)–(4). Third, substitute (7)
into (2) to obtain (8), as follows:
𝐸 (𝑠) − 𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑅 − 𝐾𝑏 𝑤𝑚 = 0 ⇒ 𝐼 (𝑠) =
𝜏𝑚 =

𝐸 (𝑠) − 𝐾𝑏 𝑤𝑚
, (7)
𝑅

𝐾𝑚 𝐸 (𝑠) − 𝐾𝑏 𝐾𝑚 𝑤𝑚
.
𝑅

(8)

Thus, (8) is substituted into (4); subsequently, assume that no
viscous friction occurs in each of the gear train components
𝑏1 and 𝑏2 (both are set with zero values) and that the motor
inertia and load inertia referred to the motor shaft are
negligible, implying that 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 are equal to zero. Finally, we
obtain the transfer function shown in (9). According to (9),
we construct the control block diagram shown in Figure 2.
Consider
𝑟/𝑁𝐾𝑏
𝑉 (𝑠)
.
=
𝐸 (𝑠) [((𝑀 + 6𝑚) 𝑅𝑟2 /𝑁2 𝐾𝑏 𝐾𝑚 ) 𝑠 + 1]

(9)
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𝑗𝜃̈ + 2𝑏 (𝑙𝑙2 + 𝑙22 ) 𝜃̇ + 2𝑘 (𝑙𝑙2 + 𝑙22 ) 𝜃 + 2𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑦𝑐̇

yf
yc
yr

l1

− 2𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑦𝑐 = 2 (𝑘𝑦1 + 𝑏𝑦1̇ ) 𝑙1 − 2 (𝑘𝑦2 + 𝑏𝑦2̇ ) 𝑙2 .

l2

𝜃

Subsequently, take the Laplace transform

M, J
Car body
Tire

0
k

b

(15)

k

y2

by
1

(𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) 𝑌𝑐 (𝑠) + 2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 𝜃 (𝑠)

0.1

= 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑌1 (𝑠) + 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑌2 (𝑠) ,

Figure 3: The vehicle vertical displacement and the pitch motion.

2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 𝑌𝑐 (𝑠)
+ [𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )] 𝜃 (𝑠)

2.2. Modeling of Dynamic Behavior in the Vertical and Pitch
Directions. In the second part, we must determine the vertical and pitch motion of the vehicle, as well as how the
road conditions (i.e., system input) affect the vehicle motion.
First, we simplify the vehicle model in Figure 1 as shown
in Figure 3. According to Figure 3, Newton’s second law is
applied to determine the translational and rotational motion
in 𝑦𝑐 -direction and 𝜃-direction, respectively; thus, we obtain
𝑀𝑦𝑐̈ = 2𝑘 (𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑓 ) + 2𝑘 (𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑟 ) + 2𝑏 (𝑦1̇ − 𝑦𝑓̇ )
+ 2𝑏 (𝑦2̇ − 𝑦𝑟̇ ) ,
𝐽𝜃̈ = 2𝑘 (𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑓 ) 𝑙1 + 2𝑘 (𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑟 ) 𝑙2 + 2𝑏 (𝑦1̇ − 𝑦𝑓̇ ) 𝑙1
+ 2𝑏 (𝑦2̇ − 𝑦𝑟̇ ) 𝑙2 .

(10)

= 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙1 𝑌1 (𝑠) − 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙2 𝑌2 (𝑠) .

(16)
Finally, we obtain the matrix of the transfer function
𝑌 (𝑠)
𝑌 (𝑠)
𝐺 𝐺
[ 𝑐 ] = [ 11 12 ] [ 1 ] ,
𝜃 (𝑠)
𝐺21 𝐺22 𝑌2 (𝑠)
where 𝐺11 , 𝐺12 , 𝐺21 , and 𝐺22 are expressed as follows:
𝐺11

(11)

= ([𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘)
− 2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙1 )

Next, 𝑦𝑓 and 𝑦𝑟 are substituted with 𝑦𝑐 and 𝜃 as follows:

× ((𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) [𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )]
2 −1

𝑦𝑓 = 𝑦𝑐 + 𝑙1 𝜃,
𝑦𝑟 = 𝑦𝑐 − 𝑙2 𝜃,
𝑦𝑓̇ = 𝑦𝑐̇ + 𝑙1 𝜃,

− 4 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] ) ,
𝐺12

(12)

= ([𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘)
− 2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙2 )

𝑦𝑟̇ = 𝑦𝑐̇ − 𝑙2 𝜃.

× ((𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) [𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )]

Subsequently, we obtain

2 −1

− 4 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] ) ,

𝑀𝑦𝑐̈ = 2𝑘𝑦1 − 2𝑘 (𝑦𝑐 + 𝑙1 𝜃) + 2𝑘𝑦2 − 2𝑘 (𝑦𝑐 + 𝑙2 𝜃) + 2𝑏𝑦1̇

𝐺21

− 2𝑏 (𝑦𝑐̇ + 𝑙1 𝜃)̇ + 2𝑏𝑦2̇ − 2𝑏 (𝑦𝑐̇ + 𝑙2 𝜃)̇ ,

(13)

= ( − 2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘)
+ (𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙1 )

𝑗𝜃̈ = 2𝑘𝑙𝑦1 − 2𝑘𝑙1 (𝑦𝑐 + 𝑙1 𝜃) + 2𝑘𝑙2 𝑦2 − 2𝑘𝑙2 (𝑦𝑐 + 𝑙2 𝜃)
+ 2𝑏𝑙1 𝑦1̇ − 2𝑏𝑙1 (𝑦𝑐̇ + 𝑙1 𝜃)̇ + 2𝑏𝑙2 𝑦2̇

The function matrix for transferring the road profile to the
car’s vertical and pitch motions can be derived as

= 2 (𝑘𝑦1 + 𝑏𝑦1̇ ) + 2 (𝑘𝑦2 + 𝑏𝑦2̇ ) ,

× ((𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) [𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )]

(14)

− 2𝑏𝑙2 (𝑦𝑐̇ + 𝑙2 𝜃)̇ .

𝑀𝑦𝑐̈ + 4𝑏𝑦𝑐̇ + 4𝑘𝑦𝑐 + 2𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝜃 + 2𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )

(17)

2 −1

− 4 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] ) ,
𝐺22
= ( − 2 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘)
+ (𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) 2 (𝑏𝑠 + 𝑘) 𝑙2 )
× ((𝑀𝑠2 + 4𝑏𝑠 + 4𝑘) [𝐽𝑠2 + 2𝑏 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 ) 𝑠 + 2𝑘 (𝑙12 + 𝑙22 )]
2 −1

− 4 [𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) 𝑠 + 𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 )] ) .

(18)
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Figure 4: The vertical displacement and rotational motion and the
longitudinal velocity.

From (17), we know that the inputs are 𝑌1 (𝑠) and 𝑌2 (𝑠),
which are produced by the road profile 𝑆(𝑥𝑐 ). Therefore,
we can obtain the block diagram control of the vertical
displacement 𝑦𝑐 and longitudinal velocity V. The rotational
motion 𝜃 and longitudinal velocity V correspond with the
road input, as shown in Figure 4.
2.3. State-Space Equation of the Vehicle. The state-space
equation of the vehicle is derived to obtain the acceleration,
angular velocity, and angular acceleration of the vehicle. From
(11) and (13), assuming that 𝑧1 = 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧̇1 = 𝑦𝑐̇ = 𝑧2 , 𝑧̇2 = 𝑦𝑐̈ ,
𝑧3 = 𝜃, 𝑧̇3 = 𝜃̇ = 𝑧4 , and 𝑧̇4 = 𝜃,̈ then the state-space equation
can be obtained as follows:
𝑍̇ 1
[𝑍̇ 2 ]
[ ]
[𝑍̇ ]
3
[𝑍̇ 4 ]
0
1
0
0
[
−2𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) −2𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) ]
−4𝑏
−4𝑘
[
]
[
]
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
]
=[
0
0
0
1
[
]
[
]
2
2
2
2
[−2𝑘 (𝑙 − 𝑙 ) −2𝑏 (𝑙 − 𝑙 ) −2𝑘 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) −2𝑏 (𝑙1 − 𝑙2 ) ]
1
2
1
2
[
]
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝑍1
[𝑍2 ]
]
×[
[𝑍3 ]
[𝑍4 ]
0
0
0
0
2𝑘
2𝑏 ] 𝑦1
[ 2𝑘 2𝑏
][ ̇ ]
[
[
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚 ]
[𝑦1 ] ,
+[ 𝑚
0
0
0 ]
] [𝑦2 ]
[ 0
[ 2𝑘𝑙 2𝑏𝑙 −2𝑘𝑙 −2𝑏𝑙 ] 𝑦̇
1
1
2
2 [ 2]
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽 ]
[ 𝐽
(19)
where the output is
𝑦𝑐
1
[𝑦𝑐̇ ] [0
[ ]=[
[ 𝜃 ] [0
̇
[ 𝜃 ] [0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
𝑧1
[𝑧2 ]
0]
][ ],
0] [𝑧3 ]
1] [𝑧4 ]

derivatives of 𝑧1 and 𝑧3 , respectively; 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐̇ , 𝜃, and 𝜃̇ are
the output variables corresponding to 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , 𝑧3 , and 𝑧4 ,
respectively.

(20)

where 𝑧1 and 𝑧3 denote the vertical position and pitch angle
of vehicle, respectively; state variables 𝑧2 and 𝑧4 are the time

The proposed dynamic model of an electric vehicle was developed using MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation conditions
are detailed as follows: 𝑚 = 1310 kg, 𝑙1 = 1 m, 𝑙2 = 1 m, 𝑘 =
12 929 N/m, 𝑏 = 2880 N-s/m, 𝐾𝑏 = 14 V-s/rad, 𝐾𝑚 = 10 Nm/A, 𝑁 = 20, and 𝑅 = 5 kΩ. This section comprises three
parts. The first part reports the influence of the applied voltage
on the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle. The second part
analyzes the influence of input road conditions on the vertical
displacement and pitch angle of the vehicle. Finally, the third
part constructs a dynamic model of the state-space and then
simulates and analyzes the vehicle motion in the vertical and
pitch directions.
3.1. Influence of the Applied Voltage on the Longitudinal
Velocity of the Vehicle. Assume that the vehicle travels on a
flat road surface free of obstacles. According to (8), we set
the applied voltage to 12, 24, 36, and 48 V and then calculate
the results of the longitudinal velocity, which increases in
conjunction with the voltage, and the final velocity is 6.4, 12.9,
19.3, and 25.7 m/s, respectively. Simultaneously, the vehicle’s
longitudinal displacement is also increased. Figure 5 shows
the results.
3.2. Influence of the Input Road Conditions on the Longitudinal
Displacement and Pitch Angle of the Vehicle. According to
Figure 4, assume that the vehicle travels on the road at a
velocity of 12.9, 19.4, and 27.8 m/s, and an identical displacement is applied from the center of mass to the front and rear
wheels; in other words, 𝑙1 = 𝑙2 = 1 m. After the vehicle
travels a distance of 1 km, the road conditions become bumpy,
and the slopes of the uphill and downhill path are 0.1 and
−0.2, respectively (Figure 6). Figure 7 depicts the vertical
displacement and pitch angle of the vehicle as it travels along
the bumpy road surface. As shown in Figure 7, at the point
where the vehicle travels from a flat road surface onto a sloped
road surface (or vice versa), its variation in displacement
and angular displacement increase. Moreover, the increase is
more pronounced when travelling downhill because of the
impact of gravity. Because the velocity of vehicle is higher,
the rear wheels become raised when the vehicle meets the flat
road; hence, the vehicle exhibits negative displacement and
angular displacement.
3.3. Vehicle Motion and State-Space. According to the
aforementioned results, the vehicle acceleration cannot be
obtained directly; therefore, we adjusted the equation of
motion relative to the state-space form. For the simulation,
the simulation time was set at 3 s; the velocity of vehicle
V was set at 11.1, 19.4, and 27.8 m/s; and the road slope
was set at 0.1. Finally, Figure 8 shows the acceleration,
velocity, and displacement of the vehicle in vertical and pitch
directions. As shown in Figure 8, when the vehicle velocity
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Figure 5: The longitudinal velocity and the longitudinal displacement of the vehicle.
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Figure 7: The vertical displacement and the pitch angle when it is through a bumpy road.

is higher, it produces more acceleration; in particular, at
the moment when the vehicle begins travelling uphill, its
body tilts forward slightly, thereby causing the rear wheels
to be raised; consequently, the vehicle exhibits negative
acceleration and angular acceleration. After 1.5 s, the vehicle
enters a steady state and its angular displacement converges
to 0.1𝜋, which is the slope of uphill path. Second, the
vehicle acceleration, angular velocity, and displacement are
increased; consequently, the vehicle requires more time to
return to a steady state.

4. Graphic User Interface
Most previous studies have used only MATLAB/Simulink
to construct vehicle models. However, this study employed
MATLAB/Simulink to construct the vehicle model and a GUI
to allow interaction with the Simulink model. As shown in
Figure 9, the vehicle parameters can be modified, and the
results can be observed immediately through the GUI. Thus,
the function of the road conditions can be developed by interacting with the Simulink Stateflow, which is a flow-controlled
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Figure 9: One can adjust the parameters of vehicle by GUI and observe the motion of vehicle, such as displacement, velocity, and acceleration
of vertical and pitch direction.

block. Operators can use the Stateflow block to control the
system flow and to link multiple systems simultaneously.
Furthermore, this research design can be used to develop
sloped or bumpy road conditions, as well as trapezoidal roads,
or other types of road functions by using the Stateflow block,
as shown in Figure 10; subsequently, the road functions can
be linked with vehicle control system. In this case, we can
observe the vehicle motion while the vehicle travels along
various road types. Furthermore, this research can be applied
to instruct students by adjusting the vehicle parameters, such
as the mass, spring constant, damping coefficient, and wheelbase length. Furthermore, the variation in vehicle motion

(e.g., displacement, velocity, and acceleration along the vertical, longitudinal, and pitch directions) can be observed.

5. Conclusions
According to the results of this study, the longitudinal velocity
of the vehicle depends on the applied voltage input. When
the vehicle travels along a road that is free of obstacles, the
applied voltage and longitudinal velocity are higher. Under
contrasting conditions, these values are lower. In general, the
maximal applied voltage input is 48 V; accordingly, we can
obtain the final longitudinal velocity of 25.7 m/s. In addition,
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[t < (L/0 )]{y1 = 0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ t; y2 = 0; y1 d = 0.2 ∗ 0 ; y2 d = 0}

1

[t > (L/0 ) and t < ((0.1 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 ))]{y1 = 0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ t; y2 = 0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − L/0 ); y1 d = 0.2 ∗ 0 ; y2 d = 0.2 ∗ 0 }

2
3

[t > ((0.1 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 )) and t < (0.1 ∗ 0 )]{y1 = −0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − 0.2 ∗ 0 ); y2 = 0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − 0.2 ∗ 0 ); y1 d = −0.2 ∗ 0 ; y2 d = 0.2 ∗ 0 }

4

[t > (0.1 ∗ 0 ) and t < ((0.2 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 ))]{y1 = −0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − 0.2 ∗ 0 ); y2 = −0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − 0.2 ∗ 0 ); y1 d = −0.2 ∗ 0 ; y2 d = −0.2 ∗ 0 }

5
6

[t < ((0.2 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 )) and t < ((0.2 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 ))]{y1 = 0; y2 = −0.2 ∗ 0 ∗ (t − 0.2 ∗ 0 ); y1 d = 0; y2 d = −0.2 ∗ 0 }
[t > ((0.2 ∗ 0 ) − (L/0 ))]{y1 = 0; y2 = 0; y1 d = 0; y2 d = 0}

Figure 10: The road input is designed by using Stateflow of MATLAB.

the vertical displacement and pitch angle are determined by
the input road conditions. If the input road is bumpy, the
vertical displacement and pitch angle are higher. Similarly,
under contrasting conditions, these values are lower. Finally,
the peak acceleration or angular acceleration occurs at the
moment when the vehicle travels from a flat road onto an
uphill path (or when it travels from a downhill path onto
a flat road). This study used MATLAB/Simulink to design
an electric vehicle system that is suitable for instructional
applications. The vehicle parameters can be adjusted conveniently, and the variation in vehicle motion can be observed
immediately; thus, engineers or students can modify the
vehicle parameters in real time.

Symbol Definition
𝑏:
𝑒(𝑡):
𝑒emf :
𝐽:
𝑘:
𝐾𝑚 :
𝐾𝑏 :
𝑙:
𝑙1 :
𝑙2 :
𝑀:
𝑚:
𝑁:
𝑅:
𝑟:
V:
𝑥:
𝑦𝑐 :
𝑦𝑓 :
𝑦𝑟 :
𝑦1 :
𝑦2 :
𝜃:

Damping coefficient
Applied voltage to the drive motor
Back emf
Moment-of-inertia of the vehicle body
Spring constant
Motor torque constant
Back emf constant
Length of the wheel base
Distance from front wheel to center of vehicle
Distance from rear wheel to center of vehicle
Center of mass of the vehicle
Mass of a wheel
Gear ratio of gear box
Resistance of the motor coil
Radius of the wheels
Longitudinal velocity of the vehicle
Longitudinal displacement of the vehicle
Vertical displacement of the center of vehicle
Vertical displacement of the front wheel
Vertical displacement of the rear wheel
Input road to the front wheels
Input road to the rear wheels
Counter clockwise rotation of the vehicle.
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The so-called amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or motor neuron disease (MND) is a neurodegenerative disease with various
causes. It is characterized by muscle spasticity, rapidly progressive weakness due to muscle atrophy, and difficulty in speaking,
swallowing, and breathing. The severe disabled always have a common problem that is about communication except physical
malfunctions. The steady-state visually evoked potential based brain computer interfaces (BCI), which apply visual stimulus, are
very suitable to play the role of communication interface for patients with neuromuscular impairments. In this study, the entropy
encoding algorithm is proposed to encode the letters of multilevel selection interface for BCI text input systems. According to the
appearance frequency of each letter, the entropy encoding algorithm is proposed to construct a variable-length tree for the letter
arrangement of multilevel selection interface. Then, the Gaussian mixture models are applied to recognize electrical activity of the
brain. According to the recognition results, the multilevel selection interface guides the subject to spell and type the words. The
experimental results showed that the proposed approach outperforms the baseline system, which does not consider the appearance
frequency of each letter. Hence, the proposed approach is able to ease text input interface for patients with neuromuscular
impairments.

1. Introduction
The neurodegenerative disease or spinal cord injury always
reduces the muscle ability and results in difficulties in speaking, swallowing, and breathing. The life quality of people
with the above disease is always greatly reduced. Therefore,
it would make them find difficulty in performing even
simple activities, such as communicating with other people.
Although these severely disabled lost many human functions,
they still have healthy eyes and brain which can help them
see and think. In order to better provide the needs of these
severely disabled, a lot of high technology assistive devices
have been developed in recent years. There is an interactive
method by brain computer interface (BCI) technology proposed in this paper to help the disabled communicate with
other people.

A BCI connects human brain to computer or other
devices by attaching electrodes on the human scalp. In
general, we can acquire the electroencephalography (EEG)
and extract several features from the EEG signals by using
BCI technology. The BCI technology will help people to
send messages or commands to the outside world or devices
without saying any word [1]. Besides, BCI technology is noninvasive and it would ease the uncomfortableness of subject
with motor neuron disease when the subject accepts EEG
acquisition [2–5].
Previous studies on BCI topic use event-related potential
(ERP) method associated with either physical or mental
occurrence in time. Event-related potential often includes
the 𝜇 and 𝛽 rhythms, slow cortical potential, P300-evoked
potential, and the steady-state visually evoked potential
(SSVEP) [2]. The visually evoked potential (VEP) is a form of

2
slow cortical potential, which is a visual stimulus, such as an
alternating checkerboard pattern displayed on the screen to
elicit evoked potential, such as an alternating checkerboard
pattern, [6]. Chen et al. developed a BCI-controlled LEGO
page turner by using VEP technology [7]. The BCI control
page turner proved that EEG recognition rate of the system
is high enough to be used in practical application, but the
duration for each trial was about 7 to 12 seconds.
Recently, the BCI technology is utilized in mental text
input systems by using different methods of EEG recognition, such as P300, motor imagery, and steady-state evoked
potential (SSVEP) [8, 9]. The BCI based text input system
using P300 is one of the earliest types of BCI. For such
interface, the user needs to select a command in the row
and the column from a matrix [10]. It needs longer EEG
recognition time generally because P300 needs more raw
EEG data for recognition. In order to reduce the response
time and increase the signal-to-noise ratio, SSVEP had been
widely used in BCI. SSVEP is an oscillatory EEG wave that
appears in the occipital lobe of the subject’s brain in response
to visual stimuli modulated at a certain frequency [3]. The
frequency of EEG signal in the occipital lobe matches that
of the visual stimulus and its harmonics when using SSVEP
method [2, 4]. Xu et al. and Yin et al. proposed a mental
text input system by combining P300 and SSVEP [11, 12].
Obermaier et al. used spontaneous EEG signal to implement a
mental text input system [13]. But the number of stimulating
frequencies used in a SSVEP-based BCI application should
be larger than the number of commands [14]. Thus, the
performance of these approaches would be greatly reduced
when the number of commands is increased. Therefore, a
multilevel selection interface is needed to reduce the number
of stimulating frequencies and then the recognition rate of a
text input system can be improved.
An entropy encoding algorithm is a lossless data compression scheme and it could assign a unique prefix-free
code to each unique symbol. The length of each code word
is approximately proportional to the negative logarithm of
the probability. Therefore, the most common symbols use
the shortest codes [15–17]. For the SSVEP-based BCI text
input system, the code length of a letter represents how and
how many times to select a letter from the multilevel letter
options. An entropy encoding algorithm such as Huffman
coding can find a minimal prefix code if the probability
distribution of source symbol sets is known [15]. Therefore,
entropy encoding algorithm is able to efficiently generate the
structure of multilevel selection. Besides, in order to increase
the efficiency of binary selection, 𝐷-ary coding method
was proposed to represent large source of letter [17]. Thus,
integrating an entropy encoding algorithm would greatly
improve the efficiency of multilevel selection.
In this study, a multilevel selection interface using entropy
encoding algorithm is applied to a SSVEP-based BCI text
input system. In order to improve the accuracy of SSVEPbased BCI, a multilevel selection interface is proposed to
reduce the candidates of a decision model. For the purpose
of improving the efficiency of multilevel selection interface,
the letters are arranged to fit a tree structure by using an
entropy encoding algorithm, which considers the appearance
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frequency of each letter. The Bayesian decision model with
Gaussian mixture model is adopted to classify frequency
responses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the entropy encoding algorithm based multilevel
selection interface for a SSVEP-based BCI text input system,
including EEG feature extraction, design of multilevel selection interface, and Bayesian decision model with Gaussian
mixture model. Section 3 presents the results of a series of
experiments examining the performance of the proposed
approach. In Section 4, the conclusion and recommendations
for future research are presented.

2. Methods
In this section, a SSVEP-based BCI text input system is
presented to improve performance beyond that of previously
proposed methods. First, the power spectrum of EEG is
extracted and used to represent the evoked response of a user.
Second, the letters are optimally arranged as a tree structure
and used to design the multilevel selection interface. Finally,
the Bayesian decision model with Gaussian mixture model
is used to decide the correct selection. The procedure of
proposed approach is described in the following subsections.
Feature extraction is presented in Section 2.1. Then, the
design procedure of multilevel selection interface is described
in Section 2.2. The Bayesian decision model with Gaussian
mixture model is then described in Section 2.3.
2.1. Feature Extraction. In this subsection, the features used
in this study are presented. For a EEG signal, 𝑥, an exponentially modified Gaussian function based on nonlinear curve
fit model, 𝑓(𝑥), is used to remove the drift phenomenon of
EEG signal. The 𝑓(𝑥) is defined as
𝑓 (𝑥)
= 𝑦0 +

𝐴
1 𝑤 2 𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐
1 1
𝑧
exp [ ( ) −
] [ + erf ( )] ,
√2
𝑡0
2 𝑡0
𝑡0
2 2
(1)

where 𝑦0 is the offset from the 𝑦-axis and 𝐴 is the amplitude
of the data set. 𝑥𝑐 , 𝑤, and 𝑡0 are the mean of 𝑥, width of the
function, and the modification factor, respectively. 𝑧 is then
defined as
𝑧=

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐 𝑤
− .
𝑤
𝑡0

(2)

The error function erf(⋅) in (1) is an error function and is
defined as
erf (𝑧) =

2 𝑧
∫ exp (−𝑢2 ) 𝑑𝑢.
√𝜋 0

(3)

After removing the drift phenomenon of 𝑥, a 2nd order
band-pass filter is used to limit the frequency range of 𝑥 to the
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subject’s responses on visual stimulation. Then, the SavitzkyGolay filter, 𝑔(𝑡), is adopted to smooth the signal and reduce
noise and it is defined as

Level 1

𝑛𝑅

𝑔 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 × 𝑓 (𝑡 + 𝑖) ,

Level 2

where 𝑛𝐿 and 𝑛𝑅 are the number of samples before and
after each considered sample at time 𝑡, respectively. 𝑐𝑖 is
the weighting coefficients of a filter, which can keep higher
moments [18, 19].
To estimate the evoked response, the power spectrum of
𝑔(⋅) can be calculated by using fast Fourier transform [20]
which can be written as
1 𝑁−1
∑ 𝑔 exp𝑗(2𝜋/𝑁)𝑛𝑑 ,
𝑁 𝑛=0 𝑛

(5)

where 𝑑 ∈ {0, 1, ..., 𝑁 − 1} and 𝑁 is the length of 𝑔(⋅). Then
the power spectrum can be calculated as
1 𝑇
∫ 𝑔 (𝑡)2 𝑑𝑡.
𝑇 → ∞ 2𝑇 −𝑇

𝐸 = lim

(6)

2.2. Design of Multilevel Selection Interface. The procedure
to design a multilevel selection interface is illustrated in
this subsection. The frequencies of used letters, which were
calculated from several large-scale English corpora, can be
found in previous study [21] and the letters were tabulated
and divided into upper- and lower-case letter. Since the
probability of a letter is derived from the letter appearance
frequency, the probability should meet the condition of the
following equation:
𝑀

∑𝑃 (𝑖) = 1,

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

A BCD
E FGH
I J KL
MNO P

Q
U
Y
c

g
k
o
s

w
0
4
8

R S T
VW X
z a b
d e f

h
l
p
t

I j
mn
q r
u v

x
1
5
9

y
2
6
?,

z
3
7
!.

Option 4
Space

(4)

𝑖=−𝑛𝐿

𝑔𝑑 =

Option 0

(7)

Level 3

A B

C D

I

J

K

L

E F

G H

M

N

O

P

C

D

H

Back

Figure 1: An example of multilevel selection interface.

denoted by EEA. In this approach, 𝐷-ary Huffman coding
with 𝐷 equal to 4 is used to provide 4 selections.
Furthermore, Navarro and Brisaboa had shown that the
average length of codes for an encoding algorithm can be
effectively reduced by adding dummy letters with zero probability. Therefore, the dummy letters with zero probability are
considered in this study (denoted by EEA D) and then the
number of letters modeled by EEA D (denoted by 𝑁𝐿 ) can
be calculated by the following equation:
𝑁𝐿 = 𝐷 + 𝑘 (𝐷 − 1) ,

(8)

where 𝑘 and 𝐷 are any integer number and the number of
options at each node.
2.3. Bayesian Decision Model. For an input EEG signal,
a power spectrum, 𝐸, is estimated and used to decide a
̂, from options of multilevel selection interface.
selection, 𝑤
The decision model is based on posterior probability and is
defined as
̂ = arg max 𝑃 (𝑤𝑖 | 𝐸) ,
𝑤

𝑖=1

where 𝑃(𝑖) and 𝑀 are the probability of 𝑖th letter and the
number of letters used in a text input system, respectively.
For multilevel selection interface, there are 5 block
options used to represent the selections. In these options,
4 options are used to select a letter or a group of letters.
The 5th option is “SPACE” and “BACK command” for the
first and other level, respectively. The “BACK command”
enables a user to back a previous level when he/she makes a
wrong selection. An example of multilevel selection interface
is shown in Figure 1. The option number 0 to 3 in the level 1
contains every letter. In the levels 2 and 3, the options number
0–3 only contain the letter in the chosen box on levels 1
and 2, respectively. Multilevel selection interface is shown on
Figure 1 and the letters for each option of level 1 are sequentially assigned to the options. The results of level 2 and level 3
assumed that the option 0 of level 1 and level 2 is selected.
The purpose of allocating the letter position into the
optimal option block can effectively reduce the selecting
times of multilevel selection interface and then the entropy
encoding algorithm is able to find an optimal allocation of
letters. Thus, an entropy encoding algorithm proposed by
Huffman is integrated to find an assignment of letter and is

G

Back

𝑤𝑖

(9)

where 𝑤𝑖 is a model of 𝑖th option. According to Bayesian
theory, (9) can be derived as
̂ = arg max
𝑤
𝑤𝑖

𝑃 (𝑤𝑖 )
𝑃 (𝐸 | 𝑤𝑖 ) .
𝑃 (𝐸)

(10)

The 𝑃(𝐸) is a constant and 𝑃(𝑤𝑖 ) is assumed to be a uniform
distribution in this study. Thus, 𝑃(𝐸) and 𝑃(𝑤𝑖 ) can be
omitted without affecting the decision and then (10) can be
rewritten as
̂ = arg max 𝑃 (𝐸 | 𝑤𝑖 ) .
𝑤
𝑤𝑖

(11)

In this study, a Gaussian probability density function in
𝑚-dimension space is used to model the probability 𝑃(𝑤𝑖 | 𝑘)
and then it can be written as
𝑃 (𝐸 | 𝑤𝑖 )
=

1
(2𝜋)(𝑚/2) |Σ|(1/2)

1
𝑇
exp (− (𝐸 − 𝜇) Σ−1 (𝐸 − 𝜇)) ,
2
(12)

where 𝜇 and Σ are the mean and variance.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Table 1: The encoding results of baseline system.

To evaluate the proposed approach, the number of options
used in multilevel selection interface is set to be 5. Besides, the
letters used in this SSVEP-based BCI text input system can be
categorized into four groups, including 26 uppercase letters,
26 lowercase letters, 10 numbers (from 0 to 9), and 4 special
letters (comma, dot, question mark, and exclamation mark).
The subjects were visually stimulated by using an LCD screen
and the visual stimulator flickering at five frequencies from
6 Hz to 10 Hz with 1 Hz increment. Then, the EEG signals
were measured using electrodes placed at the Oz, A1, and
A2 (ground) in accordance with the international EEG 10–20
system. The sampling rate and the frame size were set to be
1 k Hz and 1000, respectively. Besides, a 2nd order band-pass
filter with cut-off frequencies between 5 and 30 Hz is used to
limit the frequency range of the EEG signals to the subject’s
responses on visual stimulation.
3.1. Experimental Results of Multilevel Selection Interface. To
evaluate the performance of different multilevel selection
interface, the average message length is adopted and it can
be derived as
𝑁

𝐿 av = ∑ 𝑃 (𝑖) 𝐿 (𝑖) ,

(13)

𝑖=1

where 𝐿 av , 𝑃(𝑖), and 𝐿(𝑖) are average message length, probability of 𝑖th letter, and message length of 𝑖th letter, respectively.
In this study, the arrangement of letters can be modeled
as a tree structure. Therefore, an approach, which does
not consider the appearance frequency of each letter, was
treated as a baseline system and was used to compare with
the proposed approaches EEA and EEA D. In the baseline
system as shown in Figure 1, the majority of the letters were
distributed inside each option block on the level 1. All the
numbers, uppercase letters, and lowercase letters were put
inside the left three option blocks of level 1, while the special
letters were put inside the fourth option block of level 1. Each
option block of level 1 contained 16 letters, while each option
block of level 2 and level 3 contained 4 letters and 1 letter,
respectively. For EEA D, there were 66 letters used in the text
input system and 𝐷 was 4. Thus, the 𝑘 of (8) was 21 in this
study.
The codes of letters for baseline, EEA, and EEA D
multilevel selection interface were shown in Tables 1, 2, and
3, respectively. These codes represented the selection order
chosen by the subject on each level. For example, a letter
“D” on baseline system is encoded as “011.” It means that the
subject should choose options 0, 1, and 1 on level 1, level 2,
and level 3, respectively, if the subject wants to type letter “D.”
When it is expressed as a tree structure, the result is shown in
Figure 2.
To compare the performance of baseline system, EEA,
and EEA D, the experimental results expressed as average,
minimum, and maximum length of codes were shown in
Table 4. The average lengths of codes were 3.03, 2.63, and 2.42
for baseline, EEA, and EEA D, respectively. We also can find
that the minimum code length of EEA and EEA D was 2,

Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

Code

Letter

Code

Letter

Code

000
001
010
011
002
003
012
013
020
021
030
031
022
023
032
033
100
101
110
111
102
103

W
X
Y
Z
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r

112
113
120
121
130
131
122
123
132
133
200
201
210
211
202
203
212
213
220
221
230
231

s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
?
!
,
.

222
223
232
233
300
301
310
311
302
303
312
313
320
321
330
331
322
323
3320
3321
3322
3323

which was smaller than the minimum code length of baseline
approach. However, the maximum code length of EEA and
EEA D was 7, which was larger than that of baseline approach.
Thus, to minimize the average length of codes for EEA and
EEA D, the entropy encoding algorithm needs to increase the
length of codes for letters with low appearance frequency.
Next, the proposed approaches are examined by using
two types of sentences which are pangram and nonpangram.
A pangram is a sentence that contains all letters of the
alphabet. The testing pangrams are shown as follows.
(1) Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the
Royal Oak!
(2) Sphinx of black quartz, judge my vow!
(3) Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc
etchings.
(4) How razorback jumping frogs can level six piqued
gymnasts!
(5) Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen
and Jack.
The testing nonpangrams (NP) are shown as follows.
(1) Life is not about getting and having, it is about giving
and being.
(2) Whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe,
it can achieve.
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Table 2: The encoding results of EEA.
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

Code

Letter

Code

Letter

Code

11
0003
011
010
02
120
122
001
21
03313
0122
002
032
20
13
121
000203
23
22
10
031
0031

W
X
Y
Z
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r

0001
01203
0000
000200
1232
00303
00021
01201
00323
03310
03312
01202
00022
000201
012000
01232
1233
00023
01233
00322
0120020
00321

s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
?
!
,
.

1230
0333
000202
012001
01231
0120021
03311
0120022
0033
0121
0332
00301
00300
0330
00320
01230
00302
1231
012003
0120023
030
013

0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1

0

0

1

1

3

3

2

2

2

3

Letter “D”

Figure 2: An example to represent a letter “D” with code “011” in
tree structure.
Table 4: The experimental results expressed as average, minimum,
and maximum length of codes for different approaches.
Method

Average
length

Minimum
length

Maximum
length

Baseline
EEA
EEA D

3.03
2.63
2.42

3
2
2

4
7
7

(3) Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value.
(4) Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less
traveled by, And that has made all the difference.
(5) I attribute my success to this, I never gave or took any
excuse.

Table 3: The encoding results of EEA D.
Letter

Code

Letter

Code

Letter

Code

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

2211
2332
2213
3313
3312
01122
10120
3330
2321
10121
23203
01120
2212
2322
01121
3311
101223
3310
1013
1011
23201
101220

W
X
Y
Z
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r

3333
1012210
01123
1012211
03
231
010
32
00
100
103
30
13
23200
0111
31
013
12
11
102
23202
21

s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
?
!
,
.

20
02
012
330
222
3331
220
10123
332
0110
1010
2330
2323
0113
2333
3332
2331
2210
101222
1012212
223
230

The experimental results for pangram and nonpangram
were shown in Table 5. For pangrams, the average lengths
of codes were 3.04, 3.03, and 2.78 for baseline, EEA, and
EEA D, respectively. The average lengths of codes for nonpangrams were 3.04, 2.55, and 2.33 for baseline, EEA, and
EEA D, respectively. When the sentence is nonpangrams, it
is clear that the performance of EEA can be greatly improved
from 3.03 to 2.55 (2.78 to 2.33 for EEA D). Therefore, the
appearance frequencies of letters are very important for nonpangrams. For a text input system, the nonpangrams match
the writing or spelling in real world. Thus, the proposed
approaches EEA and EEA D are able to greatly improve the
performance of a text input system.
3.2. Experimental Results of SSVEP-Based BCI Text Input
System. In this subsection, the performance of proposed
SSVEP-based BCI text input system was examined. 12 subjects (10 males and 2 females), who have normal vision and
had no history of any neurological or psychological disorders,
were asked to participate in the experiments. The average age
of the subjects is 20.9 and 21.5 years old for males and females,
respectively.
In this experiment, the evoked responses of the visual
stimulation from 6 Hz to 10 Hz with 1 Hz increment are used
to represent the five options in multilevel selection interface.
Then the Bayesian decision models were used to recognize
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Table 5: The average length of codes for pangrams and nonpangrams.

Number

Pangrams
EEA
3.27
3.35
2.74
2.92
2.86
3.03

Baseline
3.08
3.06
3.02
3.02
3.02
3.04

1
2
3
4
5
Average

EEA D
2.98
3.03
2.54
2.72
2.65
2.78

Nonpangrams
EEA
2.53
2.56
2.56
2.55
2.56
2.55

EEA D
2.35
2.31
2.35
2.26
2.40
2.33

greatly dependent on recognition rate and the response time
of a system. Therefore, the ITR considering response time is
used in this study and it is defined as

100
90
Accuracy (%)

Baseline
3.04
3.04
3.05
3.04
3.04
3.04

80

ITR =

70
60
50
6

7

8
Frequency

9

10

Figure 3: The experimental results of proposed SSVEP-BCI based
text input system.

the evoked EEG signal of the subject due to these letter
options. The experimental results were shown in Figure 3 and
the average recognition rate was 89.50%. It is clear that the
accuracy of 4 kinds of visual stimulation frequencies from
6 Hz to 9 Hz was higher than 85% and then it can be applied
to a practical application. However, the accuracy of 10 Hz
is lower than those of other visual stimulation frequencies.
An example of evoked EEG signals was shown in Figure 4
and then it was observed that the signal-to-noise rate of
7 Hz is higher than that of 10 Hz. Thus, it would greatly
reduce the performance of the text input system. To overcome
this disadvantage, the blinking frequency 10 Hz should be
assigned to an option block, which includes the infrequently
used letters or special marks in a BCI text input system. Thus,
in this study, the blinking frequency 10 Hz was assigned to the
5th option block on level 1 which includes the “SPACE” and
“BACK” commands.
3.3. Experimental Results of Proposed Approach. The performance of proposed approach was examined by using the
information transfer rate (ITR). The ITR used in this study
is based on Wolpaw method, which is presented by Volosyak
[22], and then it can be defined as
𝐵𝑡 = log2 𝐷 + 𝑝log2 𝑅 + (1 − 𝑅) log2 (

1−𝑅
),
𝐷−1

(14)

where 𝑅 is the accuracy of the EEG recognition. The unit of
ITR is then expressed as bits per trial. It is clear that 𝐵𝑡 is

60
⋅ 𝐷 ⋅ 𝐵𝑡 ,
𝑇

(15)

where 𝑇 is the time duration to input all testing letters.
The ITR were 31.9 bits/min, 39.04 bits/min, and 42.62
bits/min for baseline, EEA, and EEA D, respectively, after the
experiments for the SSVEP-based BCI text input system. It is
clear that the ITR can be improved by arranging the order of
the letters in a multilevel selection interface. According to the
entropy encoding algorithm, the input times for a letter with
high appearance frequency can be effectively reduced and
then the ITR can be effectively improved. In this experiment,
the accuracy of an option (blinking frequency is 10 Hz) is
lower than other option blocks (blinking at 6 Hz, 7 Hz, 8 Hz,
and 9 Hz) and it can be regarded as an infrequent option block
for allocating the letters or special marks with low appearance
inside. So, the ITR is not seriously affected by the entropy
encoding algorithmin this study. However, when the accuracy
is quite different for each option, the ITR would be greatly
affected and the accuracy should be considered in a multilevel
selection interface.

4. Conclusions
In this study, the entropy encoding algorithm was proposed to
improve the efficiency of multilevel selection interface for the
SSVEP-based BCI text input system. The entropy encoding
algorithm was successfully used to improve the efficiency of
the tree structure of multilevel selection interface according
to the appearance frequency of each letter. The Bayesian
decision model with Gaussian mixture model was able to
recognize the input options and provided the appropriate
EEG recognition. The experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed EEA and EEA D, new letters arrangements
in option blocks of BCI, outperform baseline arrangement.
The proposed EEA and EEA D could be applied to a
practical application and improve the text input speed and
performance of the SSVEP-based BCI text input system.
Meanwhile, the SSVEP-based BCI text input system can solve
the communication problems for the severely disabled such
as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, cerebral palsy, and spinal
cord injury. In the future, the recognition accuracy of evoked

7

6

6

7

7
(Hz)

(Hz)
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10
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20
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Figure 4: The examples of evoked signals for (a) 7 Hz and (b) 10 Hz.

EEG signal stimulated with different visual stimulation frequencies should be considered to improve the performance
of entropy encoding algorithm for a multilevel selection
interface.
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When robot arm performs a motion control, it needs to calculate a complicated algorithm of forward and inverse kinematics
which consumes much CPU time and certainty slows down the motion speed of robot arm. Therefore, to solve this issue, the
development of a hardware realization of forward and inverse kinematics for an articulated robot arm is investigated. In this
paper, the formulation of the forward and inverse kinematics for a five-axis articulated robot arm is derived firstly. Then, the
computations algorithm and its hardware implementation are described. Further, very high speed integrated circuits hardware
description language (VHDL) is applied to describe the overall hardware behavior of forward and inverse kinematics. Additionally,
finite state machine (FSM) is applied for reducing the hardware resource usage. Finally, for verifying the correctness of forward
and inverse kinematics for the five-axis articulated robot arm, a cosimulation work is constructed by ModelSim and Simulink.
The hardware of the forward and inverse kinematics is run by ModelSim and a test bench which generates stimulus to ModelSim
and displays the output response is taken in Simulink. Under this design, the forward and inverse kinematics algorithms can be
completed within one microsecond.

1. Introduction
The kinematics problem is an important study in the robotic
motion control. The mapping from joint space to Cartesian
task space is referred to as direct kinematics and mapping
from Cartesian task space to joint space is referred to as
inverse kinematics [1]. Because of the complexity of inverse
kinematics, it is usually more difficult than forward kinematics to find the solutions [2–5]. In addition, when robot
manipulator executes a motion control, the complicated
inverse kinematics computation consumes much CPU time
and it certainty slows down the motion performance of robot
manipulator. Therefore, solving this problem becomes an
important issue.
For the progress of very large scale integration (VLSI)
technology, the field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have
been widely investigated due to their programmable hardwired feature, fast time to market, shorter design cycle,
embedding processor, low power consumption, and higher
density for the implementation of the digital system. FPGA

provides a compromise between the special-purpose application specified integrated circuit (ASIC) hardware and
general-purpose processors. Hence, many practical applications in industrial control [6], multiaxis motion control
[7], and robotic control [8–10] have been studied. Therefore,
for speeding up the computational power, the forward and
inverse kinematics based on VHDL are studied in this paper.
And the VHDL is applied to describe the overall behavior of
the forward and inverse kinematics.
In recent years, an electronic design automation (EDA)
simulator link, which can provide a cosimulation interface between MALTAB/Simulink [11] and HDL simulatorsModelSim [12], has been developed and applied in the design
of the control system [13]. Using it, you can verify a VHDL,
Verilog, or mixed-language implementation against your
Simulink model or MATLAB algorithm. In MATLAB/Simulink environment, it can generate stimuli to ModelSim and
analyze the simulation’s responses [11]. In this paper, a cosimulation by EDA simulator link is applied to the proposed
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Figure 1: The link coordinates system of a five-axis articulated robot
arm.

Table 1: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for robot arm in Figure 1.
Link 𝑖
1
2
3
4
5

𝑑𝑖 (mm)
𝑑1 = 275
0
0
0
𝑑5 = 195

𝑎𝑖 (mm)
0
𝑎2 = 275
𝑎3 = 255
0
0

𝛼𝑖
𝛼1 = −𝜋/2
0
0
𝛼4 = −𝜋/2
0

𝜃𝑖
𝜃1
𝜃2
𝜃3
𝜃4
𝜃5

0

2. Description of the Forward and
Inverse Kinematics

0
0
1
0

cos 𝜃𝑖 − sin 𝜃𝑖
0
]
[
0 ] [ sin 𝜃𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖
][
0
𝑑𝑖 ] [ 0
1][ 0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0]
]
]
0]
1]

0
0]
]
]
0]
1]

3

0
0]
]
],
𝑑1 ]
1]

𝐴 2 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 0) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃2 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 𝑎2 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0)
0 𝑎2 cos 𝜃2
0 𝑎2 sin 𝜃2 ]
]
],
1
0 ]
0
1 ]

𝐴 3 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 0) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃3 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 𝑎3 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0)
cos 𝜃3 − sin 𝜃3
[ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃
[
3
3
=[
[ 0
0
0
[ 0

0 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3
0 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 ]
]
],
1
0 ]
0
1 ]

𝜋
𝐴 4 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 0) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃4 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0) 𝑇 (𝑋, − )
2
cos 𝜃4
[ sin 𝜃
[
4
=[
[ 0
[ 0

4

0
1
0
0

0 − sin 𝜃1
0 cos 𝜃1
−1
0
0
0

cos 𝜃2 − sin 𝜃2
[ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃
[
2
2
=[
[ 0
0
0
[ 0
2

A typical five-axis articulated robot arm is studied in this
paper. Figure 1 shows its link coordinate system by DenavitHartenberg convention. Table 1 illustrates the values of the
kinematics parameters. The forward kinematics of the articulated robot arm is the transformation of joint space 𝑅5
(𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 ) to Cartesian space 𝑅3 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). Conversely,
the inverse kinematics of the articulated robot arm will transform the coordinates of robot manipulator from Cartesian
space 𝑅3 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) to the joint space 𝑅5 (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 ). The
computational procedure of forward and inverse kinematics
is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.
A coordinate frame is assigned to each link based on
Denavit-Hartenberg notation. The transformation matrix for
each link from frame 𝑖 to 𝑖 − 1 is given by

1
[0
[
=[
[0
[0

1 0
0
𝑎𝑖
]
[
0 ] [0 cos 𝛼𝑖 − sin 𝛼𝑖
][
0 ] [0 sin 𝛼𝑖 cos 𝛼𝑖
0
1 ] [0 0

𝜋
𝐴 1 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝑑1 ) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃1 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0) 𝑇 (𝑋, − )
2
cos 𝜃1
[ sin 𝜃
[
1
=[
[ 0
[ 0

forward kinematics and inverse kinematics hardware. Some
simulation results based on EDA simulator link will demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of the forward and
inverse kinematics.

𝐴 𝑖 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝑑) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃) 𝑇 (𝑋, 𝑎) 𝑇 (𝑋, 𝛼)

0
0
1
0

where 𝑇(𝑍, 𝜃) and 𝑇(𝑋, 𝛼) present rotation and the 𝑇(𝑍, 𝑑)
and 𝑇(𝑋, 𝛼) denote translation. Substituting the parameters
in Table 1 into (1), the coordinate five matrixes respected with
five axes of robot arm are shown as follows:

1

𝑖−1

0
1
0
0

cos 𝜃𝑖 − cos 𝛼𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖 sin 𝛼𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖 𝑎𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖
[ sin 𝜃 cos 𝛼 cos 𝜃 − sin 𝛼 cos 𝜃 𝑎 sin 𝜃 ]
[
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖]
=[
],
[ 0
sin 𝛼𝑖
cos 𝛼𝑖
𝑑𝑖 ]
0
0
1 ]
[ 0
(1)

z5

y0

𝜃1

1
[0
[
×[
[0
[0

a3

a2

0 − sin 𝜃4
0 cos 𝜃4
−1
0
0
0

0
0]
]
],
0]
1]

𝐴 5 = 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝑑5 ) 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝜃5 ) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0) 𝑇 (𝑋, 0)
cos 𝜃5 − sin 𝜃5
[ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃
[
5
5
=[
[ 0
0
0
[ 0

0
0
1
0

0
0]
]
].
𝑑5 ]
1]
(2)
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3

The forward kinematics of the end-effector with respect to the
base frame is determined by multiplying five matrices from
(2) as given above. An alternative representation of 0 𝐴5 can
be written as
𝑅

0

0

1

2

3

𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑦
𝑎𝑧
0

𝑝𝑥
𝑝𝑦 ]
]
].
𝑝𝑧 ]
1]

of robot arm by always gripping from a top down position.
Therefore, the matrix in (3) is set by the following form:
1
[
0
𝑅
𝑇𝐻 = [
[0
[0

𝑇𝐻 = 𝐴 5 = 𝐴 1 ⋅ 𝐴 2 ⋅ 𝐴 3 ⋅ 𝐴 4
𝑛𝑥
[𝑛
[ 𝑦
⋅ 4𝐴 5 Δ [
[𝑛𝑧
[0

𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑦
𝑜𝑧
0

0
−1
0
0

0
0
−1
0

𝑥
𝑦]
].
𝑧]
1]

(18)

Comparing the element (3,3) in (18) with (12), we obtained
(3)

cos 𝜃234 = 1.

(19)

𝜃234 = 0.

(20)

Therefore, we can get

The (𝑛, 𝑜, 𝑎) are the orientation in the Cartesian coordinate
system which is attached to the end-effector. Using the
homogeneous transformation matrix to solve the kinematics
problems, its transformation specifies the location (position
and orientation) of the end-effector and the vector 𝑝 presents
the position of end-effector of robot arm. By multiplying five
matrices and substituting into (3) and then comparing all the
components of both sides after that we can solve the forward
kinematics of the five-axis articulated robot arm as follows:

Further, comparing the element (1,1) in (18) with (4), we
obtained
cos (𝜃1 − 𝜃5 ) = 1.

(21)

𝜃1 − 𝜃5 = 0 or 𝜃5 = 𝜃1 .

(22)

Therefore, we can get

Let us assume that
𝑏 = 𝑎2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃23 ;

𝑛𝑥 = cos 𝜃1 cos 𝜃234 cos 𝜃5 + sin 𝜃1 sin 𝜃5 ,

(4)

𝑛𝑦 = sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃234 cos 𝜃5 − cos 𝜃1 sin 𝜃5 ,

(5)

𝑛𝑧 = − sin 𝜃234 cos 𝜃5 ,

(6)

𝑜𝑥 = − cos 𝜃1 cos 𝜃234 sin 𝜃5 + sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃5 ,

(7)

𝑜𝑦 = − sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃234 sin 𝜃5 − cos 𝜃1 cos 𝜃5 ,

(8)

𝑜𝑧 = sin 𝜃234 sin 𝜃5 ,

(9)

𝑏 = ±√(𝑥2 + 𝑦2 ),

𝑎𝑥 = − cos 𝜃1 sin 𝜃234 ,

(10)

𝑎𝑦 = − sin 𝜃1 sin 𝜃234 ,

(11)

𝑦
𝜃1 = 𝜃5 = 𝑎 tan 2 ( ) .
𝑥

𝑎𝑧 = − cos 𝜃234 ,

(12)

𝑝𝑥 = cos 𝜃1 (𝑎2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 sin 𝜃234 ) ,

(13)

𝑝𝑦 = sin 𝜃1 (𝑎2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 sin 𝜃234 ) ,

(14)

𝑝𝑧 = 𝑑1 − 𝑎2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑎3 sin 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 cos 𝜃234 ,

(15)

(23)

then substituting (19)∼(22) into (13)∼(15), we can get the
sequence for computations inverse kinematics as follows:
𝑥 = cos 𝜃1 ⋅ 𝑏

(24)

𝑦 = sin 𝜃1 ⋅ 𝑏

(25)

𝑧 = 𝑑1 − 𝑎2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑎3 sin 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 .

(26)

From (24) and (25), we can get

(27)

From (23) and (26), we can get
2

𝜃3 = arccos (

𝑏2 + (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧) − 𝑎22 − 𝑎32
).
2𝑎2 𝑎3

(28)

Once 𝜃3 is obtained, substitute it to (23) and (26) to get
𝑏 = (𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 sin 𝜃2 ,
𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧 = (𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) sin 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 cos 𝜃2 .

where

(29)

From (29), solve the linear equation in order to find the sin 𝜃2
and cos 𝜃2 as

𝜃23 = 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 ,

(16)

𝜃234 = 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 .

(17)

The position vector 𝑝 directs the location of the origin
of the (𝑛, 𝑜, 𝑎) frame which is defined to let the end-effector

sin 𝜃2 =
cos 𝜃2 =

(𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧) − 𝑎3 𝑏 sin 𝜃3
𝑏2 + (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧)

2

,

(𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) 𝑏 + 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧)
𝑏2 + (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧)

2

(30)
.
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Therefore, 𝜃2 can be derived as follows:
𝜃2 = 𝑎 tan 2 [

(𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧) − 𝑎3 𝑏 sin 𝜃3
].
(𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) 𝑏 + 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − 𝑧)
(31)

Further, from (17) and (20), 𝜃4 is obtained as
𝜃4 = −𝜃2 − 𝜃3 .

(32)

Finally, the forward kinematics and inverse kinematics of
the five-axis articulated robot arm, based on the assumption
in (18) in which the end-effector of the robot arm is always
toward the top down direction, can be summarized as follows.
For computing the forward kinematics, consider the following steps.
Step 1. Consider
end 𝑥 = cos 𝜃1 (𝑎2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 sin 𝜃234 ) .

(33)

Step 2. Consider
end 𝑦 = sin 𝜃1 (𝑎2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 sin 𝜃234 ) .

(34)

Step 3. Consider
end 𝑧 = 𝑑1 − 𝑎2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑎3 sin 𝜃23 − 𝑑5 cos 𝜃234 .

For computing the inverse kinematics, consider the following steps.
Step 1. Consider
(36)

Step 2. Consider
𝑏 = ±√end 𝑥2 + end 𝑦2 .

(37)

Step 3. Consider
2

𝜃3 = 𝑎 cos (

𝑏2 + (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − end 𝑧) − 𝑎22 − 𝑎32
).
2𝑎2 𝑎3

(38)

Step 4. Consider
𝑆2 = (𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − end 𝑧) − 𝑎3 𝑏 sin 𝜃3 .

(39)

Step 5. Consider
𝐶2 = (𝑎2 + 𝑎3 cos 𝜃3 ) 𝑏 + 𝑎3 sin 𝜃3 (𝑑1 − 𝑑5 − end 𝑧) .

Before performing the computation of the forward and
inverse kinematics for five-axis articulated robot arm, some
key trigonometric functions need to be built up as a component for being applied, and those are sine function, cosine
function, arctangent function, and arccosine function. To
increase the computing accuracy, LUT (look-up table) technique and Taylor series expanse technique are used to the
computational algorithm design of the arctangent function
and arccosine function. However, the computation algorithm
used in these two functions is very similar; therefore, the
detailed design methods, only sine/cosine function, and
arctangent function are described as follows.
3.1. Computation Algorithm and Hardware Realization of Sine
Function and Cosine Function. To compute sin(𝜃) and cos(𝜃)
functions, the 𝜃 = 𝜃𝐼 + 𝜃𝐹 is firstly defined, in which 𝜃𝐼 and
𝜃𝐹 represented the integer part and fraction part of the 𝜃,
respectively. Then the formulation of these two functions is
expanded as follows:
sin (𝜃𝐼 + 𝜃𝐹 ) = sin (𝜃𝐼 ) cos (𝜃𝐹 ) + cos (𝜃𝐼 ) sin (𝜃𝐹 )

(35)

In the previous steps, end 𝑥, end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 are the position
of end point which are the same as 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 in (18).

𝜃1 = 𝜃5 = 𝑎 tan 2 (end 𝑦, end 𝑥) .

3. Computations of Trigonometric Function
and Its Hardware Implementation

(40)

Step 6. Consider
𝜃2 = 𝑎 tan 2 (𝑆2 , 𝐶2 ) .

(41)

𝜃4 = −𝜃2 − 𝜃3 .

(42)

Step 7. Consider
The parameters of robot arm 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , 𝑑1 , 𝑑5 are shown in
Table 1.

cos (𝜃𝐼 + 𝜃𝐹 ) = cos (𝜃𝐼 ) cos (𝜃𝐹 ) − sin (𝜃𝐼 ) sin (𝜃𝐹 ) .

(43)

In the hardware design, 𝜃 is adopted as 16-bit Q7 format.
Therefore, if 𝜃 is 0000001001000000, it represents 4.5 degree.
In addition, four LUTs (look-up tables) are built up to store
the values of sin (𝜃𝐼 ), cos (𝜃𝐼 ), sin (𝜃𝐹 ), and cos (𝜃𝐹 ) functions.
The LUT for sin (𝜃𝐼 ) and cos (𝜃𝐼 ) functions stores 360 pieces
of data with 24-bit Q23 format and that for sin (𝜃𝐹 ) and
cos (𝜃𝐹 ) functions stores 128 pieces of data with the same 24bit Q23 format. Therefore, according to (43), the results of
sine and cosine with 16-bit Q15 format can be computed after
looking up four tables. In the realization, finite state machine
(FSM) is adopted and the example to compute the cosine
function is shown in Figure 2. It presents four LUTs, two
multipliers, and one adder in hardware which manipulates 6
steps to complete the overall computation. Due to the fact that
the operation of each step is 20 ns (50 MHz) in FPGA, a total
of 6 steps only need 120 ns operation time. In addition, the
FPGA (Altera Cyclone IV) resource usage for the realization
of the sine or cosine function needs 232 logic elements (LEs)
and 30,720 RAM bits.
3.2. Computation Algorithm and Hardware Realization of
Arctangent Function. The equation of arctangent function is
shown as follows:
𝑦
𝜃 = 𝑎 tan 2 ( ) ,
(44)
𝑥
where the inputs are 𝑥 and 𝑦 and the output is 𝜃. Herein, there
are two steps to evaluate the arctangent function.
(1) First Step. 𝜃1 = 𝑓(𝑥) = tan−1 (𝑥) is computed by using
Taylor series expansion and the input values are defined
within 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0 (or the output value: 45∘ ≤ 𝜃1 ≤ 0∘ ).
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y

𝜃(15· ·7)

mult r1(46· ·23)

LUT
(cos)

×

LUT
(dcos)
𝜃(6· ·0)

−y
𝜃 = 180∘ − tan−1 ( )
x

+

LUT
(sin)

−

−y
𝜃 = −180∘ + tan−1 ( )
−x

mult r2(46· ·23)
S1

III

x
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y

y
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x

II
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I
x

×

LUT
(dsin)
S0

Cos 16 =
addr1(23· ·8)
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S4

V

VIII
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−y
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Figure 2: FSM for computing the cosine function.

−x
𝜃 = −90∘ − tan−1 ( ) 𝜃 = −90∘ + tan−1 ( x )
−y
−y

The third-order polynomial is considered and the expression
within the vicinity of 𝑥0 is shown as follows:

Figure 3: Compute 𝜃 = 𝑎 tan 2(𝑦/𝑥) of each region in 𝑋-𝑌 coordinates.

2

3

𝑓 (𝑥) ≅ 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 (𝑥 − 𝑥0 ) + 𝑎2 (𝑥 − 𝑥0 ) + 𝑎3 (𝑥 − 𝑥0 ) ,
(45)
with
𝑎0 = 𝑓 (𝑥0 ) = tan−1 (𝑥0 ) ,
𝑎1 = 𝑓 (𝑥0 ) =

1
,
1 + 𝑥02

𝑎2 = 𝑓 (𝑥0 ) =

−2𝑥0

𝑎3 = 𝑓(3) (𝑥0 ) =

(1 +

(46)

,

2
𝑥02 )

−2 + 6𝑥02

3

(1 + 𝑥02 )

.

Actually, in realization, only third-order expansion in (44)
is not enough to obtain an accuracy approximation due to
the reason that the large error will occur when the input 𝑥
is far from 𝑥0 . To solve this problem, combining the LUT
technique and Taylor series expanse technique is considered.
To set up the LUT, several specific values for 𝑥0 within the
range 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0 are firstly chosen; then the parameters
from 𝑎0 to 𝑎3 in (46) are computed. Those data included 𝑥0
and 𝑎0 to 𝑎3 will be stored to LUT. Following that, when it
needs to compute tan−1 (𝑥) in (45), the 𝑥0 which is the most
approximate to input 𝑥 and its related 𝑎0 to 𝑎3 will be selected
from LUT and then perform the computing task.
(2) Second Step. After completing the computation of
tan−1 (𝑥), we can evaluate 𝜃 = 𝑎 tan 2(𝑦/𝑥) further and let
the output suitable to the range be within −180∘ ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 180∘ .
The formulation for each region in 𝑋-𝑌 coordinate is shown
in Figure 3.
In hardware implementation, the inputs and output of
the arctangent function are designed with 32-bit Q15 and 16bit Q15 format, respectively. It consists of one main circuit
with FSM architecture and two components for computing
the divider and tan−1 (𝑥) functions. However, the design and
implementation of the tan−1 (𝑥) function is a major task. The
input and output values of component tan−1 (𝑥) all belong

𝜃 = tan−1 (x) ≅ a0 + a1 (x − x0 ) + a2 (x − x0 )2 + a3 (x − x0 )3
xx
addr =
xx(14· · 11)
dxx mult r1(30· · 15)
−
LUT
+
(x0 )
saa1
x0
×
+
saa2
a
1
LUT
+
a0
(a1 )
sita
dxx a2
+
LUT
×
a0
2
dxx
(a0)
×
dxx3
LUT
a2
×
×
(a2 )
dxx
dxx
mult r1(30· · 15)
LUT
a3
a3
(a3 )
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Figure 4: FSM to compute tan−1 (𝑥) function.

to 16-bit Q15 format. The FSM is employed to model the
computation of tan−1 (𝑥) and is shown in Figure 4 which uses
two multipliers and one adder in the design. The multiplier
and adder apply Altera LPM (library parameterized modules)
standard. In Figure 4, it manipulates 7-step machine to carry
out the overall computations of tan−1 (𝑥). The steps 𝑠0 ∼ 𝑠1
execute to look up 5 tables and 𝑠2 ∼ 𝑠6 perform the computation of polynomial in (45). Further, according to the computation logic shown in Figure 3, it uses 16 steps to complete
the 𝑎 tan 2(𝑦/𝑥) function. Due to the fact that the operation
of each step is 20 ns (50 MHz) in FPGA, a total of 16 steps
only need 320 ns operation time. In addition, the FPGA
(Altera Cyclone IV) resource usage for the realization of the
arctangent function needs 4,143 LEs and 1,280 RAM bits.

4. Design and Hardware Implementation
of Forward/Inverse Kinematics and Its
Simulation Results
The block diagram of kinematics for five-axis articulated
robot arm is shown in Figure 5. The inputs are the endpoint position by end 𝑥, end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 which is relative
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𝜃1 (15 : 0)
end x(31 : 0)

𝜃2 (15 : 0)

end y(31 : 0)

𝜃3 (15 : 0)
end x(31 : 0)

𝜃4 (15 : 0)

𝜃1 (15 : 0)

end z(31 : 0)

𝜃2 (15 : 0)

end y(31 : 0)

𝜃5 (15 : 0)

𝜃3 (15 : 0)

end z(31 : 0)
a2 (31 : 0)
a3 (31 : 0)

a2 (31 : 0)

𝜃4 (15 : 0)

a3 (31 : 0)

𝜃5 (15 : 0)

d1 (31 : 0)

d1 (31 : 0)

d5 (31 : 0)

d5 (31 : 0)
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Block diagram for (a) forward kinematics and (b) inverse kinematics.
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var34
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+
− M1 + A2
d1
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var8
×
for sin
sin𝜃23
S0

S1

S2∼

S7

S8∼

S15∼

S21

S22∼

end y

S28

S29

S30

S31

S32

S33

Figure 6: FSM for computing the forward kinematics.

to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), as well as the mechanical parameters by 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 ,
𝑑1 , and 𝑑5 . The outputs are mechanical angles 𝜃1 ∼ 𝜃5 . In
Figure 5, the parameters of mechanical length and the endpoint position are designed with 32-bit Q15 data format and
the parameters of mechanical angle are designed with 16-bit
Q7 data format. According to the formulations of forward and
inverse kinematics which are described in Section 2, the finite
state machine (FSM) method is applied to design the hardware for reducing the usage of hardware resource. Herein, the
FSM designs to compute the forward kinematics and inverse
kinematics are, respectively, shown in Figures 6 and 7. The
FSM will generate sequential signals and will step-by-step
compute the forward kinematics and inverse kinematics. The
implementation of inverse kinematics is developed by VHDL.

In Figure 6, there are 34 steps to present the computations of
forward kinematics, and the circuit includes two multipliers,
two adders, one component for sine function, and one
component for cosine function. In Figure 7, there are 47 steps
to perform the inverse kinematics, and the circuit needs three
multipliers, two dividers, two adders, one square root function, one component for arctangent function, one component
for arccosine function, one component for sine function, and
one component for cosine function. The notation “COM” in
Figures 6∼7 is represented with “component.” For example,
the “COM for cos” is the component of cosine function.
The designs of the component regarded as trigonometric
function are described in previous section. Due to the fact
that the operation of each step is 20 ns (50 MHz) in FPGA,
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Figure 7: FSM for computing the inverse kinematics.

the executing time for the computation of forward and
inverse kinematics is 680 ns and 940 ns, respectively. In
addition, the FPGA (Altera Cyclone IV) resource usage for
the realization of the forward kinematics IP and the inverse
kinematics IP is 1,575 LEs and 30,720 RAM bits and 9,400 LEs
and 84,224 RAM bits, respectively.
The cosimulation architecture by ModelSim/SimuLink
for the proposed forward kinematics is shown in Figure 8 and
that for the inverse kinematics is shown in Figure 9,
whose works in ModelSim execute the function of the
computing the forward and inverse kinematics. The input
values to ModelSim are provided from Simulink and, through
the computation working in ModelSim, output responses
are displayed to Simulink. To confirm the correctness, an
embedded Matlab function for computing the forward and
inverse kinematics is considered. Under the cosimulation of
ModelSim and Simulink architecture, the simulation results
are presented as follows.
Mechanical parameters of the five-axis articulated robot
arm are chosen by
𝑎2 = 275,

𝑎3 = 255,

In the second case, the inputs end 𝑥, end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 are
chosen as
end 𝑥 = 60,

end 𝑦 = 180,

end 𝑧 = 450.

Simulation results of forward kinematics with the following
two cases are listed in Table 3. The inputs of forward kinematics are five joint angles presented by 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 (degree)
and the outputs are end-effectors presented by end 𝑥, end 𝑦,
and end 𝑧 (mm).
In the first case, the inputs 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , and 𝜃5 are chosen
as
𝜃1 = 44.9043477,
𝜃3 = 49.1952721,

𝜃2 = 4.8948685,
𝜃4 = −54.0901472,

In the second case, the inputs 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , and 𝜃5 are chosen
as
𝜃1 = 71.5650511,

𝜃2 = −99.4939347,

Simulation results of inverse kinematics with the following
two cases are listed in Table 2. The inputs of inverse kinematics are the end-effectors of robot arm presented by end 𝑥,
end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 (mm) and the outputs are five joint angles
presented by 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 (degree).
In the first case, the inputs end 𝑥, end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 are
chosen as
end 𝑥 = 300,
end 𝑦 = 299,
(48)
end 𝑧 = −150.

𝜃3 = 76.703125,

𝜃4 = 22.7812500,

𝑑5 = 195 (mm) .

(50)

𝜃5 = 44.9043477.

(47)

𝑑1 = 275,

(49)

(51)

𝜃5 = 71.5650511.
From these two cases, the absolute difference of end-effectors
end 𝑥, end 𝑦, and end 𝑧 which are calculated from ModelSim
and from Matlab is less than 0.05 mm, and 𝜃1 to 𝜃5 are less
than 0.01∘ . It shows that the proposed forward and inverse
kinematics for the five-axis articulated robot arm are correct
and effective.
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end z
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+
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Forward kinematics
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end x

60.000000396316
end x

end y

180.00000038179
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𝜃4
𝜃5
a2

fcn

end y

a3
d1

450.00000019198

end z

end z

d5
Embedded
Matlab function

Figure 8: Cosimulation architecture of forward kinematics using ModelSim and SimuLink.
Table 2: Two cases’ simulation results of inverse kinematics from ModelSim and Matlab.
Input
Output
𝜃1
𝜃2
𝜃3
𝜃4
𝜃5

The 1st case (end 𝑥, end 𝑦, end 𝑧)(1)
ModelSim
Matlab
Error
44.8984375
44.9043477
0.0059702
4.8906250
4.8948685
0.0042435
49.1953125
49.1952721
−0.0000400
−54.0859375
−54.0901472
0.0042032
44.8984375
44.9043477
0.0059102

The 2nd case (end 𝑥, end 𝑦, end 𝑧)(2)
ModelSim
Matlab
Error
71.5703125
71.5650511
−0.0052613
−99.4843750
−99.4939347
0.0095597
76.7060765
76.7031250
0.0029515
22.7878581
22.7812500
0.0066081
71.5703125
71.5650511
0.0052613

(1) denotes the case 1 shown in (48).
(2) denotes the case 2 shown in (49).

Table 3: Two cases’ simulation results of forward kinematics from ModelSim and Matlab.
Input
Output
end 𝑥
end 𝑦
end 𝑧

The 1st case (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 )(1)
ModelSim
Matlab
Error
300.0321650
300.0000160
−0.0321490
299.0496215
299.0000160
−0.0496054
−149.9700920
−149.9999999
−0.0299906

(1) denotes the case 1 shown in (50).
(2) denotes the case 2 shown in (51).

The 2nd case (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , 𝜃4 , 𝜃5 )(2)
ModelSim
Matlab
Error
59.9913940
60.0000000
0.0086063
179.9915466
180.0000000
0.0084537
450.0378417
450.0000000
−0.0378416
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Figure 9: Cosimulation architecture of inverse kinematics using ModelSim and SimuLink.

5. Conclusions
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Because the ICs’ application frequency and speed become higher and trends of system packaging and device under test request
higher reliability, a novel technology combining noncontacting measurement method and reconstructing radiation model was
proposed to solve signal deliveries in system packages or PCBs. In this study, a novel noncontacting method for the ICs’
measurements was investigated by the design of loop-type near-field probe and reconstructed the radiation model to substitute the
traditional measurement methods, such as using probes and SMA connectors. A near-field probe was used to receive the coupling
signal. The assessing circuit modeling could be completed by some synthesized theorems. According to the study’s results, frequency
responses of reconstruction model developed by theorems, radiation measurements, and simulated by EM methods were highly
curve fitting.

1. Introduction
Recently, the markets and applications for advanced semiconductor devices’ packaging and measurement technologies
increase expeditiously. The traditional contacting probes have
numerous disadvantages, including low mobility, high cost,
and high damaged rate. Table 1 displays several types of
probes and probe pins in different ways, which show the
specific advantages that they have [1–9]. For example, a device
under test (DUT) is a device that is tested to determine the
performance and proficiency and is used to check the defects
for making sure that the devices can work. The spring contact
probes can reduce the pressure to avoid damaging a DUT
when the probes touch. Today, measuring the high-density
interconnection signals in ICs using large amount contacting
probes is a significant issue needed being improved. The most
widespread devices for contacting measurements are the
vector network analyzer (VNA), automatic test equipment
(ATE), and probe station.

Even these contacting probes are usually used for ICs’
measurement; they have many unavoidable disadvantages.
First, as mentioned above, the ICs become smaller; the
contacting probes or SMA connectors are not easily used
for measurements, because the reduction in sizes of the
probes and SMA connectors is very difficult. The second
issue is that, as the measurements are done without sufficient
carefulness, contacting processes will usually damage the
expensive probes during DUT’s process, leading to significant
expense at all time. Third, because the contacting probes have
low mobility and uniform calibration, the measurement will
take a long time. Every time the contacting probes are moved
to a new measurement position, they will leave the damage or
defects after a DUT on the surface of the measured devices.
That will increase the ratio of devices’ damage, which will
increase the measurements’ cost. For those reasons, many
researches have focused on the noncontacting measurement
methods to find a low-cost and easily fabricated measurement
process.
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Table 1: Six package designs for investigating electrical effects.

Probe type

Cost

Mobility

Performance
Probability of damaging the DUT

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Low

High

Extremely low

Extremely low

Probability of damaging the probe

Air coplanar probe

Cantilevered probe

Spring contact probe

SMA connector

Noncontacting loop-type probe

For that, the non-contacting-probe technologies are
designed efficiently with broadband, well reproducibility, well
directivity, and low loss coupling, respectively. Thus, the noncontacting-probe technologies can transmit or receive signals
between different chips or integrated circuits (ICs) in 3D
ICs’ applications, and it is established physical model up to
10 GHz with coupling effect and loop effect to restore the
signal radiation. Because the high frequency of 10 GHz is
required, the devices’ measurements need to be narrower to
keep the measurement data remaining precisely. The area of
the noncontacting loop is only about 1.8 mm × 1.8 mm and
the size can be reduced by a precise process, making the loop
small enough to measure tiny DUTs. When a DUT or the
measurement position is changed, the noncontacting probes
can be horizontally moved in rapid speed. Because E-field
probe is suitably used in far-field’s measurements and Hprobe is suitably used in near-field’s measurement, the Hprobe is used in this study to investigate the noncontacting
measurement technique. Because of having high mobility, the
noncontacting probes can measure ICs efficiently, and then
the needed cost can be reduced. In this study, the near-field
probes were used to receive the coupling signal and the circuit
modeling could be completely assessed by some synthesized
theorems. The differences compared from the measurement
results and numerical analysis could be used to validate the
feasibility of signal reconstruction.

investigated [3–9], such as coplanar waveguide (CPW) looptype [10], double loop-type [11], and symmetrical square
loop-type [12], respectively. For the noncontacting measurements, the most important thing is to design the loop, which
has broadband impedance matching and high resolution.
Those characteristics can make the loop receive the coupling signals efficiently. Because of the requirement of high
reliability, the design structure of signal coupler with the
characteristics of broadband, well directivity, and low loss is
needed. As indicated above, CPW structure has the features of
impedance matching and high bandwidth, and it can enhance
the efficiency of the probes. For that, the CPW loop-probe
circuits were used to investigate the novel noncontacting
structure in this study.
When the noncontacting probes are above DUT equipment, as Figure 1 shows, its input impedance can be calculated
by the transmission line method. First, the return loss (𝑆11 )
is obtained by the actual measurement data. If we assume
𝑆11 = 𝑎 + 𝑗𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the real and imaginary parts
of 𝑆11 value, respectively [13]. Consider

2. Design and Structure of
Noncontacting Probe

where 𝑍in1 , 𝑍in2 , and 𝑍in3 have their own real and imaginary
parts, and 𝑍in1 = 𝑅in1 + 𝑗𝑋in1 , 𝑍in2 = 𝑅in2 + 𝑗𝑋in2 , and
𝑍in3 = 𝑅in3 +𝑗𝑋in3 , respectively. After calculation, the probes’
impedance can easily be obtained from formula (2). 𝐴 in

2.1. Design the Loop-Type Probe. Recently, many kinds of
non-contacting-probe measurement technologies had been

𝑆11 =

𝑍in1 − 𝑍0
= 𝑎 + 𝑗𝑏,
𝑍in1 + 𝑍0

(1)
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Table 2: Information of the noncontacting loop-type probe.

L

Object
Feed-line
Loop

Port 3

Length
1 mm
1.8 mm

Width
0.3 mm
0.2 mm

Spacing
0.15 mm

Zin3
Microstrip line
Port 1

G

S

G

Port 2
(Z0 , 𝛾)

Feed-line
L

𝜃 = 𝛽𝓁
Zin2

Zin1

W

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of calculated impedance formula [3].

formulas (3) and (4) is tan𝛽𝑙 and 𝐵 is 𝑍0 𝑅in2 , respectively. One
has
𝑍in3 =

−𝑍0 𝑍in1 𝑍in2 + 𝑗𝑍in2 𝑍02 𝐴
𝑍0 𝑍in1 − 𝑍0 𝑍in2 + 𝑗𝐴 (𝑍in1 𝑍in2 − 𝑍02 )

Solder mask
Plated copper
Cu

(2)
Cu


2
𝑅in3 = 𝐵 ( ( − 𝑍0 𝑍in1  + 𝑍0 𝑅in1 𝑅in2 (1 + 𝐴2 𝑍0 )

Cu

(3)

2

× ( (𝑍0 𝑅in1 − 𝑍0 𝑅in2 − 𝐴𝑋in1 𝑅in2 )

2
𝐴𝑍02 )

Cu
Solder mask

−1

) )

Figure 3: Structure of the four-layer stacked substrate in this paper.

2

2

PP glue

Plated copper


2
𝑋in3 = 𝐵 ( (𝐴𝑅in2 𝑍in1  + 𝑍0 𝑅in2 [𝑋in1 (1 − 𝐴2 ) − 𝐴𝑍0 ])
× ( (𝑍0 𝑅in1 − 𝑍0 𝑅in2 − 𝐴𝑋in1 𝑅in2 )

PP glue

Substrate

−𝐴𝑍02 (2𝑋in1 − 𝐴𝑍0 ) )

+ (𝑍0 𝑋in1 + 𝐴𝑅in1 𝑅in2 −

Figure 2: Structure of the CPW loop-type probe.

−1

+ (𝑍0 𝑋in1 + 𝐴𝑅in1 𝑅in2 − 𝐴𝑍02 ) ) ) .
(4)
The design of noncontacting measurement probes with
this impedance in formulas (2)–(4) was made of CPW
structure, which consisted of feed-line and square loop. There
are some advantages for us using CPW structure to design
the noncontacting circuits. First, as in Figure 2, because the
loop (𝑆) and the reference ground (𝐺) are on the same plane,
the probe can reduce the size of the contact area. Second,
although the medium between the feed-line and the ground
is changed, the characteristic impedance has no apparent
variation. Third, the feed-line and the reference ground are
close to each other; the radiation loss can be easily decreased.
As the specific structure of noncontacting probe is shown in
Figure 3, the transmission line of square loop was 1.8 mm in
length and 0.2 mm in width; the feed-line was 1 mm in length
and 0.3 mm in width. The detailed data are shown in Table 2.

2.2. The Process Specification of Loop-Type Probe. The measurements for the board samples were formed by stacking
the different materials in a four-layer structure. As Figure 3
shows, the materials for four layers were copper, solder mask,
PP glue, and plated copper, respectively. The information of
the four-layer materials is shown in Table 3. As from top
layer to lowest one, the first layer was a pad with thickness
of 0.043 mm; the second and third layers were the looptype probe and the DUT, and both of their thicknesses
were 0.035 mm; the fourth layer was GND with thickness of
0.043 mm; thicknesses of the copper plated on layer 1 and
layer 4 were 0.025 mm; the thickness of solder mask was
0.053 mm, that of PP glue was 0.15 mm, and that of FR4 was
0.7 mm, respectively.

3. Reconstruction Theory
3.1. Derivation. As the transmission line is revealed in
Figure 4 and 5.3 GHz band pass filter is revealed in Figure 5,
a radiation model can be obtained from two DUTs; one is
transmission line and the other is 5.3 GHz filter. The loop
is measured and extracted by equivalent lump elements,
such as resistance, capacitance, and inductance, respectively.

4
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Table 3: Material thickness information.

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

Copper
Pad
Loop
DUT
GND

Material
Solder mask
PP glue
Substrate (FR4)
Plated copper

0.043 mm
0.035 mm
0.035 mm
0.043 mm

0.053 mm
0.15 mm
0.7 mm
0.025 mm

Table 4: Parameters of the noncontacting measurement model
(DUT: transmission line).
Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance

Ra
Rm
Ca
Cm
La
Lm

18 mΩ
6.8 kΩ
0.42 pF
0.07 pF
5.8137 nH
2.5 nH

Table 5: Parameters of the noncontacting measurement model
(DUT: three-dimensional stacked for 5.3 G filter).
Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance

Ra
Rm
Ca
Cm
La
Lm

18 mΩ
4.9 kΩ
0.42 pF
0.06094 pF
5.8137 nH
2.5 nH

Figure 4: Transmission line measurement.

From the measured 𝑆-parameters, we will show that the
simulation, measurement, and modeling results are matched.
Then, the coupling characteristics between the loop-type
probe and DUT can be found [14]. The equivalent model
and the parameters of the model in different DUTs are
shown in Figure 6. The test fixture’s effect will exist in the
DUTs. However, we have measured and eliminated the test
fixture’s by calibration with short, open, load, through (SOLT)
method.
In order to obtain the parameters of the modeling structure, formulas (5)–(10) are used to calculate the relation from
DUT to loop and the obtained results are shown in Tables 4
and 5 [15, 16]. Formula (5) is used to calculate the resistance
𝑅 and Figure 7(a) shows the structure for calculation. The
resistance can be obtained by resistivity of using material to
multiply the total length 𝐿 of the probe and to divide by
the cross-section area 𝐴 1 . Formulas (6) and (7) represent
the capacitance formed between the ground- (𝐺-) signal (𝑆)
gap of the CPW loop and Figure 7(b) shows the structure
of capacitance. A capacitance can be obtained by dielectric
constant of using material to multiply the parallel area 𝐴 2 of

Figure 5: Three-dimensional stacked structure for 5.3 G filter’s
measurement.

Ra1
L a1

Ca

Ra2
L a2

Cm

Rm

Lm

Figure 6: Noncontacting measurement model.

used electrode area and to divide by the medium’s thickness
𝑑. Consider
𝐿
(Ω)
𝐴1
𝐴
𝐶𝑎 = 𝜀𝑟 𝜀0 2 (Farad)
𝑑
𝑥2
𝑊𝜀
𝐴𝜀
𝑑𝑥.
𝐶𝑚 =
+∫
𝑑
𝑥1 √𝑑2 + 𝑥2
𝑅=𝜌

(5)
(6)
(7)

However, the self-inductance 𝐿 𝑎 and mutual inductance
𝐿 𝑚 of the CPW loop can be calculated from formulas (8)–
(10). The constant 𝑁 and 𝐼 are the loop number of coil and
the current on the path of coil. From formula (10) and the
structure in Figure 8(b), the coupling area 𝐴 is obtained from
the parallel edge areas, and the distance 𝑑 is the distance
between loop and DUT. Consider the following:
2ℓ
𝑤+𝑡
+ 0.50049 +
)
𝑤+𝑡
3ℓ
2√2𝜇0 𝐼
𝐵=
𝜋ℓ
𝑁𝐵𝑆
𝐿𝑚 =
(Henry) .
𝐼

𝐿 𝑎 = 2ℓ (ln

(8)
(9)
(10)

Therefore, the signals in noncontacting probe are
obtained by the coupling method, which is different from
traditional measurement method by using probes’ contacting
process. For that, a complete reduction theory to compensate
the being coupled signals measured by the noncontacting
probes is needed. The reduction theory for the noncontact
probe not only restores the characteristics of the DUT but
also creates the similar data with those of the traditional
contacting probes. As shown in Figure 9, each alphabet
represents a part of the physical model, while each number
represents that the position it is in of the circuit.
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A

L

d

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Probe parameters calculation. (a) Resistance and (b) capacitance.

L

S

A
x

d

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Parameters between loop and DUT calculation. (a) Mutual inductance and (b) dielectric capacitance.

If we set point 2 in Figure 9 as the reference point, then
we can calculate the input impedance (𝑍in ) from point 𝐴 to
point 2 shown in Figure 9. When point 𝑎 is connected to
point 𝑏 in shunt, then formula (12) is obtained. Under the
same process, point 𝑐 and point 𝑑 are connected in shunt,
and they can connect in series with ℎ to obtain formula (13).
As the same theorem is used, as point 𝑒 and point 𝑓 are
connected in shunt, they can connect with 𝑖 to obtain formula
(14). Since the model shown in Figure 9 is symmetrical, 𝑍in
can be calculated by multiplying 𝑗 by twice, minus 𝑎 by once,
and then being added to 𝑔. When the formula for 𝑍in is
substituted into formula (15) for calculation, the reflection
coefficient (𝑆11 ) for the designed noncontacting probe circuit
can be obtained. If we set formula (15) to be equal to formula
(14), the DUT impedance is obtained and set as alphabet
𝑔. When 𝑔 is put into the two-port traditional contacting
measurement model, as shown in Figure 10, the return loss
of DUT is obtained, as formula (15) shows. One has the
following:
𝑍 −𝑎
𝑆11 = in
(11)
𝑍in + 𝑎
ℎ=𝑎‖𝑏

(12)

𝑖 = [(𝑎 ‖ 𝑏) + 𝑐] ‖ 𝑑

(13)

𝑗 = {[[(𝑎 ‖ 𝑏) + 𝑐] ‖ 𝑑] + 𝑒} ‖ 𝑓

(14)

𝑄=

(𝑔 + 50) − 50
.
(𝑔 + 50) + 50

(15)

As we substitute 𝑆11 revealed in formula (18) into formula
(16), we can obtain the transmission coefficient (𝑆21 ). Since

the model has a symmetrical circuit, with the voltage division
rule as shown in formula (19), it suggests that the 𝑆21 value can
be calculated in the same process from either connector 𝐴 to
point 2 or connector 𝐵 to point 1; also, the DUT impedance,
𝑔, can be obtained. As shown in Figure 8, when 𝑔 is put into
the two-port traditional contacting measurement model, we
can obtain the insertion loss of DUT and that will result in
formula (17) as follows:
𝑆21 = 1 + 𝑆11
𝑄1 = 1 +

(𝑔 + 50) − 50
.
(𝑔 + 50) + 50

(16)
(17)

From the return loss and the insertion loss of the restoring
theory, the comparisons of model simulation by agilent
advanced design system (ADS) and the 3D EM simulation
by the analyzing results of high frequency structure simulator
(HFSS), the actual measurement values of DUT can completely be obtained. The two ports of noncontacting probe
were used to measure the DUT and transmission line and
the results are shown in Figure 9 that the simulation results
were close to the measurement ones. In order to confirm that
the restoring theory is workable, we changed the DUT from
transmission line to the filter (in Figure 10).
3.2. Results. Figures 11 and 12 show the comparisons of the
results obtained by the restoring theory, simulation, and
measurement. The results of the model simulation are in
accordance with those of 3D EM simulation. Nevertheless,
the return loss and the insertion loss are mismatched over
7 GHz, in which it has larger radiation loss in high frequency.
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b
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B
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c
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d
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e
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g
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Figure 9: Noncontacting measurement model. (a) Equivalent model with lumped component. (b) Equivalent model with alphabet replaced.
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Figure 10: Two-port traditional contacting measurement model.
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DUT: transmission line (S11 )
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Figure 11: Results of transmission line reconstruction. (a) Return loss. (b) Insertion loss.
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Figure 12: Results of filter reconstruction. (a) Return loss. (b) Insertion loss.

Therefore, the feature of a DUT shown in Figures 9 and 10
cannot be completely matched by the results obtained by the
lumped elements. Consider
𝑆11 = ({[𝑗 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) + 𝑓𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑒𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]

× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒))
× (𝑔4 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)

+𝑔 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)} (𝑏 − 𝑎)

× [(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑎 + 𝑏)

− {[𝑗 (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑓𝑑] 𝑏𝑎

+ 𝑎𝑏 (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑)] (𝑒 + 𝑓) (𝑖 + 𝑒)

+𝑔 (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) 𝑏𝑐})

+ 𝑔3 {[(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑎 + 𝑏)

× ({[𝑗 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) + 𝑓𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑒𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]
+𝑔 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)} (𝑏 + 𝑎)

+ (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]

− {[𝑗 (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑓𝑑] 𝑏𝑎
+𝑔(𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑)𝑏𝑐})

+ 2𝑏𝑑𝑓𝑗2 𝑖 [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐]

× [(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (2𝑗𝑓 + 2𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)

−1

(18)
((𝑔3 2𝑏𝑓𝑖𝑗 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑) (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)
+ 𝑔2 2𝑏𝑖𝑗 [𝑓𝑗 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑)
+ 𝑓 [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐)
+ (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐] (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑)
+ 𝑑 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)
× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)]
+ 𝑔2𝑏𝑓 [𝑗 [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐]
× (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑) + 𝑑𝑗 (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)
× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) + 𝑑 [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)
× (𝑑 + 𝑐)
+ (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐]
× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)]

+ [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]
× (𝑓 + 𝑒)]
+ (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑓 + 𝑒)
× [[(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐] (𝑎 + 𝑏)
+ (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]} (𝑖 + 𝑒)
+ 𝑔2 {[[(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐] (𝑎 + 𝑏)
+ (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]
× [(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (2𝑗𝑓 + 2𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)
+ [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]
× (𝑓 + 𝑒)]
+ [(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑎 + 𝑏)
+ (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]
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× [[(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]
× (2𝑗𝑓 + 2𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)

[2]

+ (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)
× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) 𝑗]} (𝑖 + 𝑒)
+ 𝑔 {[[(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]

[3]

× (𝑎 + 𝑏) + (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]
× (𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐) (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) 𝑗

[4]

+ [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]
× (2𝑗𝑓 + 2𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) + [(𝑓𝑑 + 𝑒𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑒𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐)
[5]

× (𝑎 + 𝑏)
+ (𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑑) 𝑎𝑏]
× [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒 + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑) (𝑑 + 𝑐) + 𝑗𝑑𝑐 + 𝑓𝑑𝑐]

[6]

× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) 𝑗} (𝑖 + 𝑒)
+ [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑐 + 𝑑) + (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐]

[7]

× {[(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) (𝑐 + 𝑑) + (𝑗 + 𝑓) 𝑑𝑐]
× (𝑎 + 𝑏) + [(𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒) + 𝑗𝑑 + 𝑓𝑑] 𝑎𝑏}

[8]

−1

× (𝑗𝑓 + 𝑗𝑒 + 𝑓𝑒)𝑗) )
×

ℎ
= 𝑆21 .
ℎ+𝑐

[9]

(19)

4. Conclusions
In this study, a novel noncontact measurement method
with the development of using loop-type near-filed probe
had been investigated; the transmission lines’ frequency
responses were measured by this loop-type probe. Another, a
radiation model to reconstruct transmission signals had been
delivered by equivalent capacitances, inductances, and resistances extracting, too. All parameter formulas in radiation
model had been provided and presented. The comparisons
of the performance responses among measurement, radiation
model, and electromagnetic simulation tool were fitting. We
had shown that the measurement method and radiation
model presented in this study were useful to evaluate circuit
signal performance and EMI/EMS design, like POP, SiP, and
subsystem PCB.
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A distributed feedback (DFB) laser of 808 nm is produced in this paper whose optical power is 2 W, cavity length is 3 mm, and
injecting width is 200 𝜇m. A second-order grating formed into an InGaP/GaAs/InGaP multilayer structure provides the optical
distributed feedback. The holographic lithography method is adopted to make Bragg gratings in p-waveguide layer (Λ = 240 nm)
of the GaAs epitaxial wafers. The best experimental conditions are determined by analyzing the surface morphology and threedimensional holographic grating. In addition, the output power data and wavelength of the distributed feedback laser emitting at
different temperatures are presented. And the wavelength varies with temperature at a rate of 0.062 nm/K. Finally, the conclusion
is drawn that this kind of DFB laser has a better temperature stabilized wavelength and narrower line width.

1. Introduction
Semiconductor diode laser emitting at 808 nm wavelength
is of particular interest for pumping Nd- and Yb-doped
solid state gain media, respectively [1]. The semiconductor
diode laser pumps for solid-state lasers have to be automatically temperature controlled to ensure that no appreciable
detuning occurs between the center of the pump wavelength
and the absorption peak. The stable output characteristics
can be acquired by using some wavelength-locked devices
or an etalon in the feedback loop of light. By acting as
a wavelength-locked device in a vertical-cavity surfaceemitting laser (VCSELS) the volume holographic gratings
(VHGS) which are produced outside the laser cavity can keep
a narrow spectral response and a small spatial acceptance
angle analysis in [2]. But the shortcomings of large size and
expensive preparation of VCSELS have confined the scope
of applications. Another possibility is the use of an internal
Bragg grating produced into the laser cavity. This method
can also satisfy the requirements of temperature stabilized
wavelength and narrow line width. These kinds of devices are
called distributed feedback (DFB) lasers or distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) lasers.

Figure 1 shows the differences between DBR lasers and
DFB lasers. As is depicted in Figure 1(a), DBR laser consists
of a passive DBR section and an active gain section. The DBR
section is produced at the rear side of the cavity. However
Fricke et al. [3] tell us that owing to the longitudinal mode
requirement DBR laser has a nonlinearity light-current characteristic. A DFB laser is shown in Figure 1(b); a Bragg grating
is placed in the active gain section or in p-waveguide layer
of the epitaxial wafers. The second-order grating acting as
a resonant cavity provides both optical distributed feedback
and light amplification. In this structure, the wavelength
varies with injection current, and the variation is governed by
the rate of wavelength that varies with the temperature. DFB
lasers with this structure can acquire a linear light-current
characteristic in a longitudinal mode.
In the 1970s, Nakemurra made a DFB laser with periodic
grating for the first time. In the last century, the development
of DFB laser gradually became mature. It is widely used
in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) communication
system. Laser pumping is a large market segment for highpower diode lasers in recent years, and 808 nm is the most
widespread pump wavelength. These two reasons lead to
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Figure 1: The structures of DBR and DFB lasers’ wafers.
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Figure 3: SEM image of the grating.
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Figure 2: Holographic optical path of the exposure. (1) 325 nm laser;
(2) sampling mirror; (3) power detector; (4) exposure switch; (5)
half mirror; (6) piezoelectric ceramic reflector; (7) total reflection
mirror; (8) UV beam expander; (9) collimating lens; (10) workpiece
support; (11) CCD; (12) control computer.
(nm)

a new wave of research about 808 nm DFB semiconductor
laser. In the late 2010s and early 2005s, in QPC and Alfalight
Inc., 808 nm DFB semiconductor lasers were developed. They
reported that the temperature dependence of the spectrum
was measured between 0.07 nm/K and 0.08 nm/K. In this
paper, a DFB laser operating at 808 nm is presented with
the rate of lasting output wavelength along with temperature
variation of 0.062 nm/K.

Length = 1.64 𝜇m Pt = 28.6 nm scale = 50.0 nm
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Figure 4: The graph of the depth of the grating.

2. Materials and Methods
The whole preparation of the DFB laser wafer can be
divided into three steps: the first epitaxial growth, grating
preparation, and the second epitaxial growth. The first
growth consists of 0.5 𝜇m N-GaAs (Si-doped) buffer, 0.05 𝜇m
N-Al𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 As (𝑥 = 0.05–0.55, Si-doped) gradient transition layer, 1.2 𝜇m N-Al0.55 Ga0.45 As (Si-doped) confinement
layer, 0.15 𝜇m Al𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 As (𝑥 = 0.55–0.25) gradient waveguide layer, 5 nm Al0.25 Ga0.75 As quantum well barrier layer,
4 nm Al0.07 Ga0.93 As quantum well layer, 5 nm Al0.25 Ga0.75 As

quantum well barrier layer, and 0.15 𝜇m Al𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 As (𝑥 =
0.25–0.55) gradient waveguide layer and an InGaP grating layer was prepared by metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD). The holographic lithography and
wet-chemical etching technology were utilized to produce
holographic grating in the InGaP grating layer. The secondorder grating was produced using an exposure system with a
325 nm He-Cd semiconductor laser. Figure 2 shows the holographic optical path of the exposure. The light path includes
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Figure 5: (a) Light-current characteristics of the DFB laser at the heat-sink temperature of 25∘ C. (b) Light-current characteristics of the DFB
laser at different temperatures (increment 5 K).

a half mirror, a total reflection mirror, and a control system. The thickness of the photoresist is 120 nm. The exposure power is 50 mW, the exposure time is 160 s, and the
development time is 6 s. Then the etchant is used to etch
lithographic sheet; the etching time is 40 s. After surface
cleaning, in the second epitaxial growth the remainder of
0.15 𝜇m Al𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 As (𝑥 = 0.25–0.55) gradient waveguide
layer, 0.1 𝜇m P-Al0.55 Ga0.5 As (Zn-doped) buffer layer, 1.2 𝜇m
P-Al0.55 Ga0.45 As (Zn-doped) confinement layer, 0.05 𝜇m
N-Al𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 As (𝑥 = 0.55–0.65) (Zn-doped) gradient transition layer, and a 0.3 𝜇m p-GaAs (Zn-doped) contact layer
were grown.

3. Results and Discussion
We produced the epitaxial wafer which was prepared by using
the above experimental conditions and technique into a DFB
laser. The DFB laser’s optical power is 2 W, cavity length is
3 mm, and injecting width is 200 𝜇m. The optical power at
different heat-sink temperatures is measured utilizing the
power detector.
Figures 3 and 4 show the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image and the AFM image of the grating. According
to the relation
𝜎=

𝑏
,
Λ

(1)

where 𝜎 is the duty cycle, 𝑏 is the slit spacing of grating, and
Λ is the period of grating. According to Figure 3, we can find
that 𝑏 = 70.8 nm, Λ = 242.8 nm, and 𝜎 ≈ 0.29; the grating has
uniformly distributed stripes, good surface morphology, and
excellent coupling characteristics. The depth of the grating is
about 20 nm. This is a second-order grating; it can eliminate
degenerate modes which the first-order grating generates,
output single mode, and improve the characteristics of the
light beam. The above data were determined resulting in a
coupling coefficient 𝜅𝐿 of value of only 1.

Figure 5 shows light-current characteristics of the 808 nm
DFB laser at different temperatures. The threshold current is
0.52 A and the slope efficiency is 0.67 W/A near threshold
at the heat-sink temperature 𝑇 of 25∘ C. This efficiency is
the result of the coupling coefficient 𝜅 of the Bragg grating.
Characteristic temperature can be used to describe the
effect of operating characteristics of semiconductor laser on
temperature, according to the relation
𝑇=

𝑇1 − 𝑇2
,
ln (𝐼th (𝑇1 ) /𝐼th (𝑇2 ))

(2)

where 𝑇 is the characteristic temperature, 𝐼th (𝑇1 ) is the
threshold current at the temperature of 𝑇1 , and 𝐼th (𝑇2 ) is
the threshold current at the temperature of 𝑇2 . As discussed
by Schultz et al. [4] the larger 𝑇 is, the better temperature
characteristics of the device will be. In this paper the characteristic temperature (𝑇) is 77 K. This DFB laser’s characteristic
temperature is significantly lower than conventional lasers.
Figure 6 shows the optical spectra of the DFB laser in the
temperature range of 20∘ C∼55∘ C. A wavelength spacing of
approximately 0.98 nm is observed between the main peaks.
The output wavelengths were found to be in the range from
807 nm to 809 nm. Figure 7 shows the wavelength shift of the
DFB laser at different heat-sink temperatures. We found that
the rate of lasting output wavelength along with temperature
variation is 0.062 nm/K. The rate is lower than 0.067 nm/K
in [5]. The output wavelength has been locked; the Bragg
wavelength and the output spectrum have been narrowed for
a wide range of heat-sink temperatures. Without the Bragg
gratings, the output wavelength of the laser will be very
dependent. So the Bragg gratings are effective to overcome
the wavelength shift.

4. Conclusions
The wavelength of the 808 nm laser was locked by producing
the Bragg grating into the InGaP/GaAs/InGaP multilayer
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structure. Then a laser with single longitudinal mode and
narrow injecting width was acquired. For lasers with different
wavelengths, the grating period can be changed to achieve
wavelength-locking. So this method can be widely used in
almost all sorts of lasers and the holographic lithography
method can be adopted to make Bragg gratings. There is room
for optimization of the uniformity of grating with regard to
diffraction efficiency, by considering the trade-offs between
locking range, output spectrum, and power efficiency.
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Infrared thermography has been widely used in various domains to measure the temperature distributions of objects and surfaces.
The methodology can be further extended to 3D applications if the spatial information of the temperature distribution is available.
This paper proposes a 3D infrared imaging approach based on silhouette volume intersection to reconstruct volumetric temperature
data of enclosed objects. 3D IR images are taken from various angles and integrated with 2D RGB images to effectively reconstruct
a 3D model of the object’s temperature distributions. Various automatic thresholding methods are also compared and evaluated
by reprojection scoring to systematically assess the effectiveness and accuracy of the different approaches. Experiment results have
demonstrated the ability of the system to provide an estimate to the 3D location of an internal heat source from images taken
externally.

1. Introduction
Technology improvements in infrared imaging have facilitated the use of thermal imaging in an increasing number
of fields. Most methods only employ 2D thermal images
since these are easily obtainable. However, although the
thermal images scans can provide the heat distributions as 2D
projections, they cannot provide depth or 3D information of
the heat source. For example, it is possible to deduce from a
2D thermal image that a heat source exists; however, the heat
source’s distance from the scanner cannot be readily deduced
from one single image.
The utilization of thermal imaging has been useful in
electrical systems, particularly with respect to monitoring
or warning applications, where there is often an increase in
temperature before catastrophic breakdowns. While temperature increase may not be easily detectable by visuals systems
utilizing visible light, such as the human visual system or
cameras, such increase in temperature can be observed
using infrared thermography apparatus. However, infrared
thermography usually provides 2D images for temperature
measurement and from the images alone it may be difficult
to determine the distance or the relative position of the

temperature increase, which may be the location of the failed
components.
We propose a method to determining the 3D location
of a heat source via multiple 2D infrared thermography
(IRT) images acquired using a thermal imager. The proposed
method is useful in pinpointing the location of a failed
component within closed electrical systems and preventing
possible catastrophic breakdowns via early detection. In our
work, 2D IRT images are taken around a closed electrical system which encloses a heat source. From the heat distribution
in the IRT images and the locations where the images are
acquired, we use volume intersection method to reconstruct
a 3D model of the system, integrated along with the observed
heat distributions. Based on the reconstructed 3D model
and the projected heat distribution map, we can determine
the location of the most intense region and thus deducing
the possible faulty component or reason for failure. In this
manner, early and quick detection is made possible solely
by external observations without having to take the system
apart. The proposed method can be effectively applied to the
examination of various power related systems to improve the
efficiency in failure detection and the safety of the overall
system.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides brief background on related work and the selected
methods and Section 3 describes the proposed approach.
Section 4 provides the experiment results and discussions,
and finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Background
Infrared thermal images are acquired by thermographic
cameras which detect radiation in the infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum and produce images that visualized the intensity of the radiation. Since all objects above the
absolute zero emit infrared radiations, thermography is quite
useful in acquiring informative images of the environment
with or without visible illumination. Recent works on the
acquisition of 3D surface temperature distribution have
included structured lighting as a method to acquire 3D
surface information [1, 2]. However, the approaches require
additional hardware, such as a light source projector, a laser
range finder, or other sensors to be used in conjunction
to the thermal cameras, thus increasing the complexity of
the hardware setup and reconstruction process, as well as
the cost in the required computation time. For example, in
[3], terrestrial laser scanning, close range photogrammetry,
and thermal imagery were used in conjunction to record
the 3D data for world heritage monuments. Also, in [4], the
authors proposed an approach to map terrestrial and airborne
infrared images onto existing building models. On the whole,
the integration of 3D and infrared thermal data is still a topic
with significant research potentials.
The thermographic device used in this work is equipped
with a colour camera which can be used to capture the shapes
and colours of objects within the scene. In the proposed
method, we intend to perform 3D reconstruction of the object
using the acquired colour images. After a preliminary investigation and survey, we eliminated methods which require
sophisticated setup and equipment, as well as methods which
are sensitive to environmental parameters, and decided to
use the shape from silhouette method, also known as shape
from contours, for this application. Shape from silhouette
was first proposed in the 70s [6], the method requires input
images of the object taken from different view angles, and the
contours of the object are then extracted from each image and
used to “carve out” the 3D shape of the object by intersection
with a virtual cube. The method is robust in the sense that
a 3D model of the object can be reconstructed as longs as
the contours of the object and the view angles of the images
are obtainable. The accuracy of the reconstructed 3D models
can be improved by providing more details of the extracted
contours, improving the accuracy of the estimated view angle,
and most importantly acquiring more images of the object
from different view angles, covering as much of the object as
possible. The shape from contours method does not require
sophisticated setup and equipment and can be readily applied
to our purposes. In our application, the thermal imager takes
regular 2D colour images and the thermal images of the
object simultaneously, making image acquisition a one-step

Figure 1: Thermal imager FLUKE Ti32.

Table 1: FLUKE Ti32 specifications [5].
Temperature measurement range
(not calibrated below −10∘ C)
Temperature measurement
accuracy
Image capture frequency
Detector type
Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Total pixels
Infrared spectral band
Minimum focus distance

−20∘ C to +600∘ C
±2∘ C or 2% (at 25∘ C nominal)
9 Hz or 60 Hz
320 × 240
≤0.045 degrees C and 45 mK
76800
7.5 𝜇m to 14 𝜇m
46 cm

procedure. The rest of the processing can then be performed
offline.

3. Proposed Approach
We propose a method to determining the 3D location of a
heat source via multiple 2D infrared thermography images
acquired using a thermal imager as shown in Figure 1, with
the specifications of the device given in Table 1 [5].
The proposed method is useful in pinpointing the location of a failed component within a closed electrical systems
and preventing possible catastrophic breakdowns via early
detection. In our work, 2D IRT images are taken around a
closed electrical system which encloses a heat source.
In this paper, we constructed several simulated environments to test the proposed method. Figure 2 shows the
concept of the system for our experiment and the steps in the
proposed method. A thermal imager is used to capture thermal images of a covered metallic container, which contains a
heating element to provide a heat source for detection. The
container and the heater are controlled by a control circuit.
2D IRT images captured by the thermal imager from different
directions are analyzed and used to reconstruct a 3D model
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Figure 2: (a) Concept of the experiment setup and (b) steps in the proposed method.

of the object. From the reconstructed 3D model, we can then
determine the location of the heat source in 3D space by
projecting the thermal distributions from the images. During
the entire experiment, the heat source is not visible from
outside the container; as a result, the location of the heat
source can only be determined by thermal image projections.
Although the heat source is not visible from outside the
metallic container, by heat conduction, the heat is able to
transfer to the surface of the container and radiated outwards
towards the sensors. The thermal imager has two sensors;
one for the reception of visible light and the other sensor is
for the reception of infrared radiation. The thermal imager is
able to pick up the radiation and measure the temperature.
The other sensor is able to capture colour images of the
object. Both the thermal and colour images of the object are

processed to remove excess components and to enhance the
more significant information. We propose the following steps
for processing the acquired images and determining the 3D
location of the heat source: automatic thresholding, camera
calibration, volume intersection by silhouette, temperature
mapping, and reprojection scoring.
Automatic segmentation is used to remove noisy signals
from the thermal images. In the thresholding techniques evaluated in [7], Otsu’s method [8] and entropy method [9] have
shown better performances. Therefore, in our work, these two
methods are selected to perform automatic thresholding of
the thermal images.
Camera calibration is used to determine the camera’s
locations when the images are acquired [10]. The parameters obtained from calibration are used along with volume
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intersection by silhouette [11] to obtain the 3D model of
the object. The temperature distributions are mapped onto
the 3D model also based on the parameters obtained from
calibration. Finally, the 3D model is examined to determine
the location of the heat source.
3.1. Automatic Segmentation. Reprojection is a common
method for evaluation in 3D reconstruction; it is used to
determine the accuracy of the reconstructed 3D model.
There are several issues for reprojection evaluation [12];
these include having a priori knowledge of the projected
depth and the use of iterative algorithms and there is no
guarantee of convergence in all cases. This paper adjusts
the uses reprojection evaluation and uses it to determine
reprojection scoring. Figure 3 provides an illustration of
reprojection scoring, where the projected image is segmented
into foreground and background via thresholding. There are
two steps: the first step is the projection transformation
between the different coordinate systems and the second step
is to determine whether the reprojected point successfully
intersects the foreground image for score calculation.
The proposed method uses automatic thresholding to
perform segmentation in the thermal images. In the thermal
images, regions with higher temperatures will be shown in
lighter colours, as shown in Figure 4, where the vertical scale
on the right hand side indicates the temperature corresponding to the gradient of colours. As can be seen from Figure 4,
the highest temperature in the image is around 146.6∘ F,
indicated in yellow, and the cooler background regions have
temperature of 88.3∘ F, shown in dark blue.
3.1.1. Segmentation Using Otsu’s Method. There are many different approaches to image segmentation; they can roughly be

categorized into threshold-based, region-based, and motionbased [13]. Among these approaches, threshold-based segmentation is better suited to our purposed method. In the
thresholding techniques evaluated in [7], Otsu’s method [8]
and entropy method [9] have shown better performances.
Therefore, in our work, these two methods are selected to
perform automatic segmentation of the thermal images.
Otsu’s method was proposed in 1979 and assumes that
the image is composed of two classes (e.g., a foreground and
a background). The optimum threshold for segmentation is
calculated by minimizing the intraclass variance [8]. In Otsu’s
method, the intensity variance of the image is represented by
𝜎2 as in
𝜎2 = 𝜎𝑤2 + 𝜎𝑏2 ,

(1)

where 𝜎2 is the intensity variance, 𝜎𝑤2 is the with-in class
variance, and 𝜎𝑏2 is the between-class variance. The variance
𝜎𝑤2 needs to be minimized with respect to the weighted sum
of the variances of the two classes as shown in
𝜎𝑤2 = 𝜔1 𝜎12 + 𝜔2 𝜎22 ,

(2)

where 𝜎12 and 𝜎22 are the variances and 𝜔1 and 𝜔2 are the
weights of the two classes, respectively. The two classes are
defined based on a threshold, t, such that pixels with values
smaller than 𝑡 are considered to be in class 1, and values equal
to or larger than 𝑡 are considered to be in class 2.
On the other hand, minimizing 𝜎𝑤2 implies maximizing
2
𝜎𝑏 , which is given by
2

2

𝜎𝑏2 = 𝜔1 (𝜇1 − 𝜇) + 𝜔2 (𝜇2 − 𝜇) ,

(3)

where 𝜇 is the overall mean intensity and 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 are the
mean intensities for the two classes. These parameters can
be optimized by iteratively calculating the class means and
variances for a given image to determine the best threshold
for segmentation.
3.1.2. Segmentation by Entropy. Entropy has often been used
as a measurement across multiple disciplines such as thermodynamics, cosmology, and information theory. Suppose, for
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Table 2: Reprojection measures for the light bulb.

View
𝑆Entropy (%)
𝑆Otsu (%)

1
93.24
93.92

2
93.98
91.81

3
93.27
93.18

4
93.41
91.81

5
93.80
93.49

6
93.91
91.38

7
93.05
93.06

8
93.18
91.47

9
93.78
93.37

10
93.37
91.49

11
93.88
93.63

12
93.79
91.40

Average
93.55
92.50

10
83.77
79.77

11
84.69
79.65

12
86.17
81.54

Average
91.01
87.53

Table 3: Reprojection measures for the computer case.
View
𝑆Entropy (%)
𝑆Otsu (%)

1
87.00
78.20

2
91.63
85.21

3
98.60
92.66

4
98.52
98.00

5
99.94
99.58

6
99.75
96.47

an image with intensity values of 0 to 255, the probability of
intensity 𝑖 occurring in an image is given by 𝑃𝑖 ; the entropy
measures for the two classes are given by
𝑡−1

𝑃𝑖
𝑃
× log2 𝑖 ,
𝜔
𝜔
1
𝑖=0 1

𝐸1 = −∑

255

𝑃
𝑃
𝐸2 = −∑ 𝑖 × log2 𝑖 ,
𝜔
𝜔
2
𝑖=𝑡 2

(4)

where 𝑡 represents the threshold used to segment the two
classes as described in Section 3.1 and 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 are the
entropies for the two classes. The goal is to iteratively adjust
the threshold such that the entropies can be maximized.
3.2. Reprojection Measure. In 3D reconstruction, reprojection error is a common method for evaluation, used in
determining the accuracy of the reconstructed model. The
reprojection process has been described with respect to
Figure 3 in the previous section. In this section, we present
the calculation for the scoring.
After the segmentation process, the thermal image is
separated into foreground and background. The foreground
is used to reconstruct the thermal distribution on the 3D
model of the object from multiple viewing angles. After the
reconstruction has been completed, surface points on the 3D
model are reprojected back into the input image to determine
the accuracy of reconstruction. The numbers of pixels that are
reprojected correctly into the foreground regions of the input
images are counted as the reprojection score. In (5), 𝑆RP is the
intersection between the reprojection of the surface voxels in
the 3D model, 𝑆voxel , and the foreground of the input image,
𝑆pixel . Consider
𝑆RP = 𝑆voxel ∩ 𝑆pixel ,

(5)

 
𝑆 
𝑆 =   RP   .
𝑆
 voxel 

(6)

The overall score is the ratio between 𝑆RP and 𝑆voxel . If
the reprojections from the surface voxels in the 3D model
are correct and match every foreground pixels in the image,
a score of 100% would be obtained.

7
94.16
91.85

8
89.29
85.27

9
78.62
82.15

4. Experiment Results
We used three different setups with heat sources to test our
approach: a light bulb, a computer case with an internal heat
source, and a metal container with an internal heat source.
Both the computer case and the metal container’s heat sources
are not visible from the outside.
Therefore, we have to rely entirely on the thermal images
to determine the locations of the heat sources within the
containers. Image of the setup and the reconstructed 3D
models are shown in Figures 5 to 7.
In Figure 5, the top left subfigure shows the heat distribution within the 3D model. From the thermal mapped
3D model, the location of the highest temperature can be
estimated. The bottom left subfigure shows an extracted
subregion of the 3D model to observe the heat distribution
more closely without the irrelevant voxels. The right subfigure
shows the 3D model being projected onto the 2D image.
From the projected image, it can be observed that the highest
temperature occurs near the top of the light bulb.
The reconstructed images shown in Figure 6 were not as
successful. The reason might be that the computer case is
too thick for the internal heat source to be detected from the
outside by the thermal imager. Nevertheless, from the top left
subfigure which shows the reconstructed 3D model with the
thermal mappings, we can still roughly estimate the location
of the highest temperature within the case.
In Figure 7, the top left subfigure has been trimmed to
show the location of the heat source, since the container is
rather large and the heat source is not easily visible without
removal of the external voxels. From the 3D models, we can
once again estimate the location of the highest temperature
within the metal container, even if the heat source is not
visible from outside the container.
Tables 2 to 4 show the reprojections measure when automatic segmentations are performed using entropy and Otsu’s
methods. The first column of the table provides the index for
the different number of views. During the experiments, the
objects are placed on a turntable and rotated as images are
taken. A total of 12 images are taken for 360∘ of rotation, with
30∘ between the acquisitions of successive images. The second
and third columns are the reprojection measures when 3D
models are constructed using images segmented with the
entropy and Otsu’s methods, respectively. Table 2 shows the
result for the light bulb experiment; from the value we can
see that the entropy method provides better reprojection than
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Table 4: Reprojection measures for the metal container.

View
𝑆Entropy (%)
𝑆Otsu (%)

1
98.35
94.42

2
96.72
94.20

3
98.45
94.12

4
97.50
96.69

5
99.03
95.00

6
98.59
97.18

7
97.15
97.10

8
97.03
96.08

9
98.18
97.96

10
98.37
97.87

11
99.27
97.38

12
99.65
96.87

Average
98.19
96.24
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Figure 5: A light bulb and the reconstructed 3D model with thermal mappings.
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Figure 6: A computer case and the reconstructed 3D model with thermal mappings.

Otsu’s method, implying that the entropy segmentation leads
to a more accurate 3D model.
Table 3 shows the result for the computer case experiment. As can be seen from the values, the average reprojection measures for this experiment are lower than the
values in Table 3. This phenomenon has also been observed

previously with respect to Figure 6, where it was mentioned that the resultant models are not as successful. As
a result, the reconstructed 3D model is not as accurate,
leading to lower reprojection measures. Nevertheless, in this
experiment, entropy also provides better reprojection than
Otsu’s method. Table 4 shows the reprojections measures
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Figure 7: A metal container and the reconstructed 3D model with thermal mappings.
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Figure 8: Comparison of reconstructed and measured temperatures.

for the metal container. This experiment has been quite
successful and the reprojection measures are better than in
the previous two experiments. It can also be observed that,
like in the previous two experiments, the model constructed
from entropy segmentation provides better reprojection than
Otsu’s segmentation.
To determine the accuracy of the reconstructed temperature distribution, we measured the temperatures at different
locations using thermometers and compare the measured
temperatures with the reconstructed temperatures. Figure 8
shows the results of the comparison, where the red and blue
dots, respectively, represent the reconstructed and measured
temperatures measured at different points on the object.
From the figure, it can be seen that there are some locations
with larger differences. The reason is that the thermometers
are placed in direct contact with the object, where the

surface temperatures are often higher than detected by
the thermal imager. As a result, the values measured by
the thermometer are often higher than the reconstructed
values at corresponding locations. Nevertheless, despite the
temperature differences, the reconstructed 3D thermal model
is still capable of showing locations with higher temperatures
within a closed system and provides a general idea of the
temperature distribution from external sensors alone.
From the experiments results, we can see that the proposed system is able to reconstruct reasonable 3D models
from the images acquired by the thermal imager. Moreover,
we can integrate thermal images with the 3D model to
estimate the location of the heat source even if it is not visible
from the outside of the container. From the reprojection
measures, it can also be seen that the entropy approach provides better segmentation results, leading to more accurate
3D models. Therefore, in future experiment we may consider
the usage of the entropy approach for segmentation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper a 3D infrared imaging system based on silhouette volume intersection has been proposed to reconstruct
the volumetric temperature data. The system uses silhouette
volume intersection to reconstruct 3D model of the objects
in the thermal images. We compared the entropy and Otsu’s
methods for automatic segmentation and use reprojection
scoring to determine the accuracy of the reconstructed
3D models. For evaluation, reprojection scoring is used to
systematically determine the effectiveness and accuracy of the
different approaches. In all three experiments, segmentations
using entropy have provided better results than Otsu’s methods.
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From the experiment result, we have shown that the
system is able to integrate 3D and thermal data to produce
a 3D model which has thermal data overlaid upon it, thus
providing approximations to the locations of the heat sources.
This kind of model is useful when one needs to determine
the location of the heat source, which may not be visible,
from outside the container; such as in various power related
systems, to improve the efficiency in failure detection and the
safety of the overall system.
Currently, the proposed method assumes uniform heat
distribution between the heat source and the external casing,
which may also account for the differences in the measured
and reconstructed temperatures. In the future, the method
can be modified to cater for cases with different media and
include multiple heat transfer functions, such that more
accurate reconstructed results can be obtained.
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This study aimed to investigate the indicators of the wedding photography apparel product system in order to construct the wedding
photography apparel product system indicators and analyze the hieratical weights of the wedding photography apparel product
system indicators. By using the Delphi method and the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, this study constructed the questionnaire
for wedding photography apparel product system indicator weights. This study used the mean and standard deviation to learn about
the distribution of opinions of the experts and scholars. According to the findings of this study, for the fuzzy weight analysis results
of the wedding photography apparel product system indicators, the most important indicators are the product-service indicators.
Moreover, for the product-service indicators, the wedding apparel package service is the most important. For the information
platform indicator, the wedding apparel style opinion platform is the most important. For the maintenance and recycling indicators,
the wedding apparel second-hand auction/donation is the most important. For the sales market indicators, the wedding apparel
store sales/rental is the most important. The main purpose of the indicators of the wedding photography apparel product system
constructed in this study is to propose detailed items and connotations to provide a substantial reference and basis of business
strategic indicators for the wedding photography enterprises.

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Background and Motives. Nowadays, most of
studies focus on operation of bridal photography companies.
According to literature review, the researchers realize that,
in early times, bridal photography companies had package
service of lease. It means that photography companies started
including related upstream and downstream services as
multiple operations. Lease of dress and overall modeling are
important new items. Currently, expenditures of bridal photography are high. Thus, many young people try to be simple
and save money. There is the rise of green wedding or selfservice wedding dress. In the market, there are various kinds
of companies of wedding dress lease. Some discounts are
cheaper than purchase or lease of one piece of dress. In fairs of
sales, wedding dress companies introduce different discounts
and dresses. Thus, this study tries to explore the aspect. In

addition, in bridal photography industry, the subjects who
are going to get married are the main customers. Those who
are not married tend to be neglected. In order to construct
multiple customer-oriented product-service systems, sources
of new customers are extremely important. How to meet
customers’ needs, enhance quality of product service, and
control customers’ needs is the research motive on operation
of bridal photography companies.
1.2. Research Purposes. According to narrative research background and motivation, the wedding market supply and
demand of today’s presentation is accompanied, complex,
and varied, resulting in wedding photography industry
development and management. The wedding market will be
subject to a severe test if the wedding photography companies
set product-service system platform in service projects, providing more convenient personal studios. The general public
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Figure 1: Research structure.

and related industries employ designers to create mutual
operational effect, but the establishment of the existence of
product-service system performance problems, the direction
for the subsequent investigation. By investigating enterprises
to explore the bride dress wedding photography company
to construct a production system, the results of which aim
to work out that it can bring real help to the wedding photography industry, and as a wedding photography company’s
innovative business services strategy reference.

2. Literature Review
(1) Current Situation and Development of Wedding Dress
Industry in Taiwan. The bridal photography in Taiwan was
launched in the 1970s. However, the development in different
places of Taiwan was inconsistent. Generally speaking, it
started from cities to countryside. In order to explain the
process of the transformation, the said researcher divided it
into three stages with corresponding times: beginning stage
(1970s), transformation stage (1980s), and package service
stage (1990s till present). Noticeably, in the same years,
different places in Taiwan might experience different development stages. Thus, the classification by characteristics of
development would be more precise. Characteristics of three
stages are briefly introduced below. At beginning stage, photo
studios started providing lease of wedding dress and became
wedding service industry. At transformation stage, model
of wedding dress stores was established. The new industry
offered the services of wedding photography, wedding dress,
and bridal modeling in the same studios [1].
(2) Product-Service Systems (PSS). Product-service systems
are widely adopted. “Product-service systems” mean the
products and services to satisfy consumers’ needs. Such a
model of meeting the “environmental protection” demand by
“selling service” is in line with the concept of “PSS (productservice system).” “PSS” is based on environmental protection
and economic considerations [2–5]. It combines product and
service to satisfy the consumption demand in order to realize
the purpose of dematerialization of the product [6, 7].
Three categories proposed by Tukker are the main indicators. “Product-oriented” and the business model to sell
physical products. However, other services will be offered.
As to “use-oriented,” product-service systems are based on
products. It aims to accomplish goals by using products.
Users do not necessarily have the ownership of products.
The ownership tends to belong to service providers. Products
are usually used by different or multiple users. As to “resultoriented,” when users are in need, service providers offer

the result which directly satisfies users. The result might not
be necessarily related to specific products. Based on three
orientations, there are 8 categories [7].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Research Structure. This study first reviewed the literature
relating to wedding photography apparel and product-service
system to summarize the overall concept and developmental
history. Then, Delphi method was applied to develop operational indicators. Based on the expert questionnaire survey
results, this study designed the “questionnaire for constructing the indicator weights of wedding photography apparel.”
The questionnaire aims to compute management-oriented
dimension, design-oriented dimension, use-oriented and
consumption-oriented dimension weight values, and serially
integrated weight by using FAHP (Figure 1).
3.2. Research Processes. Based on the above concepts, this
study collected relevant literature to determine the theme and
scope of the research. After literature review and discussion,
the research purpose and questions were clarified: collect
the relevant literature to form the research concepts, and
determine the research theme. The discussed contents of the
literature include (1) planning ideas and current situations
of wedding photography companies; (2) wedding photography apparel product planning and current development
situations; (3) review of the literature related to wedding
photography apparel; (4) discussing wedding photography
apparel product planning and constructing research literature
analysis; and (5) illustration of Delphi method and FAHP
procedure.
The research framework was constructed by collecting
and reviewing the literature. The system indicators, dimensions, and question items of wedding photography apparel
based on the literature analysis were sent to the 12 experts
for discussion using the two-stage Delphi method. After
retrieval of the questionnaires, views of experts and scholars
were integrated to modify, add, or delete the questions. After
calculation of consent rate, the wedding photography apparel
product system indicators were confirmed. Based on this,
the “questionnaire survey for wedding photography apparel
system weight indicators” was developed.
Next, the 18 experts were invited to fill in the questionnaires to investigate the wedding photography apparel product system indicator weights. After questionnaires on indicator weights were recovered, FAHP was used to calculate and
analyze the indicator weights. According to the relevant literature, the research results were discussed and summarized. At
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Figure 2: Research processes.
Table 1: Research subjects.
Number Industry/academia
1
Gennysu wedding dress mall
2
Research subjects of the
Delphi method
relative weight analysis of the
experts (12 experts)
indicators (18 experts)

People Years
1

10

France & Taipei

1

11

3

Kaohsiung Fei Li Wedding Dress

1

8

4

Fashionmonger Wedding

1

9

5

Cang-ai Wedding

1

10

6

Milan Wedding

1

10

7

Ling Tung University, Department of Fashion Design

2

8

8

Shu-Te University, Department of Fashion Design

2

12

9

Shih Chien University, Department of Fashion Design
and Merchandising

2

6

10

Kaohsiung wedding dress (self-service wedding dress)

2

10–12

11

B.H WEDDING (self-service wedding dress)

2

5

12

MAC bridal photography studio (self-service wedding
dress)

2

8

Source: compiled by this study.

last, the research results and suggestions were proposed, and
the research report was prepared to complete the research, as
shown in Figure 2.
3.3. Research Subjects
(1) Delphi Method Experts. There is fixed model for the
selection of Delphi method experts. In general, Delphi
method requires 15–20 experts. In addition, there are two
considerations: one is the number of experts needed to
obtain representativeness; another is the researcher’s ability
to process information [8]. According to a study in Taiwan,

the number of experts is highly flexible, possibly in the
range from 10 to 15. This study was conducted using Delphi
method to collect the expert opinions. The questionnaire
was named as “questionnaire for constructing the indicator
weights of wedding photography apparel.” The construction of indicators is based on chain wedding photography
companies and private profit-making firms. Therefore, this
study selected experts as representatives from both fields.
A total of 12 experts were invited, and their professional
fields met the requirements of this study. Hence, the results
have considerable contributions to the establishment and
assessment of system indicators (Table 1).
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(2) Research Subjects of the Relative Weight Analysis of the
Indicators. After the retrieval of the two-stage Delphi expert
questionnaires, this study developed the “questionnaire for
constructing the indicator weights of wedding photography
apparel products and services.” The selection of the 18 experts
was mainly based on the integration of theory and practice.
Therefore, the questionnaire was considerably difficult to
answer, requiring careful consideration of logic relationship.
This study contacted experts and scholars for discussion
before mailing the questionnaires to them, in order to
increase the recovery rate (Table 1).
3.4. Research Tools. An effective measuring tool (questionnaires) includes three features: validity, reliability, and practicality. Validity means measuring tool can correctly measure
idiosyncratic degree of the measured object; reliability means
consistency or stability of the measured results; practicability
concerns economical efficiency, convenience, and explanatory [9]. Thus, the complication and implementation of
research tool should have validity and practicality.
(1) Questionnaires for Establishment of Wedding Photography Apparel Product System Indicators and Implementation.
Delphi technique is a technical integrated research method
and a group decision making method. The group members
express their views on some issue anonymously in writing
to reach consensus on the complicated issues. In addition,
the Delphi technique was originally conceived as a way to
obtain the opinion of experts without necessarily bringing
them together face to face. Thus, the Delphi technique is also
called expert judgment method. Based on expert knowledge
and experience, a specific issue is answered repeatedly at least
three times till the experts reached the consensus [10, 11].
(2) Compilation of Questionnaires for Wedding Photography
Apparel System Indicator Weights and Implementation. This
study constructed wedding photography apparel product
indicator weight system. The confirmed measuring indicators
in the 2-stage Delphi expert questionnaires were used to
develop “questionnaires for indicators of wedding photography apparel product system indictor weights.” The experts
and scholars evaluated importance of indicators through
pairwise comparison check. The evaluation has five scales:
“absolutely important,” “very important,” “more important,”
“slightly important,” and “equally important.” There were 18
experts and scholars participating in the questionnaires.
3.5. Data Processing
(1) Descriptive Analysis. The data were analyzed for the mean
and standard deviation of the indicators of the wedding
photography apparel product system, in order to determine
the importance of the indicators.
(2) Constructing the Wedding Photography Apparel Product System Using the Delphi Method. By literature review
and the two-stage expert Delphi method modification, this
study constructed the wedding photography apparel product
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system indicators. According to the research purposes and
questionnaire scoring system, the systematic summary and
computation reveal the opinion distribution of experts and
scholars.
(3) Application of Software Expert Choice 2000. The “make
model” function of the software Expert Choice 2000 was
used to analyze the questionnaire results and construct the
hierarchical structure system model for the wedding photography apparel product system indicators. Furthermore,
based on the expert’s selection and judgment value matrix,
this study conducted the consistency analysis for each item
using the subfunction of “importance” of the function of
“compare.” In addition, this study analyzed the overall expert
selection and judgment value matrix and conducted the
comparative analysis of hierarchical indicators to obtain the
relative weights of various groups of indicators.
(4) Wedding Photography Apparel Product System Indicator
Weight Analysis (FAHP). This study developed the weight
questionnaire with indicators of the “wedding photography
apparel product system indicator” and adopted FAHP to
analyze the weight. The relative importance of the wedding
photography apparel product system indicators, as well as the
weights of various items or criteria, was obtained. Moreover,
the consistency of the results was measured by C.I. value and
C.R. value tests.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Discussion on the Questionnaire Results. According to the
first stage expert Delphi method results, the consent rate of
all question items has reached 90%, suggesting that experts
and scholars have reached a high degree of consensus. The
average of some question items is lower than 4.0. However,
these are the results of the first stage expert questionnaire.
According to the second stage expert results, the consent rate
of all question items has reached 90%, suggesting that experts
and scholars have reached a degree of consensus in the system
indicator dimensions, indicators, and question items. In
addition, the questionnaire items are in the stable distribution
state, indicating that all experts have reached consensus in the
second stage. Therefore, the expert questionnaire survey can
be stopped [12].
This study summarized the first and the second expert
questionnaire results for comparison. Except for some questionnaire items with greater average values in the second
questionnaire results, the results of most questionnaire items
were consistent in both questionnaires as shown in Table 2.
4.2. Analysis of the Indicator Fuzzy Weights. By using FAHP
weight analysis, this study surveyed 18 experts and scholars.
The weight questionnaires were sent on August 10, 2013, and
retrieved on August 18. A total of 15 questionnaires were
recovered and the return rate was 83%. During the process
of constructing the weight system for the indicators, the
AHP hierarchical concepts and eigenvectors were applied in
computation to acquire the consensus of experts and scholars

Product service

Information platform

Maintenance and recycling

Sales market

Management-oriented

Design-oriented

Use-oriented

Consumption-oriented

Source: compiled by this study.

Indicators

Dimensions
Suggestions of different combinations of wedding dress
Wedding apparel packaged service
Added services of wedding dress products
Package/lease contract of wedding dress
Consultation of wedding dress patterns
Customized wedding dress
Product delivery service of wedding dress
Description of lease items of wedding dress lease
Description of lease terms (time and period) of dress
Wedding apparel style and opinion platform
Description of webpage service items of wedding dress
Cooperation between wedding dress lease channels and
related wedding enterprises
Delivery package service of wedding dress
Acquisition of the latest wedding dress information
Sales/lease of wedding dress channels
Description of rentals of wedding dress
Reduction of cost and creative old wedding dress
Regular cleaning and maintenance of wedding dress
Calculation of cleaning expenses of wedding dress
Regular elimination of wedding dress to maintain high
quality
Wedding dress is sold to performance artists
Wedding apparel second-hand auction/donation
Wedding apparel store sales/rental
Discounts of wedding dress
Percentage of lease market of self-service wedding dress
companies is higher
Percentage of wedding dress lease model is higher
Bridal photography and self-service wedding dress have
different sales models
Irregular invitation of wedding dress advertising
endorsers
Newly wed customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Common customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Irregular sending of advertising of wedding dress
Discounts for new and old customers
Percentage of buyout model of wedding dress is higher

Item

0.51
0.65
0.51
0.65
0.52

4.42
4.33
4.58
4.33
4.50

0.58

3.17

0.51

0.65

3.67

4.58

0.51
0.49
0.51
0.51

4.58
4.33
4.58
4.58

0.51

0.51

4.42

4.58

0.72
0.49
0.65
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.65
0.49

3.83
4.33
4.33
4.42
4.58
4.42
4.33
4.67

First-round questionnaire
Mean
Standard deviations
4.58
0.51
4.33
0.49
3.58
0.67
4.42
0.51
4.00
0.86
4.75
0.45
4.33
0.49
4.42
0.51
4.00
0.95
3.58
0.79
4.00
0.60

Table 2: Summary of wedding photography apparel product system indicators.

4.17
4.25
4.00
4.75
4.42

4.00

4.25

4.17

4.33

4.92
4.25
4.75
4.25

4.83

4.00
4.83
4.83
4.83
4.83
4.92
4.83

4.17

0.58
0.62
0.60
0.62
0.51

0.60

0.62

0.58

0.65

0.29
0.75
0.62
0.75

0.58

0.74
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.29
0.58

0.72

Second-round questionnaire
Mean
Standard deviations
4.33
0.49
4.33
0.49
4.08
0.51
4.83
0.39
4.83
0.39
4.83
0.39
4.92
0.29
4.17
0.58
4.92
0.29
4.92
0.29
4.92
0.29
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Table 3: R.I. reference table.

Hierarchy
R.I.

1
0.00

2
0.00

3
0.58

4
0.90

5
1.12

6
1.24

7
1.32

8
1.41

9
1.45

10
1.49

Source: compiled by this study.

Table 4: C.I. and C.R. values of indicator pairwise comparison matrix.
Dimension

Indicator
Overall

Management-oriented
Design-oriented
Use-oriented
Consumption-oriented

Product service
Information platform
Maintenance and recycling
Sales market

Item
C.I.
C.R
C.I.
C.R
C.I.
C.R
C.I.
C.R
C.I.
C.R

Value
0.00
0.000
0.02
0.034
0.00
0.000
0.02
0.034
0.01
0.017

Source: compiled by this study.

on the system indicators and weights. Next, the analysis and
sequence of the dimensions, indicators, and question items
were carried out. Finally, by using FAHP proposed by Buckley
[13], this study obtained the comprehensive judgment values
of various indicators based on the evaluation criteria and used
the triangular fuzzy number, fuzzy sequence, and hierarchical
serial connection to obtain the weights of various key success
factors, in order to learn about the sequence of wedding
photography apparel product system indicator weights.
(1) Construct the Hierarchical Analysis Weights of the Indicators. In the hierarchical structure of system indicators,
regarding the pairwise comparison matrix compromising the
answers of the experts, Expert Choice 2000 was used for
consistency test, and the consistency matrix of consistency
index (C.I.) and consistency ratio (C.R.) was developed to
determine whether the expert opinions are transitive. The
evaluation criteria are referred to by Saaty [14]. The evaluation
scale is the positive reciprocal matrix comprising 1–9. The
generation of different C.I. values in the event of different
number of hierarchies is known as the random index (R.I.).
The ratio of C.I. value and R.I. value is known as the
consistency ratio (C.R.), namely, C.R. = C.I./R.I.
Therefore, when C.R. value is lower than 0.1, the degree
of consistency of the matrix is very high. R.I. reference values
are as shown in Table 3.
4.3. Indicator Consistency Test. According to the analysis
results as shown in Table 4, in the questionnaire result
consistency test, C.I. and C.R. values of all the experts and
scholars regarding the indicators are below 0.1, suggesting
that the degree of various matrices is very high. In other
words, the decision making process of the experts and
scholars is reasonable and their viewpoints about factors of
consideration are consistent. Therefore, the research findings
can fully express the opinions of the respondents. In this

study, the overall consistency of “product service” indicators
is 0.034 < 0.1, the overall consistency of the “information
platform” indicators is 0.000 < 0.1, the overall consistency
of the “maintenance and recycling” is 0.034 < 0.1, and the
overall consistency of the “sales market” indicators is 0.017
< 0.1, suggesting that the evaluation of the structure of the
wedding photography apparel product system indicators is
consistent.
Based on the expert consistency test of the system
indicators, 15 experts and scholars have a high degree of consensus on the questionnaire. This suggests that the structural
evaluation of the four wedding photography apparel product
system indicators is consistent.
4.4. Indicator Weight. The indicator weight questionnaires
were distributed to 12 experts and scholars. Expert Choice
2000 was applied in the analysis of the wedding photography
apparel product system indicator weights, finding that the
weight of the indicator of “product service” is the highest at
.320, followed by “information platform” indicator at .290,
“maintenance and recycling” indicator at .150, and “sales
market” indicator at .240.
Regarding the weight of the hierarchies, among the
“product service” indicators, the weight of the question item
of “wedding apparel packaged service” weight is the highest
at .222, accounting for the total hierarchical weight at .062.
Among the “information platform” indicators, the weight
of the question item of “wedding apparel style and opinion
platform” is the highest at .554, accounting for .053 of the
total weight. Among “maintenance and reuse” indicators, the
weight of “wedding apparel second-hand auction/donation”
is the highest at .132, accounting for .037 of the total weight.
Among “sales market” indicators, the weight of the question
item “wedding apparel store sales/rental” is the highest at .232,
accounting for .038 of the total hierarchical weight (Table 5).
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Table 5: Indicator weight.

Items

Indicator weight

Product service
Suggestions of different combinations of wedding dress
Wedding apparel packaged service
Added services of wedding dress products
Package/lease contract of wedding dress
Consultation of wedding dress patterns
Customized wedding dress
Product delivery service of wedding dress

0.320 (1)

Information platform
Description of lease items of wedding dress lease
Description of lease terms (time and period) of dress
Wedding apparel style and opinion platform
Description of webpage service items of wedding dress
Cooperation between wedding dress lease channels and
related wedding enterprises
Delivery package service of wedding dress
Acquisition of the latest wedding dress information
Sales/lease of wedding dress channels
Description of rentals of wedding dress

0.290 (2)

Maintenance and recycling
Reduction of cost and creative old wedding dress
Regular cleaning and maintenance of wedding dress
Calculation of cleaning expenses of wedding dress
Regular elimination of wedding dress to maintain high
quality
Wedding dress is sold to performance artists
Wedding apparel second-hand auction/donation

0.150 (4)

Sales market
Wedding apparel store sales/rental
Discounts of wedding dress
Percentage of lease market of self-service wedding dress
companies is higher
Percentage of wedding dress lease model is higher
Bridal photography and self-service wedding dress have
different sales models
Irregular invitation of wedding dress advertising
endorsers
Newly wed customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Common customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Irregular sending of advertising of wedding dress
Discounts for new and old customers
Percentage of buyout model of wedding dress is higher

0.240 (3)

Weights within
the hierarchy

Total weights

Sort

0.205
0.222
0.244
0.253
0.273
0.230
0.127

0.057
0.062
0.046
0.048
0.051
0.043
0.013

2
1
6
5
4
7
32

0.117
0.284
0.554
0.228

0.033
0.029
0.053
0.022

11
15
3
23

0.131

0.037

10

0.189
0.123
0.196
0.193

0.032
0.021
0.032
0.031

13
25
12
14

0.092
0.101
0.164

0.025
0.026
0.026

21
18
19

0.152

0.025

20

0.117
0.132

0.011
0.037

33
9

0.232
0.143

0.038
0.023

8
22

0.167

0.027

17

0.278

0.027

16

0.218

0.021

24

0.131

0.013

31

0.119
0.114
0.180
0.106
0.101

0.020
0.019
0.018
0.018
0.016

26
27
28
29
30

Source: compiled by this study.

4.5. Fuzzy Hierarchical Weight Analysis of the Indicators.
After the preliminary weight analysis of the system indicators,
this study applied the concepts of FAHP proposed by Buckley
in computation [13]. It summarized the expert and scholar
opinions and scored the fuzzy evaluation values according

to the fuzzy semantic definitions. Then, the pairwise comparison matrix table was established and computed using the
fuzzy function to obtain the system indicators and the fuzzy
weight values of the questionnaire items. The operational
process of FAHP is illustrated as follows.

8
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Table 6: List of evaluation scale.

Evaluation scale
1
3
5
7
9
2, 4, 6, 8

Degree of importance

Comparison on importance weights

Equally important

Two factors in pairwise comparison are equally important.
According to the experience, the first factor in pairwise comparison is slightly
Slightly important
important.
According to the experience, the first factor in pairwise comparison is more
More important
important.
The case or evidence indicates the first factor in pairwise comparison is very
Very important
important.
The adequate evidence indicates the first factor in pairwise comparison is absolutely
Absolutely important
important.
Median between two adjacent scales Intermediate value is needed.

Source: compiled by this study.

Implications for relative importance degree

Indicator
Scale

Semantics

Indicator

9:1

7:1

5:1

3:1

1:1

1:3

1:5

1:7

Absolutely

Very

More

Slightly

Equally

Slightly

More

Very

1:9
Absolutely

important important important important important important important important important

Semantics

The left and right
items are equally
important

The right
items are very
important

Check
column

The left items
are very
important

Check
column

Scale

Figure 3: List for relative importance.

4.5.1. Fuzzy Hierarchical Weight Analysis Process
(1) Establish the Hierarchical Structure. In the hierarchical structure, the influence factors were analyzed through
hierarchical analysis. After collection and analysis of the
literature and after experts and scholars reached consensus on
all question items in two-stage expert Delphi questionnaire
survey, the important factors suitable for goal questions were
selected. Next, the hierarchical structure was established.
(2) Establish the Fuzzy Pairwise Comparison Matrix. Fuzzy
pairwise comparison matrix was established based on relative
importance of key factors and the matrix can measure
the evaluation value of the criterion items through fuzzy
semantic variables. As for the wedding photography apparel
product system indicators, according to opinions of experts
and scholars this study used FAHP (fuzzy analytic hierarchy process) to analyze weights and obtain the statistical
results. Nominal scale was used for FAHP questionnaires.
The pairwise comparison between indicator factors within

the same layer was conducted to evaluate relative importance
of factors. The main evaluation scale is divided into 5 items:
equally important, slightly important, more important, very
important, and absolutely important, and measured values 1,
3, 5, 7, and 9 were assigned. The left scale means the left factors
are more important than the right factors, and the right scale
means the right factors are more important than left factors.
Significance of each scale is shown in Table 6.
In addition, the relative importance is transformed from
the scales to semantics, as shown in Figure 3.
(3) Construct the Positive Reciprocal Value Matrix. The traditional judgment matrix 𝐴 = [𝑎𝑖𝑗 ] is a positive reciprocal value
matrix, representing expert views on fuzziness of importance
of factors in pairwise comparison after introduction of fuzzy
̃ = [̃
number concept. The triangular fuzzy number 𝐴
𝑎𝑖𝑗 ]
is used to integrate views of experts. Hence, fuzzy positive
reciprocal value matrix 𝐴 can be established. Thus, if the
̃ = 𝑛 × 𝑛, evaluation value
pairwise comparison matrix is 𝐴
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Table 7: Analysis of number 1 layer fuzzy weight value.
Items
Management-oriented
Design-oriented
Use-oriented
Consumption-oriented

Fuzzy weight values
(1.960, 2.174, 2.623)
(0.853, 1.076, 1.286)
(0.773, 0.895, 1.083)
(0.408, 0.514, 0.570)

Defuzzification weight values
2.252
1.072
0.917
0.497

Normalized weight value
0.614
0.333
0.250
0.136

Weight value sort
1
2
3
4

Source: compiled by this study.

Table 8: Analysis of number 2 layer fuzzy weight value.
Items

Fuzzy weight values

Product service
(1.159, 1.395, 1.831)
Information platform
(0.914, 0.974, 1.433)
Maintenance and recycling (0.706, 0.933, 1.130)
Sales market
(0.531, 0.789, 0.849)

Defuzzification
weight values

Normalized
weight value

Weight value
sort

1.461
1.107
0.923
0.723

0.047
0.036
0.030
0.023

1
2
3
4

Tandem weight Tandem weight
value
value sort
0.047
0.036
0.023
0.030

1
2
4
3

Source: compiled by this study.

̃ is positive
of 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2 should be calculated because 𝐴
reciprocal value matrix:
1 𝑎̃12 𝑎̃13 𝑎̃14
[𝑎̃
̃22 𝑎̃23 ]
]
21 1 𝑎
̃= [
Matrix 𝐴
],
[
[𝑎̃31 𝑎̃32 1 𝑎̃33 ]
[𝑎̃41 𝑎̃42 𝑎̃43 1 ]

(1)

each layer are consistent and after weight 𝑊𝑖 of each factor is
calculated. The weight of factor 𝑖 of next layer is multiplied by
the weight of the factor of the last layer, and till the first layer,
the obtained value or percentage is overall weight of factor 𝑖.
Namely, final fuzzy evaluation (𝑅𝑖) is obtained by multiplying
fuzzy evaluation value (𝐸𝑖) by 𝑊𝑖 fuzzy weight (𝑊𝑖∼ ), and the
equation is 𝑅𝑖∼ = 𝐸𝑖∼ ×𝑊𝑖∼ . After sorting the overall weights,
the factor layer can be obtained.

where 𝑎̃𝑖𝑗 = 1/̃
𝑎𝑖𝑗 .
(4) Group Integration. After establishment of fuzzy positive
reciprocal value matrix, geometric method is used to integrate views of experts, and the equation is as follows:
𝑎̃𝑖𝑗 = (̃
𝑎𝑖𝑗1 × 𝑎̃𝑖𝑗2 × 𝑎̃𝑖𝑗3 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × 𝑎̃𝑖𝑗𝑁)

1/𝑛

,

(2)

where 𝑎̃𝑖𝑗 : 𝑖 column of reciprocal value matrix and triangular
fuzzy number 𝑁 on the 𝑗 row.
𝑎̃𝑖𝑗𝑁: the pairwise comparison value of the 𝑗 factor for 𝑖
evaluation indicator.
(5) Fuzzy Weight Calculation. The fuzzy weights were calculated by using column vector geometric method. This method
can be used to obtain fuzzy weight of positive reciprocal value
matrix, and this can achieve normalization.
(6) Defuzzification. To obtain precise value of each evaluation
indicator, defuzzification must be performed in weight calculation. This study applied inverse triangular fuzzy number
equation, which is objective, without adding preference of
decision makers.
(7) Normalization. In order to compare importance of different dimensions and evaluation indicators, fuzzy weights are
normalized.
(8) Hierarchical Serial Connection and Sorting. The hierarchical serial connection can be made when evaluation factors of

4.5.2. Analysis of the Indicator Relative Weight Value. This
study used the interview responses of experts to construct
the system indicator structure. According to the interview
data provided by experts and scholars, this study applied
the fuzzy AHP method to obtain the relative weights of
various evaluation indicators. The number 1 layer, number
2 layer, number 3 layer, and number 4 layer fuzzy weight
values, defuzzification weight values, normalization weight
values, and relative importance of dimensions of the system
indicators, as well as hierarchical serial connection weights
are examined.
(1) Analysis of Number 1 Layer Fuzzy Weight Values. The
evaluation of the indicator fuzzy values of the system indicators can be divided into the “management-oriented,” “designoriented,” “use-oriented,” and “consumption-oriented” parts.
After the process of fuzzy weight value defuzzification, the
normalization weight value of the “management-oriented”
dimension weight value at 0.614 is the highest, followed
by the “design-oriented” dimension weight value at 0.333,
the “use-oriented” dimension weight value at 0.250, and
the “consumption-oriented” dimension weight value at 0.136
(Table 7).
(2) Analysis of Number 2 Layer Fuzzy Weight Value. After the
serial connection of weight value, the sequence of the system
indicators is “product service” with serial connection weight
value at 0.047, “information platform” with serial connection
weight value at 0.036, “maintenance and recycling” with serial

Source: compiled by this study.

Product service
Suggestions of different combinations of wedding dress
Package process service of wedding dress
Added services of wedding dress products
Package/lease contract of wedding dress
Consultation of wedding dress patterns
Customized wedding dress
Product delivery service of wedding dress
Information platform
Description of lease items of wedding dress lease
Description of lease terms (time and period) of dress
Wedding dress patterns and opinion platform
Description of webpage service items of wedding dress
Cooperation between wedding dress lease channels and
related wedding enterprises
Delivery package service of wedding dress
Acquisition of the latest wedding dress information
Sales/lease of wedding dress channels
Description of rentals of wedding dress
Maintenance and recycling
Reduction of cost and creative old wedding dress
Regular cleaning and maintenance of wedding dress
Calculation of cleaning expenses of wedding dress
Regular elimination of wedding dress to maintain high
quality
Wedding dress is sold to performance artists
Second-hand auction/donation of wedding dress
Sales market
Sales/lease of wedding dress in physical stores
Discounts of wedding dress
Percentage of lease market of self-service wedding dress
companies is higher
Percentage of wedding dress lease model is higher
Bridal photography and self-service wedding dress have
different sales models
Irregular invitation of wedding dress advertising endorsers
Newly wed customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Common customers’ needs for lease market are higher
Irregular sending of advertising of wedding dress
Discounts for new and old customers
Percentage of buyout model of wedding dress is higher

Items
1.709
1.789
0.704
1.015
0.888
0.853
0.693
1.136
0.689
1.254
0.745
1.233
0.936
0.778
1.014
0.929
1.221
1.129
1.075
0.786
0.584
1.695
1.641
0.950
1.015
1.294
0.871
0.854
1.547
1.495
0.867
0.666
0.840

(0.837, 1.120, 1.451)
(0.546, 0.700, 0.821)
(0.931, 1.396, 1.436)
(0.559, 0.723, 0.952)
(0.903, 1.268, 1.528)
(0.723, 0.823, 1.260)
(0.637, 0.755, 0.940)
(0.754, 0.979, 1.308)
(0.705, 0.865, 1.217)
(0.935, 1.158, 1.571)
(0.834, 1.128, 1.423)
(0.790, 1.103, 1.331)
(0.61, 0.734, 1.0140)
(0.419, 0.614, 0.718)
(1.309, 1.541, 2.235)
(1.598, 1.892, 2.334)
(0.717, 0.956, 1.178)
(0.804, 0.944, 1.298)
(1.047, 1.158, 1.676)
(0.631, 0.957, 1.025)
(0.696, 0.762, 1.105)
(1.216, 1.412, 2.013)
(1.105, 1.535, 1.845)
(0.671, 0.805, 1.126)
(0.480, 0.708, 0.812)
(0.631, 0.809, 1.078)

Defuzzification
weight values

(1.302, 1.648, 2.178)
(1.381, 1.643, 2.344)
(0.558, 0.632, 0.924)
(0.750, 0.993, 1.302)
(0.654, 0.974, 1.038)
(0.627, 0.842, 1.091)
(0.499, 0.718, 0.862)

Fuzzy weight values

0.043
0.153
0.145
0.044
0.036
0.038

0.055

0.131

0.100

0.177
0.078

0.090
0.261

0.121

0.188
0.174
0.166

0.110
0.088
0.117
0.090

0.141

0.119
0.087
0.159
0.089

0.223
0.234
0.092
0.133
0.116
0.112
0.091

Normalized
weight value

Table 9: Analysis of number 3 layer fuzzy weight value.

9
2
3
8
11
10

7

4

5

1
6

6
1

5

2
3
4

5
8
4
6

2

3
9
1
7

2
1
6
3
4
5
7

Weight value
sort

0.012
0.024
0.023
0.013
0.011
0.013

0.040

0.060

0.047

0.054
0.044

0.014
0.043

0.019

0.031
0.028
0.027

0.022
0.021
0.024
0.022

0.030

0.028
0.018
0.031
0.017

0.064
0.067
0.025
0.038
0.033
0.032
0.025

Tandem
weight value

32
20
22
30
33
31

8

3

5

4
6

29
7

26

12
15
17

23
25
21
24

14

16
27
13
28

2
1
18
9
10
11
19

Tandem weight
value sort
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connection weight value at 0.30, and “sales market” with serial
connection weight value at 0.023 (Table 8).
(3) Analysis of Number 3 Layer Fuzzy Weight Value. The
analysis of the fuzzy weight values of the product-service
indicator is divided into seven question items. After the
process of defuzzification weight values, the normalized
weight value of “package process service of wedding dress” is
the highest at 0.234. The analysis of the fuzzy weight values of
wedding photography apparel product system “information
platform” indicator is divided into nine question items. After
the process of defuzzification weight values, the normalized weight value of “wedding dress patterns and opinion
platform” is the highest at 0.159. The analysis of the fuzzy
weight values of the indicator “maintenance and recycling”
indicator is divided into six question items. After the process
of defuzzification weight values, the normalized weight value
of “second-hand auction/donation of wedding dress” is the
highest at 0.261. The analysis of the fuzzy weight values of
the “sales market” indicator is divided into eleven question
items. After the process of defuzzification weight values, the
normalized weight value of “sales/lease of wedding dress in
physical stores” is the highest at 0.177 (Table 9).

5. Conclusions
Based on the analysis and discussion of the results, this
study proposed the conclusions and explanations. According
to the analysis results of the fuzzy weights of the wedding photography apparel product system indicators, the
most important indicators are product-service indicators followed by information platform indicators, the maintenance
and recycling indicators, and the sales market indicators.
Moreover, among the product-service indicators, the most
important indicator is the wedding apparel package service.
Among the information platform indicators is the wedding
apparel style and opinion platform. Among the maintenance
and recycling indicators, the wedding apparel second-hand
auction/donation is the most important indicator. Among the
sales market indicators, the wedding apparel store sales/rental
is the most important. The following is the conclusion of this
study.
(1) The Expert Delphi Results System Indicators. The results
of the two-stage expert Delphi questionnaire survey results
suggested that they reached a high degree of consensus on
33 question items of four indicators in four dimensions. The
indicators and question items of this study can fully represent
the key points of the planning of the wedding photography
apparel product system. Factors such as the diversified planning of the wedding photography apparel product functions,
the service convenience in consumer selection, and the compliance with reuse requirements in apparel design should be
considered. The feasibility evaluation and analysis of the wedding apparel industry in the southern area were conducted to
learn about the environmental conditions and the regional
culture, which is meaningful to the wedding photography
apparel product system. In addition, more importantly, the
review by experts of the planning dimension contents can
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ensure the task and working content of each stage. Such a
strict reviewing can facilitate the quality and effectiveness
of the subsequent wedding photography apparel product
system. Therefore, the indicators and question items of the
dimensional planning of this study can effectively provide
a reference in the present and future wedding photography
apparel product system for the perfection of the planning and
design of the wedding photography companies.
(2) Fuzzy Weight Analysis of Indicators of Various Dimensions.
According to the results of the fuzzy weight analysis, the priority of the wedding photography apparel product system is
the focus on relevant implications of the product service. The
relevant elements mentioned in this study should be included
in the wedding photography apparel product service, online
platform planning, wedding apparel design, and evaluation.
The detailed analysis and consideration at this stage can
reduce the subsequent reuse design problems. In addition,
the priority of the wedding apparel is fabric quality. In this
study, we also proposed relevant elements and methods to
control the fabric quality, expecting that consumers can have
the feeling of fashion. It is noteworthy that all the facilities of
wedding photography companies should be comprehensively
managed. Attention should be paid to hardware facilities as
well as the maintenance and repair of equipment in advance.
(3) Sorting Results of Serial Connection Weights of Questionnaire Items in Various Dimensions. Regarding the top
10 question items of wedding photography apparel product
system by fuzzy weight value sorting, the wedding apparel
packaged service has the highest weight value after the
serial connection, followed by the suggestions of wedding
apparel matching programs, wedding apparel style and opinion platform, wedding apparel style service consultancy,
wedding apparel package/rental contract, wedding apparel
additional service, wedding apparel customization, wedding
apparel store sales/rental, wedding apparel second-hand auction/donation, wedding apparel rental channel, and related
wedding service companies. In summary, the conditions for
the use of the wedding photography apparel product system,
consumer demand and information network convenience,
the photography equipment maintenance, and related wedding service cooperation companies, or the explanations of
the use of information network, should be considered in
planning.
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This paper proposes an advanced approach for designing soundproof windows with good ventilation. The structure of this study is
based on three acoustics theorem and can reduce noise and ventilate the space at the same time. Using this structure on wall can
help also avoid noise interference effect indoors and increase air quality. This study uses plants as appropriate soundproof structure
to improve carbon dioxide content for providing better living environment. Simulations of the sound field and CFD demonstrate
that the structure has good performance on noise reduction and effect of ventilation.

1. Introduction
Urbanization, high-density population, and traffic not only
bring convenience but also cause noise pollution to us. The
researches of [1–4] and others show that urbanization indeed
caused noise pollutions, and those residents feel that their
quality of life declines by noise environment.
Many researches pointed out that noise damages both our
body and mind. In mental side, noise causes mental weakness, insomnia, headache [5, 6], anxiety, concentration difficulty, and so forth; in physical side, it leads to hearing loss
[7, 8], immune system damage, and cardiovascular diseases
[9, 10].
In addition, because the lifestyle and working style are
changing constantly, now people spend over 80% of their time
per day in a room. The standard for concentration of carbon
dioxide is less than 1000 ppm. However, when the indoor
carbon dioxide concentration exceeds 800 ppm [11], people
will get uncomfortable, tired, and headache.
This research includes three kinds of acoustic method.
First, we discuss hush pipe principal which has the filtering
utility. This principle is based on the difference of crosssection area along the path [12] and is always used in the

condition which needs air circulation and noise reduction.
Thus this kind of design is generally applied on vehicles [13].
Second, we discuss the double wall principal which is used
to strengthen the noise reduction utility [14]. This design is
always for indoor soundproof. The double wall design not
only reduces the noise but also has the straight path of air
flow. Unlike the traditional ventilating soundproof methods
in which air flow needs detour [15] and is possible to reflect,
the design in this study makes air flow into the house more
easily.
In 2009 Yuya et al. proposed a design of soundproof
ventilation window with good performance. This design is
with detour flow route and the width of air vent is 17 mm
[15]. In 2013, Kwon and Park proposed a design with big
ventilation space; it uses two control sources based on
feedforward control method for active noise control. The
noise reduced by about 10 dB in the frequency band of 400–
1000 Hz by the proposed system [16]. In 2014, Wang et al.
proposed a straight flow route with better noise reduction
effect. But it is only working on limited frequency range and
the effect is not good on low frequency. The thickness of this
design is 800 mm and width flow route is 40 mm; the design
with 800 mm thickness is not feasible for practical use if it
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is set as window in normal family [17]. In our research we
integrate all the problems in each design and propose a much
more balanced design and have certain qualities in every
aspect.
Overall, we provide much more equal noise reduction in
different frequencies; the performance in low frequencies is
also included. With regard to ventilation design, the area of
flow route is also set as bigger size, and the design does not
use any control source for noise reduction, so there is also no
energy consumption. Considering the indoor environment,
if there is no interferential noise, we can talk more clearly,
so the third method is about how to reduce this kind of
noise. Reference [18] proves that the rectangular anechoic
chamber’s sound absorption coefficient is more dispersed
than the analytical data obtained by the pentagonal one, and
[19] also proves this by the other experiment. By testing
the same sample in different anechoic chamber, Katsu found
that the results are different and the pentagonal one has the
best result [20]. As a consequence, this research uses the
regular pentagonal structure to construct the walls, doors,
and windows.
Unlike the traditional soundproof equipment, in this
research, we plant the tuber fern, daisy, or something that
can absorb damaging substances in the soundproof equipment. The Boston fern is easy to plant, suitable to plant
in windowsill and balcony, and good for reducing carbon
dioxide, so this plant is preferred. Many researches have also
proposed that green building can reduce pollution, absorb
carbon dioxide and dust particles, and improve microclimate
[21]. This research takes advantage of these points, constitutes
the acoustic structure by natural plant, and allows the plant to
grow along the shape of the structure.
This research combines all the points above and not only
proposes the soundproof structure with ventilating utility but
also uses green design to improve the conflict between deadening and ventilating. Moreover, this research can improve
air quality and temperature regulation. Currently there is
no such product like this, so this design is very innovative.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Theory of the Traverse of a Pipe. In general, Muffler’s
theorem is always used on soundproofing design [22]. This is
achieved by the different filtering effect to sounds of different
wavelengths utilizing the relation between cross-sectional
area and length.
Suppose that a sound wave comes from a pipe with the
superficial area of cross-section 𝑆1 . At the extremity of 𝑆1 ,
it is penetrated with another pipe with the superficial area
of cross-section, 𝑆2 . Consider the boundary conditions and
assume that the sound field is not heterogeneous over the
acoustic wavelength yielding the reflection coefficient and
transmission coefficient of the sound intensity:
𝑡𝐼 =

𝐼𝑡
4
=
,
𝐼𝑖 (𝑆12 + 1)2

(1)

D
S2

P2t

P1i

Pt

S1

P1r

P2r

x=0

x=D

Figure 1: The traverse of expansion pipe.

where
𝑆12 =

𝑆2
,
𝑆1

𝑆21 =

𝑆1
,
𝑆2

(2)

𝑆12 and 𝑆21 are the ratio of the cross-sectional areas, and 𝑡𝐼 is
transmission coefficient of sound intensity.
The average sound energy flow or power transmission
coefficient can be expressed as

𝑡𝑊 =

𝐼𝑡 𝑆2
4𝑆12
=
.
𝐼𝑖 𝑆1 (1 + 𝑆12 )2

(3)

Assuming a structure with the form shown in Figure 1, and
according to the continuity conditions for the sound pressure
and volume velocity, we can derive the following formulas for
𝑥 = 0:
𝑃1𝑖𝑎 + 𝑃1𝑟𝑎 = 𝑃2𝑡𝑎 + 𝑃2𝑟𝑎 ,
𝑆1 (𝜐1𝑖 + 𝜐1𝑟 ) = 𝑆1 (𝜐2𝑡 + 𝜐2𝑟 ) ,

(4)

where 𝑃1𝑖𝑎 , 𝑃1𝑟𝑎 , 𝑃2𝑡𝑎 , 𝑃2𝑟𝑎 are the amplitude of 𝑃1𝑖 , 𝑃1𝑟 , 𝑃2𝑡 ,
𝑃2𝑟 .
When 𝑥 = 𝐷,
𝑃2𝑡𝑎 𝑒−𝑗𝑘2 𝐷 + 𝑃2𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑗𝑘2 𝐷 = 𝑃𝑡𝑎 ,
𝑆2 (𝜐2𝑡𝑎 𝑒−𝑗𝑘2 𝐷 + 𝜐2𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑗𝑘2 𝐷) = 𝑆1 𝜐𝑡𝑎 ,

(5)

where 𝑃2𝑡𝑎 , 𝑃2𝑟𝑎 , 𝑃𝑡𝑎 , 𝜐2𝑡𝑎 , 𝜐2𝑟𝑎 , 𝜐𝑡𝑎 are the amplitude of 𝑃2𝑡 , 𝑃2𝑟 ,
𝑃𝑡 , 𝜐2𝑡 , 𝜐2𝑟 , 𝜐𝑡 .
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The particle velocities are expressed as
𝑝
𝜐1𝑖 = 1𝑖𝑎 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑥) ,
𝜌0 𝑐0

(6)
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Figure 2: A pipe with 12.5 cm traverse superficial area in height
(excited frequency: 686 Hz).
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The ratio of the intensities of the transmitted and incident
waves is called the sound intensity transmission coefficient,
which can be expressed as
𝐼
𝑡𝐼 = 𝑡
𝐼𝑖
 2
𝑃  /2𝜌0 𝑐0
4
=  𝑡𝑎2
=
.
𝑃𝑖𝑎  /2𝜌0 𝑐0 4cos2 𝑘2 𝐷 + (𝑆12 + 𝑆21 )2 sin2 𝑘2 𝐷
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𝑒
.
𝜌0 𝑐0

𝑝𝑡𝑎
2
=
.
𝑝𝑖𝑎 [4cos2 𝑘 𝐷 + (𝑆 + 𝑆 )2 sin2 𝑘 𝐷]1/2
2
12
21
2

0.8

0

Substituting (6) into (4) and (5) yielding the ratio of sound
pressure of the transmitted wave at 𝑥 = 𝐷 to the incident
wave at 𝑥 = 0 (after some algebraic operations),
𝑡𝑝 =

1

0.2

𝑝
𝜐2𝑟 = − 2𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡+𝑘𝑥) ,
𝜌0 𝑐0
𝜐𝑖 =

1.2

0.4

𝑝
𝜐1𝑟 = − 1𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡+𝑘𝑥) ,
𝜌0 𝑐0
𝑝
𝜐2𝑖 = 2𝑡𝑎 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑥) ,
𝜌0 𝑐0

Max: 1.313

Surface: abs(p) (Pa)
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Figure 3: A pipe with 12.5 cm traverse superficial area in height
(excited frequency: 1372 Hz).

(8)

By referring to (6), it is evident that sound waves after the
transmissions of various pipes with one’s own superficial area
of cross-section not only have the correlation with the ratio of
one’s own superficial area of cross-section but also have the
lengths of those pipes. Ordinary noises around the vicinity
of common families are mainly medium low frequencies.
For example, the frequency of noise of an engine is about
125 Hz∼1000 Hz, and the one caused by common people
is about 100 Hz∼2000 Hz. According to the theory of the
traverse of a pipe, the velocity of sound is about 343 m/per
second. This research proposes the structure matched for
686 Hz. When using a pipe with 12.5 cm traverse superficial
area, it has the weakest capability of penetration as in
Figure 2. However, it is found that a pipe with 12.5 cm traverse
superficial area has the best ability of penetration as in
Figure 3. Under this frequency, noises are not lowered. In
order to ameliorate this problem, this research is devoted to
the feeblest perforating capability of 1372 Hz as in Figure 4. A
pipe with 6.25 cm superficial area of cross-section can isolate
the noise of 1372 Hz first rate. Generally, outdoor noises are
under 2000 Hz; the combination of 12.5 cm and 6.25 cm is
sufficient for the separation of undesired sound, as shown in

Figure 5. Consequently, our focus is the fuse of 12.5 cm and
6.25 cm pipes. The result of simulation matches our theory.
This design is capable of declining outdoor rumble from
hundreds to 2000 Hz, even though, in high frequency, the
noise is still lowered down. This invention can plunge noises
and simultaneously offer ample space for the circulation of
air.
2.2. The Theory of Lateral Pentagon Design. Because of the
space effect, the complex sonic received by human’s ears is
divided into direct sound, early reflection, and later reflection
[23], as in Figure 6.
Sound waves going directly into the listener’s ear without
reflection are the direct sound. Listeners can learn the
amplitude of sound sources, sound quality, and so forth from
the direct sound.
Early reflected sound is the sound waves that bump into
walls, ceilings, floors, and desktop and then do a reflective
sound and finally go into human’s ears. The time difference
compared to the direct sound is about 10/1000–30/1000
seconds. If the reflection path of sound is too longer and
makes the residual sound more than 50/1000 seconds (1/20
seconds), it will generate an obvious interval with direct
sound. This sounds like two consecutive voices called echo.
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Figure 6: The diagram of acoustic path of confined space.

Figure 4: A pipe with 6.5 cm traverse superficial area in height
(excited frequency: 1372 Hz).
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Figure 5: The transmission coefficient of expansion tubes. Blue line
(𝐷 = 12.5 cm) and purple line (𝐷 = 6.25 cm).

If the space is too small so that these sound waves overlap
each other, it is called flutter echo. Because residual sound or
echo would reduce the clarity of the sound, sound generated
interference by the phase difference, waves overlapping in
space form a new waveform, and then the quality of sound
declines. It is the problem that this research wants to
ameliorate.
This study compared the structural design with different
boundary, discussing their situation of reflection and the
influence of interference, as in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Under
the situation of incident and reflective surfaces paralleling
with each other, incident sound source directly generates
reflected sound and interferes with original sound. Under
this case, the reflective sound source is affected one time
by the impedance of the reflective surface, so the amplitude
of sound pressure is still big. With this situation, incident
sound source is affected more by reflection interference. If
the design of the angle between the incident source and
the reflecting surface is 45 degrees, the sound source will
generate opposite reflection after two reflections. Its reflected
sound is influenced by impedance of material surface by
two times and the center line of the reflection path and

Figure 7: The sound reflection figure of incident sound source
radiating to a wall without angle.

the center line of the incident path have a certain distance,
so that the sound pressure of the reflected wave of the
structural design of 45 degrees is smaller than incident and
reflective surfaces paralleling with each other. However, if we
use a pentagonal design with an included angle, 54 degrees,
between incident source and reflecting surface, under this
design with two reflections, reflected sound is less affected
by the characteristic impedance of the two materials than
amplitude. Otherwise, the center line of the reflection path
and the center line of incident path have a certain distance.
So the sound pressure of the structural design of 45 degrees
is smaller than the incident and reflective surfaces paralleling
with each other. However, when using a pentagonal design
with an included angle, 54 degrees, between incident source
and reflection surface, under this design with two reflections,
the amplitude of reflected sound is smaller because the
reflected sound is influenced by impedance of material
surface by two times and the reflected sound is more away
from the sound source when the path is longer. So as long as a
certain distance is set from the sound source to structure, the
sound is more alike the original sound. Compared to other
structures, pentagonal angle design decreases interference
problems. If the angle of the side structure is designed as a
pentagon, it will be able to effectively improve the interference
problems.
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Figure 8: The sound reflection figure of incident sound source
radiating to a wall with 45-degree angle.
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Figure 9: The sound reflection figure of incident sound source
radiating to a wall with 108-degree angle.

2.3. Theory of Double-Layer Wall. Generally, it is expected
that a residence with walls, doors, and windows has excellent
isolation from noises. The best part of the structures of walls
and doors is a solid body. The property of a solid structure
has much greater isolating ability than air and most design of
walls is multilayer. Therefore, when consuming equal amount
of building materials, a design with a more efficacious ability
to separation from noises is presented. When the conditions
of a multilayer wall 𝜔𝑀/2𝑅 ≫ 1 are reached (𝑀 is mass per
unit region; 𝑅 is the characteristic impedance), the separating
ability, filtering noises, of a one-layer wall is shown as 𝑇𝐿 =
10 log10 (𝜔𝑀/2𝑅)2 [22].
In conclusion, it is comparatively effortless for a doublelayer wall to isolate sound, besides under low frequency. A
wall separated into 2 layers is beneficial to obstruct sounds.
Our research takes advantage of double-layer structure and
the theory of the traverse of a pipe. Otherwise, we integrate
the pentagon design of isolating mechanism, not easy to
generate interference noise, and utilize the traverse of a pipe,
offering sufficient space for the circulation of air. Finally,
the structure is capable of descending sound with excellent
circulation of air being reached.

3.1. The Arrangement of Space of the Devised Structure.
However, the route mentioned above is designed to integrate
anti-interference of the pentagon. When the size of the
traverse of a pipe is made sure in the second section, the
middle part of the path (12.5 cm and 6.25 cm traverse pipes)
is aimed for establishing natural structure, growing plants (as
shown in number 2 red sign of Figure 10). This design is to
let the shape of plant structure alike the convex structure in
Figures 2 and 4 and can also provide better air quality at
the same time. A double-layer wall is also carried to place
the two compensate structures side by side for a better effect
of isolating sounds. The entire approaches of ventilation and
closure are shown in Figure 11. The two different thicknesses
are the best and the worst capability of penetration, referred
to in chapter 2, coming from the outcome of cross design. This
design offers a better effect of isolation of sounds.
3.2. Double-Wall Structure Simulation. According to the
space arrangement mentioned above, we can define the
lateral plane propagated method in Figure 12, so this research
simulates the route as in Figure 13. Considering the indoor
space and walls for the path, the combination of 12.5 cm
and 6.25 cm pipe is our preference and has another merit,
the effect of a double-layer wall. In order to eliminate noise
sound and ventilate the space well by the organization of the
space, sound field and wind flow are probed, respectively.
When it comes to the analysis of sound field, we focus on
the incidence condition under 100 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz.
The setting up of condition, the whole boundary condition, is
shown in Figure 13, where black broken lines mean matching
boundary and black real lines mean sound hard boundary.
This research can block low frequency of outdoor noises as
shown in Figures 14, 15, and 16. Compared with initial space
arrangement with and without the soundproof designed
structure, we yield the transmission loss on measured point
as shown in Figure 17, where without the designed structure
5 is remove the red broken line region from Figure 13, as a
plane wall structure. This result shows that the transmission
loss is over 10 dB when the frequency is only 300 Hz, and the
soundproof effect is over 10 dB when the frequency is 300–
2000 Hz.
In terms of the analysis of wind flow, we also have
the same arrangement of space like Figure 18. This design
includes wind flow with one meter per second. It is found
that when the experiment starts (𝑡 = 0), wind flow goes in
all directions. Consequentially (𝑡 = 1), streamline moves
to the right-low direction because of the influence of wind
and structure. In accordance with the outcome of Figures 1920, it shows that the air circulates indoors. The total width
of air vents in this study is 150 mm and it is bigger than
most of relative designs. Integrating all the mentioned above,
the design combining the 12.5 cm and 6.25 cm traverse pipes
can eliminate noises and ventilate the space well simultaneously.
3.3. The Spatial Sound Field Simulation of Lateral Structure
Design. Different interference of conditions is generated
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Figure 10: The systematic diagram of the structure of isolating sound and circulating air.
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Figure 11: The sectional drawing of the structure of isolating sound
and circulating air.

by different lateral structures; the basic theory has been
proposed (see Section 2.2). And the design of pentagonal
included angle of 108 degrees is proposed less likely to be
affected by interference than the data of other test included
angles. We simulate different lateral shape and the arrangement of boundary conditions is set as in Figure 21. From the
results, we propose that pentagon structure is indeed similar
to the original signal compared to the design of plane or
included angle of 45 degrees.
For an indoor sound field, we set a sound source with
a radius of 10 cm 1000 Hz, placed in a wall of indoor space.
Assuming the design of the lateral-shape border is on the

The space to ventilate
The location for plants
The lateral structure of this design
The base structure of this design

Figure 12: The arrangement of the two muffler structures and
ventilation of spaces.

opposite side of the wall with the distance of 2 m from it, the
material is glass, where density is 1150 kg/m3 and sound speed
is 5300 m/s. For lateral structure, observe how the sound of
straight line sound field is influenced by interference.
We can learn from Figure 22, assumes that the sound
pressure of original sound source is as the solid line and
propagate following the route which shows in Figures 7–9,
where the lateral structure of the models is designed as a
plane, a 45-degree included angle and a 108-degree included
angle. Compare with three lateral structure, the interference
influence is different because the natural reflection route is
different. The simulation results show that the sound pressure
near the close structural design is more oppressive. Part
of the data structure near the glass is still affected by the
reflected-sound interference, but when being away from the
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Figure 13: The design for the structure of reducing noises.
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Figure 14: The sound pressure distribution of the indoor space
under 100 Hz.
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Figure 16: The sound pressure distribution of the indoor space
under 2000 Hz.
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Figure 15: The sound pressure distribution of the indoor space
under 1000 Hz.
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Figure 17: Transmission loss on measured point.

design of the structure or near the field of the sound source,
pentagonal shape structure is apparently closer to the original
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Figure 18: The design for the structure of circulating air.
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Figure 19: When 𝑡 is 0, the velocity of air is shown above.
Streamlines (30).

Figure 20: When 𝑡 is 1 second, the velocity of air is shown above.
Streamlines (30).

signal than other shape data. Because plane and 45-degree
styles are affected, respectively, by one-time and two-time
reflection sound, overall data has a big difference when
compared with the original sound source. Plane style has the
biggest difference owing to the influence of direct one-time
reflection sound. Simulation results from the above show
that if the soundproof-ventilation structure is designed as
an included angle, it can indeed make indoor sound quality
improve, let the received signal more similar to the original
signal. especially when the lateral structure is designed with
a 108-degree included angle.

Output through the results mentioned above shows that
combining three theorems can improve sound quality on two
propositions. The first proposition is to reduce outdoor noise;
this kind of sound is propagated from outdoor source. Muffler’s theorem is used to reduce a specific range of frequencies
of noise, by using two muffler structures to set as double
wall can give a bigger frequency range of soundproof. In this
paper we design two muffler structures which compensate
each other in the soundproof effect of different frequency
range and provide better sound performance under 2000 Hz
(Figure 17). The second proposition is to reduce the interference of reflected-sound indoor because this kind of sound is
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Figure 21: The boundary conditions setting for simulation.
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Figure 22: The sound performance of different structural design
which is influenced by the reflection of the sound source under 2 m
straight line lateral space.

diminishing noises performs well in sound field with low
frequencies and the stimulation also corroborates its great
effect of air circulation under the same conditions.
Compared with recent relative researches, they give less
space for ventilation [15, 17], and the structure does not
include compensated design, so the sound performance after
noise reduction in some frequencies is of inferior quality,
especially in low frequency [16, 17]. In our research because
of the compensated design, we provide better soundproof
effect in low frequency and the soundproof effect performs
much more equally under different levels of 2000 Hz. The
soundproof effect is over 10 dB from 300–2000 Hz and it
is better than many relative designs. Our design does not
use control sources for noise reduction, but some of the
researches do use control systems for reducing noise; it needs
continuous energy consumption and the control effect is still
not obvious [16]. What size the window is is also considered in
this design; some of designs are too big for being set in house
[17], and the lateral structure design is also seldom under
consideration [15–17]. For better listening environment with
less interference, we also design the lateral structures with
an included angle. Taking ventilation aspects of this study
into account, we use double wall with straight flow route; the
width for ventilation is 150 mm and there is no limit at length
required. The design of ventilation condition is better than
most of relative designs [15, 17].
In terms of purifying air, the plant style of sound field
structure, innovative design, arranges plants into a natural
structure to ease the influences of noises and furthermore
resolves the problem of the excess of indoor carbon dioxide.
In short, the unique design reaches our purpose of air
circulation, the isolation from noises, the anti-interference of
indoor noises, and the purifying of the environment.
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made by indoor source, different from the initial condition
of first research, so this part will be discussed separately.
After simulation, we received signal more similar to the
original signal through the lateral structures design with a
108-degree included angle, so we set our structure with 108degree included angle (Figure 10). The design in this paper
improves sound quality and considers not only outdoor noise
influence but also indoor interference; compared with relative
researches, they seldom consider indoor interference at the
same time, so this design is a novel design.

4. Conclusion
This research presents a brand new method of design style
of structure with the capability of isolating noises and
circulating well. We integrate three different theories of the
physics of sound. Those theories are the traverse of a pipe
derived from the principle of injection and reflection, doublelayer wall reducing noises, and the pentagon design for
anti-interference. Generally, the model of sound physics and
math is concordant with the simulation. The structure for
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A virtual reality (VR) driver tracking verification system is created, of which the application to stereo image tracking and positioning
accuracy is researched in depth. In the research, the feature that the stereo vision system has image depth is utilized to improve the
error rate of image tracking and image measurement. In a VR scenario, the function collecting behavioral data of driver was tested.
By means of VR, racing operation is simulated and environmental (special weathers such as raining and snowing) and artificial
(such as sudden crossing road by pedestrians, appearing of vehicles from dead angles, roadblock) variables are added as the base
for system implementation. In addition, the implementation is performed with human factors engineered according to sudden
conditions that may happen easily in driving. From experimental results, it proves that the stereo vision system created by the
research has an image depth recognition error rate within 0.011%. The image tracking error rate may be smaller than 2.5%. In the
research, the image recognition function of stereo vision is utilized to accomplish the data collection of driver tracking detection.
In addition, the environmental conditions of different simulated real scenarios may also be created through VR.

1. Introduction
The VR application games on computers and mobile phones
are currently very popular on internet. As the user simulates vehicle-running situations by means of VR scenario,
multiple cameras may be utilized to observe the user [1].
Moreover, for condition analysis occurs in vehicle traveling,
the situational simulation may be utilized in addition to
environmental factors and external variable conditions to
test the response, action variation, and so forth of the
user [2]. It may also become the reference for developing equipment and parts for vehicles. The custom of the
user may be obtainable through direct operation of VR
[3].
In the research, the application of stereo vision system on
VR system is the topic. The computer vision system may be
roughly divided into planar vision and stereo vision [4–6].
The difference lies in the capability of estimating the depth

information of the target object in the image, also referred
to as depth perception, such that the computer vision system
is more practical. There are many practical applications,
such as remote sensing and monitoring, medical image
processing, robot vision system, military reconnaissance,
mineral exploration, cartography, and the like [7–9].
Additionally, due to the advance of technology, the
application of 3D stereo vision is prosperous, such that the
visual enjoyment of human beings is improved. In order for
people to perform test with VR scenarios in various different
environments and experience real feeling, in addition to
creating environmental conditions simulating real scenarios,
we will employ Unity, software, to make a VR system and use
in conjunction with various scenarios. Subsequently, it may
be promoted to smart phone platforms for use [10, 11]. With
VR for simulation, not only it is safe and more convenient,
but also the test accuracy will not be influenced by the
environmental factors introduced by real test [12, 13].
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2. Research Method

Y

How to obtain the depth of an object in the image? The main
issue is the possibility to find out the corresponding points
in the stereo image. What is a stereo image? An image is
called a set or a pair of stereo images as long as it is taken
by extracting simultaneously for the same object or target
with two or more cameras mounted in different locations.
What are corresponding points? They are the projections of
a certain point of an object at different locations in a 3D
space. The location difference of two corresponding points
in paired images is referred to as disparity. The disparity is
associated with the locations of the corresponding points in
space, orientation, and physical properties of cameras. If the
parameters of cameras are known, the depth of the object
may be calculated from the image. At first, we explain how
the points in the space are projected onto the image plane.
Assume the coordinate value of any point 𝑃 in the space
relative to CCD center is (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍), it is imaged to 𝑃 point
in the image after projection. Its coordinate value relative
to the image center is (𝑥, 𝑦), while the center point of the
image relative to CCD coordinate value is (0, 0, 𝑓), where 𝑓
is the distance from the center point of CCD to the sensing
field. Concept View of Stereo Vision Image Mechanism Space
shows a concept view of the stereo vision system space. The
research utilizes the stereo vision system as principal axis.
Two lenses are used to determine image depth. This part
is a feature that the single-eye vision cannot achieve. As
shown in Figure 1, the single-eye vision can only scan target
object for a plane without knowing the image depth of the
target object, such that the stereo vision is necessary for
enhancement by using two-eye focusing function to calculate
the corresponding angle for obtaining the image depth of the
target object:
𝑥𝑤
𝑥𝑘
[ 𝑦𝑘 ] = 𝑅 ([𝑦𝑤 ] + 𝑇) ,
[ 𝑧𝑤 ]
[ 𝑧𝑘 ]

𝑇𝑥
−𝑇𝑥
[ 𝑇𝑦 ] = [ −𝑇𝑦 ] ,
[ 𝑇𝑧 ] [ −𝑇𝑧 ]

1
0
0
𝑅 = 𝑅𝑥 𝑅𝑦 𝑅𝑧 𝑅𝑥 (𝜃) = [0 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 ] ,
[0 − sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃]
cos 𝜃 0 − sin 𝜃
cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 0
0 ] 𝑅𝑧 (𝜃) = [− sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 0] .
𝑅𝑦 (𝜃) = [ 0 1
0 1]
[ sin 𝜃 0 cos 𝜃 ]
[ 0
(1)
2.1. Eye Recognition Analysis. Eye recognition generally comprises pretreatment, feature extraction, sample learning,
recognition, and so forth. There are various methods to
implement eyeball recognition technology as follows.
(1) Projection method: in the projection method, the
eye location is detected according to the distribution
feature of image projected in a certain direction.
The projection method is a statistical method, which
utilizes the gray level information of eyes to detect
the ordinate and abscissa of pupils by means of horizontal and vertical projections, respectively. Thereby,

y
X

CCD center
(0, 0, 0)

f

P(X, Y, Z)

P(x, y )
x
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Figure 1: Concept view of stereo vision image mechanism space.

accurate positioning for human eyes is available. Integral projection function (IPF) and mean projection
function are common projection functions.
(2) MPF and variance projection function (VPF)—
Hough transformation method: Hough transformation transforms the image from spatial domain to
parametric domain. The curve in image is illustrated
in a certain parametric form satisfied by most boundary points. The pupil is used as a standard circle.
The location of the eye pupil may be positioned
accurately with the Hough transformation by means
of the standard equation of circle: (𝑥 − 𝑎)2 +(𝑦 − 𝑏)2 =
𝑟2 . The robustness of the Hough transformation is
enhanced considerably because of apparent geometric analyticity.
(3) AdaBoost classification method: the AdaBoost algorithm is a highly effective iterative operation algorithm in robotic learning field. It trains different
weak classifiers for the same training set, followed by
collecting these weak classifiers together to compose
a strong classifier. This algorithm is advantageous
for higher classification precision and faster human
eye recognition. However, the effectiveness of such
algorithm depends on the choice of classifiers. There
is a significantly important application with respect to
fast human eye detection.
(4) Sample matching method: the location of the pupil
may be searched dynamically in the image window
from left to right and from up to down by using
circular sample according to the pupil shape. The
sample matching searches for a small image from a
larger image. It identifies the target location by using
the most similar location as matching point by means
of the similarity calculation for sample and matching
zones. The sample matching algorithm is within the
scope of robotic learning field and is an effective eye
recognition algorithm.
2.2. Sobel Edge Detection. The Sobel operator comes from the
combination of differential operation and low pass operation.
It has the effect of edge detection in addition to the advantage
of noise reduction. Because the derivative will reduce the
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Figure 2: Schematic view of entire system structure (a). Schematic view of entire system structure (b).

noise intensity, the feature of Sobel operator to filter noise is
particularly advantageous. The derivative of Sobel operator
mask is shown in the following formulas:
 
∇𝑓 = |𝐺𝑥| + 𝐺𝑦 ,
𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑃3
[𝑃4 𝑃5 𝑃6] ,
[𝑃7 𝑃8 𝑃9]

𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑃3
𝑔𝑥 = [𝑃4 𝑃5 𝑃6] ,
[𝑃7 𝑃8 𝑃9]

𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑃3
𝑔𝑦 = [𝑃4 𝑃5 𝑃6] ,
[𝑃7 𝑃8 𝑃9]

3. Experiment of VR Driver Tracking
Recognition System
(2)

𝑓 (𝑥 − 1, 𝑦 − 1) 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦 − 1) 𝑓 (𝑥 + 1, 𝑦 − 1)
[ 𝑓 (𝑥 − 1, 𝑦)
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑓 (𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) ] .
[𝑓 (𝑥 − 1, 𝑦 + 1) 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) 𝑓 (𝑥 + 1, 𝑦 + 1)]
The input for said method is a deep image corresponding
to 1280 × 1024 RGB colorful image, which is the information
that may be provided by stereo vision. The skin color will
be further detected from the generated maximum skin
colorful fleck. From conservative estimation, the method for
calculating the spatial expansion in eyes includes a circular
mask expansion, whose radius is 𝑟 = 15. In view of the
previous tracking of estimated 3D location, the 3D point of
skin color is within a predetermined depth range (25 mm).
The estimation is reserved, while other depths are set to zero:
𝐸 (ℎ, 𝑂) = 𝐷 (𝑂, ℎ, 𝐶) + 𝜆 𝑘 ∗ 𝐾𝑐 (ℎ) ,
𝐷 (𝑂, ℎ, 𝐶) =



∑min (𝑜𝑑 − 𝑟𝑑  , 𝑑𝑀)
∑ (𝑜𝑠 ∨ 𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝜀
+ 𝜆 (1 −

(3)

2 ∑ (𝑜𝑠 ∧ 𝑟𝑚 )
).
∑ (𝑜𝑠 ∧ 𝑟𝑚 ) + ∑ (𝑜𝑠 ∨ 𝑟𝑚 )

2.3. Random Optimization by Means of Pixel Group. Global
optimization: update equation reevaluating the velocity and
location of each pixel:
𝑉𝑘+1 = 𝑤 (V𝑘 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑃𝑘 − 𝑥𝑘 ) + 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝐺𝑘 − 𝑥𝑘 )) ,
𝑋𝑘 + 1 = 𝑋𝑘 + 𝑉𝑘 + 1.

the sequence optimization question necessary for tracing
eyes of a person obtain the characteristic value for each
point. The spatial continuity is utilized because it depends on
the sampling frequency of the expected observation motion
image.

(4)

Such objective function is optimized and one single frame
is assumed for eye location. Therefore, such method and

The research belongs to tentative research. 50 operators who
have ever driven vehicles are sampled randomly. There are
total 100 operators invited to perform the field test of the “VR
driver behavior test system.” Thereby, the influence and idea
of the VR driver behavior test system with respect to drivers
are studied. In the program, the 3D virtual image technique
is applied to test vehicle drivers. The building model of this
city is created using Google SketchUp modeling software,
followed by employing Unity to make the VR application
environment of our city, to present the image with high
similarity relative to the entity, and to simulate scenes in
various places and scenes from various angles realistically.
The entire system structure is shown in Figure 2.
As seen in Figure 3, by combining 3D stereo virtual
image technique with space plan and scene design, it can
simulate the change of various weather conditions and the
four seasons, climate conditions and water scene, mist effect,
and so forth. Alternatively, it may improve existent scenario
by simulating the situation in the plan realistically come to
the design. Further, it is studied and evaluated with respect
to practicability. Not only various different visual effects are
available easily, but also the error rate is reduced effectively.
Moreover, the reliability and reality of the program are
improved significantly. With such a technology, the vehicledriving test, vehicle accessory development, vehicle driving
environmental factors, and the like may also be combined to
simulate and evaluate different situation designs.
For the vehicle VR stereo reality tracking system of
the research, in simulating driving process, the computer
is used to aid in the modeling software to create a virtual field and create real street and virtual environment
in advance. The model implementation is presented in VR
system for it to compare different driving behaviors and
environmental variables. In addition, the VR system is added
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Figure 4: Stereo vision pupil recognition analysis (a). Stereo vision pupil recognition analysis (b).

with various sudden condition simulations to compare the
data of simulated environment and the real vehicle traveling
data mutually, to provide developers with data collection of
driver behavior and improvement reference. An integrated
simulation is performed using Unity 3D game engine. By
means of the operation data and motion behavior in subject
and scenario, followed by applying various different environmental variables, and the situation of accidental occurrence
of driver in driving vehicle for general vehicle traveling
process, the impact of various environmental variables on
driver behavior and the impact of visual angle of driver from
different environmental variables are analyzed, to improve
data analysis of vehicle driver behavior in order for increased
development benefit and cost. Figure 5 shows the possible
impacts of sudden motorcycles and pedestrians in driving.
The stereo vision is utilized to track the concentration points
of the eyes of drivers and the data is collected for analysis, as
shown in Figure 4.

4. Conclusions
The stereo image vision determination determines target
objects by subtracting images in conjunction with marginalization. From the data and figures, it slightly shows that
there might have large one time instant misjudgment. Besides
marginalization, special color recognition is also used. Since
the color recognition results from subtraction of 2D matrices
between simple RGBs, there is no significant impact for
image processing speed. By eliminating the colors outside
the desired target object under tracking, from such filtering
and judgment, the possibility of misjudgment of image depth
measurement will be reduced for the target object. It does the
best to exclude the issue of marginal intervening interference.
Because of the popularity of smart products in present
society, in response to such social phenomena, the program
develops street scenes of various different test environments, different climate environments, and different road
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(a) Vehicle turning right

5

(b) Vehicle turning
left

(c) VR simulation screen

Figure 5: Impacts of motorcycles on vehicle turning in driving.

test environments. It not only increases the test stability,
reliability, and practicability substantially but also improves
driver verification because the stereo vision is used for
tracking in VR. The system platform structure is simple, witch
project VR scenes, in conjunction with stereo vision system,
the implementation of VR scenes is rapid and easy, and
various uncertain factors may be added in the game engine.
Once the VR scenarios and interactive interface development
are finished, the entire system may be completed quickly.
In addition, the provided real test information may be used
for product development evaluation. Compared to general
ones, which can perform field test only when the product
is developed completely, the time and cost are reduced
substantially without safety issues. Through the simulation
test done by the driver of the system, the obtained result may
be used as an evaluation platform for driver behavior.
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This paper is to implement a multiaxis servo controller and a motion trajectory planning within one chip. At first, SoPC (system on
a programmable chip) technology which is composed of an Altera FPGA (field programmable gate arrays) chip and an embedded
soft-core Nios II processor is taken as the development of a multiaxis motion control IC. The multiaxis motion control IC has
two modules. The first module is Nios II processor which realizes the motion trajectory planning by software. It includes the step,
circular, window, star, and helical motion trajectory. The second module presents a function of the multiaxis position/speed/current
controller IP (intellectual property) by hardware. And VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language) is applied to describe the
multiaxis servo controller behavior. Before the FPGA realization, a cosimulation work by ModelSim/Simulink is applied to test the
VHDL code. Then, this IP combined by Nios II processor will be downloaded to FPGA. Therefore, a fully digital multiaxis motion
controller can be realized by a single FPGA chip. Finally, to verify the effectiveness and correctness of the proposed multiaxis motion
control IP, a three-axis motion platform (XYZ table) is constructed and some experimental results are presented.

1. Introduction
The integration of a multiaxis servo and motion controller
into one chip and then application to XYZ table, CNC
(Computed Numerically Controlled) machine or robotic
system, and so forth, for reducing the system volume and
increasing the system performance and motion stability, have
become a popular research topic in literatures [1–5]. Further,
in typical applications, adopting PMSM as an actuator in
automatic multiaxis equipment is a major technique trend
due to its excellent high power density and better motion
control characteristics, fast response and accuracy positioning [6–8]. In traditional machine, it usually utilizes one
central controller for planning the motion trajectory and
multiple microprocessors for multiaxis servo motor drive
system to establish a multiaxis motion controller. In this
architecture, the coordination and communication between
center controller and multiple microprocessors are a challenge task in the automatic multiaxis equipment. However,

some drawbacks appear, such as large volume, being easily
affected by the noise, expensive cost, and inflexible. In
addition, data communication and handshaking protocol
between the central controller and multiple microprocessors
certainly slow down the system executing speed. To solve
this problem, FPGA provides a best solution among those
commercial high-end microprocessors due to its fast computational power, parallel processing ability, field programmable
characteristics, and SoPC environment which can perform
hardware-software codesign task [9–12]. For example, in the
design of PMSM servo drive using FPGA, it only needs less
than 2 𝜇s in realizing the SVPWM algorithm, less than 3 𝜇s
in implementing the current vector controller, and less than
3 𝜇s in executing the fuzzy controller algorithm in speed loop.
The fast computational and parallel processing characteristics
make it possible to integrate multiaxis servo controllers and
the function of motion trajectory planning into one FPGA.
Recently, a cosimulation work by Electronic Design
Automation (EDA) Simulator Link has been gradually
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applied to verify the effectiveness of the HDL (Hardware
Description Language) code in the motor drive system [13–
15]. The EDA Simulator Link [16] provides a cosimulation
interface between Simulink and ModelSim [17] where you
can use Simulink models as a test bench that generates
stimulus for ModelSim and analyzes the simulation’s response
[16]. Therefore, before the FPGA realization, a cosimulation work by EDA Simulator Link will be applied to the
multiaxis motion control system in this paper. The multiPMSMs, multi-inverters, a motion trajectory planning, and
motion position response are performed in Simulink and
the position/speed/current controller IP (Intellectual Property) which is described by VHDL code is executed in
ModelSim. After successful verification in simulation, the
position/speed/current controller IP can be directly used in
the FPGA.
The realization in this paper is the SoPC technology in
which FPGA embedding a Nios II processor is established
to develop a multiaxis motion control IC, and it is shown
in Figure 1. It includes multiple servo controllers IP and one
Nios II processor in a FPGA. Each servo controller IP performs the function of position/speed/current controller for
each PMSM drive and Nios II processor executes the function
of motion trajectory planning. In addition, the detailed inside
architecture of the proposed multiaxis motion control IC in
FPGA is presented in Figure 2. In servo controller IP, the
vector control is adopted in the current loop, P controller is
used in the speed loop, and fuzzy controller is applied in the
position loop for each PMSM drive. However, the multiaxis
motion control IC shown in Figure 1 can be applied multiaxis
automatic equipment, such as XYZ table, SCARA robot arm,
vertical-type robot arm, and CNC machine.

2. Modelling, Control, and Motion
Trajectory Design
Figure 2 includes multiple servo controllers IPs and one Nios
II processor in a FPGA. Each servo controller IP performs
the function of position/speed/current controller for one
PMSM drive and Nios II processor executes the function of
motion trajectory planning. Detailed design methodology is
described as follows.
2.1. Mathematical Model of Single-Axis Table. The typical
mathematical model of a PMSM is described, in two-axis d-q
synchronous rotating reference frame, as follows:
𝐿𝑞
𝑑𝑖𝑑
𝑟
1
V ,
= − 𝑠 𝑖𝑑 + 𝜔𝑒 𝑖𝑞 +
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑑
𝐿𝑑
𝐿𝑑 𝑑
𝜆𝑓
𝐿
𝑟
1
+ V𝑞 ,
= −𝜔𝑒 𝑑 𝑖𝑑 − 𝑠 𝑖𝑞 − 𝜔𝑒
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑞
𝐿𝑞
𝐿𝑞 𝐿𝑞

𝑑𝑖𝑞

controlled to 0, the PMSM will be decoupled and controlling
a PMSM will be similar to controlling a DC motor. Therefore,
after decoupling, the torque of PMSM can be written as the
following equation:
𝑇𝑒 =

where V𝑑 , V𝑞 are the 𝑑- and 𝑞-axis voltages; 𝑖𝑑 , 𝑖𝑞 , are the 𝑑and 𝑞-axis currents; 𝑟𝑠 is the phase winding resistance; 𝐿 𝑑 , 𝐿 𝑞
are the 𝑑- and 𝑞-axis inductance; 𝜔𝑒 is the rotating speed of
magnet flux; 𝜆 𝑓 is the permanent magnet flux linkage.
The current loop control of PMSM drive in Figure 2
is based on a vector control approach. That is, if the 𝑖𝑑 is

(2)

3𝑃
𝜆 .
4 𝑓

(3)

with
𝐾𝑡 =

𝑇𝑒 is the motor torque and 𝑃 is pole pairs. Thus, considering
the mechanical load, the overall dynamic equation of linear
table system is obtained by
𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝐿 = 𝐽𝑚

2
2𝜋 𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑖
2𝜋 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑖
+ 𝐵𝑚
.
2
𝑟𝑏 𝑑𝑡
𝑟𝑏 𝑑𝑡

(4)

𝐾𝑡 is force constant; 𝐽𝑚 is the inertial value; 𝐵𝑚 is damping
ratio; 𝑇𝐿 is the external torque; 𝑠𝑝𝑖 represents the displacement in 𝑖-axis table; 𝑟𝑏 is the lead of the ball screw.
2.2. Fuzzy Controller (FC) Design. The FC in this study uses
singleton fuzzifier, triangular membership function, productinference rule, and central average defuzzifier method. In
Figure 2, the tracking error 𝑒 and the error change 𝑑𝑒 are
defined by
∗
𝑒 (𝑘) = 𝑠𝑝𝑖
(𝑘) − 𝑠𝑝𝑖 (𝑘) ,

𝑑𝑒 (𝑘) = 𝑒 (𝑘) − 𝑒 (𝑘 − 1) ,

(5)

∗
(𝑘), 𝑆𝑝𝑖 (𝑘)
where 𝑢𝑓 represents the output of the FC; 𝑆𝑝𝑖
represent 𝑖th-axis position command and 𝑖th-axis position
feedback, respectively. The design procedure of the FC is
described as follows.

(a) Take 𝑒, 𝑑𝑒 as the input variable of FC, and define their
linguist variables as 𝐸 and dE. The linguist values of
𝐸 and 𝑑𝐸 are {𝐴 0 , 𝐴 1 , 𝐴 2 , 𝐴 3 , 𝐴 4 , 𝐴 5 , 𝐴 6 } and {𝐵0 ,
𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , 𝐵3 , 𝐵4 , 𝐵5 , 𝐵6 }, respectively. Each linguist value
of 𝐸 and dE is based on the symmetrical triangular
membership function.
(b) Compute the membership degree of 𝑒 and 𝑑𝑒. It is only
two linguistic values which are excited (resulting in a
nonzero membership) in any input value. Therefore,
the membership degree 𝜇𝐴 𝑖 (𝑒) can be straightforwardly obtained by
𝜇𝐴 𝑖 (𝑒) =

(1)

3𝑃
𝜆 𝑖 ≜ 𝐾𝑡 𝑖𝑞
4 𝑓𝑞

𝑒𝑖+1 − 𝑒
,
2

𝜇𝐴 𝑖+1 (𝑒) = 1 − 𝜇𝐴 𝑖 (𝑒)

(6)

and 𝑒𝑖+1 ≜ −6 + 2∗ (𝑖 + 1). Similar results can
be obtained in computing the membership degree
𝜇𝐵𝑗 (𝑑𝑒).
(c) Select the initial FC rules by referring to the dynamic
response characteristics, such as
IF 𝑒 is 𝐴 𝑖 and Δ𝑒 is 𝐵𝑗 THEN 𝑢𝑓 is 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 ,
for 𝑖, 𝑗 = 0 ∼ 6,

(7)
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Figure 1: FPGA-based multiaxis motion control IC and its applications.

where 𝐴 𝑖 and 𝐵𝑗 are fuzzy number and 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 is real
number.
(d) Establish the fuzzy system 𝑢𝑓 (𝑒, 𝑑𝑒) by using the singleton fuzzifier, product-inference rule, and central
average defuzzifier method. Although there are total
49 fuzzy rules that will be inferred, actually only 4
fuzzy rules can be effectively excited to generate a
nonzero output. Therefore the output of the fuzzy
inference can be obtained by the following expression:
𝑗+1

𝑢𝑓 (𝑒, 𝑑𝑒) =

∑𝑖+1
𝑛=𝑖 ∑𝑚=𝑗 𝑐𝑚,𝑛 [𝜇𝐴 𝑛 (𝑒) ∗ 𝜇𝐵𝑚 (𝑑𝑒)]

𝑖+1 𝑗+1

(8)

≜ ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑚,𝑛 ∗ 𝑑𝑛,𝑚 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑆 + 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(10)

b-trajectory:
6
(𝜃𝑖 : 𝜋 → 2𝜋, 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃) ,
4

(11)

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑂𝑦1 + 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

c-trajectory:
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(12)

6
(𝜃𝑖 : 𝜋 → 𝜋, 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃)
4

(13)

d-trajectory:

𝑗+1

where 𝑑𝑛,𝑚 ≜ 𝜇𝐴 𝑛 (𝑒) ∗ 𝜇𝐵𝑚 (𝑑𝑒) and ∑𝑖+1
𝑛=𝑖 ∑𝑚=𝑗 𝑑𝑛,𝑚 = 1.
2.3. Motion Trajectory Planning. The circular, window, star,
and helical circular motion trajectories are typically used [18]
as the performance evaluation of the motion controller for
XYZ table.
(a) Circular motion trajectory: it is computed as follows:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 )

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑆 + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑛=𝑖 𝑚=𝑗

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

a-trajectory:

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑂𝑥1 + 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

𝑗+1

∑𝑖+1
𝑛=𝑖 ∑𝑚=𝑗 𝜇𝐴 𝑛 (𝑒) ∗ 𝜇𝐵𝑚 (𝑑𝑒)

(b) Window motion trajectory: it is shown in Figure 3(a).
The formulation is derived as follows:

(9)

with 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃, where Δ𝜃, 𝑟, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 are angle
increment, radius, 𝑥-axis trajectory command, and 𝑦axis trajectory command, respectively.

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑂𝑥2 + 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑂𝑦2 + 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

e-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = −𝑆 + 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(14)

1
(𝜃𝑖 : 𝜋 → 𝜋, 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃)
2

(15)

f-trajectory:

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑂𝑥3 + 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑂𝑦3 + 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 ) ,
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g-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = −𝑆 + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(16)

1
(𝜃𝑖 : 0 → 𝜋, 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃)
2

(17)

h-trajectory:

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑂𝑥4 + 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑂𝑦4 + 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 ) ,

i-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑆 + 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(18)

where 𝑆 are position increment. In addition, the
(𝑂𝑥1 , 𝑂𝑦1 ), (𝑂𝑥2 , 𝑂𝑦2 ), (𝑂𝑥3 , 𝑂𝑦3 ), (𝑂𝑥4 , 𝑂𝑦4 ) are arc
center of b-, d-, f-, and h-trajectory in Figure 3(a)
and 𝑟 is the radius. The motion speed of the table is
determined by Δ𝜃.
(c) Star motion trajectory: it is shown in Figure 3(b). The
formulation is derived as follows:
a-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑆 + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(19)

b-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = −𝑆 ∗ sin 54∘ + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = −𝑆 ∗ sin 36∘ + 𝑦𝑖−1 , (20)

c-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑆 ∗ sin 18∘ + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑆 ∗ sin 72∘ + 𝑦𝑖−1 ,

(21)

d-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑆 ∗ sin 18∘ + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = −𝑆 ∗ sin 72∘ + 𝑦𝑖−1 , (22)

e-trajectory:
𝑥𝑖 = −𝑆 ∗ sin 54∘ + 𝑥𝑖−1 ,

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑆 ∗ sin 36∘ + 𝑦𝑖−1 . (23)

The motion speed of the table is determined by 𝑆.
(d) Helical circular motion trajectory: it is computed as
follows:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟 sin (𝜃𝑖 )
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑟 cos (𝜃𝑖 )

3. Digital Circuit Design for Position/Speed/Current Controller IP
The proposed FPGA-based three-axis motion control IC for
XYZ table is shown in Figure 4. In position/speed/current
controller IP, the vector control is adopted in the current loop,
P controller is used in the speed loop, and fuzzy controller is
applied in the position loop. The FPGA herein uses Cyclone
IV-EP4CE115, which is the product of Altera cooperation.
There are 114,480 LEs (Logic Elements), 3,981,312 RAM bits,
and 150 embedded multipliers in the Cyclone IV. In addition,
a Nios II processor is embedded into FPGA to establish an
SoC environment. The motion control IC comprises a Nios
II embedded processor and multiple position/speed/current
controller IP for multiaxis machine. The Nios II processor
is utilized to perform the motion trajectory computation.
The code in Nios processor is developed with C language.
Main program establishes the initial parameters setting,
the motion command setting, and so forth and the ISR
(interrupt service routine) executes the motion trajectory
computation, position command generation, and sending
out to three controller IPs. Each internal digital circuit of
position/speed/current controller IP is also shown in Figure 4
and it includes one circuit of position FC and speed P
controller, one circuit of current controller and coordinate
transformation (CCCT), one SVPWM, one ADC interface,
and one QEP interface circuit. All circuits in Figure 4 are
realized by hardware in FPGA, and the circuit behavior is
described by VHDL. The sampling frequency in position,
speed, and current control loop are designed with 2 kHz,
2 kHz, and 16 kHz, respectively. The operating clock of the
designed FPGA controller is 50 MHz and the frequency
divider generates another 12.5 MHz clock to supply all module circuits in Figure 4. A finite state machine (FSM) method
is employed to model the algorithms of the position FC
and speed P controller, the CCCT, and the SVPWM, which
utilizes one adder, one multiplier, a look-up table, comparators, and registers to carry out the overall computation. It
needs to spend 20 steps (1.6 𝜇s), 24 steps (1.92 𝜇s), and 18
steps (1.44 𝜇s) to complete the computation of position/speed
controller, CCCT, and SVPWM, respectively. The data type
is designed with 16-bit length, 2’s complement, and Q15
format in the position/speed controller and CCCT, but 12bit length, 2’s complement, and Q11 format in SVPWM.
For detailed figures and description regarding CCCT and
SVPWM refer to [4]. For an example of a three-axis motion
control IC, overall circuit included a Nios II processor and
three position/speed/current controllers IP consume 22,688
LEs (Logic Elements), 73 embedding multipliers, 241 IO pins,
and 241,792 memory bits.

(24)

𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖−1 + Δ𝑧
with 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖−1 + Δ𝜃, where Δ𝜃, Δ𝑧, 𝑟, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖
are angle increment, height increment, radius, 𝑥-axis
trajectory command, 𝑦-axis trajectory command, and
𝑧-axis trajectory command, respectively.

4. ModelSim/Simulink Cosimulation and
Simulation Results
The Simulink/ModelSim cosimulation architecture for the
three-axis motion control system is shown in Figure 5. Each
axis system is driven by one PMSM. The SimPowerSystem blockset in the Simulink executes the three PMSMs
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Figure 4: Internal circuit design of the proposed FPGA-based multiaxis motion control IC.

and three IGBT-based inverters. The EDA Simulator Link
for ModelSim executes the cosimulation using VHDL code
running in ModelSim program. It carries out the function
of three position/speed/current controller IPs with six works
in Figure 5. The work-1, work-3, and work-5 perform the
function of position and speed loop controller, and work2, work-4, and work-6 accomplish the function of current
vector controller which includes current PI controller, coordinate transformation (CCCT), and space vector pulse width
modulation (SVPWM). The signals of three-phase current,
rotor speed, and rotor position in PMSM-1 are, respectively,
fed back to work-3 and work-1 to do the close-loop position
control. The similar conditions of close-loop position control
in PMSM-2 and PMSM-3 drive system are the same. The
sampling frequency in current control loop is designed with
16 kHz but in position/speed control loop is 1 kHz. The
motion trajectory described in Section 2.3 is planned within
the block diagram of the Matlab embedded function in

Figure 5. Matlab m-code is used to develop the program of
the motion trajectory.
In this simulation cases, the following motion trajectory
will be carried out and tested: (1) single-axis position step
response; (2) circular motion trajectory tracking (twoaxis simultaneous motion); (3) window motion trajectory
tracking (two-axis simultaneous motion); (4) star motion
trajectory tracking (two-axis simultaneous motion); (5)
helical circular motion trajectory tracking (three-axis
simultaneous motion). Firstly, single-axis position step
response is considered, and the step signal with 1.5 s and
5 mm amplitude is tested. The simulation results in position
response and current response are presented in Figure 6. In
this simulation, the Kp and Ki gains in position controller
are, respectively, chosen by (15000, 0) and (25000, 95) in
16bit-Q15 format. In Figure 6(a), the position responses
with 0.03 seconds rising time and zero overshoot and zero
which show a good response performance. In Figure 6(b),
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Figure 5: Simulink/ModelSim cosimulation architecture for three-axis motion control system.
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Figure 6: Single-axis PMSM: (a) step position response; (b) current response.
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Figure 7: (a) Circular motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.
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Figure 8: (a) Window motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.

the current in 𝑖𝑑 axis approaches zero which presents the
success of the vector control in PMSM drive. Further, in
the two-axis simultaneous motion trajectory, the circular
motion trajectory control with center (5, 5) mm and radius
10 mm is evaluated and the simulation results in motion
trajectory tracking, tracking error, position response, and
current response are shown in Figure 7. In this design, the
Kp and Ki gains in position controller are, respectively,
chosen by (18000, 0), (19000, 95) in 16bit-Q15 format. The
tracking errors in Figure 7(b) show the maximum ±0.18 mm

in 𝑥-axis table, maximum ±0.18 mm in 𝑦-axis table, and
less than 0.1855 mm in overall circular motion tracking.
It demonstrates a good tracking. Additionally, the current
response of 𝑖𝑑 -axis both in 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis motors all can be
controlled to zero which presents the success of the vector
controller. In the window tracking motion, the trajectory is
designed as Figure 3(a) and its simulation results in motion
trajectory tracking, tracking error, position response, and
current response are shown in Figure 8. In this design, the
Kp and Ki gains in position controller are, respectively,
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Figure 9: (a) Star motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.

chosen by (15000, 0), (25000, 95) in 16bit-Q15 format.
The tracking errors in Figure 8 show the maximum
±0.185 mm in 𝑥-axis table, maximum ±0.178 mm in 𝑦-axis
table, and less than 0.19 mm in overall motion tracking.
In the star tracking motion, the trajectory is designed as
Figure 3(b) and its simulation results are shown in Figure 9.
In this experiment, the Kp and Ki gains in position controller
are, respectively, chosen by (15000, 0), (25000, 95) in 16bitQ15 format. The tracking errors in Figure 9(b) show the
maximum ±0.14 mm in 𝑥-axis table, maximum ±0.14 mm
in 𝑦-axis table, and less than 0.17 mm in overall star motion

tracking. The results show a good tracking response in both
window and star motion trajectory. Finally, the three-axis
simultaneous motion trajectory which is helical circular
trajectory is evaluated, and their simulation tracking results
are shown in Figure 10, respectively. In this design, the
Kp and Ki gains in position controller are, respectively,
chosen by (18000, 0), (19000, 95) in 16bit-Q15 format. In
Figure 10(b), the tracking errors show that it can keep within
±0.185 mm in 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis table motion and ±0.19 mm
in 𝑧-axis table motion which reveals a good tracking
response. Therefore, Figure 16 shows a good tracking result
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Figure 13: (a) Circular motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.

in 3-axis motion tracking. Further, Figures 6∼10 present
that the three-axis motion control system tested through
ModelSim/Simulink cosimulation is effectiveness and
correctness. After confirming the success of the proposed
three-axis position/speed/current controller IP, it will
directly apply to FPGA to be further evaluated.

5. Experimental System and Results
5.1. Experimental System. The overall experimental system
shown in Figure 11 includes an FPGA control board, three

sets of voltage source IPM-based (Intelligent Power Modules)
inverter, and an XYZ table which is driven by three PMSMs
and three ball-screws. The power, rating, voltage, current, and
rating speed of PMSM are 200 W, 92 V, 1.6 A, and 3000 rpm,
respectively. A 2500 ppr rotary encoder attached to PMSM
is used to measure the motor’s electrical angle. Each ballscrew has 5 mm lead. Inside IPM, it has 6 sets of IGBT type
power transistors with emitter of the rated voltage of 600 V,
collector DC current rating of 20 A, and a short time (1 ms)
rated current of 40 A. Photo coupler IC adopts TLP250 whose
output has push-pull amplifier functions. The FPGA uses
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Figure 14: (a) Window motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.

Cyclone IV-EP4CE115 which is the kernel of this system.
There are 114,480 LEs (Logic Elements), 3,981,312 RAM bits,
and 150 embedded multipliers in the Cyclone IV. Further, a
Nios II processor can be embedded into FPGA to establish
SoC environment.
5.2. Experimental Results. In experiment, the one-dimensional motion trajectory is firstly tested. The step signal with

1/8 Hz square wave and 5 mm amplitude is sent to the 𝑥axis tables as the position command to cause tables motion.
The experimental results in position response and current
response using FC are shown in Figure 12. In Figure 12(a),
the position response with 0.2 second rising time and 2%
overshoot and near zero steady state zero which shows a
good response performance. In Figure 12(b), the current in 𝑖𝑑
axis approaches zero which reveals the success of the vector
control in PMSM drive. To evaluate the tracking performance
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Figure 15: (a) Star motion trajectory tracking; (b) tracking error; (c) position response; (d) current response.

in multiaxis motion table, the indices are firstly defined as
follows:
𝑛

2

∗
𝑇 (𝑘) = √ ∑ (𝑆𝑝𝑖
(𝑘) − 𝑆𝑝𝑖 (𝑥)) ,
𝑖=1

(25)
𝑚

𝑇 (𝑘)
,
𝑚
𝑘=1

𝑚𝑡𝑒 = ∑

∗
(𝑘), 𝑆𝑝𝑖 (𝑘), 𝑛, 𝑚, and 𝑚𝑡𝑒, respectively, reprewhere 𝑇(𝑘), 𝑆𝑝𝑖
sent instantaneous error, 𝑖th-axis position command, 𝑖th-axis
position feedback, number of motion table, total acquisition
data, and mean tracking error. Further, in two-dimensional
motion trajectory, the circular motion trajectory control with
center (50, 50) mm and radius 25 mm is evaluated and the
experimental results in motion trajectory tracking, tracking
error, position response, and current response using same FC
are shown in Figure 13. The tracking errors in Figure 13(b)
show the maximum ±0.46 mm in 𝑥-axis table, maximum
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±0.35 mm in 𝑦-axis table, and 0.1759 mm mean tracking error
in overall circular motion. It presents a good contour tracking
result. Additional, the current response of 𝑖𝑑 -axis both in
𝑥- and 𝑦-axis motors all can be controlled to zero which
presents the success of the vector controller. In the window
tracking motion, the trajectory is designed as Figure 3(a)
and its experimental results in motion trajectory tracking,
tracking error, position response, and current response are
shown in Figure 14. The tracking errors in Figure 14 show the
maximum ±0.2 mm in 𝑥-axis table, maximum ±0.2 mm in
𝑦-axis table, and 0.054 mm mean tracking error in overall
motion. In the star tracking motion, the trajectory is designed
as Figure 3(b) and its experimental results are shown in
Figure 15. The tracking errors in Figure 15 show the maximum ±0.4 mm in 𝑥-axis table, maximum ±0.55 mm in 𝑦axis table, and 0.0698 mm mean tracking error in overall
star motion. However, the larger tracking error in both
window and star motion trajectory occurred at the position of
command suddenly changed; otherwise, the tracking error is
very small. The results show a good contour tracking response
in both window and star motion trajectory. Finally, the
three-dimensional motion trajectory which is helical circular
trajectory and “STUST” character trajectory are evaluated,
and their experimental tracking results are shown in Figures
16 and 17, respectively. In Figure 16(b), the tracking errors
show that it can keep within ±0.2 mm in 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis table
motion, ±0.01 mm in 𝑧-axis table motion, and 0.1162 mm
mean tracking error in overall helical circular motion which
reveals a good tracking response. In performing the motion of
“STUST” character, the 𝑧-axis table just runs the up and down
motion, the “STUST” character is drawn by the simultaneous
motion of 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis table. The tracking error in Figure 17
shows the maximum ±0.3 mm in 𝑥-axis, 𝑦-axis, and 𝑧axis table and less than 0.3 mm in overall motion tracking.
Therefore, Figures 16∼17 show a good tracking result in 3D
motion contour tracking. Therefore, Figures 12∼17 present
that the proposed FPGA-based multiaxis motion control IC
is effectiveness and correctness.

6. Conclusions
The FPGA-based multiaxis motion controller has been successfully demonstrated from ModelSim/Simulink cosimulation to FPGA realization experiment in this paper. For a
multiaxis motion controller system, DSP and FPGA all can
provide a good solution in implementation. However, due
to one DSP chip only can support one CPU inside and, 12
channels PWM output and 2 QEP output in its peripheral
circuit, it is suitable for a two-axis motion controller system.
If we want to realize a multiaxis motion controller system,
it needs several DSP chips. In contrast with DSP, FPGA has
the properties of fast computing power, parallel processing,
and hardware-software codesign which cause the multiaxis
motion controller system to be implemented by one FPGA
chip. Finally, the work herein is summarized as follows.
(a) The functionalities required to build a multiaxis servo
controller and motion trajectory planning can be
integrated in one FPGA chip.

(b) The computation of key algorithms, such as SVPWM,
CCCT, and FC in PMSM drive can be completed
within 2 𝜇s by FPGA implementation.
(c) The VHDL code of the proposed multiaxis servo
controller IP has been effectively verified from ModelSim/Simulink cosimulation results.
(d) Some experimental results by position step response,
circular, window, star, and helical circular motion
trajectory tracking, the specific character (“STUST”)
motion trajectory tracking, and so forth have revealed
that the proposed FPGA-based multiaxis motion
controller is effectiveness and correctness.
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This study developed an assistive system for the severe physical disabilities, named “code-maker translator assistive input device”
which utilizes a contest fuzzy recognition algorithm and Morse codes encoding to provide the keyboard and mouse functions for
users to access a standard personal computer, smartphone, and tablet PC. This assistive input device has seven features that are
small size, easy installing, modular design, simple maintenance, functionality, very flexible input interface selection, and scalability
of system functions, when this device combined with the computer applications software or APP programs. The users with severe
physical disabilities can use this device to operate the various functions of computer, smartphone, and tablet PCs, such as sending
e-mail, Internet browsing, playing games, and controlling home appliances. A patient with a brain artery malformation participated
in this study. The analysis result showed that the subject could make himself familiar with operating of the long/short tone of Morse
code in one month. In the future, we hope this system can help more people in need.

1. Introduction
The majority of users employ either the keyboard or the
mouse to access a computer and its functions. Nowadays
there exists a myriad of assistive mechanisms which mimic
the functions of these input devices for individuals with
severe disabilities. These include inductive tongue computer interface [1], eye-controlled device [2], head-controlled
device [3, 4], infrared-controlled devices [5, 6], voicecontrolled device [7], and physiological signals assistive
device (such as Electrooculogram (EOG) switch [8–10], Electromyography (EMG) switch [11–13], and Electroencephalogram (EEG) [14–20]). However, many assistive input devices
provide a mode of switch scanning in which one master unit
follows the sequence check status of the slave unit for the
input of text characters, and this tends to be rather slow.
Morse code is a powerful alternative for access to augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices
and computer; this is useful for people who can spell and
who can only use one switch, where they activate it for a

short or a long time or use two switches and where one
represents dots and the other dashes. The dots and dashes
are used to represent letters of the alphabet. The difficulty
most commonly encountered by users is the requirement
to conform to the standard long to short tone ratio of 3 : 1
prescribed in standard Morse code. In 2002, the author Dr.
Wu presented the fuzzy Morse code recognition algorithm
[21, 22] in a single-chip microprocessor that can trace the
user’s operating time and automatically adjust the threshold
value between long and short elements of Morse code in a
real time. At the same time, he made a Morse code text input
system (McTin) [23, 24] for the people with severe disabilities
(such as quadriplegic) to operate the computer. McTin still
has some disadvantages which need to be improved; these
disadvantages are the following: first, the input interface only
fits mechanical switches, second, when the user is operating
the Morse code, McTin cannot provide the sound feedback,
third, the fuzzy recognition algorithm can update to improve
the recognition rate, and, forth, McTin needs multiline to
connect with computer.
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In order to improve the above McTin disadvantages,
this study presents a code-maker translator assistive input
device (CMTAID), which utilizes a contest fuzzy recognition
algorithm and Morse codes encoding providing the keyboard
and mouse functions for users with severe disabilities to
access a standard personal computer, smartphone, and tablet
PC.

2. Methods and Implementation
This study presents code-maker translator assistive input
device (CMTAID) which includes three parts that are assistive input switches, a contest fuzzy recognition algorithm in
microprocessor, and product design.
2.1. Assistive Input Switch. Morse code assistive input interface can use various input modes but just needs to provide the
binary output; due to a variety of different diseases, patients
should design a suitable assistive input interface; this study
is divided into two kinds of input interfaces that are passive
and active input interfaces, respectively. The passive switch
which is based on mechanical switches that can provide
simple binary output (on/off); McTin applies this kind of
input interface for spinal cord injury subjects through mouth
to use, that is, mouth controlled nipple switch [23]. The active
switch is based on sensors, such as utilizing light, sound, and
the other analog signal as the signal source. In this paper, we
will present an active infrared sensor switch for the patients
whose hands functions have not been fully degraded and they
can choose it for use. By using an LED which produces light

at the same wavelength as what the sensor is looking for, you
can look at the intensity of the received light. When an object
is close to the sensor, the light from the LED bounces off
the object and into the light sensor (Figure 1). This results
in a large jump in the intensity, which we already know
can be detected using a threshold. This study combines the
light sensor with a comparator of the operational amplifier
(OPA) to provide a binary output; the OPA reference voltage
value can set up the reflected distance of IR light detected by
sensor. In order to avoid the multitrigger from the unstable
IR reflected signal, we designed a circuit of inverting Schmitt
trigger with reference voltage to increase the stability of the
special IR switch. At the same time we consider a problem of
the user’s operating habit; we designed two modes to operate
this switch: one is object present to change the trigger state
and the other is no object present to change the trigger state.
Additionally, this study is using the 555-oscillator IC to design
the feedback sound of Morse code (dot and dash) for the
severe disabilities to learn Morse code more easily and an
external speaker output block. The appearance of special IR
switch is shown in Figure 2. Although this study presents
the use of a special IR switch for the input of Morse codes,
the form of the input device can be modified to suit the
particular requirements of users with different degrees of
physical disability [13, 25].
2.2. Contest Fuzzy Recognition Algorithm. Morse code consists of a series of long (dash) and short (dot) tones separated
by periods of silence (space). Standard Morse code specifies
a ratio of 3 : 1 for duration of the long to short elements
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Figure 3: The contest fuzzy recognition algorithm.

(tone or silence). If there is a significant variation in this
ratio over the input of a Morse code transmission, most
recognition systems struggle to identify the input elements
correctly. In practice, many users with disabilities experience
great difficulty in maintaining a stable input rate and pattern.
CMTAID employs the contest fuzzy recognition algorithm
(CFRA, Figure 3) to trace the tendencies of a particular
user when the long or short elements are generated and
then modifies the threshold value (𝑇𝑘 ) which distinguishes
the two elements accordingly. In other words, 𝑇𝑘 is an
adjusted recognition level that follows the user’s typing speed
by CFRA. Figure 3(a) is the structure of the CFRA; this
structure fits to trace the variation of the duration time
of assistive switch pressed/released. 𝑙𝑘 is the time of long
element, which is the duration time of the assistive switch
pressed or released. 𝑙𝑦𝑘 is the fuzzy time value of long element.
Similarly, 𝑠𝑘 is the time of short element and 𝑠𝑦𝑘 is the fuzzy
time value of short element. The symbol LSR refers to the
ratio between long and short elements of Morse code. In
Figure 3(b), the 𝐼𝑘 is the input signal, the 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , 𝑡3 , and 𝑡4
are the duration times of the assistive switch pressed, and
the 𝑠𝑡1 , 𝑠𝑡2 , and 𝑠𝑡3 are the duration times of the assistive
switch released. When the released times are all smaller than
𝑇𝑘 , the Morse code sequences will combine and convert it
to a significant character “𝑓” by CMTAID and translator to
the PC, smartphone, and tablet PC through the USB HID
interface that is generated by arduino.
The recognition procedure is described as below.
Step 1 (contest region recognition). Consider the following.
If 𝐼𝑘 > 𝑇𝑘 ∗ (1 + 𝜎) then 𝐼𝑘 belongs in long element
region (𝑙𝑘 ).

Else if 𝐼𝑘 < 𝑇𝑘 ∗(1−𝜎) then 𝐼𝑘 belongs in short element
region (𝑠𝑘 ).
Else 𝐼𝑘 belongs in unclear region.
Here, 𝜎 is the standard deviation of 𝑇𝑘 .
Step 2 (fuzzy adjustment). Consider the following.
If 𝐼𝑘 belongs in long or short element region then one
has the following.
Use one-node fuzzy algorithm [21, 23] to calculate the 𝑙𝑦𝑘 and 𝑠𝑦𝑘 value and then to modify 𝑇𝑘 .
For example, the prediction error 𝑒𝑘 , an input to
the fuzzy algorithm, is created by the difference
between 𝑙𝑘 and 𝑙𝑦𝑘−1 , such that
𝑒𝑘 = 𝑙𝑘 − 𝑙𝑦𝑘−1 .

(1)

In the fuzzy algorithm, a linguistic fuzzy rule is
utilized to calculate modified error 𝑒𝑘 . Five linguistic parameters are as follows: LN, negative
large; SN, negative small; ZE, zero; SP, positive
small; LP, positive large.
Fuzzy rule 1: if 𝑒𝑘 is LN then 𝑒𝑘 is LN (typing
highest speed).
Fuzzy rule 2: if 𝑒𝑘 is SN then 𝑒𝑘 is SN (typing high
speed).
Fuzzy rule 3: if 𝑒𝑘 is ZE then 𝑒𝑘 is ZE (typing
normal speed).
Fuzzy rule 4: if 𝑒𝑘 is SP then 𝑒𝑘 is SP (typing slow
speed).
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Fuzzy rule 5: if 𝑒𝑘 is LP then 𝑒𝑘 is LP (typing
lowest speed).
The output variable (𝑒𝑘 ) of fuzzy recognition is
by the center of gravity method in (2), where the
variable 𝐺𝑖 is the membership grade of the 𝑖th
premise in the inference rule and 𝐶𝑖 is the center
value of the 𝑖th conclusion in inference rule:
𝑒𝑘 =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐺𝑖 𝐶𝑖
.
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐶𝑖

(2)

Based on the values of 𝑒𝑘 and 𝑙𝑦𝑘−1 , the predictive output 𝑙𝑦𝑘 is updated by
𝑙𝑦𝑘 = 𝑙𝑦𝑘−1 + 𝑒𝑘 .

(3)

The same goes for the short element in the same
derivation.
Else, calculate the middle point (mp) between 𝑙𝑦𝑘
and 𝑠𝑦𝑘 and compare it with the 𝐼𝑘 to classify the 𝐼𝑘
belonging in long/short element region:
mp = 𝑠𝑦𝑘 +

(𝑙𝑦𝑘 − 𝑠𝑦𝑘 )
.
2

(4)

If 𝐼𝑘 > mp then 𝐼𝑘 belongs in long element
region;
Else, 𝐼𝑘 belongs in short element region.
Step 3 (𝑇𝑘 modification). Consider
𝑇𝑘 =

(𝑙𝑦𝑘 + LSR ∗ 𝑠𝑦𝑘 )
.
4

(5)

2.3. Product Design. The product design of CMTAID as
shown in Figure 4(a) shows the front panel of the CMTAID,
which has two kinds of input socket and a speed adjustment
switch. The phone jack input socket provides a connection
point for the mechanical type switch that is a passive input
switch. The USB micro-B input socket provides a connection
point for the sensor type switch that is an active input switch.
The speed adjustment switch allows modifying the operating
speed of the device (i.e., initial threshold value of fuzzy
algorithm) for users with different degrees of disability. A
maximum of ten discrete speed levels (i.e., 0∼9) is available,
where a higher speed level corresponds to a slower typing
speed. The user is free to change the speed by pushing the
“+” or “−” button. Figure 4(b): the CMTAID incorporates
eight indicator lights within its top panel, that is, Keyboard
(“KB”), Mouse (“MS”), Training (“TR”), Shift, Ctrl, Alt,
Caps Lock (“Caps”), and one-key/two-key input mode (“2”).
This arrangement provides the user with a simple means of
ascertaining the current state of the device. Figure 4(c) is a
back cover. Figure 4(d) clearly illustrates the only one USB
micro-B output socket required for connection to a PC in the
keyboard-mode, mouse-mode, and practice-mode.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Code-Maker Translator Assistive Input Device. Figure 5 is
photographs of CMTAID finished product, the volume size
of CMTAID is 6.1 ∗ 3 ∗ 1.9 cm3 , Figure 5(a) is CMTAIDs
on the view, Figure 5(b) is rear view, and Figure 5(c) is
front view; details can refer to Figure 4. Photographs of the
CMTAID with special IR switch of left hand are presented in
Figure 5(d). The extra assistive switch provides another input
selection for trainer or subject such as general mechanical
switch and special nipple switch [23, 24].
3.2. Fuzzy Performance Testing. This section presents the
recognition analysis for two algorithms: sliding fuzzy [24]
and contest fuzzy by using human-typed data. There are
twenty-five human-typed data sets: fifteen data sets typed
by wireless experts and the other ten data sets typed by a
teenager with cerebral palsy. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean
value (mean) and standard deviation (std) of long and short
elements of Morse code. Tone refers to the press time of
switch and silence refers to the release time of switch. As
shown in these tables, the mean value and the standard
deviation for the disabled person are much larger than those
for the expert. Figures 6 and 7 are the recognition results
for the expert and the disabled person by two algorithms. In
Figure 6, the average recognition rates of the expert data are
very high for two algorithms (99.6% of sliding fuzzy, 99.9%
of contest fuzzy). In Figure 7, the average recognition rates of
the disabled person are 98.6% for sliding fuzzy and 99.27% for
contest fuzzy. In order to observe the improving recognition
rate of Morse code, we took the data set 3 of expert to describe
the result of recognition that is shown in Figure 8. Figures
8(a) and 8(b) are the same silent sequences of Morse code
by expert; the symbol definitions are as follows: the ordinate
refers to the Morse code time length in millisecond (ms);
the abscissa refers to the number of Morse code sequence;
“+” refers to the long element (dash or long-silence); “∙”
refers to the short element (dot or short-silence); “−⋅” refer
to the predictive threshold; the green circle refers to the
error recognition points; blue circle refers to the result of
recognition by contest fuzzy algorithm. Except for improving
the recognition rate of assistive input device, the operation
time of algorithm is needed to be considered, so we compare
the operation time of two fuzzy algorithms with MATLAB
simulation in the same computer. Figure 9 shows that the
whole recognition operation time of ten data sets by sliding
fuzzy is 2.376 seconds and contest fuzzy is 1.837 seconds. This
result has proved that contest fuzzy algorithm is more suitable
to recognize the unstable patterns typed by the disabled
person.
3.3. Applications. CMTAID is a bridge device between the
user and application devices (computer, smartphone, and
tablet PC) that can support the Operating System (OS) of
Microsoft (Win8, Win7, WinXP,. . ., etc.) and Google Android
2.0∼4.2.2. In computer, we connect with cable USB-A male
to USB micro-B male; in smartphone or tablet PC we need
select the fit OTG (On to Go) line to connect with them.
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Figure 4: The product design of CMTAID.

Then, we can use any apps on PC, smartphone, and tablet PC
through operating the CMTAID. Here, app is an abbreviation
for application. An app is a piece of software. It can run on
the Internet, on your computer, or on your phone, or other
electronic devices.
3.4. Case Study. The proposed device has been tested successfully by three individuals with severe spinal cord injuries
(C1–C3), which have resulted in their inability to make any
functional movements other than those involving their heads.
Figure 10 is the one of them; she can operate the computer,
tablet PC, and communication with others through the
CMTAID, after two months of training. She types the English
letters from “a” to “z” and averages 58.3 seconds. Now, this
study is still training the other kinds of severe disabilities;

there are two spinal cord injuries (C5–C7), two cerebral
palsy cases, and one cerebral artery malformation. They never
learned Morse code, but all are interested to learn how to
operate CMTAID and they gradually progress. In this paper,
we presented the learning condition of the subject with a
brain artery malformation. Due to the autonomy movement
capability of the cerebral artery malformation patient is very
weak, we designed the operation training course once a week
for subject and collected the operation data, which were the
operation time of the user using the IR assistive switch to
input Morse code. Figure 11 is the statistics results of the
recognition rate of four training actions, which are practicing
of the signal short/long tone for ten times, respectively, and
two consecutive long/short tones for five times, respectively.
There are eight data sets collected, the data analysis showed
that the mean value and standard deviation are 0.67 ± 0.25
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Figure 5: CMTAID finished product (a) on the view, (b) rear view, (c) front view, and (d) CMTAID with special IR switch.

seconds for single short tone, 0.62 ± 0.23 seconds for two
consecutive short tones, 2.39 ± 1.05 seconds for single long
tone, and 1.71 ± 0.68 seconds for two consecutive long
tones, and they have the best accuracy rate in the sixth
week. The analysis results showed that the subject who never
learned Morse code can make himself familiar with operating
of the long/short tone of Morse code in two months, and
he/she can control the basic movements of the mouse; then
as long as the subject continued to practice, he/she will
be able to successfully use CMTAID to control computers,
smartphones, and tablet PCs.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we design a sound feedback IR input interface,
Morse code assistive input device with contest fuzzy recognition algorithm and finished product, named “code-maker
translator assistive input device (CMTAID).” In summary,
this assistive input device has seven features that are small
size, easy installing, modular design, simple maintenance,
functionality, very flexible input interface selection, and
scalability of system functions, when this device combined
with the computer applications software or APP programs.
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Table 1: The data analysis for experts.
Tone

Data set number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Silence

Short
Mean
62.87
71.88
98.84
56.74
91.93
60.58
102.32
59.7
68.01
51.95
55.22
58.71
55.51
99.43
102.32

Long
std
8.47
6.77
17.56
10.85
14.22
10.65
15.11
13.24
7.51
11.5
7.6
13.82
8.37
16.59
15.11

Mean
249.45
274.45
262.71
304.1
259.4
318.42
364.68
197.48
255.63
238.3
279.45
250.23
241.55
262.71
364.68

Short
std
29.78
26.09
33.1
47.35
27
44.81
36.01
33.88
25.41
48.46
43.22
40.25
49.32
33.1
36.01

Mean
128.68
130.41
117.58
124.3
113.22
129.75
177.09
86.66
143.59
184.31
182.16
138.66
159.39
117.58
177.09

Long
Mean
std
445.86
164.37
559.82
177.05
302
159.81
603.45
169.88
335.04
149.73
783.28
224.62
550.3
138.57
378.26
147.53
647.52
247.16
763.53
248.85
1000.07
419.19
550.2
237.73
926.6
488.86
302.01
159.84
550.3
138.57
Unit: msec

std
15.22
18
22.62
35.6
15.53
29.03
25.5
22.27
16.8
24.51
28.02
25.58
24.45
22.62
25.5

Table 2: The data analysis for a teenager with cerebral palsy.
Tone
Data set number
Mean
158
110.74
103.4
78.68
75.14
73.32
124.91
139.36
138.76
103.4

Long
std
80.3
62.18
57.29
52.29
34.72
31.47
60.79
68.05
66.53
57.29

Mean
613.21
637.69
670.1
812.47
732.89
633.92
755.13
969.13
759.89
681.69

Short
std
137.94
182.93
186.52
198.37
161.04
136.1
212.61
255.58
198.28
179.9

Mean
418.48
421.8
479.45
467.88
455.09
532.96
375.91
336.25
337.34
474.98

std
158.11
176.71
193.42
133.24
91.6
105.07
74.27
111.65
91.7
178.31

101
100
Accuracy (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Silence

Short

99
98
97
96
95
94

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Sliding_fuzzy 100 100 96.4 100 100 100 100 100 100 99.6 100 99.6 100 96.4 100
Contest_fuzzy 100 100 99.6 100 100 100 100 99.6 100 99.6 100 100 100 99.6 100
Data set number

Figure 6: The recognition rates of expert data by two algorithms.

Long
Mean
std
2723.53
1007.94
2437.77
895.92
2561.39
1010.02
1835.87
652.86
1454.77
487.14
1687.11
610.46
1442.94
691.59
1531.45
478.45
1755.19
771.86
2561.44
1009.98
Unit: msec
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100.5
100
99.5
Accuracy (%)

99
98.5
98
97.5
97
96.5
96

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Sliding_fuzzy 98.17 98.17 98.78 97.56 98.78 98.17 98.78 98.78 99.39 99.39
Contest_fuzzy 98.17 99.39 99.39 99.39 98.78 99.39 100 99.39 99.39 99.39
Data set number
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Figure 7: The recognition rates of the disabled person by two algorithms.
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Figure 8: Comparing the recognition result of two algorithms.

Profile summary
Generated 20-Aug-2014 21:37:11 using cpu time
Function name
∗ Total time plot
Calls Total
time Self time (dark band = self time)
1
McTin_sliding
2.376 s 1.649 s
CMTAID_contest
1
1.873 s 1.212 s

Figure 9: The result of algorithm operation time by MATLAB simulation.

Figure 10: The subject with severe spinal cord injuries.

The contest fuzzy recognition algorithm can really improve
the accuracy of recognized the unstable Morse code and
increase signal recognition speed to achieve the purpose of
real-time identification. The case study presented within this
study has indicated that a two-month training period with

one supervised session per week is sufficient to enable the
user to operate the CMTAID independently. Based upon the
experiences of the present training team during the training
period, this study has modified some of Morse codes in order
to simplify the operating procedure. The modified Morse
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Figure 11: The recognition rate statistics results of the four actions.

look-up tables are provided in the Appendix of this study such
that others may share the current authors’ experiences. In the
future, we hope this device can help more people in need.

Appendix
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This paper introduces a high-performed high-availability in-cloud enterprise resources planning (in-cloud ERP) which has
deployed in the virtual machine cluster. The proposed approach can resolve the crucial problems of ERP failure due to unexpected
downtime and failover between physical hosts in enterprises, causing operation termination and hence data loss. Besides, the
proposed one together with the access control authentication and network security is capable of preventing intrusion hacked
and/or malicious attack via internet. Regarding system assessment, cost-performance (C-P) ratio, a remarkable cost effectiveness
evaluation, has been applied to several remarkable ERP systems. As a result, C-P ratio evaluated from the experiments shows that
the proposed approach outperforms two well-known benchmark ERP systems, namely, in-house ECC 6.0 and in-cloud ByDesign.

1. Introduction
The service-oriented packages in enterprises like enterprise
resources planning (ERP) system have quite often encountered the occurrence of unexpected downtime or power failure that may cause immediately system operation termination and data loss. Technically speaking, to timely transfer
everything from a host to another is difficult and to resume
the original task in a new host as usual cannot be guaranteed.
Furthermore, in the event of task transfer to a new host, one
may encounter that data is not able to upload concurrently
to a new host from external data source. Therefore, in this
paper, we introduce a novel approach of high reliability for
the task transfer between hosts, that is, a high-performed
high-availability in-cloud enterprise resources planning (incloud ERP) which has deployed in the virtual machine cluster
for tackling the above-mentioned crucial problem. Here, this
paper gives a scheme, taking advantage of virtual machine
cluster [1–3] to deal with the failover problem as well. The proposed approach has built in-cloud ERP [4, 5] in the virtual
environment so that the client is able to use mobile devices
wirelessly and easily to access in-cloud services via WiFi/3G, but identity verification must be carried out through

access control authentication [6] in the cloud. Besides, an
open source ERP, namely, OpenERP [7], has been deployed
successfully, as shown in Figure 1, instead of commercial
high-price ERP. Additionally, access control authentication
[8, 9] as mentioned above has brought into a virtual machine
to proceed with identity verification, secured sign-in, and
attendance audit, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Thus, detecting
imminent potential BotNet [10], intrusion hacked, and malicious attacks [11] in virtual network can efficiently increase
the network security.

2. Authentication and Network Security for
Cloud-Based ERP
2.1. In-Cloud ERP and Authentication. Virtual machine clustering system in cloud is an integration of virtualization, virtual machines, and virtual services so that it can make existing
resources be fully applied, such as VMware ESX/ESXi Server
[12], Microsoft Hyper-V R2 [13], or Proxmox Virtual Environment [14]. This system can let users run many operating
systems in a single physical computer simultaneously which
largely decreases the expense of purchasing PCs. The most
important of all is that it has the following major functions
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features with capturing devices at client side as evidence of
legal or illegal sign-in [16].

Controller

Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine
remote desktop remote desktop
website server

User A

User B

User C

Figure 1: In-cloud OpenERP deployment.

including virtual machine live migration, virtual storage live
migration, distributed resource scheduling, high availability,
fault tolerance, backup and disaster recovery, the transfer
from physical machines to virtual machines, direct hardware accessing, and virtual network switching. This study
introduces Proxmox Virtual Environment as the cloud computing and service platform with the virtual environment.
The kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) acts as the main
core of virtual machine, and it has installed the kernel of
Linux-based operating system. OpenERP is adopted in this
study as an ERP application which provides many solutions
for open sources software in the future, having it more
expandable, making a great progress on cost deduction. The
in-cloud ERP is established as follows. (1) Build Proxmox
VE virtual machine cluster and through WebPages manage
the virtual machine. (2) Create a virtual machine and set up
its guest operating system in Proxmox VE virtual machine
cluster. (3) Set up OpenERP in virtual machine, inclusive of
OpenERP AP, PostgreSQL database, and web interface for
end-user. (4) Sign in at http://localhost:8096 or http://IP:8096
with the browser on virtual machine, pop up a login page
of OpenERP, and then sign in to the administrator to install
the necessary modules as a result of an interface of user
management. (5) Set up AP Server for biometrics security
[15]. When users sign in, it will collect users’ biometric

2.2. Network Security for In-Cloud ERP. The use of virtual
machines to build firewall and gateway receives multiple
benefits, that is, easy management, high scalability, and low
cost. For example, a virtual machine equipped with pfSense
(http://www.pfsense.org/) or Zentyal (http://www.zentyal
.com/) system is all quite easy to manage a network system
as shown in Figure 4. However ERP databases containing
sensitive information are not allowed to access data directly
from the external network, instead to set up an intranet one
for data access. According to a variety of different virtual
machine managements, there are many different approaches
to virtual network layout or configuration. For example,
if virtual machine management has its own built-in NAT
function, IT manager may install an OpenERP [7] into
a virtual machine with two network interface cards, one
connected to the external network via the bridge mode for
internet, whereas the other connected internally via NAT
mode for intranet. Without software firewall for protection,
the network does not come up with a hardware firewall,
apparently leading to less secure environment in which even
common network attacks may also cause system crash as
shown in Figure 5. In addition to the scenario mentioned
above, IT manager does not consider the use of the built-in
NAT function in virtualization management and in contrast
takes alternative scheme into account employing pfSense or
Zentyal to build a software firewall server. This way goes
through port forwarding service to redirect http port packets
to OpenERP. External network can not access the interior one
where port forwarding service is not allowed or set. Besides,
its protection against the common network attacks can also
ensure that the user interface gains both the security and
stability as shown in Figure 6.

3. High Availability for In-Cloud ERP
3.1. Virtual Machine High Availability. (1) Consider virtual
machine live migration. When an execution error occurs at
a node and causes an interruption, virtual machines at that
node can be migrated themselves to the other nodes in which
the left tasks of the failure node are also to be continued
herein. A prerequisite is to ask for a shared storage as well
as two units or more servers, for example, a Proxmox VE
system as shown in Figure 7. (2) Virtual storage live migration
is as follows. The system provides HA in virtual machines
and accordingly HA will also support virtual storage as well.
Generally, connecting a shared storage (e.g., SAN), the system
may achieve the purpose of reaching a low downtime. When
an execution error occurs at a node and causes an interruption, virtual storage at that node can be migrated itself to
the other nodes to resume the left tasks of the failure node.
(3) Distributed resource scheduling is as follows. Virtual
machine management system such as Hyper-V [13] imports
nonuniform memory access (NUMA) mechanism for the
resources allocation, in which computing cores and memory
are divided into nodes, and each virtual machine attaches
the corresponding node in accordance with the amount of
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Figure 2: Access control in a firm.

the allocation of resources. That is, the resources of a virtual
machine may be allocated from different server hardware
resources as shown in Figure 8. (4) Fault tolerance is as follows. The main principle of reaching a zero downtime such as
VMware vSphere [12] is that when a primary virtual machine
is running, the system automatically generates a redundant
virtual machine, totally equal to the primary one, located
in other servers to synchronize the task. Once the system
detects the primary virtual machine failure, the running task
is immediately transferred to the redundant virtual machine;
this redundant virtual machine becomes the primary virtual
machine at once, and the system will replicate another
redundant virtual machine once again as shown in Figure 9.
3.2. Network High Availability. With link aggregation control
protocol (LACP) [17], network interface cards can utilize
network bounding techniques that will combine multiple
network interface cards together, and in the meantime set
the parameters of network interface card related to the HA
function. For example, Linux systems can use the software
ifenslave to gain fault-tolerant features in the combined
network interface cards. That is, as one of network interface
cards fails, work load will automatically switch to another
one to carry on the successive networking tasks as shown in
Figure 10.

3.3. Storage High Availability. In general, storage device of
iSCSI or NAS is able to provide hard drive array (RAID)
function. If the system needs to consider both cost and
performance and fault tolerance solution, type of RAID
0+1 disk array is suggested to organize hard drive array,
as shown in Figure 11. In addition, iSCSI or NAS storage
device also probably risks the failure incident and hence
the storage device needs to consider HA. At present, the
storage device manufacturers have incorporated synchronous
backup mechanism, but on the contrary the traditional
storage devices may not have this feature, where an additional
server is required for implementing the synchronization
between the primary storage and the secondary one as
shown in Figure 12. According to HA of virtual machine,
network, and storage as mentioned above, a diagram of incloud platform with high availability is illustrated in Figure
12. With the minimum facility required for HA structure,
the system needs at least two high-performance computing
servers, two high-speed network switches, and two highreliability storages to establish an in-cloud platform with HA.

4. ERP System Assessment
According to the functional mean time in average functional
access time for each ERP application platform on (1), we
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Figure 3: Access control authentication in cloud.

derived the respective each platform mean time equation
(2). After that a performance index is defined on (3) and
sequentially normalized to be a value ranging from 0 to 1
on (4), where we refer to this as a normalized performance
index corresponding to each ERP application platform. In (1),
FAT𝑖 is a functional access time for a specific function (e.g.,
Create New Customer Master Data, Create New Material
Master, Create Sales Order, or Search Function) running
in an ERP application, and accordingly FMT𝑗 represents a
functional mean time for various functions. In (2), PMT𝑘
stands for a platform mean time for a variety of ERP
applications (e.g., ECC6.0 [18], ByDesign [19], or OpenERP),
and the coefficients 𝜆 1 , 𝜆 2 , . . . , 𝜆 𝑀 act as a weighted average. In (3), PI𝑘 means a performance index for a specific
ERP application platform. In addition, there are two more

performance indexes that are also applicable, where PI𝑘 in (4)
represents a normalized performance index for a specific ERP
←
→
application platform, and PI 𝑘 in (5) stands for an intervalized
performance index. Consider

FMT𝑗 =
PMT𝑘 =
𝑀

s.t.

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 FAT𝑖
,
𝑁
∑𝑀
𝑗=1 𝜆 𝑗 FMT𝑗
∑𝑀
𝑗 𝜆𝑗

∑ 𝜆 𝑗 = 1,
𝑗

𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑀,
,

(1)

𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿

0 ≤ 𝜆 𝑗 ≤ 1,

(2)
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US$ 164,884 per year) is greater than that of ByDesign
(approximate US$ 24,733 per year). Consider the following:
CostERP𝑘 = (𝛼 ⋅ (

VMD𝑘
PI𝑘
)+𝛽⋅(
))
VMDECC6.0
PIECC6.0

⋅ costdowntime at ECC6.0 + costmonthly ⋅ period
+ costsoftware ,
s.t. 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1,

𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿

0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1,

𝛼 + 𝛽 = 1.
(6)

Edge switch 1

Edge switch 2

Primary storage

The assessment for the various ERP software packages is
evaluated according to the so-called cost-performance ratio
CPratio𝑘 defined on (7), where PI𝑘 represents the performance
index as shown in (3) for the simplification in computation
and CostERP𝑘 stands for the operation cost as shown in (6).
Consider
CPratio𝑘 =

Synchronization

PI𝑘
,
CostERP𝑘

𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿.

(7)

Secondary storage

5. Experimental Results and Discussion
Figure 12: Implementation of an in-cloud platform with HA.

PI𝑘 ≡

1
⋅ Scale,
PMT𝑘

PI𝑘 =

𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿, Scale = 104 ,

PI𝑘
,
PI𝑘MAX

(3)
𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿,


 PI − PI
←
→

𝑘
𝑘MIN 
 ,
PI 𝑘 = 
 PI𝑘MAX − PI𝑘MIN 

𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐿.

(4)

(5)

The ERP cost about capital expenditure, operational expenditure, and business agility has broken into 3 items that are
software cost, monthly cost, and downtime cost, respectively.
In particular, the downtime cost for each ERP application
platform will be proportional to both the ratio of VM density
(minor part) and the ratio of ERP performance index (major
part). Here, IT manager proceeds to the trial of ERP system
as planned for a period of two years where we assume an
unexpected downtime may occur once per year and the
downtime cost of ECC6.0 is roughly estimated US$ 1000 at
a time. Moreover, a formula for calculating the ERP system
expenditure has been derived on (6) where VMDECC6.0
represents a VM density of a kind of virtual machine manager
applied to ECC6.0 and VMD𝑘 to the other ERP application
platforms. PIECC6.0 stands for ECC6.0 performance index and
PI𝑘 for the other ERP performance indexes. For the second
term in (6), costmonthly presents the operational expenditure
month by month. There is no the cost of software package for
OpenERP due to open source software. However, the cost of
software package for ECC6.0 in service charge (approximate

There are a few experiments and a discussion presented in the
following subsessions.
5.1. High-Availability Testing. First in order to verify the
high availability of the network, after the network used the
function of network bonding, IT manager removed one of
the network cables from an edge switch for a few seconds to
check whether or not the network satisfies fault tolerance at
this situation. After a test of ping command for 50 times, as
a result, the connection quality is good because there is no
packet loss during the cable removal, achieving the goal of
network high availability as shown in Figure 13. Next, in order
to verify whether the servers and storage devices achieve
high availability, IT manager shuts down a server on which
a virtual machine was currently running, while the servermounted storage device will correspondingly fail. Test results
show that failover completed successfully because the virtual
machine correctly transferred (migrated) to another server as
shown in Figure 14.
5.2. Access Control Authentication and ERP Testing. Users
sign in at http://IP:8096 with the browser on an Android
smart phone to sign in in-cloud ERP remotely via 3G/WiFi as
shown in Figure 15 and next based on biometric measures the
process of access control authentication [20, 21] is activated to
capture human face and fingerprint at mobile device, deliver
them to back-end server for identification, and then return
the result back to mobile device. It takes about 2 seconds
for identity verification as shown in Figure 16. After that we
begin to test ERP routines. Users sign in at http://IP:8096
with the browser on a personal computer to sign-in in-cloud
ERP remotely via 3G/WiFi and then go for access control
authentication at PC. After that, we begin to test ERP routines
on PC as shown in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 13: Ping command to check the network quality.

(a) Before VM migration

(b) After VM migration

Figure 14: Failover using a virtual machine migration.

(a) List of products

(b) Sales order

Figure 15: Sign-in in-cloud OpenERP at smart phone.
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(a) Capture images

(b) Identification

Figure 16: Face recognition and fingerprint identification at smart phone.

Figure 17: List of products of in-cloud OpenERP as sign-in at PC.

Figure 18: Sales order of in-cloud OpenERP as sign-in at PC.

5.3. Network Security Testing. Without checking the instructions in the input field, testing tool has been forced to insert
illegal SQL statements to access the sensitive information
in database. This is a scenario for the simulation of malicious attacks into a sensitive database. Therefore, two SQL
Injection checking tools, open source software, are applicable
for testing SQL Injection, where the fist tool is Java-based
development jSQL Injection 12 and the second one is NETbased development SQL Power Injector. With this tool to
launch a series of automatic attacks into the presentation part
of the web interface, IT manager is able to check whether
or not outsider can directly access the database content. As
a result, there is no SQL Injection vulnerability displayed in
the testing tool and none of target database was found in the
rectangular box as shown in Figures 19 and 20.

increased dramatically, approximately 5.2 times than a standalone ERP. In terms of the hardware cost in Taiwan, it costs
the user $1,002.5 on the hardware equipment for a standalone ERP, that is, in-house ERP, in which the additional cost
will be paid for air conditioning with monthly fee of $18.4,
space rent of $26.7, and hardware equipment maintenance
fee of $16.7. In regard to the amortization schedule using
monthly payment for a period of two years, it costs $2,486.3
for monthly expenditure. In other words, it costs an average
monthly usage fee of $103.6. In contrast, renting an in-cloud
ERP service in virtual environment only needs about $50.1
monthly payment and it saves 1.07 times the cost of in-house
ERP, that is, reducing the monthly expenditure a lot. In
addition to the monthly expenditure, we have to consider the
cost of software package for ERP applications. Prices of them
usually vary with different levels of functionality for a series of
ERP products or various brands in the market. In particular,
the high-level and complicated version of ERP commerce
product, for example, Sap or Oracle, is more expensive than

5.4. System Assessment. According to the experiments of
online testing in the daily use of ERP in enterprise within a
week, it was found that the growth rate of use of in-cloud ERP
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Table 1: ERP access frequency and its operational cost.
Testing item
Number of access
(times/day)
Monthly expenditure
(US dollars/month)

Case A:
Case B:
Ratio of Case
in-house ERP in-cloud ERP B to Case A
63

328

5.206

103.6

50.1

0.484

Figure 20: Test of SQL Injection attack using SQL Power Injector
1.2.

5.5. Discussion. It has been noted that the performance
indexes for three models have been listed in Table 3 and
they are invariant and are not varied with the parameters,
namely, 𝛼 and 𝛽. In Figure 21, the operational cost for our
proposed approach has varied with quantity of parameters
and goes down dramatically when the value of parameter 𝛼 is
bigger than that of parameter 𝛽. Accordingly, C-P ratio for the
proposed approach definitely goes up at that situation. As a
consequence, according to C-P ratio, our proposed approach
outperforms the others even in all different cases, where CP ratio varied with the quantity of parameters as shown in
Figure 22. Compared with the proposed one, namely, incloud OpenERP, the C-P ratio of another in-cloud ERP
system, that is, in-cloud ByDesign, has slightly increased a
little bit as it varied with parameters. This has verified that
our proposed approach has been realized successfully and
performed significantly for an in-cloud ERP system.

100000

10000

𝛼 = 0.9; 𝛽 = 0.1

𝛼 = 0.8; 𝛽 = 0.2

𝛼 = 0.7; 𝛽 = 0.3

𝛼 = 0.6; 𝛽 = 0.4

𝛼 = 0.5; 𝛽 = 0.5

𝛼 = 0.4; 𝛽 = 0.6

𝛼 = 0.3; 𝛽 = 0.7

1000

𝛼 = 0.2; 𝛽 = 0.8

the standard one. As shown in Table 1, the comparison of the
number of access in ERP system and the monthly expenditure
for ERP, the proposed in-cloud ERP, is exclusively superior to
the in-house ERP. Two well-known benchmark ERP systems,
ECC 6.0 [18] and ByDesign [19], are used to compete with the
proposed one. According to ERP functional performance,
that is, the operational speed of various ERP functions, the
proposed approach defeats the others as listed in Table 2.
Finally, given three typical instances, the cost-performance
ratio for ERP system assessment has been evaluated and
clearly the proposed one beats the others as listed in Table 3.

1000000

𝛼 = 0.1; 𝛽 = 0.9

Figure 19: Test of SQL Injection attack using jSQL Injection v0.4.

Amount of USD dollar (log 10)

Operational cost

Parameters
ECC6.0
ByDesign
OpenERP

Figure 21: Operational cost varied with the quantity of parameters.

6. Conclusion
This paper introduces a high-performed high-availability incloud enterprise resources planning (in-cloud ERP) deployed
in the virtual machine cluster together with access control
authentication and network security. The proposed one can
resolve the problem of unexpected system failure to cause
operation terminated and data loss as well as intrusion
hacked and/or malicious attack via internet. In addition,
according to the cost-performance (C-P) ratio, the system
assessment shows that the proposed approach in this paper
outperforms two well-known benchmark ERP systems, inhouse ECC 6.0 and in-cloud ByDesign. This has verified that
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Table 2: ERP operational speed (unit: minute, second).

Function
Create New Customer Master Data
Create New Material Master
Create Sales Order
Search Function
Average

ECC 6.0 (in-house ERP)
7.17 min
12.67 min
5.33 min
2.17 min
6.83 min

ByDesign (in-cloud ERP)
4.67 min
10 min
2 min
5 sec
4.19 min

OpenERP (in-cloud ERP)
3 min
8.5 min
1.5 min
2 sec
3.26 min

Table 3: ERP cost-performance ratio (cost unit: US$).
ERP

Performance index
146341
238806
306905

Cost-performance ratio

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

[2]

𝛼 = 0.9; 𝛽 = 0.1

𝛼 = 0.8; 𝛽 = 0.2

𝛼 = 0.7; 𝛽 = 0.3

𝛼 = 0.6; 𝛽 = 0.4

𝛼 = 0.5; 𝛽 = 0.5

𝛼 = 0.4; 𝛽 = 0.6

𝛼 = 0.3; 𝛽 = 0.7

𝛼 = 0.2; 𝛽 = 0.8

[3]

𝛼 = 0.1; 𝛽 = 0.9

C-P ratio

ECC 6.0 (in-house ERP)
ByDesign (in-cloud ERP)
OpenERP (in-cloud ERP)

Operation cost C-P ratio
𝛼 = 0.2, 𝛽 = 0.8
334,254
0.44
53,679
4.45
4,958
61.90

[4]

Parameters
ECC6.0
ByDesign
OpenERP

[5]

[6]
Figure 22: C-P ratio varied with the quantity of parameters.

our proposed approach has been realized successfully and
performed significantly for an in-cloud ERP system.
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The smart mobile devices have emerged during the past decade and have become one of the most dominant consumer electronic
products. Therefore, exploring and understanding the factors which can influence the acceptance of novel mobile technology have
become the essential task for the vendors and distributors of mobile devices. The Phablets, integrated smart devices combining
the functionality and characteristics of both tablet PCs and smart phones, have gradually become possible alternatives for smart
phones. Therefore, predicting factors which can influence the acceptance of Phablets have become indispensable for designing,
manufacturing, and marketing of such mobile devices. However, such predictions are not easy. Meanwhile, very few researches tried
to study related issues. Consequently, the authors aim to explore and predict the intentions to use and use behaviors of Phablets. The
second generation of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) is introduced as a theoretic basis. The
Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) based Network Process (DNP) will be used to construct the analytic
framework. In light of the analytic results, the causal relationships being derived by the DEMATEL demonstrate the direct influence
of the habit on other dimensions. Also, based on the influence weights being derived, the use intention, hedonic motivation, and
performance expectancy are the most important dimensions. The analytic results can serve as a basis for concept developments,
marketing strategy definitions, and new product designs of the future Phablets. The proposed analytic framework can also be used
for predicting and analyzing consumers’ preferences toward future mobile devices.

1. Introduction
Advances in the smart mobile devices during the past years
have significantly influenced consumer behaviors, life styles,
and the development of the electronic industry. Therefore,
discovering and exploring the crucial factors which can
influence the acceptance and continuous usage of the smart
mobile devices have become indispensable for marketers and
designers to enable such devices to reach better and to satisfy
customers’ anticipation [1, 2].
Exploring and studying the issues of consumer technology adoption have been discussed in a variety of domains.
During the past decades, social psychologists have constantly developed and proposed many theories as predicting
frameworks for precisely analyzing consumer behaviors of

adopting new technology, for example, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB),
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the Diffusion of
Innovation (DOI), and the Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology (UTAUT). These theories have been
widely accepted and applied in many of the different fields,
such as behavior science, system engineering, management,
computer science, and education.
Past researches on technology adoption can be divided
into two categories: the firm-level issues as well as the
individual-level ones. On one hand, the researches on organization level issues regarding to how employees in the organization assess the usage satisfaction and usefulness regarding
the adoption of a new technology in the work processes. On
the other hand, the researches on the individual level referred
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to how users or customers evaluate the satisfaction with
respect to the adoptions and usages of a novel technology in
their lives from the dimensions of perceived ease of use and
usefulness and so forth. In general, the model of technology
acceptance has always been regarded as a useful analytic
framework for verifying or exploring user acceptances and
adoptions of new high technology. Due to the fast progress of
emerging smart mobile technologies, consumer-electronics
firms such as Apple, Samsung, L.G., and SONY aggressively
expand their scope to smart mobile devices and further
maximize the profitability and the market share.
During the past years, the Phablet, an integrated smart
device combining the functionality and characteristics of
both tablet PCs and smart phone, has gradually become
possible alternatives for smart phones. Therefore, predicting
factors, which can influence the acceptance of Phablets, have
become indispensable for designing, manufacturing, and
marketing of such mobile devices. However, such predictions
are not easy. Meanwhile, very few researches tried to study
related issues. Consequently, the authors aim to explore and
predict the intentions to use and use behaviors of Phablets.
To predict precisely consumers’ preferences toward the
Phablet products, the lead user method will be adopted
for investigating innovators or early adopters’ perspectives.
Rogers [3] has indicated that the early adopters’ or innovators’
usage experience and use behavior would influence later
bulk of users to accept new technology or product [3].
Further, most consumer electronics providers often investigated consumers’ preferences toward disruptive innovative
electronics products (e.g., the migration from the traditional
function phones to the configurable smart phones) based on
innovators’ or early adopters’ use experiences as the basis to
define or improve their products. Thus, the lead user method,
which is a useful theory, will be adopted by this research.
Moreover, based on the author’s very limited knowledge,
existing researches on smart mobile devices ignored the role
of Phablets. In order to cross this knowledge gap, this study
will investigate the probable existence of Phablets technology
acceptance.
The UTAUT2, a theoretic framework being derived
from the TAM and the UTAUT2, is a powerful predicting
framework being proposed by Venkatesh et al. [4]. The
UTAUT2 can effectively explain and analyze people’s technology acceptance behaviors for novel information technology
(IT) products. Consequently, this research introduced the
UTAUT2 as an analytic model. Further, since the functions of
novel smart mobile devices are usually very hard for normal
consumers to understand, the traditional market research
approaches based on surveys of consumers’ opinions are not
feasible for such novel products. Therefore, this research will
survey lead users’ opinions for the preferences toward the
next generation smart mobile devices.
The criteria for evaluating the lead users’ preferences will
first be derived from the UTAUT2. Then, the criteria will further be confirmed by the modified Delphi method. The Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL)
will be introduced to construct the influence relationships
between criteria. Further, the DEMATEL based network
process (DNP) will be used to derive the influence weights
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versus each dimension and criterion. Finally, the influences
of the criteria on consumers’ preferences toward novel smart
devices can be derived.
Based on the empirical study results being derived by
Taiwanese Phablet experts, the causal relationships being
constructed by the DEMATEL demonstrate that the habit
dimension has direct influence on other dimensions. The
use intention and performance expectancy dimensions have
the least influences on other dimensions. In practice, these
dimensions should be prioritized in improvement than the
rest of the dimensions. Furthermore, the weights being
associated with the criterion and construct reveal that the use
intention, hedonic motivation, and performance expectancy
are the most important dimensions. The research results
can serve as a basis for related Phablet devices’ marketing
strategy definition and product improvement. The proposed
methodology can also be used for predicting users’ adopting
behavioral preferences and be employed for improving the
gaps among the Phablet use factors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is a review of the related literature and theories which include the predictions of high-technology
consumer behaviors and the lead user method, as well
as the UTAUT and UTAUT2. In Section 3, the research
method will be introduced to construct the decision framework. An empirical study for selecting the most influential factors on the acceptances of novel smart mobile
devices will be detailed in Section 4. Discussions will be
presented in Section 5. Section 6 will conclude the paper with
observations, summaries, and recommendations for future
studies.

2. Literature Review
In this section, the past researches regarding the predictions
of high-technology consumer behaviors will be reviewed
at first. Then the lead user method will be introduced.
The UTAUT and UTAUT2 theoretic models will then be
reviewed. Finally, the possible criteria and dimensions which
may influence users’ technology adoptions based on the
theoretic model will be reviewed and summarized.
2.1. Prediction of High-Technology Consumer Behaviors. Over
the years, marketers and researchers have constantly explored
the many motivating influences on purchase behavior [5–7].
Booth and Shepherd [8] argued that the factors of culture,
economy, emotions, value, and attitudes will influence the
decision process of consumer purchase behavior. Loudon and
Della Bitta [9] also pointed out that the consumer purchase
behavior is a decision process in which customers can choose
and use the products and services. In other words, through
the decision making process, consumer can examine their
actions and the reason for why they would like to purchase
this product. Subsequently, Kotler [10] further identified that
consumer purchase behavior is affected by cultural, social,
personal, and psychological factors. On the other hand,
consumer behavior is often goal-oriented, not haphazard or
accidental. For instance, consumers have a goal or a set of
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goals seeking to satisfy presently unfulfilled needs. From the
above, obviously, consumer behavior is the model of behavior
that people follow in looking for, buying, using, or evaluating
goods, services, and ideas that they expect to fulfill their needs
and wants [11].
Prediction of consumer behavior is often an important
task for marketing managers. They have to understand the
possible purchasing behavior of consumer and the factors
affecting consumer acceptance of products so that they can
propose ideas for R&D staffs or related employees to improve
and enhance the products. In high-technology consumer
behavior, the concept of purchase behavior is important for
its implication that consumers are different; thus, the marketing managers should develop differentiation marketing
strategies to cope with variety of situations. de Bellis et al.
[12] argued that the appropriate marketing strategies will
foster rich interactions with their customers and enhance
marketing efficiency and effectiveness. Thus, understanding
the consumer behavior of high technology and defining
the appropriate policy are a critical task for the Phablet
manufacturers and marketers.
High-technology marketing often includes two parts: tangible and intangible technology marketing. In this research,
we will focus on the tangible dimensions of electronic products. Marketing about technology products is an important
external factor that influences the acceptance rate of a technological innovation [13]. Technology marketing often consists
of advertising, word-of-mouth communication, marketing
activities, Internet forums, and television product placements
[13]. For technology usage of consumer behavior, Rogers [3]
suggested that there are differences in consumers’ disposition
toward using technology. He further defined consumer into
five groups illustrating their character, ranging from innovators to laggards [3]. Due to the differences of consumers’
traits, technology readiness index being proposed to describe
consumers’ beliefs regarding various dimensions of technology differs. The definition of technology readiness is divided
into four dimensions of consumers [14, 15]. (1) Optimism:
optimism is a positive view of technology and belief, offering
consumers increased control, flexibility, and efficiency in life
due to technology. (2) Innovativeness: innovativeness is the
tendency to be a technology pioneer and thought leader.
(3) Discomfort: discomfort means having a need for the
control and sense of being overwhelmed. (4) Insecurity:
insecurity means disturbing technology for security and
privacy reasons.
Through the studies of marketing and consumer purchasing behavior, marketers and researchers would aggressively
like to develop appropriate marketing strategies to help
electronic firms. Above all, these firms should understand
those issues as follows before they define marketing strategies
[16]: (1) how consumers think, feel, choose from different
products, and make decisions; (2) how the consumers are
affected by the environment and their background (i.e.,
media and family); (3) the behavior of consumers while
making buying decisions; (4) the decisions influenced by
the limitation of consumer information abilities; (5) how
consumers’ decision strategies and motivation differ between
products that are different in level of interest or importance;
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(6) how companies can adapt and improve their marketing
strategies to more effectively achieve the consumers’ needs.
In comparison to the traditional market, Moriarty and
Kosnik [17] summarized the characteristics of a hightechnology market from three dimensions: the market uncertainty, the technological uncertainty, and the competitive
volatility. (1) Market uncertainty refers to the ambiguity
about the type and extent of consumer needs that can be satisfied by a particular technology [17, 18]. There are five sources
which can result in the high-technology market certainty. The
sources include the needs which might be met by the new
technology, the possible changes of the needs in the future,
the adoption of industry standards or not, the diffusion rate
of innovations, and the potential size of the high-technology
market. (2) Technological uncertainty means that whether
the technology can meet specific needs is unclear. Five factors
give rise to technological uncertainty. The factors include
the new product function, the delivery timetable, the service
quality, and the sustainability problem being raised by the
new technology. (3) Competitive volatility refers to both the
intensity in extent of change in the competitive landscape
and the uncertainty about competitors and their strategies
[19]. Competitive volatility is composed of three sources:
the new competitors in the future, new competitive tactics,
and new products to compete with. Figure 1 summarizes the
abovementioned characteristics of high-technology market.
2.2. The Lead User Method. Increasingly, firms are recognizing the power in innovation idea development [20]. Either
service design concepts or R&D, such idea often inspires a
challenge of companies [21]. In novel product development,
many literatures suggest techniques for idea creation such
as benchmarking [22], user observation [23], or lead user
method [24]. Among these, the lead user method has been
shown to provide the highest potential to create commercially
attractive and highly novel innovations [20] (e.g., [25, 26]).
In other words, lead user theory can effectively understand
consumer purchase behavior and serve as a development
basis for next generation product. Moreover, most of the
target users for your product will have difficulties expressing
their needs for your products [27]. And a vast majority of
your target users will certainly not be able to come up with
the innovations themselves [27]. There will always be some
users who are exceptions. These are the lead users of your
products or services. For example, if you are designing the
software of smart phones, you will be looking at the people
who are already designing programming for your software.
In high-technology industries, the world moves so
rapidly. The related real-world experiences of ordinary users
are often rendered obsolete by the time a product is developed, or during the time of its projected commercial lifetime
[28]. Thus, in the research of innovative products, Von Hippel
defined “lead user” as a person displaying two characteristics
regarding a given new product [24, 28]. (1) The lead users
face needs that will diffuse in the marketplace but face them
before the bulk of that marketplace encounters them. (2)
The lead users are positioned to benefit significantly from
obtaining a solution to those needs. Since the studies on
customer involvement in successful innovation prove the
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Table 1: The number of innovations across various industries.

Technological
uncertainty

Market
uncertainty
High
technology
market

Competitive
volatility

Source: [17]

Figure 1: Characterizing the high-technology market.

Industry
Computer industry
Chemical industry
Pultrusion-process machinery
Scientific instrument with major
functional improvement
Semiconductor-electronic process
equipment with major functional
improvements
Electronic assembly
Surface chemistry instruments with
new functional capability

Source of innovation
User Manufacturer Other
33%
70%
85%

67%
30%
15%

82%

18%

63%

21%

16%∗

11%

33%

56%+

82%

18%

∗

Joint user—manufacturer innovation.
Supplier innovation.
Source: [28, 106].
+

importance of lead users [29], who can effectively foster the
product improvement [30] and develop products that are
ready for the market [31], the lead user analysis is used to
identify the characteristics such as traits, knowledge, and
status. Subsequently, based on lead user theory, Belz and
Baumbach [32] further defined six characteristics of online
consumer purchasing behavior including ahead of trend,
dissatisfaction, product-related knowledge, use experience,
involvement, and opinion leadership. Research on lead users
shows that many products are initially thought of and even
prototyped by users rather than manufacturers [19, 33].
For instance, Table 1 shows that, across various industries,
the number of innovations conceived of by users is quite
high.
The traditional analytic methods for defining incremental innovation and radical innovation products or services
usually initiate by deriving consumers’ needs at the very
beginning. Then, such needs will be summarized by the new
product development team to create innovations. However,
these methods do not take users into consideration in the
innovation process. Consumers with usage experience of
related products will be able to explain where they have
problems with the innovative product, what their specific
needs are, and what the functions they use are [27]. Therefore,
an introduction of the opinions being provided by lead users
is especially important and useful for high-technology firms.
The steps for innovations based on lead users’ opinions
include [27] the following: (1) find the lead users, (2) prepare
for a lead user workshop, (3) run the workshop, and (4)
document the results and proceed to the output.
2.3. UTAUT. The UTAUT was proposed by Venkatesh et al.
[34] as an integrated framework of eight related technology
acceptance theories or models. Those theories or models
include the diffusion of innovation theory, the TRA, the TPB,
the motivation theory, the hybrid model of TPB and TAM,
the original TAM, the PC utilization model, and the social
cognitive theory. The perceived ease of use and the perceived
usefulness were incorporated in this model by using the effort

expectancy and the performance expectancy dimensions. The
UTAUT was conducted in two rounds of studies, in which the
data was collected from six organizations in three rounds of
surveys. The variance of explanations in two rounds reached
about 70% and 50% respectively.
In addition to the two most important constructs of
performance expectancy and effort expectancy, the other
constructs, which include the social influence, the facilitating
conditions, the intentions to use, and the usage behaviors,
were also included in this model. Venkatesh et al. [34] examined the three constructs consisting of self-efficacy, anxiety,
and attitude toward using technology in UTAUT model.
However, these three constructs have no strong impact on
others. Thus, three constructs are removed from UTAUT
model.
2.4. UTAUT2. The UTAUT was developed as a comprehensive integrated model for better understanding consumer
acceptance toward new technology or system. According
to Venkatesh, there are three types which can enhance the
prediction ratio of technology acceptance. For the first type,
Venkatesh considers the consumer acceptance of new technology in variety of contexts such as culture and population.
For the second type, Venkatesh considered to add different
concepts to the model so as to widen the theoretic relationships of UTAUT. For the third type, Venkatesh considered
to synthesize new predictor of variables into the UTAUT.
Despite the integrated model in which some variables are
usually added, Venkatesh et al. [4] emphasizes the needs to
include salient predictor variables that can be used within
a user technology use context. They also examined more
related consumer behavior of studies and alter the prior
perspective (from organizations to individuals) by adjusting
UTAUT model to establish a new prediction framework,
namely, UTAUT2. Currently, this newest model has gradually
been adopted for exploring various issues such as selftechnology service, smart mobile device adoption, learning
management software acceptance, and healthcare industry.
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With regard to this prediction model, the hedonic motivation construct was regarded as an important predictor and
was integrated into the UTAUT2 for more stressing utility.
The price value construct was also introduced in the UTAUT2
model because product quality, cost, and price will influence
adoption decisions [35]. Venkatesh et al. [4] also considered
that the recent studies have stressed the roles of behavior
intention; they thus incorporated a new construct of habit
into the UTAUT2. The introduction of the habit construct
was due to the following two reasons. First, the habit is
regarded as prior behavior [36]. Second, the habit can be
defined as the degree to which people believe the behavior to
be automatic [37]. These new added constructs were verified
constantly in previous researches as the critical determinants
for users’ technology adoptions. Therefore, such constructs
can be used in the investigations of users’ adoption of
Phablets.
The prior model of the UTAUT has been used to describe
users’ technology adoption behavior in organizational context [34]. Instead, the UTAUT2 model was extended from
the UTAUT and was focused on individual perspectives in
technology adoptions. The new model was significantly an
enhanced one for explaining variances in users’ technology
intention. Since the purpose of this research is to explore
the possible factors influencing individual users’ adoptions of
Phablets, the UTAUT2 framework can provide more insights
and, thus, will be adopted as the research model of this work.
2.5. Research Model. Researchers have summarized purchase
and usage behaviors of consumers by using the TPB model,
TAM model, and UTAUT model [38–40]. The UTAUT2
model will be introduced as the theoretic foundation of the
research model to explore the purchase behavior toward
Phablets (Figure 2). After reviewing the related TAM theory
and UTAUT, this section will propose an analytic framework based on the UTAUT2 being discussed above. The
prediction model will be used to explore the influence
relationships between the constructs, which include the
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence,
facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, price value, habit,
and behavioral intention. Following, the constructs will be
introduced.
2.5.1. Performance Expectancy. The performance expectancy,
an important construct for the behavior intention in the
UTAUT or UTAUT2 models, means the extent to which the
usage of a new technology or a new technology product
can provide consumers the benefits in performing specific
activities [4]. The performance expectancy construct consists
of four criteria: the perceived usefulness, the extrinsic motivation, the job fit, and the relative advantage. (1) Perceived
usefulness: The perceived usefulness is defined as the extent
to which people believe that using a new technology can
improve their job performance [41]. (2) Extrinsic motivation:
the extrinsic motivation is the perceptions whether people
would like to perform an activity when such an activity is
perceived to be instrumental in achieving valued outcomes
that are different from the activity itself (Chong [42] and
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Figure 2: Research model.

Teo et al. [43] defined). (3) Job fit: Thompson et al. [44] and
Jeng and Tzeng [45] articulated that the job fit is how the
capabilities of a new technology will increase people’s job
performance. (4) Relative advantage: Rogers [3] stated that
relative advantage refers to the benefit of adopting a new
technology or a technology product compared to the costs.
The Phablet users expect the product performance to
enhance their job performance. Such smart mobile devices
have been developed to satisfy customers’ needs to improve
the job performance. Moreover, most of the consumers
used smart phones as a communication tool in general
and an entertainment tool specially. Based on this reason,
performance expectancy impacts the behavioral intention to
use Phablet.
2.5.2. Effort Expectancy. Effort expectancy refers to the
degree of the ease of use, which is associated with the
usage of a new technology or a technology product [4]. The
construct is similar to the perceived ease of use variable of the
TAM or the ease of use variable and the complexity variable
which belongs to the diffusion of innovation theory. In the
technology adoption context, the effort and the performance
expectancies are the most important determinants for analyzing the technology usage behavior and the behavioral intention [41, 44, 46, 47]. According to literature review results,
the effort expectancy construct consists of three criteria: the
perceived ease of use, the complexity, and the ease of use.
(1) Perceived ease of use: the perceived ease of use refers to
the degree to which people believe that using a technology
would be free of effort [34]. (2) Ease of use: in comparison
to the perceived ease of use, the ease of use is defined
as the degree to which using an innovative technology or
product is identified as being difficult or easy to use [45, 48].
Rogers [3] indicated that complexity is the degree to which
an innovative technology is identified as relatively difficult
to use and understand. The complexity of new technology
would have negative impacts on its acceptance rate [3]. In
accordance with previous empirical studies, which has been
demonstrated that effort expectancy would influence the
consumers’ attitude of use in both mandatory and voluntary
usage [4, 34, 48].
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2.5.3. Social Influence. Researches have broadly explored the
concepts of the social influence and proved the influences of
the social influence on shaping users’ behaviors. For instance,
Rogers [3] indicated that the users’ decision making process
of adopting an innovative technology is influenced by the
social notion beyond an individual’s decision thinking. In
general, the social influence can be classified into two parts:
the social norms and the critical mass. The social norms
include two different influences: the informational influence
and the normative influence. The informational influence
refers to people’s obtaining of information from other people.
The normative influence refers to a user’s conformation to the
expectation of other people to gain a reward or avoid a punishment [49]. Venkatesh et al. [34] defined social influence as
the degree of importance being recognized by others to use
a novel technology. The social influence construct consists
of three variables: the subjective norm, the social factor, and
the image. (1) Subjective norm: the subjective norm is the
perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform the
behavior [50]. In this research, the subjective norm is the
perceived social pressure to use Phablets. (2) Social factor:
the social factor is an individual’s internalization from the
social system’s subjective culture and particular interpersonal
agreements that the individual in particular social situation
has made with others [51]. (3) Image: the image is defined as
the degree to which an individual identifies that the using of
an innovative technology can enhance an individual’s status
in his or her social organization [48]. Drawing the above
literature review, the usage of an innovative product can be
determined by the behavioral intention.
2.5.4. Facilitating Conditions. The facilitating conditions construct is defined as the degree to which a person believes that
an organization and a technical infrastructure exist to support
the usage of a system [34]. Previous researches on factors
influencing acceptance of some specific technology have
exhibited that facilitating conditions have a significant impact
on innovative technology adoptions and usage behaviors [34,
44, 46, 48, 52–54]. These researches summarized that the
facilitating conditions are strong predictors, which can be
used for forecasting technology acceptances and usages.
2.5.5. Hedonic Motivation. The hedonic motivation is defined
as the motivation to do something due to the internal
satisfaction [55]. From the hedonic perspective of individual behaviors, the hedonic motivation is related to the
essence of individual’s psychological and emotive experiences
which can be triggered by both the individual traits and
the cognitive states [56]. Based on prior studies, Magni
et al. [56] explored the relationships between consumers
and technology products by analyzing consumers’ intention.
To explore consumers’ purchase motivations, Magni et al.
developed and tested a model to examine the effect of hedonic
motivations. Besides, similar to the flow theory, many of
former empirical studies have demonstrated that hedonic
experiences and traits will influence consumer technology
acceptances from both individual and organizational contexts [57–60]. In other words, individual’s hedonic experience
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of using a technology product such as a Phablet is more likely
to perform experimental behavior.
2.5.6. Price Value. The price value construct originated from
the perceived value, which is often regarded as an important
indicator in predicting the purchase behavior which can
influence a company’s competitive advantage [61, 62]. Traditionally, the definition of the price value is a trade-off between
benefits and sacrifices [63]. Recently, the price value has been
emphasized by the researchers in the information technology
fields and the marketers of consumer-electronics devices. The
concept was adopted to analyze users’ adoption of emerging
technologies or smart mobile devices. The findings indicated
that the price value concept is crucial in attracting consumers
[64–66]. The price value is positive when the benefits of using
a technology are identified to be greater than the monetary
costs. Such price value has a positive impact on intentions [4].
Based on these ideas, Venkatesh et al. [4] described the
price value as consumers’ cognitive tradeoffs between the
perceived benefits of the applications and monetary costs
for using them [67]. In the marketing context, the price
value encompasses two perspectives: monetary costs and
nonmonetary costs. The monetary costs refer to the value
being identified in contrast to the price paid [68]. The
nonmonetary costs refer to the value being identified in
return for costs such as time and efforts being expended [69].
In this research, the price value combines both the monetary
and nonmonetary values for exploring factors influencing
consumers’ acceptances of Phablets.
2.5.7. Habit. The habit construct has been broadly discussed
in a variety of domains, such as psychology, consumers’ purchase behaviors, education, health science, and management.
Triandis [51] derived the relationship between attitude and
behavior, where behavioral intention is postulated to forecast
user behavior to the extent that the habit component is
weak, when habit is strong. Aarts et al. [70] found that the
habit strength attenuates the amount of information being
acquired before the decision is made. Limayem et al. [37]
and Venkatesh et al. [4] defined the habit as the degree to
which consumers tend to perform the usage of technologies
or the usage of technology products behaviors automatically
because of learning. The habit construct consists of three criteria: the past behavior, the reflex behavior, and the individual
experience. The past behavior is described as users’ prior
behaviors [37]. The reflex behavior refers to users’ behavior
sequence or customs which are regular parts of the daily life
[37]. The individual experience refers to the accumulation of
experiences from users’ established stable routines, norms,
and habits for using technology products. Such experiences
decreased the needs for discussions, coordination, or effortful
decision making [37]. Researches on habitual intentions and
habitual usage behaviors have demonstrated that the habit
is a strong predictor of technology usages in promoting
behavioral changes [4, 62, 71, 72].
2.5.8. Behavioral Intention. Social psychologists have broadly
explored behavioral intentions and the relations to future
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behavior [70]. Behavioral intention refers to the degree to
which a person has formulated conscious plans to perform
or not perform some specified future behavior(s) [70].
Behavioral intention was frequently measured as the conative
loyalty, which is an important goal in marketing [73]. In the
marketing context, the loyalty is defined as what customers
are willing to repurchase a product from the company and
support the company with positive word-of-mouth communications [71]. For marketers and manufacturers of Phablets,
such outcomes are very important as members become agents
for the firms, encouraging friends and acquaintances to purchase their products. However, predictions of actual purchase
behaviors are always difficult. Despite this, many of the prior
studies have still proven that the behavioral intention plays
a significant role in actual behaviors [74]. In this research,
to investigate the factors influencing consumers’ acceptances
of Phablets, the repurchase intention, the positive word-ofmouth communications, and the service quality are selected
as the criteria for exploring the consumers’ behavioral intentions.
2.5.9. Performance Expectancy. A great number of researches
revealed that past behaviors will influence future behaviors.
Some researchers have further proven that past usage behaviors are the antecedents of future behaviors [75]. In order
to derive the factors influencing consumers’ acceptances of
Phablets, three factors will be introduced as the criteria of the
usage behaviors. The factors include the usage time, the usage
frequency, and the usage variety. Venkatesh et al. [4] indicated
that the usage behavior construct should be measured by both
the variety and the frequency. Mathieson [76] and Al-Gahtani
et al. [77] also indicated that the usage behavior construct
consists of four dimensions for measuring the technology
usage: (1) the amount of time being spent in using technology
products per day, (2) the usage frequency of technology products, (3) the number of various software applications being
used, and (4) the number of various job tasks being supported
through technology product usages. In this research, the
usage time, usage frequency, and the number of various job
tasks being supported will be introduced.
The constructs being summarized based on literature
review results being demonstrated above are demonstrated
in Table 2. The research model comprises of night constructs:
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence,
facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, price value, habit,
behavioral intention, and use behavior. In the later empirical
study Section 4, the influence relationships among the constructs will be established.

3. Research Methods
To construct the analytic framework for deriving factors for
predictions of users’ acceptances of Phablets, this research
reviewed the related research works of social psychology
and literature being related to factors for predicting users’
adoption of technology such as the UTAUT and the UTAUT2
for collecting the possible dimensions and criteria. Next,
the DEMATEL method is employed to establish the causal
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Table 2: Dimensions and criteria for analyzing users’ Phablet
acceptance.
Dimensions

Criteria

Performance expectancy (𝐷1 )

Perceived usefulness (𝑐11 )
Extrinsic motivation (𝑐12 )
Job fit (𝑐13 )
Relative advantage (𝑐14 )

Effort expectancy (𝐷2 )

Perceived ease of use (𝑐21 )
Complexity (𝑐22 )
Ease of use (𝑐23 )

Social influence (𝐷3 )

Subjective norm (𝑐31 )
Social factor (𝑐32 )
Image (𝑐33 )

Facilitating conditions (𝐷4 )

Perceived behavioral control (𝑐41 )
Facilitating conditions (𝑐42 )
Compatibility (𝑐43 )

Hedonic motivations (𝐷5 )

Enjoyment (𝑐51 )
Interest (𝑐52 )
Curiosity (𝑐53 )

Price value (𝐷6 )

Quality (𝑐61 )
Value (𝑐62 )
Price (𝑐63 )

Habit (𝐷7 )

Past behavior (𝑐71 )
Reflex behavior (𝑐72 )
Individual experience (𝑐73 )

Use intention (𝐷8 )

Use behavior (𝐷9 )

Repurchase intentions (𝑐81 )
Positive word-of-mouth
communication (𝑐82 )
Service quality (𝑐83 )
Usage time (𝑐91 )
Usage frequency (𝑐92 )
Use variety (𝑐93 )

relationships. Then, the DNP will be applied to derive the
influence weights based on the lead users’ perspectives. In
summary, the assessment model consists of three main steps:
(1) deriving the requirement by literature review, (2) structuring the causal relationship based on lead users’ opinion by
applying DEMATEL, and (3) evaluating the weights versus
each criterion by using the DNP.
3.1. Modified Delphi Method. The Delphi method was
designed by Dalkey and Helmer [78]. After the Delphi
method, Murry and Hammons [79] tried to identify issues
and problems that were collected from a group of technology
education professionals using the modified Delphi technique.
The modified Delphi simplified the step of conducting the
first round of a survey and replaced the conventionally
adopted open style survey [80]. The purpose of the modified
Delphi method is to save time (the experts can focus on
research themes, eliminating the need for speculation on
the open questionnaire) and to improve the response of the
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main topic [80, 81]. Following, the introduction to Delphi and
the modified Delphi methods is mainly based on the works
by Jones and Hunter [82], Murry and Hammons [79], and
Huang et al. [83, 84].
The primary objective of a Delphi inquiry is to obtain a
consensus as a minimum of 75 percent agreement on any particular item of opinion from a group of respondents. Meanwhile, it is possible to develop consensus on a common core
of management assessment criteria which, when combined
with the institution-, unit-, and position-specific criteria, can
form a comprehensive management audit instrument.
The Delphi method originated in a series of studies
conducted by the RAND Corporation in the 1950s [82]. The
objective was to develop a technique to obtain the most
reliable consensus from a group of experts [78]. Delphi
may be characterized as a method for structuring a group
communication process; so the process is effective in allowing
a group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with a complex
problem while researchers have developed variations of
the method since its introduction [85]. Specific situations
have included a round in which the participants meet to
discuss the process and resolve any uncertainties or ambiguities in the wording of the questionnaire [82]. The Delphi
method proceeds in a series of communication rounds as
follows.
Round 1. Either the relevant individuals are invited to provide
opinions on a specific matter, based upon their knowledge
and experience, or the team undertaking the Delphi expresses
opinions on a specific matter and selects suitable experts
to participate in subsequent questionnaire rounds; these
opinions are grouped together under a limited number of
headings, and statements are drafted for circulation to all
participants through a questionnaire [82].
Round 2. Participants rank their agreement with each statement in the questionnaire; the rankings then are summarized
and included in a repeat version of the questionnaire [82].
Round 3. Participants rerank their agreement with each
statement in the questionnaire and have the opportunity
to change their score, in view of the group’s response. The
rerankings are summarized and assessed for their degree of
consensus: if an acceptable degree of consensus is obtained,
the process may cease, with the final results then fed back to
the participants; if it is not, this third round is repeated [82].
Murry and Hammons [79] modified the traditional Delphi Technique by eliminating the first-round questionnaire
containing unstructured questions. It is simplified to replace
the conventionally adopted open style survey; doing so is
commonly referred to as the modified Delphi method [80].
The modified Delphi technique is similar to the full Delphi
in terms of procedure (i.e., a series of rounds with selected
experts) and intent (i.e., to predict future events and to
arrive at consensus). The major modification consists of
beginning the process with a set of carefully selected items.
These preselected items may be drawn from various sources
including related competency profiles, synthesized reviews of
the literature, and interviews with selected content experts.
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The primary advantages of this modification to the Delphi
are that it (a) typically improves the initial round response
rate and (b) provides solid grounding in previously developed
work.
Additional advantages related to the use of the modified
Delphi technique include reducing the effects of bias due
to group interaction, assuring anonymity, and providing
controlled feedback to participants [86, 87]. Brooks [88]
noted that three mailings are usually sufficient in order to
arrive at consensus.
3.2. The DNP. The DNP, the DEMATEL technique combining with ANP, was proposed by Tzeng [89, 90]. The DEMATEL technique was developed by the Battelle Geneva Institute
(1) to analyze complex “real-world problems” dealing mainly
with interactive map-model techniques [91] and (2) to evaluate qualitative and factor-linked aspects of societal problems.
The DNP advanced the tradition decision making framework
by manipulating the DEMATEL and the ANP individually
where a single round of survey of experts’ opinions would
be enough for resolving a decision making problem. In comparison to the traditional approach consisting of two rounds
of expert opinion surveys, the DNP actually eases the survey
procedure. The DEMATEL technique was developed with the
belief that the pioneering and proper use of scientific research
methods could help to illuminate specific and intertwined
phenomena and contribute to the recognition of practical
solutions through a hierarchical structure. DEMATEL has
been successfully applied in many situations such as ebusiness model definitions [92, 93], policy definitions [83],
and global manufacturing system optimization [94]. The
ANP is general form of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
[95] which has been used in multicriteria decision making
(MCDM) to be able to release the restriction of hierarchical
structure.
Combining the DEMATEL and ANP method, which had
been reviewed in this section, the steps of this method can be
summarized as follows.
Step 1. Calculate the direct-influence matrix by scores. Based
on experts’ opinions, evaluations are made of the relationships among elements (or variables/attributes) of mutual
influence using a scale ranging from 1 to 5, with scores
representing “no influence” (1), “low influence” (2), “medium
influence” (3), “high influence” (4), and “very high influence”
(5). They are asked to indicate the direct effect they believe a
factor will have on factor 𝑗, as indicated by 𝑑𝑖𝑗 . The matrix D
of direct relations can be obtained.
Step 2. Normalize the direct-influence matrix based on the
direct-influence matrix D; the normalized direct relation
matrix N is acquired by using
N = VD;
V = min {

1
1
,
},
𝑛
max𝑖 ∑𝑗=1 𝑑𝑖𝑗 max𝑗 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} .

(1)
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Step 3. Attaining the total-influence matrix T: once the
normalized direct-influence matrix N is obtained, the totalinfluence matrix T of NRM can be obtained:
T = N + N2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + N𝑘 = N (I − N)−1 ,

dividing by the following formula. There, we could normalize
the total-influence matrix and represent it as TD (Figure 3):
𝐷

𝐷
𝐷
𝑡 1𝑗
𝑡 1𝑚
𝑡 11
[ 11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1𝑚 ]
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[
]
[ ..
..
..
..
.. ]
[ .
]
.
.
.
.
[
]
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]
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[ 𝐷𝑖1
]
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[ 𝑡𝑖1
]
𝑡
𝑖𝑚 ]
TD = [
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
[ 𝑑
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑖 ]
[ 𝑖
]
[ .
.
.
.. ]
..
..
[ ..
]
.
[
]
[
]
𝐷𝑚𝑗
[ 𝐷𝑚1
𝐷𝑚𝑚 ]
𝑡𝑚𝑗
[ 𝑡𝑚1
]
𝑡
⋅⋅⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑚 ]
[ 𝑑𝑚

(2)

where T is the total influence-related matrix; N is a direct
influence matrix and N = [𝑥𝑖𝑗 ]𝑛×𝑛 ; lim𝑘 → ∞ (N2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + N𝑘 )
stands for an indirect influence matrix and 0 ≤ ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 < 1
or 0 ≤ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 < 1, and only one ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 or ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 equal
to 1 for ∀𝑖, 𝑗. So lim𝑘 → ∞ N𝑘 = [0]𝑛×𝑛 . The (𝑖, 𝑗) element 𝑡𝑖𝑗 of
matrix denotes the direct and indirect influences of factor 𝑖
on factor 𝑗.
Step 4. Analyze the result. In this stage, the row and column
sums are separately denoted by r and c within the totalrelation matrix T through
T = [𝑡𝑖𝑗 ] ,

𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} ,

[
]
[ .
..
..
..
.. ]
[ ..
.
.
.
. ]
[
]
[
]
𝐷𝑖𝑗
[ 𝐷𝑖1
𝐷𝑖𝑚 ]
= [ 𝛼𝑖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛼𝑖𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛼𝑖𝑚 ] ,
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[ .
]
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.
.
. ]
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𝐷𝑚𝑗
𝐷𝑚1
𝐷𝑚𝑚
𝛼
⋅
⋅
⋅
𝛼
⋅
⋅
⋅
𝛼
𝑚𝑚 ]
𝑚𝑗
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(3)

𝑖=1

(4)
𝐷

𝑛

c = [𝑐𝑗 ]1×𝑛 = [∑𝑡𝑖𝑗 ]

,

(5)

1×𝑛

where the r and c vectors denote the sums of the rows and
columns, respectively.
Suppose 𝑟𝑖 denotes the row sum of the 𝑖th row of matrix T.
Then, 𝑟𝑖 is the sum of the influences dispatching from factor 𝑖
to the other factors, both directly and indirectly. Suppose that
𝑐𝑗 denotes the column sum of the 𝑗th column of matrix. Then,
𝑐𝑗 is the sum of the influences that factor 𝑖 is receiving from
the other factors. Furthermore, when 𝑖 = 𝑗 (i.e., the sum of the
row sum and the column sum) (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 ) represents the index
representing the strength of the influence, both dispatching
and receiving, (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 ) is the degree of the central role that
factor 𝑖 plays in the problem. If (𝑟𝑖 −𝑐𝑖 ) is positive, then factor 𝑖
primarily is dispatching influence upon the strength of other
factors, and if (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) is negative, then factor 𝑖 primarily is
receiving influence from other factors [83, 96]. Therefore, a
causal graph can be achieved by mapping the dataset of (𝑟𝑖 +
𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 ) providing a valuable approach for decision making
(see Phillips-Wren et al. [90]).
Now we call the total-influence matrix TC = [𝑡𝑖𝑗 ]𝑛×𝑛
obtained by criteria and TD = [𝑡𝑖𝑗𝐷]𝑛×𝑛 obtained by dimensions (clusters) from TC . Then we normalize the ANP weights
of dimensions (clusters) by using influence matrix TD as
shown in Table 6.
Step 5. The original supermatrix of eigenvectors is obtained
from the total-influence matrix T = [𝑡𝑖𝑗 ], for example, 𝐷
values of the clusters in matrix TD , as (7), where if 𝑡𝑖𝑗 < 𝐷,
then 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝐷 = 0 else 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝐷 = 𝑡𝑖𝑗 , and 𝑡𝑖𝑗 is in the total-influence matrix
T. The total-influence matrix TD needs to be normalized by

𝐷

𝛼1111 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛼1𝑗1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛼1𝑚1𝑚

𝑛

r = [𝑟𝑖 ]𝑛×1 = [ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗 ] ,
[𝑗=1 ]𝑛×1

𝐷

𝐷

(6)

𝐷

where 𝛼𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑗 /𝑑𝑖 . This research adopts the normalized
total-influence matrix TD (hereafter abbreviated to “the
normalized matrix”) and the unweighted supermatrix W
using (8) shows these influence level values as the basis of the
normalization for determining the weighted supermatrix:
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Step 6. Limit the weighted supermatrix by raising it to
sufficiently large power 𝑘, as (8), until the supermatrix has
converged and become a long-term stable supermatrix to get
the global priority vectors or called ANP weights:
𝑘

lim (W∗ ) .

𝑘→∞

(8)

According to the definition by Lu et al. [97], the significant confidence level can be calculated by
 𝑝 𝑝−1 
1 𝑛 𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝑡𝑖𝑗 
× 100%,
∑∑
𝑝
𝑛2 𝑖=1𝑗=1
𝑡𝑖𝑗

(9)

where 𝑛 denotes the number of criteria, 𝑝 denotes to the
𝑝
number of experts, and 𝑡𝑖𝑗 is the average influence of criterion
𝑖 on criterion 𝑗.
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Table 3: The evaluative results of dimensions based on fifteen experts by modified Delphi method.

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female

Work
Experience

5
10∼15
5
5∼10
5
10∼15
15∼20
5
5
5∼10
10∼15
15∼20
<5
5∼10
<5
Agree
Disagree
Agree %
Disagree %

Performance
expectancy
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
14
1
93.33%
6.67%

Effort
expectancy
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
14
1
93.33%
6.67%

D1𝑗

D
t1111 · · · t1j

..
.

..
.

D
ti1𝑖1

···

D𝑖𝑗
tij

..
.

..
.

..
.
TD =

D

D𝑚𝑗

Use
behavior
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
13
2
86.67%
13.33%

D

· · · t1m1𝑚
..
.

m

D1𝑗

..
.

→ d1 = ∑ t1j

D

→ di = ∑ tij

· · · tim𝑖𝑚
..
.

tm1𝑚1 · · · tmj

Dimensions
Facilitating
Hedonic
Price
Use
Habit
conditions motivations value
intention
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree Disagree Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree Disagree Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
13
15
13
15
15
2
0
2
0
0
100.00%
86.67%
100.00% 86.67% 100.00%
0.00%
13.33%
0.00% 13.33%
0.00%

Social
influence
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
14
1
93.33%
6.67%

..
.

j=1
m

j=1
m

D𝑖𝑗

m

D𝑖𝑗

, di = ∑ tij , i = 1, · · · , m
j=1

D𝑚𝑗

→ dm = ∑ tmj
j=1

D𝑚m
· · · tmm

Figure 3

4. Empirical Study
In this section, the background of Phablet will be discussed
in Section 4.1. Then, the factors for predicting consumers’
preferences toward the Phablet will be summarized and
confirmed by experts using the modified Delphi method in
Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the DEMATEL method will be
used to construct the causal network. Then, the influence
weights versus each dimension and criterion will be derived
by the DNP.
4.1. Industry Background and Research Problem Description. The rapid emergence of smart mobile devices pushes
demands. More and more customers need a smart phone with
a large screen. Thus, the integrated device consists of features
of both smart phones and tablet PCs. Such a concept was first
realized by Samsung, which released the Galaxy Note, the first
commercialized Phablet.
According to the forecasts being provided by the Statista,
the worldwide Phablet shipment will reach 203.7 million

units in 2017, from 35.1 million units in 2013. Thus, the Phablet
manufacturers should initiate the focus on design, marketing,
and product improvement of Phablet products. Those companies which can dominate the Phablet market may obtain
considerable benefits. Nevertheless, very few academic studies researched on factors influencing consumers’ acceptances
of Phablets. Further, exploring consumer behaviors in the
acceptance of some specific product is always a crucial task
for Phablet manufacturers and marketers [98, 99].
Kotler and Keller [99] argued that the consumer purchase behavior is often involved with various factors, such
as simple, unexpected, concrete, credibility, emotion, and
stories. Those factors always influence the purchase behavior.
Consumer electronics firms also understand the importance
of factors influencing consumers’ purchase of their products.
Thus, investigating these factors and predicting consumers’
purchase motivation have become indispensable tasks.
4.2. Deriving Factors for Phablet Acceptances by the Modified
Delphi Method. In order to derive the most suitable criteria
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Table 4: The evaluative results of criteria based on the modified Delphi method.
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Table 5: The evaluative results of criteria based on the modified Delphi method.
Years of work
experience

#

Gender

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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12
13
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5
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5
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5
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5
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5
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6.67%
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for predicting acceptances of Phablets, 28 possible criteria
will first be derived from the literature review results. Those
criteria will then be confirmed based on the modified Delphi
method. Based on the modified Delphi method, 75% was
recognized as a minimum percentage of agreement for
each criterion [100]. Tables 3–5 verified the percentage of

agreement of the nine dimensions and twenty-eight criteria
by experts. All of the dimensions and criteria exceeding 75%
are recognized by experts as suitable for analyzing adoptions
of Phablets. Then, the factors being suitable for predicting
Phablets can be derived.
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is 95.18%, where 𝑝 = 15 denotes the number of experts,
𝑝
𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the average influence of 𝑖 criterion on 𝑗, and 𝑛
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denotes number of criteria, here 𝑛
matrix.
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=

28 and 𝑛 × 𝑛

The normalized direct influence matrix N:
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The normalized direct influence matrix TC :
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0.162

0.194

0.159

0.118

0.156

0.135

0.198

0.196

0.111

0.157

0.160

0.200

0.179

0.181

0.176

0.179

0.154

0.185

0.155

0.153

0.144

0.183

0.167

0.149

0.197

0.183

0.178

0.168

0.198

0.161

0.124

0.171

0.146

0.209

0.208

0.138

0.144

0.182

0.202

0.179

0.183

0.180

0.182

0.153

0.186

0.159

0.155

0.146

0.183

0.164

0.148

0.191

0.180

0.179

0.169

0.200

0.161

0.125

0.175

0.147

0.209

0.210

0.140

0.183

0.147

0.199

0.176

0.179

0.181

0.173

0.156

0.177

0.154

0.150

0.143

0.175

0.167

0.148

0.192

0.181

0.179

0.175

0.202

0.163

0.120

0.165

0.142

0.208

0.205

0.141

0.172

0.173

4.3. The Causal Relationships and Weight Derivations by the
DNP. The DEMA is a useful method to illustrate the relationships between dimensions and criteria. Researches belonging
to various fields have applied the DEMATEL to solve realworld problems. The DNP, an MCDM method being derived

]
0.164 ]
]
]
0.155 ]
]
0.163 ]
]
]
0.178 ]
]
]
0.156 ]
]
]
0.188 ]
]
]
0.123 ]
]
0.150 ]
]
]
]
0.140 ]
]
0.174 ]
]
]
0.143 ]
]
]
0.131 ]
]
]
0.196 ] .
]
0.192 ]
]
]
0.173 ]
]
]
0.189 ]
]
]
]
0.193 ]
]
0.137 ]
]
]
0.179 ]
]
0.197 ]
]
]
0.192 ]
]
]
0.161 ]
]
]
0.172 ]
]
]
0.159 ]
]
]
0.180 ]
]
0.182 ]
]
0.142 ]

(12)

from the concept of the DEMATEL and the ANP, can be
applied to construct the structure of a decision problem and
derive weights being associated with the criteria based on
the total relationship matrix being derived by DEMATEL.
In this research, the DNP method will be introduced for
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Table 6: 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 versus each dimension.

Dimensions
𝑟𝑖
Performance expectancy (𝐷1 ) 1.449
1.548
Effort expectancy (𝐷2 )
1.277
Social influence (𝐷3 )
1.321
Facilitating conditions (𝐷4 )
1.601
Hedonic motivations (𝐷5 )
1.555
Price value (𝐷6 )
1.642
Habit (𝐷7 )
1.466
Use intention (𝐷8 )
1.533
Use behavior (𝐷9 )

𝑐𝑖
1.599
1.488
1.353
1.436
1.605
1.536
1.250
1.611
1.515

𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖
3.049
3.036
2.630
2.757
3.206
3.092
2.891
3.077
3.048

𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖
−0.150
0.060
−0.076
−0.114
−0.004
0.019
0.392
−0.145
0.018

constructing the structure of the decision problem and derive
the influence weights.
At first, the influence of each criterion on others can
be derived based on 15 lead users’ opinions. Initial 28 ×
28 influence relation matrix D 28 × 28 can be constructed
𝐷2

𝐷3

𝐷4

𝐷5

𝐷6

𝐷7

𝐷8

𝐷9

0.170

0.158

0.149

0.153

0.171

0.167

0.136

0.175

0.169

0.186

0.167

0.156

0.169

0.188

0.178

0.144

0.186

0.151

0.139

0.125

0.136

0.157

0.150

0.123

0.158

0.159

0.146

0.132

0.138

0.160

0.149

0.127

0.159

0.193

0.179

0.162

0.173

0.184

0.181

0.150

0.192

0.186

0.170

0.164

0.166

0.190

0.174

0.139

0.191

0.198

0.189

0.162

0.180

0.195

0.186

0.146

0.196

0.172

0.167

0.151

0.156

0.176

0.173

0.139

0.168

]
0.175 ]
]
0.139 ]
]
]
0.151 ]
]
].
0.186 ]
]
]
0.174 ]
]
]
0.191 ]
]
0.164 ]
]

𝐷9 [ 0.170

0.158

0.149

0.153

0.171

0.167

0.136

0.175

0.169 ]

𝐷1
𝐷1
𝐷2
𝐷3
TD =

accordingly (refer to Figure 4). Furthermore, the significance
confidence of questionnaires based on the fifteen experts’
opinions can be derived by (9). The result equals 4.82%,
which is less than 5%. That is, the significance confidence is
95.18%, which is greater than 95% (see total average initial
direct matrix D). Afterwards, the direct influence matrix
D will be normalized according to (7). The normalized
direct influence matrix N is depicted in (11). Then, the total
influence matrix T can be calculated based upon (3). The
matrix T is demonstrated in (12). Meanwhile, the causal
network of dimension is shown in (13). Moreover, to illustrate
the causal relationship network, the 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 can be derived by
using (4) and (5), which stand for the summation of row and
column versus each criterion and dimension. Subsequently,
the (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 ) and (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) can be derived as illustrated in Tables
6 and 7.
The total influence matrix TD :

𝐷4
𝐷5
𝐷6
𝐷7
𝐷8

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

According to Table 6, the (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) value of the effort
expectancy dimension (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) has the highest positive value.
Thus, the effort expectancy (𝐷2 ) is the most important
dimension (𝐷2 ) which plays a dominant role in the causal
network. This dimension has the most significant effect on
other dimensions. Given this, the Phablet manufacturers
and marketers should first take the effort expectancy (𝐷2 )
into consideration for enhancing consumers’ adoption rates.
The use intention dimension (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) has the lowest (𝑟𝑖 −
𝑐𝑖 ) value. Therefore, it is the least important dimension for
improving the Phablet from the dimension of the causal
network. Hedonic motivation (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 ) has the largest value,
and it can be interpreted that it has the most crucial influential
relationships with all other dimensions. On the contrary,
social influence has the lowest (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 ) value, and it can be
interpreted that it is less important than other dimensions.
In light of the influential degrees versus each criterion,
this finding implies that the social influence (𝐷3 ) can be
recognized as the least influential dimension for predicting
the Phablet adoptions.
According to the analytic results based on lead users’
opinions, the Phablet manufacturers should emphasize on

(13)

the degree of effort expectancy (𝐷2 ) and other dimensions
than on the social influence (𝐷3 ). The causal networks of
the total influence matrix based on dimensions and criteria
are depicted in Figure 4, as this figure demonstrates that
the perceived usefulness (𝑐11 ), complexity (𝑐22 ), social factors (𝑐32 ), perceived behavioral control (𝑐41 ), interest (𝑐52 ),
quality (𝑐61 ), past behavior (𝑐71 ), service quality (𝑐83 ), and
usage time (𝑐91 ) have the highest impacts on other criteria
under each dimension, including performance expectancy,
effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions,
hedonic motivation, price value, habit, use intention, and use
behavior, respectively. The causal relationship network being
established can serve as a basis for Phablet manufacturers and
marketers to reduce the performance gaps in each dimension.
Furthermore, this causal relationship network model can
be used for recognizing and finding appropriate alternatives
strategies to approach the aspiration level.
The DNP approach is broadly employed to derive the
influence weights versus each criterion belonging to the
causal relation network. Based on the DNP method, the
unweighted supermatrix W, which stands for the degree of
importance of the interacted network, can be derived by
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Complexity
(C22 )
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Past behavior
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Figure 4: The causal relationship network versus each dimension and criterion.

(7). The results are demonstrated in (14). Given that the
different dimensional weights can affect criteria belonging to
each dimension, the weighted supermatrix can be derived
based on (8). The results are demonstrated in (15). To
converge the weighted supermatrix W∗ , the power of the

weighted supermatrix W∗ will be raised to infinity. Thus, the
influence weights versus each criterion can be derived and
demonstrated in Table 8.
The unweighted supermatrix W:

W
𝐶12

𝐶13

𝐶14

𝐶21

𝐶22

𝐶23

𝐶31

𝐶32

𝐶33

𝐶41

𝐶42

𝐶43

𝐶51

𝐶52

𝐶53

𝐶61

𝐶62

𝐶63

𝐶71

𝐶72

𝐶73

𝐶81

𝐶82

𝐶83

𝐶91

𝐶92

𝐶93

0.229

0.278

0.280

0.275

0.273

0.264

0.274

0.265

0.271

0.271

0.271

0.268
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The weighted supermatrix W∗ :
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From the perspective of DNP, the influence weights
including local weights and global weights can be derived.
The global weight stands for the real influence weighs being
derived from the local weight. The global weight can be
regarded as a priority indicator for ranking these dimensions
and criteria. The importance versus these dimensions and
criteria can thus be evaluated and ranked. In this research,
the purpose of the DNP is to derive the dominant factors
influencing consumers’ acceptances of Phablets. The future
Phablet products can also be enhanced in accordance with the
causal relationship network being demonstrated in Figure 4.
In general, the findings demonstrate that both hedonic
motivation (𝐷5 ) and use behavior (𝐷9 ) are the most important dimensions in light of influence relationship. Furthermore, the criteria of repurchase intention (𝑐81 ) and reflex
behavior (𝑐72 ) are the first considerations based on the global
weights being derived. In contrast, extrinsic motivation (𝑐12 )
and relative advantage are the least important (𝑐14 ) criteria
for influencing the Phablet acceptance. Besides, both positive
word-of-mouth communications and the value are the most
significant criteria. The reasons are that consumer often
considers product value and whether the product is with good
reputation or not when purchasing smart mobile products.
In conclusion, DNP is an effective approach that can be
employed for the influence weight derivations in terms of the
causal network among the factors.

5. Discussion
This study attempts to derive factors influencing consumer
behaviors and thus the adoptions of Phablets. In this section,
both managerial implications and advances in research methods will be discussed.
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5.1. Managerial Implications. In this study, lead users mean
experts with more than 5-year experiences in smart mobile
devices company; DEMATEL method was used based on
lead users’ opinions to construct the analytical framework.
The results were integrated and shown in Figure 5 which
demonstrates the differences between the original UTAUT2
based theoretical framework versus the viewpoints being
derived from lead users.
From the lead users’ perspective, the causal relationships
are very complicated. The causal relations revealed that these
complicated paths are being established in terms of those
experts (such as managers and senior engineers of the Phablet
manufacturers), whose opinions and innovative thinking are
often generated ahead of mass users’ thoughts. The lead
users expect to develop and introduce new ways to users. In
other words, generating new customers’ value proposition is
their purpose. Thus, Phablet manufacturers and marketers
should focus on the marketing and product development
as well as negotiating effectively with engineers so that
these paths being generated based on lead users’ opinions
can be realized for the future products to be promoted to
mass users. According to Figure 5, influence paths exist in
structural map based on the opinions of the lead users.
Such paths include the effort expectancy-use intention, price
value-use intention, habit-use intention, and use intentionuse behavior. We also find that the habit has influence on price
value and performance expectancy and effort expectancy in
light of lead users’ opinions. Further, the effort expectancy has
influences on both the performance expectancy and hedonic
motivation.
On the other hand, from the lead users’ perspective, the
causal relationship network of each dimension can further
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Figure 5: The original model versus the construct being derived by DEMATEL.

Table 7: 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 versus each criterion.
Criteria
Perceived usefulness (𝑐11 )
Extrinsic motivation (𝑐12 )
Job fit (𝑐13 )
Relative advantage (𝑐14 )
Perceived ease of use (𝑐21 )
Complexity (𝑐22 )
Ease of use (𝑐23 )
Subjective norm (𝑐31 )
Social factor (𝑐32 )
Image (𝑐33 )
Perceived behavioral control (𝑐41 )
Facilitating conditions (𝑐42 )
Compatibility (𝑐43 )
Enjoyment (𝑐51 )
Interest (𝑐52 )
Curiosity (𝑐53 )
Quality (𝑐61 )
Value (𝑐62 )
Price (𝑐63 )
Past behavior (𝑐71 )
Reflex behavior (𝑐72 )
Individual experience (𝑐73 )
Repurchase intentions (𝑐81 )
Positive word-of-mouth
communication (𝑐82 )
Service quality (𝑐83 )
Usage time (𝑐91 )
Usage frequency (𝑐92 )
Use variety (𝑐93 )

Table 8: The influence weights versus each dimension and criterion.

𝑟𝑖
5.016
4.398
4.128
4.529
4.883
4.447
5.161
3.595
4.358
3.992
4.608
4.015
3.748
5.227
5.156
4.603
5.264
5.248
4.043
5.019
5.262
5.088
4.423

𝑐𝑖
5.356
4.812
4.858
4.847
4.795
4.140
4.934
4.309
4.220
4.093
4.797
4.530
4.053
5.143
4.922
4.891
4.584
5.402
4.341
3.267
4.443
3.943
5.615

𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖
10.373
9.210
8.985
9.376
9.678
8.587
10.095
7.904
8.578
8.085
9.405
8.545
7.801
10.370
10.078
9.494
9.848
10.651
8.384
8.286
9.705
9.031
10.038

𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖
−0.340
−0.415
−0.730
−0.318
0.088
0.308
0.227
−0.714
0.137
−0.102
−0.189
−0.515
−0.305
0.083
0.234
−0.289
0.680
−0.154
−0.298
1.753
0.819
1.145
−1.192

4.790

5.542

10.332

−0.752

4.499
4.792
4.818
4.738

3.867
4.687
4.758
4.696

8.366
9.480
9.576
9.434

0.632
0.105
0.061
0.042

be discussed. In the performance expectancy dimension, as
illustrated in Figure 6, perceived usefulness (𝑐11 ) has direct
influences on extrinsic motivation (𝑐12 ), job fit (𝑐13 ), and relative advantage (𝑐14 ), while the relative advantage (𝑐14 ) has an
indirect impact on job fit (𝑐13 ) through extrinsic motivation
(𝑐12 ). In practice, managers may focus on improvement in

Dimensions

𝐷1

𝐷2
𝐷3
𝐷4
𝐷5
𝐷6
𝐷7
𝐷8
𝐷9

Local
Rank Criteria
weights
𝐶11
𝐶12
3
0.1194
𝐶13
𝐶14
𝐶21
6
0.1110
𝐶22
𝐶23
𝐶31
8
0.1011
𝐶32
𝐶33
𝐶41
7
0.1071
𝐶42
𝐶43
𝐶51
2
0.1199
𝐶52
𝐶53
𝐶61
4
0.1148
𝐶62
𝐶63
𝐶71
9
0.0935
𝐶72
𝐶73
𝐶81
1
0.1203
𝐶82
𝐶83
𝐶91
5
0.1130
𝐶92
𝐶93

Local
Global
Rank
weights
weights
1
0.2696
0.0322
4
0.2421
0.0289
2
0.2443
0.0292
3
0.2440
0.0291
2
0.3457
0.0384
3
0.2987
0.0332
1
0.3556
0.0395
1
0.3408
0.0345
2
0.3348
0.0338
3
0.3244
0.0328
1
0.3584
0.0384
2
0.3387
0.0363
3
0.3028
0.0324
1
0.3439
0.0412
2
0.3291
0.0395
3
0.3270
0.0392
2
0.3202
0.0368
1
0.3769
0.0433
3
0.3030
0.0348
3
0.2809
0.0263
1
0.3814
0.0357
2
0.3377
0.0316
1
0.3730
0.0449
2
0.3686
0.0443
3
0.2584
0.0311
3
0.3316
0.0375
1
0.3363
0.0380
2
0.3322
0.0375

the perceived usefulness dimension. If managers wanted to
obtain high performance in terms of extrinsic motivation
(𝑐12 ) and job fit (𝑐13 ), the Phablet manufacturers would get
an improved priority for the 𝑐11 and 𝑐14 beforehand. Then
these two criteria can effectively enhance Phablet products to
attract users’ attentions.
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Figure 7: The causal relationship network for effort expectancy.
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Quality (C61 )
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In the effort expectancy dimension, the 𝑐23 is influenced
by both the 𝑐22 and 𝑐21 . In order to enhance the effort
expectancy, managers and engineers may first improve the
complexity of the Phablet products in comparison to other
brands of Phablet devices. The causal relationship is demonstrated in Figure 7.
In the social influence dimension, the 𝑐32 can enhance
the social influence. If managers wanted to enhance the
social influence (𝑐32 ), appropriate promotion and branding
strategies should be adopted. The causal relationship network
is shown in Figure 8. The illustration depicts that the social
factor (𝑐32 ) and the image (𝑐33 ) should be improved beforehand, and then the 𝑐31 would be enhanced.
In the facilitating conditions dimension, compatibility
(𝑐43 ) is the most influential criterion, which can influence
𝑐42 and 𝑐41 directly (Figure 9). This implies that 𝑐43 has an
improved priority comparing 𝑐42 and 𝑐41 . By improving 𝑐43 ,
the performance of facilitating conditions can be enhanced.
For the hedonic motivation dimension, the interest (𝑐52 )
has direct impacts on enjoyment (𝑐51 ) and curiosity (𝑐53 ). At
the same time, the Enjoyment (𝑐51 ) influences interest (𝑐52 )
and curiosity (𝑐53 ) directly. Based on the causal relationships
(as shown in Figure 10), the interest (𝑐52 ) should be first
improved; then the hedonic motivation can be enhanced.
For the price value dimension being demonstrated in
Figure 11, the quality has the highest (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖 ) value, which
means that quality (𝑐61 ) has the important impact on value
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Figure 11: The causal relationship network for price value.
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Figure 13: The causal relationship network for use intention.

0.01

r−c

(𝑐62 ) and price (𝑐63 ). These results further imply that Phablet
manufacturers should improve the quality (𝑐61 ) of future
Phablet products for satisfying future users’ needs. Then, the
hedonic motivation can be enhanced accordingly.
Similarly, in the habit dimension, 𝑐71 should be prioritized
in improvement, and the habit for Phablet use can be
enhanced. The causal structure is shown in Figure 12.
Moreover, in order to improve the use intention dimension in Phablet adoptions, the service quality of companies
(𝑐83 ) should be first improved since the criterion would have
direct influences on positive word-of-mouse communications and repurchase intensions. The results are demonstrated
in Figure 13.
The causal network of the use behavior dimension, as
illustrated in Figure 14, indicates that the usage frequency
(𝑐92 ) influences directly usage variety (𝑐93 ) and usage time
(𝑐91 ). Likewise, the usage time (𝑐91 ) also influences directly the
usage time (𝑐92 ) and the usage variety (𝑐93 ). This result implies
that the enhancement of the usage frequency of Phablets
will be a vital task for enhancing the adoptions of the future
Phablets. Thus, the usage frequency can be recognized as
the most important criterion for enhancing the use behavior
dimension.
In summary of Section 5.1, the influence weights versus
the criteria and dimensions can be derived by the DNP
technique based on lead users’ opinions. Based on the
weights being associated with each dimension, the ranking
of dimensions is shown as follows (from high to low):
use intention, hedonic motivation, performance expectancy,
price value, use behavior, effort expectancy, facilitating conditions, social influence, and habit. These results imply that
the use intention, hedonic motivation, and price value are
the most particularly crucial factors for Phablet adoption.
More specifically, from the use intention dimension, the
repurchase intentions and the positive word-of-mouth play
essential roles in the acceptance of future Phablets. These
results are consistent with the work by Kotler and Keller
[101] and that of Keller et al. [98]. In price value dimension,
Phablet quality, value, and price are recognized as crucial
indicators for determining whether a consumer will adopt
the Phablet. The findings were also consistent with prior
academic works on consumer behaviors and new product
development strategies. Thus, practitioners and managers
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0.00
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−0.01

−0.02
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Figure 14: The casual relationship network for use behavior.

should focus on these regards for improving marketing
means and enhancing the future Phablets. For example, the
China based Xiaomi Company designed smart phones with
low price and high quality and performance and adopted
hunger marketing strategies to commercialize their smart
phones. So far, the marketing strategies have yielded huge
profits and good word-of-mouth effect for them.
5.2. Advances in Research Methods. From the aspect of
advances in research methods, this research introduced the
DNP based on the original UTAUT2 theoretical model. In
contrast to the structure equation modeling (SEM) based
methods, for example, the confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA), which allows researchers to test the hypothesis for the
relationships between the observed variables and their underlying latent construct(s) exists, the DNP based approach,
which can be used to derive the causal relationship without any assumptions on the existing relationships between
variables, is apparently more suitable due to the following
two reasons. (1) The available number of respondents is very
limited, especially when the number of respondents is a very
small number, for example, 5 to 10. (2) The research questions
may not be measured as is. Following are detailed discussions
from the two aspects.
First, from the aspect of expert availability, for some
specific research questions like the definition of disruptive
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or radical innovative products, the definition of innovation
policy tools for some emerging technology or service (e.g.,
the first author’s earlier work [83] on the reconfiguration
of the silicon intellectual property mall), the availability
of respondents is very limited. Therefore, the traditional
statistical analysis based approaches are not applicable due to
the violation of the central limit theorem, in which statistical
analysis approaches require a minimum sample size of 30 so
that the results can be statistically significant [102]. For such
problems, decision making frameworks being constructed
based on the opinions of 6 to 10 experts will be much more
reasonable and feasible, since the total number of experts
being available is very limited.
Second, from the dimension that the research questions
may not be measured as is, numerous academic works
support this viewpoint. According to Suhr [103], for most
of the cases, the researcher uses knowledge of the theory,
empirical research, or both, postulates the relationship pattern a priori, and then tests the hypothesis statistically [103].
However, it is becoming harder to find research articles
that present only a simple confirmatory factor analysis on a
set of variables [104]. MacCallum and Austin [105] argued
that a structural equation model is a hypothesis about the
structure of relationships among measured variables in a
specific population. Researchers should explicitly define the
population of interest, although this is often not done in
practice, and should acknowledge that the generalizability
of a model beyond that population may be uncertain [105].
Therefore, some research questions may not be measured as
the theoretic framework, for example, the UTAUT2 based
framework in this research, being adopted.
Based on the above discussion, we argue that the DEMATEL based network process is more applicable in deriving
the causal relationship based on lead users’ opinions. A new
analytic framework based on the population of interest, here
the group of lead users, can be constructed without the
predefined path framework.
In the future, the proposed analytic framework can be
applied to the adoptions of any disruptive or radical innovative information technology products or services, in which
the features and performance of such products or services
are very hard for consumers’ understanding. Therefore, the
analytic framework is especially useful for the information
technology hardware and software industries. Possible applications include the next generation smart eyeglasses, smart
watches, infrastructure as a service (IaaS), software as a service (SaaS), and platform as a service (PaaS). Usually, normal
consumers cannot figure out the technical details as well
as possible applications. Further, the proposed DNP based
analytic framework can also serve as a tool for improving the
information technology products or services from the criteria
which are the most influential from the dimension based on
the analytic results being derived by the DEMATEL.

6. Conclusions
This research aims to derive the crucial factors for exploring
users’ acceptance of future Phablet based on the opinions
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being provided by lead users. To fulfill the abovementioned
purposes, this research thereby proposes an evaluation model
for deriving the factors influencing Phablet acceptances. The
future Phablets can be improved accordingly. Based on the
empirical study results, the importance of understanding
the relationships between criteria among each dimension
has been emphasized. Based on the influence weights being
derived, the factors with higher priority should be improved.
Finally, the proposed analytical framework can be utilized
for enhancing future Phablet devices or other related smart
mobile devices. The analytic results can also serve as a basis
for marketing, R&D, and manufacturing strategy formulations in the future.
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One novel control policy named selective siphon control policy is proposed to solve for deadlock problems of flexible manufacturing
systems (FMSs). The new policy not only solves the deadlock problem successfully but also obtains maximally permissive
controllers. According to our awareness, the policy is the first one to achieve the goal of obtaining maximally permissive controllers
for all S3 PR (one system of simple sequential processes with resources, S3 PR) models in existing literature. However, one main
problem is still needed to solve in their algorithm. The problem is that the proposed policy cannot check the exact number of
maximally permissive states of a deadlock net in advance. After all iterating steps, the final maximally permissive states can then
be known. Additionally, all legal markings are still to be checked again and again until all critical markings vanished. In this paper,
one computationally improved methodology is proposed to solve the two problems. According to the experimental results, the
computational efficiency can be enhanced based on the proposed methodology in this paper.

1. Introduction
Generally, deadlock prevention of FMS includes structural
analysis and reachability graphs [1–11]. In structural analysis,
the concept of siphon [1–4, 12–14] is usually adopted, because
it just requires a few number of control places. Unfortunately,
those algorithms cannot obtain maximally permissive controllers.
For improving above disadvantage of conventional
siphon control, Piroddi et al. [15, 16] proposed a novel control
policy named selective siphon control for solving deadlock
problem. The control policy solves deadlock problems of
FMSs successfully. It also makes FMSs optimal. It was a
new mile stone in solving deadlock domain. The policy is
combined by three main stages. They are reachability analysis,
structure analysis, and siphon control method for deadlock
prevention. However, in our viewpoint, the selective siphon
control policy cannot explicitly calculate what the number
of maximally permissive markings is in the first two stages.
In other words, the policy merely uses the previous paper
to make sure what the number of maximally permissive

markings is. Otherwise, they just obtained what the number
of maximally permissive markings is after all iterating steps
are executed.
On the other hand, under their policy, all reachable
markings are needed to check again and again until all critical
markings are vanished. This is time consuming since all legal
markings are needed to check in each iterative step.
In this paper, one computationally improved methodology is proposed to solve above two problems. First of all,
we use the developed algorithm [9] to check the number of
maximally permissive markings. Besides, we also prove that
the number of quasi-dead and dead markings is equal to
critical ones. Furthermore, the selective siphon control is only
used for these critical markings so that all critical markings
vanished. Most importantly, the computational efficiency is
enhanced.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Petri Nets [17]. In this paper, we adopt Petri nets theory
to model FMS. Due to limitation of paper space, however, we
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Table 1: The relation between critical markings and uncontrolled
siphons.
𝑀1
𝑀2
𝑀3
𝑀4
𝑀5
𝑀6

𝑆𝑥
v
v
v

𝑆𝑦

v
v
v

𝑆𝑧
v
v
v

Table 2: The property of dead and quasi-dead markings.
Marking number
𝑀7
𝑀12
𝑀9
𝑀10
𝑀11

2.2. Critical Markings and Selective Siphons Control Method
[15]. Piroddi et al. [15] proposed critical markings and
selective siphons control method. The spirit of the method
is that once all selective siphons are controlled, all critical
markings are accordingly vanished. In this paper, the selective
siphon control approach is merged into our previous policy
to further reduce the number of CMTSIs.
In the following, uncontrolled siphons, critical markings,
and selected siphons are defined.
Definition 1 (see [15] uncontrolled siphons and critical markings). Let Π = {𝑆1 , . . . , 𝑆𝑛 } the set of minimal siphons of PN.
(i) The set Π𝑢 = {𝑆𝑗 ∈ Π | 𝐸𝑆𝑗 ≠ ⌀}, where 𝐸𝑆𝑗 = {𝑀 ∈
𝑅(𝑁, 𝑀0 ) | 𝜆𝑇 𝑆𝑗 𝑀 = 0}, is the set of uncontrolled
siphons.
(ii) The set Π𝑀 = {𝑆𝑗 ∈ Π𝑢 | 𝜆𝑇 𝑆𝑗 𝑀 = 0} denotes the set
of empty siphons in the marking 𝑀.
(iii) For any Π∗ ⊆ Π𝑢 , 𝐸Π∗ = ∪𝑆𝑗∈Π∗ 𝐸𝑆𝑗 is the set of
markings where at least one siphon in Π∗ is empty.
(iv) The set 𝐸Π𝑢 denotes the set of critical markings.
(v) A covering set of uncontrolled siphons (CSUS) is a
subset of siphons Π𝑐 ⊆ Π𝑢 , such that 𝐸Π𝑐 = 𝐸Π𝑢 .
Table 1 presents the relation between uncontrolled
siphons and critical markings. Based the table, two
uncontrolled siphons (i.e., 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 ) are called the selective
siphon since they cover all critical markings (i.e., 𝑀1 –𝑀6 ).
2.3. Synthesis Problem [9, 18]. In our previous works [9, 18],
𝑀𝐷 and 𝑀𝑄 represent the set of dead markings and quasidead markings, respectively. Besides, 𝑍𝐷 and 𝑍𝑄 are also
proposed to represent the set of dead markings and quasidead markings, respectively. For the detailed definitions
please refer to [9, 18]. In [20], besides, 𝑍𝐿 has been showed
that it is the maximally permissive number of one FMS.
Therefore, above definitions will be used to check the number
of maximally permissive markings in reachability graph
stage.

Classification
𝑀𝐷
𝑀𝐷
𝑀𝑄
𝑀𝑄
𝑀𝑄

Table 3: The detailed information of selective siphons in Example 1.
Critical marking

don’t show detailed information of Petri nets theory here. The
readers can refer to [17] or our previous works [9, 18].

Information of marking
[1, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[2, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]
[2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
[2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1]

Minimal siphon
𝑆1

𝑀7
𝑀12
𝑀9
𝑀10
𝑀11

𝑆2

𝑆3

v

v
v

v
v
v

3. The Proposed Methodology
In this paper, one computationally improved methodology is
present to enhance the computational efficiency of conventional selective siphon control technology. The methodology
shown in Figure 1 consists of reachability graph stage, siphon
identification stage, siphon control stage, and so forth.

4. Experimental Results
Two classical flexible manufacturing systems are used to
check the proposed deadlock prevention. They are taken from
[6] and [19], respectively.
Example 1. An FMS is shown in Figure 2 [6]. To do our
deadlock prevention policy, 𝑅(𝑁1 , 𝑀0 ) of the PN system can
be modeled as shown in Figure 3.
First of all, in the “reachability graph (RG) stage,” 20
reachable markings (i.e., 𝑀0 –𝑀19 ) are located by INA [21].
Then 2 dead markings (i.e., 𝑀7 and 𝑀12 ) can be identified
based on or our previous works [9, 18]. In addition, three 𝑀𝑄
(i.e., 𝑀9 , 𝑀10 , and 𝑀11 ) can also be identified. All detailed
information of the 𝑀𝐷 and 𝑀𝑄 is listed in Table 2.
Therefore, the total number of 𝑀𝐿 can then be determined (i.e., 20 − (2 + 3) = 15). In other words, the number
of maximally permissive markings is 15.
In siphon identification stage, firstly, three sets of strict
minimal siphons 𝑆1 = {𝑝3 , 𝑝8 , 𝑝9 , 𝑝10 }, 𝑆2 = {𝑝4 , 𝑝7 , 𝑝10 , 𝑝11 },
and 𝑆3 = {𝑝4 , 𝑝8 , 𝑝9 , 𝑝10 , 𝑝11 } in this example are calculated.
Additionally, according to definitions in [15], 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are the
two sets of selective siphons since 𝑆3 is included in (𝑆1 ∪ 𝑆2 ).
The detailed information for identifying selective siphons is
shown in Table 3.
In siphon control stage, two control places are then
obtained by siphon control method [3] since two sets of
selective siphons are identified. The detailed information is
shown in Table 4. Please notice that this paper just focuses
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Start

Input one deadlock FMS
N
In
reachability graph

Run R(N, M0 )

stage

Identify MD , MQ , and ML
Output the number of maximally
permissive markings
In

Identify all SMS

siphon identification
stage

Find out selective siphons
Using siphon control method

End and print “no maximally
permissive controllers in this model”

No
Solution?
Obtain Cp

Yes

In
No

siphon control
stage

All selective siphons are calculated?
Yes
All MD and MQ are covered?

No

Put all Cp into the deadlock Petri nets

Yes
Remove redundant Cp

Output Cp

End

Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed deadlock prevention.

Table 4: The first additional control places in Example 1.
Control places
𝐶𝑝1
𝐶𝑝2

𝑀0 (𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
1
1

e(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
𝑡2 , 𝑡7
𝑡3 , 𝑡6

(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )e
𝑡1 , 𝑡6
𝑡2 , 𝑡5

on enhancement of computational efficiency. Therefore, for
the detailed information about how to compute control places

please refer to [3, 4]. Additionally, also note that from Table 3
it is obvious that one critical marking 𝑀10 is still not covered
by any strict minimal siphon. Accordingly, in the following,
new strict minimal siphons are needed to calculate again after
the two control places are added in Example 1.
In second iteration, new four sets of strict minimal
siphons are identified. They are 𝑆4 = {𝑝4 , 𝑝8 , 𝑝9 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝13 },
𝑆5 = {𝑝4 , 𝑝7 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝13 }, 𝑆6 = {𝑝3 , 𝑝8 , 𝑝9 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝13 }, and
𝑆7 = {𝑝3 , 𝑝7 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝13 }. We use them to check if they are empty
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t8

t1

Table 5: The new incidence matrix of Example 1.

p9
p2
r1

t2
p1 3

p8
t7

p10

p3
t3

3 p5

p7

r2

t6

p11

p4

p6
r3
t4

t5

Figure 2: A classical FMS PN model [6].

𝑝1
𝑝2
𝑝3
𝑝4
𝑝5
𝑝6
𝑝7
𝑝8
𝑝9
𝑝10
𝑝11
𝑝12(𝐶

𝑡1
−1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
0
0
−1

𝑡2
0
−1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1
0
1

𝑡3
0
0
−1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1
0

𝑡4
1
0
0
−1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

𝑡5
0
0
0
0
−1
1
0
0
0
0
−1
0

𝑡6
0
0
0
0
0
−1
1
0
0
−1
1
−1

𝑡7
0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
1
−1
1
0
1

𝑡8
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
−1
1
0
0
0

𝑝13(𝐶

0

−1

1

0

−1

1

0

0

𝑝1 )
𝑝2 )

t5
t6
t8
t8
t6
M17

t7

M16
t5

t5

M15
t7
t5

t8 M
19

M18

M14
t1

M13
t1

t6

t8 M
11
t5

M12

M0
t1

t1

t5

M10

M1
t2 t5

Table 6: The relation between minimal siphons and critical markings in the second iteration of Example 1.

t2
M2

t4

Critical marking

t1

M3
M9 t4
t1 t5
t3
M7
M8

t4

𝑀10

t3
t1

M4
t4

t1

t2
M5

M6

𝑆4
v

Minimal siphon
𝑆5
𝑆6
v
v

𝑆7
v

Table 7: The second additional control place in Example 1.
Control places
𝐶𝑝1

𝑀0 (𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
1

e(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
t2 , t6

(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )e
t1 , t5

Figure 3: The reachability graph of Example 1.

or not in 𝑀10 . All readers will have one question; that is,
the number of places in 𝑀10 should be extended since two
control places are added into this model. The answer seems
yes, but the firing sequence will not be changed. Therefore,

the number of places of the new marking 𝑀10 (we use 𝑀10
to replace the new marking 𝑀10 ) should be 13. Further, from
initial stage, the firing sequence from initial marking 𝑀0 to
marking 𝑀10 is 𝑡1 𝑡5 or 𝑡5 𝑡1 . So, the firing sequence from 𝑀0


(new 𝑀0 ) 𝑀10
is still 𝑡1 𝑡5 or 𝑡5 𝑡1 . 𝑀10
can be calculated by
⇀



state equation 𝑀10 = 𝑀0 + [𝑁] 𝜌 . Among them, 𝑀0 = [3, 0,

0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] , [𝑁] is shown in Table 5, and ⇀
𝜌 is [1,


0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] . Finally, 𝑀10 therefore is [2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0,

1, 0, 0, 0] . From above four strict minimal siphons and 𝑀10
,
it is obvious that 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , 𝑆6 , and 𝑆7 could be selective siphons

(Table 6). We just choose 𝑆7 to
since they are all empty in 𝑀10
be the selective siphon because it has fewest element among
these strict minimal siphons. And, one control place can then
be calculated based on the selective siphon 𝑆7 . Its detailed
information is shown in Table 7.
When the three control places are added into Example 1,
the model is deadlock-free. The reachability graph is shown in
Figure 4. In fact, we do not need to run the reachability again.
The reachability graph is needed in the first time to identify all
markings as dead markings, quasi-dead ones, and legal ones.

Example 2. Another classical FMS is shown in Figure 5 [19].
In the first iteration, first of all, the reachability graph analysis
is executed, and 210 markings in total are obtained in this
stage. Similarly, there are 16 dead and 61 quasi-dead markings
in initial reachability graph. The 16 dead markings are 𝑀9 ,
𝑀19 , 𝑀70 , 𝑀71 , 𝑀76 , 𝑀77 , 𝑀78 , 𝑀83 , 𝑀84 , 𝑀94 , 𝑀99 , 𝑀100 ,
𝑀105 , 𝑀106 , 𝑀112 , and 𝑀113 which are then located. And, the
61 quasi-dead markings are 𝑀6 , 𝑀7 , 𝑀8 , 𝑀14 , 𝑀15 , 𝑀16 , 𝑀17 ,
𝑀18 , 𝑀25 , 𝑀48 , 𝑀66 , 𝑀67 , 𝑀68 , 𝑀69 , 𝑀72 , 𝑀73 , 𝑀74 , 𝑀75 ,
𝑀79 , 𝑀80 , 𝑀81 , 𝑀82 , 𝑀87 , 𝑀101 , 𝑀102 , 𝑀103 , 𝑀104 , 𝑀108 ,
𝑀109 , 𝑀110 , 𝑀111 , 𝑀124 , 𝑀130 , 𝑀135 , 𝑀136 , 𝑀141 , 𝑀142 , 𝑀143 ,
𝑀150 , 𝑀162 , 𝑀198 , 𝑀203 , 𝑀204 , 𝑀210 , 𝑀250 , 𝑀251 , 𝑀257 , 𝑀258 ,
𝑀259 , 𝑀260 , 𝑀261 , 𝑀262 , 𝑀263 , 𝑀265 , 𝑀269 , 𝑀270 , 𝑀272 , 𝑀273 ,
𝑀274 , 𝑀277 , and 𝑀278 . Due to limitation of paper space, the
detailed information of above 16 dead markings and 61 quasidead ones will not be shown. The detailed information can be
obtained in INA [21].
Therefore, the maximally permissive number of states
is 205 since 210-16-61 = 205. In the following, five sets
of minimal siphons are calculated and obtained in siphon
identification stage. They are 𝑆1 = {𝑝2 , 𝑝5 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝18 }, 𝑆2 =
{𝑝5 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝14 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝18 }, 𝑆3 = {𝑝2 , 𝑝7 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝16 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝18 , 𝑝19 },
𝑆4 = {𝑝2 , 𝑝7 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝16 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝18 , 𝑝19 }, and 𝑆5 = {𝑝7 , 𝑝13 ,
𝑝14 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝16 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝18 , 𝑝19 }. Furthermore, 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆3 are the
selective siphons since (𝑆1 ∪ 𝑆2 ∪ 𝑆3 ) can cover all critical
markings except 𝑀96 , 𝑀125 , 𝑀151 , 𝑀158 , and 𝑀181 . In other
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t5
t6
t8
t8
t6

M17

t7


M16

t5

M0


M13

5
Table 9: The relation between minimal siphons and critical markings in the second iteration of Example 2.

t1

M1

t2


M14

M2
t8


M15

t1

t4

M3

t4

t7

t3

t3

t5

t1


t8 M19

t5

t4

M8


M18

M4
t4

t2

t1

M5

M6

Figure 4: The new reachability graph of Example 1 after three
control places are added.
t14
p2

t13

p15

p12
t12
p8 6

t2

t3
p4

p3
t5

p11

p18

t11
p17

p10
p9

p19

p14

t4
p1 6

p5
t6
p6

p16

t10

t8

t9

Figure 5: Another classical FMS PN model [19].
Table 8: The first additional control places in Example 2.
Control places
𝐶𝑝1
𝐶𝑝2
𝐶𝑝3

𝑀0 (𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
1
2
3

𝑆7

v

v
v
v

v

𝑆8
v
v
v

𝑆9
v
v
v

v

v

𝑆10

𝑆11

𝑆12

𝑆13

𝑆14

𝑆15

Table 10: The second additional control places in Example 2.
Control places
𝐶𝑝4
𝐶𝑝5

𝑀0 (𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
6
3

e(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
𝑡7 , 2𝑡11
𝑡7 , 𝑡11

(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )e
𝑡1 , 2𝑡9
𝑡4 , 𝑡5 , 𝑡9

e(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )
𝑡5 , 𝑡13
𝑡4 , 𝑡5 , 𝑡13
𝑡7 , 𝑡11

Important parameter comparison

[15]

This work

Optimal (maximally permissive) control?
Can make sure the exact number of optimal
states in first stage?
How many reachable markings are needed to
check in first stage?
How many reachable markings are needed to
check in second stage?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

20

5

16

1

Table 12: The comparison results in Example 2.

t7

p7

𝑆6

Table 11: The comparison results in Example 1.

t1

p13

𝑀86
𝑀110
𝑀129
𝑀133
𝑀151

(𝐶𝑝𝑖 )e
𝑡2 , 𝑡11
𝑡1 , 𝑡11
𝑡4 , 𝑡5 , 𝑡9

words, (𝑆4 ∪𝑆5 ) are included in (𝑆1 ∪𝑆2 ∪𝑆3 ). In siphon control
stage, one can obtain three controllers shown in Table 8 from
𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆3 , respectively.
After adding the three controllers, ten new minimal
siphons appear in the second stage. The detailed information
of them is that 𝑆6 = {𝑝5 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝14 , 𝑝18 , 𝑝20 }, 𝑆7 = {𝑝5 , 𝑝6 ,
𝑝12 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝21 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆8 = {𝑝5 , 𝑝6 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝21 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆9 = {𝑝5 ,
𝑝6 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝20 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆10 = {𝑝5 , 𝑝6 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝20 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆11 =
{𝑝7 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝19 , 𝑝21 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆12 = {𝑝7 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝19 ,
𝑝21 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆13 = {𝑝7 , 𝑝12 , 𝑝15 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝19 , 𝑝20 , 𝑝22 }, 𝑆14 = {𝑝7 , 𝑝11 ,
𝑝12 , 𝑝17 , 𝑝19 , 𝑝20 , 𝑝22 }, and 𝑆15 = {𝑝7 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝13 , 𝑝14 , 𝑝16 , 𝑝17 ,
𝑝18 , 𝑝19 , 𝑝20 }. Similarly, one just needed to check if the places
of these new uncontrolled minimal siphons are empty in
above still uncontrolled critical markings (𝑀96 , 𝑀125 , 𝑀151 ,
𝑀158 , and 𝑀181 ). Table 9 shows the relation between ten new

Important parameter comparison

[15]

This work

Optimal (maximally permissive) control?
Can make sure the exact number of optimal
states in first stage?
How many reachable markings are needed to
check in first stage?
How many reachable markings are needed to
check in second stage?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

282

77

210

5

uncontrolled minimal siphons and five uncontrolled critical
markings. From Table 9, it is obvious that (𝑆7 ∪ 𝑆8 ) or (𝑆7 ∪ 𝑆9 )
can cover all critical markings. It means that the five critical
markings can then be controlled once (𝑆7 ∪ 𝑆8 ) or (𝑆7 ∪ 𝑆9 ) are
controlled. For convenience, we just choose 𝑆7 and 𝑆8 as the
two selective siphons. Therefore, two control places can then
be obtained shown in Table 10. When the five control places
are added into Example 2, the model is deadlock-free too.

5. Comparison and Discuss
Based on Tables 11 and 12, the proposed methodology in this
paper for solving problems of deadlock can make sure of the
exact number of maximally permissive live (legal) markings
in the reachability running stage. Besides, there are just 5 and
77 markings in first stage and 1 and 5 markings are needed
to check, respectively. However, the conventional method has
to check all markings in every selective siphon identification
stage. To summarize, our work presents a computationally

6
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improved optimal control methodology compared to this
pioneer work [15].
[8]

6. Conclusions
The proposed policy can be implemented for the deadlock
problems of FMSs based on the selective siphons method
and critical markings. The underlying notion of the prior
work is that it cannot check the exact number of maximally
permissive states of a deadlock net in advance. After all
iterating steps, the final maximally permissive can then be
known. Additionally, all legal markings are still to be checked
again and again until all critical markings vanished. In
this work, one computationally improved methodology is
proposed to solve the two problems. Under the proposed
methodology, the reachability graph is only run one time
in initial stage. All critical markings are identified based
on the reachability graph. One just checks if strict minimal
siphons are empty in these markings or not. According to
the experimental results, the computational efficiency can be
enhanced based on the proposed methodology in this papers.
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A new type of balun-bandpass filter was proposed based on the traditional coupled-line theory and folded open-loop ring resonators
(OLRRs) configuration. For that, a new device with both filter-type and balun-type characteristics was investigated and fabricated.
Both magnetic and electric coupling structures were implemented to provide high performance balun-bandpass responses. The
fabricated balun-bandpass filters had a wide bandwidth more than 200 MHz and a low insertion loss less than 2.51 dB at a center
frequency of 2.6 GHz. The differences between the two outputs were below 0.4 dB in magnitude and within 180 ± 7∘ in phase. Also,
the balun-bandpass filter presented an excellent common-mode rejection ratio over 25 dB in the passband. An advanced design
methodology had been adopted based on EM simulation for making these designed parameters of OLRRs, microstrip lines, and
open stubs. The measured frequency responses agreed well with simulated ones.

1. Introduction
Band-pass-filters (BPF) and baluns are critical components
in the RF channels because most of the RF-front end modules
require both the circuits. Integration of two functional blocks
in a single circuit, which is the most intuitive way, can
reduce the cost as well as the size of the designed circuit.
A balun is an electrical device which can convert between
a balanced signal (two signals working against each other
where ground is irrelevant) and an unbalanced signal (a
single signal working against ground or pseudoground). In
this study, a balanced balun filter is investigated to combine
a balun and a filter which provide balanced to unbalanced
signal transformation and frequency discrimination. Besides
having band-pass function, balanced filters are able to produce the desired differential-mode frequency response and
reduce the common-mode signal at the same time. For
that, balanced filters have become more and more important

in the modern communication systems. Some balun BPFs
are evolved from the classic quarter- and half-wavelength
resonators with folding topology [1, 2]. To cater for multiband
wireless systems, plenty of researches focus on the balun BPFs
with multiband [3–5]. In [6], single dual-mode resonators are
employed to construct a compact balun BPF.
In this paper, a generalized methodology to design a
novel and simple single passband balun BPF was investigated. The low-loss balun BPF used folded open-loop ring
resonators (OLRRs) with equal physical dimensions to couple
two microstrip lines, as Figure 1 shows. A couple of folded
OLRRs, which had a perimeter of about a half wavelength
of the designed resonant frequency, were placed between
two microstrip lines. The maximum electric field density
was designed at around the open ends of the folded OLRRs
and the maximum magnetic field density was designed at
around the center valley of the folded OLRRs. The resonant
frequencies could be adjusted via the length of the OLRRs
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Figure 2: Microstrip transmission line structure.
W1 Open stub

Figure 1: Proposed balun-bandpass filter (BPF) based on OLRRs.

to provide a high-performance passband response. The proposed balun BPF had the advantages of low insertion loss,
wide tunable range of passband, large transmission zero, and
simple structure. By tuning the sizes of open stubs and the
length of microstrip lines, the balanced impedance of the
balun BPF could also be tuned. Finally, we fabricated a highperformance balun BPF on FR4 substrates to demonstrate the
proposed structure.

2. Design Methodology
Microstrip line is one of the most popular types of planar
transmission lines; primarily, it can be fabricated by photolithographic process and it can easily be integrated with
other passive and active microwave devices. The geometry of
a microstrip line is shown in Figure 2; a conductor of width
𝑊 is printed on a thin and grounded dielectric substrate of
thickness 𝑑 and relative permittivity 𝜀𝑟 . When the dimensions
of a microstrip line are given, the effective dielectric constant
𝜀𝑒 and characteristic impedance 𝑍0 can be calculated from
the designed formulas, which are curve-fit approximations to
rigorously quasistatic solution [7]:
𝜀𝑒 =

𝜀𝑟 + 1 𝜀𝑟 − 1
1
,
+
2
2 √1 + 12 (𝑑/𝑊)

60
8𝑑 𝑊
{
ln ( + )
{
{
{
𝜀
𝑊 4𝑑
√𝑒
{
{
{
{
𝑍0 = {120𝜋 (√𝜀 [ 𝑊 + 1.393 + 0.667
𝑒
{
{
𝑑
{
{
−1
{
{
𝑊
{
× ln ( + 1.444)])
𝑑
{

(1)

for

𝑊
≤1
𝑑

for

𝑊
≥ 1.
𝑑
(2)

To obtain the maximum magnetic coupling, the center
valley of the OLRRs must be placed at the proper location
along the microstrip line where the maximum magnetic field
intensity is generated. The location can be determined by
studying the wave motions on a microstrip line. For the
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) field structure, both the
electric and the magnetic field vectors lie in the transverse

plane, which is perpendicular to the uniform propagation
axis. Under the assumptions of the TEM mode of propagation
and a lossless line, the fields 𝐸⃗ and 𝐻⃗ are uniquely related
to voltage and current, respectively. Based on transmission
line theory, the magnitudes of voltage and current on the
microstrip lines can be expressed in terms of the incident
wave and the reflection coefficient:

 
|𝑉 (𝑧)| = 𝑉0+  1 + |Γ| 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  ,
 + 
𝑉  

|𝐼 (𝑧)| =  0  1 − |Γ| 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  ,
𝑍0

(3)
(4)

where 𝑙 = −𝑧 is measured away from the load at 𝑧 = 0 and 𝜃
is the phase of the reflection coefficient. When 𝜃 − 2𝛽𝑙 has a
magnitude of zero or an integer multiple of 2𝜋 radian, voltage
in (3) is at its maximum magnitude and current in (4) is at its
minimum magnitude, respectively. For the case of an opencircuited line, (3) and (4), respectively, become

 
|𝑉 (𝑧)| = 𝑉0+  1 + 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  ,
 + 
𝑉  

|𝐼 (𝑧)| =  0  1 − 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  .
𝑍0

(5)

At a distance of a quarter wavelength from the receiving
end, the voltage becomes zero while the current is at its
maximum. If the length of microstrip line has a value of half
wavelength, the current distribution near the center of the
transmission line is at its maximum. High magnetic coupling
results from a high conduction current. Once the point of 𝐼max
is found, the point of 𝐻max can be easily determined.
At a distance 𝑙 = −𝑧 from the load, the input impedance
seen looking toward the load is
𝑍in = 𝑍0

𝑍𝐿 + 𝑗𝑍0 tan 𝛽𝑙
,
𝑍0 + 𝑗𝑍𝐿 tan 𝛽𝑙

(6)

where 𝑍0 is characteristic impedance and 𝑍𝐿 is load impedance. Consider first that the transmission line circuit is short
circuit; it means 𝑍𝐿 = 0. From (6), the input impedance is
𝑍in = 𝑗𝑍0 tan 𝛽𝑙

(7)
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Figure 3: Single-stub tuning circuits.

which is seen to be purely imaginary for any length, 𝑙, and
to take on all values between −𝑗∞ and +𝑗∞. For example,
when 𝑙 = 0, we have 𝑍in = 0, but for 𝑙 = 𝜆/4, we have
𝑍in = ∞ (open circuit). Equation (7) also shows that the
impedance is periodic in 𝑙, repeating for an integer multiple of
𝜆/2. Next consider that the transmission line circuit is open
circuit, 𝑍𝐿 = ∞. From (6), the input impedance is
𝑍in = −𝑗𝑍0 cot𝛽𝑙

(8)

which is also purely imaginary for any length, 𝑙.
In this paper, we used a matching technique, which
employed a single open-circuited length of transmission
line (a “stub”), to connect in parallel with the transmission
feed line at a certain distance from the load, as shown
in Figure 3. Such a tuning circuit is convenient from a
microwave fabrication aspect, since lumped elements are not
required. In single-stub tuning, the two adjustable parameters
are the distance, 𝑑, from the load to the stub position and
the value of susceptance by the shunt stub. The basic idea is
to select 𝑑 so that the admittance, 𝑌, seen looking into the
line at distance 𝑑 from the load is of the form 𝑌0 + 𝑗𝐵. Then
the stub susceptance is chosen as −𝑗𝐵, resulting in a matched
condition.
Figure 4(a) shows the structure of the proposed stubloaded resonator. Under differential-mode operation, a
virtual-short condition appears along the symmetric line,
leading to the approximated differential-mode bisection in
Figure 4(b). The resulted differential-mode input impedance
can be written as
𝑍in,𝐵 = 𝑍01

𝑍1 + 𝑗𝑍01 tan 𝛽𝐿 2
,
𝑍01 + 𝑗𝑍1 tan 𝛽𝐿 2

(9)

where
𝑍1 = {[𝑗𝑍01 tan 𝛽 (

𝐿2
)] // (−𝑗𝑍02 cot𝛽𝐿 3 )}
2
−1

−1
𝐿
−1
= {[𝑗𝑍01 tan 𝛽 ( 2 )] + (−𝑗𝑍02 cot𝛽𝐿 3 ) } .
2

(10)

To demonstrate the proposed structure is available, the
balun BPF is designed using OLRRs to couple microstrip
transmission lines. To excite the passbands, a pair of guided

half-wavelength OLRRs should be located between two
microstrip lines. The OLRRs provide a path coupled signal
energy from one microstrip line to another one at around
resonance frequency. When the signal is at the resonance
frequency, most of the energy is reflected back and the
standing waves are said to exist on the lines. After that,
the designed balun BPFs were simulated using the HFSS
simulator with loss factors (conductor loss and dielectric
loss), included in the simulated response to find the optimal
parameters.
Besides having good match in input impedance and
good amplitude and phase balances between the two output
ports, the match in output balanced impedance will make
balun BPFs having more attraction in the sense of the
system integration ability. The structures of using microstrip
lines and open stubs are very easy for us to tune balanced
impedance, because we only need to adjust the width (𝑊𝐵 )
of balanced-port microstrip lines and add different lengths of
open stub, as the structure shown in Figure 1. To characterize
the balance characteristic of the balun BPFs, the mode
conversion between the unbalanced three-port network and
the unbalanced-to-balanced two-port network is applied to
obtain the single-ended to differential-mode and commonmode parameters; they can be obtained from the following
equation [8, 9]:
𝑆𝑠𝑠11 = 𝑆11 ,
𝑆𝑐𝑠21

𝑆𝑑𝑠21 =

(𝑆21 − 𝑆31 )
,
√2

(𝑆 + 𝑆31 )
= 21
,
√2

(11)

where 𝑆𝑠𝑠11 is the return loss at the unbalanced port 1, 𝑆𝑑𝑠21
is the two-port 𝑆-parameters from the unbalanced port 1 to
differential-mode balanced port 2, and 𝑆𝑐𝑠21 is the two-port
𝑆-parameters from the unbalanced port 1 to common-mode
balanced port 2, respectively.

3. Design of Balun-Bandpass Filters
The balun BPF using OLRRs was fabricated on an FR4
substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4, and a thickness
between the two electrodes was 1.0 mm (𝑊UB ). From (2), the
width of 50 Ω microstrip line was about 2 mm. The designed
balun BPF was based on a pair of half-wavelength OLRRs.
Electrical coupling could be obtained if the open sides of
the two coupled resonators were placed near each other, and
magnetic coupling could be obtained if the sides with the
maximum magnetic field of two coupled resonators were
placed near each other. The coupling spacing 𝑆 between the
microstrip lines and OLRRs was 0.2 mm and the spacing
𝑆OLRR between two resonators was 0.61 mm. Once the correct
position was chosen, the center frequency of the designed
balun BPF could be accurately controlled to a desired frequency. In this study, the balun BPF with central frequency
of 2.6 GHz was designed and investigated. The simulation
result of the designed balun BPF showed good match in input
impedance, good amplitude and phase balances between the
two output ports, and a wide passband, respectively. Those
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Figure 4: (a) Structure of the proposed stub-loaded resonator. (b) Differential mode equivalent bisection.
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Figure 5: (a) Layout pattern and (b) photograph of the designed balun BPF with about 100 Ω balanced impedance.
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Figure 6: (a) Layout pattern and (b) photograph of the designed balun BPF with about 50 Ω balanced impedance.

simulated results prove that we only needed to find the
optimum width (𝑊𝐵 ) of balanced-port microstrip line and
add open stub and then we could tune balanced impedance.
The differently balanced impedances of the designed balun
BPFs with open stub are shown in Table 1.
Both patterns in Figures 5 and 6 have the same designed
structures. In order to design the balanced impedance that

is needed, the lengths of open stub and the values of 𝑊𝐵
in both Figures 5 and 6 were different from each other.
The dimension for the proposed balun BPF with balanced
impedance of 100 Ohm was 35 mm × 23.98 mm, as shown
in Figure 5(a), and the photograph of the fabricated balun
BPF is shown in Figure 5(b). Similarly, the dimension for the
proposed balun BPF with balanced impedance of 50 Ohm
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Figure 8: (a) 𝑆-parameters and (b) phase/amplitude differences of the designed balun BPF with about 50 Ω balanced impedance.

Table 1: Balanced impedance of the balun BPFs with open stub.
𝑊UB 𝑊𝐵
2
2
2
1.75
2
1.5

𝑊1
0
2.5
2

𝐿1
0
5.5
14.5

𝐿2
0
12.25
8.25

𝐿3
0
11
9.5

Balanced impedance, Ω
250
100
50

was about 35 mm × 22.23 mm, as shown in Figure 6(a), and
the photograph of the fabricated balun BPF is shown in
Figure 6(b). Measurements were carried out using an Agilent
N5071C network analyzer. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the
full-wave simulated and measured results of the 𝑆-parameters
and phase/amplitude differences for the circuit with balanced impedance of 100 Ohm, and that measured balanced
impedance was about 50 Ohm at 2.6 GHz. Figures 8(a) and

8(b) show those for the circuit with balanced impedance of
50 Ohm, and that measured balanced impedance was about
(36 + 𝑗6) Ohm at 2.6 GHz.
The measured 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values at the center frequencies of
each passband in Figures 7(a) and 8(a) were 2.46 dB and
2.51 dB, respectively. The measured 3 dB band-edge frequencies of 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values were observed at 𝑓𝐿,100 Ω = 2.52 GHz
and 𝑓𝐻,100 Ω = 2.7 GHz for Figure 7(a) and were observed at
𝑓𝐿,50 Ω = 2.53 GHz and 𝑓𝐻,50 Ω = 2.73 GHz for Figure 8(a),
respectively. The simulated and measured 𝑆𝑐𝑠21 values were
smaller than 25 dB within operating bands of two balun BPFs.
Those results demonstrate that our designed balun BPFs have
good common-mode suppression at the differential output
ports. Figures 7(b) and 8(b) also show that the amplitude
difference between 𝑆21 and 𝑆31 is below 0.4 dB and the phase
difference between 𝑆21 and 𝑆31 is within 180 ± 7∘ at operating

6
band. The proposed balun BPFs present a wide bandwidth,
because they have two resonant frequencies within the
passband. In this study, the designed balun BPF is based on
a pair of half-wavelength OLRRs. Electrical coupling can be
obtained if the open sides of the two coupled resonators are
placed near each other. The balance impedance will improve
the electrical performance of return loss, as shown in Figures
7(a) and 8(a), for that there is only one peak or two peaks that
are observed. The little differences between the simulated and
measured results in Figures 6 and 7 are mainly caused by the
fabrication error (circuit etching), the SMA connector, and
numerical error.

4. Conclusions
We presented a simple and effective method to design and
fabricate a microstrip balun BPF with differential outputs.
The dimensions for the proposed balun BPFs with balanced
impedance of 100 Ohm and 50 Ohm were 35 mm × 23.98 mm
and 35 mm × 22.23 mm, respectively. For the circuit with
balanced impedance of 100 Ohm, that measured balanced
impedance was about 50 Ohm at 2.6 GHz and for the circuit
with balanced impedance of 50 Ohm, that measured balanced impedance was about (36 + 𝑗6) Ohm at 2.6 GHz. The
measured 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values at the center frequencies for balanced
impedance of 100 Ohm and 50 Ohm were 2.46 dB and 2.51 dB,
respectively. The measured 3 dB band-edge frequencies of
𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values were observed at 𝑓𝐿,100 Ω = 2.52 GHz and
𝑓𝐻,100 Ω = 2.7 GHz and were observed at 𝑓𝐿,50 Ω = 2.53 GHz
and 𝑓𝐻,50 Ω = 2.73 GHz for balanced impedance of 100 Ohm
and 50 Ohm, respectively. By adjusting the physical dimensions of the OLRRs, the center frequencies of the balun BPF
could be tuned over a wide range and the balanced impedance
was tuned easily by open stub and 𝑊𝐵 . In this study, not
only the fabricated balun BPFs possessed good band-pass
characteristics, but also the two balun BPFs had the good
performance.
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Traditional surgical shadowless halogen lamps are generally designed as projection type with many light bulbs, which can produce
not only mercury pollution but also heat radiation that are serious problems to patient. The study utilized Runge-Kutta methods
and mathematical algorithms to design and optimize the freeform lens. The LED (light-emitting diode) was adopted to replace the
traditional halogen lamp. A uniform lens was designed and fabricated based on the energy conservation. At first, the light field of
LED is concentrated through the freeform lens to improve the optical efficiency. Second, the three-shell elliptic curves are applied
to the reflective surgical shadowless lamps, where only few LED chips are needed. Light rays emitting from different directions to
the target plane can achieve the goal of shadowless. In this study, the LED’s luminance flux is 1,895 lm. The shadow dilution on the
target plane is 54%. 𝐸𝑐 (central illuminance) is 114,900 lux, and the 𝑑50 /𝑑10 is 57% which is higher than the regulation by 7%, whereas
the power consumption is only 20 W. The energy of reflective surgical shadowless lamps can save more than 50%, compared with
the traditional projective one.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background. The light source of traditional surgical
shadowless lamps is usually halogen lamp, but it can cause
serious environmental pollution. In order to achieve the goal
of environmental protection, light emitting diode (LED) is
applied to this research as light source; the advantages of LED
are cold light, low color temperature, high color rendering,
and long life term [1, 2], that solved the heat radiation
problems and the color performance of the surgical parts can
be enhanced.
Surgical shadowless lamp which is designed to reduce
the shadow generated by hands or surgical tools to meet
the regulation plays a critically important role in the surgery
room. But the energy consumption of projective shadowless
lamps is too high to generate the problem of irradiance
heat because there were many halogen lamps used as light

source. Compared with projective surgical lamps, reflective
shadowless lamps have been developed for a long time, a
surgical lamp designed by an elliptic curve reflector was
invented by Dorman in 1970 [3], and the authors brought
up another elliptic curve assembled by many long and thin
lenses in 1979 [4]. Michael and Holt brought up a cone surface
reflector combined with a refractive lens below the reflector [5]. Ries and Muschaweck developed three-dimensional
design methods known as tailored freeform method, which
can calculate asymmetric or symmetric optics surface [6];
Fournier proposed a design methods that can ease the design
of freeform reflectors and provide efficient, cost-effective
solutions that avoid unnecessary energy consumption and
light pollution in 2010 [7]. Canavesi et al. proposed a fast
and simple algorithm to design two-dimensional reflector surfaces in 2012. Compared with the linear programming method, the direct calculation algorithm can produce
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Figure 2: First elliptic curve and light source.
Figure 1: Ellipse diagram.
Y

the same result in shorter time [8]. In 2012, Chen et al.
proposed a freeform reflector design method of uniform
illumination. Moreover, the equation and the boundary
condition could be determined by the characteristics of light
source [9].

C1

C2

∘

Light source

1.2. Motivation. Illumination system can be separated into
three different parts, projection, reflection, and optical fiber.
Freeform lenses are wildly used in projection system; light can
be concentrated/diffused while going through two different
materials. We can determine any kind of light field with
freeform lens by using calculation and simulation process.
The light in reflection system can be reflected to target plane
by several reflective layers, which is calculated through math
method. The illumination system in surgical room is required
to have high illumination, high color rendering, glare free,
and little irradiance.

P1

30 30∘
30∘
O

P2

C3
X

Figure 3: Predicted curve of stacked ellipse.

Y

2. Design Methods
2.1. Stacked Elliptic Curve. The first part is stacked elliptic
curve reflector. There are several methods to design and
fabricate surgical lamps, such as refracting light to target
plane by Fresnel lens which is composed of many different
prisms [10] and utilizing continuous profiles to enhance the
uniformity of light distribution [11]. Moreover, multireflector
surgical lamp which combined parabola surface and elliptic
curve as reflector and placed the light source at cofocus was
brought up in 1990 by Harry [12].
The reflector is stacked by three elliptic curves with
different focuses. Each elliptic curve is an independent light
source that makes light emit to the target plane from different
angles, and the goal of the shadowless can be achieved.
Equation (1) and Figure 1 are ellipse equation and ellipse
diagram which are applied to the calculation of the stacked
elliptic curves:
2

2

(𝑦 − 𝑦1 )
(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )
+
= 1,
2
𝑎
𝑏2

(1)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are half-length of major axis and minor axis,
respectively. The 𝑥1 , 𝑦1 are the coordinates of the center point
of the ellipse.
The depth of reflector and the position of light source
which is one of the focuses of the first elliptic curve have to
be determined at the beginning. The diameter of light field

Z

X

Figure 4: The structure of stacked elliptic curve.

on the target plane is set as 30 cm. Figure 2 shows that the
target plane should be set at 1 m below the emission plane
and 𝑓2 is the second focus of ellipse and the light passing
through 𝑓2 can form a circle pattern with 30 cm diameter on
the target plane according to the regulation [13]. The whole
elliptic curve is stacked by 3 curves, and each of them has
30∘ included angle as shown in Figure 3, where 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are
the intersection points between 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , and 𝐶3 . After 𝐶1 is
sketched, the coordinate of 𝑃2 can be obtained by using Pro/E
[14] engineering software. The 𝑓2 of 𝐶2 is determined by the
diameter of light field, and the center point can be calculated
as well. Then, the second elliptic curve can be sketched.
The whole elliptic curve can be obtained by repeating the
processes above, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Sketch of reflection.
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then the 𝑚 value is 1. The light field function of light source
can be expressed as (3)

z

𝐼 (𝜃) = 𝐼𝑂 cos𝑚 (𝜃) ,
T

𝑚=
O

− ln 2
,
ln (cos 𝜃0.5 )

𝐼𝑆 (𝜃) = 𝐼𝑂 cos (𝜃) .
P

N
𝜑

I

S

y

x

(2)

(3)

At first, the Cartesian plane and a spherical coordinate are
established with the same origin of coordinate, where 𝜃 is the
angle between the 𝑥-axis and projection of a vector on the 𝑥𝑦 plane, and 𝜑 is the angle between the 𝑧-axis and a vector.
The coordinate in the Cartesian plane is set as (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). The
equation of curve can be expressed as in Figures 5 and 6 and
(4):
𝑥 = 𝑥 (𝜃, 𝜑) ,

Figure 6: Sketch of refraction.

𝑦 = 𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜑) ,
𝑧 = 𝑧 (𝜃, 𝜑) ,

2.2. Uniform Free-Form Lens. LED light source can be considered a Lambertian distribution, and the light emission of
half intensity angle is 60∘ that affects the uniformity of light
distribution on the target plane. A secondary optical uniform
lens is fabricated to solve the problems and the uniformity
can be enhanced by using this design [15, 16]. The light
distribution of a bare LED is Lambertian distribution, whose
light distribution is defined as cosine exponential function of
angle 𝜃. The light intensity function is expressed in (2). The
light intensity as a function of angle 𝜃 from central axis is
𝐼𝑆 (𝜃) = 𝐼𝑂 cos𝑚 (𝜃), where 𝐼𝑂 is a constant intensity, 𝐼𝑆 is light
source, and 𝑚 value is determined by the half intensity angle
𝜃0.5 of LED. The half intensity angle of the LED is 60 degree;

(4)

(𝜃, 𝜑) ∈ 𝐷.
The vector equation of curve can be expressed as
𝑝 = 𝑝 (𝜃, 𝜑) = (𝑥 (𝜃, 𝜑) , 𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜑) , 𝑧 (𝜃, 𝜑)) ,

(5)

where 𝜌(𝜃, 𝜑) is the length of vector 𝑝, and 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 are shown
in (6),
𝑥 (𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝜌 × sin 𝜑 ∗ cos 𝜃,
𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝜌 × sin 𝜑 ∗ sin 𝜃,
𝑧 (𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝜌 × cos 𝜑.

(6)
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Figure 9: (a) Single mask and (b) double masks.
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Figure 10: Simulation result of the light emission and irradiance map without mask.

The direction vector of incident light I is set as the unit vector
from light source to uniform lens, as shown in (7),

of lens curve P as (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 , 𝑝𝑧 ), the coordinates of target plane
T are (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). Therefore, O can be expressed as

𝐼𝑥 = sin 𝜑 × cos 𝜃,

(𝑥 − 𝑝𝑥 )
𝑂𝑥 = 
 ,
𝑡 − 𝑝

𝐼𝑦 = sin 𝜑 × sin 𝜃,

(7)

𝐼𝑧 = cos 𝜑.
And O, the direction vector of emergent light, is the unit
vector of emergent light that directs to the target plane T after
refracting/reflecting from the lens curve P. Setting coordinate

(𝑦 − 𝑝𝑦 )
𝑂𝑦 = 
 ,
𝑡 − 𝑝
(𝑧 − 𝑝𝑧 )
𝑂𝑧 = 
 .
𝑡 − 𝑝

(8)
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Figure 11: Simulation result of the light emission and irradiance map with single mask.
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Figure 12: Simulation result of the light emission and irradiance map with double mask.

After substituting (6) into Snell’s law, lens curve P can be
obtained as


𝑁 [𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑝𝑧 ) − 𝑛𝐼 𝐼𝑧 𝑡 − 𝑝]
𝑛
+ 𝑝𝑥 + 𝐼 𝐼𝑥 |t − p| ,
𝑥= 𝑥 𝑂
𝑛𝑂𝑁𝑧
𝑛𝑂
𝑦=



𝑁𝑦 [𝑛𝑂 (𝑧 − 𝑝𝑧 ) − 𝑛𝐼 𝐼𝑧 𝑡 − 𝑝]
𝑛𝑂𝑁𝑧

+ 𝑝𝑦 +

𝑛𝐼
𝐼 |t − p| .
𝑛𝑂 𝑦
(9)

Equation (10) shows the law of energy conservation:
𝜃

𝜑

0

0

∫ ∫ I (𝜃, 𝜑) sin 𝜑 d𝜑 d𝜃 = ∫ 𝐸 (𝑡) d𝐴,

(10)

where 𝐸 is the total energy on the target plane. By solving
the ordinary differential equation, x and z can be obtained.
Pro/E is used to sketch the lens structures. Figure 7 is the
cross-sectional figure of free-form lens sketched by Pro/E
engineering software.
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Figure 13: Vacuum evaporation process.

Figure 14: Actual emission pattern on target plane.

3. Simulation of Stacked Shadowless Lamp
3.1. Simulation. Table 1 shows that there was no significant
advancement for 𝐸𝑐 and 𝑑50 /𝑑10 with more than three
curves according to our simulation results. In addition, more
curves could increase the difficulties of manufacture and cost.
Summarizing the reasons above, we used 3 elliptic curves to
compose the reflector.
The blocking of masks can lead to the decay of luminance.
The central illuminance (𝐸𝑐 ) on the target plane which is
1 m below the light source should reach the minimum value
of 40,000 lux and not exceed 160,000 lux according to the
regulation. Table 2 shows the simulation result, and the 𝐸𝑐
with 1 or 2 masks meets the rule.
The light field diameter 𝑑50 /𝑑10 should be higher than
0.5, where the 𝑑50 illuminance reaches 50% of 𝐸𝑐 and the 𝑑10
illuminance reaches 10% of 𝐸𝑐 . The most important is that the
shadow dilution should be higher than 0.5 when the beam is
obstructed by one or two masks, with or without tubes [13].

Table 1: The simulation results of different curves.
Curve
𝐸𝑐 (lux)
𝑑50 /𝑑10

2
101,110
57%

3
114,900
64%

4
109,520
63%

5
112,170
63%

Table 2: Simulation results of the stacked shadowless lamp.
Item
𝐸𝑐 (lux)
𝑑50 /𝑑10
Shadowless dilution

No mask
114,900
0.640
—

1 mask
64,983
0.570
0.553

2 masks
78,032
0.680
0.645

The commercial Trace Pro optical software is used to simulate
the light emission of the stacked shadowless lamp. The LED
we chose is fabricated by CREE incorporation, and the model
number was CXA1816 with 1,895 lm. Figure 8 shows that the
size of LED is 17.85 × 17.82 mm2 and the effective emitting
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Table 3: Actual measurement data of stacked shadowless lamp.
Item
𝐸𝑐 (lux)
𝑑50 /𝑑10
Shadowless dilution

No mask
102,500
0.680
—

1 mask
59,144
0.540
0.577

2 masks
68,147
0.559
0.665

[2]

[3]

area is 36𝜋 mm2 . To ensure that the shadowless dilution does
meet the regulation, the 𝐸𝑐 under one and two masks should
be measured as shown in Figure 9, which is the structure
diagram of simulation and the masks are placed 400 mm
below the LED to block the light.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 are the simulation results and
irradiance map of light emission with/without one or two
masks, and the measurement results are listed in Table 2.

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

3.2. Construction and Measurement. 3D (three-dimensional)
printing technology is used to fabricate the ABS resin mold of
this stacked shadowless lamp. Vacuum evaporation process
is adopted to coat the reflective aluminum-based material on
the surface of the mold, as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the real emission pattern on the target
plane. From the photo, there was no shadow on the target
plane while a mask is placed between light source and target
plane. The actual measurement data is listed in Table 3, which
is measured by illuminometer.

4. Conclusion
In this research, we brought up a modified stacked elliptic
curves shadowless lamp combined with uniform free-form
lens. LED is used to the light source. The mold is fabricated
by 3D printing technology and vacuum evaporation process.
The 𝐸𝑐 on the target plane reaches 102,500 lux and 𝑑50 /𝑑10 is
higher than regulation one by 7%. The shadowless dilution
is about 57%, which is higher than regulation one by 7%.
Through this design, we can achieve the goals of long life
term and environmental protection. In addition, the energy
consumption is up to 50% without heat irradiance.
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The transport message security provided by vehicles in VANETs is quite important; vehicle message should be real-time and it will
be not complicated to validate message calculation. The method proposed in the essay is mainly to validate the identity by means
of Bilinear Diffie-Hellman method, and make vehicles validate the authenticity of RSU and TA’s identity and the effectiveness of
key. RSU and TA only need to validate vehicle identity, without helping vehicles produce any key. When vehicle identity validation
is completed, vehicles will produce public value and transmit it to other RSU and vehicles, while other vehicles could validate the
identity through the message from the sender and public value from RSU. The advantages of the method proposed in this essay are
listed as follows. (1) Vehicles, RSU, and TA can validate mutual identities and the effectiveness of keys. (2) Vehicles can produce
public value functions automatically, thus reducing key control risks. (3) Vehicles do not need to show certificates to validate their
identities, preventing the certificates from attacking because of long-term exposure. (4) Vehicles adopt a pseudonym ID challenge to
validate their own identities during the process of handoff. (5) Vehicle messages can be validated using the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) method without waiting for the RSU to validate messages, thus improving the instantaneity of messaging. The method
proposed in the essay can satisfy source authentication, message integrity, nonrepudiation, privacy, and conditional untraceability
requirements.

1. Introduction
Especially VANET receives special attention in terms of
traffic security and traffic management [1, 2]. In order to
reach the demand of vehicle security, vehicles often broadcast
traffic related message among themselves (vehicle position,
speed, traffic accidents, and so on) and other services [3],
which could reduce traffic jams and dangerous road sections
and improve the driving security. VANET usually has two
message transmission modes: (1) message broadcast mode,
through which vehicles could make other vehicles nearby
know the traffic condition in the neighborhood; (2) one hop
message transmission, through which vehicles could transmit
message to the designated vehicle and which is mainly used
for private communication among vehicles.

The essay mainly investigates message security and integral security system layout in VANET, which aims at vehicles’
safety on road. Each vehicle could use broadcast mode and
inform other vehicles of the traffic condition nearby, so as to
avoid traffic jam and improve driving efficiency. They could
also use private communication and RSU or TA (trusted
authority) for updating. Assume this message was maliciously
attacked or forged, it would cause vehicle collision or traffic
jam; so message integrity and source authentication is the
important key.
The method proposed in the essay is based on RSU.
Suppose that each main road was provided with RSU and
secondary roads were not. In the whole system framework,
TA utilizes Bilinear Diffie-Hellman to generate public/private
key and other parameters of its own and RSU, where the
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effective time of key is added, so TA and RSU is forced to
change key regularly and improve system security and all
vehicles could validate the legality of RSU through public key
and other parameters of RSU and by means of Bilinear DiffieHellman.
We adopt two-level pseudonym method; that is to say,
vehicles have the first-level pseudonym ID in TA and the
second-level pseudonym ID in RSU. There is no relationship
between the two levels of pseudonym ID in terms of original
generation modes, which avoids RSU maliciously conspiring
and tracing vehicles. TA and RSU are only responsible for
validating vehicle identity, not for the vehicle broadcast
message. After the identity authentication of vehicles and
RSU, vehicles would transmit public value to RSU, which will
then send the public value to each RSU and vehicle, so when
a vehicle is broadcasting message, all vehicles could validate
the message integrity through the method of Bilinear DiffieHellman, without using RSU. Meanwhile, the calculation of
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman signatures is not very complicated
and the key of Bilinear Diffie-Hellman signatures for vehicles
is different each time, so it is unable to get forged and attacked.
During the process of handoff, vehicles adopt pseudonym
ID challenge method to validate their own identities, which
only need communicate pseudonym generation mode with
the next RSU. As only vehicles and RSU know the pseudonym
generation mode, if the challenge is successful, the identities
could be validated mutually, so as to reduce the identity validation time when vehicles are handoff. Meanwhile, vehicles
have different public values and pseudonym ID in each RSU.

2. Related Works
Public key infrastructure (PKI) method is used in [9].
Suppose that TA issues certificates; each vehicle has private
key and certificates have public key relative to private key;
when vehicle a is about to communicate with another vehicle
b, a will use the public key in b’s certificates to encrypt
the message, then a transmits the encrypted message to b,
and b decrypts the message through private key. As the
certificates are issued by TA, so they are reliable. Provided that
b could decrypt the message, the message integrity could be
confirmed. Vehicles utilizing PKI for message encrypting and
decrypting would improve the calculation complexity and
bring great calculation burden during the communication
process. In order to protect privacy and not to be traced,
certificates must be changed frequently, which will cause
burden on TA.
A dynamic privacy-preserving key management scheme
for location-based services in VANETs was proposed in [4].
This scheme ensures the anonymous authentication of a vehicle and enables double-registration detection. In addition,
each vehicle can use a one-way hash function to update
the vehicles new session key. However, the computations
for message signature and verification presented in [4] are
complicated, and the author did not investigate a private
communication scheme.
In [5], when vehicles are able to get some network access
services from RSU, they must broadcast a message and
establish common key with vehicles receiving the message,
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and then this common key could be utilized to guarantee
the security while communicating the message. However,
the establishment of common key is got through pairing computation of identity-based cryptography (IBC) [10],
whose calculation is much more complicated than normal
computation, and the calculation burden is quite great. The
essay does not discuss the problems when vehicles rekey or
change pseudonym ID, which is quite important to VANETs,
so it is necessary to propose the solutions.
In [6], an elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA) was used for message authentication. The current
position information is used together with the ECDSA for
signing messages from anonymous IDs. Other vehicles do
not require a third-party public key certificate for message
authentication. However, the authors did not discuss the
problems of rekeying and private communication.
The literature [7] proposed that a driver can check the
status of a road through VANET, the transmission process
that utilizes bilinear technology to ensure information security and vehicle privacy. Either a vehicle or an RSU must
have identity verification with TA and related key generation.
Identity verification utilizes bilinear technology to ensure
information security and nonrepudiation. Traditional asymmetric encryption, symmetric encryption, and signature are
used for messaging of any unit (vehicle, RSU, or TA). In the
literature [7] TA must constantly change the master secret key
of a vehicle or RSU, which results in a heavy computational
load of TA, and the messaging using asymmetric encryption
will cause the same problem during decryption.
The literature [8] proposed message batch verification
and group message signing and verification for vehicle
privacy and information security. Vehicles form a group and
each group has a related key for message encryption and
decryption. Because the message is sent by a group, it cannot
be traced back to a specific vehicle. If a vehicle in the group
sends a malicious message, however, it may also be difficult
to track down and batch verification will delay real-time
messaging.
The literature [11] primarily involves group message
signing improvement. This paper has improved the group
message signing performance, but has not discussed private
communications between vehicles or the replacement of relevant vehicle parameters. A vehicle is vulnerable to tracking
if the relevant parameters are not replaced regularly.

3. Background
3.1. Bilinear Pairings and Hard Problems. Let 𝐺1 and 𝐺2
denote an additive and a multiplicative group, and both of
them are with prime order 𝑞. Let 𝑃 be generator of 𝐺1 , and let
𝑒 : 𝐺1 × 𝐺1 → 𝐺2 be a bilinear mapping with the following
properties.
(1) Bilinear:
𝑒 = (𝑎𝑃, 𝑏𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑎𝑏 ,
𝑒 (𝑎 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑏 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) = 𝑒 (𝑎 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑏 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) ,
∀𝑃 ∈ 𝐺1 ,

𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ .

(1)
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(2) Nondegeneracy: ∃𝑃 ∈ 𝐺1 such that 𝑒̂(𝑃, 𝑃) ≠ 1. That
is, the mapping does not send all pairs in 𝐺1 × 𝐺1 to
the identity in 𝐺2 .

and message integrity of signature after receiving signatures.
User 𝑏 selects random number 𝑟 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ at random, with the
calculation as follows:

(3) Computable: there exists an efficient algorithm to
compute 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃) for all 𝑃 ∈ 𝐺1 .

𝑈 = 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑃,

The bilinear map 𝑒 can be implemented using the Weil
[12] and Tate [13] pairings on elliptic curves. We consider the
implementation of a Tate pairing on a Miyaji-NakabayashiTakano (MNT) curve [14] with embedding degree 6, where
𝐺1 is represented by 161 bits and the order 𝑞 is represented by
160 bits.
The following part will define and specify various relevant
mathematical problems [15] which will be applied in the essay
subsequently.
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem. Given (𝑃, 𝑎𝑃, 𝑏𝑃,
𝑐𝑃) ∈ 𝐺1 , where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ , compute 𝑒 = (𝑃, 𝑃)𝑎𝑏𝑐 .
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). Given
two elements 𝑃, 𝑄 ∈ 𝐺1 , find an integer 𝑎 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ , such that
𝑄 = 𝑎𝑃.
3.2. Boneh and Franklin’s ID-Based Encryption. We use Boneh and Franklin’s ID-Based Encryption [13] to encrypt and
decrypt message. Let 𝑘 be the system security parameter.
Then PKG selects two groups 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 of prime order q,
a bilinear mapping 𝑒 = 𝐺1 × 𝐺1 → 𝐺2 , and a generator 𝑃
of group 𝐺1 . PKG also picks a random number 𝑠 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ as
its master key and then selects two distinct hash functions:
𝐻1 : {0, 1}∗ → 𝐺1∗ , 𝐻2 : 𝐺2 → {0, 1}∗ . At last, PKG
publishes the system parameters (𝑞, 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 , 𝑒, 𝑃, 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 ) and
keeps 𝑔 secretly.
Assume there are two users 𝑎 and 𝑏. User 𝑎 utilizes the
public key of User 𝑏 to encrypt message 𝑀; the identity of
User 𝑏 is ID𝑏 ∈ {0, 1}∗ , with the public key, private key, and
data key being PU𝑏 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑏 ), PR𝑏 = 𝑠 ⋅ 𝐻1 (ID𝑏 ), and PD𝑏 =
𝑠 ⋅ 𝑃, respectively, and User 𝑎 selects random number 𝑟 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗
randomly. The message encryption process is as follows:
𝑟

𝐶 = {𝑟 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑀 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒(PU𝑏 , PD𝑏 ) )} ,

(2)

where 𝐶 = {𝑈, 𝑉} is the encrypted message, User 𝑎 sends the
encrypted message to User 𝑏, and then User 𝑏 utilizes private
key for decryption and works out message 𝑀 after receiving
the message, with the calculation as follows:
𝑟

𝑒 (PR𝑏 , 𝑈) = 𝑒 (𝑠 ⋅ PU𝑏 , 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑃) = 𝑒(PU𝑏 , PD𝑏 ) ,
𝑟

𝑉 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒 (PR𝑏 , 𝑈)) = 𝑉 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒(PU𝑏 , PD𝑏 ) ) = 𝑀.

(3)

3.3. J. H. Cheon, Y. Kim, and H. J. Yoon’s ID-Based Signature.
We use J. H. Cheon, Y. Kim, and H. J. Yoon’s ID-Based Signature [14] to attain message signatures and the section uses
the system parameters (𝑞, 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 , 𝑒̂, 𝑃, 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 ) PKG publishes
in Section 3.2 and keeps 𝑔 secretly. Assume User 𝑏 signatures
message 𝑀 and broadcasts it to other users, who then use
the public key and data key of User 𝑏 to validate the source

ℎ = (𝑀, 𝑈) ,

(4)

𝑉 = 𝑟 ⋅ PU𝑏 + ℎ ⋅ PR𝑏 .
When other users receive 𝑀, 𝑈, and 𝑉, they can utilize
the public key and public parameter of User 𝑏 to validate
signatures, and the signature validation calculation is as
follows:
𝑒 (PU𝑏 , 𝑈 + ℎ ⋅ PD𝑏 ) = 𝑒 (𝑉, 𝑃) .

(5)

3.4. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Messages Authentication.
The essay applies the features of bilinear pairings hard
problems [15]. Though the calculation time increases, it is
acceptable if the calculation is reasonable. The method we
propose assumes that users select two random numbers 𝛾𝑖
and 𝛼𝑖 at random, where 𝑚𝑖 = 1/𝐻4 (𝑀‖𝑇stamp ); then we
calculate public value as follows:
𝑑 = 𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝛾𝑖 ∗ 𝑚𝑖 .

(6)

Next, we apply them to bilinear pairings, with the calculation
as follows:
𝐷 = 𝑒 (𝑑 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 ,

(7)

𝐷 = 𝑒 (𝛼𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑚𝑖 ⋅ 𝛾𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝛼𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝛾𝑖 .

(8)

If users release message 𝑀, they will first work out 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛾𝑖 ,
and 𝑚𝑖 through formula (6) and then issue (𝐷, 𝛼𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝛾𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑚𝑖 )
to other users. Other users could validate source and message
integrity through formula (8). We utilize hard problems to
validate the method’s security. (1) According to ECDLP, we
publish (𝐷, 𝛼𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝛾𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑚𝑖 ) and other users cannot get 𝑑 from
𝐷 = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 and know 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛾𝑖 from 𝛼𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃 and 𝛾𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, so users
cannot forge message maliciously; (2) according to BDH and
𝑒(𝛼𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝛾𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 , DBDHP feature is utilized to
validate message integrity, as shown in formula (8).

4. Proposed Scheme
This chapter would introduce the methods proposed in the
essay. Section 4.2 introduces the system installation for the
methods in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 introduces registration of
vehicles and RSU, creation of vehicles and RSU related tables,
and how vehicles carry out handoff at different RSU regions.
Section 4.4 describes the message transmission between vehicles and message validation, vehicle message communication
between different RSU, and private communication among
TA, RSU, and vehicle. Section 4.5 introduces key updating
and cancellation of identity between TA and RSU.
4.1. System Model. In system environment, as shown in
Figure 1, we assume that the overall environment only has
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TA would store 𝑑IDTA,𝑡 and provide it for TA or RSU
changing public key and other parameters in the future,
which would also make the following parameters (𝑞, 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 ,
𝑒, 𝑃, 𝐻, 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , 𝐻3 , 𝐻4 , 𝐷IDTA,𝑡 , IDTA,𝑡 , PDIDTA,𝑡 , 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 𝑃, and
TlIDTA,𝑡 ) public. When vehicles or RSU want to communicate
with TA, it will be first to validate TA’s identity and key’s
validness. 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 , 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 , and 𝑑IDTA,𝑡 cannot be known from
the above public parameters. Therefore, malicious attackers
couldn’t forge TA and TA does not need any certificates to
validate its own identity.

TA

RSU

RSU

···

RSU

RSU

RSU

Figure 1: System environment diagram.

one TA and TA is the legally binding unit mechanism and
in charge of controlling the whole network’s security, which
will provide the real identities of malicious nodes for legal
prosecution when malicious nodes attack. On the one hand,
the role of TA takes charge of validating vehicles or RSU’s
identities and on the other hand RSU and relevant coefficients
are set by TA and RSU is set up on some common traffic
facilities, such as traffic lights. TA and RSU are provided with
wire/wireless communication. The communication between
TA and RSU adopts wire communication, such as backbone.
TA, RSU, and vehicles use short distance wireless communication equipment and the communication between RSU
and vehicles adopts wireless communication. The parameters
used in the method are described in the Notation section.
4.2. System Initialization. The section introduces the system
installation of TA, RSU, and vehicles, which need not any
certificates and could validate their own identities only
by BDH messages authentication. Meanwhile, key sets the
effective time, whose effectiveness could be validated any
time.
4.2.1. TA System Setup. Suppose the chapter would select five
distinct hash functions: 𝐻 : {0, 1}∗ → 𝑍𝑞∗ , 𝐻1 : {0, 1}∗ →
𝐺1∗ , 𝐻2 : 𝐺2 → {0, 1}∗ , 𝐻3 : 𝐺1 → {0, 1}∗ , and 𝐻4 :
Wordseries → {0, 1}∗ .
From the beginning, TA would calculate public value to
solve public key, private key, and public parameter of TA as
follows.
(1) Suppose 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 , 𝛾IDTA,𝑡
∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ and 𝑚IDTA,𝑡
=
𝐻4 (IDTA,𝑡 ‖TlIDTA,𝑡 ), where TlIDTA,𝑡 is the valid period
of key and IDTA,𝑡 is the real ID of TA.
(2) The calculation public value (𝐷IDTA,𝑡 ) is as follows:
𝑑IDTA,𝑡 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ∗ (𝑚IDTA,𝑡 ∗ 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 ) ,

(9)

𝐷IDTA,𝑡 = 𝑒 (𝑑IDTA,𝑡 𝑃, 𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑IDTA,𝑡 ,

(10)

𝐷IDTA,𝑡 = 𝑒 (𝛼IDTA,𝑡 𝑃, 𝑚IDTA,𝑡 ∗ 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 𝑃) .

(11)

(3) Set public key PUIDTA,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (IDTA,𝑡 ) ∈ 𝐺1∗ .
(4) Set private key PRIDTA,𝑡 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 PUIDTA,𝑡 .
(5) Set data key PDIDTA,𝑡 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃.

4.2.2. RSU System Setup. TA utilizes 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 to set public key,
private key, and other parameters of each RSU and selects 𝑦 ∈
𝑍𝑞∗ as the master key of private communication. Suppose the
number of RSU is 𝑚 and 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑚; then the calculation of
TA is as follows.
(1) TA selects 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ as the master key of private
𝑗
communication.
(2) Calculate private communication key of 𝑅𝑗 to be 𝑒(𝑦 ⋅
𝑃 + 𝑥𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) and 𝑒(PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃).
𝑗

𝑗

(3) Calculate public key, private key, and other parameters of 𝑅𝑗 as follows:
𝑑IDTA,𝑡 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ∗ (𝑚IDTA,𝑡 ∗ 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 ) ,
where 𝑚IDTA,𝑡 = 1/𝐻4 ( ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 ‖𝑇lifetimeID

𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡

(12)
) and ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡

is the real ID of RSU.
(4) Set public key PU𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 ).
(5) Set private key PR𝑅𝑗 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ⋅ PU𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 .
(6) Set data key PD𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 = 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 𝑃.
TA would create a table to record RSU’s ID, key’s valid
time, being legal or not, and RSU’s common key, with the calculation method for common key proposed in Section 4.4.3.
TA will not give 𝑅𝑗 any certificates and it can validate the
identity only by BDH messages authentication. Meanwhile,
each RSU’s key has valid time and it could be known whether
key is within the valid time only from the identity validation.
Any unit could validate RSU or TA’s legitimacy through the
following formula, with the calculation as follows:
𝐷TA = 𝑒 (PD𝑢 , 𝑚𝑢 ∗ 𝛾𝑢 𝑃) ,

(13)

where 𝑢 represents TA or any one RSU.
4.2.3. Vehicle System Setup. TA is only in charge of validating
vehicles’ identities and public value and it does not produce
vehicles’ key, so as to avoid the risk of controlling key. Suppose
the number of vehicles is 𝑚 and 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑚; then the
calculation is as follows.
(1) Vehicle 𝑉𝑖 would calculate the first-level pseudonym of it and TA’s ID (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ), where ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 =
𝐻(ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑡 ‖IDTA,𝑡 ) and ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑡 is the real ID of the vehicle.
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(2) Vehicle 𝑉𝑖 would calculate public value of it and TA’s
identity validation, with the calculation as follows:
𝑖

𝑖

(14)

𝑖

(3) Vehicle 𝑉𝑖 utilizes TA’s public key to encrypt message
𝑀 and transmit it to TA, with the calculation as
follows:
𝑟

𝐶 = {𝑟 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑀 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒(PUIDTA,𝑡 , PDIDTA,𝑡 ) )} ,

(15)

𝑍𝑞∗ ,

where 𝑟 ∈
𝑀 = (𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ‖𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃‖𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑖 𝑃‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑡 ‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑡 ),
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
and 𝑉𝑖 transmits the encrypted message 𝐶 to TA, with the
calculation as follows:
𝑟

𝑒 (PRIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑈) = 𝑒(PUIDTA,𝑡 , PDIDTA,𝑡 )

𝑟

𝑉 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒 (PRIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑈)) = 𝑉 ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝑒(PUIDTA,𝑡 , PDIDTA,𝑡 ) )
= 𝑀.
(16)
TA would validate 𝑉𝑖 ’s first-level pseudonym ID (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 )
and then public value, as shown in the following formula:
𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑖 = 𝑒 (𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑖 𝑃, 𝑚ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ∗ 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑖 𝑃) .
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

(17)

4.3. Message Broadcast and Message Authentication in RSU.
When a vehicle enters RSU region, the vehicle would first
check if RID table has already had the message validated
mutually with RSU. If there is none, what will be done is
to start from Section 4.3.1 to carry out identity validation
with RSU, create SPID table and RID table with RSU in
Section 4.3.2, and then discuss the method of vehicles being
handoff at different RSU in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1. Registration. Suppose that when the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 enters
region 𝑅𝑗 and 𝑉𝑖 has not created public value related functions
and identity validation with 𝑅𝑗 , then 𝑉𝑖 would utilize TA to
validate its own identity, so RSU could believe in the secondlevel pseudonym ID and public value of 𝑉𝑖 . Two ways could
be adopted for TA to validate vehicle’s identities: (1) challenge
of vehicles’ pseudonym ID; (2) validation of public value.
The challenge of vehicles’ pseudonym ID could be adopted
for RSU validating vehicles’ identities, with the calculation as
follows.
(1) The calculation of vehicles validating TA identity:
(1.1) the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 selects 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ ;
(1.2) the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 recalculates the first-level
pseudonym ID as follows:
reg = 𝐻𝑘 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ) ,
ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 = 𝐻 (reg‖IDTA,𝑡 ) .

𝑖

𝑚ID𝑉 ,𝑖 = 1/𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ) by formula (14).

𝑖

𝑖

𝑑ID𝑉 ,𝑖 = 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ∗ 𝑚ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ∗ 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑖 .
𝑖

(1.3) The vehicle 𝑉𝑖 calculates 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑖 , 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑖 , and

(18)

𝑉𝑖 combines the arithmetic result after experiencing 𝑘 times of hash with IDTA,𝑡 and then
goes through one hash arithmetic to produce
the first-level pseudonym ID (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ).

(1.4) 𝑉𝑖 would utilize TA’s public key to encrypt
message 𝑀 as C, where 𝑀 = 𝑘‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ‖
ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ‖𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ‖𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑖 ‖𝑇stamp .
𝑖

𝑖

(2) The calculation of RSU validating vehicles’ identities:
(2.1) the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 selects 𝑟 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ ;
(2.2) the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 calculates initializing pseudonym
ID to be ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 = 𝐻(ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 ‖𝑟),
where ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 is the pseudonym ID of 𝑉𝑗 within
𝑅𝑗 range;
(2.3) the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 calculates public value (𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 )
𝑖
used within 𝑅𝑗 range;
(2.4) 𝑉𝑖 would utilize 𝑅𝑗 ’s public key to encrypt
message 𝑀 as 𝐶1, where 𝑀 = 𝑘‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖
𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖𝑇stamp .
𝑖

𝑉𝑖 would transmit 𝐶 and 𝐶1 to 𝑅𝑗 , which would use the
common key (SK𝑅𝑗 ,TA ) with TA to reencrypt message 𝐶 by
symmetric key encryption and transmit it to TA, and then
TA and 𝑅𝑗 will validate if the identities are correct, with the
calculation as follows.
(1) TA validates 𝑉𝑖 ’s identity as follows:
(1.1) TA utilizes private key to decrypt the encrypted
message 𝐶;
(1.2) TA utilizes ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 to search public value (𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑖 );
𝑖

(1.3) TA utilizes 𝑘 to calculate 𝑉𝑖 ’s new pseudonym
ID, as shown in formula (18);
(1.4) TA calculates the public value of the validated
vehicles, as shown in formula (17);
(1.5) if the above is validated correctly, it shows that
the identity of the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 is correct and TA
utilizes the common key (SKTA,𝑅𝑗 ) with 𝑅𝑗 to tell
𝑅𝑗 that the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 is legal;
(1.6) TA restores 𝑉𝑖 ’s ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 = ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 and ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 in table.
(2) RSU validates 𝑉𝑖 ’s identity as follows:
(2.1) 𝑅𝑗 receives the message from TA that 𝑉𝑖 is
legal and 𝑅𝑗 utilizes private key to decrypt the
encrypted message 𝐶1;
(2.2) 𝑅𝑗 calculates 𝑉𝑖 ’s private communication key as
follows:
𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃) ⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑡 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑖

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

, (19)

𝑖

where 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 is the random number selected by
𝑖
𝑉𝑖 ;
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(2.3) 𝑅𝑗 provides signatures to 𝑉𝑖 , with the calculation
as follows: 𝑟 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ , 𝑈 = 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑃, ℎ = (𝑀, 𝑈),
𝑉 = 𝑟 ⋅ PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + ℎ ⋅ PRID𝑅 ,𝑡 , message 𝑀 =
𝑗
𝑗
(𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖TlID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖PDID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡
𝑖
𝑖
𝑗
𝑗
‖TlID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖𝛾ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ), and the message after signing is
𝑗
𝑗
Sign𝑅𝑗 ,𝑉𝑖 = (𝑈‖𝑉‖𝑀);
(2.4) 𝑅𝑗 utilizes 𝑘 as the key of symmetric encryption
and transmits 𝑉𝑖 ’s private communication key
and 𝑅𝑗 ’s signature Sign𝑅𝑗 ,𝑉𝑖 to 𝑉𝑖 .

𝑅𝑗 would sign public value, pseudonym ID, and key’s
validness of the vehicles within the range at the fixed
time and transmit the signature to each vehicle within the
range. The signature is Sign𝑅𝑗 ,𝑉 = (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖TlID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
𝑖
𝑖
‖ID𝑉𝑚 ,𝑝 ‖𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖𝑇stamp ), so each vehicle only needs to vali𝑚
date the signature after receiving the signature message and
then the public value of each vehicle could be known, with
the calculation of signature validation as follows:
𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑈 + ℎ ⋅ PDID𝑅 ,𝑡 ) = 𝑒 (𝑉, 𝑃) .
𝑗

𝑗

(20)

Each vehicle would store the message in the vehicle
message table (see Table 1).
During the process, only 𝑉𝑖 and TA know ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 and RSU
cannot know ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 , so pseudonym and privacy could be
attained. After knowing ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑖 , TA could validate 𝑉𝑖 ’s identity.
If 𝑉𝑖 is a legal vehicle, RSU would also accept 𝑉𝑖 ’s second-level
initializing pseudonym ID and public value and assist 𝑉𝑖 to
create RID-key table.
4.3.2. Table Establishment. Each vehicle would have RIDkey table (see Table 2) and vehicle message table (see Table 1);
RID-key table is for storing public value and relevant parameters which vehicles establish for RSU and vehicle message
table is for storing public value and relevant parameters of
other vehicles. Each RSU has SPID-key for storing vehicles’
public value and relevant parameters and RSU message
table (see Table 3) is used for storing the key of private
communication between RSU and relevant parameters.
After the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑅𝑗 create public value and
relevant parameters, 𝑉𝑖 begins to produce public value and
pseudonym ID close to RSU, with the calculation as follows.



and ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 , 𝑀 = 𝐷ID
‖𝑘‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ‖𝐷ID
‖𝑘
𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝
𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝
‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝑇stamp , and common key, with the calculation
as formula (31).
(5) Then, the vehicle stores relevant parameters in RID
table.

After receiving the encrypted message of 𝑉𝑖 , 𝑅𝑗 would
calculate the common key with 𝑉𝑖 and only 𝑅𝑗 and 𝑉𝑖 know
the common key, so the message source and integrity could
be confirmed. Then, after decrypting message 𝐶, 𝑅𝑗 would
encrypt individual public value, pseudonym ID and random
numbers of 𝑉𝑖 , and each RSU and transmit them to each
RSU. Each RSU receives the message and stores 𝑉𝑖 ’s public
value, pseudonym ID, and random numbers in SPID table, as
shown in Table 4. Meanwhile, each RSU would calculate 𝑉𝑖 ’s
pseudonym ID, as shown in formula (18) and 𝑅𝑗 would also
report illegal RSU and valid time close to RSU to the vehicle
𝑉𝑖 , so as to avoid malicious attack.
4.3.3. Handoff Problem. VANET Standard 802.11P [16]
is focused on the dedicated short-range communication
(DSRC) protocol, which applies to short-range communications. As a result, vehicles use different RSUs to perform
handoff when moving at high speed. A problem would be
caused; that is, vehicles must revalidate identities mutually
with TA and RSU and reestablish a new key. Suppose
vehicles establish trusting relationship with each RSU from
the beginning; they could know if other RSUs are legal or not
and the validity of RSU related key through the trusted RSU
and transmit vehicles’ public value and other parameters to
other RSUs via the trusted RSU.
Suppose the vehicle 𝑉𝑖 has already created RID-key table;
when 𝑉𝑖 is about to enter 𝑅𝑏 , it would first check if Table 𝑅𝑏
is legal and valid. If it is confirmed legal and valid, 𝑉𝑖 would
transmit pseudonym ID (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) and public value (𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 )
𝑖
to 𝑅𝑏 , which would utilize ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 to check if 𝑉𝑖 is within
the valid time and if it is the legal user in SPID table after
receiving the message. If it is legal, 𝑅𝑏 would calculate 𝑉𝑖 ’s
private communication key and sign to 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑖 ’s private
communication key is calculated as follows:
𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑏

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑏

.

(23)

𝑖

reg = 𝐻𝑘 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) ,

(21)

ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 = 𝐻 (reg‖ID𝑅𝑅 ) .

(22)

Use 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝑘 as the symmetrical encryption and
𝑖
transmit private communication key and signature to 𝑉𝑖 .
Only 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑅𝑏 know 𝑘. If the message could be unlocked
and represent 𝑉𝑖 itself, the identities of both sides could be validated by means of pseudonym ID challenge. If it is validated
correctly, 𝑅𝑏 would periodically broadcast 𝑉𝑖 ’s pseudonym
ID, public value, and validity by means of signature.

(4) 𝑉𝑖 would calculate the common key with 𝑅𝑗 as the
key of symmetrical encryption, encrypt message 𝑀,
and transmit it to 𝑅𝑗 . The message content comprises
each RSU’s public value, random numbers 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗

4.4. Message Transmission and Validation. This section
mainly discusses vehicles’ message broadcasting and validation within RSU range in Section 4.4.1, that is, between different RSUs in Section 4.4.2 and the private communication
from TA to RSU, from RSU to vehicles, and from vehicle to
vehicle in Section 4.4.3.

(1) 𝑉𝑖 selects 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ at random.
(2) Calculate each RSU’s pseudonym ID as follows:

(3) Calculate each RSU’s public value (𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ).
𝑖
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Table 1: Vehicle message table.

Vehicle’s ID
ID𝑉1 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅
ID𝑉𝑚−1 ,𝑝

Public value
𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝

Valid time
TlID𝑉 ,𝑝

Being legal or not
True

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
True

1

𝐷ID𝑉

TlID𝑉

𝑚−1 ,𝑝

𝑚−1 ,𝑝

𝐷ID𝑉

ID𝑉𝑚 ,𝑝

1

TlID𝑉

𝑚 ,𝑝

True

𝑚 ,𝑝

Table 2: RID-key table.
Public value

Pseudonym ID

Random
number

Valid time

Being legal or not

𝑅1


𝐷ID
𝑉 ,𝑝

ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝

𝑘

TlID𝑉 ,𝑝

True

⋅⋅⋅
𝑅𝑗+2

⋅⋅⋅

𝐷ID
𝑉 ,𝑝

⋅⋅⋅
I𝐷𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝

𝑘

TlID𝑉 ,𝑝

True

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

𝐷ID
𝑉 ,𝑝

⋅⋅⋅
ID
𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝

𝑘

Tl
ID𝑉 ,𝑝

True

ID of RSU

𝑖

𝑖

𝑅𝑚

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

4.4.1. Message Transmission and Validation within RSU Range.
When 𝑉𝑖 is about to broadcast one message 𝑀 within 𝑅𝑗
communication range, 𝑉𝑖 would perform the calculation as
follows:
𝑑ID𝑉 ,𝑝

𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑖

Vi

= 𝑒 (𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃,
𝑖

1
𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝑀‖𝑇stamp )

Vj

⋅ 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃) .
𝑖

(24)
𝑉𝑖 would broadcast 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 , 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑇stamp ,
𝑖
𝑖
and 𝑀 to the vehicles within the communication range. After
receiving the message, other vehicles would check if there is
ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ’s public value in their own vehicle message table and if
they know 𝑉𝑖 ’s public value, they could validate the message
source and integrity through formula (24).
Assuming that after vehicle 𝑉𝑗 receives a message from
𝑉𝑖 , 𝑉𝑗 can judge whether message 𝑉𝑖 is correct. As the public
𝑑

value of 𝑉𝑖 (𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃) ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) is public, then 𝑉𝑗 can determine
whether 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 , 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑇stamp , and 𝑀 are the
𝑖
𝑖
message sent by 𝑉𝑖 . First calculate 1/𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝑀‖𝑇stamp ) and
then calculate whether 𝑒(𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, (1/𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝑀‖𝑇stamp )) ⋅
𝑑

𝑖

𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃) = 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃) ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 is correct. If it is correct, it indicates
𝑖
that the message is issued by 𝑉𝑖 ; otherwise it will be discarded.
𝑑
Since only 𝑉𝑖 knows 𝑑ID𝑉 ,𝑝 and 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃) ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 is a problem, it
𝑖
cannot be forged by other vehicles.
4.4.2. Communication between Different RSUs. Two vehicles
cannot communicate with each other between different
RSUs; the reason lies in that the vehicle’s public value and
pseudonym ID are different in different RSUs and vehicles’
public value in each RSU cannot be known between RSUs.
Therefore, it is unable to assist vehicles to validate the
correctness of the message transmitted from other RSUs.
As shown in Figure 2, 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 are 𝑅𝑎 and 𝑅𝑏 , respectively,

Ra

Rb

Figure 2: The communication problem between two vehicles in the
different RSU.

in two different RSUs. When 𝑉𝑖 broadcasts a message to 𝑉𝑗 ,
though 𝑉𝑗 receives the message, it does not know if public
value is owned by itself and it cannot confirm if it is the
legal user. In order to resolve the above problem, as shown
in Figure 3, (1) 𝑉𝑗 first transmits the message to 𝑉𝑖 , the
message content is request message: 𝑅𝑏 ‖ID𝑉𝑗 ,𝑝 ‖𝑇stamp , and
𝑉𝑗 informs us within different RSUs; (2) after the successful
entry of 𝑅𝑎 identity validation, 𝑉𝑖 transmits one signature to
𝑉𝑖 and the signature is Sign𝑅𝑎 → 𝑉𝑖 = (𝑈‖𝑉‖𝑀), where 𝑀 =
(𝐷ID𝑉 ,𝑝‖TlID𝑉 ,𝑝‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝‖PDID𝑅 ,𝑡‖PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖ID𝑅𝑎 ,𝑡 ‖ TlID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖𝛾ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ).
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎
𝑖
𝑖
𝑉𝑖 would broadcast signatures to 𝑉𝑗 , then 𝑉𝑗 could know 𝑅𝑎 ’s
public key and public parameters and validate signatures
and 𝑅𝑎 ’s validity. After the success of validation, 𝑉𝑗 could
know 𝑉𝑖 ’s public value and validate the message source and
integrity.
4.4.3. Private Communication. In the following part we
will discuss five cases of private communication: Case 1:
private communication between TA and RSU, Case 2: private
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Table 3: RSU message.

ID of RSU

Public key

𝑅1

PUID𝑅

1

⋅⋅⋅

Public parameter

,𝑡

PUID𝑅

TlID𝑅

True

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

1 ,𝑡

1

PDID𝑅 ,𝑡
𝑚

𝑚 ,𝑡

Legal or
illegal

PDID𝑅 ,𝑡
1
𝛾ID𝑅 ,𝑡

⋅⋅⋅

𝑅𝑚

Valid time

𝛾ID𝑅

TlID𝑅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

𝑚 ,𝑡

𝑚 ,𝑡

Private communication key

SK𝑅1 ,𝑅𝑗 =

True

SK𝑅𝑚 ,𝑅𝑗 =

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
1

𝑗

𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑦
⋅⋅⋅
𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑚

𝑗

𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑦

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

Table 4: SPID-key table.
Pseudonym ID
ID𝑉1 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅
ID𝑉𝑚 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅

Public value

𝐷ID
𝑉1 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅

𝐷ID
𝑉𝑚 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅

Initializing ID
ID𝑉1 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅
ID𝑉𝑚 ,𝑝
⋅⋅⋅

Valid time
TlID𝑉 ,𝑝
1
⋅⋅⋅
TlID𝑉 ,𝑝
𝑚
⋅⋅⋅

Legal or illegal
True
⋅⋅⋅
True
⋅⋅⋅

Random number
𝑘
𝑘
⋅⋅⋅

Next, TA calculates the private communication with 𝑅𝑗 as
follows:

1
2

Vi

Vj

SKTA,𝑅𝑗 =
=

Ra

communication between RSU and RSU, Case 3: private
communication between vehicle and vehicle, Case 4: private
communication between vehicle and RSU, and Case 5: private
communication between TA and vehicle.
Case 1. Suppose 𝑅𝑗 wants to perform private communication
with TA; TA has already transmitted private communication
key to 𝑅𝑗 in Section 4.2.2. First, 𝑅𝑗 and TA will validate each
other’s identities and key’s validity and 𝑅𝑗 would calculate the
private communication with TA as follows:
𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑗

=

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

,

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑘

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑘

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

=

(26)

𝑗

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

Case 2. Suppose 𝑅𝑗 wants to perform private communication
with 𝑅𝑘 . First, 𝑅𝑗 and 𝑅𝑘 will validate each other’s identities
and key’s validity and 𝑅𝑗 would calculate the private communication with 𝑅𝑘 as follows:

SK𝑅𝑗 ,𝑅𝑘 =

⋅ 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)

where PUIDTA,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (IDTA ), PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑅𝑗 ); as ID is
𝑗
public, it could be calculated by itself. Therefore, the common
key in formulae (25) and (26) is the same and TA and 𝑅𝑗 could
perform private communication.

𝑗

=

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

Rb

Figure 3: The solution of the communication problem.

SK𝑅𝑗 ,TA =

𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)

=

.
(25)

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑘

.
(27)
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Next, 𝑅𝑘 calculates the private communication with 𝑅𝑗 as
follows:

SK𝑅𝑗 ,𝑅𝑘 =

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑘

𝑘

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

× (𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃))

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)

𝑗

𝑘

=

−1

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑖

,

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑗

(30)

𝑘

=

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑘

𝑗

𝑘

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑘

=

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑘

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

,
(28)

where PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑅𝑘 ,𝑡 ), PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 ); it could be
𝑗
𝑘
known that the private communication key is the same from
the final results.
Case 3. Suppose 𝑉𝑖 wants to perform private communication
with 𝑉𝑗 . First, 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 will validate each other’s identities
and key’s validity and 𝑉𝑗 would calculate the private communication with 𝑉𝑗 as follows:

where PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑉𝑗 ,𝑝 ) and PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) and
𝑗
𝑖
it could be known that the private communication key is the
same from the final results.
Case 4. Suppose 𝑉𝑖 wants to perform private communication
with 𝑅𝑗 . First, 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑅𝑗 will validate each other’s identities
and key’s validity and 𝑉𝑗 would calculate the private communication with 𝑅𝑗 as follows:
SK𝑉𝑖 ,𝑅𝑗
=

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑖

= (𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑖

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑗

𝑖

𝑗

× (𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃))

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
=

= (𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

−1

𝑖

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

.
(31)

𝑗

× 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃))
𝑖

Next, 𝑅𝑗 calculates the private communication with 𝑉𝑗 as
follows:

𝑗

× (𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃))
𝑗

−1

𝑖

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

SK𝑅𝑗 ,𝑉𝑖 =

.

Next, 𝑉𝑗 calculates the private communication with 𝑉𝑗 as
follows:

=

𝑗

𝑗

𝑘

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑘

= (𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

=

SK𝑉𝑖 ,𝑉𝑗
𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

(29)

=

𝑗

× 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃))

𝑗

=

𝑖

𝑗

SK𝑉𝑖 ,𝑉𝑗
=

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑒 (PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑗

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

𝑖

,
(32)

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑖

where PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) and PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑅𝑗 ,𝑡 );
𝑖
𝑗
it could be known from the final results that the private
communication key is the same.

𝑘

× 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃))
𝑗

𝑖

Case 5. Suppose 𝑉𝑖 wants to perform private communication
with TA. First, 𝑉𝑖 and TA will validate each other’s identities
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and key’s validity and 𝑉𝑗 would calculate the private communication with TA as follows:
SK𝑉𝑖 ,TA
=

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 + 𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑗

⋅ 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)

𝑖

= (𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑗

× 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃))
𝑖

× (𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑥ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃) 𝑒 (𝑍ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃))
𝑗

=

−1

𝑖

𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

.
(33)

Next, TA calculates the private communication with 𝑉𝑗 as
follows:
SKTA,𝑉𝑖 =

=

𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃)
𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

⋅ 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑒 (PUIDTA,𝑡 , 𝑃) 𝑒 (PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 , 𝑃)
𝑖

𝑒 (𝑦 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑃)

(34)
,

where PUID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝐻1 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) and PUIDTA,𝑡 = 𝐻1 (IDTA,𝑡 )
𝑖
and it could be known from the final results that the private
communication key is the same.
From Case 1 to Case 5, it could be known that private
communication could be performed among vehicles, RSU
or TA, and the private communication key of any vehicle
and RSU has the top secrets and their own secrets, so it is
impossible to forge any vehicle or RSU, as you must know the
top secrets.
Though the private communication method costs much
more calculation time for the first time, which is spent in
validating the other’s identity and calculating the private
communication key between them, the calculation time
during the communication within the other’s valid time
is much less, as the common secret key has already been
established, which will not be recalculated until the other’s
valid time expires. For the symmetrical encryption, the
calculation time is less. For the equipment which often uses
private communication, such as RSU to RSU or RSU to
TA, the time which private communication spends could be
reduced.
4.5. Key Updating and Identity Cancellation. When TA’s key
validity expires, TA would utilize formula (9) to replace
𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ⋅𝑃, 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 𝑃, 𝑚IDTA,𝑡 , and TlIDTA,𝑡 , which will not influence
the communication of RSU and vehicles during the process.
TA would use 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 ⋅𝑃 as the data key (PDIDTA,𝑡 ), 𝐻1 (IDTA,𝑡 ) ∈
𝐺1 is public key (PUIDTA,𝑡 ), 𝛼IDTA,𝑡 PUIDTA,𝑡 is private key

(PRIDTA,𝑡 ), 𝛾IDTA,𝑡 𝑃 is another public parameter, TlIDTA,𝑡 is TA’s
public key, private key, and valid time, and TA makes new
parameters public.
At RSU’s key updating part, as TA and RSU mainly
perform identity validation instead of the message validation
among vehicles. If 𝑅𝑗 finds key will expire soon, 𝑅𝑗 would
calculate the common key (SK𝑅𝑗 ,TA ) with TA, as shown in
formula (26), and then encrypt message 𝑀 and transmit
to TA, 𝑀 = (PDID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖PUID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖𝛾ID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖TlID𝑅 ,𝑡 ‖𝑇stamp ). After
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
receiving the encrypted message, TA would calculate the
common key (SK𝑅𝑗 ,TA ) with 𝑅𝑗 , decrypt the message, and
validate 𝑅𝑗 ’s identity, as shown in formula (13). Next, TA
would search table to check if 𝑅𝑗 is legal. If it is legal,
TA would recalculate 𝑅𝑗 ’s public key, private key, private
communication key, and other parameters and then utilize
SKTA,𝑅𝑗 to encrypt the parameters and transmit them back
to 𝑅𝑗 . After receiving the message, 𝑅𝑗 would reutilize SK𝑅𝑗 ,TA
for decryption and revalidating if the parameters are public
value (𝐷IDTA,𝑡 ), as shown in formula (13). Thus RSU key
updating is completed. During the process, only the vehicle
communication within the range would be influenced, and
RSU requires retransmitting a new signature to each vehicle.
Suppose vehicle 𝑉𝑖 is a malicious node; 𝑅𝑚 would first
utilize Table 5 to search 𝑉𝑖 ’s initializing pseudonym ID
(ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ) and then use the common key with each RSU to
encrypt ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 and transmit to each RSU. Before the receiving,
each RSU would first check SPID table and see if there is
initializing pseudonym ID. If there is, 𝑉𝑖 registration would
be forbidden during handoff. After receiving 𝑅𝑚 message,
TA would first validate if 𝑉𝑖 is a malicious node. If it is, TA
would search table according to ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 and first set 𝑉𝑖 ’s legality
false. When TA revalidates 𝑉𝑖 ’s identity via RSU (as shown in
Section 4.3.1), TA would forbid 𝑉𝑖 registration.
Suppose 𝑅𝑗 is a malicious node; adjacent 𝑅𝑚 would
directly utilize the common key with TA to encrypt the
message and inform TA that 𝑅𝑗 is a malicious node. TA would
first validate if 𝑅𝑗 is a malicious node. If it is, TA would
set 𝑅𝑗 ’s legality in table false and use the common key with
RSU to inform all RSUs that 𝑅𝑗 is a malicious node, so that
malicious RSU or vehicles updating KEY or communication
subsequently would be stopped.

5. Security and Performance Analysis
This section mainly illustrates that the method proposed
in the essay could reach (1) message source, (2) message integrity, (3) nonrepudiation, (4) pseudonym, and (5)
untraceability, in terms of security analysis. As far as the
performance analysis is concerned, we carry out performance
analysis in [4–6] (Table 7).
5.1. Security Analysis. We discuss the security analysis from 5
aspects as follows.
(1) Confidentiality. No matter what unit (TA, RSU, and vehicles) performs private communication, the private communication with the other side could be guaranteed, as the vehicle’s
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Table 5: The comparison of property.

Property
Security and privacy preservation
Do need the certificate
Do need the help of RSU for authentication
PKI-based system
Communication within different RSU
Privacy communicate

[4]
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

[5]
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

private communication key contains the vehicle, RSU, and
TA’s secrets. During the communication, though the vehicle
and RSU’s secrets could be eliminated, malicious nodes could
not get TA’s secret 𝑦 from the private communication key or
the results after elimination, so malicious nodes cannot forge
other’s private key or listen in.
(2) Source Authentication and Nonrepudiation. Before the
communication, RSU must validate vehicles’ identities. After
the success of validation, RSU would utilize signature method
to broadcast vehicles’ pseudonym ID and public value to each
vehicle, which could then know each legal vehicle’s public
value from the signature, so the message broadcasted by
vehicles could be validated via BHD function. As the public
value cannot be forged, it could represent the vehicle itself and
the vehicle sending messages could reach nonrepudiation and
know the source of the message.
(3) Message Integrity. As the public value (𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 ) is public
and the BHD function is 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 = 𝑒(𝛼𝑃, (1/𝑚)𝛾𝑃), though
𝑚 and 𝑃 are public, 𝛼, 𝛾, or 𝑑 could not be got from 𝑃 or 𝑚.
Suppose the malicious node forges 𝑚 and the validation result
is 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑 ≠ 𝑒(𝛼𝑃, (1/𝑚 )𝛾𝑃), so malicious nodes cannot
forge messages and change messages and other vehicles could
validate message integrity.
(4) Pseudonym. The vehicle uses different pseudonym IDs
at different RSU. Suppose RSU cannot know vehicle’s real
ID by collusion attack and malicious nodes cannot collect
vehicle messages to calculate vehicles’ read ID, as vehicle’s
pseudonym ID produces irregularity.
(5) Privacy. The essay adopts two-level pseudonym ID. The
first level is the pseudonym ID between vehicle and TA, which
is known to only TA and vehicle and not broadcasted to RSU
or vehicles. The second-level pseudonym ID is produced by
RSU and vehicle. Suppose RSU traces vehicles’ travel path by
means of collusion attack and the trace time and range are
limited, as after the time slice, vehicles will be revalidated by
TA and replace the first-level and second-level pseudonym
ID, then the pseudonym ID produces irregularity, so the
vehicles’ privacy could be improved.

5.2. Performance Analysis. In this section, we compare our
method with [4–8]. Table 5 shows the differences and we

[6]
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Method
[7]
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

[8]
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No

Proposed method
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 6: Execution time in milliseconds.
Notations
𝑇𝑝
𝑇𝑚
𝑇𝑒
ASE
ASD
HMAC
SE
SD

Descriptions
Pairing operation
Point multiplication
Field exponentiation
RSA encryption
RSA decryption
HMAC
AES encryption
AES decryption

Execution time (ms)
≈4.5
≈0.6
≈0.54
0.19
4.65
0.002
<0.19
<4.65

could know that our method has a lot of advantages from the
table.
In Table 6, we propose encryption/decryption calculation
time. According to [17, 18], the implementation of the bilinear
mapping is provided based on the Tate pairing over a MiyajiNakabayashi-Takano (MNT) curve [19] with embedding
degree 6 and 160-bit 𝑞.
We utilize Table 6, to calculate the time for broadcasting
messages and validating messages in [4–8]. The method
proposed in the essay supposes that if a vehicle is about to
broadcast messages to other vehicles within the range, the
vehicle would calculate 𝑑ID𝑉 ,𝑝 = 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ∗ (1/𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ∗
𝑖
𝑖
𝑀 ∗ 𝑇stamp )) ∗ 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 . As these calculations belong to the
𝑖
general integer calculation, whose calculation complexity is
quite low, and the vehicle will change 𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 and 𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 into
𝑖
𝑖
points, 2∗𝑇𝑚 calculation time will be spent. The vehicle
will broadcast the following messages to other vehicles
(𝑀‖𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ‖ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ‖𝑇stamp ) and then calculate the mes𝑖
𝑖
sage validation time. After receiving messages, other vehicles
could first inquire about the vehicle’s public value and the
𝑑
validation is 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑃) ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 = 𝑒(𝛼ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃, (1/𝐻4 (ID𝑉𝑖 ,𝑝 ∗ 𝑀 ∗
𝑖
𝑇stamp ))∗𝛾ID𝑉 ,𝑝 ⋅𝑃), so the time for broadcasting and validating
𝑖
messages in the essay is 𝑇𝑚 +𝑇𝑝 .
During the handoff process of vehicles in the essay, when
RSU’s pseudonym ID challenge is successful, RSU would
assist vehicles to produce signature time, as shown in formula
(4), which needs 3 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 in all. RSU produces vehicles’ private
communication key, as shown in formula (21), which needs
4∗𝑇𝑚 +3∗𝑇𝑝 , so the total time is 7∗𝑇𝑚 +3∗𝑇𝑝 . When messages
are broadcast to other vehicles within different RSUs, vehicles
producing message signatures need 2 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 , other vehicles
validating signatures, as shown in formula (22), and need
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Table 7: Performance analysis.
Method

Property
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

The broadcast
message

Signing:
5 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 3 ∗ 𝑇𝑝
Verification:
4 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 4 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

Signing:
1 ∗ 𝑇𝑝
Verification:
3 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

Signing
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚

Signing
2 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 + 0.19
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚 + 0.19

Spending time

36.4 ms

Signing
𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 + 𝑛 ∗ HMAC
Verification
𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 + 𝑛 ∗ HMAC
𝑛 ∗ 9 ms +
𝑛 ∗ 0.004 ms

Proposed
method
Signing
2 ∗ 𝑇𝑚
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚

18 ms

10.2 ms

9.98 ms

6.3 ms

Handoff

3 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

4 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 𝑇𝑒 + 2 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

N/A

N/A

N/A

13.5 ms
Signing:
5 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 3 ∗ 𝑇𝑝
Verification:
4 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 4 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

11.94 ms

N/A
Signing:
1 ∗ 𝑇𝑝
Verification:
3 ∗ 𝑇𝑝

N/A
Signing
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚

N/A
Signing
2 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 + 0.19
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑚 + 0.19

36.4 ms

N/A
Signing
𝑇𝑃 + SE
Verification
𝑇𝑝 + SD

18 ms

10.2 ms
Signing
ASE
Verification
ASD

9.98 ms

<13.84 ms

N/A

4.84 ms

N/A

Spending time
Communication
between different
RSUs
Spending time
Privacy communicate

N/A

Spending time

N/A

N/A

𝑇𝑚 + 𝑇𝑝 , and validating vehicles’ message needs 𝑇𝑚 + 𝑇𝑝 , so
the total time required is 4 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 2 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 .
References [4, 6] both use certificates to validate their
own identities, so the broadcasting messages could validate
their own identities within RSU range or outside RSU range.
In [5], the concept of identity-based is utilized and vehicles
establish common key with each vehicle, so when vehicles
broadcast messages, they would utilize the common key
with each vehicle as HMAC’s key and encrypt messages and
then transmit the encrypted message to the other side, as
broadcasting messages requires establishing 𝑛 common keys
to encrypt messages and other vehicles also need establish
common keys for decryption, so there is 2𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 altogether.
As [5] does not discuss the communication between vehicles
at different RSUs, it is unable to calculate the encryption and
decryption time.

6. Conclusion
The method in the essay adopts BDH messages authentication to produce TA and RSU’s public key and other parameters. Any vehicles could validate if RSU is legal through BDH
messages authentication method and utilize pseudonym ID
challenge method to validate RSU and vehicles’ identities,
which quickens handoff processing time.
It is hoped that message batch validation and how to judge
vehicles are malicious nodes will be added. Though the essay
proposes cancellation of users’ function, it does not mention
how to judge users to be malicious nodes, which will be put
into the study and make the study more complete.

N/A

N/A

1 ∗ SE +
1 ∗ SD + 3 ∗ 𝑇𝑚
<5.44 ms
Signing
2 ∗ 𝑇𝑚
Verification
2 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 + 2 ∗ 𝑇𝑚
11.4 ms
Signing
𝑇𝑚 + 𝑇𝑃 + SE
Verification
𝑇𝑚 + 𝑇𝑃 + SD
<15.04 ms

Notation
𝑒:
𝐺1 :
𝐺2 :
𝑃:
𝑑:

Bilinear mapping
Additive group
Multiplicative group
Generator of 𝐺1
The user chooses a random number
𝑑 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ as its secret value
𝛼:
The 𝛼 is the random number chosen by
user, where 𝛼 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗
𝛾:
The 𝛾 is the random number chosen by
user, where 𝛾 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗
𝑚:
𝑚 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ such that 𝑚 = 1/𝐻4 (𝑀‖𝑇stamp )
SE(⋅):
A secure symmetric encryption algorithm
Public key of node 𝑘
PU𝑘 :
Private key of node 𝑘
PR𝑘 :
Data key of node 𝑘
PD𝑘 :
Real identity of node 𝑘
ID𝑘⋅𝑡 :
Original pseudonym of node 𝑘
ID𝑘,𝑖 :
Requested pseudonym of node 𝑘
ID𝑘,𝑝 :
𝑦:
Secret value of TA
𝑥𝑅 :
Secret value of RSU
Secret value of vehicle
𝑍𝑉:
Sign𝑅𝑗 ,𝑉𝑖 : 𝑅𝑗 ’s signature to 𝑉𝑖
𝐷𝑘 :
The public value of user 𝑘 such that
𝑒̂(𝑃, 𝑃)𝑑
SK𝑘-𝑗 :
The common session key between node 𝑘
and node 𝑗
The finite field of mod 𝑞
𝑍𝑞∗ :
𝐻(⋅):
Hash function such that {0, 1}∗ → 𝑍𝑞∗
𝐻1 (⋅):
Hash function such that {0, 1}∗ → 𝐺1∗
𝐻2 (⋅):
Hash function such that 𝐺2∗ → {0, 1}∗
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𝐻3 (⋅): Hash function such that 𝐺1 → {0, 1}∗
𝐻4 (⋅): Hash function such that Word
series → {0, 1}∗
𝑇stamp : Time interval 𝑗
Tl:
Lifetime of the corresponding parameters
‖:
The message concatenation operation, which
appends several messages together in a
special format.
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Thermal comfort providing is one of the biggest uses of energy in building. For giving better human comfort, the suitable operation
conditions of air-conditioner are the most important. The quick and right approach is necessary. In this paper, a small office is
studied to improve office staff staying for a long period of time and achieve the thermal comfort environment for reducing energy
consumption. Commercial software, Solidworks, is utilized for modeling the facilities and the Flow Simulation module for analyzing
the air properties of the indoor space. Four types of air-conditioner operation are applied to set the simulated conditions, including
exterior temperature, outlet temperature and wind speed of air-conditioner, and location of air-conditioner. Predicted mean vote
(PMV) and predicted percent dissatisfied (PPD) at specific office areas are further acquired through dynamic anthropometry. For
seeking the optimal control factors, both of the full factorial method and Taguchi method are utilized to obtain the PMV of specified
location. The analyzed result shows the evaluation speed of indoor thermal comfort by Taguchi method is faster than the fullfactorial method. It is concluded that software simulation with Taguchi method shows the successful implementation and higher
efficiency for thermal comfort assessment.

1. Introduction
National policies in sustainable development and favorable
living environments are inevitable for people in the past years.
Most importantly, under different environmental requirements and comfort conditions, indoor thermal comfort
could be regulated through air-conditioning systems and
ventilating equipment with time evolution and technological
development. Nevertheless, energy consumption becomes a
primary issue for sustainable development. Achieving the
favorable comfort and lower energy utilization through the
optimal design has become the major concern of many
researchers. The environmental climate has changed the
conditions of temperature, humidity, and wind direction that
people’s perceived comfort would be directly affected. In
architecture design, air-conditioning or ventilating equipment could be applied to regulating the relative thermal

parameters so as to achieve the heat balance of human bodies.
It is generally regarded as thermal comfort design. Not until
the improvement of heating technology in the end of 18th
century and the development of mechanical freeze-drying
technique in the beginning of 20th century that the research
on thermal comfort was boomed [1].
Thermal comfort assessment is generally considered from
human’s metabolism, in which the heat could be properly
emitted to the environment. It is the so-called human heat
balance, where the parameters contain heat production in
metabolism, change of heat radiation, heat flow (including
breath), heat conduction, and latent heat used in water
evaporation process. Each item presents complicated transfer system. Gagge [2] first proposed Generalized Thermal
Balance Model in 1936 to establish the balance equation
for heat absorption and consumption of human bodies
with mathematical model. Such an equation was further
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reinforced and modified for several times and then two
approaches for the research on heat balance were appeared.
One is Two-Node Model, proposed by Pierce Lab, which
sets a node from the center of body to skin and another
node from skin to the atmosphere to consider the heat
flow direction in the process. The other is Fanger proposed
comfort equation [3], which transfers metabolic rate of
human bodies into net heating value required for thermal
comfort. Appropriately introducing comfort measurement
into mathematical equations provides broad research space.
Furthermore, comfort covers spiritual satisfaction that both
physiological and psychological factors should be considered
in the evaluation process [4]. The major factors in the heat
dissipation of human bodies are classified as follows.
(1) Environmental factors, including air temperature,
wind speed, humidity, and radiation.
(2) Personal factors, containing metabolic rate (under
different activities), clothing, health conditions, and
environmental adaptation.
(3) Auxiliary factors, covering food and drink, physical
appearance, subcutaneous fat, age, and gender.
Most evaluation indicators need to match with the measurement of temperature and wind speed at regional spots and
the questionnaire content to achieve specific regional thermal
comfort. For instance, Lin et al. [5] measured the thermal
comfort of a briefing room in a university and calculated
the indoor comfort to establish the reference for domestic
thermal comfort. Cheng et al. [6] monitored the thermal
environments with and without shelters on a university
campus and investigated subjective questionnaire data and
objective field measurement that tree shadow could effectively enhance thermal comfort. Nonetheless, such research
was restricted in the quantity and setting of equipment that
large-area measurement could not be proceeded. Meanwhile,
the environmental factors could not be controlled according to the research’s requirements. Some researchers, with
numerical analyses, therefore predicted the properties of air
in specific space with computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
There have been some research results with CFD. Cheng
et al. [7] reviewed thermal comfort model in 2012, explained
the relative contents, and preceded the numerical analysis
of a small-scale office with CFD. Chiang et al. [8] evaluated
thermal comfort in the offices in subtropical regions by
floor cooling and mechanical ventilating systems. Such analyzed results and design conditions could effectively enhance
energy use efficiency and thermal comfort [9].
Although the above methods could rapidly calculate the
simulated value, the number of simulation times was so many
that it took more time in such a full-factorial experiment. A
lot of researchers therefore applied Taguchi Quality Engineering to the studies. Ismail et al. [10] utilized Taguchi methods
for optimizing thermal comfort evaluation and environmental factors to ensure the effects of environmental factors of
luminance (lux), relative humidity (%), and WBGT (∘ C) on
the productivity of mobile manufacturers in Malaysia. Chlela
et al. [11] simplified the design process to design low energy
consumption buildings. Summing up the above explanations,

Taguchi Quality Engineering has been gradually developed.
In this paper, digital 3D model of a small office is used for
constructing the interior objects and numerical simulation
instrument for engineering is introduced to analyze the
temperature and wind speed at various locations in a space
so as to acquire the full-factorial PMV, which is further
compared with Taguchi Quality Engineering to verify the
applicability of Taguchi methods in this experiment. The airconditioned system control conditions in such a space are
then acquired for estimating the thermal comfort of the office.

2. Research Principle
Taking a real small office as the research subject, the temperature, wind speed, and humidity at discrete points, under
distinctly designed conditions, are acquired through the
procedure of CFD. PMV and PPD of thermal comfort are
further calculated to evaluate the thermal comfort of the
office. PMV and Taguchi Quality Engineering are further
utilized for the evaluation, which is used for comparing the
difference in the optimization design process.
In the fluid mechanics, the flow characteristics can be
derived by three governing equations, which are as follows:
(a) conservation of mass
𝜕𝜌𝑚 𝜕 (𝜌𝑚 𝑢𝑓 )
= 0,
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑓

(1)

(b) momentum equations
𝜕 (𝜌𝑚 𝑢𝑖 ) 𝜕 (𝜌𝑚 𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑓 )
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑓
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑢
𝜕
=
[𝜇eff 𝑖 ] −
+ 𝜌𝑚 𝐵𝑖 + 𝑆𝑢𝑖 ,
𝜕𝑥𝑓
𝜕𝑥𝑓
𝜕𝑥𝑖

(2)

(c) energy equation (temperature form)
𝜕 (𝜌𝑚 𝑇) 𝜕 (𝜌𝑚 𝑢𝑓 𝑇)
𝑘 𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝑄
=
[ eff
]+
,
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑓
𝜕𝑥𝑓 𝐶pm 𝜕𝑥𝑓
𝐶pm

(3)

where 𝜌𝑚 is the density of the control volume for the flow;
𝑢𝑓 is the flow velocity component of each direction; 𝑥𝑓 is the
position vector of the flow field; 𝑢eff is the effective viscosity;
𝑝 is the pressure value; 𝐵𝑖 is the body force for each direction;
𝑆𝑢𝑖 is the loading of three directions; 𝑇 is the temperature; 𝑘eff
is the effective thermal conductivity; 𝑄 is the internal heat
generation; 𝐶pm is the specified heat at constant pressure.
The factors in thermal comfort of human bodies contain
physiological and psychological factors, which are rather
complicated. Nevertheless, most standards for thermal comfort are referred to ISO 7730 [12] of International Organization for Standardization and ASHRAE Standard 55 [13]
of American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers, where PMV and PPD are focused
[14]. Moreover, in the PMV model promoted by Fanger,
PMV was divided into seven scales, according to the thermal
perception of human bodies.
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The PMV relationship could be derived through different
deduction as

Right (R)
Middle (M)

PMV
= [0.352 exp (−0.042
×{

𝑀
) + 0.032]
𝐴𝐷

Left (L)

𝑀
𝑀
(1 − 𝜂) − 0.35 [43 − 0.061
(1 − 𝜂) − 𝑝𝑎 ]
𝐴𝐷
𝐴𝐷
− 0.42 [

𝑀
𝑀
(1 − 𝜂) − 50] − 0.0023
(44 − 𝑝𝑎 )
𝐴𝐷
𝐴𝐷

− 0.0014

𝑀
(34 − 𝑡𝑎 )
𝐴𝐷

285 cm

580 cm
4

320 cm

4

− 3.4 ⋅ 10−8 𝑓cl [(𝑡cl + 273) − (𝑡𝑟 + 273) ]

Figure 1: 3D model of configuration for the specified small office.

+ 𝑓cl ℎ𝑐 (𝑡cl − 𝑡𝑎 )} ,
(4)
where 𝑡cl is acquired with iteration, as below
𝑡cl = 35.7 − 0.032

𝑀
(1 − 𝜂)
𝐴𝐷

4
4
− 0.18𝐼cl {3.4 ⋅ 10−8 𝑓cl [(𝑡cl + 273) − (𝑡𝑟 + 273) ] (5)

+𝑓cl ℎ𝑐 (𝑡cl − 𝑡𝑎 ) } .
And the PPD is defined as
PPD = 95 exp (−0.03353PMV4 − 0.2179PMV2 ) .

(6)

A space in a working environment is designed for use or
operation that the size is designed according to human
bodies at various states. The physical size of human bodies
is generally divided into static anthropometry and dynamic
anthropometry. The latter aims to measure the activity angle
and stretch space physically under fixed standard posture
or working states that it could be the design reference of
machines and working environments.
Considering the office staff staying in a small space for
a long period of time, the area is set with the coverage of
dynamic measurement. The highest sitting posture of human
bodies with rising hands could reach 167.8 cm. At the working
status, the circular radius for fist exercise with shoulder width
reaches 97.5 cm. The cylinder areas formed by the above two
sizes become the volume coverage to evaluation regional
PMV. After acquiring the values of PMV and PPD of various
nodes in the cylinder, the mean is acquired for the comfort
evaluation.
In the Taguchi experimental design [15], the quantified
experimental results are called the quality characteristics,
which can achieve the ideal target by determining the control
factors in the parameter design. In order to solve a problem,
an engineer needs to definitely understand the quality characteristics of products and the problem and list the factor
levels in quality characteristics with a fishbone diagram or

the equivalent method. To achieve the experiment with the
most efficient cost, the orthogonal array is selected based on
the control factors and the levels, attempting to achieve the
required quality characteristics with the most precise experiment. The experimental data are further analyzed with factor
reaction analysis and analysis of variance to adjust the control
factors, allowing the quality characteristics approaching the
deal function to be the optimal design. The orthogonality
in an orthogonal array presents the same frequency in all
level combinations between two rows in the experimental
design. In this research, the orthogonal array L9(34 ) is used
to evaluate the optimal design of indoor thermal comfort.
There are 4 factors with 3 levels for 9 sets of experiment.
The predicted value of PMV can be calculated by the additive
model as
𝜂 (A𝑖 , B𝑗 , C𝑘 , D𝑚 ) = 𝜂A𝑖 + 𝜂B𝑗 + 𝜂C𝑘 + 𝜂D𝑚 − 3𝜂,

(7)

where 𝜂A𝑖 , 𝜂B𝑗 , 𝜂C𝑘 , and 𝜂D𝑚 are the reaction value with
respect to A, B, C, and D factor. 𝜂 is the average for total
reaction value.

3. Research Method
The 3D configuration of a small office is shown in Figure 1.
There are two desks, four cabinets, two sofa chairs, and two
working counters are covered. Two working staff members
are sitting at the desks, where there are the heat source and
the comfort evaluation area. Three air-conditioners are about
to be equipped on top of the room for evaluating the comfort
with distinct locations and wind speed. The air outlets are on
the top right of the air-conditioners, and merely the bottom
of the door shows the air breather.
Furniture in an office is quite complicated because of
the aesthetics, appearance, and materials. Nevertheless, such
facilities are not the heat source. Since the analysis in this
study is preceded under low wind speed, the detailed sizes
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(a) Fluid cells (220547)

(b) Solid cells (200733)

(c) Partial cells (227166)

Figure 2: Three types of cell for considering the couple effect between solid and fluid.

and materials show slight influence. There are four heat
sources in the studied office, including the following:
(1) metabolic heat power 144 W of each working staff
member,
(2) dissipated heat power 100 W of each computer,
(3) dissipated heat power 30 W of each LCD display,
(4) energy consumption 80 W of a light.
Solidworks Flow Simulation is calculated by segmenting
space value with finite volume. The meshes, as shown in
Figure 2, are classified into fluid cell for calculating the
physical characteristics of fluid, solid cell for defining boundary conditions, and partial cell for setting heat conductive
characteristics so as to analyze the algorithm. The set of
convergent conditions include operating temperature (OT),
wind speed, and mean radiant temperature (MRT), and the
values in the calculation process are converged with iteration.
To evaluate the effects of the air-conditioned system
distribution in the office on thermal comfort of the staff,

outdoor temperature and the three air-conditioned operating
conditions are calculated by simulation, as follows:
(1) outdoor temperatures, 30∘ C, 32∘ C, and 34∘ C,
(2) positions of air outlets on the air-conditioners, left (L),
middle (M), and right (R) on top of the room,
(3) measured wind speed at the air outlets of airconditioners, 6 m/s, 8 m/s, and 10 m/s,
(4) measured temperature at the air outlets of airconditioners, 15∘ C, 17.5∘ C, and 20∘ C.
Traditionally, the characteristics of thermal comfort in
each operating condition should be derived using fullfactorial experiment method; 34 = 81 sets of experiments or
events are required. Aiming at the efficient approach for the
thermal comfort assessment, Taguchi Quality Engineering
is utilized for the analysis. First, through the above cases
and operating conditions, the orthogonal array is designed
with 4 × 3 factors for the stability of the system, and L9 (34 )
orthogonal arrays are selected for total 9 sets of experiments.
Next, the thermal comfort indices, PMV and PPD, are
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Figure 3: Temperature distribution at plane section, height =
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Figure 4: Envelope of PMV value at the air-conditioned operation.

analyzed for the specified region. Finally, the difference of
PMV for two approaches is compared to show the efficiency
of Taguchi method.

4. Result and Discussion
Through the above procedure and the analysis with Solidworks Flow Simulation, the temperature, wind speed, surrounding temperature (heat radiation), and humidity in the
space and the boundary could be calculated for extracting the
physical conditions in the meshes in a specific area. Figure 3
shows the obtained results for the specified height ℎ = 0.75 m.
PMV and PPD, introduced in research principle, are used for
the evaluation. The analyzed PMV envelope is illustrated in
Figure 4. The operation of air-conditioning systems at two
locations is analyzed as follows.
4.1. Computational Results following Taguchi Method. From
thermal comfort analysis, PMV = −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, in which
the negative values show the chill feeling, the positive values
reveal the heat, and 0 presents the appropriateness. Under
the four control factors, PMV appears between positive and

negative 1 when the air-conditioner operates at 15∘ C and
17.5∘ C, showing comfortable condition. For the analyzing airconditioner conditions, outer wall 30∘ C, air outlet temperature 15∘ C, air speed 10 m/s and top right location, PMV at the
front seat approaches 0. Applying Taguchi methods to analyze
the simulation values, the mean of Nominal the Best for the
experiment can be obtained. The reaction of mean factors
acquired by calculating the front seat is shown in Figure 5,
in which the air-conditioner temperature is the major factor
in the experiment, followed by wind speed, and outdoor
temperature shows the least effects.
4.2. PMV Value Prediction by Taguchi Method. PMV at the
front seat approaches 0 under the same settings of outer wall
temperature 30∘ C, air-conditioner temperature 15∘ C, wind
speed at the outlet air 10 m/s, and the air-conditioner on the
top right of the office. Under the four control factors, PMV
value is fluctuated between +1 to −1, when the air-conditioner
also operates at 15∘ C and 17.5∘ C, presenting the PMV indicator of thermal comfort. Consequently, outer wall 32∘ C,
air outlet temperature 15∘ C, air speed 8 m/s and top right
location for the air-conditioner operation; PMV approaches 0
(Table 1), revealing the air-conditioned operation conditions
using full-factor method. Applying Taguchi methods to
analyze the simulation value and using the mean of Nominal
the Best for the experiment, the result is similar to the fullfactor as in Table 2. And the PMV difference between fullfactorial method and Taguchi method is shown in Table 3.
By comparing the PMV value from three table, it is proven
that Taguchi methods could be utilized for indoor thermal
comfort assessment. The number of times and time of the
simulation could therefore be significantly reduced, and the
full-factor value could be directly acquired through Taguchi
methods.

5. Conclusion
Aiming at a small-scale office, Solidworks is utilized for the
facility modeling to discuss the comfort evaluation under
distinct operation conditions, and both full-factorial method
and Taguchi method are applied. According to the above
analyses and research results, the following conclusions are
organized.
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Table 1: The simulated PMV value using full-factorial method.
Air outlet 𝑇 = 15∘ C
L
M
𝑇 = 30∘ C

Outdoor
temperature

𝑇 = 32∘ C

𝑇 = 34∘ C

6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

0.61
0.44
0.18
0.64
0.49
0.17
0.66
0.49
0.19

0.31
0.07
−0.09
0.31
0.08
−0.09
0.36
0.10
−0.11

Air outlet 𝑇 = 17.5∘ C
L
M
R

R
0.18
−0.05
−0.30
0.16
−0.02
−0.34
0.11
−0.08
−0.43

6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

0.96
0.77
0.50
0.87
0.78
0.53
0.98
0.77
0.51

0.60
0.40
0.24
0.74
0.40
0.23
0.65
0.40
0.25

0.49
0.27
0.10
0.50
0.20
0.03
0.49
0.26
0.11

Air outlet 𝑇 = 20∘ C
L
M
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

1.29
1.06
0.85
1.31
1.07
0.87
1.33
1.06
0.88

0.97
0.84
0.62
0.97
0.82
0.64
0.97
0.86
0.63

R
1.05
0.66
0.63
0.82
0.57
0.42
0.83
0.58
0.42

Table 2: The predicted PMV value using Taguchi method.
Air outlet 𝑇 = 15∘ C
L
M
𝑇 = 30∘ C

Outdoor
temperature

𝑇 = 32∘ C

𝑇 = 34∘ C

6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

0.61
0.40
0.20
0.63
0.42
0.22
0.61
0.40
0.20

0.30
0.09
−0.11
0.31
0.10
−0.10
0.30
0.09
−0.11

Air outlet 𝑇 = 17.5∘ C
L
M
R

R
0.17
−0.04
−0.24
0.19
−0.02
−0.22
0.18
−0.03
−0.23

6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

0.92
0.71
0.51
0.94
0.73
0.53
0.93
0.72
0.52

0.61
0.40
0.20
0.63
0.42
0.22
0.61
0.40
0.20

0.49
0.28
0.08
0.50
0.29
0.09
0.49
0.28
0.08

Air outlet 𝑇 = 20∘ C
L
M
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

1.27
1.06
0.86
1.28
1.07
0.87
1.27
1.06
0.86

0.95
0.74
0.54
0.97
0.76
0.56
0.96
0.75
0.55

R
0.83
0.62
1.72
0.85
0.64
0.44
0.83
0.62
0.42

Table 3: The analyzed PMV difference between full-factorial method and Taguchi method.
Air outlet 𝑇 = 15∘ C
L
M
𝑇 = 30∘ C

Outdoor
temperature

𝑇 = 32∘ C

𝑇 = 34∘ C

6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

0.00
0.03
−0.01
−0.01
−0.02
−0.05
−0.01
−0.02
−0.04

0.09
0.06
0.01
0.09
−0.01
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00

R
−0.01
0.01
−0.06
−0.05
0.00
−0.10
−0.02
0.01
−0.11

(1) Numerical simulation with computational fluid
dynamics allows calculating wind speed, temperature,
and heat radiation at distinct locations under different
operation conditions of air-conditioning systems that
it can be applied to the thermal comfort assessment
of offices.
(2) From the analyses, the PMV difference values
between full-factorial method and Taguchi methods,

Air outlet 𝑇 = 17.5∘ C
L
M
R
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

−0.03
0.00
−0.01
−0.05
−0.05
0.00
0.00
−0.03
−0.03

0.03
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.03

0.00
0.05
−0.03
−0.02
0.01
−0.05
0.00
0.03
−0.06

Air outlet 𝑇 = 20∘ C
L
M
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s
6 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s

−0.04
0.05
0.02
−0.04
−0.02
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.02

0.05
0.06
0.09
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.04
0.07
0.07

R
0.02
0.03
0.00
−0.01
−0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
−0.04

under same control conditions, do not exceed 0.11,
proving that Taguchi methods could replace fullfactorial methods for thermal comfort assessment.
(3) According to the factor analysis, the importance of
design parameters is sequenced as location of airconditioner, outlet air speed of air-conditioner, temperature of air-conditioner, and outdoor temperature.
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(4) The higher simulation efficiency can be derived by
introducing Taguchi method. Compared to the fullfactorial method, the time of computational simulation is only 1/9 for four-factor experiment.
Such a research result allows interior designers and mechanical engineers to predict the interior thermal comfort in
the beginning of design, through computer simulation and
additive model in Taguchi methods.
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The risk of insufficient petroleum resources has forced human beings to emphasize the acquisition and storage of energy. To avoid
such situation, this study tends to explore the effective management of lead-acid batteries for effective utilization conforming to the
industrial requirements.

1. Introduction
The advance of information technology has enhanced people’s requirements for the quality of life. Nevertheless, the risk
of insufficient petroleum resources has forced human beings
to emphasize the acquisition and storage of energy. In 2006,
two types of batteries appeared in the US top ten technology
plan, in which lead-acid batteries covered one-third of the
gross sales in the battery industry. In addition to the close
relations with power, traffic, and information, lead-acid
batteries presented the control power in the transportation,
like vehicles and various uninterruptible power systems so
as to become a necessary product in human life. Lead-acid
batteries [1] would become the new green energy system with
the best development and application in the 21st century.
The boom of green industry makes resource reengineering and energy conservation the key issues for enterprises
to invest in a lot of resources to protect the environment.
For instance, green economy or green industry has been
regarded as the key development in China’s 12th Five-Year
Plan. Apparently, green industry is not only an emerging
industry but also a trend. Particularly, the global focus on

energy protection in the past years has promoted the concepts
of energy conservation and carbon reduction. Besides, the
shortage of oil production, natural gas, and coal makes
the resource application extraordinarily important. A lot of
researchers therefore constantly study energy conservation,
aiming to effectively utilize the present resources on the
earth for the extreme benefits. This study aims to achieve the
energy conservation and environmental protection through
the effective management of lead-acid batteries.
According to the reports in Mainland China, lead-acid
battery producers are requested to recycle the products, meeting the requirements of the industrial management in Mainland China for it is the embodiment of social responsibility
as well as the key in the sustainable development of green
economy. For enterprises, secondary lead, as the cold iron in
reducing costs and enhancing efficiency, has played a critical
role in the increasing production of lead-acid batteries [2].
Meanwhile, the pollution risk is increasing in the secondary
lead processing that the nation is promoting the recycling
industry. The environmental capacity of lead-acid battery
recycle system is practiced in the nation based on provinces,
and the threshold for the industries is enhanced. Apparently,
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the officials in Mainland China have constantly planned and
invested in green economy and presented regulations for
the production of lead-acid batteries in order to protect the
citizens’ health and the economic development from being
damaged by lead-acid battery pollution.
The lead-acid battery industry is the key in the development of secondary energy that battery enterprises have
stressed on the applications to consumer products. Lead-acid
batteries, which are mainly applied to the energy storage of
vehicles, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), electric cars,
medical equipment, and communication devices, have been
used for a century land provided that the market structure is
mature and stable. In order to maintain the normal operation
of precision instruments in high-tech plants and medical
industry, uninterruptible power supply is often utilized for
keeping the power supply stable. Nevertheless, uninterruptible power supply requires a large amount of lead-acid batteries [3], which could lead to heavy metal pollution and endanger the citizens’ health if it lacks proper management.
Moreover, plug-in electric vehicles, as one of the seven strategic emerging industries, are considered promising but still
encounter problems in costs, markets, and security, showing the extraordinary importance of lead-acid battery management in the environmental pollution. To avoid such a situation, this study tends to explore the effective management
of lead-acid batteries for effective utilization conforming to
the industrial requirements.
Lead-acid batteries are widely applied and play a primary
role in human demands, such as the equipment of information, telecommunication, traffic, industry, and medical
systems. Lead-acid batteries are mainly applied to high-tech
plants and medical industry, particularly to uninterruptible
power supply, which has to be discarded every few years as it
is used as a spare. The chemical pollution of lead and sulfuric
acid in the process of dealing with used batteries could seriously impact the environment. Hence, the effective management of lead-acid batteries is considered as a critical issue
[4, 5]. Nonetheless, it is currently not easy to test the residual
capacity and the service life of lead-acid batteries, which
are affected by the battery structure, environmental temperature, depth of previous discharge, self-discharge of batteries,
discharge current, charge method, and end of discharge
voltage [6, 7]. Besides, the capacity change during the leadacid battery discharge is not linear, and some aged batteries
would appear decreased in voltage. In the real situation, not
all batteries could be measured offline, and the charge voltage measured online could result in misjudging the battery voltage. Besides, not all aged batteries would present
decreased voltage. In this case, battery voltage could not
entirely be used for judging battery ageing. It is regarded as a
dilemma to test lead-acid batteries [8]. As a result, a lot of battery-capacity detecting technologies are proposed in the market, including open circuit voltage, electrolyte specific gravity,
load voltage, internal resistance, charge ripple current monitoring, and offline load control, for various conditions [9–12].
In consideration of time, accuracy, and online detection, this
study aims to discuss the state of availability, residual capacity,
and service life of lead-acid batteries with the introduction of
scene management.
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The dynamic characteristics of lead-acid batteries are
complicated and would change with battery ageing. However,
the research on the management of lead-acid battery testing
tends to explore the effectiveness of lead-acid batteries for
the users to understand the power supply, the capacity, and
the discard time to ensure the system stability and the maximal effectiveness. The maintenance cost could be reduced by
verifying the health of each battery and providing managerial
strategies to ensure the discard time of batteries, and the
maintenance strategy is adjusted from advancing the currently time-based regular discard to condition-based according to the real discharge testing. Instantaneous current discharge, a highly reliable online testing with low destruction,
is introduced and can actually record DC resistance, float
voltage, discharge voltage, and recovery voltage in the discharge process for analyzing the single battery capacity and
capability. Moreover, it allows online testing and the reliability
of uninterruptible power supply in plants to be maintained.
Such an approach is expected to accurately estimate the state
of availability to find out the degraded batteries for early
discard and ensure the system reliability. This study aims to
(1) find out degraded batteries for early discard and
ensure the reliability of uninterruptible power supply,
(2) verify the health of each battery to ensure the actual
discard time and reduce the maintenance costs,
(3) test online without affecting the normal operation of
systems.
This paper is expected to achieve the objectives of predictive maintenance and effective utilization of batteries, energy
conservation, cost reduction, and environmental protection.
The managerial experiences and approaches of lead-acid
battery suppliers and technology plants are considered as
the reference of this study. By analyzing and recording the
data, the research results are inferred from the effective data,
which could be the reference of enterprises and the academia.
The enterprises therefore could decrease the waste of leadacid battery discard and reduce the discard cost. What is
more, the heavy metal pollution caused by lead-acid battery
discard could be reduced through the effective management
of lead-acid batteries so as to protect the environments and
contribute to the earth.

2. Related Work
2.1. State and Characteristics of Lead-Acid Batteries. The battery state could be divided into state of charge and state
of health, in which several correlations and parameters that
could affect the battery performance [4, 13] are contained. The
relations between the states are shown in Figure 1.
Lead-acid batteries present the characteristics of battery
capacity and voltage, discharge characteristics, and preservation of lead-acid batteries [14], which are further introduced
as follows.
(1) Battery Capacity and Voltage. For a battery with fixed
capacity, the relations between the discharge current and the
discharge time are not linear, and the discard time would
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Figure 1: Battery state flow.

change with changing discharge current. When discharging
a battery with rated current, the provided capacity conforms
to the rated capacity. However, the battery capacity would
obviously decrease when the battery is discharged with the
current larger than the rated current. For this reason, the
setting of end of discharge voltage (EODV) normally would
change with changing discharge current. Battery capacity
would be affected by the end voltage, discharge current, and
environmental temperature. The rated capacity of close leadacid batteries is set by a 20 h discharge rate (20 HR). The
battery capacity is also influenced by the environmental temperature that the environmental temperature about 0–40∘ C
is the optimal range for discharge. When the environmental
temperature is higher than 40∘ C, the battery performance
would degrade. The potential difference between the negative
and the positive poles is regarded as the battery voltage.
The voltage of a single lead-acid battery is about 2 V. The
concentration of sulfuric acid could present the changes of
battery capacity. In this case, measuring the open circuit
voltage could acquire the battery capacity [15–18].
(2) Discharge Characteristics. During discharge, lead-acid
batteries show the characteristics of larger capacity being
supplied by the discharge with low current and smaller
capacity being supplied by high-current discharge. Such
factors could cause difficulties in judging the residual capacity
and service life of a battery. The discharge current reveals
correlations with the end voltage of a battery that the lower
end voltage appears on the higher discharge current. Since
the chemical reaction in the end of battery discharge causes
bad conductivity in a battery, the internal resistance increases
and the voltage rapidly decreases so that the end voltage of
valve regulated lead-acid batteries would change with the

discharge rate. Low end voltage would be set for high-current discharge, while high end voltage is set for low-current
discharge. Since the product would be decreased when discharging with high current, the polar plate would not be damaged with low discharge voltage. Nonetheless, low-current
discharge for a long time could result in product obstruction
on the negative polar plate to deform the polar plate, cause
short circuit, and directly affect the service life that the end
voltage is generally higher. Consequently, the discharge voltage for valve regulated lead-acid batteries could not be lower
than the estimated end of discharge voltage; otherwise, the
batteries might fail and can no longer be charged when being
overdischarged [17, 19].
(3) Preservation of Lead-Acid Batteries. The optimal storage
conditions for lead-acid batteries container are −15∼30∘ C,
and the relative humidity is 25∼85%, not being directly
exposed in sun and dust-free places. Lead-acid batteries
present internal self-discharge reaction, that is, the reaction
between lead and sulfuric acid generating sulfuric acid lead
and hydrogen. Such a reaction would be accelerated with
increasing temperature to decrease the capacity and reduce
the voltage. For this reason, batteries kept for more than 3
months should be recharged before the delivery. In the process of packaging, transit, and storage, the battery capacity
would be slightly reduced due to the self-discharge and temperature. The capacity of lead-acid batteries therefore would
gradually decrease with time. When the self-discharge
exceeds the normal range, the open circuit voltage would
decrease that too much sulfuric matter on the polar plate
would permanently reduce the battery capacity and advance
the failure. As a result, batteries should be stored in cool and
dry places as the higher temperature a battery is kept in the
higher discharge rate.
2.2. Service Life of Lead-Acid Batteries and the Check Standard.
Regarding the irreversible life of lead-acid batteries, a battery
is considered terminated when the dischargeable capacity is
lower than 80% of rated capacity, according to IEEE Std 1188.
In accordance with the discharge capability, the service life of
lead-acid batteries could be divided into
(1) stable phase, with more than 100% discharge capability,
(2) decline phase, with 100%∼80% discharge capability,
(3) breakdown phase, with 80%∼35% discharge capability.
When the discharge capability is lower than 80%, the internal
polar plate would rapidly degrade and enter breakdown
phase, when the battery should be discarded, according to
IEEE Std 1188. Nevertheless, a battery can still serve for a long
period of time after the time point. In consideration of the
operation costs, lowering the discharge capability standard
for battery discard could reduce the cost and increase the
profit. However, the internal polar plate enters breakdown
phase with rapid degradation that the quality of power supply
for equipment might be affected and even cause operation
risks and loss when the discard time is delayed. Therefore,
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it is a major issue for battery managers making the optimal
discard time.
The judgment of battery life is generally defined according
to the usage, including cycle life and float life.
(1) Cycle Life. It refers to the number of times a battery is
being charged and discharged, which is used as the key power
with frequent charge/discharge, being repeatedly charged and
discharged when the capacity decreases down to a certain
value (60% or 80%) of the initial value. Depth of discharge
(DOD) is the major factor in cycle life of lead-acid batteries
that the higher depth of discharge would reduce the number
of times of cycle life [13].
(2) Float Life. Float life indicates treating the batteries as the
standby power, such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS),
when the battery life is calculated by time. For instance,
lead-acid batteries in uninterruptible power supply in technology plants are used as a spare, with the float state, and
merely discharged when the normal power is exceptionally
interrupted. Charge current is the major factor in float life
that continuous charge current could result in the erosion
of electrode plates [20]. Temperature, which could accelerate
the erosion of electrode plates, is regarded as another factor
in float life that being in a high-temperature environment
could rapidly damage the batteries. Since the charge way
and temperature could affect the service life of batteries, the
factors in shortening the battery life are concluded [21].
(a) Depth of discharge: overdischarge could shorten cycle
life.
(b) Large-current discharge: discharge with small capacity and then large current could shorten the service
life.
(c) Large-current charge: the gas generated by extreme
charge current could exceed the absorption rate of
batteries at a certain amount to increase the internal
pressure causing the gas being exhausted from the
security valve. The electrolyte therefore would be
largely consumed to damage the components in the
battery.
(d) Overcharge: the components in a battery would be
damaged by the electrolyte resulting from overcharge.
(e) Effects of environmental temperature: high temperature would accelerate the degradation of components
in a battery. The battery life would be shortened when
charging with fixed voltage but unnecessary large
current in high temperature. Hydrogen generated in
extreme low-temperature charge could increase the
internal pressure or decrease the electrolyte to shorten
the service life.
2.3. State Detection of Lead-Acid Batteries. Current technologies for measuring the lead-acid battery state contain open
circuit voltage, electrolyte specific gravity, internal resistance,
charge ripple current monitoring, and offline load control

[22]. They are introduced in this section, and the measurement used for this experiment is selected [23].
(1) Open Circuit Voltage. The residual capacity and the open
circuit voltage of a battery appear in linear relationship that
the open circuit voltage could be used for judging the battery
state. However, after charging/discharging lead-acid batteries,
the open circuit voltage required time, about 30 min–1 hr, for
recovery and being stable. When the battery state is predicted
with the open circuit voltage in this period, it would reveal
certain errors. The measurement of float voltage could check
seriously damaged open circuit and short circuit batteries but
could not judge the discharge capability of each battery. For
measuring the open circuit voltage, it required 2 hrs offline
for balancing the electrolytic reaction so as to judge the state
of charge. Moreover, batteries should be kept in the float state
in uninterruptible power supply that open circuit voltage is
rather unsuitable [24, 25].
(2) Electrolyte Specific Gravity. The electrolyte is the mixture
of pure sulfuric acid and distilled water under the temperature 80∘ F and the standard specific gravity 1.280. Hydrometer
method is used for measuring the specific gravity change
of the electrolyte in a battery, as the concentration of acid
liquor in the electrolyte would decrease when discharging
lead-acid batteries and is proportional to the battery state.
A hydrometer therefore is utilized for measuring the specific
gravity of the electrolyte as well as predicting the residual
capacity of the battery [19]. Nonetheless, each battery has
to be measured its electrolytic concentration which would
consume more time and increase manpower costs. Besides,
the electrolyte is limited that the spread speed and the specific
gravity appear lower in the upper layer but higher in the
lower layer during charging/discharging that stratification is
generated to affect the estimation of the battery state.
(3) Internal Resistance. For internal resistance, the resistance
change, during the battery discharge, is used for estimating
the residual capacity of a battery [18]. At the end of the battery
discharge, the internal resistance would rapidly increase that
the rapidly increasing resistance could be regarded as the
end of the battery capacity. However, such an approach is
restricted to the precision of resistance measurement, and the
resistance have certain relations with the service life that a
battery being used for a long period of time would appear
in higher internal resistance, resulting in causing prediction
errors. Internal resistance is likely affected by online charge
current and ripples so that the reproducibility of the read
value is bad (the rate of change about 20∼25%). Internal
resistance could orientate the exceptional resistance, which
is one of the key judgments in battery failure [26–29].
(4) Charge Ripple Current Monitoring. When ageing and
passivation appear in a series of batteries, the capacitive
reactance change would affect the ripple current in the charge
current. Such an approach could establish a long-term ageing
judgment of a series of batteries but could not diagnose a
single battery. Besides, the ripple current could have errors
because of the capacitor failure of rectifier, charger, load
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change, and DC Bus that other testing methods should be
taken into account.
(5) Offline Load Control. To test the left capacity of a battery, off-line load control, is suitable for the acceptance of uninterruptible power supply. However, the setting of the end
voltage should be emphasized in deep discharge to prevent
the battery from being damaged.
(6) Instantaneous Current Discharge. The batteries provide
the power through electrochemical reaction. The chemical
voltage measured in a short period of time could be an online
test with high reliability and low destruction. The external
load is utilized for instantaneous current discharge when
DC resistance, float voltage, discharge voltage, and recovery
voltage are recorded. It allows measuring batteries without
stopping the devices and easily controlling the single battery
capacity and capability.
In accordance with the experimental requirements in
this study, instantaneous current discharge is chosen for
measuring lead-acid batteries for it could easily control the
current state of batteries and exclude unnecessary resistance
errors. Hence, the testing data are more precise for analyzing
the state and the discharge capability of lead-acid batteries.
In order to achieve the effective management of lead-acid
batteries, the successive management is further evaluated
according to the analyzed data.

3. Measurement and Practice of
ACID Batteries
3.1. Research Variables. Based on the research variables of
batteries, current, voltage, and battery state, the unit and
codes are defined as follows:
(1) Battery Code (NO.).
(2) Service Time (Time; Unit: Month).
(3) Float Voltage (FV; Unit: V).
(4) Discharge Voltage (DV; Unit: V).
(5) Discharge Current (DA; Unit: A).
(6) Internal Resistance (𝑅; Unit: mΩ).
(7) Battery State (Check; 1: OK, 2: WARNING, 3: EXCEPTION).
3.2. Research Hypotheses. The following hypotheses are proposed for the batteries so as to exclude some special situations
and make the research results more precise.
(1) The longer service time (Time), the lower discharge
voltage (DV).
(2) The longer service time (Time), the higher internal
resistance (𝑅).
(3) Battery state (Check) is correlated with service time
(Time), discharge voltage (DV), and internal resistance (𝑅).
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3.3. Research Design. To effectively test the state and discharge capability of lead-acid batteries in uninterruptible
power supply in technology plants, instantaneous current
discharge is selected as the measurement in this study
by testing the battery state with a measuring device and
analyzing the tested discharge data with software.
According to the process, more than two people are
required to securely and accurately complete the research.
The measuring devices are checked in the beginning of
the research to ensure the usability. The condition of uninterruptible power supply is further confirmed to exclude
the exception. The operation and evacuation routes are
also confirmed for the operators’ security. Furthermore,
the measuring device parameters are set for starting the
experiment. In the testing process, each cell checked the
discharge characteristics every 0.5 sec, and the characteristics
of recovery voltage are also measured every 0.5 sec for testing
the terminal voltage change. In addition, the voltage monitoring terminal is connected to the terminal of energy storage
pool and the discharge current probe is directly linked to the
battery terminal for diagnoses. The device is also checked for
the misconnection. When there is exception resulting from
misconnection, the device would alert the operator to ensure
the operation security. Finally, the measured data are read
for data analyses to explore the effective information for the
effective management of the personnel in technology plants
and cost reduction.
3.4. Research Methodology. Instantaneous current discharge
is selected as the measurement in this study, as it is suitable for
measuring the state of lead-acid batteries in uninterruptible
power supply in technology plants with the following advantages.
(1) Instantaneous current discharge could control the
capacity state and the starting ability of a single
battery.
(2) DC resistance measured from the real discharge could
be used for analyzing the degradation of polar plates
and the terminal break and false welding of power
collector as well as avoiding AC resistance errors.
(3) The float voltage data are applied to understanding the
balance analysis of charge voltage and the examination of short circuit batteries.
(4) The recovery voltage data allow analyzing the factors
in the electrolytic degradation.
An instantaneous discharge device is utilized in this study for
finding out the degraded batteries with the testing information and preceding the control according to the current time
and state of lead-acid batteries to assist technology plants in
achieving the effective management.
In accordance with instantaneous current discharge, the
relationship between lead-acid battery voltage and time
is applied to collecting the testing data for the statistical
analyses of service time, internal resistance, discharge voltage,
and float voltage, which are compared with basic statistical
analysis, regression analysis, and discriminated analysis for
the effective management.
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(1) Measuring Device Checking. The state and maintenance
of the measuring devices should be checked before the
measurement so as to accurately test the state of lead-acid
batteries in uninterruptible power supply and reduce errors.
Five minutes are expected to check the measuring devices
and the accessories, including the measuring devices of
operational power, voltage measuring tool, discharge probe,
data transmission line, 13 mm spanner, and analysis software,
the other tools of multimeter, standby battery, and discharge
probe levelling tools of sandpaper, wirecutter, and needlenose plier. The specific check proceeds after completing the
checking and preparations.
(2) Uninterruptible Power Supply Checking. Uninterruptible
power supply in technology plants is regarded as the research
subject in this study. Proceeding with uninterruptible power
supply checking to confirm the state of uninterruptible power
supply could prevent the experimental errors and protect
the security of the personnel. Five minutes are estimated for
the confirmation of uninterruptible power supply, including uninterruptible power supply operating state, lead-acid
battery appearance, environmental condition, charge setting,
and operating space, and the other tools and machinery
of multimeter, uninterruptible power supply panel, thermometer, and visual inspection and hands. The specific
confirmation proceeds after the checking and preparations.
(3) Researcher Security. There are risks in instantaneous
current discharge that complete preparations are required
for ensuring the researchers’ security. It takes about three
minutes for the researchers to put on the protective garments,
including Insulating Gloves, Long-Sleeves Work Suit, and
Insulating Tool. Measuring operation manual is followed for
the operation and wearing so as to ensure the researchers
being in the optimal security. The specific confirmation
proceeds after the checking and preparations.
(4) Measuring Device Parameter Setting. The measuring
device parameters are set after the preparations in order to
precisely measure the experimental data. The devices are
functioned DATE, USER CODE, BATT GROUP, BATT NO.,
DATE OF MFG, and CURRENT. The parameters are set
and operated according to measuring body device, battery
specification, and measuring operation manual.
(5) Float Voltage Testing. Float voltage testing is done before
the discharge testing. Connecting the voltage probe for float
voltage measurement, the conducting strip of the battery is
checked to ensure the tight lock. The testing system is further
checked to avoid invalid data caused by errors. The devices
cover measuring body device, measuring tool-voltage probe,
battery specification, and measuring operation manual.

14.00
13.80
Voltage (V)

3.5. Research Devices and Practice. Based on the above
research process, this study practiced measuring device
checking, uninterruptible power supply checking, researcher
security, measuring equipment parameter setting, float voltage testing, and discharge testing for effectively testing the
battery state and understanding the real change time of
batteries to reduce the costs.
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Figure 2: Float charge voltage of the lead-acid batteries.

(6) Discharge Testing. A discharge probe needs to be equipped
in the initial discharge testing. The discharge testing of a
single lead-acid battery can be completed within 1 sec (including discharge for 0.5 sec). The data are further confirmed to
avoid invalidity. The devices include measuring body device,
measuring operation manual, discharge work-current probe,
and measuring tool-voltage clamp.

4. Measuring Results and Analysis
4.1. Collection and Organization of Variable Data. The batteries in uninterruptible power supply in technology plants are
discussed in this study. Total 16 batteries are recorded in the
actual measurement, and total 64 pieces of data are acquired
by recording Battery code (NO.), service time (Time; Unit:
month), float voltage (FV; Unit: V), discharge voltage (DV;
Unit: V), discharge current (DA; Unit: A), internal resistance
(𝑅; Unit: mΩ), battery state (Check; 1: OK, 2: WARNING,
3: EXCEPTION) at the time points at 8, 49, 89, and 102
months. For judging battery state (Check), a battery is first
judged as exceptional when the discharge current is less
than 80% (80 A) of the set 100 A. Second, an unfavorable
discharge voltage condition is considered when discharge
voltage DV < 90% (12.15 V) of the rated 13.5 V. Third, when
the resistance is 1.75 times (7 mΩ) larger than the initial
4 mΩ, the internal resistance is unfavorable. Each unfavorable condition is added 1 to the battery state. Moreover, float
voltage (FV) is affected by the charge voltage during online
measurements that the measured value is merely regarded as
the reference but not considered for the judgment. According
to the statistical data diagram of lead-acid batteries at 8, 49,
89, and 102 months (Figure 2), float voltage of the lead-acid
batteries at the 8th month is higher than the values of other
aged lead-acid batteries, while float voltage at other months
is not significantly related to battery time, possibly because of
the effects of series-connected charge voltage.
The experimental results show that discharge voltage of
lead-acid batteries tends to be stable with the value in 12.7–
12.2. However, comparing the batteries which are placed for
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Figure 3: Discharge voltage of lead-acid batteries.

102 months with the control lead-acid batteries, discharge
voltage gradually decreases. From the line graph of discharge
voltage (Figure 3), the voltage of lead-acid batteries, which
are placed for 102 months, obviously weakens, presenting the
positive proportion of the degradation and time.
In accordance with the statistical data of batteries at 8, 49,
89, and 102 months, the internal resistance at the 8th month is
smaller, while the relative large value is revealed at the 102nd
month when problems are likely to appear. From Figure 4,
batteries with longer service time would start degrading internally, resulting in increasing internal resistance.
By observing the testing data, 16 batteries in 8 months are
OK, showing the low probability of EXCEPTION; 15 batteries
in 89 months are OK; merely one presents WARNING,
showing that the batteries start degrading but are still secure.
The battery state change therefore should be concerned
for the management. Three batteries in 102 months show
WARNING, and the rest 12 batteries reveal EXCEPTION,
presenting the serious battery degradation that batteries after
102 months can no longer be used. In this case, the managers
should make decisions on the battery discard.
4.2. Statistical Analyses. Table 1 shows the statistics of mean,
median, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation.
The regression analysis of the samples involve service
time (Time) and discharge voltage (DV); according to the
analysis, the model correlation coefficient is low as shown as
Table 2, and the data are checked for excluding the outlier.
After excluding the outlier, the test on service time (Time)
and discharge voltage (DV) keeps do regression analysis;
according to it, the model correlation coefficient increases up
to 0.6072. Apparently, discharge voltage of lead-acid batteries
would be affected by service time that the negative correlation
appears under the significance 5%. It shows that the longer
service time would reduce discharge voltage (Table 3).
The regression analysis on service time (Time) and internal resistance (𝑅) goes on, by which the model correlation
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Figure 4: Internal resistance of lead-acid batteries.

coefficient reveals 0.6538, presenting the effects of service
time on lead-acid battery resistance. The positive correlations
appear under the significance 1% that the longer service time
could enhance internal resistance (Table 4).
Regression analysis is preceded for battery state (Check)
towards internal resistance (𝑅) and discharge voltage (DV).
The model correlation coefficient shows 0.7507, revealing the
negative correlation between lead-acid battery state and discharge voltage under the significance 1%. It presents that the
lower discharge voltage would worsen the battery condition.
The remarkable correlation between internal resistance and
battery state is not as good as discharge voltage, showing that
both discharge current (DA) and discharge voltage should be
measured for judging the battery condition (Table 5).
Finally, the measurement of discriminant analysis has to
be done. The normal (OK) samples present 75%, the ones with
WARNING show 6.25%, and the defective ones (NG) reveal
18.75%, where misjudging OK as NG appears once, 2.08%. In
summary, the normal judgment (OK) appears to be 97.92%,
the ones of WARNING present 100%, and the defective ones
(NG) are 100%. The overall misjudgment proportion presents
the accuracy of the verification. Table 6 shows the data in
check discriminant analysis.
4.3. Management Structure. The experimental results of leadacid batteries show the positive proportion between the
battery degradation and time. The change appears on the end
of battery life when it accelerates the degradation. Figure 5
shows the discharge voltage/internal resistance distribution
of the 64 batteries. Similar to the previous analyses, the longer
service time would decrease discharge voltage and enhance
internal resistance.
It is suggested in IEEE Std 1188 that lead-acid batteries
with the discharge capability lower than 80% should be
discarded. Nevertheless, batteries can still be used for a period
of time after the time point (as the measured discharge
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Table 1: Basic statistics.

Variable
Mean

Time

FV

DV

DA

𝑅

Check

62

13.431

12.224

98.656

12.605

1.438

Median

69

13.393

12.533

100

4.697

1

Maximum

102

13.624

12.695

100

461.551

3

Minimum

8

13.292

0.666

14

3.906

1

37.081

0.097

1.496

10.750

57.032

0.794

Standard deviation

Table 2: Service time and discharge voltage of regression analysis.
Variable

Coefficient estimates

Standard deviation

𝑡-value

𝑃 value

Significant

𝑅-square

Constant
Time

12.937
−0.0115

0.354
0.0049

36.54
−2.34

<0.0001
0.0224

1%
5%

0.0665

12.0

DC internal resistance (mΩ)

11.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
11.2

11.4

11.6

11.8

12.0

12.2

12.4

12.6

12.8

13.0

Discharge voltage (V)
8 months
49 months

89 months
102 months

Figure 5: Discharge voltage/internal resistance distribution.

voltage in Figure 5 merely shows 1 sample not being able to
be discharged, while the rest of the samples could meet the
requirement of the rated discharge current). In consideration
of the operation cost, lowering the limit for discard could
reduce the cost. However, the late changing time might affect
the stable device operation and influence the operation of the
plant to cause loss.
Based on the internal standard process, the lead-acid
batteries in uninterruptible power supply should be discarded
after 4 years (48 months). When the data showed WARNING,
service time might be prolonged to 7 years. In the case
company, total 9,559 lead-acid batteries were purchased in
different years. According to the standard process, about
136.8 million NT dollars are required for battery discard in
2004–2020. When the discard time is prolonged to 7 years
(84 months), total 88.215 million NT dollars is required for
battery discard in 2004–2020. Total 48.595 million NT dollars
therefore could be reduced in the 16 years that about 3 million
NT dollars is reduced annually.

The analysis results show that the approach could accurately judge the battery state. Except bad quality or end of
battery life, internal resistance and discharge voltage degrade
slowly and continuously, which might be measured after
several months. Based on the concept, the battery maintenance is classified into new, midterm, and end-term for tests.
New batteries are the ones newly purchased, which could be
defined as feedstock tests when the batteries are tested in the
beginning of purchase so as to reduce the risk of bad quality.
Moreover, there are several factors in the residual capacity
and service life of lead-acid batteries, including battery
structure, environmental temperature, depth of previous discharge, self-discharge, discharge current, charge method, and
end of discharge voltage. The end-term batteries are therefore
defined as service time over a half of the battery life. The test
is then shortened from 6 months to 3 months, expecting to
find out the breakdown, proceeding with maintenance and
discard, and ensure the system reliability, other than those
defined as midterm batteries, which are relatively stable and
show lower risks of breakdown. The test proceeds once a year
to reduce the work load of the testing personnel.

5. Conclusion
Aiming at the management of degrading lead-acid batteries
in uninterruptible power supply in technology plants, a
testing method not affecting the online testing is selected. A
battery testing process is established according to the research
results, expecting to change the time-based regular testing
into active condition-based maintenance, which detects the
device parameters and adopts proper maintenance before the
exception or breakdown. Such a testing strategy presents the
following features.
(1) In consideration of time, accuracy, and online
detectability, the discharge is checked in short time,
and DC resistance, float voltage, discharge voltage,
and charge voltage are recorded in the process to
provide a testing method for battery state.
(2) The battery management is provided for technology
plants, expecting to verify the health of each battery,
find out the degraded batteries for discard, and
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Table 3: Regression analysis (excluding outliers).

Variable

Coefficient estimates

Standard deviation

𝑡-value

𝑃 value

Significant

𝑅-square

Constant
Time

12.787
−0.0062

0.0450
0.0006

283.93
−9.84

<0.0001
<0.0001

1%
5%

0.6072

Table 4: Service time and internal resistance of regression analysis.
Variable

Coefficient estimates

Standard deviation

𝑡-value

𝑃 value

Significant

𝑅-square

Constant
Time

3.2847
0.0358

0.2354
0.0033

13.96
10.87

<0.0001
<0.0001

1%
1%

0.6538

Table 5: Battery state, internal resistance, and discharge voltage.
Variable

Coefficient estimates

Standard deviation

𝑡-value

𝑃 value

Significant

𝑅-square

Constant
DV

86.9502
−6.5462

14.9149
1.1146

5.83
−5.87

<0.0001
<0.0001

1%
1%

0.7507

𝑅

−0.7881

0.2002

−3.94

0.0002

1%

Table 6: Battery state of discriminant analysis.
Check
OK
Warning
NG

OK

Warning

NG

Total

47

0

1

48

97.92%

0%

2.080%

100%

0

4

0

4

0%

100%

0%

100%

0

0

12

12

0%

0%

100%

100%

confirm the actual discard time of batteries. Hence,
it is able to ensure the system reliability and provide
users with managerial strategies.
(3) Aiming at reducing the maintenance cost, current
time-based regular testing for advance discard is
adjusted to condition-based maintenance based on
the discharge tests.
Under the fierce competition in modern technology industry,
cost reduction is always the requirement of managers. Nevertheless, in consideration of device operation maintenance
and system stability, the optimal device maintenance strategy
could minimize the maintenance cost and maximize the
system stability.
In the regular testing process, setting the measuring cycle
might be difficult. A long cycle might reduce the number of
testing times but increase the risk of exceptional batteries not
being checked. A short cycle could cause overmaintenance
and manpower load because of the increasing number of
testing times and testing manpower costs. Factors in battery
life are numerous that instantaneous current discharge is
applied to establishing a management method in this study.
It could not only ensure the system stability in the plant
but also acquire the maximal use effectiveness, reduce the
maintenance cost, enhance the company competitiveness,
and reduce the impact of used batteries on the environment

by decreasing unnecessary battery discard so as to contribute
to the environmental protection and waste reduction.
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The teaching evaluation questionnaire in the university has been an essential routine. The administrative staff of academic affairs
shall obey the rules, fairness, and valid principles within the period of finishing teaching evaluation questionnaire. To ensure the
accuracy and timeliness of the large number of questionnaires, it makes the administrative staff of academic affairs face the challenge
and pressure if the students are too many. Program potency low or bad often came from the development staff being familiar with
bad program development idea; the bad designs of system program in itself causes the factor proportion to occupy more higher,
because the similar application program mode of writing is, respectively, different. However, the exploiter may find the method of
the little consumption of system resources to complete the similar work task. We develop the software service of cloud platform and
the educational administration personnel operates process in the software service of cloud platform. The cloud platform reduces
the system wait and calculation time of questionnaire, improves and simplifies system operation flow, and promotes 10 times of
program efficiencies as well as solving the load overweight problem of potency bottleneck.

1. Introduction
This research is taken with various differently angle ponder
appraisals by the system user, demand, and exploiter and
establishes the analysis and discussion according to each
demand and characteristic, to present the key consideration
for the implementation of study teaching evaluation questionnaire system, and establishes the clouds platform system
to implement the teaching evaluation questionnaire work,
which appraises the result of implementation. Finally we
propose the conclusion of this research for the future reference of school affairs administrative efficiency appraisal and
promote the computerization of school affairs administration
and establish the reference of school affairs special case
for the commander institution of education unit, nonprofit
organization [1, 2], and information manufacturer. In order
to promote teacher teaching quantity and student study result
in the school of this research, teaching quantity, good and

bad of teaching quantity indirectly affects the student study
result. According to the learning process of student with
interest, ability, teachers, achievement, time coordination,
and other factors considered, we pay great attention not
only the request that has the fairness but also embrace the
high expectation whether to help the promotion of teacher
teaching quantity and student study result. Simultaneously
we provide the teacher evaluation, selection of teaching fine
and outstanding teacher, and others of the related evidence
material and understand operations result and performance
reviews for the commander institution of education unit and
board of directors target [1, 3].
The teaching evaluation questionnaire has been important routine services in the national universities and colleges. The educational administration personnel must simultaneously give dual attention to the stipulation, fairness,
and the valid principle and does the teaching evaluation
questionnaire homework in the stipulating time interval. In
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order to guarantee the huge quantity questionnaire material
with the accuracy and the instantaneity, the educational
administration personnel are faced with the test and great
pressure in the students scale over a thousand people or
even over ten thousand people schools. Nowadays hardware
source equipment which presents the explosive growth may
carry on because of the CPU, memory, and storage hard disk
related hardware device massively and operates [4, 5] fast
and simultaneously has solved the operation and carries out
the potency of the bottleneck and difficult position. When
program operation meets the potency bottleneck or the load
overweight issue, it may because of elastically expand the
hardware source equipment to solve [6] continually, but this
also grew hardware disbursement considerable substantial
costs [7, 8].
This research evaluates the curriculum of at least 200
classes; the educational administration personnel want to
transfer the teaching evaluation questionnaire by the information automatic treatment, avoiding causing the manual
calculation mistake because of the excessive questionnaire
quantity. However, the teaching evaluation questionnaire
system links one of the original school affairs information system; the educational administration personnel react that the
use of the system operation is not easy and its process is to be
mistakable less than two school years, although it may recover
and be corrected by the way of revision information database;
however, its process has to lose the fairness and appraisal
result is easy to be questioned; it reacts that the system load is
heavy easily, and the waiting time of the calculation statistics
of questionnaire is too long and the issues are numerous.
Therefore, the educational administration personnel seek
the information center engineer to take the gauge of the
system condition whether it may make the improvement,
hope to cut the error rate, and discuss the flow simplification
work [9]. Simultaneously, this school information center
also expressed that because the existing information system
equipment is expensive and novel and its use is for less than
three years, there is no consideration or plan to change school
affairs information system hardware device in the short term.
Therefore, this research takes revising the program to reduce
the equipment capital outlay as the principle and explores the
teaching evaluation questionnaire issue to have the possible
factor and designs to conform to the audiences to accept the
system [10].
This research’s objectives are (1) solving educational
administration personnel issue; (2) taking revising the program as the principle and effectively solving the system
effectiveness problem; and (3) understanding program development way regarding potency affects. And it hopes that
the conformity of clouds service and the process of program
code edition control and system development flow make
the development staff to be possible for effectively lifting
system to deliver the quality and lift system potency and
effectively reduce the outlay cost of equipment augmentation
to understand choice in the future or the use of clouds
service and system special case development that may face
the reference of risk, challenge, and related technology
issue.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Continual Conformity. To establish the job of completed
test environment, it is needed to spend many manpower
operations and may achieve the resources of hardware
environmental equipment, but in the software special case
of development process, it is limited to the resources of
environmental equipment and limiting factor of manpower.
The most software testing is distributes to many manpower
operations [11]. Therefore, this research promotes the test
environment establishment process and quality because of
the clouds automated mechanism and application interface
[12, 13].
When during software development team is performing
at its own function condition, perhaps the system is unable to
stabilize in the effective executing state. When must come to
the end of the system development or in the almost completed
stage, the system mode gradually tends to the steady state,
there is likely occurred when the system is unable to conform
the final integration phase. Therefore when the software
special case execution and development process are longer,
the program code that accumulates is also more complex
and is huger; the conformity work becomes very difficult,
regulatory risk is also bigger, carried on with its and other
special cases to the final stage and finds the problem and
might as well shift to an earlier time to carry out the systems
integration work, when in the program code was renewed
and revision, namely, carries on the automated conformity
work. Therefore management master of continual conformity
Martin Fowler proposes main conditions of the development
pattern of continual conformity which are as follows:
(i) it manages independent program code;
(ii) it establishes the automation;
(iii) it establishes automated test;
(iv) the development staff may deliver to the main place
to store up the program;
(v) the program code may establish on conformity
machine;
(vi) it may establish fast;
(vii) it may duplicate the product environment to test;
(viii) it may make any development staff to obtain the most
new program to carry out;
(ix) it may know the automated test result.
2.2. Program Code Edition Control. Program code edition
control is the most important topic of software quality.
Also it is the basis of development team and special case
development. Before the end of program development life
cycle, the system will continue along with the issue of system
to occur with the improvement, the user demand change or
the system environment change then grows various different
issues; the system-related software and application program
are inevitably also along with the system issue renewal or
the edition correction, and in the system edition correction
renewal process, it will cause it to carry out the edition forked
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working systematically and possibly extends various minutes
of types of different branch editions along with the special
case development demand. But the majority of enterprises
are all impossible to establish the corresponding environment
to the demand of application program system test situation
completely. The test carries merely on the common simulation operation environment; even many small and mediumsized enterprises have not carried on to establish the test
environment, or many small- and medium-sized enterprises
that most often use the test environment are the product
user immediately execution environments, but this situation
regarding the program development quality without doubt is
also a very big risk and cost, it possibly grows that there is not
many to anticipate the situation.

3. System Analysis and Design
3.1. System Requirements. This objective of research is to
the newly setup universities and colleges and it inducts the
school affairs information system outward and contains the
educational administration and student business, general
affairs, accountant and special case project management,
human affairs, and other major school affairs information
systems. But the induction process in school affairs information system function has the urgent demand regarding some
system functions; however, it wants to use the system of part
of old version or obsoletes to stop using and maintenance,
and simultaneously inducts the above system; it causes the
user operating system inconvenience or it is unable to use the
situation accommodatingly. Since the use of paper operating
type of implementation teaching evaluation questionnaire
is from 2010, because of implementation process being
complicated, it must spend environmental protection in the
massive paper print to be easy to have the anxiety; the
calculation statistics questionnaire result must be confirmed
repeatedly and avoids mistake also being probable to spend a
huge amount of manpower. Since 2011 it inducts the teaching
evaluation questionnaire system and starts to implement the
online work, initial period. The student teaching evaluation
questionnaire fills in the answering rate not to reach the
effective threshold. In 2012 the educational administration
personnel reacted that the teaching evaluation questionnaire
system must use the interactive operation when the system
operated the local end educational administration system
and Web end teaching evaluation questionnaire, and using
operation in the system is hard and flow complication
is mistakable. This research under this environment and
background, regarding the concept and spirit of teaching
evaluation questionnaire system development, is as follows:
(1) educational administration personnel unified in Web
end operation processing, stopped using the Local
end educational administration system;
(2) it reduced system wait time;
(3) it improved and simplified system operation flow;
(4) it promoted teaching evaluation questionnaire filling
rate.
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Operation inconvenience Program issue
Calculation time too long
Iteration
Questionnaire bank not created
Poor function
Userpuzzle
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Student not implement questionnaire
No reference
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Filling in rate not
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Figure 1: Teaching evaluation questionnaire system cause and effect.

In order to discover basic issue source, this research
attempts to use Cause-and-Effect Diagram as shown in
Figure 1 to look for and to reorganize the issue with the likely
factors.
By Figure 1, we knew that the most subject matter is
“user puzzles.” But the line of subject matter links to indicate
that it causes the subject matter of the possible essential
factor: (1) operation inconvenience; (2) program issue; (3) the
teacher not taking it seriously; and (4) filling rate not reaching
the threshold. The line of possible essential factor links to
indicate that it creates this essential factor of the possible
detail factor. The issue induction originates for educational
administration personnel and information center technical
personnel reorganizes the issue.
(1) Operation Inconvenience. Whenever during carrying out
the teaching evaluation questionnaire service, the educational administrative personnel responded due to the existing system operation process must unceasingly operate the
teaching evaluation questionnaire system both from the local
end of educational administration system and the web end of
school affairs information system alternately. In addition, the
system does not have the questionnaire database function in
present; therefore, when establishing a questionnaire process
needed to input redundant topic serial number, topic, option,
format, and other changes manually every time, its operating
process must truly record each system operation link and
step and must truly carry out each link and step in order,
may not jump over willfully, if some link misses or makes a
mistake for which it will cause the entire teaching evaluation
questionnaire system to be established with failure and
incorrectness, and it must turn back to operate again. Also the
present system does not have user interface to possibly intuit
watching to the teaching evaluation questionnaire condition
after establishing, it can only obtain the relevant record of
teaching evaluation questionnaire from the database to judge
abstractly, when carrying on the teaching evaluation questionnaire each time at least 200 curricula in the school,must
establish at least 200 teaching evaluation questionnaires;
there are at least 200 quantities ∗ 30 (topic) ∗ 5 (option) ∗ 3
(format) approximately 90,000 records in the database; if only
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to establish simple effective teaching evaluation questionnaire
we need tospend half workday time; afterward we must invite
the administrative personnel in the unit and information
center engineers to carry on the support to assist to carry on
two times to check with the confirmation work, which result
in the serious protracted administration program efficiency
and manpower waste.
(2) Program Issue. After teaching evaluation questionnaire
implementation had ended, when the educational administrative personnel wants to obtain the detailed teaching evaluation questionnaire statistical result among various curricula
carries out the calculation program function; therefore the
system must calculate at least 200 teaching evaluation questionnaires; its system calculation result time at least needs
the time-consuming 30 minutes that may know and obtain
the file after the settlement. Simultaneously the educational
administrative personnel also responded that the existing
teaching evaluation questionnaire system function is quite
spring; operational procedure is also quite complicated, in
establishing the teaching evaluation questionnaire or its operating process frequently presents the wrong program works
to initiate as the machine goes down or the program has
non-response picture; we suggested increasing development
of various functions or the system edition corrections in order
to lift system function to contain the degree of completeness
and perfection.
(3) The Teacher Does Not Take Seriously. Some teachers think
that the implementation of teaching evaluation questionnaire
can come apart with the present condition and cannot have
the reference value and proposed putting forward various
dissident views warmly:
(i) the education is the conscience enterprise, subject
to the teacher regards with that mentality; if the
teacher will not care relatively, it will not have any
coping style; instead it will be easy to become a mere
formality;
(ii) the improvement with emphasis should use or assign
human resources effectively properly in the teacher
equipment and teaching assistant and other auxiliary
means, but it is not only a service pattern of teaching
evaluation questionnaire;
(iii) because the teaching and research were insufficient
at the present time, we need more time patch, the
arrangement of teaching material, such as spending
the overtime in the teaching evaluation, causing this
“time” to try to push each other out, which will not
only help the teaching or the research;
(iv) if we implement the teaching evaluation questionnaire, because of its all sorts of factors, it can respond
not necessarily objectively to the teaching evaluation
result; it must have the teaching or study improvement of coordinated sets of measures, or it enhances
the cause of the proportion but does not evaluate for
the evaluation constantly;

User1

User2

Fire
wall

User
interface

Business
logic

Data
access

User3

Figure 2: Three levels as the pattern framework of system development.

(v) for some open style issue, student opinions are not
truly partially, but the teacher does not have the
opportunity to communicate with these students to
define clearly the misunderstanding;
(vi) the suggestion of filling in the teaching evaluation
questionnaire is to be quite suitable again after the
student graduates; the students do not not need to be
worried to fail in course after the student graduates
and do not not have individual stake; therefore in
filling it is quite fair. Simultaneously after entering the
society, the thought and behavior must be objective,
fair, and mature; the students can understand the
teaching way and intention of the teacher.
(4) Filling in Rate Has Not Reached Threshold. The embodiment of teaching evaluation questionnaire, because the
student generally does not know what day to implement
and does not clear to its goal and the importance of why
implementation of teaching evaluation questionnaire, and
lacks the cause of filling. During the implementation period
of midterm and final term, compress the student to review
the reviewing lessons time even there is student partially
does not clear to the rule to think. If after filling in the
negative opinion, the student will be got the result of low
score by this curriculum teaching teacher. Therefore, few of
the students even has not to be willing to fill in the teaching
evaluation questionnaire, the common filling to answer of
students for teaching evaluation questionnaire is less than
50% phenomena.
3.2. System Configuration. This research uses three levels as
the pattern framework of system development as shown in
Figure 2. The system is divided into three levels: showing
user materials, the business logic, and material deposits and
withdraws; each level is an independent system, and it has the
dispersive, ductility, and cutting program of system function
and easy maintenance. When some level of the hardware or
the software must be promoted, replaced or broken down, it
may by the parts of other correspondence levels of machine
installment then immediately return to normal; it does not
affect other level operations. But three levels may place the
information database after the web server, making front
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program unable to be directly accessed, its material security
and privacy are better than the client-server framework. (1)
User Interface Layer: the web interface or the form for user
interaction (to accept input, to demonstrate output) passes to
the business logic layer the user movement and demonstrates
the material of business logic layer transmission. (2) Business
Logic Layer: as the bridge of the user interface and information database, it passes the input of user interface level to
the data access layer and makes the business logic operation
for the material of data access layer transmission and passes
to the demonstration level again. (3) Data Access Layer:
the information database deposit material or processing the
information; it passes the material to the business logic layer.
3.3. System Implementation Model. This research uses C#
language to write program and uses Microsoft Visual Studio
2010 to translate and inducts clouds Team Foundation Service
to take the program code edition control and conform with
the server to establish and improve the development environment continually; the test environment is the Windows
7 Pro 32 bit operating systems, CPU is Intel Core2 Quad
Q8300 CPU 2.5 GHz, and memory is 4 GB but may use the
capacity is 3.5 GB. The system changed the original teaching
evaluation questionnaire system by the VB.Net language
in the development process to C# in order to conform to
the information center to develop the centralized control
language policy and analyzes the appraisal to the original
teaching evaluation questionnaire system program code, in
the unraveling process discovered that causes the system
effectiveness with low dispirited and the factor of Cause-andEffect diagram Figure 1 of teaching of evaluation questionnaire system, this research reorganizes: first is because the
system and database communication, and deposit is frequent,
then it causes the system resources to consume and take
excessively; second is in program execution operation process
and must pass through insignificant condition judgment
and flow and waiting and then causes the system resources
to waste the waste; third is the functional variable use
announced that amount of use oversized [14] or the frequent
transformation attribute and attribute use improper, has not
planned properly, and then causes the system resources to
waste the waste; fourth has not established the program
code edition control mechanism which is unable to know
history and course that the program revises. And it is
estimated that its overall development process is system
analysis, design, test, online, and debugging the time interval
and needs approximately three months of workday. When
the system operation process entire facial suture of the
clouds works, implementing the questionnaire needs the
sole administrative manpower independently to complete
the work task merely, and no longer needs to rely highly
on other administrative personnel and information center
development staff assists, to avoid the manpower waste,
system operation sequence diagram as shown in Figure 3.

4. Results and Discussion
This research in this clouds work of system development on
with the entire facial suture; the system function provided
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the parameters setting, the question bank design, and online
questionnaire design and material inquiry, to draw lots to
draw, and made the synthesis implementation to appraise
to its subject matter [10, 15], such as Figure 4 establishing
the questionnaire time needed comparison chart, according
to the statistical result before the edition correction; it uses
the system to establish 262 effective questionnaires to take
the time-consuming 25747.96 seconds to be equal to 419.23
minutes is 7.15 hours, but it improves the flow to promote
the system function to complement one another under the
edition correction; it uses system to establish 262 effective
questionnaires only to need time-consuming 1784.56 seconds
to be equal to 29.74 minutes is 0.49 hour, the significance
reduced for 6.66 hours. The operating time, simultaneously
working efficiency significance, is promoted 16.98 times.
And it aims at the teaching evaluation questionnaire
calculation statistics time to perform the overall assessment
again, such as the Figure 5 questionnaire calculation time
statistical result comparison chart, according to the statistical
result before the edition correction; it uses the system
to calculate 262 effective questionnaires to take the timeconsuming 3375.16 seconds to be equal to 56.25 minutes
and is 0.93 hour but improves the flow and reduces unnecessary information database resources and system program
resources under the edition correction consumed to complement one another; it uses system to calculate 262 effective
questionnaires only to need time-consuming 319.46 seconds
to be equal to 5.32 minutes and is 0.08 hour; the significance
reduces 45.93 minutes of operating times; simultaneously the
working efficiency significance is promoted 10.89 times.
The teaching evaluation questionnaire filling rate
appraisal, such as Figure 6 questionnaire filling in rate
statistical result comparison chart, according to the filling
in rate of statistical result before the edition correction is
50.67%, to the effective threshold 60% still disparities 9.33%;
it caused the threshold of the implementation not to be
invalid; after the edition correction, the system prompts the
student to fill in the questionnaire filling in rate to promote
on own initiative is 99.37%, it increases 1.96 times of filling
in rates; the significance increases 48.70% than before the
edition correction.

5. Conclusion
We learned from the system test and experimental result
that the full effective solution comes across the bottleneck
and issue, as shown in Figure 1 for the implementation
teaching evaluation questionnaire of educational administrative personnel and took revising the program as the
principle and understood when the program development
way affects regarding the potency; implementing the teaching evaluation questionnaire needs the sole administrative
manpower independently to complete the work task merely;
its teaching evaluation questionnaire remarkable reduction
setup time is 6.66 hours of operating time, simultaneously it
obviously promotes working efficiency 16.98 times. Because
of improvement database deposit and reduced unnecessary
system resources consumption and improvement system
calculation flow, it makes the calculation teaching evaluation
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Figure 3: System operation sequence.
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Figure 4: Established the questionnaire time needed comparison.

questionnaire time significantly reduce 45.93 minutes of
operating times; simultaneously it obviously promotes working efficiency 10.89 times, and effectively reduces increasingly
the purchase hardware source equipment cost. And because
of the improvement implementation teaching evaluation
questionnaire module, to promote the teacher-student interaction to respond to the function effectively, the unimpeded
communication channels have the good communication of
teachers and students, to promote the relation of the teachers
and students with each other, to achieve news exchange; we
deeply understood that each teachers and students, making
counsel to communicate among the teachers and students
and promote the credibility effectively. But filled in the
answering rate 50.69%, it causes the implementation to be
invalid because of not having the stipulations of 60% effective
thresholds; now it is transferred by the system which informs
the student to fill on his own initiative to answer the questionnaire and increases the cause of filling to answer for the
student, making the student easier to be attracted, therefore
filling in the answering rate drastically to promote to 99.37%
to cross the effective threshold successfully; its research
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objective is all achieved. We use this research teaching
evaluation questionnaire as an example; this implementing
mode efficiency scale transformation, the information center
engineer ability, and quality are establishing its technical
feasibility key to be; the computerized degree often is
regarded as one of the targets of the administrative efficiency
and output value promotion, because of the information
automatic treatment, besides it may save the manpower and
funds disbursement; its method is both simple and effective
and causes the teaching evaluation questionnaire to work
effectively and with stable implementation.
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The sliding mode control has the merits with respect to the variation of the disturbance and robustness. In this paper, the sensorless
sliding-mode observer with least mean squared error approach for permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) to detect the
rotor position by counter electromotive force and then compute motor speed is designed and implemented. In addition, the neural
network control is also used to compensate the PI gain tuning to increase the speed accuracy without regarding the errors of the
current measurement and motor noise. In this paper, a digital signal processor TMS320F2812 utilizes its high-speed ADC module
to get current feedback information and thus to estimate the rotor position and takes advantage of the built-in modules to achieve
SVPWM current control so that the senseless speed control will be accomplished. The correctness and effectiveness of the proposed
control system will be verified from the experimental results.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM) is more widely applied than before in the servo
control systems. For servo control systems, their excellent
performance comes from using position sensors for feedback
control. However, the disadvantages of shaft sensors limit the
applications, such as system cost increasing, motor size, and
reliability decreasing in applications such as air conditioner
compressors, where the environment is highly humid and
hot. As a result, extensive research has been conducted on
overcoming these difficulties by eliminating the position
sensors in servomotor systems [1].
Two kinds of sensorless control methods are popularly
used in servo control systems, fundamental model based
method and saliency based method. Fundamental model
based method uses observers, such as back electromotive
force (EMF) observer and flux linkage observer, to estimate
the rotor position. Meanwhile, the saliency based method
consists of continuous signal injection and transient voltage
vector injection [2]. Some authors proposed to estimate speed

and position of PMSM by back-EMF or flux linkage but
it is hard at low speed operation and standstill because
back EMF amplitude is approaching zero. Other references
compared several methods and recommended continuous
signal injection method for low operating speed because of
its simple hardware configuration. However, the torque ripple
and acoustic noise by continuous signal injection are larger
than other methods.
A flux linkage estimation method [3] is developed by
first measuring the stator line-to-line voltages and stator
phase current to obtain the back EMF space vector. This
vector in turn is used to yield the angle of the flux linkage
vector. However, it is affected by integrator drift in low speed
and its accuracy is highly sensitive to parameter variation.
Another observer based method [4] is presented that removes
the dependency on mechanical parameters; however there
is still the need for an electrical model of the machine.
The tracking control problem is addressed for a sensorless
PMSM with unknown constant load torque. Assuming that
only stator currents and voltages are available for feedback,
a novel sixth order nonlinear adaptive control algorithm is
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designed for the PMSM [5]. However, the proposed control
algorithm is tested just by simulation. A high-speed slidingmode observer [6] is proposed for PMSM, which estimates
the rotor position and the angular velocity from the back
EMF. Carrier-signal-injection-based control methods [7] are
proposed for sensorless control. Fundamental pulse width
modulation excitation is used to improve sensorless control
of a permanent magnet machine [8]. No additional signal
injection or separate test vectors are required. However,
modification is needed when narrow PWM voltage vectors
occur.
Recently, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
attracted much attention to their possible use in a wide
range of engineering applications like power electronics or
motor drives [9–15]. The use of ANNs is motivated by their
useful features, like having a parallel distributed architecture,
being able to identify nonlinear system dynamics, and
having the ability to learn, generalize, and adapt. All of these
features justify the use of ANNs for motor drive applications,
including sensorless control.
This paper presents a neural network based approach to
the sensorless control of the PMSM. The basic premise of the
method is that an ANN provides a very efficient mapping
structure for the nonlinear PMSM. By measuring the phase
currents and applying them as inputs to the estimator by least
mean squares, the rotor angle is estimated, thereby facilitating
the elimination of the rotor position sensor. An NN with back
propagation algorithm is considered to compensate the PI
gains for speed control.
The paper is organized as follows for further discussion.
Section 2 introduces system description including PMSM
modeling, neural network with LMS compensation for rotor
angle estimation, and speed control by ANN. Section 3
consists of simulation by Matlab/Simulink and experiments.
Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Servo System Design
There are three parts for the proposed servo control system
design, PMSM modeling, sliding-mode observer (SMO) with
LMS approach, and PI speed control compensated by neural
networks.
2.1. PMSM Modeling. By Park and Clarke transformations,
the voltage equations of PMSM from the stationary a-b-c
frame to the 𝛼-𝛽 frame and the rotating d-q frame will be
given as [9–15]
𝑑
0
V𝛼
𝑒𝛼
[𝑅𝑠 + 𝑑𝑡 𝐿 𝑠
] 𝑖𝛼
[ ]=[
𝑑 ] [𝑖𝛽 ] + [𝑒𝛽 ] ,
V𝛽
0
𝑅𝑠 + 𝐿 𝑠
[
𝑑𝑡 ]

(1)
𝑑
𝑅
+
−𝜔
𝐿
𝐿
𝑟 𝑠 ] 𝑖𝑑
0
V
[ 𝑠 𝑑𝑡 𝑠
[ 𝑑] = [
𝑑 ] [𝑖𝑞 ] + [𝜔𝑟 𝜆 𝑓 ] ,
V𝑞
𝜔𝑟 𝐿 𝑠
𝑅 𝑠 + 𝐿𝑠
[
𝑑𝑡 ]
where V𝑑 , V𝑞 are d- and q-axis voltages; 𝑖𝑑 , 𝑖𝑞 are d- and q-axis
currents; 𝜆 𝑓 is flux linkage due to the permanent magnets;

𝜔𝑟 is the electric speed; and 𝑅𝑠 and 𝐿 𝑠 are the resistance and
inductance. The 𝛼- and 𝛽-axis back EMFs are given as
𝑒𝛼 = −𝜆 𝑓 𝜔𝑟 sin 𝜃,
𝑒𝛽 = 𝜆 𝑓 𝜔𝑟 cos 𝜃.

(2)

The use of the Park transformation implies using the
rotor position. However, the actual rotor position is not
known in a sensorless application and needs to be estimated.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of sensorless PMSM control
system, which will be simulated by Matlab/Simulink and
experimented to verify the design.
2.2. Sliding-Mode Observer with LMS Approach. Control
systems with sliding-mode control (SMC) may have better
performance of smaller settling time, less or no overshoot,
and faster tracking ability. In addition, sliding-mode observer
(SMO) can provide information of rotor position and speed
estimation. The dynamic equations of SMO are given as
follows:
𝑅
1
1
𝑑̂
𝑖 = − 𝑠 ̂𝑖𝛼 + ]𝛼 − 𝑘 ∗ (̂𝑖𝛼 − 𝑖𝛼 ) ,
𝑑𝑡 𝛼
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑠
𝑅
𝑑̂
1
1
𝑖 = − 𝑠 ̂𝑖𝛽 + ]𝛽 − 𝑘 ∗ (̂𝑖𝛽 − 𝑖𝛽 ) ,
𝑑𝑡 𝛽
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑠

(3)

where ̂𝑖𝛼 and ̂𝑖𝛽 are the estimated variables of 𝑖𝛼 and 𝑖𝛽 and 𝑘
is observer gain. The sliding vector for the system is
𝑇
𝑇
𝑆𝑛 = [𝑠𝛼 , 𝑠𝛽 ] = [̂𝑖𝛼 − 𝑖𝛼 , ̂𝑖𝛽 − 𝑖𝛽 ] ,

(4)

and the defined Lyapunov function is
1
1
𝑉 = 𝑆𝑛𝑇 𝑆𝑛 = (𝑠𝛼2 + 𝑠𝛽2 ) .
2
2

(5)

The observer gain 𝑘 will be designed to satisfy Lyapunov’s
stability theorem, 𝑉̇ < 0, as the system trajectory approaches
to the sliding hyperplane, 𝑆𝑛 = 0. As a result, we have
𝑒̂𝛼 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑖𝛼 ,
𝑒̂𝛽 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑖𝛽

(6)

and the estimated rotor angle is
𝑒̂
𝜃̂ = −tan−1 ( 𝛼 ) .
𝑒̂𝛽

(7)

In order to compensate the rotor position estimation
error due to the process of motor speed tracking and noise,
an adaptive linear element neural network (NN) structure
shown in Figure 2 with least mean square approach is
adopted. Artificial NNs are similar to biological NNs in
the sense that they are based on the same principle of
operation based on highly parallel structure and acquiring
knowledge through a learning process [16]. The building
blocks of an ANN are simple computational nodes, called
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed control system.

neurons. They are connected into a network structure by
weighted connections, much like the synaptic connections
in the human brain. Although the components of an NN
are simple and few, the structure and type of these networks
vary greatly, determined by the ever increasing interest in this
research field.
In Figure 2, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 are input variables,
=
𝑤𝑘1 , 𝑤𝑘2 , . . . , 𝑤𝑘𝑛 are weights, 𝑏𝑘 is the bias, Δ𝑒
(𝑒1 + 𝑒2 + 𝑒3 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑒𝑛 )/𝑛 is averaged error, and 𝑑(𝑘) is
the reference angle from the speed command, respectively.
If the estimated error at time instant 𝑘 is e(k), by LMS
approach, we have the follow equations [9–16]:

x1

wk1

x2

wk2

..
.

xn

bk

∑

+

..
.

yk
Δe

wkn

−

+

d(k)

E

LMS algorithm

Figure 2: Structure of adaptive linear element neural network.
2

𝜕𝑒 (𝑘)
𝜕𝑒 (𝑘)
= 2𝑒 (𝑘)
𝜕𝑤1,𝑗
𝜕𝑤1,𝑗

𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛,
2.3. PI Speed Control Compensated by Neural Networks. The
proportional-integral (PI) control is first considered in the
system,

𝜕𝑒 (𝑘)
𝜕𝑒2 (𝑘)
= 2𝑒 (𝑘)
,
𝜕𝑏𝑘
𝜕𝑏𝑘
𝑤 (𝑘 + 1) − 𝑤 (𝑘) = Δ𝑤 = 2𝛼𝑒 (𝑘) 𝑥𝑛 (𝑘) ,

𝐺𝑠 (𝑠) = 𝐾𝑠𝑝 +

𝑏 (𝑘 + 1) − 𝑏 (𝑘) = Δ𝑏 = 2𝛼𝑒 (𝑘) ,
𝑤 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑤 (𝑘) + 2𝛼𝑒 (𝑘) 𝑥𝑛 (𝑘) ,
𝑏 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑏 (𝑘) + 2𝛼𝑒 (𝑘) ,
where 𝛼 is the learning rate.

(8)

𝐾𝑠𝑖
,
𝑠

(9)

where 𝐾𝑠𝑝 and 𝐾𝑠𝑖 are the proportional gain and integral
gain, respectively. PI controller is widely used in the industrial
applications. However, it cannot cope with the load variation
or parameter variation well. In the paper, the ANN with
back propagation algorithm is utilized to compensate the PI
control quantity as shown in Figure 1.
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𝑦𝑗𝑛 = 𝑓 (net𝑛𝑗 ) ,
net𝑛𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑛−1 + 𝑏𝑗𝑛 .

(10)
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𝑖

150

The error function is defined as
2
1
𝐸 = ∑ (𝑑𝑘 − 𝑦𝑘 ) .
2 𝑘

250

(11)

The conjugated gradient method is considered to find the
minimum value of the error function (11).

3. Simulation and Experimental Results
The system simulation is programmed by Matlab/Simulink.
The parameters of PMSM 8CB75 are listed in Table 1.
After training, the chosen topology that gives good performance with minimal resources is a 2-hidden-neuron
structure for the speed estimating neural network. The
activation functions in the hidden layers of the networks
are hyperbolic tangent sigmoid functions and those of the
output layer are purely linear transfer functions. The values of these weights are given as input layer to hidden
layer weights: {837.4172, −126.4659}, hidden layer to output
layer weights: {−0.614, 0.6713}, hidden neurons’ thresholds:
{12.5996, 8.3947}, and output neuron’s threshold: 0.6560. The
final mean squared error of 3.83267 ∗ 10−17 is reached
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Figure 7: The speed response of 200 rpm without compensation by
simulation.
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simulation.
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Figure 9: The no-load speed responses of 200 rpm without (a) and
with NN compensation (b) and the speed errors (c) (blue for no
compensation).

Figure 10: The speed responses of 200 rpm without (a) and with
NN compensation (b) and the speed errors (c) (blue for no
compensation) under loading of 1 kg disc.

after 20 training epochs for the neural networks. The gain
constants of PI control are 𝐾𝑠𝑝 = 1.2 and 𝐾𝑠𝑖 = 1.5,
respectively. These parameters are applied to the simulation
and experimentation.
Figures 3 and 4 display the rotor angle estimation with
SMO and with SMO plus LMS at the motor speed of
100 rpm, respectively. It is easy to find the accuracy of
little difference by simulation. However, for experimentation,
the great difference between the estimated values can be
shown in Figures 5 and 6. One of the reasons is lack of
estimation of initial rotor position, which is our next research
topic. As a result, there are no complete triangle position
waveforms from zero degree to 360 degrees in the figures. In
addition, the step speed responses of 200 rpm without and
with NN compensation are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. The
latter has better performance of less overshoot and settling
time. For experimentation, the no-load speed responses of
200 rpm without (a) and with NN compensation (b) and the
speed errors (c) (blue for no compensation) are displayed

in Figure 9. Simultaneously, the step speed responses of
200 rpm with 1 kg disc load are shown in Figure 10. The speed
responses without compensation display both the computing
errors and the noise during motor rotation. The one by NN
control has almost no overshoot, very short settling time, and
zero steady-state error. The speed step responses of 100-150100 rpm without (a) and with NN compensation (b) under
loading of 1 kg disc are shown in Figure 11. The effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm shows more clearly.

4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a sensorless control system for PMSM
by presenting an approach based on neural networks to
compensate both the estimated position error and PI control
gains. The suggested method is useful for applications to
reduce cost. The simulation and experimental results show
that the controlled system is capable of estimating rotor
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This study presents and investigates a six-DOF (degrees of freedom) piezoelectric based stage for positioning error compensation.
The relationship between the displacement of the piezoelectric actuators and the stage can be computed according to the geometric
relationships of the actuators installed. In this study, a feedforward compensator based on the hysteresis model has been designed for
compensation and a PI controller was used for positioning. The combination of a feedforward compensator and PI controller gives
the stage good positioning and tracking performance. Stage position information is feedback from a six-DOF optical measurement
system comprised of three modular two-dimensional measurement devices. Each module employs a quadrant photodiode (QPD), a
laser diode, and a lens. The measurement signal is acquired and processed using an FPGA based processor for real time control. The
linear and angular positioning resolution is 0.02 𝜇m and 0.1 arcsec, respectively. When the stage is controlled in a closed loop, the
positioning errors are in the range of ±0.1 𝜇m and ±0.5 arcsec. The stage is controlled to track a sinusoidal wave with an amplitude
of 2.5 𝜇m and a frequency of 5 Hz; tracking errors were within ±0.1 𝜇m and ±0.2 arcsec.

1. Introduction
The recent developments in nanotechnology have resulted
in increased use of piezoelectric stages which are now universally used for ultrahigh precision positioning or compensation at the nanolevel because piezoelectric actuators have
high resolution and sensitivity. For example, Lee and Kim
designed an ultrahigh precision wafer alignment stage [1]
which is a combination of a long stroke stage and an ultrahigh
precision compensation stage. The long stroke stage is driven
by linear motors and the other by piezoelectric actuators. This
kind of stage is commonly used for the production of touch
panels and semiconductors. A piezoelectric based stage (PZT
stage) usually includes piezoelectric actuators and flexure
hinges. There are two types of flexure hinge in common
use, the circular notch and the spherical notch types. In
addition to this, Jywe et al. developed an arc flexible body

and this was integrated with a spherical notch flexure hinge
to make a five-DOF PZT stage [2]. Flexure hinges can be
applied to displacement/force transmission, reduction, and
enlargement. For instance, Shiou et al. presented a nanostage
that can increase the displacement of a piezoelectric actuator
[3], and the stage position data is feedback by capacitance
probes. The positioning, steady state, and tracking errors of
this stage are in the range of ±2 nm and ±100 nm, respectively.
Kim et al. proposed a one-dimensional PZT stage to increase
displacement to a few millimeters [4]. Unlike the former,
Guo et al. developed a piezoelectric based movement module
that reduces the displacement of the stage but increases
positioning resolution [5]. Although flexure hinges can be
designed to increase the displacement of a stage, it causes
positioning performance becoming low as well as they are
difficult to design. However, since the moving stroke of an
ultrahigh precision production machine is usually less than
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twenty micrometers, a flexure hinge to increase displacement
is unnecessary. Note that some commonly used measuring
devices have been described in Fleming’s study [6].
Several kinds of multi-DOF stage have been proposed.
For instance, Polit and Dong developed a two-dimensional
PZT stage, which is of compact size, light in weight, and
controlled by a feedback controller. Stage position was measured by capacitance probes [7]. Shimizu et al. developed
a two-dimensional PZT stage where stage position was
measured by a laser interferometer; resolution of the stage
could be 10 nm [8]. Kim and Gweon presented a compact
dimension nanostage [9]. Displacement of the stage was
measured by capacitance probes installed inside the stage.
Linear and angular positioning resolution of the stage were
5 nm and 0.025 arcsec, respectively. A six-DOF PZT stage,
such as that developed by Fesperman et al., is generally built
up in stacked configuration [10]. In the Fesperman device,
the 𝑥-axis, 𝑦-axis, and 𝜃𝑧 movement are driven by linear
motors and the 𝑧-tilt movement uses piezoelectric actuators.
A stacked six-DOF stage is easy to control, and displacement
is easy to measure, as compared to the six-DOF parallel
mechanism by Brouwer et al [11]. In general, the actuators
of a 𝑧-tilt stage are usually installed vertically [12]. However,
Lee et al. developed a 𝑧-tilt stage with the actuators installed
horizontally [13]. This kind of stage can be very small and flat
but is difficult to design.
The two main problems that influence the performance
of piezoelectric actuators are hysteresis and creep. Creep is
a static problem that can be easily controlled by feedback,
but hysteresis needs to be handled by feedforward compensation. Many different proposals for the compensation
of hysteresis have been proposed, for instance, Mayergoyz,
Leang, and Devasia used a feedforward compensator based
on the Preisach Model [14, 15]. After compensation the
tracking error can be smaller than 0.08 𝜇m during a 10 Hz
sinusoidal wave [16]; Lin and Chen used a parallel dual
feedforward compensator [17], and the tracking error was
smaller than 30 nm; other investigators also studied the
problem [15, 18–22]. In addition to the Preisach Model, many
other approaches were made to the problem of hysteresis
compensation: the approximated polynomial model [23], the

Bouc-Wen [24], the Duhem [25], the generic differential
model [26], the Kim [27], and the Maxwell slip model [28]
were all used. Some researchers used the observer [29, 30] and
the sliding mode controller [31, 32] to reduce the hysteresis
effect. A multi-DOF stage needs a multi-DOF measurement
system to measure/monitor the positional values. There are
many types of multi-DOF measurement system that have
been proposed [33–36]. Though these systems can measure
multi-DOF positional value, they are difficult to construct for
a flat type of multi-DOF stage and are not easier for analysis.

2. System Construction
2.1. The Six-DOF Compensating Stage. As shown in Figure 1,
the proposed six-DOF compensation stage consists of four
parts: a base platform, three PZT stages (the 𝑥-axis, 𝑦-axis,
and 𝑧-tilt), three modular two-dimensional measurement
devices, and a work platform. The 𝑦-axis PZT stage is
installed on the base platform as seen in Figure 2(a), and
the 𝑥-axis PZT stage is placed on the 𝑦-axis PZT stage as
seen in Figure 2(b). The 𝑧-tilt PZT stage is installed on the
𝑥-axis stage and work platform placed on the 𝑧-tilt stage as
seen in Figure 2(c). The number and installed position of
the piezoelectric actuators is shown in Figure 3. The six-DOF
movement is described as follows: the 𝑥-axis movement uses
𝑃𝑥1 and 𝑃𝑥2 ; the 𝑦-axis movement uses 𝑃𝑦1 and 𝑃𝑦2 ; Yaw
movement (i.e., 𝜃𝑧 motion) uses 𝑃𝑥1 , 𝑃𝑥2 , 𝑃𝑦1 , and 𝑃𝑦2 ; 𝑧-tilt
movement uses 𝑃𝑧1 , 𝑃𝑧2 , and 𝑃𝑧3 .

2.2. The Two-Dimensional Measurement Module. The twodimensional measurement module comprises a laser diode
fixed to the base platform, a lens linked with the work
platform, and a quadrant photodiode (QPD) fixed to the
base platform, as seen in Figure 4. Note that the lens and
base platform have no connection. The measurement method
is illustrated in Figure 5. When the stage moves with a
displacement of Δ𝐿, the displacement of the light spot
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projected onto the QPD, denoted by Δ𝑦, can be measured.
Let 𝑓 be the focal length of the lens, and the output signal
of QPD of 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis is 𝑉𝑥 and 𝑉𝑦 , respectively, in volts.
Displacements of the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis of the spot measured from
the QPD denoted 𝑞𝑥 and 𝑞𝑦 , respectively, can be calculated by
using the following equation:
𝑞𝑥 = 𝐾𝑥 𝑉𝑥 ,
𝑞𝑦 = 𝐾𝑦 𝑉𝑦 ,

(1)

where 𝐾𝑥 and 𝐾𝑦 represent the voltage-displacement conversion constant. This study employed three sets of the twodimensional measurement modules, as seen in Figure 6, to

measure the six-DOF displacements of the compensation
stage including three linear displacements denoted as 𝛿𝑥 , 𝛿𝑦 ,
and 𝛿𝑧 and three angular displacements denoted as 𝜃𝑥 , 𝜃𝑦 , and
𝜃𝑧 . Thus, displacement of the stage can be determined using
the following equation:
𝑞1𝑥
0
[𝑞1𝑦 ] [0
[ ] [
[𝑞2𝑥 ] [0
[ ]≅[
[𝑞2𝑦 ] [0
[ ] [
[𝑞3𝑥 ] [1
[𝑞3𝑦 ] [0

1
0
−1
0
0
0

0 0
0
1 0
𝑑1
0 0
0
 
1 − 𝑑2  0
0 0
0
 
1 0 − 𝑑3 

𝛿𝑥
𝑑1
[𝛿𝑦 ]
0]
] [ ]
[ ]
0]
𝑠
] ⋅ [𝛿𝑧 ] ≜ M ⋅ ⇀
stage ,
]
]
𝜃
0] [
𝑥
[ ]
0 ] [𝜃𝑦 ]
0 ] [ 𝜃𝑧 ]
(2)
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where 𝑞𝑖𝑥 and 𝑞𝑖𝑦 represent the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis displacement of
the 𝑖th two-dimensional measurement module, respectively;
𝑑𝑖 is the distance between 𝑖th two-dimensional measurement
module and the center of the stage.

3. Control of the Stage
3.1. Stage Modeling. Because the 𝑦-axis and yaw movement
of the compensating stage are operated by the 𝑦-axis stage,
the stage is analyzed first from the 𝑦-axis PZT stage. As can
be seen in Figure 7(a), the coordinate systems are defined
as follows: {𝑅} represents the origin of the stage, which is
the reference position of the stage kinematic model; {𝑂}
represents the center of the six-DOF compensation stage;
{𝑃𝑌1 } and {𝑃𝑌2 } represent the initial position of 𝑃𝑌1 and


} and {𝑃𝑌2
} represent the
𝑃𝑌2 PZT stages, respectively; {𝑃𝑌1
desired position of 𝑃𝑌1 and 𝑃𝑌2 PZT stages, respectively, when
the six-DOF compensating stage is at the required position.
Assuming the 𝑦-axis linear displacement of the compensating
𝑠 = [0 𝛿 0]𝑇 (i.e., vector of the stage moved from
stage is ⇀
𝑦
𝑦
{𝑅} to {𝑂}), the distance between the 𝑃𝑌𝑖 and {𝑅} represents
⇀

𝑇
𝑠 =
𝑑 𝑦𝑖 = [𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑦 0] , and displacement of 𝑃𝑌𝑖 is ⇀
𝑦𝑖
𝑇

[0 𝛿𝑦𝑖 𝑦 0] (𝑖 = 1, 2). Thus, the 𝑦-direction kinematic
model is

Because 𝜃𝑧1 ≪ 1∘ , (3) can be simplified:
1 −𝜃𝑧1 0
Rz1 ≅ [𝜃𝑧1 1 0] ,
0 1]
[0

(4)

𝛿𝑦𝑖 𝑦 = 𝛿𝑦 + 𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑥 𝜃𝑧1 .

(5)

Similarly, the 𝑥-axis kinematic model is
𝛿𝑥𝑖 𝑥 = 𝛿𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥𝑖 𝑥 𝜃𝑧2 .

Please note that the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axes of the PZT stage both
contribute yaw motion, and we use 𝜃𝑧1 and 𝜃𝑧2 to denote
the yaw motion contributed by the 𝑦- and 𝑥-axis PZT stages,
respectively. The 𝑥-axis PZT stage and the 𝑦-axis PZT stage
form a four-bar mechanism as shown in Figure 8. Hence,
when the stage is rotated by 𝜃𝑧1 , (6) and (5) should be
corrected, as follows:
𝛿𝑥𝑖 𝑥 =

𝛿𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥𝑖 𝑥 𝜃𝑧2
,
cos 𝜃𝑧1

(7)

𝛿𝑦𝑖 𝑦 = 𝛿𝑦 + 𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑥 𝜃𝑧1 + 𝛿𝑥𝑖 𝑥 sin 𝜃𝑧1
≅ 𝛿𝑦 + 𝑑𝑦𝑖𝑥 𝜃𝑧1 + 𝛿𝑥𝑖𝑥 𝜃𝑧1

(8)

= 𝛿𝑦 + 𝑑𝑦𝑖𝑥 𝜃𝑧1 + (𝛿𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑥 𝜃𝑧2 ) 𝜃𝑧1 .


⇀

𝑠 + R ⋅ ⇀
⇀
𝑠 = ⇀
𝑦𝑖
𝑦
z𝑖 𝑑 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑑 𝑦𝑖 ,
cos 𝜃𝑧1 − sin 𝜃𝑧1 0
Rz1 = [ sin 𝜃𝑧1 cos 𝜃𝑧1 0] .
0
1]
[ 0

(6)

(3)

From (7), because cos 𝜃𝑧1 ≈ 1, (7) is completely equal to (5).
Similarly, since 𝜃𝑧1 and 𝜃𝑧2 are both smaller than one degree
and the maximum displacement of 𝑥-direction is smaller
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram for kinematic analysis of the six-DOF compensation stage: (a) 𝑦-axis and yaw movement; (b) 𝑧-tilt movement.

than twenty micrometers (i.e., 𝜃𝑧2 𝜃𝑧1 → 0 and 𝛿𝑥 𝜃𝑧1 → 0),
(8) is completely equal to (5). Suffice it to say that this kind
of construct between the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis PZT stages does not
cause a position coupling problem.
The kinematic equation for 𝑧-tilt motion can be derived
according to Figure 7(b). In the plot, coordinate systems {𝑃𝑍𝑗 }
represent the initial position of 𝑃𝑍𝑗 and 𝑗 = 1, 2, and 3.

Similarly, {𝑃𝑍𝑗
} is the position of 𝑃𝑍𝑗 after the compensation
⇀

stage is at the required position, and the vector 𝑑 𝑧𝑗 =
𝑇

[𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑦 𝑑𝑦𝑖 𝑧 ] represents the install position of 𝑃𝑍𝑗 . The

𝑠 = [0 0 𝛿 ] of 𝑗th PZT can be
displacement vector ⇀
𝑧𝑗 𝑧
𝑧𝑗
determined by
𝑇


⇀

⇀
𝑠 = ⇀
𝑠 + R ⋅ ⇀
𝑧𝑗
𝑧
YX 𝑑 𝑧𝑗 − 𝑑 𝑧𝑗 ,
cos 𝜃𝑦 0 sin 𝜃𝑦
1
0
0
1
0 ] [0 cos 𝜃𝑥 − sin 𝜃𝑥 ] ,
RYX = [ 0
[− sin 𝜃𝑦 0 cos 𝜃𝑦 ] [0 sin 𝜃𝑥 cos 𝜃𝑥 ]

(9)

(10)
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𝑠 = [0 0 𝛿 ] represents the required position of
where ⇀
𝑧
𝑧
the compensating stage. Since 𝜃𝑦 ≪ 1∘ and 𝜃𝑥 ≪ 1∘ , (10) can
be simplified as
𝑇

RYX

1 0 𝜃𝑦
1 0 0
[
= 0 1 0 ] [0 1 −𝜃𝑥 ] .
[−𝜃𝑦 0 1 ] [0 𝜃𝑥 1 ]

(11)

Substituting (11) into (9) gives
𝛿𝑧𝑗 𝑧 = 𝛿𝑧 + 𝑑𝑦𝑗 𝑦 𝜃𝑥 − 𝑑𝑦𝑗𝑥 𝜃𝑦 .

(12)

From (7), (8), and (12), the linearized kinematic equation for
the stage is
1
𝛿𝑥1
[𝛿𝑥2 ] [1
[ ] [
[𝛿𝑦1 ] [0
[ ] [
[𝛿𝑦2 ] = [0
[ ] [
[ 𝛿 ] [0
[ 𝑧1 ] [
[𝛿𝑧2 ] [0
[𝛿𝑧3 ] [0

0
0
1
1
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 𝑑𝑦1 𝑦
1 𝑑𝑦2 𝑦
1 𝑑𝑦3 𝑦

0
0

𝑑𝑦1 𝑥
𝑑𝑦2 𝑥
−𝑑𝑦1 𝑥
−𝑑𝑦2 𝑥
−𝑑𝑦3 𝑥

𝑑𝑥1 𝑥
𝛿𝑥
𝑑𝑥2 𝑥 ] [ 𝛿𝑦 ]
][ ]
0 ] [ 𝛿𝑧 ]
][ ]
[ ]
0 ]
] [ 𝜃𝑥 ] ,
]
]
0 ][
[ 𝜃𝑦 ]
]
[
0
𝜃𝑧1 ]
0 ] [𝜃𝑧2 ]

(13)

where 𝛿V is the displacement of the PZT of 𝑃V (V =
𝑥1, 𝑦2, 𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑧1, 𝑧2, and 𝑧3). To define the equation above
⇀

⇀
𝑠
piezo = T ⋅ 𝑠 stage .

(14)

3.2. Stage Control. In this study, the compensation stage is
controlled by the PI controller combined with the feedforward compensator as shown in Figure 9. The gain denoted
by K1 is used for displacement-voltage conversion for PZT,
and K2 is the gain of the feedforward compensator. Here,
the hysteresis model for the feedforward compensator is
based on the generic differential model [26]. The parameters
of each PZT are listed in Table 1. The trajectory of PZT1
before and after compensation is shown in Figure 10(a). The
voltage-displacement conversion constant can be found by
line fitting from the trajectory after hysteresis compensation.
Figure 10(b) shows the residual error is in the range of ±40 nm
after hysteresis compensation.

4. Experimental Results
The signal processing flow chart for the six-DOF compensation stage is shown in Figure 11, in which all the signals were
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Table 1: Parameters of the general differential model for each piezoelectric actuator.
𝑃𝑥1
𝑃𝑥2
𝑃𝑦1
𝑃𝑦2
𝑃𝑧1
𝑃𝑧2
𝑃𝑧3

𝑎
0.131
0.131
0.139
0.133
0.142
0.131
0.130

processed using an FPGA based processor (NI PCIe 7842R).
Before the experiment, the three-DOF measurement system
was calibrated by comparison with laser interferometer readings to guarantee the measured positional value. Calibration
results are shown in Figure 12.
4.1. Test for Stability and Resolution. Because the compensation stage is driven by piezoelectric actuators and position
is feedback from the six-DOF measurement system, creep

𝑏
0.090
0.090
0.097
0.093
0.086
0.078
0.077

𝛼
0.057
0.057
0.048
0.053
0.096
0.091
0.098

and thermal drift might affect positional value stability;
system stability should be evaluated by the system stability
test which also evaluates system noise. The stability test
results (Figure 13) show linear stability is about ±20 nm and
angular stability is about ±0.05 arcsec (for 𝜃𝑥 ) and ±0.1 arcsec
(for 𝜃𝑦 and 𝜃𝑧 ). In general, the positioning resolution of a
compensation stage can be tested using a stepwise signal and
positioning resolution is usually affected by the noise in the
measurement system. Thus, the displacement of each step is
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set according to the noise of the measurement system. The
stepwise test results are shown in Figure 14.
4.2. Single-Axis Movement Verification. This experiment provides verification of the kinematic equations (13). The stage

is controlled in a closed loop and moved one axis at a time
and this was repeated three times for each axis. Displacement
of the stage was measured using the six-DOF measurement
system. Experimental results are shown in Figure 15 and
show a positioning accuracy of under 0.1 𝜇m and 0.5 arcsec.
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This is almost equal to the residual error of the six-DOF
measurement system.
4.3. Tracking Test. In this experiment, the stage was operated
under closed loop control with feedforward compensation.
Single axis tracking allowed the dynamic characteristic of the
stage to be observed. Two input signals were tracked, 1 Hz and
5 Hz sine waves, both with amplitudes of 2.5 𝜇m and 5 arcsec
for the linear and angular axes, respectively. The results of this

single axis tracking experiment are shown in Figures 16 and
17.
Because the orthogonality of a stacked stage is not very
good it needs to be evaluated. In general this can be done by
circular testing as described in ISO 230-4. The next test that
had to be performed was that of dual-axis tracking. For this
a circular test was run on three different planes, the 𝑋𝑌, 𝑋𝑍,
and 𝑌𝑍. The tracking signal used was a 1 Hz sine wave with
amplitude of 2.5 𝜇m. The results are shown in Figures 18(a)
to 18(c), where it can be seen that (1) the larger roundness
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Figure 17: 5 Hz sine wave tracking result: (a) 𝑥-axis; (b) 𝑦-axis; (c) 𝑧-axis; (d) 𝜃𝑋 ; (e) 𝜃𝑌 ; (f) 𝜃𝑍 .

error is inclined at −45 degrees in the 𝑌𝑍 plane; (2) the larger
roundness error is inclined at 45 degrees in the 𝑋𝑍 plane; (3)
the larger round error is inclined at about zero degrees in the
𝑋𝑌 plane.

5. Conclusions
A flat six-DOF compensation stage controlled in closed loop
has been proposed in this study. The feedback positional
values are provided by a six-DOF optical measurement

system comprised of three two-dimensional measurement
modules. To reduce the effect of hysteresis, this study proposes a feedforward compensator based on a generic differential model in which hysteresis can be reduced by about
97%. Although the 𝑥- and 𝑦- axes of the stage were linked as
a four-bar mechanism, there was no displacement coupling
problem. Positioning accuracy of the linear and angular
movements is about ±0.05 𝜇m and ±0.5 arcsec, respectively.
From Figures 18(a) and 18(b), it can be seen that the 𝑧-axis is
not exactly orthogonal with the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axes, or movement
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Figure 18: Circle test results for the 3-DOF compensation stage: (a) 𝑌𝑍 plane; (b) 𝑋𝑍 plane; (c) 𝑋𝑌 plane.

of 𝑧-axis is not synchronized with that of the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axes.
The displacement proportional difference between the 𝑋and 𝑌-axes is shown in Figure 18(c).
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Consumer satisfaction with a product’s form plays an essential role in determining the likelihood of its commercial success. A
consumer perception-centered design approach is proposed in this study to aid product designers with incorporating consumers’
perceptions of product forms in the design process. The consumer perception-centered design approach uses the linear modeling
technique (multiple linear regression) and the nonlinear modeling technique (neural network) to determine the satisfying product
form design for matching a given product image. A series of experimental evaluations are conducted to collect evaluation results for
examining the relationship between the automobile profile features and the consumers’ perceptions of the automobile image. The
result of predictive performance comparison shows that both the nonlinear neural network modeling technique and the multiple
linear regression technique are comparably good for predicting the consumers’ likely response to a particular automobile profile
since the predictive performance difference between the two modeling techniques is very slight in this study. Although this study
has chosen a 2D automobile profile for illustration purposes, the concept of the proposed approach is expansively applicable to 3D
automotive form design or other consumer product forms.

1. Introduction
Consumers interact with a huge number of diverse products
during the course of their daily lives and therefore subconsciously develop sophisticated product evaluation skills.
A consumer’s purchase decision is based not only on a
product’s functionality and fitness for use, but also on the
psychological response induced by its physical appearance.
This phenomenon is particularly apparent in the case of
mature consumer products such as automobiles, mobile
phone, tableware, and computer accessories. These mature
consumer products can still sell well in the market place
even when lacking advanced technological features and
functionalities provided that their form design finds favor
with the consumers. As a result, consumer satisfaction with
a product’s form plays an essential role in determining
the likelihood of its commercial success. However, product
form design activities are often reduced to a discussion

based on the designers’ opinions and personal subjectivities,
with no theoretical basis. To avoid the subjective judgments
in the design process and to objectively relate consumers’
psychological satisfaction with a product to its form features,
many systematic design approaches have been proposed
for modeling the correlation between the form features of
a product and the consumers’ perception of the product
image [1–4]. Amongst such techniques, Kansei Engineering
(KE) is a fundamental consumer-oriented systematic design
approach in which the consumers’ feelings or product image
perceptions are expressed using suitable image descriptors.
KE has emerged as one of the most powerful techniques
for taking account of the correlation between a product’s
attributes and the induced product image during the design
process [5].
The effectiveness of the KE approaches is crucially determined by the choice of analytical technique with which one
can model the correlation between the product form and

2
the corresponding consumer perception. The models used
in the product design field to predict the likely consumer
response to a particular product form are commonly based
on either the conventional linear analysis techniques or
the nonlinear modeling techniques (such as the artificial
intelligent system). Conventional linear analysis techniques
such as multiple linear regression (MLR) [6] and quantitative
theory type I [4, 7] are commonly employed to interpret
the relationships between the independent and dependent
variables. MLR and quantitative theory type I are widely
used because they are easy, are simple, and have good
predictive performance. MLR is particularly good when the
input data and output data relationship is linear. However,
MLR and quantitative theory type I do not properly handle
nonlinear relationships very well since the accuracy of the
predicted results is seriously degraded if the independent
and dependent variables are characterized by a nonlinear
relationship. In contrast to conventional linear analysis techniques, nonlinear modeling techniques are defined as an
emerging approach to learning the human mind in an uncertainty environment [8] and are free of the restriction on the
type of relationship between the independent variables and
dependent variables when constructing prediction models.
Therefore, are the nonlinear modeling techniques suitable for
exploring the relationship between the product form features
and the corresponding consumers’ perceptions? Or are the
linear modeling techniques good enough to do so [9]? What
kind of modeling technique should be used to predict the
likely consumer response to a particular product form? To
illustrate how the modeling techniques can be used to answer
these research questions, this study considers the design of
an automobile profile and explores the correlations between
the design variables of automobile profile and the associated
image perceptions using a linear analysis technique and a
nonlinear modeling technique, respectively. This particular
design case is chosen because the lateral contours of a
vehicle are known to supply powerful stimuli influencing
the consumer’s image perceptions and the distinctiveness
of a vehicle’s outline is receiving increasing emphasis on
manufacturers’ marketing strategies nowadays.
Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a technique for
modeling and analyzing numerical data consisting of the
values of a large number of independent variables and a
smaller number of dependent variables. MLR enables the
identification of a set of independent variables which explain
a certain proportion of the variance in a dependent variable
at a specified significance level. The relationship between
the independent variables and the dependent variables can
be illustrated either graphically or, more usually, by means
of an equation (model). Having established this model, it
can be used to predict the value of the dependent variable
for any given set of independent variables. Because of the
effective learning and prediction capabilities for analyzing
the relationship between the product form features (the
input variables) and the consumers’ perceptions (the output variables), nonlinear neural networks (NNs) have been
successfully applied in a diverse range of fields [10, 11]. NNs
are well suited to formulate the product design process for
matching the product form to the consumers’ perceptions,
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which is often a black box and cannot be precisely described
[10, 12, 13].
From the discussions above, a consumer perceptioncentered design approach is proposed for modeling the
correlation between the profile features of an automobile and
the consumers’ perception of the image projected by the automobile. Consumers’ perceptions of the automobile profile
image are described using single adjectives and a coordinatebased definition is used to define the automobile profile.
In order to gather the evaluation data of consumers, the
consumers’ perception evaluations of automobile image are
conducted. The prediction models of consumers’ perceptions
induced by the automobile profile images are constructed
using MLR and NNs. The subsequent sections of this study
are organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of MLR
and NNs. Section 3 presents the research implementation.
Section 4 analyzes the results of constructing prediction
models. Section 5 verifies the performance of prediction
models and provides the predictive performance comparison
between MLR models and NN models. Section 6 offers some
brief conclusions.

2. Review of Quantitative Analysis Techniques
In this section, we present a brief outline of the relevant theories and algorithms, including the MLR and the NNs. These
techniques are used to examine the relationship between the
automobile profiles and the corresponding product images in
this study.
2.1. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). MLR is a traditional
statistical technique for modeling the linear relationships
between the input variables (i.e., the independent variables)
𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 and the desired output variables (i.e., the dependent
variables) 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑅. The regression equation for an MLR
problem involving 𝑙 data samples has the form
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑥𝑖,1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑏𝑛 𝑥𝑖,𝑛 + 𝑒𝑖 ,

𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑙,

(1)

where 𝑏0 is the regression constant, 𝑏1 , . . . , 𝑏𝑛 are the partial
regression coefficients corresponding to the 𝑛 input variables,
and 𝑒𝑖 is the error term. The regression coefficients are
generally estimated using an ordinary least squares (OLS)
procedure such that the sum of the squared errors (∑𝑙𝑖=1 𝑒𝑖 )
is minimized. In MLR, the coefficient of determination, 𝑅2 ,
indicates the percentage of the variation in 𝑦𝑖 explained
by the independent variables 𝑥𝑖 . In other words, the value
of 𝑅2 (ranging from 0 to 1) indicates the goodness of
fit of the regression model. The coefficients 𝑏1 , . . . , 𝑏𝑛 in
(10), commonly referred to as the unstandardized regression
coefficients, can be used to construct the regression equation
directly. However, the standardized regression coefficients,
𝛽1 , . . . , 𝛽𝑛 , provide a more suitable means of analyzing the
relative importance of the different variables. Note that each
standardized regression coefficient represents the change in
response of appropriate per standard deviation change in one
output value 𝑦.
Having established this equation (model), it can be used
to predict the value of the dependent variable for any given
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set of independent variables. In addition, as described in
the following discussions, MLR enables a screening of the
independent variables such that the performance of the
prediction model is enhanced. It is known that increasing
the number of independent variables in a regression equation
improves the fit to the training set but reduces the predictive
ability of the model when supplied with a set of input data
taken from outside the training set. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the subset of independent variables which
collectively enhance the accuracy of the prediction model.
Generally speaking, the optimal set of independent variables
is compiled using one of three different methods, namely, the
forward selection method, the backward elimination method,
or the stepwise method [14]. Of these three methods, MLR
with a stepwise procedure is particularly advantageous since
it provides the combinatorial benefits of the forward selection
method and the backward elimination method, respectively.

The weights (𝑤𝑗𝑘 ) at the output neurons are updated as 𝑤𝑗𝑘 +
Δ𝑤𝑗𝑘 , where Δ𝑤𝑗𝑘 is computed by (known as the delta rule)
Δ𝑤𝑗𝑘 = 𝛼𝑦𝑗 𝛿𝑘 ,

(6)

where 𝛼 is the learning rate (usually 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1) and 𝛿𝑘 is the
error gradient at neuron 𝑘, given as
𝛿𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘 (1 − 𝑦𝑘 ) 𝑒𝑘 .

(7)

The weights (𝑤𝑖𝑗 ) at the hidden neurons are updated as 𝑤𝑖𝑗 +
Δ𝑤𝑖𝑗 , where Δ𝑤𝑖𝑗 is calculated by
Δ𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑗 ,

(8)

where 𝛼 is the learning rate (usually 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1) and 𝛿𝑗 is the
error gradient at neuron 𝑗, given as
𝑝

2.2. Neural Networks. NNs are nonlinear models and are
widely used to examine the complex relationship between
input variables and output variables. In this study, we use the
multilayered feed-forward neural networks trained with the
back-propagation learning algorithm, as it is an effective and
the popular supervised learning algorithm. A typical threelayer network consists of an input layer, an output layer, and
one hidden layer, with 𝑛, 𝑚, and 𝑝 neurons, respectively
(indexed by 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘, resp.) [15]. 𝑤𝑖𝑗 and 𝑤𝑗𝑘 represent the
weights for the connection between neuron 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛)
and neuron 𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) and between neuron 𝑗 (𝑗 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) and neuron 𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝), respectively.
In training the network, a set of input patterns or signals,
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ), is presented to the network input layer. The
network then propagates the inputs from layer to layer until
the output layer generates the outputs. This involves the
generation of the outputs (𝑦𝑗 ) of the neurons in the hidden
layer as given in (2) and the outputs (𝑦𝑘 ) of the neurons in
the output layer as given in (3). One has
𝑛

𝑦𝑗 = 𝑓 (∑𝑥𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖 ) ,

(2)

𝑖=1

𝑚

𝑦𝑘 = 𝑓 (∑𝑥𝑗 𝑤𝑗𝑘 − 𝜃𝑘 ) ,

(3)

𝑖=1

where 𝑓(⋅) is the sigmoid activation function as given in (4)
and 𝑗 and 𝑘 are threshold values
𝑓 (𝑋) =

1
.
1 + 𝑒−𝑋

(4)

If the outputs (𝑦𝑘 ) generated by (3) are different from the
target outputs (𝑦𝑘∗ ), errors (𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , . . . , 𝑒𝑝 ) are calculated by (5)
and then propagated backwards from the output layer to the
input layer in order to update the weights for reducing the
errors:
𝑒𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘∗ − 𝑦𝑘 .

(5)

𝛿𝑗 = 𝑦𝑗 (1 − 𝑦𝑗 ) ∑ 𝛿𝑘 𝑤𝑗𝑘 .

(9)

𝑘=1

The training process is repeated until a specified error
criterion is satisfied.

3. Implementation Procedure and Steps
3.1. Automobile Profile Definition and Evaluation Samples.
This study collected a large number of pictures of commercial
automobiles and the corresponding body length datum.
These pictures were then examined to identify the various
profile characteristics which collectively define the overall
automobile profile based on a human interpretation of the
distinctive component features of that particular profile. A
total of 144 vehicle pictures with a side-view orientation were
collected from automobile magazines, catalogs, and websites.
The 144 automobile images were then converted into profile
samples by tracing their contour features with 16 Bézier
segments using computer graphic software.
Table 1 shows a typical example of a car profile constructed using the Bézier segments. Of the 16 Bézier segments
(𝐶1 ∼ 𝐶16 ) in the profile, the chassis segment (𝐶15 ) was
assumed to be a straight line with just two control points
since this profile feature is approximately straight in most
automobiles. However, the remaining segments were each
assigned four control points to enable the introduction of
detailed profile variations in each segment. As stated above,
each profile was constructed using 16 Bézier segments. As a
result, a total of 16 control points were located at the joints
between contiguous Bézier curves. Since these joints were
used by both segments when tracing the automobile profile,
the overall car profile was defined using a total of 46 control
points (i.e., 2 + (15 × 4) − 16 = 46). In order to define the
automobile profile, a coordinate-based definition approach
was conducted in this study. Control point P1 was specified
as the origin (0, 0) and the coordinate positions of each of the
other control points were then recorded with respect to this
origin point. Since each control point was assigned both 𝑋and 𝑌-axis coordinates, the automobile profile was defined
using a total of 92 (i.e., 46 × 2) coordinate data items. Further,
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Table 1: Tracing of automobile profile using 16 Bézier curves.
C5

C6

C7

C8

P 19

P 22
P 25

P 16
C4
C3
C2

C9

P 28

P 13
P 10
P6
P4

C16

Origin
(0, 0)
P1

C10

P 31

C14

P 34
P 37
P 43

P 44

C1

C13

Point

Design variables

𝑃1 ∼ 𝑃4
𝑃4 ∼ 𝑃7
𝑃7 ∼ 𝑃10
𝑃10 ∼ 𝑃13
𝑃13 ∼ 𝑃16
𝑃16 ∼ 𝑃19
𝑃19 ∼ 𝑃22
𝑃22 ∼ 𝑃25
𝑃25 ∼ 𝑃28
𝑃28 ∼ 𝑃31
𝑃31 ∼ 𝑃34
𝑃34 ∼ 𝑃37
𝑃37 ∼ 𝑃40
𝑃40 ∼ 𝑃43
𝑃43 ∼ 𝑃44
𝑃44 ∼ 𝑃1

𝑉1(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉8(𝑌)
𝑉7(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉14(𝑌)
𝑉13(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉20(𝑌)
𝑉19(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉26(𝑌)
𝑉25(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉32(𝑌)
𝑉31(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉38(𝑌)
𝑉37(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉44(𝑌)
𝑉43(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉50(𝑌)
𝑉49(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉56(𝑌)
𝑉55(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉62(𝑌)
𝑉61(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉68(𝑌)
𝑉67(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉74(𝑌)
𝑉73(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉80(𝑌)
𝑉79(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉86(𝑌)
𝑉85(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉88(𝑌)
𝑉87(𝑋) ∼ 𝑉2(𝑌)

Curve segment designation
𝐶1 : under-part segment of fore bumper
𝐶2 : middle-part segment of fore bumper
𝐶3 : upper-part segment of fore bumper
𝐶4 : fore lamp segment
𝐶5 : engine hood segment
𝐶6 : fore windshield segment
𝐶7 : car roof segment
𝐶8 : rear windshield segment
𝐶9 : trunk segment
𝐶10 : rear lamp segment
𝐶11 : upper-part segment of rear bumper
𝐶12 : middle-part segment of rear bumper
𝐶13 : upper-part segment of rear bumper
𝐶14 : protection hood segment of rear wheel
𝐶15 : chassis segment
𝐶16 : protection hood segment of front wheel

Table 2: Selection and classification of image descriptors.
Image
descriptors
Modern
Formal
Classical

3.2. Selecting the Representative Image Descriptors of Automobile Profile. Consumers commonly use image words (i.e.,
adjectives) to express their image perceptions of a product.
Although many different image words are used when describing everyday products, the image words applicable to an
automobile profile are more limited. In this study, 3 designers
and 3 white-collar individuals from nondesign backgrounds
were invited to participate in a discussion aimed at identifying
suitable descriptors with which one can describe the possible
psychological responses of a consumer when presented with
the sample automobile profiles. The image descriptors were
elicited from the participants using the following four-step
procedure.
Step 1. The 144 automobile profiles were reviewed, and the
image words used by the individual participants to describe
their perceptions of the image projected by each automobile
profile were recorded.

C12

P 40

C15

each automobile profile sample was painted 50% gray in order
to enhance its visual impact and was uniformly reduced in
size using a scaling factor of 1 : 25 based on actual automobile
body length to individually display on an A4-sized card. The
total set of 144 automobile profile samples were considered in
the subsequent evaluation trials.

C11

Rakish
Elegant
Family

Image words contained
← Modern, Advanced, Technical, Novel, Fashionable
Formal, Popular, Robust, Geometric, Rational,
←
Mature
← Classical, Sleek, Stylish, Smooth
Rakish, Personal, Dashing, Young, Peculiar,
←
Speedy, Future, Streamlined, Wild
Elegant, Gorgeous, Luxurious, Noble, Lofty,
←
Gentle
← Family, Leisure, Vital

Step 2. The focus group method [16] was applied to select 33
suitable product image descriptors for a generic automobile
profile.
Step 3. The Kawakita Jiro (K J) method [17] was then
applied to classify the 33 image words in accordance with
their semantic similarities. As shown in Table 2, six basic
descriptor groups were identified.
Step 4. From each group, one image descriptor was chosen
to represent the overall characteristics of the group, that is,
Modern, Formal, Classical, Rakish, Elegant, and Family.
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Table 3: Results of MLR analysis in six image perception domains.
MLR prediction models
“Rakish” image
= −0.123(V.3𝑥) − 0.138(V.9𝑥) + 0194(V.17𝑥) − 0.549(V.19𝑥) + 0.400(V.21𝑥) + 0.182(V.31𝑥)
+ 0.171(V.39𝑥) + 0.112(V.42𝑦) − 0.107(V.43𝑥) − 0.523(V.44𝑦) + 0.105(V.49𝑥) + 0.377(V.50𝑦)
− 0.087(V.58𝑦) + 0.162(V.60𝑦) − 0.184(V.67𝑥) − 0.060(V.73𝑥) − 0.335(V.88𝑦) + 0.263(V.89𝑥)
+ 4.450
“Family” image
= 0.067(V.3𝑥) − 0.098(V.5𝑥) + 0.092(V.9𝑥) + 0.099(V.11𝑥) + 0.338(V.19𝑥) − 0.382(V.21𝑥)
− 0.313(V.30𝑦) − 0.286(V.38𝑦) + 0.098(V.42𝑦) + 0.541(V.44𝑦) + 0.145(V.48𝑦) + 0.053(V.51𝑥)
+ 0.204(V.58𝑦) − 0.265(V.76𝑦) − 0.203(V.82𝑦) + 5.804
“Formal” image
= 0.075(V.7𝑥) − 0.037(V.15𝑥) − 0.078(V.17𝑥) − 0.390(V.32𝑦) + 0.098(V.33𝑥) + 0.386(V.36𝑦)
− 0.113(V.37𝑥) + 0.095(V.56𝑦) + 0.041(V.57𝑥) − 0.124(V.63𝑥) + 0.112(V.68𝑦) + 0.209(V.69𝑥)
− 0.279(V.70𝑦) + 0.146(V.78𝑦) − 0.165(V.87𝑥) − 0.266(V.92𝑦) + 5.435
“Classical” image
= −0.043(V.7𝑥) + 0.128(V.9𝑥) − 0.127(V.10𝑦) − 0.038(V.15𝑥) − 0.094(V.23𝑥) + 0.101(V.33𝑥)
− 0.212(V.34𝑦) + 0.195(V.36𝑦) − 0.140(V.37𝑥) + 0.084(V.41𝑥) + 0.171(V.48𝑦) − 0.140(V.56𝑦)
+ 0.022(V.59𝑥) + 0.040(V.73𝑥) − 0.039(V.77𝑥) − 0.085(V.92𝑦) + 5.208
“Elegant” image
= −0.067(V.3𝑥) − 0.228(V.18𝑦) + 0.522(V.20𝑦) − 0.308(V.22𝑦) − 0.075(V.25𝑥) + 0.364(V.44𝑦)
− 0.046(V.47𝑥) + 0.121(V.71𝑥) − 0.214(V.76𝑦) + 5.259
“Modern” image
= 0.050(V.5𝑥) − 0.128(V.9𝑥) − 0.201(V.10𝑦) + 0.165(V.12𝑦) + 0.100(V.25𝑥) + 0.160(V.39𝑥)
− 0.072(V.41𝑥) + 0.072(V.42𝑦) − 0.120(V.43𝑥) − 0.517(V.44𝑦) + 0.202(V.48𝑦) + 0.103(V.49𝑥)
− 0.157(V.57𝑥) + 0.193(V.61𝑥) + 0.174(V.62𝑦) − 0.060(V.73𝑥) − 0.151(V.84𝑦) + 0.217(V.92𝑦)
+ 4.304

3.3. Evaluation of Automobile Profile Images. The 144 automobile profile samples and the six image descriptors were
used to perform an examination of the correlation between
the automobile profiles and their associated image perceptions. The investigation was performed by 32 subjects. In
the evaluation process, each profile image was assessed in
terms of the six image descriptors. Note that the evaluation
method was performed separately by each of the 32 subjects.
Taking the first image descriptor, each subject divided the
144 automobile profile samples into 3 groups, that is, low
(L), medium (M), and high (H), in accordance with his or
her intuitive perception of the extent to which the image
descriptor described the feelings induced by the profile. The
subject then further divided each of the 3 groups into 3
subgroups. In this way, the 144 automobile profile samples
were divided into a total of 9 groups. Each automobile profile
was then assigned a score from 1 to 9 (LL to HH) depending
on the group to which it was assigned. Having classified the
144 profiles in terms of the first image descriptor, the twostage classification process was repeated for each of the other
five image descriptors. Finally, the evaluation results obtained
from the 32 subjects for the 144 automobile profile samples
were used to analyze the relationship between the automobile
profile features and the associated image perceptions.

4. Constructing Prediction Models of
Automobile Profile Image
4.1. MLR Prediction Models. MLR with a stepwise selection
procedure was applied to the evaluation data obtained for

𝑅

𝑅2

0.917

0.819

0.840

0.671

0.849

0.685

0.904

0.791

0.813

0.639

0.836

0.661

the automobile profiles in order to construct functional
relationships between the design variables of the automobile
profile and the corresponding consumer responses in each
of the image perception domains. The MLR models were
constructed subject to the criteria that a 𝑃 value of less
than 0.1 was required for entry to the model such that only
those design variables having a significant effect on the consumers’ perception of the automobile profile were retained.
In performing the MLR analyses, the independent variables
corresponded to the 92 design variables of automobile profile
and the six dependent variables were specified as the mean
value of the evaluation scores assigned in the corresponding
image perception domain.
Overall, Table 3 shows the functional models relating the
design variables of the automobile profile to an evaluative
rating in each of the six product image perception domains.
In this table, the multiple correlation coefficient 𝑅 varies from
0.813 (Elegant) to 0.917 (Rakish) while the adjusted 𝑅2 values
vary from 0.639 to 0.819, respectively. This result implies the
existence of a significant relationship between the 92 design
variables and the six image perception domains.
4.2. NN Prediction Models. In constructing and training
the NN used to predict the relationship between the 144
automobile profiles and the corresponding image descriptors,
the 92 design variables for each automobile profile were
used as the input neurons of the NN and the average
values of the 6 image evaluations were used as the target
values of the output neurons. In attempting to establish the
optimal NN model, three different models were constructed,
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Table 4: RMSE of NN prediction models for automobile profile
training dataset.
Number of
training
epochs
1000
2000
5000
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000

NN-Arith.
I: 92 neurons
H: 49 neurons
O: 6 neurons

NN-Geom.
I: 92 neurons
H: 23 neurons
O: 6 neurons

NN-Sum
I: 92 neurons
H: 98 neurons
O: 6 neurons

0.1028
0.0956
0.0846
0.0775
0.0672
0.0620
0.0588
0.0576
0.0567
0.0558
0.0553
0.0550

0.1031
0.0970
0.0871
0.0787
0.0685
0.0638
0.0606
0.0599
0.0587
0.0577
0.0570
0.0570

0.1069
0.0964
0.0872
0.0791
0.0684
0.0643
0.0610
0.0603
0.0592
0.0584
0.0579
0.0577

“I,” “H,” and “O” indicate the input, hidden, and output layer, respectively.

differing only in terms of the number of neurons within
their single hidden layer. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer was specified in accordance with three common
rules, namely, the arithmetic mean (Arith.), the geometric
mean (Geom.), and the sum (Sum) of the input and output
neurons, respectively. As stated above, the 144 automobile
profiles and their associated product images were defined in
terms of the 92 coordinate variables and 6 product image
descriptors, respectively. Consequently, each of the three NN
models comprised 92 input neurons and 6 output neurons. In
accordance with the three rules specified above, the hidden
layers of the three models therefore comprised 49 (Arith), 23
(Geom.), and 98 (Sum) neurons, respectively. The three NN
models were trained using the coordinate-based definition
data associated with the 144 automobile profile samples and
the corresponding image perception values obtained from the
evaluation trials. The three NN models were trained using
a sigmoid transformation function and a delta-rule learning
rule, respectively.
As shown in Table 4, all three models converged rapidly to
an RMSE value of just over 0.1 after 1000 training epochs and
to a value of just less than 0.1 after approximately 2000 epochs.
These results indicate that the NN models all successfully
converged as the number of training epochs increased. The
three NN models were trained continuously for a total of
90,000 epochs. As shown in Table 4, the NN-Arith. model
obtained its best predictive performance after 90,000 epochs
(RMSE = 0.0550), while the NN-Geom and NN-Sum
models obtained their best performances after 80,000 epochs
(RMSE = 0.0570) and 90,000 epochs (RMSE = 0.0577),
respectively. Although the difference between the RMSE
values of the three NN models is less than 0.0030 (0.0577 −
0.0550 = 0.0027), the RMSE value of the NN-Arith. model
is lower (i.e., better) than those of the other two models after
90,000 training epochs. Consequently, the NN-Arith. model

was adopted as the operational NN model for predicting the
values of each of the six automobile image descriptors for any
given automobile profile definition data.

5. Validation and Comparison of Prediction
Model Performance
5.1. Performance Evaluation of Prediction Models. To verify
the predictive ability of the MLR and NN models, six
new automobile profiles were designed using the respective
coordinate-based definitions. The six automobile profiles
were displayed on individual A4-sized cards and were evaluated by a group of 30 subjects using nine-point Likert scales.
The product image perception in each of the six domains
associated with the automobile profile was also predicted by
substituting the relevant design variable values of each verification sample into the functional models. The discrepancy
between the Likert scale evaluation scores assigned to each
verification sample by the 30 subjects and those predicted by
the functional models was then assessed using the following
root-mean-square-error index (EI):
EI = √

2

∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑜 )
,
𝑛

(10)

where 𝑥𝑖 is the Likert scale point assigned by the 𝑖th subject,
𝑥𝑜 is the Likert scale point predicted by the corresponding
model, and 𝑛 is the number of participants involved in the
validation experiments. The EI value in (10) gives the average
difference between the evaluations of the subjects and those
of the corresponding model, respectively, for a single point
on the nine-point Likert scale. To enable the reliability of
the prediction models to be more conveniently compared,
a normalized EI value was obtained by dividing the result
obtained from (10) by nine to yield an error rate (ER) in
the interval [0, 1]. Clearly, a lower value of ER indicates an
enhanced predictive capability.
Tables 5 and 6 present the predictions, EI values, and
corresponding error rate (ER) values of the MLR and NN
models, respectively, for the six image perception domains
associated with the six automobile verification examples (see
Figure 1). From inspection, it is determined that the average
ER varies from 13.32% for the “Family” image to 20.57%
for the “Modern” image when evaluated using the MLR
prediction models (see Table 5). By contrast, the average
ER is found to vary from 13.38% for the “Family” image
to 19.22% for the “Classical” image when evaluated using
the NN prediction model (see Table 6). Overall, the results
demonstrate the basic reliability of the two functional models
in predicting the image projected by an automobile profile in
each of the six perception domains.
5.2. Prediction Performance Comparison between MLR Model
and NN Model. Table 7 summarizes the average ER values
of the two functional models when applied to predict the
consumer response to the automobile profile in each of
the corresponding image perception domains. The only
exception to this tendency occurs in the “Family” and
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Table 5: Performance evaluation of MLR prediction models.
Mean
1
2
3
4
5
6

5.23
2.77
5.23
2.33
1.77
6.80

1
2
3
4
5
6

4.33
6.63
5.10
6.47
4.73
3.47

1
2
3
4
5
6

4.50
8.10
7.70
5.17
4.93
4.57

Prediction
Rakish
5.10
2.88
4.99
2.49
4.56
7.08
Average ER = 17.03%
Formal
5.07
5.42
5.01
6.41
3.27
4.89
Average ER = 19.18%
Elegant
4.24
6.63
6.59
7.29
4.85
5.00
Average ER = 18.48%

ER (EI/9)

Mean

12.8%
12.8%
17.1%
14.3%
31.9%
13.3%

7.70
6.33
7.57
8.43
6.23
6.37

21.0%
21.6%
14.2%
15.4%
22.4%
20.5%

3.40
5.53
4.53
5.40
3.20
4.93

18.1%
19.0%
17.6%
27.1%
14.9%
14.2%

4.93
3.97
5.23
4.60
4.63
5.47

Prediction
Family
6.59
5.81
7.20
8.49
6.56
5.97
Average ER = 13.32%
Classical
4.91
5.72
5.77
4.74
3.95
5.29
Average ER = 18.17%
Modern
4.14
4.10
4.84
3.91
6.25
6.39
Average ER = 20.57%

ER (EI/9)

Prediction
Rakish
8.18
6.52
6.89
7.84
6.84
6.88
Average ER = 13.38%
Rakish
5.07
5.12
6.33
6.11
3.72
5.18
Average ER = 19.22%
Rakish
4.53
4.44
4.58
4.03
5.03
5.12
Average ER = 19.00%

ER (EI/9)

17.6%
15.0%
11.1%
8.0%
13.6%
14.6%

22.0%
13.2%
23.6%
18.0%
12.1%
20.1%

18.7%
20.2%
16.5%
21.0%
24.9%
22.1%

Table 6: Performance evaluation of NN prediction model.
Mean
1
2
3
4
5
6

5.23
2.77
5.23
2.33
1.77
6.80

1
2
3
4
5
6

4.33
6.63
5.10
6.47
4.73
3.47

1
2
3
4
5
6

4.50
8.10
7.70
5.17
4.93
4.57

Prediction
Rakish
5.71
3.73
4.17
4.12
3.02
5.72
Average ER = 16.30%
Rakish
5.13
5.97
5.37
5.97
4.37
5.03
Average ER = 18.02%
Rakish
4.23
6.99
8.02
7.66
5.67
4.81
Average ER = 18.03%

ER (EI/9)

Mean

13.8%
16.5%
20.8%
24.4%
16.2%
20.4%

7.70
6.33
7.57
8.43
6.23
6.37

21.3%
18.4%
14.5%
16.3%
15.9%
21.7%

3.40
5.53
4.53
5.40
3.20
4.93

18.1%
15.6%
13.1%
30.8%
17.0%
13.6%

4.93
3.97
5.23
4.60
4.63
5.47

13.6%
14.0%
12.7%
10.3%
14.7%
15.0%

23.4%
13.8%
27.7%
18.2%
12.4%
19.8%

17.1%
20.9%
17.5%
20.6%
17.9%
20.0%
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v.1
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v.4

v.5

v.6

Figure 1: Automobile profiles used for functional model verification purposes.

the “Classical” image perception domain, in which the
average ER value of the MLR model (Family = 13.32%;
Classical = 18.17%) is slightly lower than that of the NN
model (Family = 13.38%; Classical = 19.22%). Observing
the mean ER data presented in the lower row of the table, the
mean average ER values of the MLR model and the NN model
for the automobile profile are 17.79% and 17.33%, respectively.
Comparing the mean average ER value of the MLR model
with that of the NN model, it is observed that the latter is
slightly lower (i.e., better) than the former. This finding seems
to imply that the predictive performance of the NN model is
slightly superior to that of the MLR model. However, while
the inclusion of a large number of design variables enhances
the efficiency of a general predictive model, it also increases
the model complexity and therefore causes the designer
problems in understanding the true nature of the relationship
between the consumers’ image perception and the individual
design variables. Although the average ER values of the MLR
model are slightly inferior to those of the NN, the MLR
model has the advantage that it can use fewer design variables
to predict the consumers’ likely response to the automobile
profile, and thus the functional relationships between the
input design variables and the image perception values are
not only more straightforward than those in the NN model
but also more intuitively understandable. From inspection,
the difference in the mean average ER values of the MLR and
NN models is found to be less than 0.5% (17.79% − 17.33% =
0.46%). Thus, overall, it can be inferred that the MLR model
also represents a good solution for predicting the consumer’s
image perceptions of the automobile profile since it achieves
a predictive ability very close to that of the NN model.

6. Conclusions
In this study, the relationships between the independent
variables and the dependent variables are established using
MLR and NN modeling techniques. The various models have
all been verified by comparing the predicted consumers’
perception of the product image in each product image
domain with the corresponding manual evaluation results.
Although the verification result presented in Table 7 has
shown that the predictive performance of the NN model is
slightly better than that of the MLR model, the difference
in the predictive performance of the two models is very

Table 7: Comparison of average ER values of two prediction models.
MLR prediction
Model
Rakish
Family
Formal
Classical
Elegant
Modern
Mean of all average
ER

17.03%
13.32%
19.18%
∗
18.17%
18.48%
20.57%

∗

17.79%

NN prediction
Model
∗

16.30%
13.38%
∗
18.02%
19.22%
∗
18.03%
∗
19.00%
∗

17.33%

Asterisks indicate that average ER value of prediction model is lower (i.e.,
better).

slight here. Thus, this finding implies that the nonlinear NN
modeling technique and the MLR technique are comparably
good for predicting the consumers’ likely response to a
particular automobile profile. However, NN model with their
sophisticated nonlinear algorithms is often opaque and it
is therefore frequently difficult to recognize the specific
design variables which dominate the consumers’ response
to the product design. By contrast, MLR technique allows
designers to construct relationship models comprising only
those independent variables which exert the most significant effect on the dependent values. Nevertheless, nonlinear
relationship modeling using MLR technique results in poor
predictive performance. In future study, it would be worthwhile considering the use of the integration model which
combines the variable selection advantage of MLR and the
sophisticated data analysis capabilities of NN for establishing
the relationship between the dependent variables and the
independent variables in the product form design field.
Although this study has chosen a 2D automobile profile for
illustration purposes, the concept of the proposed approach is
expansively applicable to 3D automotive form design or other
consumer product forms.
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Internet shopping has become a global business activity; it also increases the workload of delivery services. The Transnet logistics
can easily deliver and collect cargos from everywhere, with difficulty of having the greatest efficiency. This study is composed of
four parts; the first step of identifies opportunities in which proposing an auxiliary vehicle for Transnet truck to support service in
narrow or crowded road. A weight calculation system determined the relative value of different items and applied the interpretive
structural model (ISM) to modularize SET for constructing innovation from integrated new product development (iNPD). From
finding GAPs in opportunities of search results are explored an innovative light electric carrier as an auxiliary vehicle is determined.
The second part consists of quantifying 21 items based upon 7 specific attributes for user orientation. The third part describes a new
kind of light electric vehicle which is developed and mounted on the rear side of transport trucks; it can be used to deliver goods
along narrow roads. Finally, more specific details of a collapsible electric motor carrier with a battery that is recharged using truck’s
power system after using it are presented. The results of this study establish a research and product design to help Transnet drivers
by improving carrying efficiency in narrow and crowded roads.

1. Introduction
Nowadays it has become very popular to shop online rather
than face-to-face in real stores. The Mainland China site
“Taobao net” claims to have a huge business channel from
which you can buy anything you want. Although virtual
transactions can be made on the internet, the distribution
of goods still requires a physical delivery method. Therefore,
logistical and distribution industries need to change their
systems so as to satisfy the needs of online shoppers. The
development of the Transnet service has been a step forward,
but it still must improve if it wants to be the most diverse and
convenient method. In 1976, the main company of Transnet
service, “Takkyubin (Transnet),” evolved from a standard
home delivery system. It was pioneered by Daiwa transportation in Japan, and its main business feature is that one can
call in and then immediately have goods, even small goods;
shipping begins to a specified location for delivery on the next

day. In late 2000, this system was first introduced by “TECO”
and the “President Group” into Taiwan. Popular carriers such
as “Taiwan Pelican” and “President Transnet Corp” vigorously
promote the domestic Transnet market through the mass
media by whipping up big waves of consumption behavior
because the business model is convenient for consumers.
Transnet services gradually expanded into many related
peripheral businesses. They quickly transport frozen and
perishable cargos, among others, to and from places like
convenience stores, using systems like cash on delivery and
credit card payment. It has steadily become a more flexible
and diverse service, filling a niche in consumption needs.
Although this diverse delivery service seems to have a
complicated distribution approach, it can deal with a variety
of business logistics, although it still needs to improve.
Delivering goods anywhere as quickly as possible is an
essential requirement for an online business. Each of the
goods must reach the consumer’s hands in the most effortless
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iNPD [4]. There has been an investigation into developing a
highly rational industrial design using the iNPD process of
high-tech industrialization by two actual projects through the
use of these methods [5].

Design

2. Outline of the Research Model
Development Procedure
Desirable

Usable
Customer-driven
product concept

Useful

Marketing

Engineering

Figure 1: Overlap of disciplines leads to value of user centered [1].

way, reducing energy and unnecessary waste. This needs to
be a primary goal of the industry.
Existing delivery vehicles are mostly large and heavy,
preventing delivery to some areas. Therefore, there is a need
for a supplementary transportation device, such as a scooter,
to collect or send goods to scattered customers’ locations
in the city. There is still no solution for enabling Transnet
services to reach some of the more difficult to reach locations,
which means that there is a need for an innovative product or
mechanism to solve this problem.
Figure 1 shows that an integrated product innovation
process (iNPD) requires the combination of three areas:
market research, engineering and product design, and new
product development. It is not just a set of methods that
can be plugged into an existing company structure. It is a
way of thinking that combines three key elements: (1) a truly
horizontal and interdisciplinary structure, (2) a commitment
to maintain a focus on what customers and other stakeholders
value, and (3) a system that begins with an emphasis on qualitative methods of discovery and development and evolves
toward quantitative methods of real methods of refinement
and manufacture. It is a good way to transfer and combine
the marketing research, engineering, and design of products
to explore the complex and comprehensive research [1, 2].
Finally, the process of iNPD can be explored for complex
innovative issues, converting an excursive hypothesis into
a specific proposal and combining multifaceted fields in a
concise approachable way which puts lessons learned from
a project-based approach into a form for teaching new
cognitive product development to multidisciplinary student
teams [3]. A proposal has been made to create green Wi-Fi
equipment to communicate regarding outdoor activities from

This synthesized process creates a combination of design
and analysis to construct a product innovation procedure.
Figure 1 shows that the overlap in disciplines of design,
engineering, and marketing leads to value of user centered
which define the usability, usefulness, and desirability of the
product to the customer, the value that also leads to success
in the market and profit for the company. Figure 2 shows that
there are four phases in this iNPD flow chart: (1) identifying
opportunities, (2) understanding opportunities, (3) conceptualizing opportunities, and (4) realizing opportunities [4,
6–8]. We believe that using this combination for product
innovation will produce better solution.
The basic procedure of iNPD has processed an example
of a product hybrid that successfully filled a gap was the
first Apple iMac. Integrating the monitor and CPU, using
translucent plastic combined with a variety of bright candy
colors, made the iMac easier and more fun to use than
other computers. The iMac evolved with and continued
to define the aesthetics of offices and homes, which look
sharp with an iMac on the desk. Setup was a breeze, and
cable-management issues virtually disappeared. The Apple
desktop has continued to use the integration concept and is
now an elegant thin, soft-cornered rectangle with a minimal
aluminum base [1], It is found that this result has got a usable,
useful, and desirable product for customer.
2.1. Identifying Opportunities. There are three phases in this
stage.
(1) Selecting and Evaluating SET Factors. This phase introduces a way to collect market information from the essential
SET factors (social change: social and cultural trends and
drivers, reviving historical trends; economic trends: state of
economy, shift in focus on where to spend money, level
of disposable income, and technological innovation: stateof-the-art and emerging technology, revaluating existing
technology) for locating a better position from which to plan
an innovative opportunity. According to research, users’ age
is related to average daily use of the internet in general and use
of the internet for information access [9]. In order to collect
the factors of all issues of SET, this study uses eight participants whose ages are from 20 to 24 for brainstorming; two
participants are graduate students, other two are industrial
designers, and other four are the related company drivers. In
order to evaluate each SET item, a weighted formula is used to
calculate the average value of a particular set of numbers with
different levels of relevance. The relevance of each number is
called its weight, which is represented as a percentage of the
total relevancy. Firstly, each weighted item is given a value
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Selecting and evaluating
SET factors

(1) Identifying opportunities

Establishing correlation
matrices

Filling product opportunity
gaps

Calculation of reachability
matrices

Processing of interpretive
structural model (ISM)

Structure of product elements
Processing of value
opportunities analysis (VOA)

D + R D − R main and
subgoal distribution graph

(2) Understanding opportunities
Filling the POGs for caring
Transnet drivers
Focusing on the LEF
(3) Conceptualizing opportunities
Moving to first quadrant
Reconfirming the design
opportunity from LEF
(4) Realizing opportunities
Designing a light vehicle

Figure 2: Flow chart of research and design for Transnet industry.

Table 1: The high value elements from weighted calculation.
S (social change)
Elements
𝑥 𝑤

E (economic trend)
Elements
𝑥 𝑤

Scores

Scores

T (technology innovation)
Elements
𝑥 𝑤
Replace the internal
2 1
combustion engine

Scores
2

1 Virtual community

6

2

12

1

Cargo variety

4

2

8

1

2 Otaku culture

5

4

20

2

Services
commercialization

5

5

25

2

Mobile network

5

5

25

3 Fashion pursuit
4 Logistics service

3

2

6

3

Virtual currency

4

4

16

3

Cloud technology

5

4

20

5

5

25

4

4

3

12

4

Electric vehicles

3

5

15

5

1

5

5

Energy price rising
Working hours
increasing

2

1

2

5

Energy-saving

1

5

5

6

4

24

6

Parity of 3C products

3

3

9

4

3

12

5 Popularity of
internet
6 Internet shopping
7 Convenience store
services

from 1 to 5 (𝑤 = relative weight) by researchers, as shown
in Table 1; the “5” is the most relative to researching topic,
gradually reducing number that it represents to decrease
the correlation with topic; the weight value is decided by
discussion with all participants. This can be seen by the drawn
related line between each item of SET; all related lines also
have been decided by all participants. Finally, the weighted
Avgx is used in formula (1), and the weighted results are
shown in Table 1. The greater values of weighted Avg can be
used to construct POGs (product opportunity gaps), which
are then generalized into fuzzy idea of opportunity. The brain
storming and drawing related lines concluded the high scores
to build opportunity gaps on qualitative and quantitative

methods. The SET factors can identify POGs for a targeted
user group. Consider the following:
weighted Avg𝑥 = 𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛
𝑤 = relative weight (1∼5)

(1)

𝑥 = value.
(2) Filling Product Opportunity Gaps. Identifying product
opportunities should be the core force driving the companies
that manufacture products, supply services, and process
information. A product opportunity exists when there is a gap
between what is currently on the market and the possibility
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Figure 3: The gaps concluded from all connections between each SET item.

Social change
∙ Social and cultural
trends and drivers
∙ Reviving historical
trends
S

Product
opportunity gaps

Economic trends
∙ State of economy
∙ Shift in focus on
where to spend money
∙ Level of disposable
income

T
Technological innovation

E

∙ State-of-the-art and
emerging technology
∙ Revaluating existing
technology

Figure 4: Scanning SET factors leads to POGs [1].

for new or significantly improved products that result from
emerging trend. Figure 4 shows a product that successfully
fills product opportunity gaps (POGs) when it meets the
conscious and unconscious expectations of customers and is
perceived as useful, useable, and desirable [1, 2].
(3) Processing Interpretive Structural Model (ISM). Generally
speaking, when people study complex and divisive issues

and conduct problem analysis and needs assessments, they
usually make intuitive judgments based on prior experience
rather than rationally assessing the situation. Therefore,
they need more effective methods, such as ISM, DEMATEL
(Decision-Making Trial Evaluation Laboratory), and the KJ
method, which are used for ideal planning [10]. ISM is
an especially effective method because all elements can
be processed with a simple matrix. Interpretive structural
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modeling (ISM) is a system proposed and developed by
Warfield, starting from 1973 [11–14]. It is often used to provide
fundamental understanding of complex situations and to
put together a course of action for solving a problem. The
mathematical foundations of the methodology can be found
in various reference works [15].
The philosophical basis for the development of the ISM
approach is presented in Warfield [11, 12], and the conceptual
and analytical details of the ISM process were later outlined
in greater detail [12–14]. Interpretive structural modelling
(ISM) is a well-established methodology for identifying
relationships among specific items. It is useful for defining a
specific problem or an issue [16, 17]. It is a suitable modeling
technique for analyzing the influence of one variable on other
variables [18], which helps groups of people in structuring
their collective knowledge [19]. It is used here to refer to
the systematic application of some elementary notions of
graph theory in such a way that theoretical, conceptual, and
computational leverage are efficiently exploited to construct
a graph [19, 20].
One simple way to describe the relation of the 8 categories
within the matrix in this case is to assign weights 𝑤𝑖 for the
𝑖th element according to its relative position in an individual
hierarchy. By summing up the individuals, a collective score
𝑤𝑖𝑗 can be assigned to each element, which can then be used
to construct a matrix [𝐴] to present the related relationship
of each element. Consider the following:
𝑛𝑗

[𝐴] = ∑𝑤𝑖𝑗 ,

(2)

𝑤11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤𝑖1
[ ..
. ]
[𝐴] = [ . d .. ] .
[𝑤1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ]

(3)

𝑗=1

Malone [20] terms this the adjacency matrix of 𝐷, which
is constructed by setting 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 1, wherever there is an arc in 𝐷
directed from element 𝑠𝑖 to element 𝑠𝑗 , and by setting 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0
elsewhere. Element 𝑠𝑗 is said to be reachable from element 𝑠𝑖
if a path can be traced on 𝐷 from 𝑠𝑖 to 𝑠𝑗 . By convention, an
element 𝑠𝑖 is said to be reachable from itself by a path of length
0. The reachability matrix 𝑀 of a digraph is defined as a binary
matrix in which the entries 𝑚𝑖𝑗 are 1 if element 𝑠𝑗 is reachable
from element 𝑠𝑖 ; otherwise 𝑚𝑖𝑗 = 0. It can be shown that
the reachability matrix may be obtained operationally from
the adjacency matrix by adding the identity matrix and then
raising the resulting matrix to successive powers until no new
entries are obtained. That is,
[𝑀] = ([𝐴] + [𝐼])𝑛 ,

(4)

where 𝑛 is determined such that
([𝐴] + [𝐼])𝑛−1 < ([𝐴] + [𝐼])𝑛 = ([𝐴] + [𝐼])𝑛+1 .

(5)

Some articles published recently on decision making [21,
22], design planning [23–25], productivity issues [26], and so
forth have provided the adequate ground to begin with.

2.2. Understanding Opportunities. To create a breakthrough
product, we must know who our customer is and how to
place that knowledge in the perspective of marketing our
product competitively. In order to understand the possible
opportunity of POGs of SET from the first phase, we must
continue to verify the opportunity for possible products. As
awareness begins to grow, the team produces models of the
experience and starts to develop an understanding of the
value opportunities for the product. From this, the factors
of importance that will make the product useful, usable,
and desirable start to emerge. There are seven composite
attributes: emotion, ergonomics, aesthetics, identity, impact,
core technology, and quality, which are each surveyed for the
possible design direction. These attributes are divided into
twenty-two value opportunities to process value opportunities analysis (VOA) and to make clear descriptions of POGs
through a quantitative survey. There are four steps that can
be divided into two phases. (1) Processing of value opportunities analysis (VOA): (A) value opportunities modification:
increase or decrease the numbers of value opportunities to
fit a fuzzy product idea. (B) Quantitative surveys identify the
significant values that have a semantic survey of products
from the questionnaire based on 10 segments of a Likert
scale. (C) Recognize the importance of value opportunities:
when the average scores of descriptive statistics of VOA are
less than 4, the importance is deemed as “low.” A level of
4 to 8 is deemed as “moderate” requirements, and more
than 8 is deemed as “high.” Some higher important value
opportunities will be focused upon to describe related design
concepts. (2) Filling the POGs for caring Transnet drivers
to find the fuzzy front end: the high important ones and
POGs are integrated as the directions for conceptualizing
ideas which can be used as opportunities.
2.3. Conceptualizing Opportunities. In this phase, pictures
simulate the preferred orientation of significant value opportunities for target groups which (1) focusing on the LEF
(lifestyle, ergonomics, and feature). The user life-style is used
to conceptualize the product design direction; integration of
style and technology is used to orient an approach from the
standpoint of users and is centered on caring for humans and
the earth. (2) Moving to the right and upper quadrant we see
idea opportunities which must move to a high value quadrant
of style, tech, and other values, positioned appropriately for
an anticipated product.
2.4. Realizing Opportunities. In order to realize opportunities
in this phase, the designer must insist on focusing on an idea
opportunity to decrease manpower on Transnet popularity.
The proposal will be presented by sketching the concept as
a product design. The “care” is a state of mental suffering
or of engrossment: to care is to be in a burden mental
state, one of anxiety, fear, or solicitude about something or
someone [27]. To make effort to do something correctly,
safely, or without causing damage. The care and design has
been constructed as a design issue; it seems to begin from
green design, considering humans and the environment to
combine motivation [28]. In fact, it can let the design get a
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Figure 5: Step by step of ISM from (a) to (c).
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chance to be reinforced to fit for living creatures; this design
concept can be constructed between carers and by-carers to
improve product value and create valuable issues for common
topics.

3. Result
After the above mentioned iNPD process, the results can
be determined from those four phases, they also have been
explained as below description.
3.1. Identifying Opportunities. In order to construct product
opportunity gaps (POGs), we have valuated SET and used
ISM as effective method for ideal planning.
3.1.1. High Weighted Value. In order to recognize the value
of the opportunity, we selected six people to serve as focus
group members to discuss the topic of Transnet from three
major related categories: social change, economic trends,
and technological innovation. Figure 3 shows all related lines
that also have been decided by all participants. Analysis of
the discussion results gave us seven social change items, six
economic trends items, and five technological innovation
items (Table 1). The number of “𝑥” is the connection of
an item with items from other categories, the “𝑤” is the
relative weight (1–5) of each item, and, finally, the “weight
value” is the score of “𝑥” multiplied by “𝑤”, as in formula
(1), which means that we can select the higher importance
weight of SET evaluation as samples for ISM. Following the
completion of this process, the high scores on behalf of this
evaluation have a high value opportunities possibility. All
project details are shown in Table 1. The selected high score
items from the SET weighted matrix evaluation left us with
eight categories: (1) social changes: logistics services (25),
internet shopping (24), and Otaku culture (20); (2) economic
trends: services commercialization (25) and virtual currency
(16); (3) technology innovation: mobile network (25), cloud
technology (20), and electric vehicles (15).
3.1.2. Filling Product Opportunity Gaps. The high score items,
from the SET weighted matrix evaluation, left us to find a
GAP. Figure 4 shows that the value of identifying opportunity
is based on experience and discussion to identify the fuzzy
front end of the opportunity; we can find a customer-driven
product design to use a carrier located on large transport
vehicles, it can provide better caring for one person driving
in Transnet service.
3.1.3. Processing of the Interpretive Structural Model. Based on
the correlation between elements in a system, customer need
assessments are conducted using matrix arithmetic. Directional hierarchical relationship graphics have been generated
to formulate execution policies and develop problem-solving
strategies. Interpretive structural model (ISM) can compute a
model to show our thinking processes in order to deconstruct
problems for this study. A few follow the procedure which
Hsiao et al. [25] proposed for ISM, illustrated below.
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(1) Construct a correlation matrix: to conduct logical
operations and analyze the resulting hierarchical structures,
we must arrange the high weight value elements (entries)
of SET in the form of a matrix to select and sample the
structure elements and compare the relationships between
the elements of SET (Table 1). To compare the relationships,
a directional correlation matrix [𝐴] (formula (2)) is formed
using the relationship (𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) (formula (3)) between one element
and another. Figure 5(a) represents the incidence matrix
(original matrix) of an example system containing eight
components and displays the incidence relationships. (2)
Generate a reachability matrix: the reachability matrix [𝑅]
(from formulas (4) and (5)) is deducted from the incidence
matrix [A] if a Boolean 𝑛-multiple product of [𝐴] + [𝐼]
uniquely converges to 𝑅 for all integers 𝑛 > 𝑛0 , where 𝑛0 is
an appropriate positive integer, [𝐼] is a Boolean unity matrix,
and + is an addition in the Boolean sense [29]. Matrix [𝑅]
represents all direct and indirect linkages between components. Relation transitivity is a basic assumption in ISM.
Figure 5(b) represents the reachability matrix [𝑅] derived
from matrix [𝐴], in which an entry 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 1 if component𝑗
is reachable by 𝑖, although the path length may be one
or more. “Reachability” in graph theory is the ability to
move from one vertex in a directed graph to some other
vertices (formula (4)). This is sufficient to find the connected
components in the graph. (3) Generate a rearranged matrix:
cluster elements that affect one another in the output matrix
of the reachability matrix. Figure 5(c) reveals three clusters
in the system, namely, {1, 2, 3, 8}, {4, 5, 6}, and {7}, and the
clustered components are integrated and treated as a single
entity. (4) Illustrate the hierarchical relationships of elements:
the hierarchy graph is then obtained by identifying a set of
components in matrix [𝑅] that cannot reach or be reached
by other components outside the set itself. The oriented
links then connect the nodes from source to sink based
on the incidence matrix. Notably, the rounded rectangles
in Figure 6 indicate clusters within the retrieved group, in
which the information flow forms a loop. In this step, the
elements’ hierarchical relationships are illustrated according
to the rearranged matrix, providing decision makers with
the procedures and hierarchical structures to use in the
deconstruction of a problem. (5) Draw the 𝐷 + 𝑅 𝐷 − 𝑅
element distribution graph: based upon the reachability
matrix [𝑅], the user must add up the scores of the elements in
each row to generate 𝐷 and the elements in each column to
generate 𝑅. After this, calculate the values of 𝐷+𝑅 and 𝐷−𝑅 to
generate a reachability matrix determinant (see Table 2) and
then demonstrate 𝐷 + 𝑅 𝐷 − 𝑅 on a binary scale to interpret
both the problem and the target areas. This system can also be
employed to analyze independent elements according to their
hierarchical relationships. After the element level has been
determined, draw the 𝐷+𝑅 𝐷−𝑅 element distribution graph
to find out the main problem and main target (see Figure 7).
Once this has been accomplished, the power-driven and
easy to use vehicles can be loaded on a large vehicle which
can provide better quality of Transnet for driver from ISM
process. This analysis can make the selected SET topics to
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Table 2: 𝐷 + 𝑅 𝐷 − 𝑅 and reachability matrix determinant.
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Figure 8: The scores of value opportunity analysis (VOA).
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Figure 7: 𝐷 + 𝑅 𝐷 − 𝑅 element distribution graph.

understand their relationships, determined what is the main
problem or main target, and connection lines clarify their
relation directions to recognize all topics.
3.2. Understanding Opportunities. Value opportunities (VO)
of proposed direction can be classified into specific attributes
that contribute to the usefulness, usability, and desirability of
a product, connecting the features of the target product to
evaluate those values from specific attributes. There are seven
attributes: emotion, ergonomic, aesthetic, identity, impact,
core tech, and quality.
3.2.1. Processing of Value Opportunities Analysis (VOA). First,
the original opportunities of the attribute must be modified
to fit the real user needs, and each of the seven attributes
must contribute to the overall experience of the product. In
doing this, the 22 original value opportunities will be adjusted
to 21 items. Of these 21 items, 6 have emotional attributes,
2 have ergonomic attributes, 4 have aesthetic attributes, 3
have identity attributes, 2 have impact attributes, 2 are related
to core technology attributes, and 2 are related to quality
attributes. Then, to process the quantitative survey section

Table 3: The fuzzy front end of creative design for caring Transnet
drivers.
LEF

Collected factors
Confidence
Sense of place
Reputation
Life style
Social
Environment
Comfort
Ergonomics Security
Point in time
Point in time
Feature
Sense of place
Independence

Design directions
Transnet truck needs to pass
the narrow streets or alleys

Easy to drive and needs to be
able to charge at any time
Foldable, easy to carry cargo,
small electric vehicles

of the questionnaire, the question items are ranked using
a 10-segment Likert scale. This questionnaire survey was
taken from May 23 to 29, 2013, using a website. Twelve
expert examinees participated in this internet survey, 41.7%
of the examinees were male, and 58.3% were female. Figure 8
shows that the 21 items have average scores. If the scores
are over 8, they are considered high level items and are
selected to conceptualize the new product development.
After calculating, the high level scores are selected as shown
below (Figure 8). Items related to “comfort,” “point in time,”
and “confidence” rate over 8.4; “reputation” is 8.2; items of
“security” and “social” are 8.1; items of “environment,” “sense
of place,” and “independence” each score 8.0.
3.2.2. The POGs of Creative Design for Caring Transnet
Drivers. In Table 3, we induct those high value items to find
the detailed decision for fuzzy front end: (1) Transnet truck
needs to pass the narrow streets or alleys, (2) it is easy to
drive and needs to be able to charge at any time, and (3) it is
collapsible, easy to carry cargo, small electric vehicles, which
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Figure 9: The scenario of desirability, usability, and usefulness of Transnet service.

3.3. Conceptualizing Opportunities. Here we try to conceptualize the proposed design direction and value opportunities
and select the empirical data and major items to describe
the fuzzy front end of opportunities: imagination of the user
scenario and design approach the upper and right quadrant
to explain the location of design opportunity.
3.3.1. Focusing on the LEF-Scenario of User Working and
Product Environment. Figure 9 shows the popularity of smart
devices used for special tasks combined with the commercialization of online shopping for service. Together, these
suggest the need to achieve a mechanism for Transnet service.
The scenario of the user’s working and product environment
will be with narrow alleys and crowded cars tide where the
user drives a truck for desirable, usable, and useful Transnet
service. A new product is needed to solve the problems
arising from those situations. It also needs to depend on
LEF to construct more clear design direction as following: (1)
lifestyle impact: a customized carrier for Transnet drivers, (2)
ergonomics: an uninterrupted power vehicle with electrical
storage, and (3) feature that must be durable and useful for
users and the feature becomes minor issue.
3.3.2. Moving to Upper Right Quadrant: High Style and
Technology for Product Design. The upper right quadrant
integrates style and technology of product design to make
a successful design. Selecting several products located in the

High

High style
High-tech
High value
Style

are some design value opportunities for supporting logistic
Transnet system.

Low
Low

Technology

High

Figure 10: The design idea must approach right and upper quadrant
and other reference products.

other quadrants shows us the high style, high-tech, and high
values for target products to approach the first quadrant, as
in Figure 10. Finally, a design idea can be chosen in which a
foldable vehicle is used to access urban narrow alleys, with a
lock at the side of truck for convenience.
3.4. Realizing Opportunities. From opportunity to conceptualization, value is based on experience and statistics. Using
these, we can recognize and identify the fuzzy front end of the
design opportunity. We find that a power-driven and easily
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Collapsible handle bar

Rechargeable battery
(a)

(b)

Figure 11: (a) An initial design idea. (b) Two places for locating carrier from side or rear for final design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) The final design solution. (b) Operating extended platform.

usable light vehicle which can be loaded on large vehicles will
provide better quality Transnet for drivers and customers.
3.4.1. Reconfirming the Design Opportunity from LEF. We
can reconfirm this design process for delivery shuttle trucks.
It is difficult for drivers to deliver goods to customers
because there are still many small and narrow lanes in the
city. Although delivery personnel can use a small feeder
carrier, they cannot work efficiently. As discussed by the LEF
(lifestyle, ergonomics, and feature), a power-driven vehicle
can be adapted to drive short distances in urban areas, one
which can be charged from a truck on which it can be placed
on the side or rear. Such a vehicle can be used for frequent
short electric-powered driving without a large rechargeable
battery.
3.4.2. Designing a Light Vehicle for Supporting Truck Driver
on Transnet Service. In order to reduce the volume of the
vehicle, the design must be collapsible, the first idea is as
Figure 11 and the final proposal is as Figure 12(a), and it is
with extendable bar to enlarge the cargo volume, Figure 13(a)
shows it is with an auxiliary electric wheel hub motor with
battery, Figure 13(b) shows that it can charge from truck. This
would be convenient and save space and can be located on the

side or rear of Transnet truck where it could be easily picked
up and used by the truck’s drivers. They could add another
carrier to carry more goods as shown in Figure 14.

4. Conclusion
This analysis can make the selected SET topics understand
their relationship and what the main problem, main target,
and connection lines are. To make effort to do some modification, thinking more safe and more space to care driver. The
care and design have been constructed as a design issue; it
seems to begin from green design, considering humans and
the environment to combine motivation [28]. In fact, it can
let the design get a chance to be reinforced to fit for living
creatures; this design concept can be constructed between
carers and by-carers to improve product value and create
valuable issues for common topic.
This study proposes an application of ISM to make design
direction in the new integrated product development from
determining the interrelated strengths on each topic. This
synthesized process based on ISM to make it more methodical and logical is easier and less time to achieve a complete
design procedure which is possible to be done by designers
themselves. The methodology of this study can be applied
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Wheel hub motor

(a)
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Figure 13: (a) Explaining electric components for light carrier. (b) The charging socket.

and broader carrier vehicle can increase service efficiency and
decrease manpower cost.
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Proper anesthesia is very important for patients to get through surgery without pain and then avoid some other problems. By
monitoring the depth of sedation for a patient, it could help a clinician to provide a suitable amount of anesthetic and other
clinical treatment. In hospital, a patient is usually monitored by different types of biological systems. To predict the depth of
sedation from biological signals is able to ease patient monitoring services. In this study, continuous restricted Boltzmann machines
based neural network is proposed to predict the depth of sedation. The biological signals including heart rate, blood pressure,
peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, and body weight are selected as analytic features. To improve the accuracy, the signals
related to the state of anesthesia including fractional anesthetic concentration, end-tidal carbon dioxide, fraction inspiration carbon
dioxide, and minimum alveolar concentration are also adopted in this study. Using minimizing contrastive divergence, a continuous
restricted Boltzmann machine is trained and then used to predict the depth of sedation. The experimental results showed that the
proposed approach outperforms feed-forward neural network and modular neural network. Besides, it would be able to ease patient
monitoring services by using biological systems and promote healthcare quality.

1. Introduction
It is very important to help patients get through surgery without pain and avoid some other problems; thus clinicians need
to provide proper anesthesia in surgery [1–4]. Under general
anesthesia, memory and awareness are critical components
of the depth of sedation (DOS). However, it needs additional
monitoring equipment and sensors to predict the DOS. But,
using this equipment and these sensors is uncomfortable for a
patient. In clinical practice, a patient is usually monitored by
different types of biological systems. Hence, it is important
to predict the DOS from biological signals. It then can ease
patient monitoring services and promote healthcare quality.
The assessment and interpretation of anesthesia are
always based on patients’ subjective reports, physiological
monitors, and evaluation indices. Generally, electromyography, electrocardiography, blood pressure (BP), electroencephalogram, and peripheral capillary oxygen saturation
(SpO2 ) are monitored by physiological monitors. Bispectral
index (BIS), entropy, auditory evoked potential, and surgical

stress index are treated as evaluation indices. According
to these data, an anesthetist is able to give an objective
report of general anesthesia. But these approaches have their
limits [5]. BIS is not real-time approach and it has a latency
of 30 seconds or more [6]. The monitoring environment
[7] for auditory evoked potential has a strict requirement.
Entropy is sensitive to artifacts and noises caused by motions
of body, such as eye movement and cough [8]. Besides,
the equipment used in these approaches is very expensive
and needs electrodes, which would be uncomfortable for a
patient.
Recently, the researchers showed that the parasympathetic activity is significant relative to DOS [9, 10]. Generally,
the autonomic nervous system plays an important role in
maintaining physiological activity. Therefore, the parasympathetic activity is usually monitored in clinical practice and
can be represented as BP, heart rate (HR), sweat, and tear
formation. Therefore, these physiological signals are used
as a standard measure of autonomic reactions in clinical
practice [11]. HR variability is closely related to autonomous
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nervous system, so the HR variability would vary remarkably
between different narcotic states [12]. Because the HR is
significant to monitor the depth of anesthesia, Li et al.
applied HR variability to measure the degree of anesthesia
[13]. In clinical practice, the strict safety limits are defined
regarding respiratory rate, HR, mean arterial blood pressure,
SpO2 , transcutaneous partial pressures of oxygen, and carbon
dioxide [14]. Consequently, using these features would be
feasible to improve the accuracy of estimation of DOS.
In the past decades, the restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) had been widely used in many applications including
dimensionality reduction, classification, collaborative filtering, feature learning, and topic modeling [15–21]. A RBM
is a bipartite Markov random field wherein the input layer
is associated with observed responses, and the output layer
consists of hidden binary factors of variation [19]. The input
layer is associated with observed responses and the output
layer typically consists of hidden binary factors of variation.
The standard type of RBM has binary-valued input and output layers. To extend the topics of applications, a continuous
RBM (CRBM) is proposed to improve the modeling ability
with both artificial and real continuous data by minimizing
contrastive divergence (MCD) [22–24]. Therefore, the CRBM
can be applied to different types of features and it could
provide unsupervised feature learning and topic modeling.
According to the advantages of CRBM, using CRBM as
features learning and pattern classification would be able
to preciously predict the DOS of a patient from biological
signals.
In this study, CRBM based approach is proposed to
predict the DOS from biological signals. To accurately predict
the DOS, four features including HR, BP, and SpO2 are
extracted to represent the biological signals. Because the
status of anesthesia plays an important role in clinical anesthesia, integrating the features, which are relative to status of
anesthesia, is able to accurately predict the DOS. Thus, four
features including fractional anesthetic concentration (AA–
FI), end-tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2 ), fraction inspiration
carbon dioxide (FiCO2 ), and minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) are adopted. Because these types of features are
great relative to body weight (BW), the BW should be also
included. Finally, the CRBM whose parameters are trained by
MCD is applied to predict DOS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the CRBM based approach for predicting DOS,
including the feature extraction and CRBM. Section 3
presents the results of a series of experiments examining
the performance of the proposed approach. In Section 4,
the conclusion and recommendations for future research are
presented.

2. Method
In this section, a CRBM based approach to predict DOS
from biological signals is presented to improve performance
beyond that of previously proposed methods. First, two types
of features are extracted to represent the biological signals
and the status of anesthesia. Second, the parameters of CRBM
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are estimated by using MCD training algorithm. Finally, the
CRBM is used to predict the DOS. The procedure of proposed
approach is detailed in the following subsections. Feature
extraction is presented in Section 2.1. Then, the CRBM
including continuous stochastic unit, diffusion network, and
MCD training algorithm is detailed in Section 2.2.
2.1. Feature Extraction. Two types of features are selected
in this study. The first type is related to patient’s autonomic
nervous system and the features are extracted from biological
signals. These features are HR, BP, and SpO2 , expressed as
follows.
(i) Heart rate: a human’s resting HR is determined by
numerous and complex factors and then the anesthesia would usually cause a decrease in HR. HR is the
speed of the heartbeat measured by the number of
heartbeats per unit of time, typically beats per minute.
(ii) Blood pressure: BP is the pressure exerted by circulating blood upon the walls of blood vessels. Generally,
it is measured in millimeters of mercury. During each
heartbeat, blood pressure varies between maximum
and minimum pressure.
(iii) Peripheral capillary oxygen saturation: SpO2 is an
estimation of the oxygen saturation level.
The second type is related to the state of anesthesia and
produced by an anesthesia monitor. These features are AA–
FI, EtCO2 , and FiCO2 , expressed as follows.
(i) Fractional anesthetic concentration: AA–FI is a
chemical compound possessing general anesthetic
properties that can be delivered via inhalation.
(ii) End-tidal carbon dioxide: EtCO2 is the level of carbon
dioxide released at the end of expiration. A high
EtCO2 reading in a patient with altered mental status
or severe difficulty breathing may indicate hypoventilation and a possible need for the patient to be intubated. A low EtCO2 reading on patients may indicate
hyperventilation, so it can quickly reveal a worsening
trend in a patient’s condition.
(iii) Fraction inspiration carbon dioxide: FiCO2 is the
fraction or percentage of carbon dioxide in the space
being measured.
(iv) Minimum alveolar concentration: MAC is the concentration of the vapor in the lungs that is needed to
prevent movement in 50% of subjects in response to
surgical stimulus.
Since BW greatly affects the effect of anesthesia, BW is
always considered in clinical practice. Thus, the BW is
selected as a feature in this study. Since the proposed model is
based on neural network, the features of samples are normalized between 0 and 1.
2.2. Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine. A CRBM,
which is a stochastic neural network, consists of one visible layer and one hidden layer of stochastic neurons with
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interlayer connections [23]. An example of CRBM is shown
in Figure 1. The probability generated from a visible neuron
is proportional to the product of the probabilities that are
generated by each of the hidden units acting along. The
following subsections describe CRBM in detail.

Hidden neurons
···

Sj
Wij

2.2.1. Continuous Stochastic Unit. Let V𝑖 and ℎ𝑗 be the 𝑖th
visible neuron and the 𝑗th hidden neuron, respectively. Given
the states of hidden neurons, the output of V𝑗 can be expressed
as

Vi

···

Visible neurons

V𝑖 = 𝜑𝑖 (∑𝑤𝑗𝑖 ℎ𝑗 + 𝑁𝑖 (0, 𝜎)) ,

(1)

Figure 1: The architecture of CRBM.

𝑗

where 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the bidirectional weights connecting neuron
V𝑖 and neuron ℎ𝑗 . 𝑁𝑗 is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with
variance 𝜎2 and it constitutes a noise input component 𝑛𝑖 =
𝑁𝑖 (0, 𝜎) according to the following probability distribution:
−𝑛2
1
exp ( 2𝑖 ) .
𝑝 (𝑛𝑖 ) =
√2𝜋𝜎
2𝜎

𝑗

(2)

(3)

Then, 𝜑𝑗 (⋅) can be rewritten as
𝜑𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜃𝐿 + (𝜃𝐻 − 𝜃𝐿 )

1
,
1 + exp (−𝑎𝑖 𝑥𝑖 )

𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝜅𝑖 ∑𝑤𝑗𝑖 𝜑𝑗 (𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)) Δ𝑡 + 𝜎 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) .
𝑗

𝜑𝑗 (⋅) is the sigmoid function with asymptotes 𝜃𝐿 and 𝜃𝐻. Let
the activation of V𝑗 be
𝑥𝑖 = ∑𝑤𝑗𝑖 ℎ𝑗 + 𝑁𝑖 (0, 𝜎) .

Let Δ𝑡 = 1/𝜅𝑖 𝜌𝑖 and 𝜎 = 𝜎√Δ𝑡; then the term 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) can
be canceled. Equation (6) can be rewritten as

(4)

where 𝑎𝑖 is the noise-control parameter and is used to control
the slope of the sigmoid function. Therefore, it forms a
continuous stochastic unit.

(7)

If 𝑊 = {𝑤𝑗𝑖 } is symmetric and 𝜅𝑖 is a constant, (7) is
equivalent to the total input of a CRBM as given by (1). When
the CRBM is a symmetric restricted diffusion network, the
weight update algorithm of the diffusion network can be used
for training a CRBM.
2.2.3. MCD Training Algorithm for CRBM. A CRBM is
trained by using an iterative training process that minimizes contrastive divergence [26]. In each training cycle,
the training samples are sequentially used to modify the
interlayer connections weights. Thus, the training rule for any
parameter 𝜆 𝑖 in a diffusion network can be derived as
Δ𝜆 𝑖 = ⟨V𝜆 𝑖 ⟩0 − ⟨V𝜆 𝑖 ⟩∞ ,

(8)

2.2.2. Diffusion Network. The network used in CRBM is
a diffusion network, which consists of 𝑛 fully connected
neurons with activation 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡). Using a stochastic differential
diffusion equation proposed by Movellan et al. [25], the
diffusion network for the time evolution of the activation 𝑥𝑖
can be derived as

where ⟨⋅⟩0 and ⟨⋅⟩∞ are the exception values over the training
data with visible states clamped. V𝜆 𝑖 is the system covariance
which is the negative derivation energy function in diffusion
network with respect to parameter 𝜆 𝑖 . By minimizing contrastive divergence and avoiding the time-consuming process
of full Gibbs’s sampling to reach equilibrium, the ⟨V𝜆 𝑖 ⟩∞ can
be treated as the exception value over one-step sample and
then denoted by ⟨V𝜆 𝑖 ⟩1 . Thus, (8) can be rewritten as

𝑑𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜅𝑖 (∑𝑤𝑗𝑖 𝜑𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)) − 𝜌𝑖 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)) ⋅ 𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑑𝐵𝑖 (𝑡) ,

̂ = ⟨V ⟩ − ⟨V ⟩ .
Δ𝜆
𝑖
𝜆𝑖 0
𝜆𝑖 1

𝑗

(5)
where 𝜅𝑖 controls the changing rate of 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) and 𝜌𝑖 is a statedecay term. 𝑑𝐵𝑖 (𝑡) provides an additional random element
in the network’s behavior. Then, the discrete-time diffusion
process for a finite time increment Δ𝑡 can be written as
𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝜅𝑖 ∑𝑤𝑗𝑖 𝜑𝑗 (𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)) Δ𝑡 − 𝜅𝑖 𝜌𝑖 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) Δ𝑡
𝑗

(6)

+ 𝜎𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) √Δ𝑡,
where 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
unit variance.

(9)

Since the energy function of CRBM is analogous to
the continuous Hopfield model [27], the energy function of
CRBM can be derived as
1 V𝑗
1
𝑈 = − ∑𝑤𝑖𝑗 V𝑖 V𝑗 + ∑ ∫ 𝜑−1 (𝑠) 𝑑𝑠,
(10)
2 𝑖=𝑗̸
𝑗 𝑎𝑗 0
where 𝜑(𝑠) is 𝜑𝑗 (𝑠) with 𝑎𝑗 = 1. According to (9) and (10),
the MCD training rules for weights 𝑤𝑖𝑗 and noise-control
parameters 𝑎𝑖 can be derived as
Δ̂
𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝜂𝑤 (⟨V𝑖 V𝑗 ⟩ − ⟨̂V𝑖 ̂V𝑗 ⟩) ,
Δ̂
𝑎𝑖 = 𝜂𝑎 (

V𝑖
1
⟨∫
𝜑−1 (𝑠) 𝑑𝑠⟩) ,
𝑎𝑖2
̂V𝑖

(11)
(12)
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V𝑖

∫ 𝜑−1 (𝑠) 𝑑𝑠 ≅ (V𝑖 + ̂V𝑖 ) (V𝑖 − ̂V𝑖 ) .
̂V𝑖

(13)

Therefore, (12) can be rewritten as
𝜂
Δ̂
𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎2 (⟨V𝑖2 ⟩ − ⟨̂V𝑖2 ⟩) .
𝑎𝑖

(14)

Finally, the training rules for CRBM in (11) and (14) can be
simplified to use addition and multiplication operations.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this study, the inhalational anesthetic was adopted and
administered by anesthetists. The sevoflurane was used as the
anesthetic gases and the biological signals were monitored by
using Datex AS/5 anesthesia monitor. Therefore, a database
including 6000 epochs was collected from 27 subjects (13
males and 14 females). 5000 and 1000 epochs were randomly
selected as training and testing sets, respectively. Leaveone-out cross-validation was used to evaluate the proposed
approach. The mean square error (MSE) was adopted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Because
the performance of neural network is greatly dependent on
the initial weights connecting neurons, each approach was
examined 20 times. The MSE were then used in the following
experiments.
3.1. Experimental Results of CRBM in Different Formulas.
In this subsection, the types of features and the number
of neurons in hidden layer were examined. The maximum
dimension of features is eight in this study and it is a low
dimension for a neural network. Thus, the number of neurons
in hidden layer for CRBM was tested from 1 to 100.
Besides, three types of features were considered according
to the characteristics of features. The features for first type
(denoted by BioFea) were related to the biological signals and
they are HR, BP, SpO2 , and BW. The features for second type
(denoted by AneFea) were related to the state of anesthesia
and they are AA–FI, EtCO2 , FiCO2 , MAC, and BW. Because,
these features were greatly affected by BW, the BW was
considered in these two types. Finally, the features for third
type were all the eight features and were denoted by ComFea.
The experimental results for three types of features were
shown in Figure 2. The best performances for biological
signals and the state of anesthesia were 0.0524 (with 4 neurons
of hidden layer) and 0.0599 (with 69 neurons of hidden layer),
respectively. It is clear that the performance of biological
signals is better than that of the state of anesthesia. Besides,
the number of neurons in hidden layer of CRBM is also
quite small and it would greatly improve the computational
efficiency. Thus, the biological signals are useful to predict the
DOS.
Using ComFea, the MSE was 0.0504 when the number
of neurons of hidden layer for CRBM was 6. It is clear

0.066

0.064
The mean square error

where 𝜂𝑤 and 𝜂𝑎 are the learning rate. ̂V𝑖 is the one-step sample
state of neuron 𝑖 and ⟨⋅⟩ is the mean over the training data. To
simplify (12), the integral term is approximate as

0.062
0.06
0.058
0.056
0.054
0.052
0.05
0.048

0

40
60
80
The number of neurons in hidden layer

20

100

BioFea
AneFea
ComFea

Figure 2: The experimental results of proposed approach using
different types of features.

that the proposed approach using ComFea achieved the
best performance. Therefore, the CRBM could effectively
transform the features into a reasonable domain. It is also
able to obtain a reasonable result in low dimension. Thus,
the CRBM is very suitable in this topic. To avoid the effect of
initial weights of a neural network, the proposed approaches
were examined 20 times and then the experimental results of
three types of features, which were expressed in maximum
MSE, average MSE, minimum MSE, and number of neurons
in hidden layer, were shown in Table 1. We found that the
minimum MSE of AneFea is larger than the maximum MSE
of BioFea and ComFea. Therefore, the predictive ability of
AneFea is lower than that of other types of features. Since
the performance of BioFea is similar to that of ComFea, the
proposed approach can be integrated with other biological
systems. Then, it would effectively reduce the computational
complex and increase the value of biological systems.
An example of predicted results was shown in Figure 3.
The black line was the DOS for BIS, which was predicted from
the signals of EEG. We could find that the variation of DOS
estimated from BIS was larger than that of proposed approach
(shown in red line). Therefore, the energy of EEG is noisesensitive and it would cause the result of DOS to be unstable.
In clinical anesthesia, these noise-sensitive components can
be ignored; thus the proposed approach provides reasonable
results.
3.2. Comparison with Other Approaches. To compare the proposed approach, the feed-forward neural network (denoted
by ANN) and modular neural network (MNN) were implemented as baseline system. Because the features of MNN
should be classified into two groups, three grouping types
were examined in this study. For the first grouping type
of MNN, the features including HR, BP, SpO2 , and EtCO2
were selected as one group and the others were another
group (denoted by MN–1) [28]. For the second grouping
type of MNN, the features, which were relative to the status
of anesthesia (AA–FI, AA–ET, AA–MAC, and BW), were
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Table 1: The performance of proposed approach using different types of features.
Types of features
AneFea
0.0621
0.0599
0.0591
69

BioFea
0.0551
0.0524
0.0504
4

Maximum MSE
Average MSE
Minimum MSE
The number of neurons

0.08
The mean square error

0.5
0.45
Degree of sedation

ComFea
0.0531
0.0504
0.0481
6

0.4
0.35

0.075
0.07
0.065
0.06
0.055
0.05
0.045

0.3

0.04
0.25

ANN

MNN I

MNN 2

MNN 3

CRBM

Figure 4: The experimental results of different approaches.
0.2
5

10

15
Epoch

20

25

30

Entropy based approach
The proposed approach

Figure 3: An example of predicted results with 30 epochs.

classified as one group and the others were another group
(denoted by MN–2). Since the EtCO2 could be used to reflect
the status of anesthesia, it was treated as a feature of the status
of anesthesia. Therefore, the features including AA–FI, AA–
ET, AA–MAC, EtCO2 , and BW are selected as one group and
the others were another group (denoted by MN–3).
The experimental results expressed as average MSE,
maximum MSE, and minimum MSE were shown in Figure 4.
The average MSE for ANN, MN–1, MN–2, MN–3, and CRBM
were 0.0665, 0.0590, 0.0551, 0.0515, and 0.0504, respectively.
It is clear that the proposed approach outperforms other
approaches. Besides, the performance of modular neural
network is better than that of ANN. The MNN can accurately
integrate the individual results, which are predicted from
biological signals and state of anesthesia. In Figure 4, we also
found that the performance variation for ANN is greater
than that of other approaches. Therefore, the performance of
ANN is closely dependent on the initial weights of a neural
network. Using the CRBM, the effect of initial weights of
neural network can be greatly reduced.
Comparing the experimental results of MN–1, MN–
2, and MN–3, the performances were quite different for
different grouping types. Therefore, the grouping type of
features plays an important role in MNN. To achieve an
acceptable result, domain knowledge for features could help

users to design the structure of MMN, but it is difficult.
Therefore, CRBM could provide an appropriate approach to
automatically map the features into a reasonable space. The
experimental results showed that the performance of CRBM
is slightly better than that of modular neural network. Thus,
it is an effective way to deal with this problem. Moreover, the
effect of initial weights can be reduced.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a novel approach based on continuous restricted
Boltzmann machines is proposed to predict the depth of
sedation. The features, which were relative to biological
signals and states of anesthesia, successfully represented the
characteristics of DOS. Using the CRBM, these features could
be effectively mapped to an appropriate domain and then
obtained a best performance. Besides, the biological signals,
which were used to represent the characteristic of autonomic
nervous system, can be individually used to predict the DOS
and the results were suitable for many biological systems in
clinical practice. The experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed approach outperforms feed-forward neural network and modular neural network. Therefore, the proposed
approach is able to ease patient monitoring services by using
biological systems and promote healthcare quality.
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This work presents a novel coefficient optimization algorithm to reduce the area and improve the performance of finite impulse
response (FIR) filter designs. Two basic architectures are commonly used in filters—direct and transposed. The coefficients of a
filter can be encoded in the fewest possible nonzero bits using canonic signed digit (CSD) expressions. The proposed optimization
algorithm can share common subexpressions (CS) and reduce the number of replicate operations that involve the CSD coefficients
of filters with a transposed architecture. The effectiveness of the algorithm is confirmed by using filters with the collision detection
multiple access (CDMA) standard, the 121-tap high-pass band, and 105- and 325-tap low-pass bands as benchmarks. For example,
the proposed algorithm used in the optimization of 105-tap filter has a 30.44% smaller combinational logic area and a 16.69%
better throughput/area than those of the best design that has been developed to date. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
algorithm outperforms earlier designs.

1. Introduction
Digital filters have a wide range of applications because they
are much more stably reliable than analog filter. Digital filters
are used in image/audio processing and a wide range of
wired and wireless communication systems. The designs of
digital filters vary widely for various applications. They can
be divided into finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters.
A finite impulse response filter (or so called FIR filter)
has a linear phase and arbitrary amplitude, and it is easily
implemented. The main goal of the previous designs has
been to prevent for a high-cost multiplier at the transmitting
side, since a multiplier must be used at the receiving side.
The design approach herein involves simplifying the digital
filter’s coefficients to reduce the area cost of the filter. The
coefficients of a digital filter can be separated into various
coefficient groups. The filter hardware comprises logical
adders, subtractors, and shift registers. If the number of
these logical components can be reduced by some simplifying
methods, then the overall system can be improved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes previous researches for filter optimization.
Section 3 then describes the coefficient optimization method.
Next, Section 4 summarizes the experimental results and
compares them with those of other previous designs. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5, along with recommendations for future research.

2. Related Works
2.1. Coefficient Simplification Methods. Coefficient simplification is one of the most effective ways of improving the area
and performance of a finite impulse response filter. Numerous
methods of coefficient simplification for filters have been
developed. The minimum number of signed power-of-two
(MNSPT) methods [1] has been developed to simply numbers
of the coefficients. The canonic signed digits (CSD) [2]
representation is used to reduce the numbers of binary “1”s in
the coefficients to reduce the area of realizing constant multiplications. Simplification algorithms are utilized to reduce
the numbers of required constant multipliers in FIR filter
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Figure 1: Two coefficients, H0 and H1, have horizontal relationships
with each other.
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Figure 2: Three coefficients, H0, H1, and H2, have vertical relationships with each other.

realization. Using an algorithm to determine the relationships
among coefficients and to extract the common terms in their
binary formats can reduce the number of redundant logical
operations.
In the literature, horizontal and vertical relationships
can be found between coefficients; existing relationships
can be checked to design an algorithm for extracting their
common factors. Such an algorithm commonly has low
complexity. The algorithm of Paško et al. [3] performs a global
search but consumes too much time. In some studies [4–9],
horizontal and vertical relationships between coefficients and
the displacement and delay characteristics of coefficients were
used to perform the simplifications. Ernesto and Dolecek [10]
utilized linear programming to identify the largest common
factors of coefficients. Searches for common factors using
low-complexity methods can be divided into two categories:
horizontal and vertical.
2.1.1. Horizontal Search Algorithms. Horizontal search algorithms find shifting relationships between coefficients. For
example, in Figure 1, the coefficients H0 and H1 in binary
format are shifted relative to each other, so they have the
same multiplication block. They can both be multiplied by
performing only one calculation.
2.1.2. Vertical Search Algorithms. Vertical search algorithms
find the delay relationships between the values in corresponding positions of binary representations of coefficients.
Coefficients with such a relationship have the same addition
block. They can be added by performing a single calculation.
Figure 2 presents the vertical search.
2.2. Literature Review. Coefficient representations can be
categorized into binary and canonic signed digit (CSD)
representations. The CSD representation primarily involves
reducing the number of “1”s in the original binary representation of coefficients. More “1”s result in more repeated
additions and require more adders in the corresponding
circuit realizations. Additionally, repeated additions can be
represented as a sequence of additions with a large value and
one subtraction. For instance, in binary, the value seven can
be expressed as (22 + 21 + 20 ); it can also be expressed as
(23 − 20 ) in standard CSD notation. The value seven in CSD
notation uses a single subtraction instead of the two additions
that are required using binary notation. The cost of realization

is reduced by using the CSD notation. Numerous coefficient
simplification algorithms are described below.
In 1999, Paško et al. [3] proposed the representation
of coefficients using the CSD notation and utilized the
horizontal search algorithm to find the common factors (1, 0,
1), (1, 0, −1), (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, −1), and so on. The algorithm
did not consider the inversion relationship between pairs
of coefficients. The most frequently occurring CSD-based
common factor is the one extracted from coefficients. The
algorithm is performed until no common factor of coefficients can be found. In 2002, Jang and Yang [4] proposed the
representation of coefficients using CSD notation and used a
vertical search algorithm to find the common factors (1, −1)
and (−1, 1). The algorithm considered terms that were related
by inversion. In 2003, Vinod et al. [5] utilized the vertical
common term extraction method that was developed by Jang
and Yang [4] to simplify coefficients. Their method firstly
performs horizontal searches for common factors (1, 0, 1), (1,
0, −1), (1, 0, 0, 1), and (1, 0, 0, −1) and then vertical searches
for factors (1, 0, 1) and (−1, 0) related by inversion.
In 2005, Vinod and Lai [11] improved the horizontal
and vertical search algorithms that were developed in 2003
[5]. They constructed multiplier block adders (MBAs) and
then structure adders (SAs). Their new algorithm yielded
a final result after adding one or more delays to the logic
gates of realized noncommon factors of the coefficients. The
algorithm that was presented by Takahashi and Yokoyama
[6] extracts common factors by finding the common factor
with the highest frequency. If two or more common factors
have the same frequency, then the smallest one is extracted.
The experience of performing the algorithm in a filter with
26 coefficients shows that the factors (1, 0, 𝑁) and (1, 0, 0,
𝑁) are found to appear most frequently. Maskell and Liewo
[12] developed an algorithm for reducing the height in all
instances of an adder tree that is composed of common
factors. The height of the adder tree can be reduced by
properly setting the width of the adder. Accordingly, the
common factors that are extracted more resulted in the less
wide adders with low latency and low area cost. A local search
algorithm firstly extracts the common factors (1, 0, 1) and (1, 0,
−1). The algorithm also uses a specific multiplier block (MB)
in place of a full adder (FA), reducing the area cost by 67%.
In 2007, Smitha and Vinod [7] proposed the use of binary
representation to extract common factors of coefficients with
only two- to four-bit terms. The algorithm uses as few
adders to generate the coefficients as possible and performs
a horizontal search to find the common factors (1, 1), (1, 0,
1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1), and (1, 0, 0, 1). In
2010, Vinod et al. [9] developed a new algorithm to perform
a horizontal search by extracting the common factors (1, 0,
1), (1, 0, −1), (1, 0, 0, 1), and (1, 0, 0, −1) of the coefficients in
CSD notation. Then, the algorithm performs a vertical search
to extract the factors (1, 1) and (1, 0, 1). The horizontal search
part of this algorithm takes into account the inversion of the
filter’s coefficients. In previous works, the search algorithms
effectively reduced the number of logical operations required
for multiplication by a constant by extracting the common
factors. The present work proposes a new search algorithm
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Figure 3: An FIR filter of the transposed form.

Define FilterTap;
Max = FilterTap-1;
//Set the terminated condition.
While(true){
𝑁 = 0; MaxSE Cnt = 0; //Initialize Variable.
While (𝑁 <= Max){
RecordTable ← Count SE(Filter Coefficient); //Step 1
𝑁 = 𝑁 + 1; //Step 2
}

}

RecordTable ← InverseCount(RecordTable);
//Step 3
For (𝑖 = 0; 𝑖 < RecordTable.size; 𝑖++)
MaxSE Cnt = Max(RecordTable[𝑖].Counts, MaxSE Cnt); //Step 4
If (MaxSE Cnt > 1) //Step 5
Filter Coefficient ← SimplifyCoefficient(Filter Coefficient);
Else
Break; //Step 5 terminated

Algorithm 1: Proposed CCSE algorithm.

to improve the area cost and the performance over those of
earlier designs.

3. Proposed Coefficient Optimization Method
Equation (1) is the finite impulse response (FIR) filter. At
various time points 𝑘, the variable 𝑥 is calculated only with
the coefficient ℎ. Consider the following:
𝑁−1

𝑦 (𝑛) = ∑ ℎ (𝑘) 𝑥 (𝑛 − 𝑘) .

(1)

𝑘=0

The basis of the common subexpression elimination
(CSE) algorithm is to find the common factors of the

coefficients of a filter. In the transposed form, presented in
Figure 3, the common factors of the coefficients are evaluated
as the shared multiplication blocks (MBs). Therefore, the
overall area of the FIR circuit can be reduced by the sharing
of MBs.
This section elucidates the use of a new CSE algorithm
to extract the common factors of the coefficients in CSD
notation. The algorithm obtains the statistics concerning the
frequencies of the appearances of coefficients and finds the
reciprocals of those coefficients to search for common factors.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the proposed CCSE
(CSD-based common subexpression elimination) algorithm.
The steps of the proposed CCSE algorithm are as follows.
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Initial. Set the boundary conditions 0 ≦ 𝑁 ≦ (filter’s order −1)
and initialize 𝑁 to zero.

Explanation 2 (𝑁 = 𝑁 + 1). 𝑁 equals one and satisfies 0 ≦
𝑁 ≦ 2. The algorithm executes Step 1.

Step 1. Find the 𝑁th coefficient and find all nonzero bit
positions (from high to low) of the coefficient. Record these
positions and list the combinations of subexpressions (SEs)
with more than one nonzero bit. Use all of the combinations
as the basic elements (BEs) in simplification (tabulate the
BEs). If an input element matches one of the BEs in the table,
then increase the statistical frequency of the BE. Otherwise,
if an input element does not match any BE in the table,
the input element becomes a new BE and is added to the
table.

Explanation 3 (𝑁 equals one). Select the coefficient 𝐻(1) and
list all of the SEs whose nonzero bits are greater than one. The
intermediate results are as follows.
SE (1, 0, 1) appears twice.
SEs (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and
(1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) appear once.
The BEs in the table are as follows.
(1, 0, 1) appears four times.
(1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and (1,
0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) all appear twice.

Step 2. Set 𝑁 = 𝑁 + 1 and determine whether the value
𝑁 exceeds the value in the boundary condition set in the
initialization. If it does not, then repeat Step 1; otherwise,
proceed to Step 3.
Step 3. Evaluate all of the BEs in the table to find their
subexpressions (SEs) having reciprocal SEs. If the inverted
SEs exist, then use the positive SEs as basic elements.
Calculate the number of appearances of negative SEs.
Step 4. Evaluate all of the BEs in the table to find which BE has
the highest appearance frequency. If the highest frequency
is one, then the algorithm proceeds to the final step; if
the highest frequency exceeds one, then select the BEs as
common subexpressions (CSs), and if more than one BE has
the same highest frequency and this frequency exceeds one,
select the shorter BE as the extracted CS.
Step 5. Find all of the coefficients with the same CS that
was generated in Step 4 and those of the corresponding
inverted CS and perform the elimination process. When the
process is complete, put a new replaced variable back in the
original expressions and reset the loop value 𝑁 to zero, before
returning to Step 1.
Final. Complete the algorithm and output the simplification
results.
Table 10 presents the example of a filter with three
coefficients to elucidate the actual processes of the algorithm.
Intermediate results are obtained after each step of the
algorithm, as described in the following statements.
Initial. Set 𝑁 = 0 and the boundary condition 0 ≦ 𝑁 ≦ 2.
Explanation 1 (𝑁 equals zero). Select the coefficient H(0) and
list all of the SEs whose nonzero bits are greater than one.
Make these SEs to BEs for simplification. The appearance
frequencies of these SEs are as follows.
SE (1, 0, 1) appears twice.
SEs (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and
(1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) all appear once.
Firstly, no BE is recorded in the table, so all SEs are taken
as BEs for subsequent simplification.

Explanation 4 (𝑁 = 𝑁 + 1). 𝑁 equals two and satisfies 0 ≦
𝑁 ≦ 2. The algorithm executes Step 1.
Explanation 5 (𝑁 equals two). Select the coefficient 𝐻(2) and
list all of the SEs whose nonzero bits are greater than one. The
intermediate results are as follows.
SE (−1, 0, −1) appears once.
The BEs in the table are as follows.
(1, 0, 1) appears four times.
(−1, 0, −1), (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1), and (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) all appear twice.
Explanation 6 (𝑁 = 𝑁 + 1). 𝑁 equals three and so does not
fall in the range 0 ≦ 𝑁 ≦ 2. The algorithm goes to Step 3.
Explanation 7. Determine whether the CSs of the BEs in the
table have corresponding inverted CSs. SEs (−1, 0, −1) and (1,
0, 1) are the inverse of each other. The SE (1, 0, 1) becomes the
basic element. The number of appearances of SE (−1, 0, −1) is
calculated.
The BEs in the table are as follows.
(1, 0, 1) appears five times.
(1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and (1,
0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) all appear twice.
Explanation 8. Make the BE with the highest frequency in the
CS to be simplified. BE (1, 0, 1) is selected as the CS after Step 4
is performed.
Explanation 9. The CS (1, 0, 1) is taken from Step 4 and the
inverse CS (−1, 0, −1) is also utilized in the simplification. A
new variable replaces the CS in the original coefficients and
the intermediate outputs are as presented in Table 11. After the
five steps have been completed, the algorithm resets the value
𝑁 to zero and returns to Step 1.
Explanation 10. Repeat the five steps and find the BEs of
coefficients until the appearance frequencies of BEs are equal
to zero. Table 12 presents the outputs of the algorithm.
The algorithm yields the following CSs.
C5 = (1, 0, 1), whose decimal value is 5;
C21 = (5, 0, 1), whose decimal value is 21;
C169 = (21, 0, 0, 1), whose decimal value is 169.
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Table 1: Performance comparisons of filter with 48 tap in CDMA 2000 [13]; bit width of the filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Origin CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Combinational
unit (um2 )

Buf/Inv
unit (um2 )

Noncombinational
unit (um2 )

Total area (um2 )

86925.49 (0%)
83825.28 (−3.57%)
83326.32 (−4.14%)
84520.50 (−2.77%)
83848.57 (−3.54%)
75253.15 (−13.43%)

2122.24
1729.73
1782.95
1762.99
1683.16
1270.68

49456.91
49456.91
50574.59
49456.92
50574.59
49456.92

136382.40 (0%)
133282.19 (−2.27%)
133900.90 (−1.81%)
133977.41 (−1.76%)
134423.15 (−1.44%)
124710.06 (−8.56%)

Based on the above explanations and the pseudocode
of the proposed algorithm, the main goal of the first step
is to identify all subexpressions with nonzero bits. An
algorithm that finds more subexpressions is more likely to
find the best simplification. The third step is to calculate the
number of inverted SEs, with a view to improving the area
of simplification. The fourth and fifth steps are the major
reduction steps. The major difference between the proposed
algorithm and earlier ones concerns the CSE processes. The
proposed algorithm does not directly eliminate the CSs from
the coefficients but replaces the CSs with new variables. In
next iteration, the algorithm performs the extraction of new
CS between the coefficients with new variables and those
without CS. This new approach can extract more new CSs and
achieve better simplification results.
To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
the filter with three taps is utilized to estimate the required
logical operations at the architectural level. The input variable
is set to 12 bits. The minimum bit widths of the coefficients
and common factors are utilized in the estimation. A represents the adder; S denotes the subtractor; I denotes the
inverter. The realization areas of a filter with original three
coefficients in CSD notation are as follows. The realization of
a filter with coefficient 𝐻(0) needs (72 A, 0 S, 0 I), 𝐻(1) needs
areas of (60 A, 0 S, 0 I), and H(2) needs areas of (0 A, 30 S,
0 I). The total area of the filter needs (132 A, 30 S, 0 I). After
the algorithm is implemented, the realization of common
subexpression C5 needs (15 A, 0 S, 0 I), C21 needs (17 A, 0 S,
0 I), and C169 needs (20 A, 0 S, 0 I). H(0) and 𝐻(1) share
the common subexpression C169 with a shifting relationship.
The shift relationship can be realized without occupying
additional area. H(2) has the inverted C5. The realization
of H(2) only needs (15 A, 0 S, 15 I) after the algorithm is
executed. The total area cost of the filter is (52 A, 0 S, 15 I).
In the estimation of the area, the subtractor and the adder
are assumed to have the same area cost. The area cost of the
inverter is 1/10 of that of the adder. Accordingly, the original
area cost of the filter is 162 A. The proposed algorithm reduces
the area cost of the filter to 53.5 A. The algorithm reduces 67%
of the area cost of realizing the coefficients of the filter.

4. Experimental Results
In the experiments herein, four filters are used to compare
the performance of various search algorithms; the filters
are a symmetric filter with 48 tap defined in CDMA 2000

communication protocol, a high-pass filter with 121 tap, and
two low-pass filter with 105 and 325 taps. The CDMA 2000
[13] is a 3 G mobile communication standard. The 3 G system
offers various telecommunications services, including voice,
multimedia, and high-speed and low-speed data transmissions. The system requires a based band filter to perform
intersymbol interference. The CDMA 2000 standard recommends the use of a symmetric finite impulse response filter
with 48 tap to eliminate the interference. A high-pass filter
with 121 tap [14] and a low-pass filter with 105 and 325 taps
[15] are also used to confirm the effectiveness of simplification
by the search algorithms. Symmetric coefficients of the three
filters are realized with the transposed architectures.
In the realization, the Synopsys Design Compiler (DC)
SP1 software is utilized to data concerning the synthesis
of the circuit. The process technology adopts the CBDK
Arm 4.0 TSMC 0.18 um cell library with the default system
parameters. The following data in the compared table are
rounded to the second decimal place, the unit of circuit area
is um2 , the unit of data arrival time is nanosecond (ns),
the unit of the throughput is Gigabits per second (Gbps),
and the unit of throughput per area is bps/um2 . In the
comparison of areas, combination logic area is utilized to
confirm the simplification performance of each algorithm.
The search algorithms can simplify the coefficients, which are
realized using combinational logic units. In the following performance comparisons, the coefficients with original CSDbased expressions are only simplified using the Synthesis DC
tool. Other search algorithms perform simplifications of the
coefficients in CSD notation.
According to Table 1, the search algorithm proposed by
Jang and Yang [4] has a coefficient simplification ratio of
4.14% compared with original filter, which is better than
that of any previous algorithm. The algorithm extracts the
most common factors than the others but also causes the
most path delays. The proposed CCSE algorithm reduces the
combination logic area by 13.43%, and the total filter area by
8.56% compared with original filter. The proposed algorithm
reduces the area of the filter by more than the previous
algorithms. According to Table 2, the search algorithm that
was developed by Jang and Yang [4] has the best simplification
ratio, 15.85%, which corresponds to the best reduction of
the area of coefficient realization. The proposed algorithm
reduces the combinational logic area by 22.91% and the
total filter area by 15.57%. Both of these results are the best
achieved using any algorithm. Tables 3 and 4 also reveal that
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Table 2: Performance comparisons of high-pass filter [14] with 121 tap; bit width of filter is 16 bits.

Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Combinational
unit (um2 )

Buf/Inv
unit (um2 )

Noncombinational
unit (um2 )

Total area (um2 )

282012.19 (0%)
237312.03 (−15.85%)
258341.53 (−8.39%)
243954.85 (−13.50%)
240861.30 (−14.59%)
217403.53 (−22.91%)

6167.15
2561.33
5348.85
4390.85
4577.13
3419.54

132932.92
132932.92
133771.17
135168.26
135168.27
132932.92

414945.12 (0%)
370244.95 (−10.77%)
392112.71 (−5.50%)
379123.12 (−8.63%)
376029.56 (−9.38%)
350336.45 (−15.57%)

Table 3: Performance comparisons of low-pass filter [15] with 105 tap; bit width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Combinational
unit (um2 )

Buf/Inv
Unit (um2 )

Noncombinational
unit (um2 )

Total area (um2 )

307562.27 (0%)
244680.00 (−20.45%)
264545.26 (−13.99%)
251242.99 (−18.31%)
245312.02 (−20.24%)
213947.39 (−30.44%)

7457.78
3056.96
7118.49
6443.23
6233.67
4367.56

114980.34
114980.34
116098.01
117215.68
116098.01
114980.34

422542.61 (0%)
359660.35 (−14.88%)
380643.28 (−9.92%)
368458.67 (−12.80%)
361410.03 (−14.47%)
328927.74 (−22.16%)

the proposed algorithm reduces the area of the filter more
than does any other.
As more common factors are extracted using the search
algorithms, the path delay (or the data arrival time) is
increased more. The realizations under the coefficients in
CSD notation have shorter path delays compared to those
of the coefficients in original binary notation after search
algorithms are implemented. The throughputs have the same
effects as the path delays. In Table 5, all of the throughput/area
ratios are reduced by realizing the constant multiplications with the coefficients in CSD notation. The proposed
algorithm increases the throughput/area ratio by 2.84%,
which is the largest increase of any algorithm. In Table 7,
the coefficient simplifications using the proposed algorithm
increase the throughput/area ratio by 16.69% more than the
original coefficient simplifications using Synopsys DC. Tables
6 and 8 also reveal that the proposed algorithm has the best
simplification ratio of any of the compared algorithms.
Previously proposed search algorithms have different
advantages in coefficient simplifications than those of the
four filters described above. All of the algorithms effectively
reduce the area cost of realizing the FIR filters; most of
them sacrifice throughput by increasing the path delays.
The proposed CCSE algorithm reduces the most area of
the filter, but it has a higher throughout than the other
algorithms. According to experimental observations, the
proposed algorithm performs best not only in area reduction
but also in the throughput/area ratio.
However, the layout realizations of 48-, 121-, 105-, and
325-tap filters are also utilized to reveal the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm. The Cadence SOC Encounter
software is utilized to place and route the designed filters.
The I/O pin counts of all filters are 40 pins. The synthesis
and layout processes utilize TSMC 0.18 𝜇m mixed-signal RF

Figure 4: Layout graph of 48-tap CDMA filter.

1P6 M CMOS technology. Table 9 shows the placement and
route information of four designed filters. The die size of 48tap CDMA filter is about 0.16 mm2 and the total gate count
of the filter is approximately 12.5 K. The filter can operate at
72 MHz with 7.531 mW power dissipation. Figure 4 shows the
layout graph of the 48-tap filter with 40 I/O pins. The 325-tap
filter has the largest chip size and can operate at 55 MHz with
an area of 87.68 K gates.

5. Conclusions
In summary, coefficient simplifications by the search algorithms are useful in reducing the combinational logic area
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Table 4: Performance comparisons of low-pass filter [15] with 325 tap; bit width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Origin-CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Combinational
unit (um2 )

Buf/Inv
unit (um2 )

Noncombinational
unit (um2 )

Total area (um2 )

672285.40 (0%)
584887.56 (−13.00%)
653404.75 (−2.81%)
588663.03 (−12.44%)
581780.71 (−13.46%)
514031.92 (−23.54%)

17892.70
6646.14
16788.34
12716.82
12301.02
8286.06

361007.54
361007.54
361985.50
363242.88
363242.88
361007.54

1033292.94 (0%)
945895.11 (−8.46%)
1015390.26 (−1.73%)
951905.91 (−7.88%)
945023.59 (−8.54%)
875039.46 (−15.32%)

Table 5: Performance comparisons of filter with 48 tap in CDMA 2000 [13]; bit width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Data arrival time (ns)

Throughput (Gbps)

Throughput/total area
(bps/um2 )

10.58
11.14
11.45
11.62
11.31
11.28

1.51
1.44
1.40
1.38
1.41
1.42

11071.80 (0%)
10804.14 (−2.42%)
10455.49 (−5.57%)
10300.24 (−6.97%)
10489.26 (−5.26%)
11386.41 (+2.84%)

Table 6: Performance comparisons of high-pass filter [14] with 121 tap; bit width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Data arrival time (ns)

Throughput (Gbps)

Throughput/total area
(bps/um2 )

12.30
13.54
14.76
13.99
13.43
14.28

1.30
1.18
1.08
1.14
1.19
1.12

3132.94 (0%)
3187.08 (+1.73%)
2754.31 (−12.09%)
3006.94 (−4.02%)
3164.64 (+1.01%)
3196.93 (+2.04%)

Table 7: Performance comparisons of low-pass filter [15] with 105 tap; bit width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Data arrival time (ns)

Throughput (Gbps)

Throughput/total area
(bps/um2 )

12.19
14.21
15.78
14.36
14.04
13.4

1.31
1.13
1.01
1.11
1.14
1.19

3100.28 (0%)
3141.85 (+1.34%)
2653.40 (−14.41%)
2985.41 (−3.71%)
3154.31 (+1.74%)
3617.82 (+16.69%)

Table 8: Performance comparisons of low-pass filter [15] with 325 tap; bit-width of filter is 16 bits.
Algorithm
Original CSD
̌ et al. [3]
Pasko
Jang and Yang [4]
Vinod et al. 2003 [5]
Vinod et al. 2010 [9]
Our CCSE

Data arrival time (ns)

Throughput (Gbps)

Throughput/total area
(bps/um2 )

12.55
15.21
16.22
15.74
15.89
14.62

1.27
1.05
0.99
1.02
1.01
1.09

1229.08 (0%)
1110.06 (−9.78%)
974.99 (−20.67%)
1071.53 (−12.82%)
1068.76 (−13.04%)
1245.66 (+1.35%)
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Table 9: Placement and route information of four designed filters.

Filters
48 tap
Die size
400 × 400 𝜇m2
Frequency
72 MHz
Gate count
12,495 gates
Fault coverage
99.3% with 40 test patterns
Code coverage
100% with 256 test patterns
Operate voltage
1.8 V
Power dissipation
7.531 mW @ 72 MHz

121 tap
710 × 710 𝜇m2
66 MHz
35,104 gates
99.4% with 40 test patterns
100% with 256 test patterns
1.8 V
20.3 mW @ 66 MHz

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
−1

0
0
0

0
1
−1

Table 11: Intermediate results obtained after performing five steps
of the proposed algorithm.
𝐻(0)
𝐻(1)
𝐻(2)

0
0
0

0
0
0

5
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
5
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
−5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
169
−5

Table 12: Outputs of algorithm.
𝐻(0) 0
𝐻(1) 0
𝐻(2) 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

169
0
0

0
0
0

325 tap
1400 × 1400 𝜇m2
55 MHz
87,680 gates
99.1% with 40 test patterns
100% with 256 test patterns
1.8 V
52.8 mW @ 55 MHz

References

Table 10: Coefficients of a filter with three taps.
𝐻(0)
𝐻(1)
𝐻(2)

105 tap
720 × 720 𝜇m2
68 MHz
32,989 gates
99.5% with 40 test patterns
100% with 256 test patterns
1.8 V
21.4 mW @ 68 MHz

and the total filter area. Previously developed search algorithms provide greater area reductions but they sacrifice
the throughput/area ratio. The proposed CCSE algorithm
offers the best area reduction and the best throughput/area
ratio. The main feature of the proposed algorithm is that the
coefficients are not eliminated after they are used to reduce
the number of common factors; instead, they are retained to
reduce the number of new common factors that are generated
by combining existing common factors to maximize the
area reduction. Experimental results further reveal that the
proposed algorithm performs best.
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A novel information system for detecting mastitis in dairy cattle and managing their milking processes in the milking parlor
is designed. The system comprises three major subsystems—the mastitis detection device, the information display device, and
the cloud database. The mastitis detection device can detect and evaluate the degree of mastitis immediately before the milking
operations are carried out. The information display device shows information on the health of the dairy cattle obtained from a cloud
database to manage the milk production of a dairy farm. Importantly, the proposed system utilizes a wireless sensor network (WSN)
with low power consumption that connects the information display device with the remote management system. Experimental
results reveal that our proposed system can reduce the risk of milking cattle with mastitis and improve efficiency of milk production.

1. Introduction
The management of the health of dairy cows is critical for
farmers. In particular, when a farmer performs milking,
the health of the cow must be monitored accurately. If the
cow has mastitis in one or more udders, its milk cannot be
drunk. During milking, milk that is produced by the cows
is extracted to the milk tank. If even one cow suffers from
mastitis and the farmers fail to notice the problem, then
all the milk in the milk tank must be drained off and the
farmer must disinfect the tank. When one or more cows suffer
from mastitis, economic losses associated with the reduced
production of milk occur. In recent years, automatic milking
systems have been developed, but they are expensive, so
farmers who have small farms cannot afford them. These
farmers use a traditional method of tagging cows with
mastitis tying colored belts to their legs. For example, in
Figure 1, the two rear udders suffer from the mastitis, and the
farmer ties two colored belts to the two hind legs to indicate
the positions of these udders. The belts can easily fall off or
become dirty causing the farmer not to notice them.
To solve the problem of tagging cows that suffer from
mastitis, a radio frequency identification device is utilized

herein. Whether the cow has mastitis is determined by
checking a remote database. Information on the health of the
cow is extracted from the database and transmitted to the
information display board that is set up in front of the cow
that is to be milked in the parlor. The farmer can monitor
the health of the cow and milk udders without mastitis. The
rapid response of the information technology to change in
the health of the cow before milking can effectively reduce
the risk of economic loss. The system also can be utilized to
manage the health of cows by checking reports of statistical
data that are based on the database.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
surveys previous studies for information and communication
devices that can be utilized as part of the health-monitoring
system for cows. Section 3 introduces the proposed system design. Section 4 summarizes the experimental results
obtained using the proposed system. Section 5 draws conclusions and makes recommendations for future research.

2. Related Works
The following two subsections discuss the detection of mastitis by monitoring the electrical conductivity of the milk [1–5]
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All such methods are expensive and time-consuming and can
only be implemented by professionals.
In 1940, researchers proposed the detection of mastitis
by monitoring electrical conductivity [2, 4, 6]. Following
decades of verification, conductivity is now used in mastitis detection. The conductivity of cow’s udders can be
determined by measuring the property of the milk. The
electrical conductivity of an udder is measured using a
portable device that is used to check the quality of the
milk in each udder before milking. The concentrations of
the sodium, potassium, chloride, and lactose in the milk
dominate conductivity. In the initial phase of lactation, the
concentration of sodium increases and the concentration of
potassium declines. During lactation, the concentrations of
both increase conductivity. A cow that suffers from mastitis
has a lower SCC than the one that does not [5, 11]. Therefore,
the measurement of conductivity is useful for identifying
cows with mastitis.

Figure 1: Two color belts are tied to both hind legs of the cow.

and the information and communication technologies (ICTs)
that are used to construct the health detection system [6–12].
2.1. Detection of Mastitis by Measuring the Electrical Conductivity of the Milk. Mastitis in cow’s udders is typically caused
by infection by a pathogen. Mastitis is a common disease in
dairy farms. Mastitis has two forms—clinical mastitis and
nonclinical mastitis [2]. An experienced farmer can observe
clinical mastitis with the naked eye, but nonclinical mastitis
cannot be easily observed, and its diagnosis requires laboratory equipment. Nonclinical mastitis causes more economic
loss not only because it cannot be easily found but also
because a cow that suffers from it cannot easily become
pregnant. A cow that suffers from mastitis will produce
approximately 5% to 25% less milk than one that does not [1].
According to an American investigation, lack of production
of milk by a cow that is being treated for mastitis causes losses
of approximately US$180 annually. Color belts that are tied to
the legs of the cow that correspond to the udders that suffer
from mastitis can easily fall off or become dirty. If the belts are
not seen and an udder with mastitis is milked, the polluted
milk will be mixed with the normal milk in the milk tank.
Accordingly, tests for detecting mastitis include the California mastitis test (CMT), the alcohol test, the somatic cell
test, and the milk conductivity test [3]. The somatic cell count
(SCC) test is an effective method for detecting mastitis. If
the SCC of an udder is less than 200,000, then the udder
is regarded as healthy. Otherwise, the udder is regarded as
suffering from mastitis. Methods of determining the SCC
include electrical cell counting and microscopic observation.

2.2. Utilization of ICTs in Constructing Health Detection
System. A parlor is a moist, dirty, and metallic environment.
Cows that enter the parlor bring soil and dung. They pollute
the environment and the farmer spends substantial time to
keep the parlor clean. When directing cows to the correct
position in the parlor to wait for milking, the farmer uses
metallic fences that prevent collision between cows as the
cows walk. The metallic environment causes more electrical interference when the farmer uses electronic detection
instruments. To protect the health of cows, an information
system that emits only weak electromagnetic waves must be
used. To identify automatically the cows that come to the
parlor, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is
popularly used [6]. The RFID tag is attached to the cow
in a position of strong induction allowing an RFID reader
to receive the identification (ID) number from the tag. To
determine the position of the tag on the cow, the actions of
the cow must be considered to prevent it from becoming dirty
or being crushed. The ear of a cow is a good position for tying
on such a tag.
The wireless sensor network (WSN) is another communication technology with low electromagnetic wave emission
that can be used to transmit information on a farm [7–10].
The Zigbee WSN is a low-cost technology that consumes little
power. The communication range of Zigbee is between 100 m
and 1.5 km; this WSN can be used in a moist environment
without wires. A farmer needs only to transmit a small
amount of data on the health of cows, minimizing the cost
of communication. Zigbee is suitable for this purpose as it
satisfies the requirements of a farm.

3. Proposed System Architecture
The proposed mastitis detection and health management
system is for use with dairy cattle. The system is composed
of three parts—the information transmission module, the
information display, and the remote information database.
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Figure 2: Proposed mastitis detection and health management system.

3.1. Proposed System Architecture. The proposed system
includes hardware and software. The hardware integrates an
RFID system, the Zigbee WSN communication system, and
the information display. The software integrates the remote
database, the program for controlling the embedded system,
and the mobile application program. Figure 2 presents the
proposed system in a small parlor. Milking is carried out in
many locations in the parlor. As shown in the figure, the cows
with RFID tags come into the parlor in a line from the right
side to the left. At the right of the parlor, before milking,
two RFID readers ensure that the RFID tags on the cows’
ears can be read. When one or both of the readers detect
the RFID tag, the ID of the cow is transmitted to the remote
information database by the data transfer board (DTB) over
the Zigbee WSN. The database receives this ID, and the
management program, running in the remote computer
system, extracts from the database the information about
the health of the cow. The information display board (IDB)
receives this information from the management program via
the DTB. The farmer can see this information before milking.
Before the cow goes to the place of milking in the parlor,
the IDB close to this location displays the health of its four
udders. The farmer thus determines which udder(s) can be
milked.
If the farmer wants to determine whether a cow has
mastitis, he can use a detection device that is based on
the proposed system to identify rapidly its health status.

The information that is measured using the detection device
can also be transmitted to the information database by the
DTB. The database of the system also can be used to generate
statistics, which are displayed in the user interface of the
remote computer.
3.2. Design of Mastitis Detection Device. Figure 3 presents the
standard mastitis detection processes in the proposed system.
The conductivity measurement processes can be carried out
using the detection device before milking. Information about
health can also be obtained from the database of the remote
computer. The proposed system initializes all of the hardware
devices and software programs when the system is booted.
The IDB obtains information about the health of the cow by
checking the RFID through the Zigbee WSN. The farmer thus
determines which cow needs to be checked for mastitis before
milking. The detection begins to perform the measurement
of electrical conductivity (EC) using a particular volume of
milk from the cow. If the measured EC exceeds a threshold
that is set by the farmer, an alert that the cow has mastitis
will be generated. Information that a cow’s udder suffers from
mastitis is transmitted to the remote database by pushing the
update button on the IDB.
Figure 4 presents the proposed mastitis detection device
for checking the EC value of cow’s udders. The device is wired
with the IDB and transmits the measured results via the IDB
that is connected with the DTB. To enable the device to be
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Figure 3: Detection of mastitis in proposed system.
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Figure 6: Information display board.

immersed in milk to measure the EC value, the device must
be coated with food-grade gum. The device has two major
measurement units for measuring EC and the quantity of
the milk. Two probes are put in contact with the milk and
a backend circuit is utilized to translate the EC value. The
circuit is used to measure the amount of water in milk. If the
amount of milk exceeds the set threshold, then the detection
device will measure the actual EC. Figure 4 presents the
dimensions of the device. Following the detection, the IDB
presents the EC. Each IDB is wired with a mastitis detection
device to make measurements of the cow’s milk.
3.3. Design of Information Display Board. Figure 5 presents
the hardware architecture of the information display board
(IDB). The ARM Cortex M3 controls the entire embedded system; it controls the LCD display, which displays
information about the health of the cow, and uses LEDs
to present control and warning messages. The control area

network (CAN) bus connects all IDBs. The updated program
reinitializes the MCU through the USB port. The mastitis
detection device is connected to the MCU via the A/D
connection port.
Figure 6 presents the IDB device. The number of IDBs is
determined by the number of positions for milking in the
parlor. Near each position, an IDB is set up that displays
information on the health of the cow that is waiting for
milking. In detection mode, the IDB displays information
concerning the four udders. Numbers 1 and 3 in the circles in
the IDB indicate the left-front and left-rear udders. Numbers
2 and 4 indicate the right-front and right-rear udders. The
button in the IDB can be used to choose the udder on
which mastitis detection is carried out. When the detection
device finishes the detection processes, the measured data,
including temperature and EC values, are transmitted to the
information display and presented at the position of the
corresponding udder, and the old information in the database
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Figure 7: ID recognition using two RFID readers.

is updated by the DTB. The design of the DTB is the same
as that of the IDB, but the DTB has a Zigbee module that
communicates with the remote management system.
3.4. Mechanism of Identity Recognition. The RFID device
adopts RF signals to transmit data, but the signals are easily
interfered by a wet environment within the metal fences.
The parlor is such an environment. However, to monitor the
health of a cow, a low-frequency (LF) RFID reader is utilized
to identify the tags that are tied on the ear of the cow. The
selected reader herein is the ROMAG G90A with 125 kHz
frequency. The environment has a weaker effect on the lowfrequency reader. However, the disadvantage of such a reader
is that it has a shorter sensing distance. A reader with a longer

sensing distance requires a much higher transmission power.
The sensing distance of the reader herein is between 90 cm
and 130 cm. The width of the path of the animals through the
parlor is around 100 cm. Therefore, two RFID readers are set
up on both sides of the path to reduce the failure rate in the
reading of tags.
Figure 7 presents the process for recognizing a cow’s ID.
The two readers may read the same tag and transmit the
same tag ID number to the remote database via the DTB.
The remote management system will check whether these
two numbers are the same. If the two numbers are the same,
then the remote system will discard one, use the number to
search the database, and transmit the obtained information
about the health of the cow in question to the corresponding
IDB. If the two numbers differ, then the management system
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Figure 8: User interface of the management system.

will find the information associated with these two numbers
and determine which information is correct. In the worst
case, the correct information cannot be determined and the
management system transmits an error message to the IDB
in the parlor. The farmer and remote manager will see this
message and try to solve the problem.
3.5. Remote Software System. The remote software system
includes a graphic user interface (GUI) program, an online
database program (MySQL), and an Android application
program. The GUI program is written in the C/C++ language.
The program is used to control the RS-232 serial transmission
to the RFID readers, DTBs and IDBs. The program also
searches and updates the database and deletes information
concerning the cows. The manager can perform operations
on the database using the computer in the management
center or an Android-based mobile phone on which the
designed application program is installed.
The remote management system receives the IDs in the
tag(s) from the RFID readers through the DTB, and the
system performs an analysis to check the IDs. The tag(s) are
used to find health information about the cow in the database.

Then, these data are encoded, the checksum is added, and the
information is sent to the corresponding IDB. If the information about the health of the cow cannot be found in the
database, then a warning message is sent to the corresponding
IDB in the parlor. When the messages come from the DTB,
the remote system determines whether they are instructions.
Such instructions include data retransmission and system
reset.
Figure 8 presents the GUI-based management system.
The upper half of the GUI presents the numbers of the
milking positions in the parlor, the recognized ID of each
cow, and the health status of its four udders. The numbers
of the four udders in the GUI are their numbers in the
IDB. The pink color of the number indicates that the udder
suffers from mastitis. For instance, a cow in the first milking
position has a mastitis infection in its right-rear udder. The
cow in the second milking position has only its left-rear udder
without mastitis. The lower half of the GUI presents detailed
information on the temperature and EC of four udders of the
cow. New data or historical data of the cow with a selected
ID number can also be found in the system. The bottom of
the GUI presents histograms of the historical values. Other
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Figure 9: Proposed system set up in a parlor.

Table 1: Results of test of RFID sensitivity.
Posture
position/number of
readers

Head forward

Head upward

Head downward

Head swinging

Success rate

Miss
Miss
Hit
Hit

Hit
Miss
Hit
Hit

Miss
Hit
Hit
Hit

Miss
Hit
Miss
Hit

25%
50%
75%
100%

Top/one
Left/one
Right/one
Both sides/two

functions of the system include system initialization, the
updating of health information, and database management.
The system manager can set which farmer can access or
update health information. The farmer with the right priority
can also use a mobile phone to access or update information
about the health of cows in the remote database using the
mobile or WIFI network.

4. Experimental Results
An experiment is performed using the proposed system
on a farm with approximately 200 cows. The system was
deployed and used for one month on the farm. Milking was
carried out approximately 3,000 times during this month.
The experiment included various tests, which evaluated the
sensitivity and speed of RFID recognition, the transmission
quality of the network, and the quality of the system.
The parlor on the farm is an open environment, and
the path through is a ring. In the parlor, ten cows can be
milked simultaneously. Figure 9 presents the deployment of
the system in the parlor. The cows enter the parlor through the
right entrance. Two RFID readers are set up at the entrance

of the parlor, and the IDBs are set in front of the cow as it
would be in that position. These IDBs are connected together
by twisted pairs of wires. One DTB is also connected with
the IDBs and communicates with the remote management
system via Zigbee WSN.
The experiment on the sensitivity of the RFID reader is
performed by putting different numbers of the readers in
different positions; each cow has an RFID tag on its right ear.
About 3,000 tests were performed on the cows, yielding the
results in Table 1. The experimental results reveal that a cow in
the parlor typically adopts one of four postures: head forward,
head pointing upward, head pointing downward, and head
swinging. The RFID reader set up on the upper and left side
relative to a cow yields a miss, because each tag is attached
to the right ear of a cow, outside the range of the reader.
When the head of the cow is held upward or downward, the
larger angles between the cow and the reader may cause a
miss to occur. In such cases a cow cannot be detected outside
the range of the reader. Two readers have a success rate of
100% for all postures, because one reader is installed before
the other but they are on both sides of the entrance. These
positions of the readers prevent simultaneous misses by both
readers.
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5. Conclusions
The proposed management system utilizes RFID, WSN,
embedded system, and cloud database designs. The system
is a low-cost, high-efficiency management system that can
prevent milking cows that suffer from mastitis; a detection
device rapidly detects the cows with mastitis. The results of a
check performed using this device are transmitted to a remote
database and shown in the corresponding IDB before the cow
is milked. The management software integrates a graphical
user interface and a cloud database. A manager or farmer can
easily search and update the information about the health of
the cows through the network. The advantages of the system
include reducing the risk of milking a cow with mastitis, the
rapid testing for mastitis to update health information, and
improving the quality of produced milk. Multiple systems can
be set up in many farms and managed from a centralized
management center.
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This research cross-employed the social cognition theory (SCT) and the analytical network process (ANP) model in qualitative
analyses and the multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) methodology in quantitative measurements to comprehensively reidentify the most critical information communication technology (ICT) determinants in minimizing the digital divide (DD). After
measuring the complete importance of related priority weight w (eigenvector) from the survey results given to various experts, the
complete synthetically comparative index numbers (SCIN) from the evaluation model used conveyed two distinct consequences.
First, the highest SCIN scores for the ANP, F-ANP, and G-ANP models are 0.5516, 0.3771, and 0.4791, respectively, and are located
in the “ICT can positively minimize the level of DD” (ICTCPMDD) column in the summarized results table. Secondly, the highest
evaluated weighted score of assessed criteria of 0.5801 is located in the Diversified Mobile Applications (DMAPP) column. From
these results, there are two contributive findings that can be deduced. First, ICT indeed proved the determinative influences and
interplays in the level of DD which means that the undeveloped, developing, and emerging regions are apparently able to minimize
the level of DD by means of the ICT development. Second, the Diversified Mobile Applications (DMAPP) is the most critical
determinant of ICT in minimizing the level of digital divide.

1. Introduction
The swift progress in high-speed bandwidth, broadband, and
wireless transmission of the information technology (IT) and
telecommunication technology (TT), the information and
communication technology (ICT) has rapidly been invented
and developed [1]. With respect to the empirical world market
of ICT industry, the 2013 annual official report of the global
ICT industrial statistics published from the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) conveys the following three
major points as expressed in Figures 1 and 2. (1) For the entire
world, there are 96 mobile phones for every 100 persons.
In the developed regions, that ratio is 126 per every 100
persons. The mobile phone ration in developing regions
is 89 for every 100 persons. (2) In the emerging Africa
regions, mobile phone penetration is only 63 for every 100
person and, (3) according to the latest accumulating statistics
of the ITU, the mobile-cellular subscriptions in the entire

Asia-pacific regions has reached up to 3.5 billion populations
as well as achieving half of the global 6.8 mobile-cellular
subscriptions. Further statistics on the global ICT industry
reveal five distinct and direct conclusions, as presented in
Figure 3, which comprise the following: (1) the mobilecellular telephone subscriptions rate per 100 inhabitants has
increased over 5 times in the last 10 years from 15.5 in
2001 to 86.7 in 2011 as expressed in the dark blue curve,
(2) the global internet users rate per 100 inhabitants has
increased around 4.4 times from 8 in 2001 to 34.7 in 2011
represented in the red curve, (3) the fixed telephone lines
rate per inhabitant (shown in green) has declined slightly
resulting from the popularizing use of mobile phones, (4) the
active mobile-broadband subscriptions rate per inhabitant
(shown in purple) experienced a significant growth from
almost negligible in 2007 to 17 in 2011, and (5) the fixed
(wired) broadband subscriptions rate per inhabitant (shown
in light blue) has increased from 0.6 to 8.5 in the last 10 years
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Figure 2: Relationship between the global population and mobilecellular subscriptions from 2009 to 2013. The global mobilepenetration in 2013.

as of 2011. Essentially, ICT was basically constructed from
the cross applications of the internet feature in consumer
electronic devices such as televisions, mobile phones, and
global positioning systems (GPS) in order to satisfy the
needs of computer users [2]. Furthermore, the internet
has gradually and broadly been absorbed into people’s life
with the use of web-portals (such as Yahoo and Google),
virtual social communities (such as Twitter and Facebook)
as well as the individual consumer electronic devices (smart
phones and tablets) [3]. Based on the specific operational
characteristics of ICT, it is significantly easier for individuals
to become ICT multi-users. Additionally, ICT users are able
to manipulate the cross applied ICT apparatuses without
space and time restrictions. These apparatuses have resulted
in that the ICT consumer electronic devices have completely
played a decisive role in people’s lives [4]. As the popularity
of ICT has expanded, a majority of recent researches have
focused on the software and hardware functions of ICT [5].
Furthermore, the extensive ICT users have gotten custom to
using mobile phones to surf internet websites, obtain GPS
piloting and handle e-mails, and play online games with
smart-phone application (APP) services in any location to
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Figure 1: The global mobile-penetration in 2013.
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Figure 3: Global ICT relative industrial statistics.

provide their own various position information to each surfer
in order to establish and condition their owned virtual social
communities in anywhere and at any time.
However, with current rapid development in the ICT
industries, the diversified economic and social-inequality
digital cognitions between categories of individuals in a given
population and their access to, use of, or knowledge of
internet technology have resulted in the digital divide (DD).
DD is defined as a digitally cognitive difference between each
internet user and individual who do not have the technical
abilities to access and conduct with internet technologies.
From a comprehensive survey of the latest literatures in DD,
DD has been briefly generated from three crucial impacted
elements: individual (gender, age, skills, education, and
capacity), organizational (race and team features), and social
(geographical limitation, economic restriction and national
policies) [6]. Moreover, with reference to relative literatures
of DD [7–15], there are six specific characteristics of DD: (1)
connected subjects: the DD subjective gaps cover individuals,
organizations, enterprises, schools, hospitals, countries, and
so forth [16]; (2) connected contents: connectivity of DD
attributes the demographic and socioeconomic variables,
such as income, education, age, and geographic location [17];
(3) connected media: the DD media connectivity obtains
from the various devices including fixed or mobile, Internet
or telephony, and digital TV; (4) connected methods: intensity to how sophisticated the usages are including mere access,
retrieval, interactivity, and innovative contributions [18]; (5)
connected goals: purpose as to why individuals and their
cohorts are (or not) connecting: reasons individuals are and
are not online or utilizing internet technology [19], and (6)
connected maneuverability: dynamics to whether the gap of
concern will increase or decrease in the future and when the
gap of concern would be maximized [20].
Nevertheless, beyond a contiguity of comprehensive surveys in the DD research field, the majority of studies focuses
on the discussion of various present situations and problems
of DD [21–27]. The interplay between ICT and DD has
not been thoroughly discussed in the current management
circles in the technology research fields. For this reason,
this study creatively adopted three brief perspectives of
the Social Cognition Theory (SCT) [28–30]: (1) Individual
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Behaviorism (ICT Users aspect); (2) Group Organizationism
(ICT Industry aspect), and (3) Community Socializationism
(ICT Society) into the qualitative measurements in order
to strengthen research validity because the characteristics
of SCT are to comprehensively discuss and analyze the
interactive dependences among ICT users (individual: cognitivism and behaviorism) versus ICT industrials (group:
organizationism); ICT industrials (group: organizationism)
versus DD research society (socializationism), and DD
research society (socializationism) versus ICT users (individual: cognitivism and behaviorism) for discussing the related
humanity issues or situation in social science research field.
Significantly, SCT has recently been the theoretical mainstream to synthetically assay the interactive dependences
between social science and other technologies, especially the
interplays among the individuals, and society [31]. Significantly, in order to reinforce research reliability, this research
innovatively consolidate the Fuzzy Theory (FT) and the
Grey Relation Theory (GRT) of the multiple criteria decision
making (MCDM) methodology [32] into the analytical network process (ANP) for hierarchically construct the fuzzyanalytical network process (F-ANP) and the fuzzy-analytical
network process (G-ANP) in the quantitative measurements
in order to comprehensively detect, identify, and evaluate the
most potential key-determinants and interactive influences of
ICT in the minimization of the level of DD [33].

2. Research Design
2.1. Research Framework and Hierarchy. After making a
comprehensive survey of a series of relative literatures of SCT,
ANP model, and MCDM methodology, the research design
framework was systematically designed in Figure 4 including
seven measured activities: constructing, confirming, identifying, collecting, evaluating, inducing, and integrating. After
establishing Figure 4, this research comprehensively investigates and organizes recent academic researches and empirical

reports in the related ICT field to evaluate the most influenced
fifteen ICT technological elements (subcriteria), which are
then categorized into four assessable groups (criteria). Consequently, according to Figure 4 and those critical evaluated
criteria, sub-criteria, and candidates, the research evaluated
hierarchy was comprehensively constructed in Figure 5. The
synthetically comparative index numbers (SCIN) (𝐷P , 𝐷CB ,
and 𝐷SC ) of three potential candidates consisting of (1)
ICT which can positively minimize the level of connectpurposes digital divide (ICTCPMDD); (2) ICT which can
possibly minimize the level of connect-media digital divide
(ICTCPOMDD), and (3) ICT which can negatively minimize the level of connect-operation digital divide (ICTCPNMDD) were cross-analyzed by the weighted measurements of
the pair-wise questionnaire among each appraised attitude,
assessed criterion, and evaluated subcriterion in order to
discover the best solution of this research topic.
2.2. Critical ICT Determinants. The first assessable criteria
group defines the consolidated connection technology (CTT)
expressed in the ICT characteristics of the ubiquity and
information and CTT consists of (1) Wideget function (WF):
the networking websites of ICT create the new technologies
to fix with other consumer electronic devices interface, such
as the users are able to utilize the wireless internet function
to surf the websites and to operate the e-mail function on
their own mobile phone which results in the networking of
personal users’ information so that it can be sent to other
users of mobile phone [34, 35]; (2) Application Programming Interface (API): the networking websites of ICT open
the “encoding functions” of website programs to increase
function and application in order to attract more users and
then put advertisement of corporate products or services
in this interacted interface, such as Wikipedia (the free
encyclopedia) and Facebook [36]; (3) Cloud Computing Function (CCF): the virtual cloud-computing function technology
offers the complex computing function for each ICT user
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according to the rapid growth of wireless-service and highspeedy transmission with the largest bandwidth [37], and
(4) Keyword Search Engine Function (KSEF): the networking
websites of ICT produces alluring key-word search messages
in the first window search in order to attract each user to
search the related information [38]. Moreover, the second
assessable criteria group is the GPS position technology
(GPSRT) displayed the ICT technological characteristics of
location-based service and embraces (1) Metaverse Function
(MF): the networking websites of ICT are able to utilize
the diversified virtual-reality functions to construct the augmented reality positioning located presentation to fascinate
each users such as 3D expression [39]; (2) Individual Behavior
Targeting (LBT): the ICT industrialists are able to gather the
located preferred information from each ICT user in order
to initiate the absorptive subject and content of networking
websites to increase uses [40], and (3) Individual Location
Service (LPS): the networking websites of the ICTs provide
the specific GPS guide and positioning function in order to
allow each ICT user the convenience to upload and download
personal real-time located information [41]. Subsequently,
the third assessable criteria group is the mobile connection
technology (MCT) and MCT is the ICT characteristic of
mobility and further comprehends (1) Real-time Direct Messages (RDM): the social networking communities actively
forward periodical and irregular messages and information
of each community member to the users through the online
transmission service of the consumer electronic devices; (2)
Alternate Reality Games Interface (ARGT): the networking
websites of the ICT create the virtual games for attracting
more users for configuring commercials and advertisements
of corporate products or services [42], and (3) Diversified
Mobile Applications (DMAP): in term of the popularization
of smart phone, each user has commenced to request more

applications for entertainments comprised of the media-play,
vide-games, and media-telecommunication. Therefore, much
more ICT engineers are devoted to research and develop
the mobile-AAP software to meet the users’ demands. Consequently, the fourth assessable criteria group is the social
networking technology (SNT) expressed ICT characteristics
of the individualization and congregation and comprises
(1) Social Media (SM): the networking websites of the ICT
provide various interactive social media interfaces, such as
JAVA, Real Audio, Real Video, Shockwave, and so forth, in
order to exchange media data of each user, such as YouTube,
Google media, and Yahoo Photos, in order to complete
transaction in the networking website, (2) Web 2.0 (W2):
the networking websites of the ICT develop the interacted
interface to increase users’ satisfaction because each user
is able to change from passive readers to active creators
[43], (3) Web 3.0 (W3): the networking websites of the ICT
currently research and develop the new interacted interface
technology for alluring more ICT users, such as virtual
communication interface and three digital or four digital
interface technologies, (4) Really Simple Syndication (RSS):
the networking websites of ICT resupplying function of
regular subscription to each ICT user in order to obtain the
opportunities to put dynamically and statically individual
information to each social community member [44], and (5)
Social Community Integration (SCI): the networking websites
of the ICT supply the “social congregating function” to
connect each ICT user in order to construct their owned
virtual communicated society, such as Blogs, Twitter, and
Facebook [45].
2.3. Measured Model and Statistic Method. In order to induce
the best potential determinant of ICT in minimizing the
level of DD, this study cross-employs the three analytical
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perspectives of SCT and ANP model to construct the most
effective analytical model (F-ANP and G-ANP evaluated
models) because SCT has recently become the mainstream
theory to expound the relative issues regarding comprehensive interplays and relationships among individual, group,
and society as a whole in the complicatedly contemporary
society [46]. Besides, as for the relative literatures on ANP
model, [47] invented the hierarchically analytical ANP model
to measure the experts’ questionnaire weights through the
positive reciprocal matrix and supermatrix measurements,
the Delphi method, and the brainstorm approaches under the
comprehensive, limited-resource, and difficult decision conditions. In succession, [48] stated the typical measurements
process that overall related-impacted factors are categorized
into four groups and, then, according to the patterns of ANP
model, these related-impacted factor-groups are decomposed
as third hierarchy of criteria of assessments. In terms of the
basic concept of ANP model, ANP model is able to be applied
not only to clearly establish the synthetic hierarchy-relations
between each assessable criterion but also to distinctly point
out the cross analytical consequence. The related-impacted
factors are also decomposed as fourth hierarchy of each
criterion and subcriterion [49]. Furthermore, on account
of evaluated statistic measurements of ANP model, “once
the pairwise comparison is conducted and completed, the
local priority vector w (eigenvector) is computed as the
unique solution” and the w is the represented priority vector
w (relative weights). In [50] were invented the two-stage
𝑚
algorithms (𝑅𝑤 = 𝜆 max 𝑤 and 𝑤𝑖 = ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 (𝑅𝑖𝑗/ ∑𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖𝑗)/m)
and in each pairwise comparison between each criterion the
consistency of compared factors will match transitivity to
fulfill the collected representativeness of professional expert’s
opinion. The consistency index (C.I. = (𝜆 max − 𝑛)/(𝑛 − 1),
“C.I.”) which is exactly considered in each pairwise matrix
and the consistency ratio (C.R. = C.I./R.I., “C.R.”) which is
estimated with C.I. and the random index (R.I) acquired from
the statistic table of random index figure. The most critical
acceptable regulation is that the evaluated numbers of C.R.
and C.I. both must be smaller than 0.1 [51].
Subsequently, in order to increase the research validity in
the research questionnaires, [52] induced the fuzzy set which
was based on two characteristics (membership degree and
membership function) of the fuzzy set theory for substituting
the crisp set of traditional mathematics which can set up the
uncertain and fuzzy research problems. In the hierarchical
relations in the last level, each potential supplier has to fit
match each assessable subcriterion matched in each evaluated criterion through pairwise compared criteria of each
subcriteria following [53]. Therefore, as for the integration
between the fuzzy theory and the ANP, each expert can
give the weights (𝑊1 , 𝑊2 , . . . , 𝑊𝑛 ) of each pattern, criteria,
and subcriteria and based on the concept of two-triangles
de-fuzzy, the total fuzzy assessable numbers (TFAN) are
calculated by TFAN = √𝑛 ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑊𝑖 .
In order to reflect the comparative score for the three
types of corporate demand patterns, the measured formula
(1) is applied to compute the comprehensively comparative related priority weight w (eigenvector) in the matrix.
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Consequently, the appropriate relations are selected by calculating the comparatively synergized index which combines
the “weighted product” [54] and the “numbers of similarity
measure (“𝑆[𝐴, 𝐵]”)”. Further, in terms of defuzzification
from the aspect of effective order, the similarity measure
(𝑆[𝐴, 𝐵]) as expressed in the measured formula (1) is utilized
by measuring the calculation of symmetrical triangular fuzzy
numbers between two measured vectors (𝐴 1 = (𝑐1 , 𝑎1 , 𝑏1 ) and
𝐴 2 = (𝑐2 , 𝑎2 , 𝑏2 )) [55]:
{
{1
𝑆 [𝑉1 , 𝑉2 ] = {
𝑑2
{Exp (− ) ,
𝛼
{

if 𝑉1 ≠ 𝑉2 ,

(1)

where 𝑑2 (𝐴 1 , 𝐴 2 ) = (𝑎1 − 𝑎2 )2 = [((𝑐1 + 𝑎1 ) − (𝑐2 + 𝑎2 ))2 /4] +
[((𝑏1 + 𝑎1 ) − (𝑏2 + 𝑎2 ))2 /4], 𝛼 = (𝐷∗ + 𝐷∗ )/2 + (|𝑐1 − 𝑐2 | + |𝑏1 −
𝑏2 |)/8, 𝐷∗ = |(𝑎1 +𝑏1 )−(𝑎2 +𝑏2 )|/2, 𝐷∗ = |(𝑎1 +𝑐1 )−(𝑎2 +𝑐2 )|/2.
Furthermore, according to the concept of the Fuzzy Theory (FT), [56] further induced the more effect and efficient
grey system theory (GST) to measure the uncertain and fuzzy
situation. Reference [57] integrated and applied the related
approaches, structure measure, and model-making method
to induce grey system established between block system and
white system, in order to integrate the indefinite research
data to become useful research data which reach the research
purposes of managerial control, decision-making, and foreseeing. The main function of GST is to not only measure the
level of relation between each influenced factors under uncertain circumstances but to also utilize the trend level among
uncertain and incomplete information of each influenced
factor to quantify the level of relation in order to appraise
the dependence or independence relations between each
influenced factor in the three kinds of analytical goals: (1) the
Larger the Better (𝑥𝑖∗ = (𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘))/(max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) −
min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)), “LTB”); (2) the Smaller the Better (𝑥𝑖∗ =
(min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘))/(max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)), “STB”),
and (3) the Nominal the Best (𝑥𝑖∗ = 1 − {|𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − OB|/
max(max[𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)] − OB, OB − min[𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)])}, “NTB”). In
specific, the 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) represents original data; 𝑥𝑖∗ represents
date after grey relation system analysis; min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) represents
the minimum of original data; max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) represents the
maximum of original data. Eventually, in the hierarchical
relations in the last level, each potential candidate has to
match each assessable subcriterion matched in each evaluated
criterion through pairwise compared matrixes. Hence, in
order to reflect the comparative score for the three kinds
of candidates in problem solving the research issue, (2) of
the “Synthetically Comparative Index Numbers (SCIN)” is
applied to compute the comprehensively comparative related
priority weightw (eigenvector) in the matrix and SCIN which
is defined by
𝑠

𝑘𝑗

SCIN𝑖 = ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑗 𝑇𝑘𝑗 𝑅𝑖𝑘𝑗 .

(2)

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

With respect to (2), where 𝐷𝑖 is the importance of related
priority weight w (eigenvector) for assessable criterion 𝑗;
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Table 1: The grey transformation.

Level of importance (language powers)
Figure of grey set system in GRA

Equal
0.091

Little importance
0.283

Important
0.5

Very important
0.717

Extremely important
0.919

Table 2: The complete SCIN of ANP, F-ANP, and G-ANP.
Criteria

Subcriteria
WF
API
CTT criteria group
CCF
KSEF
MF
GPSRT criteria group LBT
LPS
RDM
ARGT
MCT criteria group
DMAP
SM
W2
W3
SNT criteria group
RSS
SCI
SCIN(ANP)∗
SCIN(F-ANP)∗∗
SCIN(G-ANP)∗∗∗

Weights
0.1695
0.1492
0.1588
0.153
0.1615
0.1711
0.1662
0.1635
0.1535
0.1456
0.1561
0.1616
0.165
0.1601
0.1618

ICTCPMDD
Evaluated score
(0.0758, 0.0806, 0.0853)
(0.0662, 0.0709, 0.0757)
(0.0707, 0.0755, 0.0802)
(0.0680, 0.0727, 0.0775)
(0.0720, 0.0768, 0.0815)
(0.0766, 0.0813, 0.0861)
(0.0439, 0.0468, 0.0496)
(0.0432, 0.046, 0.0488)
(0.0227, 0.0243, 0.0259)
(0.0381, 0.041, 0.0438)
(0.0231, 0.0247, 0.0263)
(0.024, 0.0256, 0.0272)
(0.0132, 0.014, 0.0149)
(0.0128, 0.0136, 0.0145)
(0.0129, 0.0138, 0.0146)
0.1599
0.2958
0.2115

Weights
0.2895
0.2816
0.3015
0.2977
0.2973
0.2759
0.2813
0.2786
0.2913
0.2743
0.2976
0.2712
0.3021
0.3023
0.3064

ICTCPOMDD
Evaluated score
(0.1328, 0.1376, 0.1423)
(0.1291, 0.1339, 0.1386)
(0.1385, 0.1433, 0.148)
(0.1368, 0.1415, 0.1463)
(0.1366, 0.1413, 0.1461)
(0.1264, 0.1311, 0.1359)
(0.0763, 0.0791, 0.0819)
(0.0755, 0.0784, 0.0812)
(0.0445, 0.0461, 0.0477)
(0.0743, 0.0772, 0.08)
(0.0455, 0.0471, 0.0487)
(0.0413, 0.0429, 0.0445)
(0.0249, 0.0257, 0.0266)
(0.0249, 0.0257, 0.0266)
(0.0252, 0.0261, 0.0269)
0.2885
0.3269
0.3094

Weights
0.541
0.5692
0.5397
0.5492
0.5412
0.553
0.5525
0.5579
0.5553
0.5801
0.5463
0.5672
0.5329
0.5377
0.5319

ICTCPNMDD
Evaluated score
(0.2096, 0.2572, 0.2619)
(0.2230, 0.2705, 0.2753)
(0.209, 0.2565, 0.2613)
(0.2135, 0.2611, 0.2658)
(0.2097, 0.2572, 0.262)
(0.2153, 0.2628, 0.2676)
(0.1273, 0.1554, 0.1582)
(0.1288, 0.1569, 0.1597)
(0.0721, 0.0879, 0.0895)
(0.135, 0.1632, 0.166)
(0.0706, 0.0865, 0.088)
(0.0739, 0.0898, 0.0913)
(0.0369, 0.0454, 0.0462)
(0.0373, 0.0458, 0.0466)
(0.0368, 0.0453, 0.0461)
0.5516
0.3771
0.4791

∗

The complete SCINs of ANP model was standardized among each the complete SCIN of the three assessable candidates.
The complete SCINs of F-ANP model was standardized among each the complete SCIN of the three assessable candidates.
∗∗∗
The complete SCINs of G-ANP model was standardized among each the complete SCIN of the three assessable candidates.
∗∗

𝑇𝑘𝑗 is the importance of related priority weight w (eigenvector) for assessable characteristic 𝑘 of criterion 𝑗, and 𝑅𝑖𝑘𝑗 is
the important potential candidate 𝑖 (business website 𝑖) on the
characteristic 𝑘 of criterion 𝑗.

3. Empirical Measurements
3.1. Questionnaire Scale. Furthermore, with reference to
the fundamentally assessable model characteristics of the
ANP approach, the pairwise comparisons at each level are
evaluated using a five-level of related interdependence and
importance ranging from equally important (1) to extremely
important (5) that follows the concept of the Likert’s scale.
Hence, the measurements of the fuzzy transitivity, comparing
weights principle, evaluating criteria, and estimating positive
reciprocal matrix and supermatrix between each assessable
attitude, criterion, subcriterion, and potential candidate all
have been completely calculated through the use of a fivelevel questionnaire.
3.2. Surveyed Collection. On an account of the cross applications of SCT and MCDM methodology, the entire survey
data collected was from the opinions of empirical ICT users,
professional ICT industrialists, and academic experts in DD
research field in order to deal with retrospective crosssectional analysis of the hierarchical relations for organizing
the assessed hierarchy by testifying each the related impacted
criterion from collecting influenced elements [58]. As for

the questionnaire scale, the entire surveyed collection was
derived from professional experts who understand the flourishing of research and development in the ICT technology
and the digital-divide level fields. Therefore, [59] discovered
that there are the least errors of validity and reliability in the
Delphi method when collected questionnaires come from, at
least, over 10 professional interviewees. For this reason, this
research adapts the Delphi method to collect questionnaires
and comments from fifteen experts who are categorized into
three groups. The first group represents five experienced ICT
users who have published a professional column in the ICT
magazines. The second group consists of five empirical senior
managers who have over ten years of working experience in
the ICT industries. Lastly, the third group comprises of five
academic scholars with at least 10 years of extensive research
in relative ICT and DD researches fields. In order to distinctly
discover the true comments of the surveyed questionnaire
of the interviewed experts without linguistic confusion, this
research further utilizes the five-level quantified figures of
evaluation scales of Table 1 between languages of interviewees
of pairwise in assessment of G-ANP model.
3.3. Measured Results of Questionnaire Weights. As for the
research design, research framework (Figure 4), and research
hierarchy (Figure 5), the systematical and hieratical calculations of complete importance of related priority weights w
(eigenvector) of the complete SCINs of ANP, F-ANP, and GANP models are illustrated in Table 2. Significantly, a series of
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measurements of Table 2 indicates two distinct consequences.
First, the highest SCINs score of ANP, F-ANP, and G-ANP
models is 0.5516, 0.3771, and 0.4791, respectively, and all are
located in the ICTCPOMDD column. Secondly, the highest evaluated weighted score of assessed criteria of 0.5801
is located in the Diversified Mobile Applications (DMAPP)
column.
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These days, with the swift development of ICT, DD has
played a critically decisive role not only in the current IT
field but also in the human behavior field because each IT
user is able to gather and forward the numerous data and
information to everywhere in the overall world by means of
use of ICT wireless transmission technology. Therefore, this
research systematically employed three analytical perspectives (empirical ICT users, professional ICT industrialists and
academic experts in DD research field) of SCT but it also hierarchically constructed F-ANP and G-ANP evaluation models
to comprehensively assay the interactive relationships and
dependences between ICT and DD by reidentifying the most
potential determinants of ICT. According to the measured
results of the complete importance of related priority weights
w (eigenvector) of the complete synthetically comparative
index numbers (SCIN) in ANP, F-ANP, and G-ANP models,
ICT can positively minimize the level of DD. Significantly,
the comments from experts that participated in questionnaire
indicated that there are still some other human-control
elements to be able to decisively influence and determine the
level of DD such as IT developed policies of national head
the administration, capital constructions of IT, and wireless
transmission technologies. Hence, based on the measured
results, ICT can indeed prove determinative influences and
interplays in the level of DD which means that the undeveloped, developing, and emerging regions are apparently able
to minimize the level of DD by means of the ICT development. The valuable contribution of this research is that the
Diversified Mobile Applications (DMAPP) is the most potential determinant of ICT in minimizing the level of DD which
means that extensive ICT users can focus on the smart-phone
application (APP) services of telecommunication technology
more than traditional computer devices of IT technology
because they can easily and conveniently upload and download diversified information in anytime and at anywhere
through their smart mobile phone. Beyond this research, in
order to pursue higher research representativeness, reliability,
and validity, more evaluated ICT criteria, measured models
of MCDM methodology, and surveyed expert questionnaires are majorly developed factors in the future research
direction.
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This study expands the definition of the poor group and attempts to delve into and make known the phenomenon of poverty in
Taiwan and aims to explore the goals and possibilities of the BOP consumer market. Through a questionnaire survey and expert
interviews, this research adopts the concept of sustainability to discuss the lifestyle and consumption characteristics of the BOP
group and establishes a design strategic norm of the sustainable products. The findings show that the BOP group in Taiwan is new
poverty or working poor and high quality and common prices are the main requirements; these should be introduced into the
development model of sustainable design.

1. Introduction
The booming of capitalism and industry has enabled many
countries to develop and prosper since the beginning of the
20th century. However, due to the implementation of the
free economic market system, the gap between rich and poor
in those countries continues to increase, resulting in the
disappearance of a good part of the middle class and the
polarization of classes. In particular, the emerging capitalists
among the lower and middle classes account for more than
half of the whole nation [1]. In other words, along with the
progression of free trade and economic globalization, the
emergence of an M-shaped society is growing more apparent
and insidiously creating new concepts, such as new poverty,
working poor, and varied types of poor groups among the low
and mid-levels of the pyramid [2], as shown in Figure 1. BOP
belongs to the classification of the underlying model of the
economic pyramid. The economic pyramid model is based on
wealth and income classification. At the top of the pyramid
is the wealthy, who have a lot of opportunities to derive
high income; meanwhile more than 4 billion have a daily
income of less than $ 2; a huge population group found mostly

in developing countries [3–5]. Then, sustainable design and
development are fundamentally dedicated to satisfying the
basic living needs of all human beings [6]. When reviewing
the rapid emergence of many developing countries, one finds
that such topics are often discussed in developed countries
rather than in the fast growing developing countries with
large populations at the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) [7]. But
the “bottom of the pyramid” population, in fact, is not limited
to developing countries; it is also widespread in industrialized
countries [4, 7].
The definition of poverty varies in different countries.
Beyond absolute poverty, this study expands the definition of
the poor group and attempts to delve into, and make known,
the phenomenon of poverty in Taiwan. Taiwan defines
poverty according to the influence of an M-shaped society
and the boundary between “absolute poorness” and “relative
poorness” defined by OECD [8] and Directorate General of
Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan [9]. We
should pay more attention to these two groups: “working
poor” and “new poverty.” In Taiwan, such concepts refer to
workers who work long hours, yet whose wage increase fails
to keep pace with the inflation rate or whose wage is too little
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Figure 1: A sketch of the new poor group at the bottom of the pyramid.

to live a reasonable quality life [10]. Such concepts can also
refer to working people who are usually the breadwinners
in a family and have dependent family members or children
living at home [11]. Therefore, the emergence of such groups
of people signifies the downfall of the middle class, which
is compressed to the bottom of an M-shaped society [12].
Unfortunately, the government is unable to provide proper
support to this group, which is rejected by the social assistance scheme and believes that the classification of this group
is hazy [13–15]. According to a survey conducted by the
Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan (DGBAS, Executive Yuan), the rates of youth
unemployment and number of unemployed young people are
higher in comparison with that of other groups. However,
young people in the work force are very likely to work
in low-paying, poorly secured, and nonstandard jobs [16].
Furthermore, as a response to global recession, the Taiwanese
government has been promoting a policy of NTD 22,000
monthly salary to young graduates since 2009; however, this
amount is close to the income threshold of low and middle
income households in metropolitan areas, which are eligible
for government subsidies [13]. To make things worse, the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) has increased by 9% in the
past seven years. At present, young people have undoubtedly
become the best representatives of newly poor people at the
bottom of the pyramid in Taiwan’s M-shaped society.
In the approach of combining business development and
poverty alleviation, the poor at the BOP are considered as
both producers and consumers of products. The design of
products is an important ingredient of this market-based
approach [17]. Scholars and practitioners have shown that
the problem of survival in an existing market requires
responsible corporate attention and participation; business
and consumers in this market can be both socially responsible
and profitable [18]. Some studies on the role of multinational
corporations and the ability to raise BOP markets, reduce
poverty, and create profit for the poor through the sale of
products have been confirmed [19–21]. Companies can transfer their ability to evaluate and adjust their organizational
structure and build new functions, stimulating knowledge
sharing to improve the international strategy of the pyramid
base [19].
The BOP-related literature is based on mutual value creation; important business between development and poverty

reduction has not fully tested relevant propositions but only
the relations between the two. There is a study on 64 companies to identify the restrictions which BOP manufacturers
face. The aim was to alleviate the constraints of local producers, while also creating value for the enterprise itself [22].
Some studies suggest that consumers should understand how
people experience poverty and the social potential to counter
poverty. The framework points to consumer choice, the
power of products/services, consumer culture, the market,
and the potential research stream on relieving the hardship
related to spending power [22].
Sustainable development has become an increasingly
important topic of business research and practice, along
with the rapid depletion of natural resources, the concern
over the disparity of wealth, corporate social responsibility,
and the results of the past few decades [23]. The social
concern for human well-being and sustaining ecological
development are broad social goals [24]. Sustainability issues
are explored in different ways and in different contexts.
In the context of current and expected impact of climate
change on environmental, social, and economic issues, and
to achieve sustainable consumption and production of lowcarbon fossil energy, the application of social efforts has
been proposed [25]. Because the design and development of
discrete physical products is an important cause of today’s
environmental problems around the world, many methods
have been introduced to make products that are more
sustainable. To design new sustainable products in regard to
environmental, economic and social aspects, the choice of
the highest sustainability index is a multi-criteria decision
problem [26]. Some scholars have stressed that sustainable
development of new product development and product lifecycle are interconnected and proposed new frameworks and
design methods [27, 28].
Undoubtedly, the design phase has been widely recognized as a critical stage of a product’s life cycle in the
implementation of sustainability. Since the late 1990s, various
sustainable design methods and techniques have been developed for sustainable product development requirements [29].
Many studies have examined the decision-making approach
to sustainable product design and material selection in order
to increase the likelihood of sustainable manufacturing and
reduce the impact on the environment [30–34]. Meanwhile,
the proposed products and supply chain design under the
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sustainable development can be addressed at the product
design stage. Therefore, a large number of green products
have been classified and comparison studies carried out [35].
While many studies on green product development and
marketing have been proposed, the market share of many
green products did not significantly change according to
academic efforts and increased interest in the last decade.
A major reason is that many green products on the market
cannot meet consumer expectations because there is a gap
between consumer expectations and the views of these
products [36]. Finally, some scholars have proposed a concept
of integrated product development of the BOP, considering
user desirability, technological feasibility, financial viability,
and earth sustainability [37]. A clear design goal is the
key to any project’s success; however, to achieve maximum
efficiency, the project objectives require early detection and
proper balance in the design process [38].
One of today’s most frequently discussed topics in the
business world is how to escape from the fierce Red Sea in
order to create an undisputed blue ocean [39, 40]. Based
on the above, sustainable design and development is fundamentally dedicated to satisfying the basic living needs of
all human beings. The emerging BOP group is the source of
design strategic innovation. The model of innovative design
is introduced in the sustainable design to balance economic
development and environmental protection. The study can be
divided into three parts with the following objectives.
(1) Through collecting the related data from relevant
studies, a questionnaire survey is conducted with the
BOP group to find their acceptance and awareness of
green consumption, the consumption characteristics,
and requirements of using products.
(2) Through expert interviews, an analysis is conducted
to deduce the developing model of sustainable design
along with the business opportunities related to the
BOP group and to establish the developing norm.
(3) By summarizing the consumption model and requirements of the BOP group and the sustainable design
norm, the developing strategies of the sustainable
design are formed along with the business opportunities related to the BOP group.

2. Methods
2.1. Research Framework. Since the BOP population has
grown rapidly and their daily needs have increased in recent
years, this research aims to explore the lifestyle and consumption characteristics of the BOP population in Taiwan. This
study uses the literature analysis, a questionnaire, factor analysis, and expert interviews as research methods to construct
sustainable product design strategy norms to apply to this
population. At the same time, this study attempts to establish
a theoretical framework to shed light on contention and
ambiguities, contribute to deepening and propelling studies
of Taiwan’s new BOP problems, and provide directions for
policy-makers.

3
To test the integrity of the research, a follow-up study
will examine the research framework of this study through
a literature analysis, as shown in Figure 2.
2.2. Research Subjects. This study seeks to explore the bottom
of the pyramid in Taiwan, in other words, the poor socioeconomic groups of Taiwan. In light of this, as the government
has failed to provide a definition of this new poor group
[41], and from the literature analysis, this study proposes the
use of a salary benchmark announced in 2010 by DGBAS,
the Executive Yuan, in order to classify young workers as
aged under 40 (approximately 4.6 million people), and whose
annual income is less than NTD 540,000 (the same level of
salary in 1997), as possible members of the new poor group,
who meet the criteria of being among the vast and broadlydefined poor people at the bottom of the pyramid in Taiwan.
Therefore, in this study, the first stage of the investigation
of the young people in Taiwan who will be provided with
questionnaire surveys in order to understand the lifestyle of
this population, consumption characteristics, and the market
demand for green design cognition.
The second stage is based on visits to product sustainability experts, mainly from the designer’s point of view to carry
out in depth interviews, in order to understand the methods
related to the design process for the BOP population. We
expect that the result can be combined with the consumers’
view and be able to establish an appropriate market design
criteria.
2.3. Research Design. This study uses questionnaires and the
interview method as the main basis of the investigation;
afterwards, the data and results of this study are used to
construct a product to be applied to the BOP population in
Taiwan.
2.3.1. Phase 1. Questionnaire surveys are adopted for research
at this stage in order to explore the extent to which sustainable
product designs are accepted by the people at the bottom of
the pyramid in Taiwan, as well as the relevant experiences,
patterns of consumption, and needs of such people. The
questionnaire survey at this stage encompasses three parts,
with detailed explanations provided, as follows.
The first part consists of research participants’ personal
data, which has the main function of facilitating good control
of demographic variables and other variables; while the
purposes are to organize the data of research participants,
understand the composition of the demographic structure,
and conduct in-depth discussions and analysis of problems.
The second part is to investigate the green consumerism
perceptions and experiences of people at the bottom of the
pyramid, where question items are designed with reference to
relevant studies of green consumerism [42–47], and applicable additions, deletions, and modifications are made. In order
to clarify information pertaining to this group’s perceptions
and experiences of green consumerism, yes/no questions
and a 5-point Likert scale are adopted by the survey, and
each question item is accompanied with choices of “strongly
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Analysis and study of research theme

Literature reviews

BOP and sustainable design
Consumer

Designer

Phase 3

The discussion of sustainable
design model

The development and
construction of questionnaire

The development and
construction of questionnaire

Frequency distribution and
factors analysis

Interview data coding

The discussion of BOP’s
consumption characteristics
and market demand factors

The sustainable product’s
analysis and discussion under
the view of BOP

Phase 2

Phase 1

The definition of BOP

Factor analysis on the product consumption
and usage needs of BOP group

Development norm of sustainable design in
the perspective of BOP group

Development strategies of sustainable
design in the perspective of BOP group

Figure 2: Research framework.

agree,” “agree,” “neither agree nor disagree,” “disagree,” and
“strongly disagree,” from 5 points to 1 point, respectively.
The third part addresses the patterns of consumption
and product/service demands of people at the bottom of the
pyramid in Taiwan. Question items of this part are designed
with reference to relevant studies [36, 48, 49], and applicable
additions, deletions, and modifications are made. In order to
gain an in-depth understanding of the needs of the people in
this group and analyze relevant elements, the 5-point Likert
scale is used, ranging from 5 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly
disagree).
2.3.2. Phase 2. The stage uses the interview method to survey
experts (Table 1) in sustainable design product regarding
their professional views and opinions. The questionnaire is
designed based on three basic dimensions: BOP population,

design strategy, and sustainable product design. According
to the professional views expressed in the interviews data
is collected to understand the point of view of the BOP
population in regard to sustainable design strategies, norms,
and products to meet the needs of the BOP in Taiwan.
2.3.3. Phase 3. This stage is the result of a comprehensive
analysis of the consumer side and the designer side, developing strategies, and patterns of sustainable design in the
perspective of BOP group in Taiwan.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis on Questionnaire. A total of 205 questionnaires
were sent out, among which 190 were valid, after excluding the respondents with the annual income above NTD
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Table 1: An expert background table.

Expert Job title Professional field
A

B

C

D

Designer (i) ID design
(ii) RD design

(i) Innovative product design (TRIZ method)
Professor (ii) Quality planning and design
(iii) Bionic design
(iv) Innovative green design

Education
Department of
Industrial Design,
DaYeh University

3.1.1. Analysis of Consumers’ Green Awareness. The main part
of this questionnaire is meant to understand the underlying
population pyramid concept for cognition of green issues. In
Table 3, the rate for the concept of environmental awareness
and protection is around 90%. However, one can see in the
item “I know and understand what green product is,” that
only 73.16% of the subjects think they know what green
products are. As many people do not truly understand green
products, public awareness of the concepts and meanings of
green products must be enhanced.
3.1.2. Analysis of Experience and Green Consumption Willingness. The questionnaire in this section is primarily to
understand the BOP group in regard to green consumption
experience and willingness. In Table 4, the first half explores
the experience of green consumption, 70.53%, the highest
degree, were found to buy green living supplies, while, the
lowest group, 18.42% were found to buy green furniture. In
general, the use of green products in this population is not a
high frequency; aside from the green living supplies, the other
categories are below 50%, so it is worth exploring the reasons.
The other part of the questionnaire explores the willingness of consumers to engage in green consumption. In
Table 5, about 76.84% of the people accept and purchase
green-related products. But if the price of green products is

ROHA product designer

(i) Professor, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
(ii) Visiting Researcher at the National
Ph.D. in engineering
mechanics, University of Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST)/a graduate institute of
Florida, USA
advanced manufacturing technology/a green
design and manufacturing research group

(i) Resource management
Ph.D. in industrial
(ii) Resource regeneration system analysis
Professor (iii) Corporate environmental management
engineering, University
of Oklahoma, USA
(iv) Production and operations management
(v) Green innovation and product development
Department of
Designer (i) ID design
Industrial Design,
(ii) RD design
DaYeh University

540,000. In the procedure of data analysis, the willingness and
experience of green consumption were mainly investigated
among the group members to further understand their consumption features and the factors related to product needs.
The questions were based on the essentials concluded from
the related literature, mainly covering green consumption,
consuming behavior and features, and the needs concerning
products and services. The findings of this study should serve
as the reference for future researches. The distribution of the
demographics of the BOP group is shown in Table 2.

Experience

(i) Professor, Department of Resources
Engineering
(ii) Department chair, Department of
Resources Engineering
Deputy Manager, Section of Technology
Innovation and Development

higher than ordinary products, it will reduce their willingness
to purchase. In addition, the purchase of green product
requirement for the highest quality rates 97.32%; most consumers demand a high level of quality.
3.1.3. Analysis of the Characteristics Consumption in the BOP
Group. This research aims to understand the consumption
characteristics of the BOP group; the topic is based on the
five principles proposed by Prahalad [3], as shown in Table 6.
In terms of cognitive demand, the vast majority of this
population requires the use of daily necessities; 95.26% of the
subjects in the “I have to buy daily necessities (e.g., clothing,
personal hygiene items)” expressed consent. In addition,
76.84% of the subjects of most of the conceptual work in
order to maintain the cost of living, in order to supply the
required daily life. In terms of price, 87.37% of the subjects
identified themselves as seeking a very reasonable price
when shopping. In terms of brand awareness, 65.79% of the
subjects in the “I have a brand awareness” expressed consent.
In terms of connectivity, 80% expressed consent regarding:
“evaluation of the network affects my buying choices.” This
population often used Internet technology; 93.68% of the
subjects expressed consent regarding: “I will use the Internet
to obtain information,” so the network is one of the major
ways to exchange information. For “I am pleased to accept
the new technology because I know it will bring change
for a better life” 85.27% of the subjects expressed consent.
89.53% of the subjects expressed consent in relation to: “I
think technology will bring convenience to my life”; the BOP
group is open and receptive to new technology. In terms of
product selection based on the style and durability, 75.24% of
the subjects agreed with: “For the selection of products, I like
to buy a durable style.”
3.1.4. Analysis of BOP’s Demand for Products and Services.
The questionnaire results are shown in Table 7. Regarding
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Table 2: Distribution of the demographics of BOP group.

Item
Gender

Number of people

Number of people (%)

Cumulative Percentage

Male

98

51.32%

51.32%

Female

92

48.68%

100.00%

Total

190

100.00%

100%

0

0.00%

0.00%
20.53%

Age
Less than 18 years old
18–24 years old

39

20.53%

25–30 years old

134

70.52%

91.05%

31–40 years old

17

8.95%

100.00%

41–50 years old

0

0.00%

100%

More than 50 years old

0

0.00%

100%

190

100%

100%

0
0
4

0.00%
0.00%
2.11%

0.00%
0.00%
2.11%

102
84

53.68%
44.21%

55.79%
100%

Total
Annual income
Less than 0.3 million NTD

190

100%

100%

99

52.11%

52.11%

0.31∼0.54 million NTD
Total
Residential places

91
190

47.89%
100%

100%
100%

Northern Taiwan
Central Taiwan

136
37

71.58%
19.47%

71.58%
91.05%

Southern Taiwan

17

8.95%

100%

Eastern Taiwan
Off-shore islands

0
0

0.00%
0.00%

100%
100%

190

100%

100%

Professional personnel
Service industry
Business

56
40
26

29.47%
21.06%
13.68%

29.47%
50.53%
64.21%

Self Employed
Public official

21
11

11.05%
5.79%

75.26%
81.05%

Labor industry
Agricultural, forestry, fishery, and husbandry
Retired

19
0
0

10.00%
0.00%
0.00%

91.05%
91.05%
91.05%

17
190

8.95%
100.00%

100.00%
100%

Total
Educational level
Elementary school (and below)
Junior high school
Senior high school and vocational school
University (including college)
Graduate school (and above)

Total
Occupation

Others
Total

“I like the practicality of the product” and “I value the product’s functionality,” 97.36% of the subjects expressed consent,
so the vast majority of subjects who purchase products focus
on practicality and functionality. In addition, 93.16% of the
subjects in the “In the use and operation of the product,
I would hope that “the more simple the better” expressed

consent, which represents that the majority of subjects want
simple product features.
In terms of appearance, 86.84% of the subjects expressed
consent in reply to: “I pay attention to the appearance of the
product, and think appearance is very important”; most of the
subjects focus on the appearance of the product. In terms of
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Table 3: Crosstab of BOP’s awareness of green issues.
Yes
Frequency
Percentage

Item

189
169
184
139
155
186

I know that the earth’s natural resources will be exhausted one day.
I think I am aware of environmental issues.
I know that the use of green design products can contribute to the environment.
I know and understand what “green product” is.
I know what Green Mark is.
If there are affordable green products, I will gladly accept and purchase them.

No
Frequency

Percentage

1
21
6
51
35
4

0.53%
11.05%
3.16%
26.84%
18.42%
2.11%

99.47%
88.95%
96.84%
73.16%
81.58%
97.89%

Table 4: Crosstab of BOP’s consumption experience on green products.
Yes

Item
Have you ever bought any green appliances?
Have you ever bought any green clothes?
Have you ever bought any green transportation?
Have you ever bought any green living supplies?
Have you ever bought any green furniture?

Frequency
91
61
47
134
35

No
Percentage
47.89%
32.11%
24.74%
70.53%
18.42%

Frequency
99
129
143
56
155

Percentage
52.11%
67.89%
75.26%
29.47%
81.58%

Table 5: Crosstab of BOP’s green consumption willingness.
Yes
No
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

Item
I would choose to buy green products, even if the price is more expensive.
Since the rise of the green consumer awareness, I will consider green-related products when
selecting and purchasing.
I will give up buying brand products or green products because of the price.
I will buy the products which emphasize environmental protection
When buying green products, I will focus on brand.
When buying green products, I will attach importance to price.
When buying green products, I will attach importance to quality.
When buying green products, I will attach importance to functionality.
When buying green products, I will make reference to recommendations of friends and
relatives.
I will buy green products because of environmental labels.
When purchasing goods, I will consider whether the product has environmentally friendly
features.

product usability, in the “I attach great importance to product
safety” and “I attach great importance to product durability
(e.g., useful life)” 87.9%, 84.21%, respectively, of the subjects
expressed consent; safety and durability are important factors
determining purchase intention.
In terms of services, 91.58% of the subjects in the category:
“I think the product after-sales service is very important”
and 85.79% of the subjects in the category: “Under the same
conditions, I would choose the products which provide more
after-sales service” expressed consent. That is, the service
is important for the subjects, so the product design must
consider service to meet the consumers’ demand.
3.1.5. Factor Analysis and Reliability Evaluation. In order
to summarize the consumption features and needs of the

74

38.95%

116

61.05%

146

76.84%

44

23.16%

155
116
121
175
185
184

81.58%
61.05%
63.68%
92.11%
97.37%
96.84%

35
74
69
15
5
6

18.42%
38.95%
36.32%
7.89%
2.63%
3.16%

155

81.58%

35

18.42%

129

67.89%

61

32.11%

150

78.95%

40

21.05%

respondents, the questionnaire contains 41 questions for the
factor analysis; similar features are summarized together.
In order to know the reliability of the questionnaire,
Reliability Analysis is conducted. The higher the Cronbach 𝛼
is, the more reliable the scale is. High reliability refers to the
Cronbach 𝛼 above 0.7. The Cronbach 𝛼 of the questionnaire
is 0.863, which is above 0.7, showing that the scale of the
questionnaire is reliable:
𝛼=

∑ 𝑆2
41
𝑘
(1 − 2 𝑖 ) =
(0.842) = 0.863.
𝑘−1
𝑆
41 − 1

(1)

Factor Analysis abstracts the same factors from the
variables. After reducing the amount of the variables in
order to achieve the effect of simplification, several factor
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Table 6: Crosstab of consumption characteristics in the BOP group.
Strongly
agree
63
Work to live, in order to maintain basic living expenses.
33.16%
92
I have to buy daily necessities (e.g., clothing, personal hygiene items)
48.42%
When shopping, the demand of necessities is greater than the demand of vanity
70
products.
36.84%
44
When I buy something, I will be cautious.
23.16%
41
Price is the most important consideration when I go shopping.
21.58%
I would choose a different place to buy goods because of the relative price (e.g.,
56
supermarkets, markets, etc.).
29.47%
70
I am sensitive to the price, so I buy the best quality at affordable prices.
36.84%
13
I have financial understanding.
6.84%
19
I would use the coupons and wait for discounts to buy the goods.
10.00%
29
I have brand awareness.
15.26%
25
Brand for me is a guarantee of quality.
13.16%
23
I think that brand can enhance the social status and highlight the taste.
12.11%
46
I will focus on the atmosphere in the living environment.
24.21%
I am willing to use my income to buy luxury goods (e.g., 3C products, brands,
17
watches).
8.95%
16
I pursue fashion.
8.42%
9
I have a desire to buy popular seasonal goods.
4.74%
32
Friends will affect my purchase options.
16.84%
39
Evaluation of the network affects my buying choices.
20.53%
68
I will use the Internet to obtain information.
35.79%
20
I often offer new consumer messages to friends and family.
10.53%
I am pleased to accept the new technology, because I know it will bring change for a 47
better life.
24.74%
61
I think technology will bring convenience to my life.
31.11%
20
I usually do not buy a new product until mine is completely broken
10.53%
32
For the selection of products, I like to buy durable style.
16.82%
53
If I have extra money, I like to deposit it in the bank.
27.89%
Item

Agree

Neutral Disagree

83
26
16
43.68% 13.68% 8.42%
89
7
2
46.84% 3.68% 1.05%
74
34
11
38.95% 17.89% 5.79%
86
42
17
45.26% 22.11% 8.95%
92
41
15
48.42% 21.58% 7.89%
94
34
4
49.47% 17.89% 2.11%
96
20
4
50.53% 10.53% 2.11%
47
103
25
24.74% 54.21% 13.16%
97
54
17
51.05% 28.42% 8.95%
96
58
7
50.53% 30.53% 3.68%
93
52
18
48.95% 27.37% 9.47%
65
70
23
34.21% 36.84% 12.11%
106
34
3
55.79% 17.89% 1.58%
79
59
24
41.58% 31.05% 12.63%
86
58
20
45.26% 30.53% 10.53%
68
30
6835.79%
35.79% 15.79%
107
44
7
56.32% 23.16% 3.68%
113
35
3
59.47% 18.42% 1.58%
110
10
2
57.89% 5.26% 1.05%
82
63
21
43.16% 33.16% 11.05%
115
21
7
60.53% 11.05% 3.68%
111
15
3
58.42% 7.89%
1.58%
85
61
24
44.74% 32.11% 12.63%
111
36
11
58.42% 18.95% 5.79%
90
36
10
47.37% 18.95% 5.26%

Strongly
disagree
2
1.05%
0
0.00%
1
0.53%
1
0.53%
1
0.53%
2
1.05%
0
0.00%
2
1.05%
3
1.58%
0
0.00%
2
1.05%
9
4.74%
1
0.53%
11
5.79%
10
5.26%
15
7.89%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
4
2.11%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
1
0.53%

Total
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
190
100%
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Table 7: Crosstab of BOP’s demand for products and services.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree
Total
agree
disagree
190
64
121
4
1
0
33.68% 63.68% 2.11%
0.53%
0.00% 100%

Item
I like the practicality of the product.
I value the product’s functionality.

63
121
5
33.16% 63.38% 2.63%

1
0.53%

0
0.00%

190
100%

In the use and operation of the product, I would hope that “the more simple the
better.”

65
112
13
34.21% 58.95% 6.84%

0
0.00%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I requested product material.

44
116
29
23.16% 61.05% 15.26%

1
0.53%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I pay attention to the appearance of the product, and think appearance is very
important.

59
106
25
31.05% 55.79% 13.16%

0
0.00%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I hope t the product can match my personal taste.

48
110
27
25.26% 57.89% 14.21%

4
2.11%

1
0.53%

190
100%

I attach great importance to product safety.

69
98
22
36.32% 51.58% 11.58%

1
0.53%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I attach great importance to product durability.

54
106
25
28.42% 55.79% 13.16%

5
2.63%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I attach great importance to product survivability.

54
103
31
28.42% 54.21% 16.32%

2
1.05%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I fear there are too many functions in the product.

16
8.42%

40
21.05%

16
8.42%

190
100%

I hope that I am familiar with the product’s operation.

44
109
33
23.16% 57.37% 17.37%

4
2.11%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I think the product after-sales service is very important.

93
81
14
48.95% 42.63% 7.37%

1
0.53%

1
0.53%

190
100%

Under the same conditions, I would choose the products which provide more
after-sales service.

75
88
23
39.47% 46.32% 12.11%

4
2.11%

0
0.00%

190
100%

I like to use vendor-supplied network services system.

84
59
34
17.89% 44.21% 31.05%

10
5.26%

3
1.58%

190
100%

Compared to the network service system, I prefer to use the telephone voice service 16
51
86
31
system provided by the vendor.
8.42% 26.84% 45.26% 16.32%
Compared to digital service systems (Internet and voice), I prefer to use a
28
85
58
16
fixed-point type business service system.
14.74% 44.74% 30.53% 8.42%

6
3.16%

190
100%

3
1.58%

190
100%

dimensions are summarized, with the premise that most of
the variables are kept. The second step of Factor Analysis is
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett Sphericity
Test. As the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure is to compare the simple and partial correlation coefficients between
two original variables, the KMO test statistic indicator, as
defined by (2) in mathematics, must be established for a
comparison of the two. As revealed by (2), the KMO values
vary from 0 to 1. A KMO value closer to 1 indicates a stronger
correlation between variables and the original variables,
which provides greater adequacy for factor analysis. Kaiser
suggested that when the KMO value is higher, it is more
effective after factor analysis [50]. A value of at least 0.9 means
the effect is extremely appropriate, at least 0.8 means the effect
is appropriate, at least 0.7 means the effect is acceptable, and
at least 0.6 means the effect is normal. Below 0.5 means the
effect is inappropriate. And then, the KMO = 0.785 and
the significance of Bartlett’s test of sphericity is 𝑋2 = 0.000,

46
72
24.21% 37.89%

indicating that the data were proper. The questionnaire will
be suitable for Factor Analysis:
KMO =
2

𝑋 =

∑ ∑𝑗=𝑖̸ 𝑟𝑖𝑗2
∑ ∑𝑗=𝑖̸ 𝑟𝑖𝑗2 + ∑ ∑𝑗=𝑖̸ 𝑝𝑖𝑗2

,

(2)

𝑘

(𝑁 − 𝐾) ln (𝑆𝑝2 ) − ∑𝑖=1 (𝑛1 − 1) ln (𝑆𝑖2 )

.
1 + 1/ (3 (𝑘 − 1)) {∑𝑘𝑖=1 (1/ (𝑛𝑖 − 1)) − 1/ (𝑁 − 𝑘)}
(3)

After KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett
Sphericity Test mentioned above, the questionnaire is considered suitable for Factor Analysis. Thus the same factors
are abstracted by the Principal Components Analysis of the
Factor Analysis. From Table 8, it can be seen that the total
variance is 62.580% and the lowest eigenvalue is 1.184, which
matches the selection conditions, the sum of eigenvalues is
above 1, and the total explained variance is 40%.
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Table 8: Eigen value of factors, explained variance after rotation,
and cumulative explained variance of green consumption scale.
Primary eigenvalue
Component Eigenvalues Explained variance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

7.523
5.088
2.321
2.083
1.868
1.557
1.426
1.329
1.280
1.184

Cumulative
explained variance

18.384
12.410
5.662
5.081
4.555
3.797
3.477
3.241
3.122
2.887

18.348
30.757
36.419
41.500
46.055
49.852
53.329
56.571
59.693
62.580

The next step is to conduct orthogonal rotation by
2
Varimax: Max 𝑆𝑎22 = (1/𝑚) ∑𝑘𝑗=1 (𝑎𝑗𝑖2 − 𝑎𝑖−2 ) . In mathematical
𝑖
theories, converting the Varimax rotation to obtain a new
value is to maximize the variant of the squared factor loading
of all variables in the same factor or composition in order
to better achieve objectives for a simple factor structure,
which provide easier explanations of a factor structure, and
thus, obtain a clearer concept. The acceptable range of the
significant criteria of the factor loadings is above 0.3 by Hair et
al. [51]. Thus the 44 questions in the questionnaire are refined
to 10 principle factors, as shown in Table 9:
Max 𝑆𝑎22 =
𝑖

2
1 𝑘 2
∑ (𝑎 − 𝑎𝑖−2 ) .
𝑚 𝑗=1 𝑗𝑖

(4)

The study names the factors according to the meanings
of questions, respectively, including Brand and Personal
Taste, Practical Value, Function Simplification, Technology
Acceptance, Channel Dimension, Price Perception, Best Use,
Product Dimension, Basic Needs, and Service-using Habits,
as shown in Table 10.
3.2. Interview Method. This study through interviews with
four experts will analyze the interview data. In this study,
the main research content of the specifications will be used
to construct sustainable product design and development
according to the BOP perspective on the elaboration of
the interview questionnaire design strategies. Furthermore,
the scope of classification and induction-related issues and
analysis of the internal factors oriented in the three abovementioned areas will proceed.
3.2.1. Basic Information on the Respondents. The interview
mainly focuses on the topics related to the BOP group and
sustainable design of products; the views and suggestions of
four experts from different fields are also analyzed. According
to them, it is possible to introduce the views of the BOP group
into the studies and theories related to sustainable design and
development. Moreover, from the perspective of industrial

designers, we can understand the professional procedures
related to the sustainable design, based upon which, the
research conclusion can be analyzed and summarized.
3.2.2. Analysis and Summary of Interview Data. Based on the
results of the interviews, the study obtained and named 176
concepts through open coding. Axial coding is conducted
after open coding, whereby the topics are summarized
according to the concepts. After the topics were completed,
associate categories were further summarized. The study
results total 18 associate categories which can be summarized
into 4 principle categories: society orientation, consumer
orientation, design orientation, and enterprise orientation.
The details are as follows:
(i) Society orientation: market, social economy, government, and awareness;
(ii) Consumer orientation: consumers, needs, views, and
marketing;
(iii) Design orientation: development, sustainable design,
recycling, and cost;
(iv) Management orientation: management, enterprise,
brand, operation, innovation, and renting.
The details of its scope are shown in Table 11. The results
of interviews are classified and analyzed according to the
characteristics. The orientations of society and consumers
lean to the views of the class and the current social situation;
thus, they are classified according to the consumption analysis of the sustainable products. The orientations of design and
company lean to the developing model of the products for the
BOP group. By cross-over analysis, the findings of analyzing
the two orientations can be considered as the designing and
developing norms of the sustainable products for the BOP
group. Finally, induction into the design and development of
sustainable development suited to the BOP group’s strategy
follows.
3.2.3. Analysis of the Consumption Habits of the BOP Group.
Through interviews, we can learn about the current social
situation of this group, their consumption habits and many
other aspects. Taking the BOP group as the subject, this study
finds from the interviews that the definitions of the group
may vary due to different regions. In the case of Taiwan, there
is no extremely poor group compared with western countries
or the Third World countries, although the gap between rich
and poor does exist. Accordingly, the definition of BOP group
is the relatively poor group. The summary and analysis of the
interviews are presented in Table 11.
3.2.4. Model Analysis of the Sustainable Product Development
for the BOP Group. For the BOP group, reasonable price
is the most important view and the main aim. It also
involves design orientation and management orientation.
The norm and methods related to the sustainable design
and development of the products are discussed from the
perspectives of development and the companies. The related
data from interviews are summarized and analyzed, as shown
in Table 11.
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Table 9: Component matrix of green consumption scale of principal component analysis after rotation.
Subject of green
consumption

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

31
12
30
13
15
10
14
11
16
37
34
32
33
38
36
29
27
26
28
21
22
18
17
19
9
8
20
6
24
23
25
4
3
7
1
2
5
41
40
35

0.780
0.733
0.725
0.683
0.674
0.586
0.569
0.541
0.527
−0.041
0.022
0.164
−0.030
0.047
0.041
0.398
0.012
−0.038
0.087
0.288
0.224
0.229
0.251
0.055
0.158
0.056
0.443
0.209
0.171
−0.074
−0.241
0.035
−0.233
0.092
−0.033
0.010
0.006
0.024
0.061
−0.001

0.114
−0.046
0.124
0.149
−0.129
0.070
−0.145
0.031
−0.083
0.787
0.769
0.681
0.680
0.599
0.536
0.411
0.211
0.075
0.428
0.163
0.200
0.084
0.016
0.283
0.133
−0.002
0.038
0.227
0.213
0.234
0.087
−0.012
0.125
0.314
0.016
0.163
0.148
0.136
0.092
0.112

0.057
−0.070
0.150
0.017
−0.093
0.019
−0.065
0.055
−0.113
0.144
0.135
0.048
0.142
0.075
0.433
0.349
0.807
0.801
0.652
0.018
0.072
0.095
−0.069
0.089
0.076
−0.024
−0.075
0.021
0.189
0.121
0.346
0.053
0.226
0.140
0.055
0.128
0.050
0.098
0.021
−0.075

Factor 4

Factors
Factor 5
Factor 6

Factor 7

Factor 8

Factor 9

Factor 10

−0.025
0.193
−0.105
0.180
0.056
0.304
0.229
0.360
−0.093
0.133
0.107
0.225
0.058
−0.032
−0.168
−0.005
0.168
0.117
−0.062
0.759
0.738
0.231
−0.051
0.395
−0.041
0.085
0.145
−0.030
0.057
−0.083
−0.080
0.091
−0.040
−0.015
0.098
0.175
−0.067
0.053
−0.135
−0.627

0.149
0.164
−0.043
−0.118
0.285
0.066
0.264
0.140
0.451
0.017
0.116
−0.013
0.068
0.143
−0.039
−0.008
0.081
−0.034
−0.012
0.103
0.119
0.757
0.735
0.600
−0.030
−0.110
0.267
0.157
0.023
0.009
0.189
0.049
0.056
0.170
−0.016
0.108
0.004
−0.072
0.174
−0.111

−0.143
0.174
−0.096
0.094
0.180
0.305
0.105
0.247
0.063
0.184
−0.099
−0.015
0.033
0.159
0.137
0.119
0.007
0.004
−0.029
0.141
−0.025
−0.047
0.047
−0.092
0.743
0.714
0.457
0.376
0.034
0.196
0.209
0.093
0.150
0.359
0.024
0.010
0.043
−0.055
0.058
0.049

0.052
0.110
0.001
0.034
−0.085
0.071
−0.203
0.097
−0.020
0.013
0.228
0.317
0.281
0.014
−0.130
0.069
0.246
0.294
−0.109
−0.059
−0.020
−0.054
0.309
−0.171
0.077
0.092
0.011
0.174
0.739
0.560
0.377
0.164
−0.062
0.047
0.139
−0.150
0.481
0.092
−0.002
−0.086

0.035
−0.060
0.073
0.151
−0.188
−0.042
−0.241
−0.059
−0.210
−0.086
0.138
0.092
0.159
−0.026
−0.002
0.085
0.158
0.182
0.033
0.079
0.052
0.141
0.021
0.112
0.065
0.199
−0.005
0.306
−0.014
0.185
−0.175
0.805
0.674
0.426
−0.094
0.104
0.315
−0.019
0.066
0.102

0.131
−0.091
0.195
−0.105
0.042
−0.269
0.003
−0.207
0.060
0.090
0.044
0.093
0.051
0.135
0.049
−0.115
0.098
0.114
0.038
0.131
0.248
0.011
0.085
0.013
0.054
−0.060
0.082
0.365
−0.049
0.051
0.214
0.023
0.017
0.205
0.794
0.647
0.510
0.030
0.026
0.033

−0.092
0.068
−0.096
0.040
0.084
0.076
0.018
0.227
0.303
0.054
0.162
0.025
0.182
−0.140
0.169
−0.121
0.049
−0.033
0.095
−0.013
0.001
−0.042
0.068
0.021
−0.062
0.095
−0.018
−0.169
−0.024
0.099
0.139
0.048
0.006
0.053
0.114
−0.028
−0.013
0.781
0.737
0.492

3.3. Development Model of Sustainable Design for
the BOP Group
3.3.1. Factor Analysis on the Product Consumption and Usage
Needs of the BOP Group. The questionnaire analysis is
expounded in the descriptive statistics and factor analysis,
all of which test consumers’ consumption style and product

usage in the market. In addition, 10 elements are abstracted
from the factor analysis and combined with the survey to
conduct an overall analysis on the consumption and usage
needs of the BOP group, which are interpreted as follows:
(i) Brand and Personal Taste. For the BOP consumers, the
most imperative factor is the price; however, this group still
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Table 10: Meanings of names of factors.
Factor

Names

Factor 1 Brand and
personal taste

Factor 2 Use value

Factor 3 Function simplification

Factor 4 Science and technology

Factor 5 Channel and network

Factor 6 Price perception

Factor 7 Best use

Factor 8 Cautious purchase

Factor 9 Basic needs

Factor 10 Habits on service usage

Meanings
(i) I hope the product can set off my personal taste.
(ii) The brand will allow me to enhance my social status and highlight my taste.
(iii) I pay attention to the appearance of the product, and think the appearance is
very important.
(iv) I will focus on taste and the atmosphere of the living environment.
(v) I care about fashion or popular supplies.
(vi) I have brand awareness.
(vii) I am willing to use my income to buy luxury goods.
(viii) I have the desire to buy popular seasonal merchandise.
(ix) I think that brand is a guarantee of quality.

Factor loading
0.780
0.733
0.725
0.683
0.674
0.586
0.569
0.541
0.527

(i) I think that product after-sales service is very important.
(ii) I attach great importance to product survivability.
(iii) I attach great importance to the durability of the product.
(iv) I attach great importance to the safe use of the product.
(v) Under the same conditions, I would choose the products to provide additional
services.
(vi) I hope that I am familiar with the operating functions of the product.
(vii) I attach great importance to the product material.

0.787
0.769
0.681
0.680

(i) I attach importance to the functionality of the product.
(ii) I like practical goods.
(iii) In the use and operation of the product, I prefer “the simpler the better”.
(i) I am willing to accept the new technology because I know it will bring life
changes.
(ii) I think that the technology will bring convenience to my life.

0.807
0.801
0.652

(i) The network evaluations will affect my purchase choice.
(ii) My relatives and friends will affect my purchase choice.
(iii) I will use the Internet to obtain information.

0.757
0.735
0.600

(i) I would use the coupons and wait until the discount period to purchase goods.
(ii) I’m good at managing finances.
(iii) I often provide new the consumer trend messages to friends and family.
(iv) I will select different consumer locations, such as hypermarkets, supermarkets,
markets, night market, and so forth.

0.743
0.714
0.457

(i) In product choice, I like to buy the style to replace what is outmoded and dirty.
(ii) I usually wait until the product is completely broken and then buy a new one.
(iii) If there is money left over, I want to put it in the bank.

0.739
0.560
0.377

(i) Buying things means careful consideration, no whim purchases.
(ii) I prefer necessities to the vanity goods.
(iii) With considerable acumen I expect to buy the best quality products at
affordable prices.

0.805
0.674

(i) Working is to live and maintain basic overhead.
(ii) I buy daily necessities such as clothing or personal hygiene items.
(iii) The price is the most important consideration in my shopping.
(i) Compared to the network service system, I prefer to use the telephone service
provided by the manufacturers.
(ii) Compared to a digitization service systems (like Internet and voice), I prefer to
use a fixed-point-merchant services system.
(iii) I fear products with too many functions.

0.599
0.536
0.411

0.759
0.738

0.376

0.426
0.794
0.647
0.510
0.781
0.737
0.492
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Table 11: Interview’s data coding.
Main dimension

Second dimension Topic

Social status
Social economy
Economic
environment
Region
Society orientation
Social relief
Market demand
Market
Market trends

Awareness
Government

Consumers

B31: There is a growing public awareness of environmental protection

Government policy

A33: Government can have an impact
C41: Promote policies
D17: Government regulations specification

Consumption
patterns

Needs

Psychological needs

Views

Values

Product value

Marketing

C1, D2, D31: Taiwan applicable theory of relative poverty
C4: Revenue for the social bottom 20%
B7: Needs of the top social group
C2: Lower income groups also have demands
C6, D4: Taiwan is a small and closed society
C10, D1: Low-pay as a social phenomenon
B2: Poor economic environment
B3: Less resource allocation
B13, C11: Meet the regional demand
C8, D30: Definition of poverty varies by region
C16: From the point of view of social assistance
A1: Market analysis groups demand
A17: They have to meet demand
D19: Influence the design and development
B9: Cheap consumer market trends
C3: Sustainable development requires high-quality
C19: View of high-quality and affordability

Environmental
awareness

Use requirements

Consumer
orientation

Concept

Marketing practices

A3: Shopping patterns of self-adjustment
A4: Shopping to have products based
A5, A13: Reduce the purchase vanity items
A65: Consumer habits
C5, D3: Consumer habits and the top-level population
C33: Affordable
A18, C20, D22: There are certain quality requirements
A19, C18: Products will have the best performance
A43: Improve product texture
A56: Mainly to meet the basic needs
D23: Features simple operation
A27: Pursuit of cheap vanity products
A34: Product allows users to have a sense of presence
A42: Improve product aesthetics
C9: Consumption Values
C14: Consumer habits vary due to values
D5: Stimulated by a large number of networks
D14: Changes in the concept of green consumption
A58, C21, C26: Product highlights certain characteristics
A59, C31: Products need to have highlights
C34: Products need extra value
A6: Brand Sale
A25: Use discount schedule to stimulate consumption
A52: Use Anniversary Sale
D10, D26: Reduce excessive marketing
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Table 11: Continued.
Main dimension

Second dimension Topic
Path

Design flow

Machining processes

Overall factor

Development
Built factor

Assembly mode

Technical use

Durability

Volume
Packaging

Design orientation

Material costs
Cost
Tooling costs
Processing costs
Marketing costs

Concept
C22, D27: Easy to buy
C23: Establish contact with the customer and pipeline path
D6: Powerful network connection force
A14, D11: Process design to reduce costs
A66: Streamline the design process
A35: Reduce manufacturing steps
A50: Reduce the failure rate of products manufactured
C28: Simplify the process
C30: The lowest level of consumer acceptance testing
B30: A small amount of production is good for the environment
A20: The use of alternative materials
A21: The use of alternative processing mode
A46: Product type body shrinking
A48: Product is small and beautiful
A49: Product complexity appearance will lead to increased costs
A57: Overall use of the product may increase the value
A53, D9: Product is simple, beautiful and small
A45: Reduce excessive internal structure of the product
C15: Reduced product content and maintenance product quality
C32: Function-oriented
D7: Reduce unnecessary functions
D8: Optional use of optional features
A40: Changes in product assembly methods
D16: Replacement of the product in part failure
D20: Parts to maintain the same life
B14: The idea of using technology from the demand side
D24: Sophisticated technology easy to fault
D29: Promotion and use of technology
A8: Green products are not durable
B12: Have both practical and durable
C35: Use of technology to increase product durability
C36: Lease to maintain product durability
A15: Product volume is reduced
A67: Neutral packing material
A7: Environmentally friendly products higher price
A10: Material cost is difficult to adjust
A16, C29: Saving materials
A47: The main factor in the cost of materials
B16: Reducing the use of synthetic materials
B28: The higher cost of green materials
A11: Mold cost savings
A12: Reduce post-processing
A36: Reduce the processing flow
A39: Reduction in composite processing
C17: Reduce marketing costs
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Table 11: Continued.
Main dimension

Second dimension Topic

Sustainable product
design
Sustainable design
Green certification
Green detection
Energy saving

Recovery mode
Recycling
Recycling detection

Resources

Management

Enterprise

Management
orientation
Brand

Innovation
Operation

Concept
A9: The concept of sustainable design strategies
B4, B15: Product design and sustainable design concepts fit the BOP
B6: Green design meets the needs of ethnic point of view
B20: To improve the environment as a starting point
D15: Green products and fashion products conflicting
A2: Use of poison testing and certification
B17: Reduce the use of poison
A55: Use regulations to detect product problems
B21: Overall energy savings
B22: To judge the end result of energy-saving
A37: Easy to recycle
A38: Easy to disassemble
A60: The basic product recovery
A61: Difficulties caused by the recovery of excess processing
B18: To complete recovery planning
B27: The need to construct loop recycling
B26: Designers and recyclers should take each other into account
B23: View the proportion of recycled goods
B24: Recyclers must be willing to recycle
B25: Must have effective recycling
D21, D28: Re-use recycled products

A24: Enterprises are required to meet the needs of all communities
A41: Cost reduction is the highest corporate standard
Business operations C13: Understand proper demand
A51: Estimated sales and net income
B8: Ten-dollar merchandise store concept
B1: Companies did not pay attention to their needs
Operating experience
B35: Enterprises must provide products to meet the need
A22: Corporate Responsibility
Corporate
B10: Corporate charitable viewpoint
responsibility
B11: Provide basic needs
B19: Reduce the demand created
B32, C39: Sustainable product design is the new direction of the industry
Industry
B33: A new opportunity for the industry in the economic downturn
opportunities
C12: Youth Poverty is a new opportunity for the development of Taiwan
C38: Green design is a new source of competitiveness
A23: Brand can add value to products
Brand value
A26: The use of low-cost strategy to make the brand lay down roots
Brand information
C7: Rapid flow of fashion news and brands
C24: Construct its own brand
Brand construct
C25: Construction of sub-brand
C27: Main brands to endorse sub-brand
Innovative ideas
B34: Manufacturing technology combined with innovative ideas
Institutional
C40: Change the system
innovation
C43: Promote an innovation system
Industry needs
A54: Convince the boss to reduce costs
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Table 11: Continued.

Main dimension

Second dimension Topic

Lease charges
Renting
Leasing quality
Product category

Concept
A28: Leasing is a way to provide low-cost consumption
A29: Leasing can reduce the economic burden
A30, C37: The high cost of leasing
A31: Leasing must become popular
A32: Leasing must cut prices
A63: Leasing can maintain product quality
A64: Product range will affect leasing results

wants to purchase brand names. People all have vanity and
the desire to advance; thus brand and personal taste remain
crucial factors. The questionnaire discussion revealed that
consumers expect the brand effects in purchase, including
mental satisfaction, brand value, quality guarantee, and so on.
(ii) Use Value. BOP consumers purchase in a different way
due to their limited income. Thus when purchasing or
using products, they may mainly consider practicability and
endurance. The questionnaire survey showed that the main
consumers of the group focus on practical products for daily
life needs; that is, they purchase because of need.
(iii) Function Simplification. This factor is mainly related to
the content of products, in which the parts and functional
operation are included. Based on the questionnaire, the group
pays great attention to the functions of the products and
expects simple use and operation. From the perspectives of
design and development, it can be seen that if the functions
and contents of products can be simplified, the costs of
function development and content materials will be cut; thus
the costs of products will be reduced and sustainable design
realized.
(iv) Science and Technology. During the development of
green products, technologies can improve the materials,
manufacturing procedure, assembly, and recycling to meet
the environmental requirements. The questionnaire shows
that the group is aware that they live in an era of highly
developed technologies which can change their lives and
bring more convenience, so they keep a positive attitude and
welcome technologies.
(v) Channel and Network. The channel is one of the main
factors in selling; it can reach consumers directly. With
the fast information flow brought by networks, the group
is accustomed to, and greatly relies on, the network. The
questionnaire showed that the group is accustomed to getting
information from the related assessments gained by browsing
the networks; networks are the main way to connect to the
group.
(vi) Price Perception. Due to the income limitation, the
questionnaire showed that the BOP group is sensitive to
the price of their consumption habits, and often compares

the prices when purchasing. The BOP group prefers offering
consumption information to their family and friends, and
purchasing in different places.
(vii) Best Use. The BOP group has the concept of best use of
the products, that is they never buy a new one until a product
wears out. Therefore, the consumption mobility is not high.
They consider endurance, lasting beauty and stain resistance
that all extend the usage. In other words, the service life of the
product is crucial for them.
(viii) Cautious Purchase. The BOP group purchases carefully
due to the income limitation. Thus on the perspective of
product development and preference, products should be cut
to a basic level. Those qualities that can improve the purchase
intention of consumers should be selected and enhanced in
order to attract the BOP.
(ix) Basic Needs. For the BOP group, work is for obtaining
and maintaining living expenses. Besides price, they mainly
want their basic needs met in terms of consumer psychology.
Thus the product development should start from the basic
and popular products. The sustainable design should be
introduced in relation to living necessities; the products
should meet the basic living needs of the group. The product
developing and designing should follow the principles of
being simple, easy and small in quantity to keep the cost
down.
(x) Habits on Service Usage. It is found that the group fears
service that is too complicated, which is similar to the attitude
on product usage. Thus to provide products and services to
the group, it is suggested to use a more simple way and one
which is closer to daily life.
3.4. Development Norm of Sustainable Design in the Perspective of the BOP Group. Combining the Green Design
Structural Flow sheet [52] of Tu et al. along with the factor
analysis of consumption and demand in the sustainable
development model, the study summarizes the green design
structural flow sheet (Figure 3) in the perspective of the
BOP group. In the design procedure, “market survey” and
“consumers’ views and market positioning” are added. The
survey showed that market orientation is quite important
for the BOP group. According to the factor analysis, the
requirements on price and quality of the BOP group are quite
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Consumer perspective and
market positioning

Marketing survey

Support input

Environmental
assessment

Product planning

Environmental requirements and
localization

Cost planning

Mechanism design

Product design

Functional design

Mold design

Integrated design
No
Satisfaction
Yes
Final

Mass production

Figure 3: The sustainable design process from the BOP standpoint.

different from the previous BOP development model. With
regard to the dot lines represent time points of different stages
in Figure 3, the concept of “supporting input” has been added,
which encompasses analysis of relevant data pertaining to the
needs, material characteristics, materials, the environment,
environmental indicators, and energy consumption, in order
to provide more comprehensive support to product planning.
Moreover, the concept of “environmental requirements and
localization” is included, as the poor group at the bottom of
the pyramid has a large population, resulting in distinct subgroups being formed within the group. As such, at the early
stage of integrated design planning, background information
on individuals’ life, resource allocation, and geographical area
should be taken into consideration in order that designers can
have more comprehensive, strict, and rigorously integrated
design planning to meet the needs of this group.
In the third stage of integrating design, the overall cost
plan is added. Since the BOP group often takes price into
consideration during purchasing, the cost plan is important.
There are four main aspects to achieving the cost plan:
material cost, mold cost, processing cost, and marketing cost,
all of which aim to effectively reduce the related production
and marketing cost and the selling price.
The second step is to work out the development norm
of sustainable design in the perspective of the BOP group.

After introducing the BOP’s views to sustainable design
procedure, the development norm combines the sustainable
development model with the view that the lifespan of a
product should be taken into consideration in the sustainable
design procedure.
In the new development norm of sustainable design, the
study adds two new concepts: the market survey and the sales
model. The data analysis found that the difference between
the development of sustainable design in the perspective of
BOP group and the previous concept of sustainable design
is that the former has to consider the market orientation and
design according to the actual needs of consumers. Moreover,
due to the large BOP population, it is necessary to clearly
define the differences among the various BOP groups.
The market characteristics of BOP groups are different
from those of the common consumers. According to the
analysis on product consumption and usage needs of BOP
group, it is found that networks should be used frequently,
the cost should be reduced and direct contact should be
initiated, in order to penetrate the group. Therefore, the study
introduces the lifespan of the products into the sales model.
The design and development of specifications in various
stages of their life in the new “LC-BOP”, marking a new
concept, was added to the bottom of the pyramid view, as
shown in Table 12.
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Table 12: Sustainable product design specification from the BOP’s standpoint.

Life recycle

Sustainable product design specification from the BOP standpoint

Marketing survey
(LC-BOP)

(1) Do exact positioning and distinction concerning consumer groups.
(2) Investigate the consumer product demands and consumption habits.
(3) The in-depth investigation of consumers, regions and local resources.
(4) Designers need to have the concept of BOP and green design to satisfy the needs of the BOP.

Material selection

(1) Select appropriate materials for product use.
(2) Select the maximum utilization rate of the material. (LC-BOP)
(3) Select high durability material. (LC-BOP)
(4) Choose environmentally friendly alternative material under the cost considerations. (LC-BOP)
(5) Avoid the use of toxic and harmful ingredients of the raw materials.
(6) Avoid excessive use of synthetic materials. (LC-BOP)
(7) Try to use biodegradable materials.
(8) Simplify the use of material, and avoid mixing different materials.
(9) Try to use recyclable and recycled material.
(10) Minimize the amount of material.
(11) Proper use of raw materials.
(12) Attention to the characteristics of the material and conditions of use.
(13) Use the compatibility characteristics of the material.
(14) Reduce the material for chemical treatment (painting, plating).
(15) More use of latch design to reduce the use of screws.

Mechanism design

(1) Avoid designing disposable products.
(2) Try to reduce the size.
(3) Modeling is not the pursuit of short-term popularity.
(4) Material structure simplified.
(5) Use mining dismemberment design and easy to disassemble combination instead of one-piece design.
(6) Use easy ways to replace parts of the structure.
(7) Improve the attitude of the people in using the product.
(8) No acute angle design to ensure the safety of users.
(9) The life of components has to be unified. (LC-BOP)
(10) Reduce the extra unnecessary functions. (LC-BOP)
(11) Avoid the use of complicated and too many components. (LC-BOP)
(12) Take the idea of function-oriented to achieve the simplification of the product features. (LC-BOP)

Manufacturing process

(1) Select provincial materials processing.
(2) Reduce waste generation process.
(3) Try to use natural energy in the manufacturing process
(4) Reduce process waste water, waste, toxic emissions and noise.
(5) Develop manufacturing technology for more provincial energy resources.
(6) Use the excess energy in the process.
(7) Reduce unnecessary and non-essential processes to achieve the goal of reducing process waste. (LC-BOP)
(8) Reduce the failure rate of the product manufacturing process. (LC-BOP)

Package design

(1) Use the design for easy packaging.
(2) Simplify the package structure to enhance strength
(3) Avoid excessive packaging.
(4) Reduce the use of foam plastic.
(5) Try to use natural resources or paper.
(6) Use non-toxic, easy to decompose, recyclable and renewable packaging materials.
(7) The material selections have to be simplified as much as possible.
(8) Reduce the amount of ink used.
(9) Products and packaging combined into one design.
(10) Consider the issue of consumer safety.
(11) Use neutral packaging to increase the multi-utilization of the packaging. (LC-BOP)
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Table 12: Continued.

Life Recycle

Sustainable product design specification from the BOP standpoint
(1) Use the most economical mode of transport.

Transport distribution

(2) Reduce the pollution caused during transportation.
(3) Recycle the pallets during transport.
(1) Highlight the characteristics and value of one item to enhance consumers’ willingness to purchase.

Sales model (LC-BOP)

(2) Use the Internet as a pathway.
(3) Create a pipeline to directly contact consumers.
(4) Construct a sales database.
(1) Increase consumer use efficiency and satisfaction.
(2) Simplify the function and operation.
(3) Reduce the chance of error in the operation, and establish the correct operation.

Consumer using

(4) Ensure the safety of users.
(5) Select the best way with the lowest pollution.
(6) Increase energy efficiency.
(7) Reduce the use phase pollution emissions generated.
(8) Increase the life of the product and the subsequent use value. (LC-BOP)
(9) Test consumers’ bottom line. (LC-BOP)
(1) Guide the user to improve the recycling.
(2) Establish and improve the recycling system.

Recycling

(3) Try to promote resource recycling.
(4) Select the most appropriate recycling way among the waste disposal methods.
(5) Increase the ease of disassembly and easy recovery. (LC-BOP)
(6) Re-use and regenerate recycled goods back to the design of the product. (LC-BOP)
(7) Construct secondary products to reduce product costs and extend the life of the product. (LC-BOP)
(1) The interior design needs to consider the material combination with the neat concept.
(2) Provide a beautiful and suitable urban living space planning and design.

Environment design

(3) Consider comprehensive urban landscape design and community planning.
(4) Effectively improve the environment as a starting point. (LC-BOP)
(5) Do the product design to match the exact needs of the BOP. (LC-BOP)
(6) From the view of social care, do comprehensive design planning. (LC-BOP)
(1) Follow environmental regulations and standards.

Environmental law

(2) Seek Green Mark certification.
(3) Combine the government relief bill with policy. (LC-BOP)

3.5. Development Strategies of Sustainable Design in the
Perspective of the BOP Group. After discussing the ideas of
sustainable design development in the perspective of the
BOP group, the study proposes the development strategies
of sustainable design in Taiwan. The topics concerning the
BOP group mainly start from the consumer orientation. The
consumer dimension contains the aspects of society and consumers: development strategies should combine development
ideas with consumers’ views. The development strategies
are shown in Figure 4. The strategies form a development
dimension by combining the design ideas and operation
ideas, and form a consumption dimension by combining the
social views and consumers’ views. The two dimensions are
combined and the correlation is found.
The development strategies of sustainable design in the
perspective of BOP in Taiwan are derived from four aspects:

company orientation, design orientation, society orientation,
and consumer orientation. In the strategy figure, the four
aspects are classified into company and design and society
and consumers, according to the characteristics, shown in
detail as follows.
3.5.1. Enterprise and Society Aspect. Every enterprise has its
own style and responsibility that influence the operation
and the brand identity. The brand identity influences the
model of developing products. Moreover, consumers’ views
and market positioning should be taken into consideration
during product development, and the factor of environment
assessment will make the product plan complete.
During the product planning, environmental requirements and localization (region) should be considered. In
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Development strategies of sustainable design in the perspective of BOP
Dimensions with enterprise and design
Business
operations

Business
responsibility

Dimensions with consumer and social
Socio-economic
regional culture
allocation social resources

Business style
Brand image
Consumer perspective and
market positioning
Market research
environmental assessment

Policy
Market trends
Consumer

Consumption
concept

Sales database
Product
planning
Environmental
requirements and
localization

Demand

Pathway

Maintenance and repair
Recovery platform

Cost planning
product design
mechanism design
functional design

Manufacture

Resource
Secondary products
Dismantling and
recycling of the product

Mass
production
Packaging and
transportation

Figure 4: Development strategies of sustainable design in the perspective of BOP group in Taiwan.

other words, the region of the consumers should be completely explored during the product planning, to develop the
products closer to the needs of BOP group.

recycled into resources (recycling processing), or for second
manufacturing (repairing or renewing the recycled products
for sales) is conducted.

3.5.2. Society and Consumer Aspects. Society is greatly correlated to consumers. Social economy, regional culture and
social resource allocation all affect government policies,
while government policies in turn affect market orientation
and guide consumption habits. The study found that a
sales database should be formed when the consumers make
purchases, in order to provide a reference for future analysis
based on the classification of consumers’ habits, and to
help enterprises conduct market surveys and environment
assessments.
After the products are packed and sent to the channels
and stores, consumers make their purchases, and enjoy the
subsequent maintenance and repair service to extend the life
span of the product. After the lifespan ends, the product is

4. Conclusions
In the results and discussion, this study proposes the development model of sustainable design, including a factor
analysis on the product consumption and usage needs of the
BOP group in Taiwan, development norm and strategies of
sustainable design in the perspective of the BOP group in
Taiwan. With regard to the Bop group in Taiwan, this study
investigated the young working poor in Taiwan. Relevant
studies of the young working poor group and the new poor
group largely focus on causes [53, 54], phenomena [55, 56],
and corresponding aids [57–59], and some relevant information is mentioned in the introduction of this paper. Despite a
small number of studies of the new poor group, the working
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poor group, and the group of the left side of the M-shaped
society (the low and middle income people) of Taiwan, as well
as restricted information regarding purchasing behaviors,
relevant studies have identified the emergence of unique
views of consumption within this special “new poor group.”
The formation regarding views of consumption, which reflect
the mindset of social and economic reality, would exercise an
action-reaction force on society and the economy and further
exert profound and significant influence. Basically, the “new
poor group” has become supporters of materialism in terms
of objects’ value, hedonism regarding the principles of life,
and egotism in interpersonal relationships [60]. The patterns
of consumption of this group are completely different from
that of poor people in the past. A majority of studies have
indicated the consumption of inexpensive, high quality, and
high added value products by consumers in this group. They
also consider quality, brand name, and taste, as well as seeking
good service experiences and feelings [61, 62]. As it is a
common practice for businesses to reduce product costs
through sale price, manufacturer, product design, packaging,
and merchandising in order to provide quality products to
consumers in this group [63]. After the analysis of the third
stage of the study, four conclusions result, as follows.
4.1. The Consumption Characteristics and Habits of BOP
Group Are Unique so That the Needs of Consumers Should Be
Orientated and Integrated into the Design Factor of Sustainable
Design. In Taiwan, the BOP group mainly refers to new
poverty or working poor group. Due to the compact society
of Taiwan, people are aware of the green concept. Thus if
an overall survey on the product usage of the group can be
conducted and their needs transformed into design factors of
the green products, not only will the consumption willingness
of the group be increased, but also the range of sustainable
design will be extended.
According to the demand factor of the group, it is found
that they have certain requirements concerning the products.
Moreover, according to designers and scholars, if cost is considered as a design factor, simplification of product appearance and function is the main requirement, which coincides
with the ideas of sustainable design.
4.2. Due to the Wide Range of the BOP Market in Taiwan,
Different Poverty Levels and Regions Affect the Consumption Habits and Styles of the Group, so an Overall Market
Evaluation Should Be Done to Define the Actual Business
Opportunities of the Group. The group features a large population. According to interviews, it can be seen that the
BOP group members are similar to common people in terms
of consumption ability and habits. Different lifestyles may
change the other consumption factors, so that an overall
market evaluation mechanism should be used to identify the
actual needs of the group.
The biggest problem of the BOP group is the unequal
distribution of social resources. The companies may find the
range to be quite large, when investigating the needs of the
group. Thus they should take regional characteristics into
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account when developing products based on the needs of the
BOP group.
The so-called regional characteristics contain social
trends, local resources, indigenous groups, and consumption
habits. Those factors serve as important variables in designing
for the BOP group, so they should be considered entirely.
Different groups have different regional characteristics. Since
the BOP group in Taiwan is new poverty or working poor,
high quality and common prices are the main requirements;
these should be introduced into the development model
of sustainable design. The product development should be
considered based on reducing costs. And, the results of this
study have identical views with the results of relevant studies
[60–62].
4.3. High Quality and Common Price Are the Main Principles
in Developing the Business Opportunities among the Group
Members: To Achieve the Goal of a Common Price, the Design
Cost Should Consider Every Feature to Effectively Reduce the
Cost and Attract Consumers. The BOP group mainly features
the requirements of common price and small amount, which
coincide with the small-amount production of sustainable
design. A simplified manufacturing procedure can reduce
the cost. Besides the cost reduction, attracting consumers
is the most important aspect; it requires transferring the
production cost to other parts, such as product functions,
brand, channel convenience, and specialty, to improve the
purchase intention and usage willingness of the consumers.
High quality and common price are the main concepts
and ideas for BOP group in Taiwan. They can be achieved
in all the brands and promoted by developing the subbrands.
Besides distinguishing the brands, high quality and common
price can also reduce the excessive costs and simplify the
products to achieve the concept of sustainable design for the
group. And, the results of this study have identical views with
the results of relevant studies [60–62].
4.4. The Development Dimension and Consumer Dimension
Are Connected by Consumers and Channels. Consumption
Habits of Consumers Can Influence the Development, While
the Channels Can Influence Consumers’ Usage and the Recycling of Products. When developing design strategies, companies must observe consumer needs. Such a model can be
divided into two dimensions: the development dimension
and consumer dimension; they affect the development models of companies and consumers, respectively.
The needs and consumption styles of consumers may
affect the decision-making and evaluation of enterprises
during product development. Thus, enterprises should deeply
understand the market to continue the product development.
After a series of developments, enterprises should get in touch
with consumers again through channels. Besides introducing
the products to consumers, companies should observe the
purchase behaviors of consumers to understand the sales
situation of the products in the market. Channels help with
the database establishment and play an important role in the
recycling to maintain and extend the lifespan of products.
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Due to the increasing number of computer hosts deployed in an enterprise, automatic management of electronic applications is
inevitable. To provide diverse services, there will be increases in procurement, maintenance, and electricity costs. Virtualization
technology is getting popular in cloud computing environment, which enables the efficient use of computing resources and reduces
the operating cost. In this paper, we present an automatic mechanism to consolidate virtual servers and shut down the idle physical
machines during the off-peak hours, while activating more machines at peak times. Through the monitoring of system resources,
heavy system loads can be evenly distributed over physical machines to achieve load balancing. By integrating the feature of
load balancing with virtual machine live migration, we successfully develop an automatic private cloud management system.
Experimental results demonstrate that, during the off-peak hours, we can save power consumption of about 69 W by consolidating
the idle virtual servers. And the load balancing implementation has shown that two machines with 80% and 40% CPU loads can
be uniformly balanced to 60% each. And, through the use of preallocated virtual machine images, the proposed mechanism can be
easily applied to a large amount of physical machines.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing [1] is booming in the internet world. In
addition to public and education clouds [2], enterprises
also start deploying private clouds [3]. A cloud system can
decrease the cost of physical machines and power consumption and can increase the utilization rate of physical machines.
By adopting the private cloud, an enterprise is able to install
operating systems of different types and versions, allowing
a variety of services and applications to be provided. Prior
to the use of cloud systems, achieving this goal may require
many physical machines together with a large amount of
human power. Instead, enterprises can use virtual machines
[4] to provide the same functionalities while decreasing the
use of physical machines and power consumption.
Several studies [5–7] have shown that virtual machine
migration can effectively enable dynamic management for
physical machine resources. And CPU loading is an effective

factor in determining the energy consumption [8]. This paper
presents a study to further reduce power consumption by
migrating virtual machines, during the off-peak period, and
consolidating physical machines. We propose a decisionmaking mechanism for directing virtual machine migration and server consolidation. By automatically managing
resources of physical machines, virtual machines may quickly
obtain sufficient resources to provide services.

2. Related Works
To enable automatic VM migration, we have investigated
private cloud building related technologies and used KVM
[9]/QEMU [10] virtualization technology. In addition to the
use of Libvirt [11] as a virtual machine control panel and
GlusterFS [12] as a file system for disk images, we adopted
the MongoDB [13] database system and analysed energy
consumption (watt) by ZigBee [14] digital power meter.
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All are implemented using PHP with the operating system
environment of Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. Related technologies used
in this study are described hereunder.
2.1. KVM/QEMU. Cloud computing is booming in the
current information technology industry, and virtualization
plays an important role. Therefore, competition in this area is
very intense. Currently, VMware, Xen, KVM/QEMU, VirtualBox, UML, and Hyper-V technologies are fairly popular in
the virtualization world. KVM is a full virtualization solution
for Linux on x86 hardware containing virtualization extensions (Intel VT or AMD-V). KVM can switch CPU to guest
model. The operating system can operate without modifying
through CPU, MMU, and IO virtualization technologies.
KVM can be operated by loading Linux kernel module,
taking its efficiency close to the speed of a physical CPU.
Scholar Younge et al. [15] have pointed out that KVM (KernelBased Virtual Machine) is superior to other virtualization
technologies in analysis and evaluation of high-performance
computing (HPC) environments. In this study, we also
choose KVM/QEMU for virtual machine development.
QEMU is a software which can be used to simulate many
devices, such as disk, network card, and USB. It can also
be used to simulate many CPU systems, such as PowerPC,
Space, MIPS, and ARM. All computer devices which are
simulated by QEMU can provide virtual machines with better
performance as integrating with KVM virtualization system.
KVM/QEMU can be used to operate on various virtual
machines, which are installed with different operating systems such as Linux or Windows. Each VM has its own virtual
hardware, such as network cards, disk drives, and graphic
cards. KVM/QEMU allows sharing the hardware resources
efficiently over the hosted physical machine. In addition, each
VM operates independently, which may avoid suffering from
virus intrusion to the entire service.
2.2. Libvirt. Libvirt mechanism can be used to report detailed
implementation states of each virtual machine, such as
CPU time, memory, and network traffic. It also supports
the features of virtual machines migration and database
information. Libvirt is an open source API for virtual
platform management. It can support various hypervisors,
such as KVM/QEMU, Xen, User Mode Linux, OpenVZ, and
VirtualBox. C, C++ C#, Java, OCaml, Perl, PHP, Python,
and Ruby are all supported by Libvirt, allowing programmers
to manage various hypervisors and develop different cloud
management systems efficiently.
2.3. Live Migration. To transfer the CPU load across physical machines, migration of memory contents is the most
important task for real-time live migration [16]. Virtual
machine migration consists of the following steps: premigration, reservation, iterative precopy, stop and copy, and
the commitment activation. Precopy is the most commonly
used virtual machine migration technique. With precopy
all memory pages are migrated in preparation stage; once
the writable work sequence (WWS) is small enough or the
predefined iteration threshold has been reached, the target
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virtual machine will be brought down and moved. All CPU
states and memory pages are transferred to the destination
machine. Although precopy can compromise the system
downtime due to migration, it cannot guarantee transferring
data seamlessly if the work queue limit is reached, especially
when the virtual machine is running read-intensive operations [17, 18].
Virtual machines can be migrated from one physical
machine to another in two ways. One is office migration,
which requires shutting down the to-be-migrated virtual
machines and stopping their services temporally. Another
is live migration, allowing virtual machines to be migrated
while maintaining the services. As we focus on the automatic
live migration, the migration time should be kept as short
as possible. Only CPU states, device states, and memory are
migrated. We have prestored the disk image of the virtual
machines in an online file system instead of installing it
during the migration time.
As reported by Hirofuchi et al. [19], there are two ways
of live migration: precopy migration and postcopy migration,
which differ in the timing of memory copying. Precopy copies
memory to the target virtual machine until dirty memory
pages fall below a threshold. Then, the CPU states, device
states, and remaining memory pages are finally moved and
the VM starts to operate.
Postcopy firstly copies CPU states and device states and
resumes its operation, followed by copying memory. At the
beginning, there will be no memory pages in the destination
machine and the VM starts to function only when all memory
images are completely copied. Even though postcopy could be
superior to precopy, as reported in the paper by Hirofuchi et
al. [19], in this paper, we present a simple, successful KVMbased live migration.
2.4. GlusterFS. As of VM operating management, we found
that it is relatively easy to recover from the faults of CPU,
memory, network, and display adapter, while the damage of
disk image usually causes a big trouble to bring up the system.
To enable disk images to be fault-tolerant, GlusterFS [12] is
the online file system for storage management.
GlusterFS is an open source distributed file system with
petabyte-level scale-out storage and is able to manage thousands of clients. It uses client/server framework and combines
all blocks through TCP/IP or InfiniBand RDMS technology
to provide better protection and performance. GlusterFS
can also collect disk, memory resources, and management
information at a global namespace. Using GlusterFS, all
client operations can be carried out from applications using
standard IP networks.
2.5. MongoDB. To automatically manage a cloud cluster,
a database system is required to collect the information
of system operating status and internet traffic from both
physical and virtual machines. Since the volume of collected
data is huge, the database system needs to support big data
storage and efficient data manipulation. In this study, we
choose MongoDB [13] database system for data management
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purpose. MongoDB is an open base system, which is easy for
development and is capable of manipulating massive data.
MongoDB belongs to document-based database systems,
mainly for the storage of unstructured documents. It can
support drivers and client libraries of various program
languages, such as C, C++, C#, Java, PHP, Python, and
Ruby. As opposed to traditional database systems, MongoDB is a type of NoSQL databases. NoSOL stands for
“Not Only SQL,” which was invented as a next-generation
database to solve several major problems, such as nonrelation, distribution, open source, and horizontal scalability. At
present, all database systems based on demand of high traffic
social network services, indexing massive information, or
streaming media are urgently requested without a uniform
standardization.
2.6. ZigBee Digital Power Meter. This study has used ZigBee
[14] digital power meter to monitor the energy consumption
of the hosts. It has advantages of wireless data transmission,
convenience for setting, low energy consumption, longer
transmission distance, and data centralization. These advantages allow us to construct and maintain power control.
ZigBee is a newly developed wireless technology, designed
to provide a short distance and low bandwidth solution to
data transmission of automatic control. It is based on medium
access control layer and physical layer by IEEE 802.15.4 and is
capable of handling a wireless transmission network of up to
65,000 devices. The ZigBee Alliance (http://www.zigbee.org)
now leads the industry. The distance between each device
ranges from standard 75 m to several hundred meters or even
several kilo meters. A ZigBee network contains three types
of nodes as shown in Figure 1. One of them is the coordinator, which is mainly responsible for network establishment
and network address assignment. One ZigBee network can
have only one coordinator. Another one is router, which is
responsible for building and recovering the router path of
data packets. It also needs to transform data packets and
assign network address to its child devices. All others are
end devices, which can join an existing ZigBee network and
transform/receive data packets.

3. Design of Automated
Decision-Making Mechanism
3.1. System Architecture. The architecture of the implementation system is shown in Figure 2. The control node acts as
the coordinator for collecting information from both physical
and virtual machines. The control node is equipped with
MongoDB and executes the decision-making mechanism.
A physical machine is a tangible machine which provides
resources to virtual machines. Virtual machines may also run
different operation systems to provide the various services.
In the architecture, GlusterFS cluster provides disk space to
virtual machines. In addition ZigBee digital power meter is
adopted to monitor the usage of electricity. One digital power
meter needs to be installed in each physical machine, so that
the control node can collect the power usage information
through a ZigBee coordinator.
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3.2. Decision-Making Mechanism. A decision-making mechanism is proposed to dynamically determine the resource
allocation over the cluster. During the peak period, it aims at
distributing virtual machine loading to all physical machines
as balanced as possible. During the off-peak period, through
the virtual machine migration and server consolidation, we
may turn off unnecessary physical machines to reduce the
power consumption.
As shown in Figure 3, the decision-making mechanism
consists of four modules: monitor module, load calculation
module, load balance module, and migration module. CPU
loadings are monitored for all virtual machines. In the monitor module, either overloading event or periodical triggering
event may be initiated. When the CPU loading of a physical
machine exceeds a certain threshold, an overloading event
will enter into the load calculation module. Otherwise, a
periodical triggering event is issued in every 10 minutes. The
purpose of both events is to determine whether a virtual
machine should be migrated and when a physical machine
should be consolidated or shut down for energy reduction.
The monitoring operations can be further explained as
follows. Once the monitor collects CPU utilization of all
VMs, the monitor determines whether the average system
CPU loading is over Th1; currently it is defined as 80% for
overloading indicator. If the system is overloaded, another
physical machine should be turned on. If no one is available, a
warning message is sent to management staff. Th2 represents
80% CPU loading of 𝑁 − 1 physical machines, where 𝑁 is
the number of current active physical machines. The average
CPU loading is less than Th2 indicating that the system is
capable of server consolidation. In such a case, the virtual
machine in the physical node with the lowest loading is
migrated, as carried out through the migration module, to
free the resources. In the case of normal operations, the load
balance module may initiate VM migration for the purpose
of loading balancing.
3.2.1. Monitor Module. Monitor module is used to record
CPU loading of physical and virtual machines, internet
traffic, and data from ZigBee digital power meter. The
data will be used in other modules. Monitor module can
acquire virtual machine information through connection to
physical machines by Libvirt mechanism and internet traffic
of physical machines through SSH. All the monitored data
is recorded in MongoDB. Monitor module can also acquire
energy consumption data (watt) by connection with ZigBee
coordinator through /dev/tty/BSD0. CPU loading collection
for virtual machines will be in real time, so it can be computed
to examine whether it has reached Th1 or not. If it does,
an overloading event will be issued; otherwise, a periodical
trigger event will be sent to enable the decision-making
process.
3.2.2. Load Balance Module. This module is to evenly distribute virtual machine loading to run physical machines.
The module mainly presents a differencing load balance
algorithm and its flow chart is shown in Figure 4. First,
we collect CPU loading of physical machines according to
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Figure 6: Decision-making mechanism result 1: internet traffic
chart.

system monitor and sort the loadings from the largest loading
(ℎmax ) to the smallest loading (ℎmin ). The loading difference
between the two physical machines is defined as 𝑑. Less
than 10% of the difference means the load balance has been
reached, while a greater value of 𝑑 indicates that a virtual
machine migration is needed. We then search for the virtual
machine in node of ℎmax with CPU loading less than 𝑑/2; if
so, we start the VM migration from node of ℎmax to node of
ℎmin . Finally, we recompute the CPU loading of all physical
machines to discover the new ℎmax and ℎmin . The above
procedure is repeated until the difference between ℎmax and
ℎmin , is less than 10%.

4. Power Saving through VM Migration
4.1. Load Balancing over the Physical Machines. Initially,
four virtual machines (VMs) are deployed in each physical
machine and each VM is equipped with 2 CPU and 1 GB of
memory. When the system is idle, all virtual machines on
the physical machine, node 100, will be migrated to node
200. We observed that the migration and power-off procedure
took around 86 seconds. Figure 5 displays the distribution of
power consumption during the migration period, where the
“total” stands for the total energy consumption (in watt) of
two physical machines. At the beginning, the total is 127W.
And, it occasionally reaches up to 228 W while the migration
is processing. Once all VMs were successfully migrated to
node 200, node 100 was turned off. The experimental results
show that only 58 W of energy is required to run eight
active virtual machines on node 200, which is 69 W less as
compared with running over both physical machines. The
network traffic used during the migration process is shown
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Figure 9: Decision-making result 2: CPU load in physical machines.

in Figure 6 and the perspective CPU loading of each VM is
depicted in Figure 7.
4.2. Decision Results of Load Balance in Physical Machines.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of load balancing, we
apply Lookbusy [20] to generate the CPU loading of each
virtual machine (VM). Among eight VMs, which are evenly
distributed over two physical machines, the CPU loadings are
particularly assigned as 80%, 40%, and six VMs with 20%
each. Both VMs with 80% and 40% CPU utilization reside
at the same physical machine, node 100, to experience the
unbalanced loading. By performing the proposed decisionmaking mechanism, the VM with 40% CPU utilization was
chosen as a target for the purpose of migration. Through
the operations of the migration module, this targeted VM
is migrated to another physical machine, node 200. The
effectiveness of load balancing is shown in both Figures 8
and 9. Figure 8 indicates that the migration process takes
around 11 seconds, from 33 seconds to 44 seconds. When the
migration is in progress, there are about 10% of increases in
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the total power usage. Once the migration is accomplished,
both CPU utilization and power consumption of two physical
machines tend to be equivalent.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a mechanism to achieve load balancing
through migration in small-scale private clouds. The physical
machine resources can be efficiently utilized to meet the
quality of service request. In the experiment, when the
CPU load of one physical machine is approaching 100%,
another physical machine is automatically booted up by
the execution of the decision-making algorithm. When the
system is not busy, the consolidation process of the proposed
mechanism is accomplished by activating the virtual machine
live migration automatically. This results in powering off the
idle physical machine and, consequently, reducing the energy
consumption. In the experiment of load balancing, initially,
CPU loads of two physical machines are 80% and 40%,
respectively. The proposed mechanism enables the assignment of new-coming request, so that the CPU utilizations of
both the machines are promptly balanced with around 60%
each.
The mechanism and the system framework proposed in
this study are flexible and can be easily extended. Since a large
cloud involves more physical machines, and so are the virtual
machines, an efficient VM migration with multiple machines
introduces another critical management task.
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To increment the research reliability, validity, and representativeness, this study creatively cross-employed the factor analysis (FA)
and the grey relational analysis (GRA) methods. The results of the 144 fully completed questionnaires are analyzed by FA and then
these results were utilized in second questionnaires design of 15 experts. Furthermore, the results of these second questionnaires
were further analyzed by GRA in order to explore the most potential supplier’s selection determinants in the modern supply
chain management (MSCM). Beyond a series of measurements, the measured results have induced three contributive findings:
(1) the empirical interviewed industrialists reported concern that suppliers have to provide a higher material yield rate and material
delivery on time rate for the qualitative increment as well as a higher supplier’s gross margin ROI for the financial stabilization in
MSCM; (2) the 15 experts concluded that material insurance rate is an important attribute to estimate risky assessments and the
supplier’s gross margin ROI and warehouse operations cost as a percentage of sales are critical elements in the financial evaluations
of potential suppliers; and (3) Supplier’s gross margin ROI, outbound freight cost as a percentage of sales, and material insurance
rate are the three most decisive determinants in MSCM.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, with reference to the increased complexity in
manufacture processes, some serious issues (such as delivery
speed, delivery reliability, customer service, labor productivity, capacity utilization, inventory turnover, procurement
costs, procurement lead time, manufacture overhead costs,
product volume flexibility, production mix flexibility, manufacturing process, conformance, and product quality) have
constantly appeared and then existed in each procedure
of supply chain because of the two specific characteristics
of supply chain management (SCM): SCM is to manage
each process and activity in supply chain from material
purchasing, production manufacturing, product marketing
and distribution, and financial reception [1–5]. As for the
essential concept of SCM, [6] it clearly defined the terms of
supply chains between material suppliers and manufacturing

enterprises by means of business transaction structure and
assessable scopes between each other [7]. Further indicated
that the relationship and network of supply chains have been
existed in downstream activity from materials transaction
to finished goods or services to the end-user and these
processes consist of supplier transaction, manufacture process, delivery process and final client transaction, according
to the three major characteristics: demand, value-adding
transformation, and supply information. Continuously, [8]
pointed out the four fundamental supply chain hierarchies:
(1) supply within the firm boundaries, (2) supply in a dyadic
relationship, (3) supply in an interorganizational chain, and
(4) supply in an interorganizational network. Specifically,
after the globally financial crisis, the cash-flow stress without
orders and account receivable stress with slow client-payment
have already become the two crucial problems in SCM.
Significantly, [9] creatively addressed the academic concept
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Research topic: explore the most potential supplier’s selection determinants in the modern
supply chain management
Defining the research background, purpose, and motivation in order to identify the
appropriate research theory, methodology, and surveyed interviewed participants
Integrating the relative literatures in order to refine the research topic as well as confirm
research empirically measured qualitative theory and quantitative method

Grey relation analysis method

Factor analysis approach

Developing the research empirical steps in order to provide the most reliable and valid
measured consequences for research topic
Factor analysis approach for the
surveyed questionnaires of corporate
SCM employees

Feedback

Grey relation analysis for the surveyed
questionnaires of the academic, corporate,
and industrial experts

Conducting the entire measured results in order to induce the best solution, conclusion,
and recommendation for the research topic

Figure 1: Research framework.

of financial influences from finance outlook on the patterns
delivering the six comprehensive assessable criteria: financial
forecasting, sales predicting, inventory strategies, delivery,
supply’s structure, and customer service. For this reason, the
essentially functional purpose of MSCM is to effectively and
efficiently stabilize the material quality and quantity of manufacturing suppliers. However, due to the rapid development of
manufacturing technology and globalized society, more and
more issues have commenced to appear in four dimensions
[10]: (1) the modern supply chain management (MSCM); (2)
evaluated factors in inventory procedure (EFIP); (3) evaluated factors in transaction-oriented procedure (EFTP); and
(4) evaluated factors in customer service procedure (EFCS).
In fact, a plurality of manufacture enterprises companies has
commenced to face many diversified influences in MSCM
under uncertain but dynamic business environment. Thus,
what is the efficient and effective approach to find out the
best suppliers with the less negative influence and what are
the most important assessable criteria to measure suppliers
have become the most crucial problem in MSCM. However,
beyond making a comprehensive survey of relative literatures
in MSCM fields [11–13], a lot of researches have paid numerous attentions on the production manufacture processes and
human resource conduction in order to pursue the highest
quality of products. Furthermore, there are a few studies to
focus on the decisive influence of the potential determinants
in modern SCM by means of the consolidated surveys of
corporate SCM employees and the academic, corporate,
and industrial experts. For this reason, this research crossemploys the analytical factor analysis (FA) and appraised grey
cluster analysis (GCA) methods in order to discover the most
potential supplier’s selection determinants in the modern
supply chain management (“MSCM”) in order to maximize
the corporate manufacturing performance and managerial

Table 1: Questionnaire validity test.
Test number of
KMOMSA
Up 0.9
0.8-0.9
0.7-0.8
0.6-0.7
0.5-0.6
Below 0.5

Collection data appropriation for FA
Extremely appropriated for FA approach
Plentifully appropriated for FA approach
Appropriated for FA approach
Scarcely appropriated for FA approach
Unappropriated for FA approach
Extremely unappropriated for FA approach

profits. Therefore four brief elements in research framework
are going to be conducted in this research and these are (1)
defining; (2) integrating; (3) developing; and (4) conducting
as described in Figure 1.

2. Relative Literatures
As for the comprehensive analysis of financial influences
in SCM, there are twenty-one critical factors of the four
issue dimensions in MSCM and these are (1) EFMP issue
dimension [14]: in order to recognize the quality of materials
purchased from the suppliers’ and the nine crucial material factors of production suppliers have to be assayed in
this assessable dimension. Significantly, these are supplier’s
revenue growth rate (SRGR), supplier’s gross margin ROI
(SGMROI), supplier’s sale forecast accuracy (SSFA), material
yield rate (MYR), material returned rate (MRR), material
delivery on time rate (MDOTR), material inspection yield
rate (MIYR), material insurance rate (MIR) [15]; and material
order fill rate (MOFR) [16]; (2) EFIP issue dimension [17]:
in order to realize the inventory system, there are the four
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Table 2: Questionnaire validity test.
Cronbach’s 𝛼
𝛼 > 0.9
0.7 < 𝛼 ≦ 0.9
0.5 < 𝛼 ≦ 0.7
0.4 < 𝛼 ≦ 0.5
0.3 < 𝛼 ≦ 0.4
𝛼 ≦ 0.3

Measured results
Extremely stable
Plentifully unstable
Stable
Possibly stable
Rarely stable
Extremely unstable

Table 3: Questionnaire statistic description.
Questionnaire items
Gender
Working experienced
years in SCM

Education

Questionnaire statistic description
Male: 67.36% (97)
Female: 32.63% (47)
0-1 years: 27.08% (39)
2–5 years: 54.16% (78)
5–10 years: 13.19% (19)
Over 10 years: 5.57% (8)
Bachelor degree: 74.3% (107)
Master degree: 22.22% (32)
Doctoral degree: 3.48% (5)

Table 4: Questionnaire validity test.
Cronbach’s alpha
(𝛼)
0.744

Standardized
Cronbach’s alpha (𝛼)

Examined items

0.81

144

Table 5: Questionnaire KMO-Bartlett reliability test.
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
Bartlett test of sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

employees on the empirically cross-analyses, this research
adapted the principal component analysis of FA approach
because it is able to evaluate correlation coefficient among
each assessable variable in order to acquire communality
between each common factor in the higher relatively analytical dimensions. Subsequently, [25, 26] pointed out that the
analytical dimension of FA consists of two principle elements
(such as common factor (or latent factor) and unique factor)
resulted in two typical factor analyses (such as exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) in FA approach). Particularly, [27] created the principle component analysis (PCA) [28] and principal axis factors
analysis (PAFA) into FA approach to prompt two similarities
of problems in FA: (1) the variable is same with two groups
(e.g., the same set of measures might be taken on men and
women or on treatment and control groups and then the
question arises whether the two factor structures are the
same) and (2) sets of variable in the one group (e.g., two test
batteries might be given to a single group of subjects and
questions asked about how the two sets of scores differ. Or the
same battery might be given under two different conditions).
Consequently, [28] addressed the typical measurement statistics process of FA approach in
𝑋 = (𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . . . , 𝑋𝑘 )
̃
→ (𝑃𝐶1 , 𝑃𝐶2 , . . . , 𝑃𝐶𝑘 ) ≡ (𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , . . . , 𝑌𝑘 ) = 𝑌
̃
s.t. 1: 𝑌 = 𝑃 𝑋,
𝑋 = 𝑃𝑌,
̃
̃
̃
̃
then 𝑋1 = 𝜆 11 𝑌1 + 𝜆 12 𝑌2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝜆 1𝑘 𝑌𝑘 ;
Max 𝑃𝐶1 = 𝜆 11 𝑋1 + 𝜆 21 𝑋2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝜆 𝑘1 𝑋𝑘

0.715

s.t. 2:
1000.879
210
0.00000012

critical factors to be considered in this analytical dimension: inventory turns rate (ITR), obsolete inventory rate
(OIR), inventory accuracy rate (IAR); and material inventory
warehouse management rate (MIWMR); (3) EFTP issue
dimension [18]: in order to the stabilization of material
suppliers’ operation system, the five chief financial factors
are explored in this dimension and these are warehouse
operations cost as a percentage of sales (WOCSP), outbound
freight cost as a percentage of sales (OFCOSP), product ontime shipment (POTS), material web-oriented transaction
rate (MWT) [19]; and material electronic data interchange
transaction rate (MEDIR) and (4) EFCS issue dimension
[20, 21]: in order to completely understand the situation of
conducting the customer feedback of suppliers, the three
basic evaluated attributes are considered in this dimension:
supplier’s customer complaint rate (SCCR) [22], supplier’s
customer satisfaction rate (SCSR) [23], and supplier’s customer service response time (SCSPT) [24].
Continuously, in order to completely reflect the comment
of the interviewed participants’ comments of SCM corporate

standardize intersection of variance to be 1;
𝑋𝑘 − 𝜇𝑘 = 𝜆 𝑘1 𝑓1 + 𝜆 𝑘2 𝑓2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝜆 𝑘𝑚 𝑓𝑚 + 𝑒𝑘

s.t.

𝑋𝑘×1 − 𝜇𝑘×1 = Λ 𝑘×𝑚 ∗ 𝑓𝑚×1 + 𝑒𝑘×1
̃ ̃
̃
Variance-Covariance matrix presents:
Σ = ΛΦΛ + 𝜓,

s.t.

𝜓 = diag (𝜓1 , 𝜓2 , . . . , 𝜓𝑚 )

Φ = 𝐼𝑚×𝑚 .
(1)

As for the research validity, [29] induced the KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMOMSA)
of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test in surveyed measures (such as
questionnaire) to identify the potential communality among
each assessable criterion. Continuously, the test number of
KMOMSA is supposed to be from 0 to 1. Consequently, the
test number of KMOMSA is more closed to 1 and there
are more communalities between each assessable criterion
which means the collected data is more suitable for FA
approach as described in Table 1. In terms of the discussion
of research reliability in FA approach, [30] induced that the
examined numbers (Cronbach’s alpha, Cronbach 𝛼) of each
assessable criterion in Likert’s scales are able to present the
stability of each assessable criterion in analytical processes of
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Table 6: Questionnaire ANOVA reliability test.

Between groups
Within groups
Items
Residence
Totality
Total

Sum of squares
520.274

Df
143

Mean sum
3.638

𝐹

Sig.

709.712
3044.573
3754.286
4274.560

20
2860
2880
3023

35.486
1.065
1.304
1.414

33.334

0.00000023

Average mean of total valid questionnaires is 5.8.

Table 7: Communalities matrix of FA approach.
Evaluated criteria
SRGR
SGMROI
SSFA
MYR
MRR
MDOTR
MIYR
MIR
MOFR
ITR
OIR
IAR
MIWMR
WOCSP
OFCOSP
POTS
MWT
MEDIR
SCCR
SCSR
SCSPT

Initial
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Extraction
0.67
0.825
0.789
0.851
0.708
0.826
0.773
0.728
0.699
0.659
0.709
0.693
0.746
0.537
0.815
0.725
0.677
0.581
0.571
0.48
0.61

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.

FA approach as expressed in Table 2 [31–34]. Currently, FA
approach has been a mainstream in statistic measurements
in diversified research fields in order to handle the complex
analysis with complex factors [35–38] because there are a
lot of indirectly observed potential influenced factors in the
discussion of mental philosophical researches. In particular,
these potential factors are supposed to be organized to common influenced factors (oblique factors) or uncommon influence factors (orthogonal factors) and based on the patterns
of linear combination of these organized common factors,
the multilateral analyses are discussed around the research
problems [39, 40].
In order to truly understand the comments and messages
from expert’s questionnaires, this study further applied GRA
method to conduct the compared pair-wise weighted measurements of each twenty-one criterion of academic, industrial, and governmental experts. Hence, as for the initiation of
GRA method, [41] pioneered GRA method of the grey system

theory (GST) to assay the uncertain and fuzzy collectiondata according to the concept of the Fuzzy Theory and GRA
conceptual idea was that there are a series of dependences to
be existed among each assessable criterion. Subsequently, the
exact information of surveyed data are supposed to be grey
system established between block system and white system, in
order to integrate the indefinite research data to become useful research data which in-depth conduct managerial control,
decision-making, and foreseeing research topic. The essential
goal of GRA method of GST is to not only measure the level
of relation between each appraised and affected factors under
uncertain situations but to also use the tendency level among
uncertain and incomplete information of each appraised and
affected factor to quantify the level of relation in order to
appraise the dependence or independence relations between
each influenced factor in the three kinds of analytical goals
[42, 43]:
(1) the larger the better (𝑥𝑖∗ = (𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘))/
(max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)), LTB);
(2) the smaller the better (𝑥𝑖∗ = (min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘))/
(max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)), STB);
(3) the nominal the best (𝑥𝑖∗ = 1 − {|𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) − 𝑂𝐵|/
(max{max[𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)] − 𝑂𝐵, 𝑂𝐵 − min[𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘)])}, NTB).
Furthermore, the 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) is computed variable of original
data; the 𝑥𝑖∗ is measured variable of the data after GRA analysis; the min 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) is calculated variables of the minimum of
original data and the max 𝑥𝑖(0) (𝑘) is the measured variable of
maximum of original data.

3. Empirical Measurements
3.1. First Research Step: FA Approach. In order to effectively increase the research reliability, the compared pairwise
measure was utilized in the questionnaire scale of surveyed
questionnaires and then the pairwise comparisons at two
level are evaluated by means of the related interdependence
and importance ranging from equal important (1) to extreme
important (9) that follows the concept of the Likert’s scale.
Furthermore, the statistic description of 153 questionnaires
was received, of which 144 were fully completed out of 250
questionnaires sent to corporate SCM employees by means of
collected assistance from the Taiwan International Logistics

SRGR
SGMROI
SSFA
MYR
MRR
MDOTR
MIYR
MIR
MOFR
ITR
OIR
IAR
MIWMR
WOCSP
OFCOSP
POTS
MWT
MEDIR
SCCR
SCSR
SCSPT

1
1
1
1
0.4545
0.7142
0.5555
1
1
0.3333
0.7142
0.7142
0.5555
0.7142
1
0.7142
0.5555
0.7142
0.5555
0.7142
0.5555
1

Academic scholars
2
3
4
1
0.5555
0.3333
1
0.5555
1
0.4285
0.5555
1
1
0.5555
0.5
1
0.5555
0.3333
0.3333
0.7142
0.3333
0.6
0.7142
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5555
0.5
0.6
0.71429
0.33333
0.4285
0.7142
0.3333
1
0.5555
1
0.6
0.5555
0.3333
1
0.7142
0.5
0.4285
0.3333
1
1
1
0.5
0.6
0.5555
0.3333
1
1
0.5
0.6
0.5555
0.5
1
0.7142
0.3333
0.42857
0.7142
0.5
5
0.3333
0.5
0.3333
0.3333
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.33333
0.5
0.3333
0.5
0.3333
0.5
0.5
0.3333
0.5
0.5
0.3333
0.3333

1
0.5
1
0.3333
0.5
0.5
0.3333
0.5
1
1
0.33333
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3333

Empirical senior managers
2
3
4
0.6
0.4285
0.4285
0.6
0.4285
1
0.4285
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4285
0.6
1
0.3333
0.4285
1
0.4285
1
0.3333
0.6
1
0.6
0.6
1
0.4285
0.3333
0.4285
1
0.6
1
0.3333
0.6
0.3333
0.6
0.3333
0.6
1
0.3333
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1
1
1
0.3333
0.6
1
0.4285
0.4285
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4285
1
1
0.3333
0.6
0.6
0.3333
1

Table 8: GRG matrix of GRA method.
5
0.4
0.6666
0.5
0.3333
0.4
0.5
0.6666
0.4
0.5
0.66667
0.5
0.6666
0.5
0.6666
1
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6666
0.6666
0.4

1
0.33333
1
1
0.3333
0.3333
1
1
0.3333
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.3333
0.3333
1
1
1
0.3333
1

Government officers
2
3
4
0.5
1
0.3333
0.5
0.3333
0.4285
1
0.3333
1
0.3333
0.5
1
0.5
0.33333
0.4285
1
0.3333
0.6
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.3333
1
0.5
1
0.4285
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.3333
0.5
1
0.3333
0.3333
1
0.5
1
0.4285
1
0.5
1
0.3333
0.3333
1
1
0.3333
0.4285
1
0.5
0.6
0.3333
1
0.4285
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0.6
1
0.3333
0.6

5
0.6
1
1
0.6
0.3333
0.6
0.4285
0.6
0.4285
1
0.4285
1
1
0.6
1
1
1
0.4285
0.6
1
1
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& Supply Chain Association (TILSCO) through diversified
collection manners including digital e-mail, documentary
letter, and interview in person were illustrated in Table 3.
Consequently, Table 4 points out that the general Cronbach’s
Alpha (𝛼) and standardized Cronbach’s alpha (𝛼) of validity
test results of the surveyed questionnaire were of 0.744 and
0.81, both higher than 0.7 which means the interviewed
questions in questionnaire are valid. Subsequently, the overall
questionnaire response rate was 61.2%. Continuously, the
valid collected questionnaires were up to 144 questionnaires
without any unclear answers in the compared pairwise
questions of twenty-one assessable criteria and consequently,
the valid questionnaires rate was 57.6%. Significantly, Table 5
presents the collection of entire 144 valid questionnaires
which were suited for FA approach because that KaiserMeyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy of KMOPBartlett test of 144 valid questionnaires was 0.715 which was
located at the suitable range and the significance of the KMO
and Bartlett test is 0.00000012 which was smaller than 0.01.
Subsequently, Table 6 describes the significance of the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) test of reliability examination
of entire 144 valid questionnaires which was 0.00000023
which was smaller than 0.01 as well and, hence, there is higher
research validity in FA analytical measurements of these
144 valid questionnaires. Consequently, the communal influenced loadings of each assessable criterion in communalities
matrix of principal component analysis of FA approach were
completely illustrated in Table 7. As a result, the most four
top loadings were located at the most crucial evaluated
factors: MYR (0.851), MDOTR (0.826), SGMROI (0.825), and
OFCOSP (0.815) by means of principal component analysis of
FA approach.
3.2. Second Research Step: GRA Method. In order to increase
the research academic professionality and measured reliability, GRA method was further applied to deal with the secondhierarch fifteen expert’s questionnaires for distinctly discovering the true comments of the surveyed questionnaire of the
interviewed experts without linguistic confusion. Therefore,
[42] discovered that there are the least errors of validity and
reliability in the Delphi method when collected questionnaires come from, at least, over 10 professional interviewees.
In addition, this research utilized the Delphi method to gather
questionnaires and comments from the second-level interviewed fifteen experts who 10 of which are organized from
the three professional groups. The first group represents five
academic scholars with at least 10 years of extensive research
in relative SCM fields and the second group comprised of
five industrially senior managers who have over 10 years
of working experience in the correlative SCM industries.
Significantly, the last groups consisted of five government
officers who have been involved in governmental SCM policies for over 10 years. Continuously, the grey relation grades
(GRG) of GRA method among each twenty-one assessable
criterion were presented in Table 8. Consequently, GRA of
each twenty-one assessable criterion were measured according to the grey equation and described in Table 9.
3.3. Third Research Step: Integrate FA Approach and GRA
Method. In order to coordinate with first-level general and
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Table 9: GRG matrix of GRA method.
Evaluated criteria
SRGR
SGMROI
SSFA
MYR
MRR
MDOTR
MIYR
MIR
MOFR
ITR
OIR
IAR
MIWMR
WOCSP
OFCOSP
POTS
MWT
MEDIR
SCCR
SCSR
SCSPT

GRG
0.5564
0.7342
0.6742
0.5381
0.5129
0.6488
0.6562
0.7578
0.5624
0.6597
0.5479
0.6541
0.6310
0.7076
0.7051
0.6389
0.6596
0.6631
0.6443
0.6647
0.6384

second-level expert’s survey questionnaires, each potential
candidate has to match each assessable subcriterion matched
in each evaluated criterion through pairwise compared
matrixes. Hence, in order to reflect the comparative score
for the three kinds of candidates in problem solving the
research issue, (2) of the synthetically comparative index
numbers (SCIN) is applied to compute the comprehensively
comparative related priority weight w (eigenvector) in the
matrix and the SCIN which is defined by
Synthetically comparative index numbers (“SCIN”)
𝑛

𝑛

= SCIN𝑖 = ∑ ∑ FA𝑗 GRA𝑘 ,

(2)

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

where SCIN𝑖 is the importance of related priority weight w
(eigenvector) of the consolidated measurement of FA
approach and GRA method for each assessable criterion
𝑛; FA𝑗 is the importance of related priority weight w
(eigenvector) of the statistic measurement of FA approach
for each assessable criterion 𝑛; and GRA𝑘 is the importance
of related priority weight w (eigenvector) of the statistic
measurement of GRA method for each assessable criterion
𝑛. Subsequently, the consolidated measurement matrix is
demonstrated in Table 10 based on the consolidated measurements of FA approach and GRA methods. Consequently,
the first highest evaluated score of the completed SCIN of
0.6057 is located in SGMROI column and the second and
third highest scores of the complete SCIN of 0.5746 and
0.5517 are located in OFCOSP and MIR.
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Table 10: Consolidated measurement matrix.

Communality loading
(FA approach)

FA ranking

Grey relation grade
(GRA method)

GRA ranking

SCIN

SCIN ranking

0.67
0.825
0.789
0.851
0.708
0.826
0.773
0.728
0.699
0.659
0.709
0.693
0.746
0.537
0.815
0.725
0.677
0.581
0.571
0.48
0.61

15
2
5
1
11
3
6
8
12
16
10
13
7
20
4
9
14
18
19
21
17

0.5564
0.7342
0.6742
0.5381
0.5129
0.6488
0.6562
0.7578
0.5624
0.6597
0.5479
0.6541
0.6310
0.7076
0.7051
0.6389
0.6596
0.6631
0.6443
0.6647
0.6384

18
2
5
20
21
12
10
1
17
8
19
11
16
3
4
15
9
7
13
6
14

0.3728
0.6057
0.5319
0.4580
0.3631
0.5359
0.5072
0.5517
0.3931
0.4347
0.3885
0.4533
0.4707
0.3800
0.5746
0.4632
0.4465
0.3852
0.3679
0.3190
0.3894

18
1
5
9
20
4
6
3
13
12
15
10
7
17
2
8
11
16
19
21
14

SRGR
SGMROI
SSFA
MYR
MRR
MDOTR
MIYR
MIR
MOFR
ITR
OIR
IAR
MIWMR
WOCSP
OFCOSP
POTS
MWT
MEDIR
SCCR
SCSR
SCSPT

4. Conclusion
According to the swift development of manufacture technologies, there are a lot of crucial factors to affect the corporate supplier’s selection under the lowest risks and highest
profits consideration. Hence, this study firstly employed FA
approach to conduct the first-level 144 empirical questionnaires and then applied GRA method to assay the secondlevel 15 expert’s questionnaires in order to explore the most
potential supplier’s selection determinants in MSCM due to
the increment of the research reliability, validity, and representativeness. Significantly, after making a comprehensive
survey of relative literatures as well as conducting a series
of hierarchically evaluated measurements, the measured
consequences have distinctly induced the three contributive
findings: (1) the empirical interviewed industrialists reported
concern that suppliers have to provide not only a higher
material yield rate (MYR) and material delivery on time rate
(MDOTR) for the stably qualitative increment in MSCM
but must also provide higher supplier’s gross margin ROI
(SGMROI) for the financial stabilization in MSCM; (2) the
academic, corporate executive, and governmental experts
concluded that material insurance rate (MIR) is an important
attribute to estimate risky assessments of suppliers and
the supplier’s gross margin ROI (SGMROI) and warehouse
operations cost as a percentage of sales (WOCSP) are critical
elements in the financial evaluations of potential suppliers
and (3) supplier’s gross margin ROI (SGMROI), outbound
freight cost as a percentage of sales (OFCOSP), and material

insurance rate (MIR) are the three most decisive determinants in MSCM by weighting the results from the two sets
of questionnaires. According to the expert’s comments of
surveyed questionnaire, the manufacturing enterprises have
commenced to suffer the financial stress from not only suppliers but also customers after the 2008 global finance crisis
because the suppliers are not willing to provide the stabilized
material supply chain and the customers are not willing to
offer a stable procurement demand orders or paying over
six months check for these orders.
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This study applied the commercial software ANSYS CFD (FLUENT), for simulating the transient flow field and investigating the
influence of each parameter of longitudinal vortex generators (LVGs) on the thermal flux of a plate-fin heat sink. Vortex generator
was set in front of plate-fin heat sink and under the channel, which was in common-flow-down (CFD) and common-flow-up (CFU)
conditions, which have the result of vortex generator of delta winglet pair (DWP). In this study the parameters were varied, such
as the minimum transverse distance between winglet pair, the attack angle of the vortex generator, fins number, the fin height, and
the distance between the vortex generator and plate-fin. The coolant fluid flew into the fin-to-fin channel and pushed the vortex
from different geometry toward the bottom. This phenomenon took off the heat from the plate to enhance the heat transfer. The
numerical results indicated that the LVGs located close to the plate-fin heat sink are zero with the attack angle being 30∘ , presenting
optimal overall conditions.

1. Introduction
As electronic devices are getting smaller, the problem of
dissipation waste heat becomes more critical. Tiny radiators known as heat sinks are used to convey heat from
the electronic components into a cooling air stream. The
heat sinks are widely used in many fields such as ground
transportation and aerospace industries, refrigeration and
air conditioning, and electronics cooling system. The main
challenge is to design a heat sink with a fixed size to meet
the performance requirement with acceptable heat resistance
and least pressure drop ratio. This is an era of high power and
high density electronic component equipment, and therefore
to meet high power and high density electronics equipment
era and enable them to work under either a safety or
normal operation temperature and thence how to effectively
enhance the thermal performance of electronic components
equipment in recent years become a very important research
topic.

In electronic systems, a heat sink is a role of passive
component which cools a device by dissipating heat into
the surrounding air. Heat sinks are used to reduce the
temperature of electronic components such as high-power
semiconductor devices and photoelectronic devices. A heat
sink is designed to increase the surface area in contact with
the cooling medium surrounding it, such as air, air velocity,
selected material, fin designed, and surface treatment which
are the factors to affect the thermal performance of a heat
sink. Heat sinks are used to cool computer central processing
units or graphics processors. Heat sink attachment methods
and thermal interface materials could affect the eventual temperature of the integrated circuit. Theoretical, experimental,
and numerical methods could be used to determine a heat
sink’s thermal performance.
Using fin mode to cool electronic components has been
developed over the years. Naik et al. [1] studied the flat ribs of
heat transfer characteristics in the rectangular flow channel,
which was used for evaluation of the local distribution of
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the convective heat transfer coefficient along the ribs axes
within a limited range of rib geometries, indicated that its
magnitude and profile were highly influenced by the amount
of clearance above the ribs. Lower heat transfer coefficients
ensued that a clearance gap was introduced above the rib
which varies from constant value to a maximum value at the
rib. El-Sayed et al. [2] changed the fin height, fin width, fins’
space, number of fins, and the distance of fin tips from the
shroud to investigate the performance of plate-fin heat sink;
their conclusions were as follows: (1) the pressure drop ratio
increased as Reynolds number and fin increased or decreased
with increasing interfin space and fin width, (2) increased
the clearance between the fin tips and the shroud, and would
decrease the mean of Nusselt number, (3) the mean of Nusselt
number increases as Reynolds number, fin width and space
between fins increases or decreasing fin height. Ducted flow
happened in which the air was forced to flow through a
channel which fits tightly over the heat sink. It made sure
that all of the air went through the channels formed by the
fins of the heat sink. When the air flow is not ducted, a
certain percentage of air flow would bypass the heat sink.
Flow bypass was found to increase fin density and clearance,
while remaining relatively insensitive to inlet duct velocity
[3]. El-Sayed et al. [4] studied the heat transfer and fluid
flow of a plate-fin heat sink for the cases of parallel flow,
impinging flow, and reversed impinging flow; a parallel flow
would yield the greatest rate of heat transfer and the least
pressure drop ratio. For all cases, the local Nusselt number
increased from the base to the tip in the vertical direction;
its value increased with increasing Reynolds number and
with increasing distance from the leading edge of the fin in
the stream-wise direction. The fin efficiency for parallel flow
was greater than that for the other two cases in the core
region. Elshafei [5] assessed the thermal fluid performance
of a plate-fin heat sink under cross-flow conditions, both
experimentally and theoretically, through parameters for the
mainstream velocity, fin density, and clearance between tip
and shroud; their effects on the bypass flow, the pressure
drop ratio, and the thermal performance were discussed.
The mean heat-transfer coefficient decreased with increasing
clearance between tip and shroud, but the effect of this
clearance on the mean heat-transfer coefficient decreased as
Reynolds number increased. In order to enhance the heat
transfer of fin in rectangular flow channel, Li et al. [6] applied
a CFD numerical method; the influence of fin width, fin
height, number of fins, and Reynolds number was assessed
without and with a shield. The research discovered that the
place of back plate and front plate could reduce bypass effect
and forced the fluid to enter plate-fin to enhance the heat
conduction, but the pressure drop ratio would also increase.
Wirtz et al. [7] studied the effects of flow bypass on the
performance of ducted longitudinal heat sinks. It is indicated
that the value of flow bypass was found up to 60% and resulted
in a reduction of the overall heat transfer rate. Quantifying
the effect of coolant bypass on the thermal performance
of the heat sink element was also reported. Tsai et al. [8]
investigated the effect of the angle of inclination of a plate
heat shield on the thermal and hydraulic performance of a
plate-fin heat sink. The research discovered that the sloping
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baffle was unable to reduce the thermal resistance but could
actually reduce the pressure drop effectively. Vortices were
determined by the specific base flow and vortex generator.
Developing and fully developed channel flows have been considered base flow. Different wing types have been considered
as vortex generators. They could easily be incorporated into
heat transfer surfaces by embossing, stamping, or attaching
them as fins to primary heat transfer surfaces. Wing-type
vortex generators allowed us to control the type and enlarge
the generated vortices by the form, area, and angle of attack
of the wings. Vortices increased the rate of kinetic energy
flux and dramatically changed transition Reynolds number,
temperature profile, and their gradients at the wall. They
enhanced friction and heat transfer [9].
A vortex generator was an aerodynamic surface, comprising a small vane or bump that created a vortex. To study
the effect of vortex generator, many scholars conducted the
research using the experiment or the numerical simulation
ways. Sohankar [10] set a channel with two angled ribs as
a vee-shaped vortex generator to augment heat transfer by
the numerical simulation. Discusses the Reynolds number
and the rib included angle regarding the flow field and
heat influence of the transfer performance, its conclusion
indicated that increased vortex generator was possible to
promote the heat transfer effect in the flow channel but
would also create pressure losses. Sohankar and Davidson
[11] used the numerical simulation way, laying aside incline’s
massive vortex generator in the rectangular flow channel,
and discussed the three-dimensional unsteady flow and the
heat transfer phenomenon. This research changed vortex
generator thickness, place angle, and upstream length and
hereafter found that Reynolds number was smaller than
1000; flow started and appeared stable. But the Reynolds
number is bigger than 1000; then flows started and appeared
stable. Moreover, the Nusselt number and the friction factor
increased along with the angle and the Reynolds number,
the increment of friction factor came to fast than the Nusselt
number did. To increase vortex generator the thickness,
would let leading edges of vortex generator result in the bigger
Nusselt number and would produce the strong turbulent
flow in the downstream and then had the higher Nusselt
number and would increase along with the Reynolds number
fill-out. Wu and Tao [12] presented the influences of main
parameters of LVGs on the heat transfer enhancement and
flow resistance in a rectangular channel. These parameters
included the location of LVGs in the channel, geometric
sizes, and shape of LVGs. Numerical results showed that the
overall Nusselt number of channels would decrease with the
LVGs location away from the inlet of the channel and would
decrease as the space of the LVG pair is decreasing. Henze et
al. [13] experimentally investigated the velocity field and wall
heat transfer distributions for internal flows in the presence
of longitudinal vortices. And Tian et al. [14, 15] studied the
effects of two different shaped LVGs, rectangular winglet
pair (RWP) and delta winglet pair (DWP) with two different
configurations, common-flow-down and common-flow-up.
The rectangular wing as well as the delta, respectively, by CFU
and the CFD structure disposition, could accelerate the fluid
mix and strengthen the heat transfer.
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Figure 1: Schematic geometric model.
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In this study, we changed the flow structure to enhance
heat transfer effect by utilizing the delta winglet pair longitudinal vortex generator which was set in front of the radiator
to mix the air surrounding radiator and the fins. Most of the
current scholars used to change the fin shape to improve the
performance of plate-fin heat sink and vortex generator for
the multi-fin-tube heat exchanger. Only few studies installed
vortex generator for plate-type heat sink to enhance heat
transfer effect. This study was intended to develop a design
with low thermal resistance and to provide a new design
direction for the present plate-fin heat sink cooling module
design.

2. Analysis
The geometry of the theoretical model and the boundary
conditions was illustrated and shown in Figure 1. The dimensions of the theoretical model were 3 m × 0.09 m × 0.2 m
(𝑋 × 𝑌 × 𝑍). In order to save the computation duration,
applied symmetric geometry, the real calculation field of
volume was 3 m × 0.09 m × 0.1 m. Figure 2 was the schematic
diagram and showed the parameters of the computational
fluid dynamics model. The thermal and flow fields were
calculated numerically with FLUENT 6.3, according to the
following assumptions.
(1) The system was a steady state.
(2) The flow was incompressible and turbulent.
(3) The fluid and the solid properties were constant.
(4) The effects of gravity and thermal radiation are
neglected.
(5) The effect of turbulence on the flow field was included
by application of the RNG 𝜅-𝜀 turbulence model [16].
The Reynolds number was defined as
Re =

𝜌𝑈o 𝐷
.
𝜇

a
CFD

Figure 2: Parameter diagram.

(0.031 m × 0.031 m), the base of heat sink was heat insulation,
and the thermal conductivity of heat sink was 168 W/mk.
Hybrid meshing was used in the study; the grid construction was adopted tetrahedron mesh and hexahedral mesh
complex ways. Heat sink area and rectangular channel had
hexahedral mesh construction, and vortex generators and
surrounding area was used tetrahedron mesh construction.
The pressure term was treated with a standard approach,
but the pressure-velocity coupling solved with the SIMPLE
algorithm [16], which was used to solve fluid flow and heat
transfer problems. The convergence criterion to terminate the
computation was defined as 10−8 for the scaled residual of
the energy equation or 10−5 for the scaled residual of other
equations.
The thermal resistance 𝑅th was defined as follows:
𝑅th =

𝑇ave − 𝑇in
,
𝑄

(2)

where 𝑇ave was the surface temperature of heat sink base, 𝑄
was total heat rate into the heat sink, and 𝑇in stands for the
inlet temperature which was 293∘ K. Pressure drop (Δ𝑝) was
defined as
Δ𝑝 = 𝑝in − 𝑝out ,

(3)

where 𝑝in was pressure of inlet and 𝑝out was pressure of outlet.
The overall performance was defined as (𝑅th,ref
/𝑅th )/(Δ𝑃/Δ𝑃,ref ). To verify the accuracy of physical model
and numerical method, using grid independence correction
method simulated LVGs on the front tip of heat sink (𝐿 𝑔 = 0,
𝑎 = 3𝐻), attack angle is 15 degree in CFU, with 0.008 m
thickness and 0.045 m height of plate-fin heat sink in 10,000
Reynolds number.

(1)

𝐷 was hydraulic diameter which was calculated by 4
times of duct cross-sectional area and divided by the wetted perimeter; the value is 0.124 m. Besides heater area

3. Results and Discussion
The applied grid system was certified under conditions of a
heat sink with 𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m and 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m and a
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Figure 3: The influence of flow configurations on thermal resistance
ratio and pressure drop ratio (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 =
0.045 m, 𝐿 𝑔 = 0, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000).

vortex generator of angle 𝛽 = 15∘ at Re = 10, 000 and was
meshed with four different grid numbers of 717,000, 855,000,
966,000, and 1,181,000. The computational results of the mean
surface temperature of the heat sink varied from 0.03893%
to 0.03337% deviation. Deducing the thermal resistance, the
number of grids increased from 855,000 to 1,181,000. The
computational result of the mean surface temperature of
the heat sink was varied within 0.00556%, with a deduced
0.006% deviation in thermal resistance, as the number of
grids increased from 966,000 to 1,181,000. In order to save
computing time without penalizing the accuracy, the model
with 966,000 grids was selected for this research.
3.1. Comparison of CFU and CFD. Figure 3 showed the
influence of flow configurations on thermal resistance ratio
and pressure drop ratio at 𝛽 = 15∘ . It was found that the
heat transfer was more intensive when the transverse distance
between the winglet pair became less. The temperature contours on the symmetric plane along the main flow direction
for the different configurations at 𝛽 = 15∘ were shown in
Figure 4. It could be seen that the longitudinal vortices had
significant influence on the temperature distribution of the
symmetry and the change of the thermal boundary layer
thickness near the fins. For the CFU configuration, the flow
brought the fluid closer to the heat sink and decreased the
temperature of the heat sink than those in CFD configuration
did. The thermal boundary layer was thinner in CFU than
in CFD. The flow took the cool fluid from the midregion to
the hot heat sink, and therefore CFU had higher temperature
gradient near the heat sink and better heat transfer than
those in CFD. We applied CFU framework to study the ideal
location for erecting vortex generator in the flow channel in
this study.
3.2. Minimum Transverse Distance between Winglet Pair. The
variation of the thermal resistance ratio and pressure drop

ratio under minimum transverse distance between winglet
pair was shown in Figure 5. Decreasing the transverse space
between the winglet pair (decreasing the value of 𝑎) caused
a great increase in upstream pressure of the plate-fin heat
sink and also caused many impacts on the thermal resistance.
The rear of the LVGs touched on plate-fin heat sink and
small minimum transverse distance between winglet pair
could provide the best overall performance among all the
conditions. The LVGs enhanced the heat transfer of the channel. The top view showed the strong three-dimensionality of
the flow field. The decreasing value of minimum transverse
distance between winglet pair showed that the increase in the
coolant fluid was forced to impact the leading edges of the
plate-fin heat sink. As a result, the shorter distance between
winglet pair caused high speed fluid flow into the fin-to-fin
channel to enhance thermal performance. However, we could
find that the backflow of the LVG had directly effects on the
flow behind the heat sink, and the case with 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻
had the largest effect among all the cases. This was because
the upper air drove the middle fluid to flow and that could
produce stronger up-wash vortex. If we increased “𝑎”, the
efficiency of thermal resistance will rise. This was because
moving vortex generator near the heat sink would cause the
highest pressure drop ratio and decrease flow performance
and would not effectively influence the backflow of the platefin heat sink. Decreasing distance between winglet pair would
enhance the heat transfer of the fin channel and increase the
pressure drop ratio, but the increase in the heat transfer is
larger than the amount decreased in the pressure drop ratio.
The transfer of heat by the heat sink became worse when
the minimum transverse distance between winglet pair of the
vortex generators was too small and that would affect the
entry of the flow into the heat sink [17].
3.3. The Distance between the Vortex Generator and Heat Sink.
Figure 6 showed the effect of the distance between the vortex
generator and heat sink on the thermal resistance ratio and
pressure drop ratio of heat sink. Optimal overall performance
occurred when the distance between the vortex generator and
heat sink was equal to zero and that could be seen in Figure 6.
When the vortex generator was close to the plate-fin heat sink,
it could cause small thermal resistance. That is, as the trailing
edge of vortex generator touched the leading edge of the platefin heat sink (𝐿 𝑔 = 0), it produced strong vortex. But, as
𝐿 𝑔 = 2𝐻 changed to 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻, it reduced thermal resistance
and the slope was gradually smooth. An operative range of the
distance between the vortex generator and heat sink was 0 ≦
𝐿 𝑔 ≦ 3𝐻. Meanwhile, Figure 6 displayed smallest pressure
drop ratio at 𝐿 𝑔 = 0.5𝐻, which enhanced fluid performance,
but the other position as 𝐿 𝑔 = 0 and 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻 would cause
much drag with increased pressure drop ratio. Contours of
vorticity magnitude in various cross-sections along the main
flow direction for the different distance between the vortex
generator and heat sink for Re = 10, 000 were shown in
Figures 7–9 (without displaying plate-fin heat sink, 𝑊𝑓 =
0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 = 0.045 m, 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻,
𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000). It could be found that
vorticity intensity behind the heat sink gradually decreases
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Figure 4: Temperature contours on the symmetric plane along the main flow direction in the different configurations at 𝛽 = 15∘ .
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and thermal resistance evidently increased with the increase
in the distance between the vortex generator and heat sink.
And, therefore, from Figure 6, 𝐿 𝑔 = 2𝐻 changed to 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻
and caused gradually smooth thermal resistance line, because
flow rate of through the plate fin at 𝐿 𝑔 = 2𝐻 was quicker
than at 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻. It is interesting to note that in the position
between 𝐿 𝑔 = 2𝐻 and 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻, compared with Figures 8
and 9, the one with higher 𝐿 𝑔 has higher vorticity intensity
of channel and better heat transfer performance than the one
with lower 𝐿 𝑔 .
Figure 10 showed the comparison of the path-line at
vortex generator and heat sink under the conditions 𝛽 = 15∘
and 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻 with Re = 10, 000 between the cases
of 𝐿 𝑔 = 0, 𝐿 𝑔 = 0.5𝐻, and 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻 from the top
view. The top view showed the strong three-dimensionality
of the flow field. With vortex generator close to heat sink
(𝐿 𝑔 = 0), a decreased 𝐿 𝑔 increases the pressure drop ratio
of the channel because large amount of the compressed fluid
stuck on the leading edge of the plate-fin heat sink and had
great impact on the thermal resistance. The trends also could
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Figure 6: The effects of the distance between the vortex generator
and heat sink on the thermal resistance ratio and pressure drop ratio
of heat sink (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 = 0.045 m, 𝑎 =
0.777𝐻, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000).

be seen in Figure 6. There were great drops in the curve
of the thermal resistance ratio around the two extremes,
𝐿 𝑔 = 0 and 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻, but the case with 𝐿 𝑔 = 0.5𝐻
had lower thermal resistance ratio than the others. When
the longitudinal vortices develop downstream at 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻,
the vortex intensity was gradually weakened. On the other
hand, the longitudinal vortices strongly took away the heat
of trailing edge of the heat sink at 𝐿 𝑔 = 0.5𝐻. Based on this
finding, we used the 𝐿 𝑔 = 0 as the baseline setting for the
following study.
3.4. The Attack Angle of the Vortex Generator. Figure 11
illustrated the numerical and experimental results on thermal
resistance ratio and pressure drop ratio of heat sink, with
𝑎 = 0.777𝐻, 𝐿 𝑔 = 0, and various attack angles of vortex
generator. At elevated attack angle of vortex generator 𝛽 =
15∘ , thermal resistance across the plate-fin heat sink became
significant; then attack angle of vortex generator 𝛽 = 45∘
had lowest thermal resistance. Increasing the attack angle of
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Figure 7: Contours of vortices magnitude in various cross-sections along the main flow direction (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 =
0.045 m, 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻, 𝐿 𝑔 = 0, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000, without displaying plate-fin heat sink).

Figure 8: Contours of vortices magnitude in various cross-sections along the main flow direction (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 =
0.045 m, 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻, 𝐿 𝑔 = 2𝐻, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000, without displaying plate-fin heat sink).

vortex generator would greatly increase 𝑋-direction backflow
velocity gradient of the trailing edge of heat sink.
The effect of attack angle of vortex generator on the
overall performance of plate-fin heat sink in comparison to
numerical and experimental results was shown in Figure 12.
Increasing the attack angle would cause the increase in the
blockage of the channel and enhances overall performance.
Part of the fluid entered through the fin-to-fin channel to
perform heat transfer, but the other accelerated from the
side of the heat sink with strong vortices. The importance of
the attack angle of vortex generator on pressure drop ratio
was great and should be considered, especially at small fin

height and more fins numbers. When attack angle 𝛽 = 15∘ ,
inlet zone had the smallest pressure among the three cases.
Similarly, increasing attack angle would also increase inlet
zone pressure and enhanced pressure drop ratio of channel.
These results were consistent with previous discussion and
met an optimal design rule.
Figures 11 and 12 showed the trend of the pressure drop
ratio and overall performance of heat sink (triangle up) which
were in a good agreement with the experimental data [18]. But
thermal resistance ratio was quite different from each other,
because cooling area of heat sink was larger on experimental
model.
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Figure 9: Contours of vortices magnitude in various cross-sections along the main flow direction (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 =
0.045 m, 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻, 𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000, without displaying plate-fin heat sink).

Figure 10: Flow structures around LVG and heat sink at the distance between the vortex generator and heat sink; 𝐿 𝑔 = 0, 𝐿 𝑔 = 0.5𝐻, and
𝐿 𝑔 = 3𝐻 (𝑊𝑓 = 0.002 m, 𝐻𝑓 = 0.045 m, 𝐻𝑤 = 0.045 m, 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻, 𝛽 = 15∘ , and Re = 10, 000).

3.5. Fins Number and Fin Height. Figure 13 showed thermal
resistance ratio and pressure drop ratio with the distance
between vortex generator and heat sink when fins number
equaled ten and twenty. The pressure drop ratio caused by
the fins number would increase with increasing fin height and
attachment of vortex generator and that would reinforce this
tendency. When fins number and fin height were increased,
the blockage effect would enforce more fluid concentrated
on the plate-fin sink. And, therefore, the flow on side of
heat sink region would be more obvious than that on the
terminal region. Most of the flow visualization around the
heat sink would illustrate this flow behavior. But, in the case
of 20 fins with more total cooling area of plate-fin heat sink,

it was noticed that (see Figure 6) most of the flow escapes
from interfin region to tip fins area and quickly enters from
the ceiling region to terminate fins direction. This produced
thermal boundary layer would be thin on the terminal region.
Consequently, the value of thermal resistance was lower than
fins number 𝑛 = 10 case. Generally, increasing number of fins
could enhance the thermal performance, but this influence
was insignificant for the height of a high fin.

4. Conclusion
The influences of main parameters of longitudinal vortex generator and plate-fin heat sink on heat transfer enhancement
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and flow resistance were numerically computed and analyzed
in the present paper. So the following could be concluded.
(1) The LVG would increase the pressure drop ratio of
the fluid flow in the channel. The thermal resistance
of heat sink with LVG was lower than that without
LVG, and the thermal resistance of heat sink with
common-flow-down configuration was larger than
that of common-flow-up configuration.
(2) Using longitudinal vortex generator could effectively
change flow configuration of channel; it also agitated
backflow of plate-fin heat sink and enhanced heat
transfer performance with accelerating the cooling
process by decreasing the minimum transverse distance between winglet pair and distance between
vortex generator and heat sink.
(3) Regarding a balance between thermal resistance
and flow performance, minimum transverse distance
between winglet pair 𝑎 = 0.777𝐻 and distance
between vortex generator and heat sink 𝐿 𝑔 = 0 with
attack angle 𝛽 = 30∘ were an optimal design.
Increasing the fins number would enhance the performance
of the heat sink. Oppositely, as the number of fins and
the height of the fin are increased, the heat dissipation
performance would decrease significantly. Increasing the fin
height and fins number could decrease flow area of channel.
In this study, installing vortex generator would decrease
thermal resistance as fins number 𝑛 = 20 is evidently better
than the fins number 𝑛 = 10.
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In the era of consumerism nowadays, market needs are the key factors that trigger the commercial opportunity of a product. In
addition to the functional and aesthetic requirements of products, designers need to consider user’s demands and preferences in
product design and development. In this study, a web-based tool was developed by the combination of life style questionnaire and
image scale survey. The data obtained from the survey served as references for new product design and marketing promotion.
In our study, proposals for public outdoor facilities with local cultural features were developed as an example to illustrate the
application of the web-based tool. Through such a web-based tool, demographic data, attitudes in life style, and suitability of design
proposals were collected in the form of coordinate and diagrams. In this way, a suitable design proposal for the community was
selected and the life style characteristics of the target user group were specified for further design and development of the public
facility.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background. Many factors are interwoven in the decision-making of a new product design and development procedure. According to Baxter, market pull is stronger than
technology push. In the consumerism era, consumers’ preferences and feelings should be taken into consideration. Furthermore, because of the diversity of consumer behaviors in
the market, different life styles of user groups may result in
the market diversification [1]. From this viewpoint, designers
need to consider user’s needs and preferences in product
design and development.
With the development of web technique, many scholars
have constructed analytical tools for product form through
websites. In this way, designers can grasp the consumer’s feelings of product images so as to work out products that meet
the requirements of consumers [2]. The image data survey
system by Ikudame and Harada [3] and multidimensional
scaling questionnaire by Tu [4] are two examples. However,
most of these studies focus upon the analysis of external
appearance of product from the viewpoints of designers. The
literature regarding product preferences of different consumer groups and life styles is rare. Therefore, in this study,

consumers’ attitudes and their feelings toward product design
were integrated for the evaluation of new product proposals. The storage, retrieval, and calculation of the data were
made possible through the website survey and database. From
the interactive interface in the web-based image evaluation
tool, the subjects process their perceptions and cognition
toward different product samples on the 2-dimensional analytical scale. Moreover, the researcher can obtain the personal
data and opinions of life style survey in tables and diagrams,
making it convenient for further analysis and strategy drafting.
In this study, the web-based tool and life style studies were
first discussed in Introduction section. Then in Methodology,
the theoretical basis and the interface design of the web-based
tool were described. The A.I.O. (activities, interests, opinions)
questionnaire and proposals for outdoor facilities were also
covered in this section. In the Results and Discussion section,
the selection of design ideas and the establishment of promotional strategy based upon the life style of consumer groups
were explained. The characteristics of target user groups were
specified to promote the development of new public outdoor
facilities.
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1.2. The Development of the Web-Based Image Evaluation Tool.
In the 1970s, Nagamagi devoted himself to Kansei Engineering, a new technique in which consumer’s feelings and image
perceptions toward products were transformed into product
design elements. These design elements are product properties that the consumers really want. According to Nagamagi,
the purpose of Kansei Engineering is to reach a physically
and psychologically harmonic situation while the consumer
is using a product. Furthermore, he offered a new concept to
conduct the consumer survey through computers [5]. In his
model, the design-oriented database is built to help designers
take consumers’ emotional needs into control in order to
design products that meet the requirements in the market.
Since then, many researchers have done studies under the
name of Kansei Engineering. For example, Chuang and Kao
made a study on product images and claimed that through
various products from elements such as lines, colors, texture,
and structure and context meaning from the social environment, the communication between product and users comes
into being. The messages transmitted from products are taken
from the viewpoints of consumers [6]. Furthermore, images
are endowed in the product form which the designers work
out according to user’s needs, feelings, and thoughts. Hsu
et al. made a study on the differences of designers and users
in product image perceptions and found that there existed
differences to some extent between designers and users [2].
Chuang et al. investigated the perceptual factors underlying
user preferences toward product form and proposed an
algorithm to generate suitable ideas for new product form of
mobile phones [7]. Chuang and Ma studied the relationships
between design elements and product images and worked out
design specifications for product form design in electronic
products [8]. From a case study of car design, Chang et al.
explored the expression modes used by consumers in conveying desire for product form [9]. In these studies, image data
were collected from semantic differential method (SD) and
further analyzed through varying statistical analytical tools
[10]. However, it takes professional training to process these
statistical analyzes, they are not often applied in the industry
and design field. In enterprises and design houses, image scale
has often been used for product form analysis. The image
scale was proposed by Nippon Color and Design Research
Institute (NCD) in the 1980s [11]. At first, it used the concepts
of color theory and psychology to create the 2-dimensional
image analytical diagram. Along the axes, 𝑋 axis represents
cool and warm tones while 𝑌 axis represents soft and hard
degrees of the product image samples. However, the title of
image words along the axes can be changed according to the
needs of the design project. On the scale, the user’s feelings
of the stimulus, the photographic images, are visualized and
presented in a systematic diagram to keep the design team on
the right track. Such an image scale is widely used in color
planning and product form analyses in design houses all over
the world.
The widespread of the Internet helps promote the image
scale analysis. Nowadays, the sharing of many design concepts, the integration of design and manufacturing, and the
marketing survey of products and consumer behaviors and
attitudes have been incorporated with the website. With
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the arrival of the trend of sharing design ideas in the Internet,
a collaborative environment has been built through WWW.
In this way, designers in different places can work together
on a design project. For example, Roy and Kodkani integrated
database and WWW and made it possible for designers in a
team to save and retrieve survey data through a web-based
product conceptualization tool [12]. Moreover, Huang et al.
pointed out that designers could be integrated for design routines and decision-making tasks in a web based environment
[13].
With the popularity of the Internet, web technique has
been progressively used to improve the shortages in the
traditional product image survey. In a study of the production
of multidimensional scaling questionnaire, Tu adopted the
World Wide Web platform to construct the survey. From
the WWW platform, it is possible for designers to generate
website questionnaire and conduct the survey online and
automatically collect the data they need [4]. In addition, in
a study of visual image measurement, Ikudame and Harada
proposed a survey system for image data by Hypercard 2.2.
Such a system can be set to compare product images according to some specific images and gather statistical data like
the subject’s basic profile and the raw data of the perception
evaluation [3]. However, after the semantic evaluation, the
locations of the image sample could not be adjusted.
The above researchers conducted product image analyzes
through web technique to help designers grasp consumers’
preferences toward product styling images. However, consumer’s life style data are not covered in these analytical
systems. To cope with this problem, product idea screening
and market promotion were integrated in the web-based tool.
1.3. Culture and Design. In the book “Primitive Cultures,”
Taylor gave a classic definition of culture. From the viewpoint
of anthropology, the so-called culture or civilization is a complex entity, including knowledge, belief, arts, morals, laws,
customs, and other abilities which members of a society have
acquired [14]. In this definition, culture is defined as the result
of evolutionary process in the society by interactions, which
include the conception in spirit, norms for life and society,
and the interaction of objects.
Wuthnow pointed out that cultural factors emerge in all
layers of our life in varying ways, which at the same time
endow meanings and possibilities to culture [15]. Therefore,
culture can be defined as the symbolic expressions of human
behaviors. Moreover, from the spatial perspective of culture,
Leong and Clark developed a framework for studying cultural
objects distinguished by three special levels: the outer “physical or tangible” level, the mid “behavioral” level where rites
and rules of semantics are involved, and the inner “intangible”
level that displays human ideology and abstract spirits [16].
Lin (2005) claimed that the purpose of design is to
improve the quality of human life and promote the cultural
level of our society [17]. In light of this, designers need to
take hold of the cultural pace in the society and respond in
their design. As a result, the cultural industry can promote the
recognition of local culture. Therefore, from the image transformation of cultural products, arts and culture can dominate
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the identification of historic memories and local characteristics, another way that emphasizes the development of local
industry.
In this study, the middle level in the spatial perspective
of culture is explored. Because the residents in Pearl Community have special feelings toward rice straw and there is a
rice straw museum in the community to promote the local
characteristics for tourism. Public outdoor facilities were
chosen as an example for the development of the web-based
tool for product idea screening and promotion. Taking local
culture into consideration, the images of straw bunch and
haystack were transformed for the design and development
of public outdoor facilities.
1.4. Life Style Studies. Life style studies have been widely
applied in marketing where meanings of different life styles
are explored from different aspects. Lazer considered life style
as a system concept: it represents features for the whole society or the life for a specific population [18]. Berman and Evans
pointed out that the demographic and life style variables are
factors that mainly affect consumers’ decisions [19]. Engel
et al. indicated that the life styles of individuals would be
deeply influenced by the social environment. In addition, differences in personal characters and sense of value would also
cast a big impact upon a person’s life style, resulting in varying individual decision-making and general profiting seeking
behavior or even bringing forth some special behavioral
patterns [20]. As a result, it is very possible that such life style
studies can be medium for product design and promotion.
The present study of the web-based tool and the life style of
consumers are mainly based upon this assumption.
In the survey of life style, Wells and Tigert developed the
A.I.O. attitude scale upon which many studies of life style
were based [21]. In addition, Plummer included the demographic variables and proposed activities, interests, opinions,
and demographic variables for fundamental dimensions of
life style. In this study, appropriate A.I.O. variables were
chosen from these life style dimensions to measure the
activity, interest, and opinions of the participants [22].
It is a trend in marketing to conduct market segmentation
through life style study. In order to draft a proper market
promotion strategy, researchers should take the characteristics of the target market into control. And among various
differentiation variables, life style variables can fully reflect
the heterogeneousness of the consumers. Furthermore, preferences and promotional strategies for specific target user
groups can be identified.
1.5. Aim of the Study. There is quite a lot of literatures regarding consumers in culture, geography, and the like A.I.O. population statistics. However, studies adopting a cross-analysis
for market segmentation through product image analysis
from the website are rare. At the present study, common life
style items such as jobs, leisure activities, political preferences,
and personal interests were covered in addition to the image
evaluation along the axes of attractiveness and cultural
creativity. The promotional strategies for proposals of public
outdoor facilities were developed based on the everyday
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habits and inclinations of the target user group and activities
they like to participate.

2. Methodology
In this section, the quantitative model was described. More
importantly, details of the idea evaluation and life style survey
were explained. In this study, the web-based tool was used
to select design proposals preferred by the target user group.
Furthermore, a life style survey was conducted to explore the
characteristics of the target user group so as to develop a
proper promotional strategy for the cultural product design.
The study was divided into three stages. In Stage 1, the life style
questionnaire was drafted and added to the web-based tool.
Local residents were interviewed for the exploration of design
properties of the cultural product in Pearl Community, YiLan County, Taiwan. Based upon Stage 1, ideas for public
outdoor facility were developed at Stage 2. The subjects’ basic
profile, life style data, and their preferences towards proposals
of public outdoor facility were collected through the website.
At Stage 3, data obtained from Stage 2 were collected for
statistical analyzes. Product idea most suitable for the target
user group was selected. Finally, the promotional strategy for
public outdoor facility in Pearl Community was chosen from
the feature analysis of life style of the target user group.
2.1. The Quantitative Model of the Web-Based Analytical Tool.
Though the image scale is frequently used by the industry
and design houses, it is a problem to extend few designers’
subjective data to the major consumers. To cope with such
a problem, Huang and Lin developed a web-based tool for
the collection of image data of product form. In their model,
coordinate of the positions subjects which places the image
sample on the image scale is obtained and the calculation
of gravitation is automatically generated for the quantitative
image database [23]. Besides, we can calculate the average
coordination value of a product, (𝑥(𝑛) , 𝑦(𝑛) ), through 𝑛 subjects’ coordinates and weights to the same product by Formulae (1a) and (1b). If equal weights are assigned, 𝑤𝑖 = 1,
𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛, then Formulae (1a) and (1b) can be simplified
to Formulae (2a) and (2b)
𝑥(𝑛) =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑥𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖

(1a)

𝑦(𝑛) =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑦𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖

(1b)

𝑥(𝑛) =

1 𝑛
∑𝑥
𝑛 𝑖=1 𝑖

(2a)

𝑦(𝑛) =

1 𝑛
∑𝑦.
𝑛 𝑖=1 𝑖

(2b)

In this study, three ideas of public outdoor facilities
were evaluated in the similar way by 370 subjects along the
attractiveness and cultural creativity axes.
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Table 1: The content of the AIO questionnaire survey.

Activities
(A2) I usually go shopping and see movies and shows on holidays.
(A3) I will compare the prices in shopping.
(A5) I will spare time doing exercises every day.
(A11) I make it a rule to meet friends.
(A13) I lead a regular life routine.
Interests
(I1) I enjoy the charitable activity.
(I4) I like to stay with my family or roommate after work.
(I6) I will pay attention to the fashion trends through magazines or media.
(I7) I enjoy getting things done alone.
(I10) I hope to get job affirmation and appreciation from my superior.
Opinions
(O8) I think leisure is more important than work.
(O9) I think brand is closely related to the product quality.
(O12) I care about personal appearance, dress, and adornment.
(O14) I am not interested in politics.
(O15) I think the current social situation will affect my life routine.

Figure 1: The test area in the web-based tool.

2.2. The Operational Interface of the Design Decision Tool.
There is quite a lot of literatures regarding consumers in
culture, geography, and the like A.I.O. population statistics.
However, studies adopting a cross-analysis for market segmentation through product image analysis from the website
are rare. At the present study, common life style items such
as jobs, leisure activities, political preferences, and personal
interests were covered in addition to the image evaluation along the axes of attractiveness and cultural creativity.
The promotional strategies for proposals of public outdoor
facilities were developed based on the everyday habits and
inclinations of the target user group and activities they like
to participate.
Table 1 lists the content of the A.I.O. questionnaire survey.
There were 15 questions for activities, interests, and opinions
in the life style survey, each of which consisted of five
questions. Item numbers of the questions are shown on the
left side and the right side shows the briefing category of the
question described in the text.
When the subjects enter the test page (Figure 1), they can
see three areas: the image area (Area A) on the upper left part
displays the static or dynamic graphics of the product sample;
the lower left part is the control area (Area B) in which

Category briefing
Outdoor activity
Picky in shopping
Regular exercises
Regular meeting
Regular life
Category briefing
Active in public welfare
Household life
Fashion sensitive
Independent worker
Job affirmation
Category briefing
Leisure first
Brand loyalty
Appearance aware
Political indifference
Social anxiety

the subject can input another image sample and play or stop
the dynamic graphics; the right area serves as an image scale
(Area C) where the subject can drag the input image from the
central point (0, 0) to a proper position. A click on the input
image button will repeat the evaluation process until all image
samples are evaluated. A click on the finish button brings an
end to the image evaluation. The image words used along the
axis reflected the local features of Pearl Community at YiLan County, Taiwan. They were obtained from the website
survey and face-to-face interviews of staff members in the
community development society.
In this study, the image words required by the Pearl
Community Development Society were adopted. Based upon
the tourism requirements and local rice culture, the 𝑋 axis
represents the attractiveness of the product ideas while 𝑌
axis means the degree of cultural creativity of the public
outdoor entertaining facilities. The product idea screening
was processed on the basis of product form attractiveness and
cultural creativity.
2.3. Idea Development of the Public Outdoor Entertaining
Facilities. A design project of public outdoor facilities for the
development of Pearl Community and local lodges at Yi-Lan
County was used as a case for the web-based tool. The ideas
included a table, a sun shade, and three or four chairs. They
reflected the local features of Pearl Community such as the
rice straw bunch, haystack, and the like agricultural symbols
as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).
Figure 3 lists three proposals that indicate the haystack
feature and local environment.
Idea 1 has the following features.
(1) The sunshade features the rice straw bunch and
extends to the chair design. When it is closed, an
image of the rice straw bunch can be seen.
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(a) Rice straw bunch
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(b) Haystack

Figure 2: Local cultural feature of Pearl Community at Yi-Lan County, Taiwan.

Design proposal

Design features
(1) The sunshade features the rice straw
bunch and extended to the chair
design. When it is closed, an image of
the rice straw bunch can be seen.
(2) The sunshade can be lowered to cover
the table and chairs for storage.
(3) The slight concave on the bottom of
the chair and the convex part on the
bottom board make it easy and stable
for storage.

Idea 1

(1) It is of the shape of a haystack,
extending to the chair design.
(2) In storage, the chairs form a circle
and the sunshade can be lowered to
the table top, avoiding the adherence
of morning dew.
(3) The concave on the bottom of the
chair and the convex part on the
bottom board add stability to the
storage.

Idea 2

(1) Small bunches of straw are applied to
the chair design.
(2) The sunshade can be lowered to cover
the table and chairs for storage.
(3) The chairs are connected to the table.
They can be twisted to the fixed
location for storage.
Idea 3

Figure 3: Features of three design proposals for public outdoor facility.

(2) The sunshade can be lowered to cover the table and
chairs for storage.
(3) The slight concave on the bottom of the chair and the
convex part on the bottom board make it easy and
stable for storage.

(2) In storage, the chairs form a circle and the sunshade
can be lowered to the table top, avoiding the adherence of morning dew.
(3) The concave on the bottom of the chair and the convex
part on the bottom board add stability to the storage.

Idea 2 has the following features.

Idea 3 has the following features.

(1) It is of the shape of a haystack, extending to the chair
design.

(1) It is of the shape of a haystack, extending to the chair
design.
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System sever

User
Enter project survey code

Html/flash

Researcher
Asp

ADO
Subjects enter page
(1) Fill in their personal basic data
(2) Answer life style questions

Asp/flash

Asp
2-dimensional image scale test page
(the evaluation of three design
proposals)

Database
MS SQL database
Server
IIS web server

Project database setup:
(1) Subject’s data format
(2) Life style questionnaire
(3) Design of proposals upload
Project data export:
(1) Survey data output
(demographic variables, life style variables,
and coordinates of the design proposals)
(2) Graphic data output
(subject coordinates and gravitation center
of design proposals)
Quantitative analysis:
(1) Design proposals screening
(2) Life style analysis
(3) Target group preference analysis

Figure 4: The framework for the interactive web-based analytic system.

(2) In storage, the chairs form a circle and the sunshade
can be lowered to the table top, avoiding the adherence of morning dew.
(3) The concave on the bottom of the chair and the convex
part on the bottom board add stability to the storage.
2.4. Procedure of the Idea Screening and Life Style Survey.
Considering the operation system of the web-based tool in
the design industry, the interface of the design decision tool
had been improved by combining Adobe FLASH, ASP (active
server pages), HTML, and database techniques to extend the
functions of the web-based tool. This makes it easier for the
survey on the Internet. With the system, it is possible to gather
the subject’s opinions regarding the product ideas and their
life styles.
With the help from Pearl Community Development Society, three design proposals for the public outdoor facility
were evaluated by the target user groups. The subjects were
divided into three groups: community development staff,
local residents, and tourists. The reason for the assessment
was to examine whether the community development staff
and local residents held the same points of view regarding the
fitness of allocating the public facility in Pearl Community.
For the tourist group, it was aimed at double-checking
whether the design proposals were culturally creative and
fitted the local environment of Pearl Community as follows:
test place: Office of Pearl Community Development Society;
test time: day time on the weekend; subjects: 370 subjects
were collected from the survey, including staff members
and volunteers in the community development society, local
residents, and tourists; experimental materials: SWF dynamic
images of three proposals of public outdoor facility; and
evaluation procedures are as follows. (1) Through the help
of Pearl Community Development Society, a briefing of the
cultural and environmental features was made to the tourists.
(2) The test was conducted by individuals online. Subjects
would not be interfered by others during the test and they
could do the test on their own pace. (3) Before entering the
test page of the web-based tool, a tutorial was offered to

explain its purpose and how to use the web-based tool. (4)
Subjects entered a page to fill in their personal basic data and
answer life style questions. (5) Entering the test page of the
web-based tool for the evaluation of three design proposals
of public outdoor facility, subjects could choose different
views of image or the short animation where different views
of design proposals were played. After they understood the
features and differences among three proposals, they were
asked to remove the images onto proper locations along 𝑋
and 𝑌 axes. (6) After the evaluation was done, personal data,
attitudes to life style questions, and coordination of their
evaluation were saved for further statistical analyzes.
After the subject finishes filling in the personal data and
locating product sample images onto the image scale, the
personal data, life style A.I.O. survey, and coordinates of the
product samples will be stored in the server by the ASP software. For researchers and designers, these data can be downloaded in tables or graphics for further statistical analyzes.
Figure 4 illustrates the framework for the interactive webbased tool. With the data of demographic variables, life style
variables, and coordinates of the design proposals on the
web-based tool, a proper design idea was selected and then
a promotional strategy was adopted from life style analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Distribution Patterns of Design Proposals on the WebBased Tool. From the database in the web-based tool, subjects’ data can be downloaded in Html or Excel format for further analysis. In this study, Cronbach’s 𝛼 was used to evaluate
the reliability of the coordinates for three design proposals.
The result of reliability examination revealed that Cronbach’s
𝛼 = 0.871 > 0.7, indicating that the data from the web-based
tool was highly reliable for further analysis of idea screening.
From the web-based tool, gravitation center for each user
group could be calculated. Particularly, the system can show
the distribution pattern either of the total subjects or of each
subject.
Through the web-based tool, the distribution pattern
for design proposals can be prompted immediately. Figure 5
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Table 2: The verification of hypotheses in the selection of design proposals.
Tests
Total test
Marginal test of attractiveness
Paired test of attractiveness
Contrast test of attractiveness
Marginal test of cultural creativity
Paired test of cultural creativity
Contrast test of cultural creativity

Research hypotheses
H1 : the model is significant.
H1 : the model of attractiveness is
significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
attractiveness between every two ideas.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
attractiveness between ideas.
H1 : the model of cultural creativity is
significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
cultural creativity between every two
ideas.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
cultural creativity between ideas.

𝑃 value
<.0001∗

Test result
Significant

<.0001∗

Significant,
See Table 3

<.0001

Significant

<.0001∗

Significant,
See Table 3

<.0001∗

Significant

Idea screening for the outdoor table and chair proposals
Culturally creative

Not
attractive

Attractive

Top

Figure 6: For target group choose and calculate the group center
interface.

Up
Down
Bottom

Figure 5: The final locations of three design proposals.

From the output tables and diagrams, it is clear that the
researcher can control the status of the evaluation of the tested
product samples through the prompted output interface
in the web-based tool, from which the real-time data can
be offered to designers and marketing personnel for idea
screening.

shows the final locations of three design proposals. Idea
1 (4.43, 2.69), Idea 2 (10.54, 9.34), and Idea 3 (4.60, 3.45)
were located in first quadrant, meaning that the subjects
considered them attractive and culturally creative for the
image in Pearl Community. Because the coordinates of Idea 1
and Idea 3 were very close, they were partially overlapped in
Figure 5.
Furthermore, different outputs of distribution pattern of
design proposals for public outdoor facility can be chosen
from the settings of user group profile in the column. The
researcher can choose specific range from the variables like
age, education, work experience, and life style group for
special output diagrams while choose and calculate the group
center (Figure 6).
The average center points and locations of each subject
can be generated. Figure 7 shows locations of the evaluation
of design proposal 2 of public outdoor facility, respectively.

3.2. The Comparison of Design Proposals. Through the output
interface of the web-based tool, the demographic data of the
subjects and the coordinates of the tested product samples
can be obtained for further quantitative analysis. The degrees
of subjects’ preferences towards the product samples and the
A.I.O. life style survey, proper ideas, and promotional strategy
can be drafted.
In this study, a one-way MANOVA was conducted to
examine whether there existed significant differences among
three design proposals. The raw data for each design proposal
was used to verify the research hypotheses and select the
most appropriate idea. It was found that the Wilks’ Lambda
𝑃 value ≤ 0.0001 < 0.05, showing that there were significant
differences among three design proposals of public outdoor
facility. Table 2 lists the output data for different research
hypotheses. It is clear that there were significant differences
among these design proposals in terms of attractiveness and

Move

Not culturally creative
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Table 3: The pairwise comparison of three design proposals along 𝑋 axis (attractiveness) and 𝑌 axis (cultural creativity).
𝑋 LSMEAN
4.43
10.54
4.60
𝑌 LSMEAN
2.69
9.34
3.45

IDEA
1
2
3
IDEA
1
2
3

Group
1
2
3
Group
1
2
3

Locations of the image scale evaluation of idea 2
of public outdoor facility
Culturally creative

Not
attractive

X: 10.54

Attractive

Not culturally creative
Y: 9.34 Gravition center X: 10.54 Y: 9.34

Figure 7: Locations of the image scale evaluation of Idea 2 of public
outdoor facility.

the degrees of cultural creativity to fit in the local environment of Pearl Community.
Moreover, the marginal test of attractiveness (along 𝑋
axis) demonstrated that there existed significant differences
among three proposals in their degrees of attractiveness (𝑃
value < 0.0001 < 0.05). Furthermore, pairwise comparison
and contrast test were conducted to obtain the order of design
proposals. Table 3 lists the 𝑋 and 𝑌 LSMEAN of the pairwise
comparison of attractiveness of design proposals. The mark
“∗” means that there exists a significant difference between
two ideas. For any two ideas without the mark “∗”, there is
no significant difference between these ideas, representing
that they are similar to each other in terms of attractiveness.
From Table 3, it can be seen that Idea 1 and Idea 3 are of the
same cluster. Along the 𝑌 axis, the marginal test of cultural
creativity of design proposals of public outdoor facility
also demonstrated that there existed significant differences
among different proposals (𝑃 value < 0.0001 < 0.05) (see
Table 2). Therefore, pairwise comparison and contrast test
were conducted to obtain the order of design proposals in
cultural creativity. From the pairwise comparison of cultural
creativity of design proposals, there were significant differences between Idea 1 and Idea 2 and between Idea 2 and

1
<.0001∗
.7470
1
<.0001∗
.1471

2
<.0001
<.0001∗
2
<.0001
<.0001∗

3
.7470
<.0001
3
.1471
<.0001

Idea 3 (groups with the mark “∗”) (Table 3). Among them,
Idea 2 was considered the best in terms of cultural creativity.
From the contrast test along 𝑋 axis (attractiveness of
design proposals), there existed significant differences among
design proposals (𝑃 value < 0.0001 < 0.05). More importantly,
Idea 2 was significantly more attractive than Ideas 1 and 3,
confirming the result of pairwise comparison. Along 𝑌 axis,
the contrast test also demonstrated significant differences
among three design proposals (𝑃 value < 0.0001 < 0.05).
The fact obtained from pairwise comparison that Idea 2 was
significantly more creative than Ideas 1 and 3 was confirmed.
From one-way MANOVA, we could reach the conclusion
that Idea 2 was better than Idea 1 and Idea 3 both in axis
𝑋 and axis 𝑌. It was much more attractive and culturally
creative. Therefore, it was the most suitable idea for new
public outdoor facility in Pearl Community. Consequently,
Idea 2 was used for further preference evaluation by user
groups of different life styles.
3.3. Life Style Analysis. With the data of life style variables
obtained from the survey, life style patterns of the target user
group were analyzed by factor analysis. Through the principal
component analysis, the original 15 variables were simplified
into several factors. Each of these factors was independent
of the others after the VariMax operation. Moreover, the
newly transformed information can serve as input data for
further cluster analysis from which a cross-tabulation can be
synthesized.
Through reliability test, Cronbach’s alpha value was
0.799 > 0.7, indicating that the data were highly reliable and
suitable for factor analysis. From factor analysis, the KMO
(Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) measure of sampling adequacy was
0.858, a coefficient meritorious for factor analysis; the value
of Bartlett’s test of sphericity was 5524.396 with 0.000 the 𝑃
value, reaching the significant level. These data demonstrated
that the data from life style survey were appropriate for factor
analysis.
The factor extracted from principal component analysis
can explain a certain part of the total variance. From the
rotation sums of squared load, factor 1 could explain 32.77%
of the total variance; factor 2 29.16%; factor 3 19.14%. In
total, these three components could explain 81.07% of the
total variance. The eigenvalues and cumulative percentage of
components are shown in Table 4.
Through the rotated component matrix of the life style
survey, the extraction, and name of the principal factors
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Table 4: Eigenvalues and cumulative % of components (extraction method: principal component analysis).
Component
Total
1
2
3

5.00
4.32
2.85

Initial eigenvalues
% of
Cumulative
Variance
%
33.30
28.80
18.97

33.30
62.10
81.07

Extraction sums of squared loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%

Rotation sums of squared load
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%

5.00
4.32
2.85

4.92
4.37
2.87

Table 5: Rotated component matrix of the life style survey.
Factor

Rotated component
matrix

Active in public
welfare
Outdoor activity
Public
Regular meeting
activity
enthusiastic Social anxiety
Regular exercises
Household life
Picky in shopping
Regular life
Appearance aware
Earnest in life Job affirmation
Independent worker
Political indifference
Leisure first
Lohas fashion Brand loyalty
Fashion sensitive

1

Component
2

3

0.917

−0.169

−0.098

0.900 −0.176 −0.047
0.896 −0.199 −0.045
0.885 −0.170 −0.016
0.766
0.399 −0.026
0.702
0.503
0.156
0.652
0.192
−0.114
−0.043 0.949 −0.016
−0.066 0.931 −0.037
−0.052 0.921 −0.095
−0.041 0.916 −0.150
0.367
0.565
0.546
−0.048 −0.105 0.919
−0.133 −0.083 0.913
−0.092 −0.060 0.899

according to the factor loadings of the questions in the major
components, as can be seen in Table 5, the first factor axis is
related to the way the subjects participate in public activity.
It can be represented by such variables as “active in public
welfare” (0.917), “outdoor activity” (0.900), “regular meeting”
(0.896), and “social anxiety” (0.885). Therefore, it was defined
as the “public activity enthusiastic” factor. The second axis
indicates the way people look at their life and job, as expressed
by such variables as “regular life” (0.949), “appearance aware”
(0.931), “job affirmation” (0.921), and “independent worker”
(0.916). For this reason, it is defined as the “earnest in life”
factor. The third axis is related to the way people feel about
leisure and fashion and can be defined as the “Lohas fashion”
factor. Typical image words such as “leisure first” (0.919),
“brand loyalty” (0.913), and “fashion sensitive” (0.899) can be
used to represent this factor. These three factor axes represent
the main criteria of target users in life style. To explore the
differentiation of consumers in life style, the regression factor
scores obtained from factor analysis were used for a cluster
analysis. In the analysis, the number of clusters was chosen
based on the cubic clustering criterion (CCC), and it is clear
that the classification of four clusters has the highest value
(CCC = 69.042). Therefore, the subjects were divided into
four groups in terms of their attitudes in life style.

33.30
28.80
18.97

33.30
62.10
81.07

32.77
29.16
19.14

32.77
61.93
81.07

To check the stability of life style clusters, a one-way
MANOVA was conducted. The function can be represented
as [𝑌1, 𝑌2, 𝑌3] = 𝑓(𝐴), where 𝑌1 = public activity enthusiastic factor; 𝑌2 = earnest in life factor; 𝑌3 = Lohas fashion
factor; 𝐴 = type of life style group, 𝐴 = 1–4. The MANOVA
summary of the life style clusters is shown in Table 6. The
𝑃 value of Wilks’ Lambda test < 0.0001 indicates there are
significant differences among four life style groups in terms
of three major component factors. Therefore, these life style
groups were further categorized and named in accordance
with the life style factors.
For the marginal test of public activity enthusiastic factor,
the 𝑃 value < 0.0001, meaning that there were significant
differences among different life style groups. Furthermore,
the pairwise comparison and contrast test show the order of
these life style groups in terms of public activity enthusiastic
factor. The pairwise comparison of four life style groups in
Factor 1 LSMEAN is shown in Table 7. It can be seen that
each life style group was significantly different from other
groups with life style Group 4 being the highest (1.579 in
Factor 1). Similarly, the 𝑃 value of the marginal test of earnest
in life factor was less than 0.0001, indicating that there were
significant differences among different life style groups. The
order of these life style groups in terms of earnest in life
factor can be illustrated from the pairwise comparison and
contrast test. The pairwise comparison of four life style groups
in Factor 2 LSMEAN indicated that there was a significant
difference between each two life style groups except between
Group 2 and Group 4. Therefore, in terms of the earnestness
in life, life style Groups 2 and 4 could be defined as the same
cluster; Groups 1 and 3 belonged to the other two groups.
Life style Group 3 had the highest degree of earnestness in
life (1.693). In terms of the marginal test on Lohas fashion
factor, 𝑃 value < 0.0001, indicating that there were significant
differences among different life style groups. Moreover, the
pairwise comparison of four life style groups in Factor 3
LSMEAN showed that there was a significant difference
between each two life style groups except between Group 3
and Group 4. Among four life style groups, Group 2 had the
highest score (1.507). Through the hypotheses test, there are
significant differences among four life style groups in terms of
life style factors. Results of the test of hypotheses are shown
in Table 7.
Based on the significant differences and the order of the
life style groups along three major life style factors, typical
groups were selected for different factors. In terms of the
public activity enthusiastic factor, life style Group 4 was
significantly higher than the other three groups. Therefore,
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Table 6: Tests of hypotheses for life style factors.

Items of tests
Total test
Marginal test of public
activity enthusiastic
Paired test of public activity
enthusiastic
Contrast test of public
activity enthusiastic
Marginal test of earnest in
life
Paired test of earnest in life
Contrast test of earnest in
life
Marginal test of Lohas
fashion
Paired test of Lohas fashion
Contrast test of Lohas
fashion

Research hypotheses
H1 : the model is significant
H1 : the model of public activity
enthusiastic is significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
public activity enthusiastic between
every two groups in the target market.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
public activity enthusiastic between
life style groups.
H1 : the model of earnest in life is
significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
earnest in life between every two
groups in the target market.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
earnest in life between life style groups.
H1 : the model of Lohas fashion is
significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
Lohas fashion between every two
groups in the target market.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
Lohas fashion between life style
groups.

𝑃 value
<.0001∗

Test result
Significant

<.0001∗

Significant
See Table 7

<.0001∗

Significant

<.0001∗

Significant
See Table 7

<.0001∗

Significant

<.0001∗

Significant
See Table 7

<.0001∗

Significant

Table 7: Pairwise comparison of four life style groups in public activity enthusiastic factor.
LS group
1
2
3
4
LS group
1
2
3
4
LS group
1
2
3
4

Factor 1 LSMEAN
−.948
−.542
−.180
1.579
Factor 2 LSMEAN
−.814
−.384
1.693
−.434
Factor 3 LSMEAN
−1.058
1.507
−.207
−.192

Group
1
2
3
4
Group
1
2
3
4
Group
1
2
3
4

it was selected as the representative group that was enthusiastic in public activities. For the earnestness in life factor,
similarly, life style Group 3 was the typical group in that it
was significantly higher than the other three groups along this
factor. Finally, life style Group 2 was typical in Lohas fashion
for the same reason.
Through grouping and differentiation along axes in
MANOVA, features of different life style groups could be
identified. Furthermore, the titles for life style groups were
specified according to these features. In these four groups,

1
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
1
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
1
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
<.0001∗

2
<.0001
<.0001∗
<.0001∗
2
<.0001
<.0001∗
.1272
2
<.0001
<.0001∗
<.0001∗

3
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001∗
3
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001∗
3
<.0001
<.0001

4
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
4
<.0001
.1272
<.0001
4
<.0001
<.0001
.791

.791

Group 2 could be defined as Lohas fashion group; Group 3
earnest in life group; and Group 4 public activity enthusiastic
group because each of them stood out along one specific life
style component factor. Finally, Group 1 was named the ordinary life group because it had the lowest factor scores along
three factors. The coding of life style groups can be integrated
for the options of lifestyle group in the interface of choose and
calculate the group center (Figure 6) for the output of target
user group preference analysis. Figure 8 illustrates the idea
screening result of Group 4 public activity enthusiastic group,
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Table 8: Tests of hypotheses for life style groups in design proposal 2 evaluation (𝑋 axis = attractiveness; 𝑌 axis = culturally creative).
Items of tests
Total test
Marginal test of 𝑋 axis
Pairwise comparison of 𝑋 axis
Contrast test of 𝑋 axis
Marginal test of 𝑌 axis
Pair-wise comparison of 𝑌 axis
Contrast test of 𝑌 axis

Research hypotheses
H1 : the model is significant
H1 : the model of different
attractiveness evaluations is significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
attractiveness evaluation between
every two life style groups.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
attractiveness evaluation among life
style groups.
H1 : the model of different cultural
creativity evaluations is significant.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
cultural creativity evaluation between
every two life style groups.
H1 : there exist significant differences in
cultural creativity evaluation among
life style groups.

𝑃 value
.0001∗

Test result
Significant

<.0001∗

Significant
See Table 9

<.0001∗

Significant

.0003∗

Significant
See Table 9

<.0001∗

Significant

Table 9: The pairwise comparison of four life style groups in attractive image evaluation of design proposal 2.
LS GROUP
1
2
3
4
LS GROUP
1
2
3
4

𝑋 LSMEAN
7.64
11.86
10.48
12.15
𝑌 LSMEAN
6.72
10.25
9.48
10.85

Group
1
2
3
4
Group
1
2
3
4

in which Idea 2 had the highest coordinates (12.15, 10.85),
indicating that Idea 2 was the most favored proposal for
Group 4.
3.4. Promotional Strategy for the Product Ideas. In this study,
the coordinates of design proposal 2 along attractiveness and
cultural creativity axes and life style groups were used for oneway MANOVA. From this, differences among life style groups
were specified to explore the profile of target user group for
the design proposal of public outdoor facility. Such kind of
data could serve as references for promotion of cultural creativity in public outdoor facility design in the neighborhood.
The MANOVA summary of the life style groups along
𝑋 axis of attractiveness and 𝑌 axis of cultural creativity is
shown in Table 8. The 𝑃 value of Wilks’ Lambda test was
0.0001 < 0.05, indicating there were significant differences
among four life style groups in terms of the evaluation
of design proposal 2. Therefore, details of the differences
regarding design proposal 2 were further examined. Details
for the pairwise comparison and contrast test are shown in
Table 9.
For the evaluation of attractiveness of design proposal
2, the marginal test showed significant differences in four

1
<.0001∗
.0036∗
<.0001∗
1
.0010∗
.0082∗
<.0001∗

2
<.0001
.1680
.7650
2
.0010
.4769
.5583

3
.0036
.1680
.0773
3
.0082
.4769

4
<.0001
.7650
.0773
4
<.0001
.5583
.1759

.1759

life style groups (𝑃 value < 0.0001 < 0.05). Moreover, the
pairwise comparison of four life style groups in attractive
image evaluation of design proposal 2 (Table 9) showed that
life style group 1 was significantly different from the other
three groups. However, there was no significant difference
between any two groups among Groups 2, 3, and 4. Among
them, life style Group 4 was of the highest LSMEAN value
(12.15). In cultural creativity evaluation of design proposal 2,
the marginal test showed significant differences in four life
style groups (𝑃 value = 0.0003 < 0.05). Moreover, the pairwise
comparison of four life style groups in cultural creativity
evaluation of design proposal 2 showed that life style group
1 was significantly different from the other three groups.
Similar to the evaluation of attractiveness for design proposal
2, there was no significant difference between any two groups
among Groups 2, 3, and 4. Among them, life style Group 4
was of the highest LSMEAN value (10.85).
The results of contrast test along 𝑋 (attractiveness) and 𝑌
(cultural creativity) axes indicated that there existed significant differences in four life style groups in looking at design
proposal 2. Members in Groups 2, 3, and 4 considered design
proposal 2 more attractive than did members in group 1 (𝑃
value > 0.0001). In other words, life style Groups 2, 3, and 4
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Idea screening for group 4 (public activity enthusiastic group)
Culturally creative

Not
attractive

Attractive

Figure 9: The scaled model for design Idea 2 of public outdoor
facility.
Not culturally creative
X: 12.15

Y: 10.85

Figure 8: Idea screening for Group 4 (public activity enthusiastic
group).

could be seen as target user groups that prefer design proposal
2 of the public outdoor facility for Pearl Community. For
cultural creativity evaluation of design proposal 2, the result
was similar. Subjects in Group 1 thought design proposal 2 is
not so creative for the straw image as did the subjects in life
style Groups 2, 3, and 4. Therefore, Groups 4, 2, and 3 can be
seen as the target user groups that prefer design proposal 2.
Because characteristics of different life style groups may
acquire different promotional strategies, for design proposal
2 of public outdoor facility, life style Groups 4, 2, and 3
could be considered the same category in that there was
no significant difference on 𝑋 and 𝑌 axes. This also means
that design proposal 2 can be accepted by the majority of
people. In the promotional strategy, life style Group 4 (the
public activity enthusiastic group) could be chosen as the
target user group for design proposal 2 because its LSMEAN
values for design proposal 2 on both 𝑋 and 𝑌 axes were
higher than those of other groups. Particularly, subjects of
this group liked to participate in public welfare activity, go
shopping, watch movies and exhibitions, and do the like
outdoor activities. People with such features are potential
users for the public outdoor facility. Therefore, it is suggested
that Pearl Community invites tourists to join their public
welfare activity. Design proposal 2 can be placed in a film
or advertising flyer to promote public outdoor facilities in
similar communities. Figure 9 illustrates the scaled model of
design proposal 2, which was displayed in the community for
further promotional concern.

4. Conclusions
The web-based tool was used for the idea screening and
life style survey of public outdoor facility design in Pearl
Community in Yi-Lan County, Taiwan. The data collected
were analyzed to draft the promotional strategy for specific
target user groups.

Results of the study demonstrated that through the
interactive web page design, life style questionnaire could
be combined with the web-based tool. For subjects, the
interface design for the survey was acceptable. Moreover, it
is more effective for subjects to locate the product image
samples through multiple dynamic views. Compared with
single perspective views used in common systems, multiple
dynamic views give subjects more details and lively images
regarding the design proposals. The offering of detailed
product from features makes it easier for the subjects to
conduct their image and preference evaluations.
Concrete contributions of this study made to the practical
design field are listed below.
(1) Through the calculation of gravitation centers in
frequently used image scale in design industry, the
subjective viewpoints of smaller sampling size can be
turned into objective coordinate data of a much bigger
number of consumers through the website.
(2) In addition to the demographic analyses, the analytical analyses had integrated the life style questionnaire
from which the degrees of preferences for design ideas
can be further specified for special target user groups,
serving as a reference for product promotion policy.
(3) The project setting and product sample upload are
no longer limited to time and space. After the survey, designers or researchers can choose to prompt
the output diagrams for specific target user groups,
including special demographic and life style user
groups in terms of the preferences towards product
proposals. Furthermore, quantitative analyses regarding the potential target user groups can be conducted
based on the coordinate data of the product ideas,
making it possible for designers or researchers to
gather objective data about the customers’ voices from
the market.
(4) The statistical analysis of the design proposal locations and life style variables can help define the
target user group and work out a proper promotion
strategy for product design. In the form of clear
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output diagrams and quantitative data, the webbased tool can offer feedbacks to designers for their
design proposals. These data can serve as guidelines
for objective idea screening. The extension of life
style study from the web-based tool offers a feasible
platform for designers to process their product design
and promotion.
Due to the limits of manpower and time, only the public
outdoor facility design project was explored in this study.
From the survey of the web-based tool, it is essential to ensure
that the subjects know how to process the evaluation. Especially, a tutorial for the novice users is necessary. Eventually,
many details such as the functions for complicated products
should be clearly presented by multiple 2D or 3D views. An
in-depth study of the user interface or other types of products
for such an analytical system is required. The web-based tool
proposed in this study was installed on a fixed IP address in
the laboratory. Currently, such kind of survey should be done
in the laboratory in which the images and questions in the
questionnaire should be submitted and downloaded in the
system. Such a limitation can be overcome by ASP program
from which the customer’s computer can be linked to the
server for the retrieval of database and the filling in of the
questionnaire. Moreover, multiple images were prompted in
the current system. In the future, the incorporation of audio
and video programs will make it possible for us to download
video files such as CF (commercial film) advertising for
the marketing research. Finally, more detailed consumer
behaviors can be investigated through the combination of the
web-based tool and eye tracking system from which more
data regarding product feature and user interface design can
be offered for designers and engineers.
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Turbocharger has been widely implemented for internal combustion engine to increase an engine’s power output and reduce fuel
consumption. However, its operating temperature would rise to 340∘ C when engine stalls. This higher temperature may results in
bearing wear, run-out, and stick, due to oil coking and insufficient lubrication. In order to overcome these problems, this paper
employs Electric Water Pump (EWP) to supply cool liquid to turbocharger actively when the engine stalls. The system layout,
operating timing, and duration of EWP are investigated for obtaining optimal performance. The primarily experimental results
show that the proposed layout and control strategy have a lower temperature of 100∘ C than the conventional temperature 225∘ C.

1. Introduction
In order to reduce CO2 emission and fuel consumption,
Turbocharged (T/C) technology has been widely implemented for reciprocating internal combustion engine [1, 2].
Turbocharger driven by exhaust gas turbine can be used to
increase charging air to cylinder and then produce more
engine power output. Petitjean [3] obtained T/C engine of
30% downsizing that has the same performance as original nature-charged one without downsizing, and its fuel
consumption can be reduced about 8∼10%. Lecointe and
Monnier [4] also obtained that T/C used with downsizing,
GDI, or variable valve timing technology has larger torque
output in low engine speed, better fuel economy, and shorter
light-off time of catalytic converter on a cold start.
Since more air charging would increase combustion
power as well as combustion temperature, the temperature
of turbocharger would also increase because it is driven by
800∼900∘ C exhaust gas. Moreover, once the engine stalls,
the temperature of turbocharger would significantly increase
to 200∘ C due to uncirculated cooling fluid. This higher
temperature may result in engine oil coking. Ribeiro et al.

[5] obtained the turbocharger bearing temperature increased
from 95∘ C to 340∘ C within 40 seconds when engine stalls.
After 90 seconds, the bearing temperature would decrease to
about 135∘ C, if the temperature of turbocharger is higher than
204∘ C, which may cause damage to the oil quality. Moreover,
if the temperature is over than 315∘ C, it may cause oil coke.
Honeywell [6] had tested the engine soak temperature, and
the finding from the research is that booster ministry parts
can reach as high as 260∘ C∼360∘ C.
Thus, four conditions are required by Garrett [7] to prevent turbocharger from overheating: (1) avoid idle time more
than 20 minutes; (2) have no coasting on a nature gear while
stalling; (3) keep 3∼5 minutes of idle time until lubricating
oil pressure has been established on the engine; (4) keep
3∼5 minutes of idle time before stalling. However, it is very
difficult to have a driver that follows these requirements.
Ribeiro et al. [5] employed Electric Water Pump (EWP) to
deal with the thermal problem of turbocharger when the
engine stalls.
Comparing the EWP with conventional electric thermostat [8, 9], EWP can provide us with the following advantages:
(1) provide active cooling and circulation for the T/C engine
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Table 1: Specification of target engine.

Type
Bore × stroke [mm]
Displacement [L]
Valve/cylinder
Compression ratio
Peak power [kW/rpm]
Maximum torque [Nm/rpm]
Emission standard

T/C coolant inlet
temperature

Turbocharged Inline-4
86 × 94.6
2.2
4
9.5 : 1
130/5000
275/3000
Euro 5

T/C oil inlet
temperature

T/C coolant outlet
temperature

T/C oil outlet
temperature

Table 2: Environmental conditions of engine testing.
Figure 1: The locations of the four thermocouples.

Conditions

Description

Fuel

Type: RON95
Temperature control: below 40∘ C
Temperature measuring position: before fuel rail

Engine oil

Type: 10W40
Temperature control: N/A
Temperature measuring position: oil dish

Liquid coolant Concentration of antifreeze fluid: 60%
Air charging

2. Experimental Setup

Temperature control: 25 ± 10∘ C
Temperature measuring position: air box inlets

to prevent boiling over when the engine stalls; (2) supply
more accurate engine temperature control to reduce engine
friction losses; (3) reduce engine warm-up periods, as well
as engine-out emissions. Riberio et al. [10] employed EWP
to control engine coolant temperature for a 1.0L 8V engine.
The experimental results show that coolant temperature as
well as oil temperature of the targeted engine with EWP has
faster warm-up period than conventional one about 1 and 3
minute(s), respectively.
Kawamoto et al. [11] applied the electronic pump technology to develop Hybrid Vehicle and lower fuel consumption by
1 to 4 percent.
The coolant flow into EWP needs to carry out the heat
load can be obtained by using the following equation [12, 13]:
𝑄𝑐 = 𝑚̇ 𝑐 𝐶𝑝 (𝑇2 − 𝑇1 ) ,
𝑚̇ 𝑐 = 𝜌𝑐 ∀,̇

Section 3. Secondly, the effects of different cooling layouts
of EWP on the temperatures of turbocharger are evaluated
using a dynamometer described in Section 4. Lastly, the
conclusions are reached in Section 5.

(1)

where 𝑄𝑐 is heat rejection to coolant (kJ/s), 𝑚̇ 𝑐 is coolant
mass flow rate (kg/s), 𝐶𝑝 is specific heat capacity of the
coolant (kJ/kg-K), 𝑇1 is temperature at engine inlet (K), 𝑇2
is temperature at engine outlet (K), 𝜌𝑐 is coolant density
(kg/m3 ), and ∀̇ is coolant volume flow rate (m3 /s).
The purpose of this paper is to employ EWP for supplying
cooling liquid actively to turbocharger when engine stalls
[14]. The EWP system layout, operating timing, and duration
of EWP are investigated for obtaining optimal performance,
that is, lowering the temperature of turbocharger. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. For every
layout and testing conditions of cooling system with EWP
are introduced in Section 2, the relationship between original
layout and the temperature of turbocharger are discussed in

2.1. Target Engine. A 4-cylinder 4-stroke 2.2 L turbo-charged
spark-ignition engine was utilized in this paper, and a
summary of its specifications is shown in Table 1.
A 240 kW Eddy current dynamometer was used to study
the effect of different cooling layout on the coolant, oil, and
turbocharger temperatures, with test environment settings as
Table 2.
2.2. Location of Thermocouple. Four thermal couples were
used to measured coolant inlet/outlet and oil inlet/outlet temperatures (see Figure 1) for analyzing thermal performance of
the EWP.
2.3. Layout of Cooling System. In order to study the effect of
different cooling layouts, three exiting vehicle cooling layouts,
which consist of Mini Cooper, VW FSI, and VW TSI, were
studied in this paper. The EWP of Mini Cooper is serially
connected with inlet coolant pipe of T/C, and the coolant
flows into the engine in the same direction. For the VW
FSI, the EWP is serially connected to cooling outlet pipe of
T/C and operates 15 minutes after stalling. The direction of
its coolant’s flow was reversed to engine one. The EWP of
VW TSI is serially connected to the cooling outlet pipe of
T/C. Once the engine stalls, the EWP will start running for
8 minutes. Its coolant follows the direction same as that of
engine one. After going through deep comparison mentioned
above, each comparison result is shown in Table 3.
Two cooling system layouts, which consist of serial and
parallel types, are proposed in this paper. For the proposed
serial type of Figure 2, the EWP is serially connected to
inlet cooling pipe of T/C. It is for the advantage that the
modification on the system architecture is not significant.
However, its cooling rate also cannot be changed due to
inlet pipe size. For the proposed parallel type of Figure 3,
since the EWP is connected to inlet cooling pipe of T/C in
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Table 3: EWP serial-type layouts.
Flow direction

Serially connecting inlet
coolant of T/C

The direction of engine rotation

Layout

Cylinder

T/C location

Water
outlet

Serially connecting outlet
coolant of T/C

Serially connecting inlet
coolant of T/C

The reverse direction of engine rotation

Cylinder

Radiator outlet
pipe

TC

EWP

ECU

EWP

TC

Intercooler

TC

Add-radiator

EWP

ECU

The direction of engine rotation

ECU

parallel through three link pipes, its cooling rate can be better
controlled upon cooling efficiency than that of the serial type.
However, the costs of parallel type would be increased by
reason of more component parts.

Subradiator
Cabin heater
Radiator
T/C

AWP
C/H
C/B
(U flow)

2.4. Layout of Cooling System. The proposed system was
evaluated in the dynamometer. First, the engine was operated
at 5000 rpm at wide open throttle. After engine coolant
temperature rising to 105∘ C, the tested engine would stall.
Four thermocouples were then used to measure coolant
temperatures of the turbocharger (see Figure 1). Different
operation time for the EWP was used to evaluate thermal
efficiency of the proposed system.

3. Experimental Results of Original Layout
3.1. Original Engine. The experimental results of the original
engine are shown in Figure 4. The maximum coolant outlet
temperature of T/C closes to 225∘ C when engine stalls after 5
minutes after running. After engine stalls for 41 minutes, the
inlet and outlet coolant temperatures of T/C are decreased to
100∘ C and 125∘ C, respectively, since the measured temperature of original engine exceeds 225∘ C, which may damage a
turbocharger’s bearings, as well as oil qualities.

Figure 2: Proposed serial-type layout of EWP.

Subradiator
Cabin heater
Radiator
T/C

C/H
C/B
(U flow)

AWP

Figure 3: Proposed parallel-type layout of EWP.

3.2. Original Vehicle. In order to simplify the system development process, the original vehicle was employed to evaluate thermal difference between the original engine testing
platform and vehicle. Figures 5 and 6 present experimentally
measured temperature results for the original vehicle with
different velocities before resulting in a stalling engine.
Figure 5 shows that the vehicle drives 40 km/hr before stall;
the maximum temperature increases up to 214∘ C when the
vehicle stalls after 6 minutes. After stalling for 69 minutes, the
inlet and outlet coolant temperatures of T/C are decreased to
100∘ C and 125∘ C, respectively.
If the vehicle is moving at a speed of 120 km/hr before
stall, the maximum temperature is increased to 222∘ C when
vehicle stalls after 6 minutes, as shown in Figure 6. After
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Figure 6: Original vehicle moving with a speed of 120 km/hr before
stall.

Figure 4: Experimental results of T/C temperatures for the original
engine.
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Figure 5: Original vehicle moving with a speed of 40 km/hr before
stall.

Figure 7: Proposed serial type with keep running.

stalling for 73 minutes, the coolant inlet and outlet temperatures of T/C drop to 100∘ C and 125∘ C, respectively.
After comparing the experimental results in the case of
the original vehicle with the results of engine one, both
experimental results show they have similar maximum temperature and trend characteristics. Thus, the results obtained
on the engine testing platform can be used to represent the
vehicle one.

is employed to evaluate thermal characteristics. The flow
rate of serial type adjusts using original engine one up to
840 L/H (liter/hour). Figure 7 shows the experimental results
of proposed serial-type layout while keeping EWP running.
The tested engine stalls after the engine coolant outlet
temperature has risen to 105∘ C; the proposed serial-type
EWP starts running then. Since the liquid coolant mixtures
of turbocharger can keep running using EWP, the system
temperatures would increase, and coolant inlet temperature
of turbocharger would dip below 100∘ C after 2 minutes.
However, if the EWP is not kept running, the coolant
outlet temperature of turbocharger would reincrease from
87∘ C to 101∘ C within 5 minutes after EWP stops running, as
shown in Figure 8. Moreover, if the running time was reduced

4. Experimental Results of Proposed Layout
4.1. Proposed Serial-Type Layout. Since the flow rate of serialtype EWP is limited because coolant inlet pipe diameter
of turbocharger cannot be changed, different running time
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Figure 8: Proposed serial type with a running time of 20 minutes.
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Figure 10: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1080 L/H and a
running time of 5 minutes.
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Figure 9: Proposed serial type with a running time of 10 minutes.

to 10 minutes, the coolant outlet temperature of turbocharger
would reincrease to 128∘ C within 3 minutes, as shown in
Figure 9.
4.2. Proposed Parallel-Type Layout. For the parallel-type
layout, because the liquid coolant mixtures directly come
from radiator, the flow rate of EWP can be adjusted according
to the following system requirements. The flow rates of
1080, 1200, 1380, and 1569 L/H with different running time
were used to evaluate thermal characteristics. Figures 10 and
11 show the experimental results of EWP with flow rate
1080 L/H and running time of 5 and 10 minutes, respectively.
If the running time of EWP was set to be 5 minutes, the

0
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Time (min)

Engine-out temp.
Oil-in temp.
Oil-out temp.

12

14

16

Coolant-in temp.
Coolant-out temp.

Figure 11: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1080 L/H and a
running time of 10 minutes.

coolant outlet temperature of turbocharger would reincrease
from 96∘ C to 134.8∘ C within 4 minutes. Once the running
time increases to 10 minutes, the maximum coolant outlet
temperature of turbocharger reduces to 117.5∘ C.
If the flow rate increases to 1200 L/H, the experimental
results of running time of 5, 7, and 10 minutes are shown in
Figures 12, 13, and 14, respectively. If the running time is 5
minutes (see Figure 12), the maximum coolant temperature
would be 128.4∘ C, which is lower than the results in Figure 10
as the flow rate increases. Furthermore, if the running time
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Figure 14: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1200 L/H and a
running time of 10 minutes.
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Figure 12: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1200 L/H and a
running time of 5 minutes.
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Figure 13: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1200 L/H and a
running time of 7 minutes.

increases to 7 or 10 minutes, the maximum temperature could
reduce to 122.6∘ C and 111.9∘ C, as shown in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively.
If we further increase the flow rate to 1380 L/H and
1560 L/H and keep the running time of 5 minutes, in Figures
15 and 16, the maximum coolant temperatures of 127.7∘ C and
128.6∘ C are similar.
The comparison of different running time and flow rate
for both parallel- and serial-type layouts are shown in Table 4.
The longer the running time is, the lower the maximum
coolant temperature is. However, the maximum coolant

Engine-out temp.
Oil-in temp.
Oil-out temp.

8
10
Time (min)

12

14

16

Coolant-in temp.
Coolant-out temp.

Figure 15: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1380 L/H and a
running time of 5 minutes.

temperature would not reduce by increasing the flow rate.
The only effective flow rate would be in the cool-down
duration when EWP is running. Besides, the higher flow rate
would increase electricityconsumption. Thus, the optimal
flow rate would be 1200 L/H, because it has lower maximum
coolant temperature without higher electricity consumption.
Moreover, if we compare the serial-type with parallel one
using the same running time, the maximum temperature of
serial-type layout is 128∘ C; it is significantly higher than that
of the parallel one, even adopting the lowest flow rate.
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Figure 16: Proposed parallel type with flow rate 1560 L/H and a
running time of 5 minutes.

Table 4: Comparison of different running time and flow rate.
Flow rate

EWP running time
(minute)

Outlet of T/C
temperature

1080 L/H

5
7
10

134.8
—
117.5

1200 L/H

5
7
10

128.5
122.6
111.9

1380 L/H

5
7
10

127.7
—
—

1560 L/H

5
7
10

128.6
—
—

characteristics of parallel-type. Due to the limitation of
coolant inlet pipe diameter of turbocharger, the flow rate
of serial-type EWP cannot be adjusted. The experimental
results show that the running time of serial-type layout is the
same with the Parallel, its maximum temperature is 128∘ C,
and would be significantly higher than that of the parallel
one, even using the lowest flow rate. Therefore, the proposed
parallel-type layout shows the thermal characteristics of efficiency improvement. Furthermore, the experimental results
of parallel-type show that the longer the running time is, the
lower the maximum coolant temperature is. However, the
maximum coolant temperature would not be affected by flow
rate. The only effective flow rate would occur in the cooldown time when the EWP is running. Besides, the more
flow rate would increase electricity consumption. Thus, the
optimal flow rate would be 1200 L/H, because it has lower
maximum coolant temperature without higher electricity
consumption.
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Paddy rice area estimation via remote sensing techniques has been well established in recent years. Texture information and
vegetation indicators are widely used to improve the classification accuracy of satellite images. Accordingly, this study employs
texture information and vegetation indicators as ancillary information for classifying paddy rice through remote sensing images.
In the first stage, the images are attained using a remote sensing technique and ancillary information is employed to increase the
accuracy of classification. In the second stage, we decide to construct an efficient supervised classifier, which is used to evaluate
the ancillary information. In the third stage, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is introduced. LDA is a well-known method for
classifying images to various categories. Also, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is employed to optimize the LDA
classification outcomes and increase classification performance. In the fourth stage, we discuss the strategy of selecting different
window sizes and analyze particle numbers and iteration numbers with corresponding accuracy. Accordingly, a rational strategy
for the combination of ancillary information is introduced. Afterwards, the PSO algorithm improves the accuracy rate from 82.26%
to 89.31%. The improved accuracy results in a much lower salt-and-pepper effect in the thematic map.

1. Introduction
Paddy rice is the major food crop in Taiwan. The main contributions of this crop in Taiwan include regional ecofriendly
environment, flood control, and improvement of air quality.
Food shortage has become a serious issue for many countries. The estimation of crop area is important because this
information is related to national food policy. Therefore,
developing a fast and accurate method for estimating crop
area is desirable. With the progress of spatial data survey
techniques in the geosciences, massive data or information
can be easily collected and monitored. Thus, the collection of
influencing variables of investigated target category becomes
complicated. Advancements in applying spatial data technology have led to the effective approaches in the measurement
of given categories from predictive models to the actual
or practical remote sensing data. For instance, searching a
target category in image classification must rely on governing
ancillary attributes with specified rules.

On the other hand, paddy cultivation draws the attention
of governments around the world to problems caused by
food shortages. The evaluation of paddy cultivation area may
become a crucial problem in the near future. Rice is one of
the major crops cultivated in Taiwan, and the Agriculture
and Food Agency of Taiwan government has dedicated substantial efforts towards the estimation of cultivated areas and
corresponding harvests. One of the best possible solutions is
to use satellite image data to precisely handle the management
of paddy rice area [1]. Moreover, numerous studies have
endeavored to construct target GIS maps by means of remote
sensing image classification [2, 3].
Geographic Information System (GIS) is an extensively
used tool for processing spatial data and displaying the
results. GIS can be used to handle a variety of datasets,
provides remedial measures, and aids in decision analysis.
Gupta and Joshi [4] used GIS in assessing landslide hazard
zones. Recently, several GIS-based approaches to assessing
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landslides have been reported [5, 6]. One significant advantage of GIS over traditional field examination and mapping
methods is the ability to process various layers of data and
comprehensively display the results of spatial assessments. In
our study, GIS is used as a data-processing tool for assessing
land cover categories and displaying the results.
Data mining is one of the fastest growing fields in the
computer industry. Specifically, classification is a task of
grouping data with multiple attributes into relevant categories. Data mining has become the most valuable process
for learning the implicit knowledge among datasets. The
objective of classification herein is to classify the categories
of paddy rice/non-paddy rice in consideration of multiple
attributes of ancillary information and site conditions.
Ancillary information is one of the most popular materials for assisting scientists to categorize green plants; thus, it
is also suitable for our paddy rice study. This information is
summarized as the following.
(1) Vegetation Indicator. This is a simple numerical indicator that is widely used to analyze remote sensing
measurements, typically but not necessarily from a
space platform, and to assess whether the target being
observed contains live green vegetation. The NDVI,
ABI, MSAVI, and RVI indicators are applied in this
study. Thus, the goal of collecting these attributes is to
extract the most influential attributes which lead to
the best discernibility.
(2) Geostatistical Indices. One of the key factors in geostatistical modeling is the semivariogram, a function
describing the spatial dependence of the spatial variable. The semivariogram has been widely used in
remote sensing to determine spatial structures [7, 8].
In general, a semivariogram is employed as a tool to
model the spatially varying phenomenon of natural
land covers. We incorporate two semivariograms:
(1) direct semivariogram and (2) semimadogram.
A direct semivariogram model constructed from
known physical properties is commonly used to
measure general texture material in remote sensing.
The semimadogram is a texture measure commonly
defined as half of the average absolute difference
between pairs of points separated by a given vector.
Please refer to the work of Chica-Olmo and AbarcaHernández [9] for details. In addition, this study
employs gray-level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM),
proposed by Haralick et al. [10]. GLCM is defined over
an image as the distribution of cooccurring values of a
given offset. In this study, four different GLCM values
are employed as additional texture information.
In general, the use of a supervised classifier should
consider two crucial points: (a) proper training samples
and (b) an effective learning process. As a matter of fact,
engineers and scientists encounter obstacles to attain the
aforementioned samples and rules. Thus, an effective knowledge classifier can lead to an interesting solution for image
classification. This is the goal of this study. When applying
particle swarm optimization (PSO) on LDA, three questions
arise.

(1) Iteration Number. How many iteration numbers are
required to obtain acceptable accuracy?
(2) Number of Particles. In PSO, the number of particles
needs to be initialized before starting calculation.
Hence, different numbers of particles should be tested
to approach the best performance.
(3) Attribute Extraction. Different combinations of variables are used based upon PSO in which the classification error rate must be examined in each epoch.
Accordingly, the error matrices are calculated with
regard to a combination of variables. The fitness
number of each variable should be computed through
each epoch.
The uncertainty of an image classification problem may
be produced by deficiencies in the description of various
categories and feature spaces [11, 12]. To resolve this problem, extensive studies have carried out the augmentation of
ancillary information to improve classification accuracy. To
improve the quality of classification results, many scientists
have used supervised classifiers (MLH, ANN, and Fuzzy
Classifier) to tackle image-processing problems [9, 10, 13–
18]. Specifically, some justification of the use of a variogram
and GLCM as texture measures for the optimization of
LDA approaches would be useful as they play a key part in
the procedures outlined [19]. Our solution is to develop an
enhanced supervised classifier in our rice decision support
system.
The study is divided into four parts. The first part
discusses the development of vegetation indicators and geostatistical indices for the study area. In the second part, the
traditional LDA method is introduced. The third part briefly
introduces the use of PSO to reduce the dimensions of the
attributes in LDA (so called PSOLDA). The fourth part shows
the results of a parallel analysis through the (a) LDA method
and (b) PSOLDA method.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Materials. An area of paddy rice (located
in Taichung, Taiwan) is selected as a case study to demonstrate the plan of this research. The study area is located
at Tanzi County, Taichung, Taiwan. The study region has
complex categories of paddy rice, grass, bare land, buildings,
asphalt roads, water bodies, and others, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows a Quickbird image with 2096 × 2096 pixels
representing an area of 215 ha. Figure 3 expresses the distribution of samples. It includes training samples and learning
samples. A 7 by 7 moving window is used to calculate the
texture values of the subsamples of the image data. The size
of the moving window and the spectral bands selected to
calculate the texture measures, GLCM and variogram, are
determined by statistical methods. More detailed information and results are presented in Section 3. The goal of our
study is to develop an effective supervised classifier that
employs the above spatial variables in the decision support
system.
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vegetation categories such as grass and paddy rice. To attain
a higher resolution of image data on the previous study
material, we combine the image data with some ancillary
information. In this study, we integrate a multispectral image
(with a resolution of 2.88 m) with a higher spatial resolution
panchromatic image (with a resolution of 0.69 m) from
Quickbird by using ERDAS image software with the use of
the PCA (principal component analysis) method.
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Figure 1: The study area (Tanzi County, Taichung City, Taiwan).

Figure 2: Quickbird RS image of the study area.

2.2. Material Preprocessing and Study Steps. The inputs for
our decision support classifier include five major steps: (1)
executing image fusion, (2) employing ancillary information,
(3) selection of windows size, (4) selecting proper training
and testing datasets, and (5) developing a PSO + LDA model
for comparison. These steps are described as follows.
Step 1 (image fusion—combine spectrum image and panchromatic image). The Quickbird image resolutions of the spectral bands are 2.88 m. The drawback of this resolution is that it
cannot provide any adequate information for distinguishing

Step 2 (ancillary information—reinforce better classification
performance). In addition to spectral information, a series
of vegetation indices are included in the building of our
classifier. Furthermore, to improve the classification accuracy
of land covers with close spectral measures, such as grass
and paddy rice, the spatial structures measures are included.
In this study, they are GLCM contrast, GLCM homogeneity,
GLCM energy, GLCM entropy, a direct semivariogram, and a
semimadogram. Please refer to Table 2 for all the conditional
attributes used in this study.
Step 3 (selection of window size). We propose an approach
which resolves the problem of varying window size selection
for a wide class of classifiers. Window size is considered
as a variable estimation and testing a series of different
window sizes can lead to a better understanding of window
size selection. The texture measures were calculated for
different window sizes, land covers, and spectral bands. All
samples, which include various land covers, were used in
the calculation to attain the mean texture values, and then
they were depicted in figures for the sake of comparison.
We present a number of results which demonstrate how the
window size rules were selected in our study cases.
Step 4 (preparing training and testing datasets). The training
dataset consists of 455 sample points, which are comprised
of 135 paddy rice samples and 320 non-paddy rice samples.
Please refer to Table 1 for the distribution of samples with
various land cover types. These data are input into our
enhanced decision support system in the training process.
Following this process, all of the image data are classified
into two categories (paddy and non-paddy rice). The 𝐾-fold
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Table 1: Number of samples distribution over various land covers.

Paddy rice

Levee

Grass

135

50

46

Number of samples

Land cover
Dry
Woods
farmland
45
40

Road

Building

Shadow

42

56

41

Table 2: All conditional attributes used in this study.

Attribute

1

2

3

4

5

R

G

B

IR

NDVI

10

11

12

MSAVI

ABI

13
GLCM
contrast

14
GLCM
energy

Attribute SAVI

cross-validation method was applied. We used 𝑘 = 5 in our
study, which means 80% of the sample dataset was randomly
selected for training and the remaining 20% was used for
validation. The value of each cell on the error matrix (Tables
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) was obtained by averaging the 20 times
of the aforementioned 𝑘-fold cross-validation calculation.
Step 5 (develop a PSO + LDA computer program). In the
present study, the weight coefficients of the LDA equation
were obtained through the training dataset by using the
MATLAB code we developed. This equation serves as a
classification rule. This rule can be used to determine the
class of land cover of each pixel in the RS image. The PSO
algorithm was incorporated into the LDA code to optimize
the classification outcome by selecting different attribute
combinations.
2.3. Research Method
2.3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization. Particle swarm optimization is a group intelligence optimization method proposed
by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [20]. This method has
been successfully applied in many areas. It is inspired by
bird flocking behaviors, in which a temporary destination is
determined by the cognition and global direction of the entire
group. In PSO, a population of particles is created and each
particle is assigned with an initial position and velocity. Each
particle moves to a new position in each calculation iteration
with regard to the value of fitness function. The particle
movement is based on individual best fitness and the group’s
best fitness. Assume in a D-dimensional space that there are
𝑛 particles described by 𝑋 = (𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . . . , 𝑋𝑛 ), where 𝑋𝑖 =
(𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑥𝑖2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝐷 )𝑇 denotes the position of the 𝑖th particle. The
position of the particles is the potential solution in question.
The velocity of the 𝑖th particle is 𝑉𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖1 , 𝑉𝑖2 , . . . , 𝑉𝑖𝐷 )𝑇 . The
best individual position and best global position, with regard
to optimizing fitness, are 𝑃𝑖 = (𝑃𝑖1 , 𝑃𝑖2 , . . . , 𝑃𝑖𝐷 )𝑇 and 𝑃𝑔 =
(𝑃𝑔1 , 𝑃𝑔2 , . . . , 𝑃𝑔𝐷 )𝑇 , respectively. The velocity and position of

Numbering
6
CFMI
Numbering
15
GLCM
homogeneity

7

8

9

BR

SQBR

VI

16
GLCM
entropy

17
Direct
semivariogram

18
Semimadogram

each particle are updated in each iteration with the following
equations:
𝑉𝑖𝑘+1
= 𝜔𝑉𝑖𝑘𝑑 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑃𝑖𝑘𝑑 − 𝑋𝑖𝑘𝑑 ) + 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑃𝑔𝑘𝑑 − 𝑋𝑖𝑘𝑑 )
𝑑

(1)

𝑋𝑖𝑘+1
= 𝑋𝑖𝑘𝑑 + 𝑉𝑖𝑘+1
,
𝑑
𝑑

(2)

where 𝑑 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷; 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛; 𝑘 is the current iteration
step; 𝜔 is the inertial weight, 𝑐1 represents the cognition
learning factor, 𝑐2 denotes the social learning factor, and 𝑟1
and 𝑟2 are random numbers.
The basic steps of the PSO algorithm can be described as
follows.
Step 1: create a number of particles assigned with
initial positions and velocities.
Step 2: calculate the fitness of each particle.
Step 3: calculate the velocity of each particle using (1).
Step 4: update the position of each particle using (2).
Step 5: stop the iteration process if termination criterion is met; otherwise return to Step 2 and continue
the process.
In this study, the PSO algorithm is used to accomplish
feature selection. The fitness function is the function that
returns classification accuracy through the LDA algorithm.
The fitness function 𝐽 is defined as the summation of
Euclidean distance between the data points to its associated
group center. Consider
𝑀

2
𝐽 = ∑ ∑ 𝑋 − 𝑋𝜔𝑙  ,

(3)

𝑖=1 𝑋∈𝜔𝑖

where 𝑀 is the number of classes, 𝜔𝑖 is a specific class, 𝑋 is
the vector of data points, and 𝑋𝜔𝑙 is the center of class.
The feature of each training sample acts as a position
variable 𝑥𝑖𝑑 and its value is normalized and is bound to be
[0, 1]. The result of the particle position after PSO process is
examined and those features with 𝑥𝑖𝑑 < 0.5 are discarded.
Detailed illustrated examples can be found in work of Lin and
Chen [21].
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Table 3: Error matrix for all land cover types and 4 spectral bands (data is obtained by averaging 20 trials of calculation).
All land cover types
RGB + IR
Kappa = 0.5950

Ground truth class

Classification result
Paddy rice

Non-paddy rice

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Non-paddy rice

22.75
12.49

4.25
51.51

User accuracy

0.6456

0.9238

0.8426
0.8048
Overall accuracy
0.8160, std. = 0.0038

Table 4: Error matrix for all land cover types and 4 spectral bands + NDVI (data is obtained by averaging 20 trials of calculation).
All land cover types
RGB + IR + NDVI
Kappa = 0.6238

Ground truth class

Classification result
Paddy rice

Non-paddy rice

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Non-paddy rice

22.05
10.13

4.95
53.87

User accuracy

0.6852

0.9158

0.8167
0.8417
Overall accuracy
0.8343, std. = 0.0052

Table 5: Error matrix for all land cover types and 4 spectral bands + NDVI + texture (data is obtained by averaging 20 trials of calculation).
All land cover types
RGB + IR + NDVI + texture
Kappa = 0.6640

Ground truth class

Classification result
Paddy rice

Non-paddy rice

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Non-paddy rice

23.15
9.71

3.85
54.29

User accuracy

0.7045

0.9338

0.8574
0.8483
Overall accuracy
0.8501, std. = 0.0048

Table 6: Non-PSO versus PSO error matrix for all land cover types.
All land cover types
Non-PSO Kappa = 0.5982
PSO Kappa = 0.7510

Classification result (non-PSO/PSO)
Paddy rice

Non-paddy rice

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Non-paddy rice

21.62/23.48
10.76/6.21

5.38/3.52
53.24/57.79

User accuracy

0.6677/0.7908

0.9082/0.9426

0.8007/0.8696
0.8319/0.9030
Overall accuracy
0.8226,
std. = 0.0380/overall
accuracy
0.8931, std. = 0.0048

Ground truth class

Table 7: Non-PSO versus PSO error matrix for paddy rice versus grass.
Land cover: paddy rice versus grass
Non-PSO Kappa = 0.4528
PSO Kappa = 0.7396

Classification result (non-PSO/PSO)
Paddy rice

Grass

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Grass

23.08/26.20
3.66/2.55

3.92/0.8
5.54/6.65

User accuracy

0.8631/0.9113

0.5856/0.8926

0.8548/0.9704
0.6022/0.7228
Overall accuracy
0.7906, std. =
0.0598/overall accuracy
0.9075, std. = 0.0073

Ground truth class
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Table 8: Non-PSO versus PSO error matrix for paddy rice versus levee.
Land cover: paddy rice versus levee
Non-PSO Kappa = 0.8502
PSO Kappa = 0.8845

Classification result (non-PSO/PSO)
Paddy rice

Levee

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Levee

26.11/26.11
1.27/0.80

0.89/0.89
8.73/9.20

User accuracy

0.9536/0.9703

0.9075/0.9118

0.9670/0.9670
0.8730/0.9200
Overall accuracy
0.9416, std. =
0.0228/overall accuracy
0.9543, std. = 0.0320

Ground truth class

Table 9: Non-PSO versus PSO error matrix for paddy rice versus woods.
Land cover: paddy rice versus woods
Non-PSO Kappa = 0.7716
PSO Kappa = 0.7716

Classification result (non-PSO/PSO)
Paddy rice

Woods

Producer accuracy

Paddy rice
Woods

25.67/25.67
1.71/1.71

0.89/0.89
7.29/7.29

User accuracy

0.9375/0.9375

0.8457/0.8457

0.9507/0.9507
0.8100/0.8100
Overall accuracy
0.9156,
std.=0.0443/overall
accuracy
0.9156, std. = 0.0443

Ground truth class

2.3.2. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a popular statistical method used for
classification. In general, it is composed of linear discriminant equations which are obtained by definite and simple
procedures. Due to the contribution of recent advances
in satellite photography technology, high resolution images
are now well accepted for analysis. However, uncertainty
information may exist in such images, leading to the decrease
of classification accuracy. It is thus expected that, with the
efforts of attribute reduction and the data preprocessing of
raw data, the classification accuracy of satellite images can be
profoundly improved.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Selecting Window Sizes and Spectral Bands When Calculating Texture Information. In this study, GLCM and semivariogram texture information are a part of the condition
attributes. To attain these data, it is required to determine
the size of the moving window and which spectral band
should be used for calculation. Four GLCM attributes,
including contrast, homogeneity, energy, and entropy, are
calculated for different window sizes at each sample pixel.
Their mean values are obtained by averaging the samples of
their corresponding land covers. The GLCM versus window
size distributions (spectral band R and IR) are shown in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The 𝑥-axis is the window size
and the 𝑦-axis is the value of GLCM texture information.
Under different curves (land covers), the larger the separation
between curves, the better the discernibility rate. It is seen
from the figures that the IR band has better discernibility than

does the R band. Paddy rice and grass are types of land cover
that are close in spectral distributions and thus are difficult
to classify. For the paddy rice field and grass, the IR band
obviously depicts higher discernibility. The distributions for
the B and G bands were also obtained. However, they do
not present better discernibility than the IR band does and
are, thus, not shown in the figures. Accordingly, the IR band
is selected for calculating GLCM texture information in our
study. Similar distributions for semivariogram texture cases
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In this case, it is depicted that the
R band depicts better discernibility. Therefore, the R band is
selected for calculating semivariogram texture information in
our study. As seen in Figures 4–7, although the larger window
size cases tend to have better discernibility, they may include
more uncertainties and probably enclose pixels of other land
covers. Accordingly, we decide to select window size 7 in our
study. In summary, the IR band is used for calculating GLCM,
the R band is used for calculating semivariogram, and the
window size is 7.
3.2. Effects of Ancillary Attributes. To study the effectiveness of ancillary attributes, NDVI and texture information
(GLCM and semivariogram) and 3 different conditional
attribute combinations are used to obtain the classification
outcomes. Table 3 presents the error matrix with only 4 spectral bands as conditional attributes; Table 4 adds NDVI as an
additional conditional attribute; Table 5 further adds texture
information (4 GLCM data and 2 semivariogram data) as
additional attributes. All land cover types are included in the
above calculation. Comparing Tables 3, 4, and 5, it is seen that,
with the inclusion of ancillary attributes, the classification
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Figure 4: GLCM versus window size for different land covers (band: R).
Table 10: Dropped attributes after PSO process.
Land cover

Dropped
attributes

All land cover
types

Paddy rice versus grass

Paddy rice versus levee

Paddy rice versus
woods

IR, VI, ABI

R, G, NDVI, CMFI, SQBR,
SAVI, MSAVI, ABI, GLCM
energy, GLCM
homogeneity, direct
semivariogram

BR, VI, MSAVI, GLCM
contrast, GLCM energy

None

outcome improves. The overall accuracy rates are increased
from 81.60% to 83.43% with NDVI included and to 85.01%
with texture information included.
3.3. PSO Attribute Reduction with LDA
3.3.1. Determining the Number of Particles and Maximal
Epochs in PSOLDA. This study incorporates PSO with LDA
as an optimization tool to find the best combination of
conditional attributes. This kind of approach is generally
referred to as an attribute extraction process in data mining.
PSO is an iterative calculation process in which it is necessary
to set up initial conditions. The inertial weight 𝜔 is set to 1.0
and the cognition learning factor and social learning factor,
𝑐1 and 𝑐2 , are both set to 0.8. However, two other initial

conditions, maximal epoch number and number of particles,
must also be determined. Figure 8 depicts the iteration
evolutions for various maximal epoch numbers (the particle
number is fixed at 30). Figure 8 shows that a higher maximal
epoch does not always lead to a lower classification error
rate. Figure 9 depicts the iteration evolutions for different
numbers of particles. Similarly, a higher number of particles
set up in initial condition do not always lead to a lower
classification error rate. The classification error rate always
varies at different discrete values. This is due to the fact that
the nature of the problem in study is an optimal combination of attributes, which is inherently discrete. Considering
the balance between classifier optimization and additional
required computing time, the maximal epoch is set to 400 and
the number of particles is set to 40 in the rest of the study.
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Figure 5: GLCM versus window size for different land covers (band: IR).

3.3.2. Classification Outcome with and without PSO Attribute
Reduction. PSO is used as a dimension reduction technique
on LDA equations in this study. To compare the results of
the PSOLDA classifier with those obtained with the LDA
classifier only, 4 different initial conditions are studied,
including all land cover types, paddy rice field versus grass,
paddy rice field versus levee, and paddy rice versus woods.
The number of conditional attributes, listed in Table 2, before
applying PSO is 18 and is reduced to a smaller number, 15,
after applying PSO. Tables 6–9 present the error matrices
of non-PSO and PSO cases with different land covers. The
bold face numbers are obtained through PSO. It is clear from
Tables 6–8 that, with attribute reduction incorporating PSO,
the classification outcomes are improved. However, as seen
in Table 9, in the paddy rice versus woods case, no attributes
are eliminated after incorporating PSO. The overall land cover
case shows an 8.57% accuracy improvement, and the case
of paddy rice versus grass reveals 14.78% improvement. The
eliminated attributes are summarized in Table 10. It is noted
that some of the attributes used in this study are correlated;
therefore, the dropped attributes could still be influential
in classifying land covers. PSO here serves to optimize the
classification outcome by employing different combinations
of attributes. For various correlated attributes, such as NDVI

versus R and IR, it is possible that either one of them could
be extracted or eliminated under the PSO process.
3.4. Thematic Map Comparison of Non-PSO versus PSO. A
thematic map is useful for visually examining the performance of the developed classifier and estimating the area
of paddy rice field. The classification outcome discussed in
previous section presents better results by using PSOLDA
as compared with using LDA alone. To further examine
the benefit of incorporating PSOLDA, two thematic maps,
Figures 10 and 11, are generated for non-PSO and PSO, for the
sake of comparison. These two figures are created by using the
classifiers (LDA versus PSOLDA) through the same training
datasets. Salt-and-pepper effect can be easily observed in
Figure 10. Much lower salt-and-pepper effect is depicted in
the PSO case, as shown in Figure 11. This is because the PSO
case has a higher overall classification accuracy, which results
in fewer misclassified points on the thematic map.

4. Conclusion
Rice is a crop of global importance. Thus, remote sensing
techniques have been applied for evaluating its production.
This study combines PSO with LDA as an optimization tool
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Figure 6: Semivariogram versus window size for different land covers (band: R).
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Effect of maximal epoch in PSOLDA iteration evolution
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Effect of particle number in PSOLDA iteration evolution
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this study, for GLCM texture, the IR band has better
discernibility than does the R band; however, for
semivariogram, the R band has better discernibility
than the IR band does. Larger window size cases tend
to have better discernibility but may include more
uncertainties and probably enclose pixels of other
land covers.
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Figure 9: Effect of particle number in PSOLDA iteration evolution.

for finding the best combination of conditional attributes.
Five conclusions are made.

(3) Incorporating ancillary attributes, such as vegetation
indices and texture measures, helps to improve classification accuracy.
(4) By incorporating PSO into LDA, the number of
attributes is reduced and classification accuracy is
improved. The proposed method leads to accuracy
improvements of 8.57% and 14.78% in the overall
land cover case and paddy rice versus grass case,
respectively.
(5) Applying PSOLDA greatly reduces the salt-andpepper effect in the thematic map when compared
with merely applying LDA.

(1) This study proposes a method, PSOLDA, to improve
classification accuracy in remote-sensing image classification tasks.
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The students in the vocational education of architecture design in Taiwan often face many learning obstacles, such as no problem
solving ability and lack of creativity. Therefore, this study used a social learning model as a learning strategy in the architecture
design learning process to solve related learning difficulties. Firstly, this study used cognitive development teaching activities and
a learning process based on analogical thinking and analogical reasoning to build the social learning model. Secondly, the social
learning model of this study was implemented in the teaching of a required course of architecture design for 120 freshmen in China
University of Technology. The questionnaire survey results were then statically analyzed and compared to measure the differences
in the students’ knowledge about architecture designs before and after the teaching in this study. In this study, the social learning
model is proven helpful in inspiring the students’ creativity by converting new knowledge of architecture design into schemas and
hence retaining the new knowledge for future application. The social learning model can be applied in the teaching of architecture
design in other schools, while more research can be conducted in the future to further confirm its feasibility to promote effective
learning.

1. Introduction
The major purpose of this study is to establish an interactive learning model of architecture design based on social
learning and analogical thinking that can provide guidance
for students in their design implementation and help them
solve difficulties in design learning. In addition, the model
can evaluate students’ effectiveness in learning by measuring
the creativity in their learning results. Traditional architecture
design courses in Taiwan are mainly based on the apprenticetype system like in traditional design studios. In this system,
students receive limited time of guidance from their teachers.
They often depend on their intuition or existing concepts
(existing experiences, knowledge, and capability) to draw
their design drafts. Then they submit their drafts to the
teacher for review and comments and the teachers return the
drafts to the students for revision. This process is repeated

several times before the students produce their final designs.
This trial-and-error learning method is both inefficient and
ineffective for students to learn and cultivate their capability
[1]. In addition, during the repetitive revisions, students may
feel more confused and find it difficult to develop their design
concepts on their own.
To promote learning efficiency, analogical materials were
used as learning cases in this study to guide the students
to discover the gap between their existing concepts and the
concepts they were going to learn in the course. Then the
students would become more motivated to learn and solve
on their initiative the cognitive conflict caused by the gap.
In addition, in the interactive learning in the classroom, the
students were given the same design topics and learning
methods and asked to have hand-on design operation in
class so that the students could have the opportunities of
learning from and discussing about each other’s designs.
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In addition, the student could have more time interacting
with the teacher in class. Through this interactive learning
method, the students could not only improve their efficiency
in creating their designs based on a socially-wise approach
[2, 3] but also learn the concepts the teacher expected them to
learn, build their schemas, and further enhance their design
capabilities. In addition, through the teacher-student and
student-student interactions and discussions, the creativity of
the students could be inspired.
The goal of this study is to use the strategy of social
learning and analogical thinking to help students to think and
learn effectively through teacher-student and student-student
interactions, expand their cognitive structures of cognitive
design concepts, and develop the ability to flexibly use their
knowledge of design concepts in their architecture designs so
that they will be able to develop creative designs and know
how to solve design problems on their own in the future.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Existing Problems in Architecture Design Education. In
the design observation stage of existing architecture design
courses, students are often found to be unable to understand
the design topic and lack autonomous thinking. Therefore, it
is difficult for them to feel motivated in learning and they
are prone to implement their designs via trials and errors.
With their existing concepts conflicting with the design
objectives, students cannot develop solutions to their design
problems. Therefore, Duit proposed the use of analogies to
better motivate students [4]. In analogical thinking, familiar
contexts are used to motivate students to find out problems on
their own, revise and reconstruct the characteristic elements
of their designs, fill the gap between their existing concepts
and the concepts they are learning, and ultimately solve their
design problems.
2.2. Social Learning. Bandura believed that learning is a
lasting process of behavior changes through experiences
and practices [5]. It is subject to the influence of the
continuous interactions between an individual and his/her
social environment. The behaviors of humanity are acquired
mostly through learning. Since birth, an individual has been
constantly and unconsciously learning the behaviors of others
and then gradually become a member accepted by the family
and society. Therefore, Bandura proposed the concept of
triadic reciprocity, stressing that an individual could acquire
certain response behaviors through learning. Learners first
observe an object or an incident, learn how to respond to
the object or incident based on their own thoughts and
past experiences (external environment), and then attain
what they have learned in their memories (cognition). A
learner’s behavior or performance is the reflection of what
he or she has learned. When encountering an identical or
similar incident (external stimulation), they will take the
same behavior (action) in response. The series of learning
activities all involve external stimulation, and, therefore, it is
called “social learning,” a major channel for each individual
to learn social behaviors.
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2.3. Interaction
2.3.1. Teacher-Student Interaction: Using Suitable Teaching
Materials and Methods to Guide Students in Their Learning.
Vygotsky believed that learners are subject to the influence
from the external environment, that is, social (interpersonal
interaction) environment [6]. He stressed that rich social and
cultural contents will influence the cognition of learners. He
also believed that elders and peers with more experiences
can help learners to internalize new knowledge into the
foundation of their knowledge. The influence of the external
environment is particularly significant when people are learning a language. With better language skills and knowledge,
one will become more capable of communicating with others,
which will lead to a series of continuous changes in his or
her thinking and behaviors. Such changes vary significantly
among different individuals due to their personal and cultural
differences. Therefore, the development of cognition can also
be seen as a process of social adjustments.
2.3.2. Student-Student Interaction: Increasing the Opportunity
of Growth for Students through Mutual Discussions and Learning. According to the theory of social learning, a learning
process can be mainly divided into two stages: observational
learning and imitation.
(1) Observational learning: according to Bandura and
Adams [7], observational learning is composed of
four phases: attentional phase, retention phase, reproduction phase, and motivational phase.
(2) Imitation: based on different psychological demands
of the learners and the skills or concepts they want
to learn, there are four methods of imitation: direct
modeling, synthesized modeling, symbolic modeling,
and abstract modeling. By imitating the essence or
strengths in the existing works or solutions developed
by others, learners can reduce the time required for
trials and errors and then find some effective and
feasible solutions.
In the process of social learning, students can learn
from each other through mutual observation and mutual
critiques and they can incorporate what they learn to
adjust their own designs. Through the interactions between
their external exchanges with classmates and their internal
cognition, students can learn more new knowledge. When
solving their design problems, students can interact with
their classmates through discussions and exchanges of their
experiences, results, and problems. Through this method,
students can develop the capabilities of thinking critically
and innovatively, finding the fundamental causes of problems, seeking methods of improvement, and creating more
diversified solution policies. Therefore, learning interaction
is a very effective learning tool to enhance students’ design
competence.
2.4. Teaching Implementation. The focus of this research is
to promote the students’ understanding and development
of their own design concepts by incorporating analogical
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learning as the fundamental teaching method in the course.
Furthermore, a learning model based on bridging analogies
is developed to replace the learning model based on simple
analogies in order to improve the students’ learning results.
The analogical thinking in the study is used in the students’
social learning process of observation, discovery, knowledge
construction, knowledge application, and knowledge storage.
In the teaching based on analogical thinking, a set of
related cases, anchor cases, and cases of bridging analogies
[8–10] are given to the students to observe and inspire them to
think and learn. Then, the teacher selects and arranges related
questions and issues for the students to have open discussions
in class. The teacher is responsible for clearly indicating the
design learning goals, guiding and encouraging the students
to have discussions, and inspiring the students to analyze the
connections among the design learning goals, anchor cases,
and analogical cases.
The main goal of using analogical thinking in the teaching
of this study is to promote interactions between the students’
existing concepts (experiences) and new concepts. The students can then assimilate and internalize the new concepts
they learn into their existing knowledge systems so that the
new concepts can be stored in their long-term memories
to form new schemas. Through the interactions between
the students’ existing concepts and their cognitive reasoning
capabilities, the students will be able to apply the knowledge
they learn in their designs.
2.5. Analogical Thinking. Generally, traditional architectural
courses mostly focus on cognition of lower levels. In addition,
the teaching in these courses was very simplistic; therefore,
students suffer from great difficulties in transferring the concepts they learn in class into complicated real-life contexts.
In addition, students are not motivated to learn or think on
their initiative. As a result, it is very difficult for students
to find inspirations from their learning. Last but not least,
because of the apprentice type teacher-student interaction
model in traditional architecture design courses, students
have to learn through trials and errors. After too many trials
and errors, students will feel frustrated and unmotivated to
learn. According to Nersessian [11], analogical reasoning is
the key step of inspiration in many scientific explorations.
Analogical thinking can help students to find out problems
on their own, stimulate their abstract thinking, help them to
develop their concepts, categorize the component elements of
their designs, and form their knowledge systems based on a
series of related cognitive contents.
With unclear understanding of the design objectives and
also with interferences from their existing concepts, students
are too confused to think logically, let alone solving their
design problems. In traditional architecture design learning,
there is no efficient guidance for students. The evaluation
of the students’ performance is solely based on their design
drawings, while the students cannot accumulate valid design
concepts. Analogical reasoning can help to solve confusion
[12] and can help students to develop the principles of abstract
concepts [9].
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If students completely lack critical thinking and systematic knowledge about design concepts such as design units,
constructs, and themes, it is very difficult to expect them to
develop design creativity based on the system of their existing
knowledge. Analogies can help students to develop critical
thinking [13] and analogical thinking is one of the effective
models of creative thinking [14]. Creative thinking requires
a good knowledge organization structure so that knowledge
can be stored and transferred flexibly to look for connections
between knowledge of different fields [15]. Creative thinking
can be used to make policies to meet the design objectives and
produce creative designs.
In conclusion, in traditional architecture design courses,
students are often unable to understand the design objectives and are lacking in learning motivation because of the
inefficient trial-and-error learning process. With analogical
learning, students are more motivated to learn and solve
cognitive conflicts between their existing knowledge and the
new knowledge they are learning [16]. The new knowledge
is then internalized into the student’s knowledge system
and used to produce creative designs. Through analogical
learning, the goal of architecture design talent cultivation can
be met.

3. Research Framework
3.1. Samples. The samples in this study were totally 120 dayschool freshmen of the Department of Architecture on the
Taipei Campus of China University of Technology. They all
took the course of “Architecture Design (I): 3D Combination
of Visual Components,” a required course for the freshmen
in the Department. In this course, analogical thinking was
incorporated into the teaching to help the students complete
their designs through work sharing, teacher-student interactions, student-student interactions, and self-reflection.
3.2. Learning Model. The interactive learning model based
on social learning, course teaching, and analogical thinking
is composed of analogical learning (observation and discovery) and analogical reasoning (knowledge construction and
application). There are three dimensions in this model: course
teaching, interaction, and analogical thinking. The structure
of this model is illustrated in Figure 1.
3.3. Experiment Implementation. The experiment in this
study was conducted in the teaching of the “Architecture
Design (I): 3D Combination of Visual Components” course
to measure the effectiveness of the learning model.
3.3.1. Week 1: Social Learning-Observation-Assimilation-Existing Concept. In this week, the design topic and analogical
cases were given and explained to attract attention from
the students. In the course teaching, activities were given
to encourage the students to take the initiative of learning,
focus their attention on important concepts, and screen out
irrelevant information.
(1) Course teaching: in this week, the design topic was
announced and explained in the course. In addition,
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Figure 1: Structure of the learning model developed in this research (Source: compilation of this study).

the paintings by Mondrian and Kandinsky were
provided as analogical cases to guide the students in
discovering problems, stimulate their abstract thinking, and consequently help them to develop their
design concepts.
(2) Interaction: the teacher spent one to two hours
explaining the design topic and teaching goals, analyzing the analogical cases to guide the students in
finding the problems, ask them to decompose and
extract the characteristic elements in the paintings,
and inspire them to develop concepts for their first
drafts by using analogical references from the paintings.
(3) Analogical thinking: the paintings by Mondrian and
Kandinsky were used as analogical cases for the
students to extract design elements from the paintings
as analogies for their development of design concepts.
3.3.2. Week 2: Social Learning-Discovery-Assimilation-Cognitive Conflict. In this week, actual design cases and the
assignments of a former student in this course were used as
an example to guide the students in their learning of new
design concepts. Through their observation and adjustment,
the students started to integrate the new knowledge with their
existing knowledge.
(1) Course teaching: the concept of bridging analogies was
applied and the students were provided with more analogical
cases that had reasonable similarities with the problems the

students needed to solve. With the gaps between the analogical cases and the students’ design concepts, cognitive conflicts
were caused and, therefore, the students were motivated to
learn and think about how to narrow these gaps.
(a) Teaching based on bridging analogies. In this week,
an actual design case (Figure 2) was used to illustrate
how bridging analogies could help to produce new
works through the process of concept conversion
(Figure 3) [17].
(b) Teaching based on analogical cases. The design by a
student (hereinafter referred to as Student A) who
took the same course in 2012 was used as an analogical
case. Student A chose the work, Place de la Concorde,
by Mondrian as the inspiration for his analogical
thinking and produced his first draft (Figure 4), second draft (Figure 5), third draft (Figure 6), and final
design (Figure 7) in the end. The example of Student
A was used to illustrate the design process based on
analogical learning.
(2) Interaction: in the class, the teacher provided corresponding cases and helped the students to complete their
second draft by showing them how to extract design elements
such as materials, colors, and constructs from the cases. In
addition, the students also discussed and analyzed together
the cases they collected and then compared the cases with
their own drafts to better understand the meanings of the
design concepts and revise their drafts accordingly.
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Figure 2: (Source: [17]).
Figure 5: Draft II—concept formation.

Figure 3: (Source: [17]).

Figure 6: Draft III—concept development.

Figure 4: Draft I—concept conception.

(3) Analogical thinking: in this stage, the students were
processing new concepts based on their existing concepts. By
comparing and discussing their own concepts and the cases
of bridging analogies (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7), the students
were trying to merge the new knowledge and their existing
knowledge. When the merging failed, a cognitive conflict
would occur for the students. Piaget believed that learners
have their internal motivation of learning and, therefore,
he proposed the theory of equilibration. According to the
theory, a cognitive conflict (or disequilibrium) is caused when
there is inconsistency between the learners’ newly learned
skills/knowledge and their existing cognitive systems. Under
such circumstances, the learners will solve the conflict on
their own initiative in order to restore the previous equilibrium and internalize the new skills/knowledge without any
necessity of external motivation. Therefore, the occurrence of
cognitive conflicts will help to motivate students to learn and
discover problems on their own in the process of analogical
learning and ultimately help them to develop their design
concepts.

Figure 7: Final design—concept application.

3.3.3. Week 3: Social Learning-Construction-AdjustmentLearning Concept. In this week, the teacher helped the students to adjust the connections between their existing knowledge and new knowledge, establish their new cognitive
structures, and use the new knowledge in their designs.
(1) Course teaching: the theory of social construction not
only stresses the knowledge construction of individuals but also inspires students to generate creative
thinking through the observation and interaction
activities in class for they are motivated with the
resources and support from the interactions with
their teachers and classmates to overcome challenges.
According to Nersessian [11], analogies cannot only
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help to guide learning but also promote logical reasoning to solve problems. Therefore, analogical reasoning is a pivotal step in many scientific explorations.
In this week, the students were asked to observe
each other’s work and offer their critiques in order
to guide them in their development and revision of
design concepts and help them cultivate capabilities
of logical reasoning and problem solving.
(2) Interaction: in this stage, the students started to build
3D construction of their designs using the extracted
design elements and develop their own analogies
from the cases they collected. This arrangement could
help the students to connect the new knowledge with
their existing knowledge and experiences. In addition, the students could develop better understanding
of the connections between the analogical cases and
their design concepts and then had more effective
analogical transfers that could help them complete
their drafts.
(3) Analogical thinking: through the discussions as well
as mutual observation, learning, and critiques about
their drafts, the students would encounter certain
levels of cognitive conflicts. In the process of existing cognitive equilibrium, disequilibrium, and then
reequilibrium, the students started to develop their
own learning concepts. In addition, through knowledge assimilation and adjustment, they changed their
understanding about architecture design concepts,
integrated the assimilated new knowledge into suitable positions in their cognitive structures, and then
efficiently developed their design concepts.

3.3.4. Week 4: Social Learning-Application-AdjustmentKnowledge Construction. In this week, the students were
guided to compare their existing concepts and the new
concepts and then express their internalized new knowledge
in their designs.
(1) Course teaching: the teacher helped the students to
develop systematic knowledge about design concepts
such as design units, constructs, and themes by
asking the students to observe each other’s work and
offer mutual critiques. Concepts were extracted from
analogical cases to produce creative designs that could
meet the requirements of the design topic in class.
(2) Interaction: the students observed each other’s semifinal drafts and models and also offered mutual
critiques. Analogical learning could help the students
to develop principles about abstract concepts [9] and
build their design concepts, knowledge, thinking,
action, and capability.
(3) Analogical thinking: in this stage, the students had
gradually developed further understanding about the
essence of design concepts and started to achieve their
cognitive reequilibrium. By continuously adjusting to
the environment and new concepts and developing
new knowledge, the students learned how to use their
concepts flexibly to complete their designs, improve

their thinking and problem-solving capabilities, and
establish their design concepts.
3.3.5. Week 5: Social Learning-Storage Schema. In this week,
the students stored the design concepts and knowledge they
had learned from the analogical cases and turned the new
concepts and knowledge into their knowledge for the use in
their new designs in the future.
(1) Course teaching: by evaluating the students’ designs,
the teacher could understand their learning results,
analyze their cognitive development of architecture
design concepts, help them to cultivate the capabilities of critical thinking and concept application,
and prepare them for more advanced courses of
architecture design.
(2) Interaction: the teacher started to evaluate the students based on their learning reviews and reports.
Before the formation of their design concepts, the
students were completely unable to have critical
thinking. The use of analogical thinking in the evaluation of the students’ learning results could help the
students to develop critical thinking [13]. The teacher
and the students had critical reviews of the design
works by some of the students in order to achieve the
goal of design review.
(3) Analogical thinking: all the information units are
stored closely together in a part of human memory.
This part of human memory is called a schema.
It is a structure of data stored in human memory
and represents the prototype of general concepts
[18]. After receiving information from the external
environment, people will process the information by
retrieving related memories from the lower schemas
in their knowledge schema structures and then the
processed results will be sent to the higher schemas.
Schemas are the building blocks of cognition, allowing people to understand knowledge and experiences
through categorization. Through analogical thinking
and learning, the students were guided to develop
their design concepts, store their experiences in
their long-term memories, develop critical thinking,
expand their schema structures of architecture design
knowledge, and have better command of design
concepts.

4. Questionnaire Analysis
In this study, social learning, course teaching, interactive
learning, and analogical thinking were integrated in the
teaching of architecture design. In the observation and discovery stages, the students in this study learned new knowledge analogically from existing cases under the teacher’s
guidance. In the construction and application stages, the
students completed their designs and effectively improve
their design problem-solving capability from their interactions with both the teacher and their peers. In addition to
the teaching experiment, a questionnaire survey was also
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Table 1: Statistical analysis results of the questionnaire survey on the students’ pretest and posttest scores.
Social learning
Observation
Discovery
Construction
Application
Overall learning performance
∗∗

Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest

Average
21.08
24.80
6.45
8.06
6.41
7.96
6.88
8.11
40.82
48.92

Standard deviation
3.71
3.18
1.40
1.19
1.60
1.19
1.43
1.04
6.60
5.66

Degree of freedom

t

Significance

103

−11.43∗∗

0.000

103

−11.73∗∗

0.000

103

−10.57∗∗

0.000

103

−9.09∗∗

0.000

103

−13.48∗∗

0.000

𝑃 < 0.01.

conducted in this research to evaluate the students’ learning
results before and after the teaching experiment.
The statistical analysis results of the questionnaire results
in this study are shown in Table 1.
4.1. Observation Stage. As indicated in Table 1, the average
posttest score of the students (𝑀 = 24.80) in the observation
stage is higher than their average pretest score (𝑀 = 21.08).
The 𝑡 value between the pretest and posttest average scores
is −11.43 (𝑃 = 0.000), which reaches the level of significance
(<0.05) with a degree of freedom at 103. This indicates significant differences in the students’ pretest and posttest average
scores in the observation stage, suggesting the students find
their observation of cases under the teacher’s guidance very
helpful for their learning of architecture design.
4.2. Discovery Stage. As indicated in Table 1, the average
posttest score of the students (𝑀 = 8.06) in the discovery
stage is higher than their average pretest score (𝑀 = 6.45).
The 𝑡 value between the pretest and posttest average scores is
−11.73 (𝑃 = 0.000), which reaches the level of significance
(<0.05) with a degree of freedom at 103. This indicates
significant differences in the students’ pretest and posttest
average scores in the discovery stage, suggesting the students
find their observation of cases under the teacher’s guidance
very helpful for their learning of architecture design and that
the students find their analogical thinking under the teacher’s
guidance helpful for their learning of architecture design by
extracting elements from the cases.
4.3. Construction Stage. As indicated in Table 1, the average
posttest score of the students (𝑀 = 7.96) in the construction
stage is higher than their average pretest score (𝑀 = 6.41).
The 𝑡 value between the pretest and posttest average scores is
−10.57 (𝑃 = 0.000), which reaches the level of significance
(<0.05) with a degree of freedom at 103. This indicates
significant differences in the students’ pretest and posttest
average scores in the construction stage, suggesting that the
students believe that they can analyze and extract elements
and constructs from their classmates’ designs from their
interactions and discussions with their classmates and then

incorporate these elements and constructs in both their
schemas and designs.
4.4. Application Stage. As indicated in Table 1, the average
posttest score of the students (𝑀 = 8.11) in the observation
stage is higher than their average pretest score (𝑀 = 6.88).
The 𝑡 value between the pretest and posttest average scores
is −9.09 (𝑃 = 0.000), which reaches the level of significance
(<0.05) with a degree of freedom at 103. This indicates
significant differences in the students’ pretest and posttest
average scores in the application stage, suggesting that, from
their analogical learning, the students learn how to extract the
elements and constructs from their own schemas or cognitive
structures for their future designs.
4.5. Overall Learning Performance. As indicated in Table 1,
the students’ average posttest score (𝑀 = 48.92) is higher
than their average pretest score (𝑀 = 40.82) and the 𝑡 value
between the pretest and posttest score averages is −13.48 (𝑃 =
0.000), which reaches the level of significance (<0.05) with a
degree of freedom at 103. These findings indicate the students
had significant improvement in their learning of architecture
design after their social learning.

5. Conclusion
In the experiment of this study, the students learned about
architecture design through a learning process based on
social learning, course teaching, interaction, and analogical
thinking to gradually develop their own cognitive concepts
of architecture design and convert their new knowledge
into new schemas that were then stored in their long-term
memories and became part of their cognitive structures. Their
new knowledge helped the students to develop better design
reasoning and creativity. This study confirms the feasibility
of using analogical thinking in the teaching of architecture
design. Follow-up research in the future is suggested to not
only focus on interactions in teaching but also to conduct
questionnaire surveys and statically analyze the survey results
to further evaluate the effectiveness of analogical thinking in
learning.
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In the past, the kernel of automatic speech recognition (ASR) is dynamic time warping (DTW), which is feature-based template
matching and belongs to the category technique of dynamic programming (DP). Although DTW is an early developed ASR
technique, DTW has been popular in lots of applications. DTW is playing an important role for the known Kinect-based gesture
recognition application now. This paper proposed an intelligent speech recognition system using an improved DTW approach for
multimedia and home automation services. The improved DTW presented in this work, called HMM-like DTW, is essentially
a hidden Markov model- (HMM-) like method where the concept of the typical HMM statistical model is brought into the
design of DTW. The developed HMM-like DTW method, transforming feature-based DTW recognition into model-based DTW
recognition, will be able to behave as the HMM recognition technique and therefore proposed HMM-like DTW with the HMMlike recognition model will have the capability to further perform model adaptation (also known as speaker adaptation). A series
of experimental results in home automation-based multimedia access service environments demonstrated the superiority and
effectiveness of the developed smart speech recognition system by HMM-like DTW.

1. Introduction
Multimedia and home automation services have been popular and necessary techniques in humans’ home life. Among
multimedia access and home automation applications, automatic speech recognition (ASR) is an important mainstream
technique and plays a kernel role for improving the interaction between home members and home devices [1]. The
development of speech recognition methods with satisfactory
recognition performances in multimedia and home automation applications has been a challengeable issue. This paper
will propose an improved dynamic time warping (DTW)
speech recognition method, called HMM-like DTW, which
brings the statistical model idea of the typical hidden Markov
model (HMM) into the design of conventional DTW. The
presented HMM-like DTW method demonstrated its superiority in recognition accuracy in the home media access and
automation application.
From the viewpoint of application scenarios, ASR
techniques can be categorized into two classes, speech

understanding and voice command operations. This paper
focuses on the aspect of the voice command operation of
ASR. Human-machine interactions and media device operations by voice commands are extremely proper in a home
environment [2]. For example, voice-command-based recognition operation can increase the convenience of humans’
home life in home device control and home media access.
Speech recognition using voice commands not only will
save a lot of time and manpower but also is helpful for
automatic recognition operations without any human operators. However, speech recognition is encountering a lot of
challenges due to too many unexpected variables and adverse
factors, such as the variety of accents and speech habits
on testing speakers [3]. The testing speaker utters the same
words for the operated voice command, but these uttered
commands will not have exactly the same result so that speech
recognition with the correct recognition outcome in each
recognition test will be hard to achieve. To overcome this
problem, related works on speech recognition enhancements
have been quite common in the recent years, and most
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of those studies aimed at increasing the reliability of the
recognition result by improving the recognition system [4] or
reducing the mismatch phenomenon between a new speaker
and the speech recognition system by performing machine
learning schemes [5] or adaptive designs [6] on original
speech recognition system.
The current mainstream speech recognition methodologies are hidden Markov models (HMM) [7], artificial neural
network (ANN) [8], and DTW [9, 10]. HMM and ANN
are categorized into the class of model-based recognition
methods, and DTW belongs to the feature-based recognition category technique. Compared with model-based
speech recognition, feature-based speech recognition does
not involve adopting a statistical model. Training a classification model in advance is not required for feature-based
speech recognition and therefore this method is generally
considered a conceptually simple and direct recognition
technique. DTW, belonging to the dynamic programming
(DP) methodology [9], is a type of feature-based speech
recognition. Although lots of ASR-related studies focus on
HMM and ANN techniques, DTW still has its technical
position due to the low complexity recognition calculations
and high recognition accuracy, which will be the necessary
factor in multimedia and home automation applications [10].
Nowadays, the popular DTW speech recognition has been
seen to be largely utilized in the sensing-based applications
[11], such as the Microsoft Kinect sensing device.
For model-based HMM or feature-based DTW speech
recognition, the most important technical issue is how to
effectively increase the recognition rate. In fact, improving
the recognition performance of a speech recognition system
has been a challenging problem. In HMM speech recognition,
speaker adaptation (SA), sometimes also known as HMM
model adjustments, has been widely used for overcoming the
problem [6]. Speaker adaptation in HMM speech recognition
will continually tune the statistical model parameters of
HMM such as mean and covariance parameters using the
information of the speaker’s uttered data, and therefore the
recognition system will not be strange to the speaker again
after a series of model parameter adjustments [6]. For the
feature-based DTW speech recognition technique, however,
such speaker adaptation methodology cannot be employed
due to the lack of a statistical model. Although related
investigations on improving DTW speech recognition have
been conducted in recent years [12, 13], most of these DTWrelated studies have either developed improved templatematching algorithms [12] or provided modified schemes for a
DTW operation optimization framework [13] for increasing
the robustness of the recognition system. Speaker adaptation
studies on DTW speech recognition are extremely rare.
In the author’s previous work [5], speaker learning for
DTW speech recognition has been explored where the
learning strategy is interpolated into traditional DTW. Under
the scheme, the DTW system is additionally equipped with
the developed machine learning approaches for modifying
the database containing referenced templates of speech patterns [5]. However, the fundamental structure of DTW in
[5] is almost still the same as that of conventional DTW
except the additionally given machine learning scheme for
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the database of DTW referenced templates, both of which
still belong to feature-based recognition techniques. The
DTW system learning performance by the developed work
in [5] will still be largely restricted due to the essence of
invariable feature-based template matching and the lack of
a statistical recognition model when performing recognition. In order to solve the problem, this paper presents an
HMM-like DTW approach, which is to thoroughly change
the fundamental structure of DTW operations by establishing an HMM-like recognition model. By transforming
feature-based into model-based recognition methodologies,
the developed HMM-like DTW in this work will behave
as the modeling technique of HMM speech recognition
and therefore will have all benefits of HMM model-based
speech recognition category techniques including the abovementioned speaker adaptation techniques used in modelbased speech recognition. Different to the improved DTW
approach in [5], the proposed HMM-like DTW in this
work is essentially a modeling recognition technique, and
the developed HMM-like recognition model for DTW will
provide a crucial framework for the development of possible
speaker adaptation techniques on DTW speech recognition.
The popular HMM speaker adaptation techniques [14, 15]
with proper modifications will be able to be extended to
the proposed HMM-like DTW herein, which can effectively
solve the problem of learning restriction of developed DTW
machine learning in [5]. In summary, the proposed HMMlike DTW approach in this study has several advantages
compared with those without
(i) better performances in recognition accuracy and
more flexibility in recognition system alignments,
(ii) a statistical HMM-like classification model with the
ability of model adjustments for recognition performance improvements as compared with those
enhanced DTW methods that only aim at dynamical
programming design of template matching of acoustic features (e.g., [12, 13]),
(iii) more convenience and greater efficiency for further
extensions of speaker adaptation, compared with
those feature-based DTW system learning methods
(e.g., the machine learning method for just the adaptive design of the DTW referenced template database
[5]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details the theoretical formulation of DTW speech
recognition. Section 3 introduces the concept of hidden
Markov model that is employed in the developed HMMlike DTW, followed by the formulation of HMM-like DTW
speech recognition, containing model initialization of DTW
referenced templates, recursive model training of DTW referenced templates, and recognition estimates of the established
HMM-like DTW model in the testing phase. Section 4
presents the experiment results where the effectiveness and
performance of presented HMM-like DTW are demonstrated, compared with conventional DTW. Finally, Section 5
provides concluding remarks.
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The DTW template matching operation between the testing LPC feature and the referenced LPC feature is described
herein. The testing utterance is composed of 𝑇 frames and
an arbitrary frame (a feature vector), denoted by 𝑡. The
reference template consists of 𝑅 frames and the arbitrary
frame, indicated as 𝑟. The distortion between the 𝑇 and 𝑅
frames can be represented as 𝑑[𝑇(𝑡), 𝑅(𝑟)]. The starting point
and the end point of the comparison path are (𝑇(1), 𝑅(1)) =
(1, 1) and (𝑇(𝑀), 𝑅(𝑀)) = (𝑇, 𝑅), respectively. Based on
these DTW operational settings, the DTW distance, 𝑑, from
the optimal comparison path can be derived using (1). The
arbitrary frame 𝑡 in the testing data is generally not equal to
the arbitrary frame 𝑟 in the indices reference template [9].
Consider
𝑀

𝐷 = min ∑ 𝑑 (𝑇 (𝑚) , 𝑅 (𝑚)) .

(1)

𝑚=1

Endpoint detection

Auto-correlation

Band-pass process

Segmentation

LPC analysis

Output: feature
vector

Assuming that the point (𝑇(0), 𝑅(0)) = (0, 0) and
𝑑(0, 0) = 0, the accumulated distance that selects the optimal
source path can be represented as
min 𝐷 (𝑡, 𝑟) = min {min 𝐷 (𝑡 − 1, 𝑟 − 1) + 𝑑 (𝑡, 𝑟)} ,
(𝑡−1,𝑟−1)

(2)

Figure 2: Feature extraction of speech signals.

2. Speech Recognition by DTW
The conventional DTW speech recognition procedure will
be illustrated in this section. As mentioned before, DTW
is belonging to dynamic programming category techniques.
DTW speech recognition combines both time-warping and
template-matching calculations for achieving the purpose of
speech pattern recognition [9].
The framework of DTW speech recognition is depicted
in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, DTW speech recognition
contains two phases, the training phase and the testing
phase. In the training phase of DTW, the main work is to
establish the database of reference templates, which could
be employed to complete the template matching work in
the DTW testing phase. The primary mission of the DTW
testing phase is to perform template matching between the
testing template and the reference template. When computing
the similarity degree between the testing template and the
reference template, the low distortion between the two of
them suggests a high similarity degree. As could be seen
in Figure 1, feature extraction is an important and crucial
procedure for such DTW feature-based recognition method.
DTW template matching attempts to find an optimal comparison path between the testing template feature vector and the
referenced template feature vector. Figure 2 shows the feature
extraction procedure indicated in Figure 1. At the end of
feature extraction, the input speech signal will be transformed
into the parameter of speech features, LPC parameters of the
time domain, or linear predicted cepstral coefficient (LPCC)
parameters of the frequency domain. This paper adopts the
LPCC parameter to be the feature of speech signals in the
DTW template matching work.

where min 𝐷(𝑡, 𝑟) is the shortest distance from the starting
position to position (𝑡, 𝑟). In the testing recognition of
DTW, the recognition outcome is the label of the referenced
template with the smallest value of min 𝐷(𝑡, 𝑟).
Note that, in the previous work on DTW enhancements
[5], machine learning schemes to drive the DTW recognition system to be adaptive with a new speaker are to
provide proper management on the database of referenced
templates (see Figure 1). However, such scheme in [5] will
still encounter inefficiency and ineffectiveness on system
adaptation due to the lack of a statistical model. A modeling
technique for DTW, HMM-like DTW, will be presented in the
following section.

3. The Proposed HMM-Like DTW Approach
for Speech Recognition
This section describes the proposed improved DTW, HMMlike DTW, for speech recognition. At the beginning of this
section, the basic methodology of HMM will be primarily
introduced.
3.1. Hidden Markov Model (HMM). HMM is a statistical
probability model, which is composed of a series of state
transitions. HMM is essentially a hidden Markov chain that
could be used to simulate and then model acoustic signals.
All frames in the state will have the same characteristics
in a Markov chain. In the methodology of HMM, the
probability model is employed to describe the pronunciation
characteristics of a segment of uttered speech signals. In this
uttering process of a speaker, the segment of acoustic signal
will be viewed as a continuous state transition in a Markov
model. HMM state transition will be the primary work in an
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Figure 3: Left-to-right HMM state transition schemes in speech
recognition applications.
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Figure 4: HMM state sequence of the keyword voice command “電
視” in Mandarin.

HMM-based speech recognition system. Figure 3 illustrates
the frequently used left-to-right state transition in HMM
speech recognition. As shown in Figure 3, there are 𝑁 states
in total in the HMM model; the term 𝑎𝑖𝑗 denotes the state
transition between the state 𝑖 and the state 𝑗. Only two ways
of state transitions could be done in the HMM model of
Figure 3, staying at the same state or going to the next state.
HMM-based speech recognition is usually used in the
keywords-spotting voice command operation applications.
As shown in Figure 4, the keywords voice command “電視”
(pronounced in Mandarin) is modeled as the HMM state
sequence composed of 12 states, two 3-state initial parts and
one 6-state final part. In Mandarin speech recognition using
HMM, the subsyllable method is used to establish the HMM
model of each keyword voice command. In general, there are
3 states in the initial part and 6 states in the final part. In this
work, the proposed HMM-like DTW approach will establish
the acoustic model for each of the DTW referenced template
database using HMM-like left-to-right state sequences of the
keyword voice command, which will be described in detail in
the following section.
3.2. HMM-Like DTW. The basic idea of statistical HMM
models introduced in the previous section will be incorporated into the design of the HMM-like speech recognition
system. Figure 5 depicts the framework of the proposed
HMM-like DTW speech recognition, which is different
to conventional feature-based DTW and is belonging to
a model-based technique. As could be seen in conventional DTW of Figure 1 and in the developed HMM-like
DTW of Figure 5, the primary work of HMM-like DTW
is to model the DTW system by establishing the HMMlike acoustic model for each of DTW referenced templates

of keywords voice commands. HMM-like DTW contains
mainly two design phases, the training phase to model
DTW referenced templates and the testing phase to use
the established acoustic models of TW referenced templates
for performing the recognition of the test utterances. The
training phase design of HMM-like DTW will be provided
in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, which primarily describe model
initialization and recursive model training of DTW keywords
referenced templates, respectively. Section 3.2.3 describes
how HMM-like DTW with established acoustic models of
DTW keywords templates in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 is used
for recognition calculations in the testing phase. As could
be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 5, proposed HMM-like DTW
changes template matching of conventional DTW as model
recognition estimating.
3.2.1. Model Initialization of DTW Referenced Templates.
The proposed HMM-like DTW will perform the model
initialization first in the beginning of the model training
phase. Model initialization of DTW referenced templates
is to establish the initial model for certain keyword voice
command template. The initial model will be represented as
the HMM-like state sequence. Figure 6 shows the averaged
segmentation procedure for model initialization of certain
DTW keywords command template. In the model initialization of the DTW referenced template, averaged segmentation
is an important task for establishing the initial state sequence.
Averaged segmentation divides each of the training data into
a series of acoustic segments with the same numbers of
acoustic frames. As shown in Figure 6, 𝑁 states are set for
certain keywords voice command “打開電視,” pronounced
in Mandarin, where the DTW referenced template “打開電
視” is modeled as the state sequence with 𝑁 states. Each of 𝑁
states denotes the characteristics of a series of acoustic frames
within certain segment of continuous time and therefore is
represented as the corresponding averaged frame segmentation information of the training data. For example, the state
𝑆1 in Figure 6 reveals the statistical information of frames
of 𝑁 training data, 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔-𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎1 , 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔-𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 , . . ., and
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔-𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛 , at the first time interval. The state 𝑆1 is
derived using (3) as follows:
𝑆1 =

(𝑓11 + 𝑓12 ) + (𝑓21 + 𝑓22 + 𝑓23 ) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + (𝑓𝑛1 + 𝑓𝑛2 )
.
2 + 3 + ⋅⋅⋅ + 2
(3)

The initial model, the state sequence with 𝑁 states, of
certain DTW keywords command referenced template will
be further reestimated for achieving the optimal recognition
performance using a recursive model training procedure,
which will be presented in the following section.
3.2.2. Recursive Model Training of DTW Referenced Templates.
Model initialization of DTW referenced templates is to
establish the initial model for each of DTW keyword voice
command template. These initial models are further tuned for
achieving the optimal performance on recognition accuracy.
The developed recursive model training procedure in HMMlike DTW is depicted in Figure 7. As could be seen in
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Figure 5: Frameworks of model-based HMM-like DTW speech recognition systems.
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state of the past old state sequence model trained in the last
iteration. Note that the ideal value of 𝜉 is expected to approach
zero in this recursive model training of DTW referenced
templates. However, such ideal trained model is hard to be
established in the real training situation. The threshold 𝑇 is
set to decide if the value of the calculated 𝜉 is acceptable
for model parameter convergence in the recursive model
training. When the value of 𝜉 is limited to be smaller than the
value of the preset threshold 𝑇, the overall recursive training
procedure is finished and then the estimated state sequence
model of DTW reference templates will have the highest
performances in recognition accuracy in the test phase.
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Figure 6: Averaged segmentation for model initialization of certain
DTW keywords command template.

Figure 7, the Viterbi algorithm is employed to carry out
resegmentation of acoustic frames of training data. After
doing the Viterbi algorithm, the new model is estimated in
the iteration. It is noted that in this training procedure a
checking process of the index 𝜉 is performed to verify the
performance of the trained state sequence model. The index
𝜉 is the Euclidean distance and is determined using (4) as
follows:
𝑛

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

̃𝑖𝑗 )2 ,
𝜉 = ∑ √ ∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋

(4)

where 𝜉 is the error value between the current and the
last state sequence models; 𝑋𝑖𝑗 denotes the Gaussian mean
value of the 𝑗th dimension of the 𝑖th state of the current
̃𝑖𝑗 is
new state sequence model trained in this iteration; 𝑋
the Gaussian mean value of the 𝑗th dimension of the 𝑖th

3.2.3. Recognition Estimates of HMM-Like DTW in the Testing
Phase. As mentioned in the previous section, when finishing
recursive model training of DTW referenced templates,
trained state sequence models for the corresponding DTW
keywords templates could be used for online speech recognition in the testing phase. An HMM-like DTW speech
recognition system with 𝑀 keywords command templates in
the conventional DTW referenced template dataset will have
𝑀 trained state sequence models for each of the DTW referenced templates. When performing the recognition estimate
of HMM-like DTW in the testing phase, the likelihood degree
between each of those 𝑀 trained state sequence models
and the input test utterance of a new test speaker will be
calculated. The label of the trained state sequence model
with the highest value of the likelihood degree will be the
recognition outcome. In this work, a Viterbi-like approach is
developed for performing the likelihood degree estimates.
Figure 8 depicts the operation of the presented Viterbilike approach in the HMM-like recognition test phase.
Viterbi-like approach belongs to the category of dynamical
programming in essence, and therefore a global optimization
result will be calculated when completing the overall path
(𝑃) programming. In this work, the score function 𝛿𝑡 (𝑖) is
defined as in (5), given the observed set of 𝑇 speech frames,
𝑂 = {𝑜1 , 𝑜2 , . . . , 𝑜𝑇 },
𝛿𝑡 (𝑖) = max 𝑃 (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , . . . , 𝑠𝑁 = 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑜1 , 𝑜2 , . . . , 𝑜𝑇 | 𝜆) ,
𝑠1 ,𝑠2 ,...,𝑠𝑁

(5)
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Figure 8: Recognition calculations of HMM-like DTW by the
Viterbi-like method in the test phase.

where 𝛿𝑡 (𝑖) has the largest probability at time 𝑡 and at state 𝑆𝑖 ;
𝜆 is the trained model for each of DTW keywords referenced
templates as mentioned in the previous section. 𝛿𝑡+1 (𝑖) is
computed as follows using 𝛿𝑡 (𝑖) by induction:
𝛿𝑡+1 (𝑗) = [max𝛿𝑡 (𝑖) 𝑎𝑖𝑗 ] 𝑏𝑗 (𝑜𝑡+1 ) ,
𝑖

(6)

where 𝑎𝑖𝑗 is the state transition probability of going from
state 𝑆𝑖 to state 𝑆𝑗 ; 𝑏𝑗 (𝑜𝑡+1 ) denotes the Gaussian distribution

The proposed HMM-like DTW speech recognition is performed in the application of multimedia and home automation services. The HMM-like DTW speech recognition
system adopts the voice command operation mechanism
where a set of DTW keywords referenced template models is
established in advance. Table 1 shows the voice command set
containing 8 keywords that denote command operations of
noticing the strong wing (the index 𝑎), opening the light (the
index 𝑏), showing the temperature (the index 𝑐), turning off
the air conditioner (the index 𝑑), adjusting the temperature
(the index 𝑒), turning on the TV set (the index 𝑓), turning up
the volume (the index 𝑔), and selecting the TV channel (the
index ℎ).
In the HMM-like DTW speech recognition experiments,
the sampling rate of speech signals is 44.1 KHz; the resolution
of the speech sample is set as 16 bits; the number of channels
is one (i.e., mono settings); for each acoustic frame, the
frame size is set as 20 ms with a 10 ms frame overlap; the
LPCC feature is adopted on feature extraction, and each
feature parameter of the acoustic frame is composed of the
10-dimension linear prediction cepstrum parameters. The
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Table 1: The voice command set of keywords in the HMM-like
DTW speech recognition system.
Index of keywords
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Keywords (in Mandarin)
強風
請開燈
二十度
關掉空調
調整溫度
打開電視
放大音量
選擇電視頻道

Table 2: Numbers of states of HMM-like DTW for each DTW
keywords template model and the corresponding recognition performance in the training phase.
Numbers of states (N)
50
40
30
20
10

Recognition rates (%)
70.6%
67.5%
49.4%
23.1%
25.0%

HMM-like DTW speech recognition experiment is divided
into two phases, the training phase that establishes the state
sequence model for each of DTW keywords referenced
templates and the testing phase to evaluate the recognition
performance of proposed HMM-like DTW.
In the training phase, a training dataset for establishing
HMM-like DTW models is made. Ten males and 10 females
are requested for uttering. Each of the 10 males and 10 females
is asked to make 5 utterances for each of the 8 keywords, and
therefore there are 800 utterances in total for training these 8
models of keywords, 100 utterances for each of the 8 keywords
models. Table 2 shows numbers of states (𝑁) of HMMlike DTW set for each DTW keywords template model and
the corresponding recognition performance. Observed from
Table 2, when the number of states is set improperly, the
recognition rate of HMM-like DTW will be very dissatisfactory. Among all state settings, HMM-like DTW with the state
setting 𝑁 = 50 performs best on the recognition accuracy,
which achieves 70.6%. HMM-like DTW with 𝑁 = 50 will be
chosen to be compared with conventional DTW in the testing
phase.
In the testing phase, the collected 10 males and 10 females
are requested again to make the additional utterances for the
testing experiments. There are 160 utterances in total for the
test experiment, 20 utterances for each of the 8 keywords
models. Note that these 160 utterances are completely different from those 800 utterances in the training phase. Table 3
shows the recognition performance comparisons of proposed
HMM-like DTW with 𝑁 = 50 and conventional DTW. As
could be seen in Table 3, the proposed HMM-like DTW with
the developed HMM-like modeling scheme is apparently
more competitive than conventional DTW with only simple

Table 3: Performance comparisons of proposed HMM-like DTW
with N = 50 and conventional DTW on the recognition accuracy.
Keywords commands

Recognition rates
HMM-like DTW
Conventional
(𝑁 = 50)
DTW

Index a
Index b
Index c
Index d
Index e
Index f
Index g
Index h

70%
55%
65%
70%
75%
70%
60%
100%

70%
85%
70%
80%
50%
60%
40%
55%

Average

70.6%

63.8%

template matching. HMM-like DTW has a better recognition
performance than conventional DTW, which is about 6.8%.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the HMM-like DTW method is proposed for
speech recognition. Proposed HMM-like DTW provides a
statistical model recognition strategy for traditional featurebased DTW template matching using the kernel concept
of hidden Markov model. The proposed HMM-like DTW
will be able to further carry out model adaptation as
HMM. Speech recognition experiments in the application of
home automation-based multimedia access services showed
that the presented HMM-like DTW with the appropriately
designed acoustic model is obviously more competitive than
conventional DTW without any statistical models on the
recognition accuracy.
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A balun-bandpass filter was proposed by using two folded open-loop ring resonators (OLRRs) to couple three microstrip lines. By
tuning the size of the OLRR, the operating frequency of the balun-bandpass filter could be tuned to the needed value. By tuning
the size of open stub at the end of microstrip lines, the balanced impedance of the balun-bandpass filter could also be tuned. The
fabricated balun-bandpass filter had a wide bandwidth and a low insertion loss at center frequency of the passband. The balunbandpass filter presented an excellent in-band balanced performance with common-mode rejection ratio more than 20 dB in the
passbands. An advanced design methodology had been adopted based on EM simulation for making these designed parameters
of OLRRs and microstrip lines. Good correlation was seen between simulation and measurement, and the result was that first run
pass had been achieved in the majority of our designs.

1. Introduction
A mass of RF/microwave modules is designed for portable
terminals such as handsets, e-readers, and tablet PCs. Integration of two functional blocks in a single circuit is the most
intuitive way to reduce the cost as well as the circuit size.
Bandpass filters (BPFs) and baluns are critical components
in the RF channels because most of the RF-front end modules require bandpass filters and baluns. Some balun BPFs
are evolved from the classic quarter- and half-wavelength
resonators with folding topology [1]. To cater for dual-band
wireless systems, plenty of researches focus on the balun BPFs
with two passbands [2]. In [3, 4], single dual-mode resonators
are employed to construct a compact balun BPF. To extend
the ability of the microwave components to support multiple
frequency bands, tunable or reconfigurable techniques have
drawn much attention for researches and developments. To

achieve the requirement of the compact and low-cost RF
module for the modern wireless communication system, the
balun BPFs with the balance-to-unbalance conversion are
highly desired. Accordingly, all kinds of tunable BPFs have
been under intensive developments [5], but relatively only few
researches have been done on the tunable balun BPFs [6].
In the present study, a generalized methodology for
designing a novel and simple single passband balun BPF
was investigated. The low-loss balun BPF was using two
folded open-loop ring resonators (OLRRs) with equal physical dimensions to couple three microstrip lines, as Figure 1
shows. Each OLRR is placed between two microstrip lines
and has a perimeter of about a half wavelength of the designed
resonant frequency. Each of the fold OLRRs has its maximum
electric field density near the open ends of the line and
has its maximum magnetic field density around the center
valley of the microstrip line. The resonant frequencies can
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be adjusted via the length of the OLRRs to provide a highperformance passband response. The proposed balun BPF
has low insertion loss, a wide tunable range of passband,
transmission zeros, and simple design. By tuning the size
of open stub at the end of microstrip line, the balanced
impedance of the balun BPF can be tuned. Finally, we
fabricated a high-performance balun BPF on FR4 substrates
to demonstrate the proposed structure.

Port 3,
balanced

Figure 3: Simulation of current distribution and coupling paths
oscillating at 2.6 GHz.

2. Design Methodology
To obtain the maximum magnetic coupling, the center valley
of the OLRRs must be positioned in the proper location
along the microstrip line with the maximum magnetic field
intensity, which can be determined by studying wave motions
on a microstrip line. For the transverse electromagnetic
(TEM) field structure, both the electric and magnetic field
vectors lie in the transverse plane, which is perpendicular to
the uniform propagation axis. Under the assumptions of the
TEM mode of propagation and a lossless line, the fields 𝐸⃗ and
𝐻⃗ are uniquely related to voltage and current, respectively.
Based on transmission line theory, the magnitudes of voltage
and current on the microstrip line can be expressed in terms
of the incident wave and the reflection coefficient:

 
(1)
|𝑉 (𝑧)| = 𝑉0+  1 + |Γ| 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙) 
 + 
𝑉  

(2)
|𝐼 (𝑧)| =  0  1 − |Γ| 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  ,
𝑍0
where 𝑙 = −𝑧 is measured away from the load at 𝑧 = 0 and
𝜃 is the phase of the reflection coefficient. When 𝜃 − 2𝛽𝑑 has
a magnitude of zero or any multiple of 2𝜋 radian, voltage in
(1) is at its maximum magnitude and current in (2) is at its
minimum magnitude, respectively. For the case of an opencircuited line, (1) and (2), respectively, become

 
|𝑉 (𝑧)| = 𝑉0+  1 + 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙) 
 + 
(3)
𝑉  

|𝐼 (𝑧)| =  0  1 − 𝑒𝑗(𝜃−2𝛽𝑙)  .
𝑍0
At a distance of a quarter wavelength from the receiving
end, the voltage becomes zero while the current is at its

maximum. If the line has a value of half wavelength, the
current distribution near the center of the transmission line
is at its maximum. High magnetic coupling results from a
high conduction current. Once the point of 𝐼max is found,
the point of 𝐻max can be easily determined. Figure 2 shows
a uniform section of a transmission line of length 𝐿, where
𝐿 is about 0.5𝜆 under operation frequency of 2.6 GHz. This
result suggests that the resonant frequency of the designed
balun BPFs can be adjusted by changing the dimension of the
OLRRs.
To demonstrate that the proposed structure is available,
balun BPF is designed using OLRRs to couple microstrip
transmission lines. To excite the passbands, two pairs of
guided half-wavelength OLRRs should be located between
two microstrip lines, and the microstrip lines are terminated
with open ends. Each OLRR provides a path coupled signal energy from one microstrip line to another at around
resonance frequency. When the signal is above and below
resonance frequency, most of the energy is reflected back and
the standing waves are said to exist on the line, as Figure 3
shows. After the designed balun BPFs are simulated using
the HFSS simulator with loss factors (conductor loss and
dielectric loss) included in the simulated response to find the
optimal parameters, the coupling paths shown in Figure 3 are
chosen specifically for resonant frequency.
Besides having good match in input impedance and
good amplitude and phase balances between the two output
ports, the match in output balanced impedance will make
balun BPFs have more attraction in the sense of the system
integration ability. This structure is very easy for designer to
tune balanced impedance, because we only need to adjust the
width (𝑊𝐵 ) of balanced-port microstrip line and add openstub line, as the structure shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1: Balanced impedance of the balun BPFs with open stub.

W1

𝑊UB
1.5
1.5
1.5

L1
WB

Open stub

𝑊𝐵
1.5
1.125
1.5

𝑊1
0
0
0.95

𝐿1
0
0
5

𝑊2
0
0.75
0.75

𝐿2
0
2
1

Balanced impedance, Ω
78 + 𝑗18
100
50

W2
L2

WUB
Open stub

WB

Unit: (mm)

L1

W1

Figure 4: Balun BPF with open stub.

To characterize the balance characteristic of the balun
BPFs, the mode conversion between the unbalanced threeport network and the unbalanced-to-balanced two-port network is applied to obtain the single-ended to differentialmode and common-mode parameters [7, 8]:
𝑆𝑠𝑠11 = 𝑆11
𝑆𝑑𝑠21 =

(𝑆21 − 𝑆31 )
√2

𝑆𝑐𝑠21 =

(𝑆21 − 𝑆31 )
,
√2

(4)

where 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 and 𝑆𝑐𝑠21 are the couplings of mixed-mode
parameters, 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 is from the unbalanced input port 1 to
the differential-mode output port 2, and 𝑆𝑐𝑠21 is from the
unbalanced input port 1 to the common-mode output port
2, respectively.

3. Design of Balun-Bandpass Filters
The simulated frequency response of the 2.6 GHz-based
balun BPF with better design parameters is shown in Figure 5
with layout pattern shown in the inset. The designed balun
BPF is based on two pairs of half-wavelength OLRRs. Electric
coupling can be obtained if the open sides of the two coupled
resonators are placed near each other, and magnetic coupling
can be obtained if the sides with the maximum magnetic
field of two coupled resonators are placed near each other.
The coupling spacing 𝑠 between the main microstrip line and
OLRRs is 0.2 mm and the spacing 𝑔 between two resonators is
0.61 mm. The center frequency of the designed balun BPF can
be accurately controlled to a desired band once the correct
position is chosen. The balanced impedance is about (78 +
𝑗18) Ohm at 2.6 GHz. The simulation result of the designed
balun BPF shows good match in input impedance, good
amplitude and phase balances between the two output ports,
and a wide passband. Those simulated results prove that we

only need to find the optimum width (𝑊𝐵 ) of balanced-port
microstrip line and add open-stub line and then we can tune
balanced impedance; the balanced impedance of the balun
BPFs with open stub is shown in Table 1.
Both patterns in Figures 6 and 7 have the same designed
structures. In order to design the balanced impedance that
is needed, the sizes of open stub and 𝑊𝐵 are different from
each other. The balun BPF using OLRRs was fabricated on an
FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4 and thickness
between the two electrodes was 1.2 mm. The dimension
for the proposed balun BPF with balanced impedance of
100 Ohm is 41 mm × 22.21 mm, as shown in Figure 6(a), and
the photograph of the fabricated balun BPF is shown in
Figure 6(b). Similarly, the dimension for the proposed balun
BPF with balanced impedance of 50 Ohm is about 41 mm ×
32.96 mm, as shown in Figure 7(a), and the photograph of the
fabricated balun BPF is shown in Figure 7(b). Measurements
were carried out using an Agilent N5071C network analyzer.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the full-wave simulated and
measured results of the 𝑆-parameters and phase/amplitude
differences for the circuit with balanced impedance of
100 Ohm; Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show those for the circuit with
balanced impedance of 50 Ohm, respectively. The measured
𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values at the center frequencies of each passband in
Figures 8(a) and 9(a) are 1.98 and 2.19 dB, respectively. The
measured 3 dB band-edge frequencies of 𝑆𝑑𝑠21 values are
observed at 𝑓𝐿,100Ω = 2.43 GHz and 𝑓𝐻,100Ω = 2.88 GHz for
Figure 8(a) and at 𝑓𝐿,50Ω = 2.49 GHz and 𝑓𝐻,50Ω = 2.77 GHz
for Figure 9(a), respectively. The simulated and measured
𝑆𝑐𝑠21 values are smaller than 20 dB within operating bands of
two balun BPFs, which demonstrates good common-mode
suppression at the differential output port. Figures 8(a) and
9(a) also show that the amplitude difference between 𝑆21 and
𝑆31 is below 2 dB and the phase difference between 𝑆21 and
𝑆31 is within 180 ± 100 at each operating band. The proposed
balun BPFs present a wide bandwidth, because they have
two resonant frequencies within the passband. The balance
impedance will affect the electrical performance of return
loss, as shown in Figures 8(a) and 9(a); for that there is one
peak or two peaks. The little difference between the simulated
and measured results is mainly caused by the fabrication error
(circuit etching), the SMA connector, and numerical error.

4. Conclusions
We presented a simple and effective method for designing a
microstrip balun BPF with differential outputs. By adjusting
the physical dimensions of the OLRRs, the center frequencies
of the balun BPF could be tuned over a wide range. The
balanced impedance was tuned easily by open stub and 𝑊𝐵 .
The balun-bandpass filter not only possessed good bandpass
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Figure 5: Simulated results of the designed balun BPF (a) 𝑆-parameters and (b) magnitude and phase differences.
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Figure 6: (a) Layout pattern and (b) photograph of the designed balun BPF with about 100-Ω balanced impedance.
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Figure 7: (a) Layout pattern and (b) photograph of the designed balun BPF with about 50-Ω balanced impedance.
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Figure 8: (a) 𝑆-parameters and (b) phase/amplitude difference of the designed balun BPF with about 100-Ω balanced impedance.
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Figure 9: (a) 𝑆-parameters and (b) phase/amplitude difference of the designed balun BPF with about 50-Ω balanced impedance.

characteristics, as the results shown in Figures 8 and 9, the
two balun BPFs had the good performance. A prototype was
designed and fabricated, with the measured results given.
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Digital publishing is one of the national key programs. Different from traditional digital publishing models, consumers could create
personal digital publications with the editing program provided by businesses and combine it with web-to-print to output solid
publications. Nevertheless, the usability of online publishing software is related to consumers’ acceptance or intention of product
purchase. In this case, Focus Group is utilized to screen representative online publishing software (including TinTint, Photobook,
and Hypo) for evaluating interface usability, investigating users’ Subjective Satisfaction, and further proposing suggestions for
interface modification. Learnability and the number of user errors are set as the evaluation indicators of usability. Within the
evaluation indicators in Learnability, the results show that nine typical tasks, except for Storing, show significant difference between
various online publishing software. Typical tasks of basic information of works, appending pictures, adjusting pictures, changing
type version, and changing pages in the number of user errors reveal significant difference on distinct online publishing software.
Regarding the evaluation of overall Subjective Satisfaction with interface, TinTint and Hypo outperform Photobook, and no
significant difference appears between TinTint and Hypo. It is expected that the research model could be the application reference
of interface development and evaluation in digital content industries.

1. Introduction
Cultural and creative industry was included in Challenge
2008, National Development Program, proposed by the
government in May 2002. With the concept of industrial
chain, the value of cultural industries is redefined to expand
the creative field, and humanity and economy are combined
to develop industries covering cultural accumulation and
economic benefits. Cultural and Creative Industry Development Act was made public by the Ministry of Culture in
February 2010, in which, publishing industry is classified
by the Government Information Office, in 2007 Publishing
Almanac, into press publishing, magazine publishing, audiobook publishing, book publishing, and digital publishing.
Digital publishing and archives industries are defined as
the industries covering publishing, circulation, and archives,
applying the Internet, information technology, and copyright
management mechanism to creating new operation models

for new markets, enhancing the production, circulation, and
service chain of digital knowledge. Digital publishing covers
electronic books, electronic magazines, electronic paper, electronic database, and mobile contents. Digital publishing is not
simply a part of digital content industries but a new form
of publishing. Within numerous digital publishing items,
electronic book industry is the focus of public concern.
There have been businesses promoting online publishing
software in recent years, which is different from traditional
digital publishing models. Editors in traditional digital publishing industries serve as the edit creator, while the ones in
online publishing industries are the consumer themselves.
The consumers apply the editing program provided by the
businesses to create unique digital publications exclusive
of individual consumers and combining web-to-print for
outputting solid publications. Such online publishing models
have gradually been applied to personal albums, postcards,
desk calendars, and flashcards. Using online publishing
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models not only reduces human resource investment and
repeated proofreading costs but also customizes products,
solves the communication problems between the production
end and consumers in the past editing process, and creates
new channels and territories for digital publishing. Online
publishing therefore is regarded as a standard customization
model.
Nevertheless, the highly developed science and technology have products which no longer are requested for
products functions. When the functions among different
brand products are not remarkable and there are numerous
options, interface usability becomes a key factor in the users
choosing the product [2]. In the network era, applying online
publishing software to web-to-print is expected. Usability of
online publishing software interface therefore is worthy of
considerations. The idea of usability used to be applied to the
research on human-computer interaction (HCI), especially
the usability for software improvement interface [1, 3–5].
The favorable development and effectiveness of usability in
HCI has the concept of usability applied to other fields, such
as usability improvement of consumption products [6] and
usability evaluation for color selection interface of customertailored products [7]. In this case, this study tends to evaluate
the test and analysis of online publishing software interface
usability with usability engineering and further propose
suggestions related to the problems and design of online
publishing software interface usability.
In conclusion, literatures on digital publishing, online
publishing software, and usability are explored and organized
[8]. Focus Group is applied to screening large-scale and
representative online publishing software; interface usability
is evaluated for the users, and online publishing software
performance is analyzed. Meanwhile, it is expected to realize
the online publishing software users’ demands for software
and further propose the user-friendly interface for designers
or relevant businesses as well as the promotion of online publishing software usability. The research results are expected
to provide the governmental sectors or other relevant sectors
like online game businesses and electronic book publishers
with directions for digital content interface design. The
research model is expected to be applied to the digital content
usability evaluation in other areas of Taiwan, providing
valuable reference for digital content or other industries.

2. Evaluation of User Interface and Usability
A favorable user interface starts from understanding people,
rather than figures, as software is merely the tool for certain
objectives. The better satisfaction would please the users
more. The systems designed by designers are often different
from the users’ imagination and understanding of such
systems. It is considered as mental model when designing
user interface. If the user’s mental model is different from
the system, the user interface of the system exist usability
problems. Usability refers to an accessible and accepted
system for specific users conducting certain tasks in certain environments [9]. Usability engineering is proposed by
Nielsen [1], who considered usability as being consistent of
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multiple attributes and proposed the following evaluation
indicators.
(1) Learnability. The system is easy to learn and use for beginners. The novice users are measured for understanding the
learnability of the system. Generally, the time of novice users
being familiar with the system or the successful percentage of
designated tasks is measured for the judgment.
(2) Efficiency of Use. After the users are acquainted with the
system, high productivity would be achieved. The experts also
measured the time for completing a specific typical task.
(3) Memorability. When general users return to the system
after a period of time, they do not learn the system again.
Moreover, casual users are tested for the memorability with
the time spent or the number of times of correct answers.
(4) Error Rate. It allows the users to make fewer mistakes
and easily verify the mistakes; and dramatic errors would
not appear on the system. Errors are normally classified into
deadly errors, minor errors, and real-time modified errors.
(5) Subjective Satisfaction. The users’ satisfaction with the
system is often measured with questionnaires in order to
understand the preference. The user requirements, advantages, and shortcomings of various usability evaluations are
shown in Table 1.
The online publishing software presents entertainment
characteristics that the user interface focused on high learnability, low error rate, and high subjective satisfaction. Performance measurement is therefore utilized for evaluating
Learnability and the number of user errors of online publishing software interface, and questionnaire survey is applied to
understanding users’ subjective satisfaction with the software
interface.

3. Methods
3.1. Experimental Planning. Focus Group method used in this
study screens the representative online publishing software.
Focus Group is often used for evaluating users’ demands
[10–12] for objective and representative solutions. The Focus
Group members are divided into two, with six interviewed
members in each group to discuss the representative online
publishing software as the research samples. (The top three
samples are selected.) The members in Focus Group are
interviewed with semi-structural questions, Table 2.
The subjects are requested to freely browse the contents,
software instruction, instructional video, or operation software of each software website for three minutes before the
experiment, aiming to be close to the users’ habits. The
interface usability testing of online publishing software is
further investigated after completing the 3-minute learning
(total nine minutes). Usability testing aims to test the users
using the system in laboratories. In Usability Engineering
Lifecycle, the usability testing of performance measurement
is important for evaluating the achievement of usability
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Table 1: Users needed and main advantage for different usability methods.
Method name
Heuristic evaluation
Performance measures
Thinking aloud

Users needed
None
At least 10
3–5

Observation

3 or more

Questionnaires

At least 30

Interviews

5

Focus groups

6–9 per group

Logging actual use

At least 20

User feedback

Hundreds

Main advantages
Finding individual usability
problems. Addressing expert user
issues.
Hard numbers. Results easy to
compare.
Pinpointing user misconceptions.
Cheap test.
Ecological validity; revealing users’
real tasks. Suggesting functions and
features.
Finding subjective user preferences.
Easy to repeat.
Flexible, in-depth attitude, and
experience probing.
Spontaneous reactions and group
dynamics.
Finding highly used (or unused)
features. Running continuously.
Tracking changes in user
requirements and views.

Main disadvantages
Not involving real users, so not finding “surprises”
relating to their needs.
Not finding individual usability problems.
Unnatural for users. Hard for expert users to
verbalize.
Appointments hard to set up. No experimenter
control.
Pilot work needed (to prevent misunderstandings).
Time consuming. Hard to analyze and compare.
Hard to analyze. Low validity.
Analysis programs needed for huge mass of data.
Violation of users’ privacy.
Special organization needed to handle replies.

Source: [1].

Table 2: Focus Group interview outline.
Interview outline
(1) Please name the top three online publishing software
businesses in Taiwan.
(2) (Related to the above) What are the advantages of such three
businesses?

goals and comparing competitive products [1]. Users’ performance measurement tends to collect the time and error
data of a group of subjects conducting a set of testing tasks.
Learnability and the number of user errors are therefore set
as the evaluation criteria. With the experimental data, the
representative online publishing software is evaluated and
compared to the interface usability testing.
Furthermore, users’ subjective satisfaction with the
online publishing software interface is investigated to understand the users’ demands for online publishing software
to propose better interface improvement suggestions. The
questionnaire is referred to QUIS (Questionnaire for User
Interface Satisfaction), developed by Chin et al. [13]. The
users’ satisfaction with the interface is regarded as the core of
the questionnaire, and the original QUIS is slightly modified
phrases for the research subjects. The 0∼9 scales are also
modified to 1∼7. According to Miller [14], merely 7 ± 2
units could be rapidly memorized in human short-term
memory; otherwise, the memory would be overloaded. “7”
was therefore called a magical number. For this reason, the
10 scales in QUIS are modified to 7 in order to reduce the
evaluation load of subjects.

3.2. Subjects. Subjects are classified into two parts. Part of the
participants in Focus Group is designers, while the other part
is the users with long-term experiences in online publishing
software. Total of 30 subjects are included in the evaluation
of software usability. Most of the subjects in this study are
aged 20∼29. According to the data of InsighXplorer Limited
in July 2011, the average network use frequency of the age
group below 29 is higher than that of the age group above 30.
Besides, different age groups would browse distinct types of
web sites; the users aged 20∼29 prefer social network sites,
online video, news, and shopping centers. Besides, the age
group of 20∼29 reveals higher score on software, which is
better related with the topic and online publishing software.
The age group of 20∼29 is therefore selected as the subject.
Such subjects present high educational background, normal
eyesight, and no color blindness.

3.3. Typical Task. The typical tasks are revised and set from
the online publishing software interface of TinTint, Table 3.
Albums are selected as the product of the software in this
experiment, as they are commonly promoted by online
publishing businesses. The selected typical tasks are therefore
suitable for the measured software.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Focus Group Interview. Focus Group interviews are held
for designers and general users. Each of the six participants
would participate in the discussions, aiming to screen representative online publishing software.
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Table 3: Typical task set in the operation steps and the objectives.

Item Operation step

Typical task

Purpose

T1

Input relevant name

Inputting basic information of works

To test the subjects’ basic information input ability

T2

Append pictures

Appending pictures

To test the subjects’ picture appending ability

T3

Select the topic form Copying topics
T4-1 Inserting pictures
T4-2 Adjusting picture’s viewpoint angle and position
Start editing
T4-3 Changing type version
T4-4 Inputting words
T4-5 Changing pages
T5-1 Previewing
Complete editing
T5-2 Storing

T4

T5

To test the subjects’ topic selection ability

To test the subjects’ editing ability

To test the subjects’ previewing and storing abilities

Table 4: Participants’ data of designers and the results.

4.1.1. Focus Group Interview of Designers. The participants
in the Focus Group interview are selected from a designing
company in Kaohsiung, which takes charge of designing
businesses and proceeds research and development of online
publishing software related products. The participants hereafter are coded as Table 4.
4.1.2. Focus Group Interview of General Users. The participants in this interview present experiences in using online
publishing software and more than 10 years of experience in
the use of Internet. Table 5 shows the individual data and the
interview results of the participants.
4.1.3. Focus Group Interview Result. The top three businesses,
TinTint (10), Hypo (8), and Photobook (7), are regarded as
the experimental samples of online publishing software. The
brief introduction of the online publishing software is shown
in Table 6.
4.2. Usability Comparison of Representative Online Publishing
Software. Within a total of 30 subjects (10 males and 20

Storing

Previewing

Changing pages

Inputting words

Changing type
version

Adjusting pictures

Selected software
Hypo, TinTint, and UDN
Hypo, TinTint, and UDN
iLOVE, UDN, and Hypo
TinTint, UDN, and Hypo
TinTint, Hypo, and Photobook
Hypo, Photobook, and UDN

Inserting pictures

Use year of network
12
14
11
14
14
11

Copying topics

Code
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Selected software
TinTint, Photobook, and ingTouch
TinTint, Hypo, and iLOVE
TinTint, Hypo, and Photobook
TinTint, Photobook, and ingTouch
TinTint, Hypo, and Photobook
TinTint, Hypo, and Photobook

Appending pictures

Table 5: Participants’ data of general users and the results.

Seniority
12
5
7
4
3
1

Inputting basic
information

Position
Manager
Administrator and designer
Bookbinding
Designer
Designer
Designer

Learn ability (s)

Code
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6 (host)

Typical task
TinTint
Photobook
Hypo

Figure 1: Learnability comparison of the online publishing software.

females) aged 22∼29, 90% are students, and 10% are salary
people with more than 5 years of web experiences. All subjects
are requested to operate the software of TinTint, Photobook,
and Hypo for analyzing Learnability and the number of user
errors. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is first proceeded for
the typical tasks for Learnability, Table 7.
From Table 7, the typical tasks, except storing, present
significant difference. Consequently, Multiple Comparison
Test is further proceeded, Table 8.
From the analyses of various typical tasks for Learnability,
Table 8, the online publishing software presents significant
difference (𝑃 < 0.05) in inputting basic information of works.
From Figure 1, TinTint requires the least time, followed by
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Table 6: Brief description of representative online publishing software.
Website
TinTint

Hypo

Photobook

Brief introduction
It does not require software download, and the latest version could be acquired online to fulfill the dream of individual
albums. The works could be made public on the platform and shared with friends.
Website: http://www.tintint.com/
Combined with flickr and iPhoto, it provides digital picture printing service with PC and MAC. Current service areas
cover Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao, and Mainland China.
Website: http://www.hypo.cc
It expects to make digital pictures into albums for sharing with family or friends, as a special gift. New editing software is
irregularly offered for download. After completing the works, the users could upload and make orders to complete the
edition.
Website: http://www.photobook.com.tw/index.php
Table 7: Analysis of variance for learnability of the typical task.

Typical task
Inputting basic information of works

Appending pictures

Copying topics

Inserting pictures

Adjusting picture’s viewpoint angle and position

Changing type version

Inputting words

Changing pages

Previewing

Storing
∗∗

Source of variance
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total

SS
71338.400
70271.200
141609.600
75222.689
142394.967
217617.656
460.956
3244.433
3705.389
31560.067
63099.933
94660.000
58253.622
234590.600
292844.222
42500.156
168331.800
210831.956
2415.289
12703.700
15118.989
37516.422
66910.867
104427.289
10057.489
29020.967
39078.456
172.022
2519.767
2691.789

df
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89

MS
35669.200
807.715

𝐹
44.161

𝑃
0.000∗∗

37611.344
1636.724

22.980

0.000∗∗

230.478
37.292

6.180

0.003∗

15780.033
725.287

21.757

0.000∗∗

29126.811
2696.444

10.802

0.000∗∗

21250.078
1934.848

10.983

0.000∗∗

1207.644
146.020

8.270

0.001∗∗

18758.211
769.090

24.390

0.000∗∗

5028.744
333.574

15.075

0.000∗∗

86.011
28.963

2.970

0.057

𝑃 < 0.01.

Hypo and Photobook. Both TinTint and Hypo do not show
significant difference in appending pictures, while they reveal
significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) with Photobook, where
TinTint = Hypo > Photobook. Hypo shows significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) with TinTint and Photobook in copying topics, while there is no significant difference between TinTint

and Photobook. The three businesses present significant
difference (𝑃 < 0.05) in inserting pictures; and Photobook
shows the least time for Learnability, followed by TinTint and
Hypo. Photobook reveals great significant difference (𝑃 <
0.01) with TinTint and Hypo in adjusting pictures, while
there is no significant difference between TinTint and Hypo,
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Table 8: Multiple comparison analysis regarding learnability of the typical task.
Typical task

Software name
(𝐼)
TinTint

Inputting basic information of works

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Appending pictures

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Copying topics

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Inserting pictures

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Adjusting picture’s viewpoint angle and position

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Changing type version

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Inputting words

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Changing pages

Photobook
Hypo

Software name
(𝐽)
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook

Mean difference
(𝐼 − 𝐽)
−66.600
−48.800
66.600
17.800
48.800
−17.800
−60.633
1.367
60.633
62.000
−1.367
−62.000
1.033
5.233
−1.033
4.200
−5.233
−4.200
14.967
−30.067
−14.967
−45.033
30.067
45.033
−47.600
11.033
47.600
58.633
−11.033
−58.633
−19.233
33.367
19.233
52.600
−33.367
−52.600
3.867
12.400
−3.867
8.533
−12.400
−8.533
45.100
41.267
−45.100
−3.833
−41.267
3.833

Standard error

𝑃

7.338
7.338
7.338
7.338
7.338
7.338
10.446
10.446
10.446
10.446
10.446
10.446
1.577
1.577
1.577
1.577
1.577
1.577
6.954
6.954
6.954
6.954
6.954
6.954
13.408
13.408
13.408
13.408
13.408
13.408
11.357
11.357
11.357
11.357
11.357
11.357
3.120
3.120
3.120
3.120
3.120
3.120
7.160
7.160
7.160
7.160
7.160
7.160

0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.017∗
0.000∗∗
0.017∗
0.000∗∗
0.896
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.896
0.000∗∗
0.514
0.001∗∗
0.514
0.009∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.009∗∗
0.034∗
0.000∗∗
0.034∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.413
0.001∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.413
0.000∗∗
0.094
0.004∗∗
0.094
0.000∗∗
0.004∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.219
0.000∗∗
0.219
0.008∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.008∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.594
0.000∗∗
0.594
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Table 8: Continued.

Typical task

Software name
(𝐼)
TinTint

Previewing

Photobook
Hypo

∗

Software name
(𝐽)
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook

Mean difference
(𝐼 − 𝐽)
−22.067
0.700
22.067
22.767
−0.700
−22.767

Standard error

𝑃

4.716
4.716
4.716
4.716
4.716
4.716

0.000∗∗
0.882
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.882
0.000∗∗

𝑃 < 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑃 < 0.01.

Table 9: Analysis of variance for the number of user errors of the typical task.
Typical task
Inputting basic information of works

Appending pictures

Copying topics

Inserting pictures

Adjusting picture’s viewpoint angle and position

Changing type version

Inputting words

Changing pages

Previewing

Storing
∗∗

Source of variance
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total

SS
4.356
12.767
17.122
6.067
12.033
18.100
0.022
0.967
0.989
0.156
15.000
15.156
4.422
20.700
25.122
14.467
13.933
28.400
0.289
11.533
11.822
1.867
10.533
12.400
0.156
4.567
4.722
0.022
0.967
0.989

df
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89
2
87
89

MS
2.178
0.147

𝐹
14.841

𝑃
0.000∗∗

3.033
0.138

21.931

0.000∗∗

0.011
0.011

1.000

0.372

0.078
0.172

.451

0.638

2.211
0.238

9.293

0.000∗∗

7.233
0.160

45.165

0.000∗∗

0.144
0.133

1.090

0.341

0.933
0.121

7.709

0.001∗∗

0.078
0.052

1.482

0.233

0.011
0.011

1.000

0.372

𝑃 < 0.01.

where TinTint = Hypo > Photobook. Hypo presents great
significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) with TinTint and Photobook
in Changing type version, while no significant difference
appears between TinTint and Photobook, where Hypo >
TinTint = Photobook. Hypo shows great significant difference
(𝑃 < 0.01) with TinTint and Photobook in inputting words,

and no significant difference appears between TinTint and
Photobook. The relation equation is shown as Hypo > TinTint
= Photobook. TinTint presents great significant difference
with Hypo and Photobook in changing pages, and no significant difference appears between Hypo and Photobook,
where Photobook = Hypo > TinTint. Photobook reveals great
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Table 10: Multiple comparison analysis regarding the number of user errors of the typical task.

Typical task

Software name
(𝐼)
TinTint

Inputting basic information of works

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Appending pictures

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Adjusting picture’s viewpoint angle and position

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Changing type version

Photobook
Hypo
TinTint

Changing pages

Photobook
Hypo

∗∗

Software name
(𝐽)
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook
Photobook
Hypo
TinTint
Hypo
TinTint
Photobook

Mean difference
(𝐼 − 𝐽)
−0.467
0.000
0.467
0.467
0.000
−0.467
−0.567
−0.033
0.567
0.533
0.033
−0.533
−0.433
0.067
0.433
0.500
−0.067
−0.500
−0.333
0.633
0.333
0.967
−0.633
−0.967
0.333
0.267
−0.333
−0.067
−0.267
0.067

Standard error

𝑃

0.099
0.099
0.099
0.099
0.099
0.099
0.096
0.096
0.096
0.096
0.096
0.096
0.126
0.126
0.126
0.126
0.126
0.126
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.090

0.000∗∗
1.000
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
1.000
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.729
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.729
0.000∗∗
0.001∗∗
0.598
0.001∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.598
0.000∗∗
0.002∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.002∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.004∗∗
0.000∗∗
0.460
0.004∗∗
0.460

𝑃 < 0.01.

significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) with TinTint and Hypo in
previewing, and no significant difference appears between
TinTint and Hypo, where TinTint = Hypo > Photobook.
Aiming at the number of user errors of the online
publishing software, the analysis of variance results are shown
in Table 9.
With ANOVA, the typical tasks with significant difference
in the number of user errors are further proceeded Multiple
Comparison Test, Table 10.
The ANOVA results are further explained with Figure 2.
Photobook presents great significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01)
with TinTint and Hypo in inputting basic information of
works, appending pictures, and adjusting pictures, and no
significant difference appears between TinTint and Hypo,
where TinTint = Hypo > Photobook. The three businesses
show great significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) in changing
type version, and Hypo appears have the least number of

user errors, followed by TinTint and Photobook. The relation
therefore is shown as follows: Hypo > TinTint > Photobook.
TinTint reveals great significant difference with Photobook
and Hypo in changing pages, and no significant difference
between Photobook and Hypo, where Photobook = Hypo >
TinTint.
4.3. Comparison of Subjective Satisfaction with Online Publishing Software. The descriptive statistics and ANOVA of overall
Subjective Satisfaction are shown in Tables 11 and 12.
From Table 12, the representative software presents significant difference (𝑃 < 0.01) on the overall Subjective
Satisfaction. Consequently, Multiple Comparison Analysis
is further proceeded, Table 13. From Table 13, there is no
significant difference between TinTint and Hypo (𝑃 = 0.285),
while Photobook reveals significant difference compared to
TinTint and Hypo (𝑃 < 0.01).
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Table 11: Descriptive statistics of overall Subjective Satisfaction.
Software name

Mean

Standard deviation

30
30
30
90

5.18
3.48
4.92
4.52

1.05694
.99901
.80455
1.21083

Storing

Previewing

Changing pages

Inputting words

Changing type
version

Adjusting picture

Inserting pictures

Copying topics

Appending pictures

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Inputting basic
information

Numbers of user
errors

TinTint
Photobook
Hypo
Total

Number

Typical task
TinTint
Photobook
Hypo

Confidence interval
Lower bound
Upper bound
4.7917
5.5810
3.1100
3.8560
4.6196
5.2204
4.2762
4.7834

Min

Max

2.49
1.57
3.63
1.57

6.96
6.18
6.77
6.96

reveal significant difference. For the number of user errors,
inputting basic information of works, appending pictures,
adjusting pictures, changing type version, and changing
pages present significant difference, while the rest do not
show statistical significance. Regarding the comparison of
overall subjective satisfaction with online publishing software
interface, TinTint and Hypo outperform Photobook, but no
significant difference appears between TinTint and Hypo. It
is expected that the research results could be the reference
and evaluation basis for relevant digital industries, and
the research model could be broadly applied to usability
evaluation of relevant digital contents in other areas of Taiwan
for valuable reference.
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